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SPAIN.

\\i\\ IV. 1. Revelations of Spain in 1845. By an

Iii:siDENT. 2 vols. 8vo. London: 1845. Colburn.

I*. Journal of a Clergyman, during a l^isit to the Peninsula, in tic

Summer and Autumn of 1841. By the Rev. AV. ROBERTSON,
M inist or of Xow Greyfriars, Edinburgh. Blackwood: 1845.

Diary of Travels in France and Spain, chiefly in the year 1844.

By the Rev. FRANCIS TRENCH. 2 vols. 8vo. London : 1845.

Bentley.

THESE works, and others which have come out since

wo made up our list, are evidences of the interest

which is beginning to be felt in the state of the

Peninsula. A country which, for upwards of twenty

years, seems to have been but the theatre of successive

revolutions, which, while every other great Europoan
nation has been enjoying perfect peace, and improving
its resources, has been plunged in a series of civil, and

almost provincial, wars ; a country in whicli all the

elements of society seem to have been thrown into a

political chaos from which a new creation was to

spring, is seen at last subsiding into tranquillity, and

emerging from an abyss of disorder; after sovoral

oscillations, that have grown fainter and fainter, it

seems to have gained its upright position ; order and

firm government have asserted their rights, and the

course of calm legislation, so long pent up or dcvioi

deflected, has begun to flow in its proper channel.

A country so situated cannot fail to interest. Under
this aspoct it is already visited by the statesman
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4 SPAIN.

and the utilitarian ; and its resources, infant amidst

the matured or fading prosperity of other states, are

being accurately measured and scanned. The rail-

road schemer, the mineral treasure-hunter, the bridge-

contractor, have already rushed to the spot ; and the

Spaniards are to be treated to the inconceivable luxury
of passing at once from twenty miles a day's travelling

on an arricro'a ass, or in a desperate diligence drawn

by twenty mules, to flying at the rate of twice as many
miles an hour, on the wings of steam. They will not

have to pass through the intermediate state of expen-
sive roads now choked with grass, and "Nimrods"
and " "Wonders" whirled by

"
blood-powder

" a at twelve

miles an hour's speed.
But while many will be interested by Spain, as the

opening market of new speculations, our eyes natu-

rally turn towards it, to seek " the old paths," and we
look with eagerness for every indication of its moral

and religious state. And in doing so, it is not merely
as Catholics, but it is as English Catholics peculiarly,

that we find ourselves attracted to the unusual spec-
tacle which Spain presents. Here is a country, in which,
of all others, whatever has been cast as a reproach on
our holy religion by the mouth of the calumniator,
has been supposed to have grown to its maturity.
Who has not heard for years of the religious ignorance
of Spain ? of its superstition ? of its priestly domi-

nation ? Who has not hoard that noble country

spoken of, as exemplifying more tli;m any other, the

state of abject degradation to which ;i people could he

brought by not reading the Hihle, hut allowing them-

selves to be blindly led by designing pri Again,
and again, we h:i\r heen told that its religion all

consisted in outward sho\v, that the poor wore beguiled

A S|Kinisli exprei non for Raima]
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by magnificent coremonials in splendid churches, at

altars blazing with the wealth of the Indies; that

their senses were enslaved, while their reason was

unconvinced, and their heart insincere; that crowds of

enormously rich, cunning priests, and indolent monks

and friars, were leagued together with a despotic

government, helped by a cruel inquisition, to keep the

people in habitual delusion, and error, and thraldom.

Spain was proverbially, in a Protestant's mouth, the

type of the Catholic religion worked out to its conse-

quences, and so exhibiting a melancholy picture of

spiritual abandonment and abjection.

Now of a country so circumstanced, what would

one naturally have predicated ? Why, that take but

away the outward props, and the edifice would

crumble. Remove what till now has made the people

seemingly religious, and the hollowness of the system
will be manifested, and you will be left with a mass of

infidelity and immorality, stripped of its outward

seemliness and decent covering. Well, all has been

done that can be done to apply this smarting test,

this actual cautery to the body of the Spanish Church.

First, she has been pretty well spoiled of all earthly

wealth, and left as poor and indigent as the most fer-

vent admirer of apostolical poverty could desire to see

her. All the church lands have been seized to the

state, all tithes have been abolished, every imaginable
source of income turned away ; and a pension substi-

tuted for all and most scrupulously never paid.

Secondly, the violence of plundering foes, and the

liberal rapacity (how ill do the two words agree !)
of

Mendizabals and Esparteros have succeeded each other

in first harvesting, and then gleaning, the Church

treasuries, to the extent of having pretty generally

shorn the divine worship of its splendour, and bared
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altar and shrine of their pride and ornament. They
have sucked up every fund for defraying the expenses
of God's service, and have driven, by starvation, the

priests from the sanctuary. "Whatever could be done

to render the ceremonial and liturgy of the Catholic

Church as meagre and as mean as possible, has been

thus most sedulously accomplished. Thirdly, the alli-

ance between Church and State has been not only

openly, but ostentatiously broken, by the banishment

of bishops, dignitaries, and parish priests, from their

diocese or country, and by measures coolly calculated

to bring the ecclesiastical order into contempt. Every

religious body has been dissolved, the monks driven

into the streets, and all their corporate influence de-

stroyed. Where there may have been ten ecclesiastics,

fairly provided for, to rule or bias, there is hardly one

pauper curate left.

Surely here is enough in conscience to probe to the

quick the soundness of faith in Spain, and to bring to

proof the assertion, that externals formed the religion
of its people, and outward show their worship. Who,
that believed the picture drawn above of what Spain
has been thought to be, would not have predicted

that, by this time, the people would have been found

godless, their clergy powerless, and their worship
deserted? Who, of such a mind, would not h

e\ peeled that the few who remained still attached to

the desecrated altars of their fathers, should have to

be sought at the gates of ruined churches, wailing,
like Jeremiah, that tin- ways of Sion are made cl

lute, and that none came to her festivals ?

, thanks he to God, it is not so. And we really
helieve it will he a relief to many Catholic h< arts to

hear so. For, though we \\ill not presume to think,

thai lie \vho bears that name would have used
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such terms as we have put into a Protestant mouth,
\.i are xv e obliged to fear, from mueh we have often

heard, that, even among ourselves, prejudice had crept

in, and usurped our judgments, upon that ureat and

MTOUS country; which gave us shelter in our day
of distress, and provided us with the means of edu-

cating, I'm- centuries, that clergy which, in spite of

the rack, the gallows, and the quartering-knife, kept
true reli-ion alive in England. Not a few Catholics

xvmild have gone to the very verge of the language
which we have imagined, or would, at least, h

feared that it might contain some truth.

On our part, however, we should, from the beginning
of the great religious struggles in Spain, have rejected
the idea with scorn. Perhaps early and vague im-

pressions, mingled with the recollections of childhood,

which nothing had been able to efface, may have

brought it home to our conviction, that faith and

deep religious and moral feelings were there solidly

implanted; and this consciousness may have repelled

from our minds the insinuations and charges which

we so often heard against the religion of Spain. Or,

it may be that such evidences as chance threw in our

way, all went to give the lie to the traveller's or apos-
latc's tales, concerning clergy and people. "We have,

seen the exiled religious of Spain, when first the

decree of suppression was issued, joining the com-

munities of other countries, and everywhere edifying

by the strictness of their disciplines and the holiness

of their lives. We have seen its banished clergy in

the towns of Prance, penniless and starving, yet living

in small communities, reciting devoutly the Divine

Otlice in choir, and leading quiet, inoifensive In

ready for any good work, and exemplary in the dis-

charge of every duty. "We have Been the hardy you
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of Catalonia crowding the decks of the Mediterranean

steamers, returning cheerful from Rome, whither they
had repaired without scrip or purse, to obtain that

ordination, which the banishment of their own bishops,

or the doubtful jurisdiction of intruded administrators

of vacant sees, or the prohibition of an infidel govern-

ment, prevented their procuring at home. We have

seen the bishops, driven from their churches by the

revolutionary scourge, make themselves revered for

their learning, their virtues, and their unflinching

courage. In fine, we have seen many of the laity of

Spain, and among them youths of birth and education,

firmly attached to their religion, and zealously prac-

tising its obligations, when far from home. With
such chance-evidences before us, as well as by pretty

regular attention to the religious periodicals of that

calumniated country, we have ever watched its religious

crisis with an eye of hope ; we have disbelieved, with

unwavering constancy, the reports of all newspapers'
" own correspondents" (a race which, with some few

honourable exceptions, every continental government
might with safe conscience banish) ; and have gleaned
consolation and confidence from the remembrance of

the issue of every great contest between Catholic

principle and the tyranny of states.

They are our views of the result of this combat,

and of its accompanying storms and terrors, that we

wish to lay before our readers ; and, not only our vi<

but the grounds on which we have formed them. We
may be naturally expected, in the first instance, to

say something of the works before us, in reference to

our subject. Two of them are by clergymen, reprc-
i inu

1 the two poles of Protestantism, the Anu-li<

and the Scottish Presbyterian. Kaeh displays his

(|iiulificati<m <>!' Kevereml >n his title-p >nl raeh
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clearly intends his \\ork to be the manifestation of

pel views, and of a holy horror of 1'opcry in con-

nection with Spain. They express the triumph of

self-contented private judgment over a church and

religion, which they can neither understand nor

comprehend.
Our Anglican tourist sadly deceives us by his title-page
"
Diary of Travels in France and Spain, chiefly in the

year 1 ^ 1 1 ." 1 n reality, the " Travels in Spain" consist

of a few days' excursion across the Pyrenees, as far as

Pampeluna. In the preface to the work, we are care-

fully informed that the clerical character of the author

is to be impressed on every page. He has travelled to

make 4 himself acquainted with the state of religion

the lluiiiixh fnilh in France; and, apparently, his
" sense of responsibility for time, attention, and in-

t crest, attached to one occupying the position of a

minister," which forbade his having any other object
on one side of the Pyrenees, would not allow a change
of principle on the other. Now we will undertake to

say that, on his return from both countries, he knew

considerably less of what he went to learn, than he

did when he started. For, really, ignorance is more
akin to true knowledge than false positively false

notions are. A man, who knows nothing about Mus-

sulmen, knows more than one who thinks them
Christians. And Mr. Trench would truly have been

better off for acquaintance with Catholics, had he

remained in blissful ignorance at Freehills, than he is

now, after carefully picking up so much nonsense and

so much untruth, in his travels in two countries. "We

do not mean to impeach his character; for he really

seems a most amiable, well-meaning gentleman. lit'

dedicates his work to his wife; and seems always

easily pleased and satisfied save. <>f OOUrse, when-
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religion is concerned and ever ready to see the fair

side of men and things, except in Popery. But, should

any one turn to his pages, expecting to find the smallest

imaginable amount of information respecting the re-

ligious condition of Spain or its people, he is doomed
to inevitable disappointment. Mr. Trench thinks, no

doubt, that he is discharging
" the responsibility for

time, attention, and interest, attached to one occupying
the position of a minister," by giving away Spanish
Testaments and tracts, as he travels through a small

section of the country. Having distributed " those

Testaments and a few tracts," he thinks he has as-

certained that "
facility now exists there of disper*

[sic']
the Word of God !" (Vol. ii. p. 72.) But surely,

we need not expect to learn much of the state of

religion in that vast, and almost mysterious country,
from the diary of a clergyman, however amiable, who
thinks he is doing apostolic work, by driving into it a

party of young ladies, in a pony phaeton even though
the ponies were grey, and the phaeton built by Mr.

Cole, of Fareham! 1'

The Presbyterian clergyman may be naturally ex-

pect ed to look with even less favour upon Catholic

Spain. lie is, indeed, "led to hope that he has one

recommendation to the favour of a certain portion of

the public, beyond what is possessed by the generality
of tourists, viz. : that he has endeavoured to look on

everything ///'/// flic rt/r of < \sier of Ihe Go*

of ch, ' What this "eye" K we are at a loss

to di ; unh^s we arc to judge from p - in

his hool;. which we should he sorry to quote. Sucl

one in p]>. .*>!, l}'2, which bcu-in> with a solemn appeal

'' \W should have lianlly ii"t ; work. hut for its being DO

h;i<l BpeCU ire nun u>r the U-rin

lass.
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to the Deity, about the religious state of Spain, in

thcsr terms :

tv
( ) Lord, Innv long? How long wilt Hum snfler tvrannv and

priotcrafi in exelude the (lospel and (in,^n i
(

'

> from tins

Miifnl land: Arise, Sun of Righteousness, with healing on thy
\\ in

and goes on, aft <M- a iru lines, in a strain of worldly

levity, \vhich would have secured to any Spanish

clergyman, had he written it, suspension, or severe

reprehension from his bishop. The "eye" of the
"
Gospel minister" seems to have been directed to

anything but spiritual objects. The whole passage,
to us, is unspeakably disgusting.
Yet this gentleman, in his travels through Southern

Spain, has, of course, his views on the state of religion

there, and the means of improving it.

"
Spain," he writes,

"
appears to be in a transition state. She has,

to a certain extent, shaken oil' the yoke of Popery, without getting

anything better in its plaee. On a eonntry in this condition, how

powerful might be the influence of a faithful and energetic Christian

minister at Gibraltar, who should be disposed to assume the aggres-

sive as well as the defensive, to be a missionary as well as a pastor!"
-P. 180.

Again :

"I have said that Spain is in a transition state. It is obvious,

from the conversations I have had with those who are acquainted

with the state- of the country, that an important change in the reli-

gions views and character of the people is in process. This el:.

had begun to show itself before the abolition of conventual establish-

ments and the recent appropriation of part of the patrimony of the

Church. These innovations have, however, done much to shake the

already tottering fabric of superstition, and to overthrow the already

decaying influence of the Romish priesthood. No one can enter

Spain now without being struck with the discrepancy bet \\i\i

preconceived notions of the superstitious reverence of the Spanish
lower orders for the mummery of Romanism, and the actual >tato of

the fact. 1 am not acquainted with any part of Europe, in which

Pope- I. where lr) be
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observed among the common people in their religious ceremonies ;

and it is notorious that many superstitious observances have now

quite disappeared. Am I gratified at this ? I acknowledge that I

am. Not that I am prepared to maintain that no religion at all is in

itself better than Popery ;
but because, while the influence of the

priesthood over the minds of the people remained unimpaired, the

introduction of the Bible generally into Spain was almost hopeless.

A new era in the religious history of the Peninsula has begun.

Spiritual despotism the most dangerous enemy which the truth lias

to encounter is no more
;
and civil despotism is quite incapable of

excluding the Bible entirely from the land. Now that the anathemas

of the priesthood are disregarded, the people are eager to receive- the

word of God, and experience everywhere proves that where a people

are desirous of welcoming the light, not all the most stringent regu-

lations of the most bigoted and tyrannical of despotisms can keep
them altogether in darkness." P. 185.

His remedy is as beautiful as are his premises :

"
Wherefore, if the eye of the Christian tactician carefully surveys

the hitherto impregnable defences of the man of sin in Spain, he will

not fail to perceive that a wide and practicable breach is already
made. Up then, soldiers of the Cross ! Eternal honour to the man,
be he Episcopalian, Presbyterian, Wesleyan, or Independent, who
shall first mount the breach with the sword of the Spirit in his hand !

Eternal honour to the man of God, who shall first preach the truth

of Jesus in Madrid !" P. 188.

Such is the information which a person desirous to

know the religious condition of Spain is likely to get
from travellers who pretend to have expressly made it

their study. Their own fanatical views are the medium

through which they see, and there is not even an attempt
at reasonable investigation. Mr. Robertson's notions

and hopes on the subject are completely belied by facts

alluded to by himself, to which we may have occasion

later to refer. AVc shall certainly look no further into

him for information.

The i;< \<lat ions of Spain" have a much morn sub-

stantial claim to notice. They are the clever production
of a pin-son well ae,,immte<l with the late history, the
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social peculiarities, and the national characteristics of

Spain. There is much vigour and much truth through-
out the work. But, though it will be of use to us in

many respects, it would be but a poor guide in our

present research : for it is only incidentally and in-

dircctly that the religious condition and prospects <i

Spain are mentioned. The author too is a Protestant ;

and, though he is clearly fond of Spain and its people,
it is useless to expect from him, or any such, access

to many sources of information, which a Catholic alone

can possibly reach, understand, or apply. The religious

condition of any nation must be estimated by a variety

of considerations. One, for instance, is the adherence

of the people to the doctrines and practices of their

faith, and the love which they feel for it. Now who
but a Catholic can truly understand the relative value

which these possess, and the scale of importance in

which they stand ? Is any but a Catholic likely to

inspire the bishops or higher clergy with that confi-

dence which will lead to their opening to him their

knowledge of their people, their own struggles, their

sufferings, their views, their hopes ? and consequently
make him. able to estimate their learning, their zeal,

their constancy, their patience, and their other quali-

ties, in whatever measure they may possess them ?

Or, who again, but a Catholic, can appreciate the real

value of the combat for principles which, like those of

our own St. Thomas, a Protestant can hardly under-

stand ? Yet, who will be able to measure the religious

prospects of a nation, without an accurate acquaint-
ance with the virtues or defects of its hierarchy?
Who but a Catholic can get to the heart of a Catholic,

especially when it is suffering from the pains inflicted

by heresy and infidelity when it is shut up from the

scrutiny of all but bosom-friends, thron-h the jral
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of perilous times ? Who, but one recognised as n

brother, will penetrate into more secret asylums of

virtue and sorrow, and gain acquaintance with the

hidden hopes which may lie stored up in the fervent

prayer and silent patience of the cloistered spouses of

the Lamb ? Nay, how seldom can a Protestant even

come to know the feelings on this subject of those who
will converse with him freely in society, upon politics,

or the topics of the day, but feel that there is no com-

munion between them on matters of more conscientious

interests ?

It may be presumptuous in us to hope that we h;

succeeded in this difficult task ; but at least we have

endeavoured to accomplish it. We have had oppor-
tunities of conversing with the prelates of that country,
whether exiles, or in their sees, and with the adminis-

trators of more than one vacant church; we have

sought the acquaintance of its ecclesiastics, and it has

ripened into feelings of a more pleasing nature, with

some distinguished for learning, virtue, and discern-

ment : we have visited seminaries, colleges, and

schools; have considered every institution of charity

as deserving of minute inspection, and quite as noble

a monument of a city's glory as the Alhambra, or

Alcazar, and have been as interested explorers of the

one as of the other; we have therefore spent hours in

hospitals, asylums, orphanages and workhouses (if

the name can be applied without profanation to the

refuges of poverty and old a^e in Spain), and other

such establishments; and everywhere we ha\

with nothing but courtesy and a r

ything open. 'We have penetrated into the

of many religions houses, and drawn

both edification and hope from the virtues which

have there discovered. Finally, we have made the
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inquiry now before us, into th of religion in

Spain, our principal object while visiting the eoun-

try under circumstances peculiarly favourable, which

enabled us to converse with persons of all parties, of

various professions, and of dillerent ranks, and which

put us on a footing' of intimacy and familiar inter-

course with many, both able and willing to give

procure, us every information we desired.

It is the result of this investigation, so conducted,
that we now proceed to lay before our Catholic read

in hopes that it will interest them, as it has done our-

selves. Our personal researches arc indeed confined

to the south of Spain; but our documentary evide

will extend over the entire country : and we shall

most careful not to make a single statement without

such authority, unless it be the result of personal
rvation. In placing these materials for consider-

ation under the notice of our readers, it is far from bi

our intention to write a disquisition on our subject, or

to give a methodical and argumentative treatise. A\V

think we shall communicate our views much better in

a more varied and discursive form, which may lead us

into digressions, not perhaps always needless for our

purpose.
I. We have already remarked, that it woidd be

useless to attempt a judgment upon the religious

position or prospects of a Catholic country, without

some data whereby to judge of the actual condition of

its hierarchy. But this one element clearly rcsoi

itself into several distinct considerations. Thus, it is

of importance to know, to what character of
j

we have to look for the reorganization of the ecclesi-

ast ical system; the re-establishment of seminaries w 1

suppressed; the reformation of abuses which must 1:

crept into the Church during so long a period of ai i
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the rekindling of zeal which must in many places have

grown cool ; the restoration to canonical order of juris-

diction disordered by civil interference ; and not least

of all, the filling by new means, the terrible chasm

which the suppression of religious communities has

made, in the machinery for instructing, directing, and

influencing the mass of the people. It is clear that

the physician must be skilful indeed, who has to reset

the frame, of which every limb and articulation is

disjointed by the rack whereon it has been cruelly

stretched, and to heal its many sores and ulcers, and

cure its aching head and its fainting heart. But

beyond this, it is also of importance to know to what

extent the people are desirous of this treatment, or

value the physician's art. Eor if they have no feeling

on the subject, it is clear that his labour will be heavy,
and comparatively fruitless. Moreover, the govern-
ment of the Church is so essential a part of her very

being, that if a sense of its value be lost, we must fear

that with it much else that is practically important
will be gone. Thus, the just prizing of the sacrament

of Confirmation would be perilled, where the episco-

pacy was undervalued ; and conversely, the desire of

that holy rite where it had been delayed, would form

a test of the estimation which the episcopal order

itself enjoys. A Catholic alone will fully understand

this reasoning.
We must own that every means within our reach, of

judging of the episcopal body in Spain at the time of

the late revolutions, and, consequently, of as much of

it as yet survives, leads us to form a very lii^h esti-

mate of its worth. One simple fact \\ ill introduce the

subject, and speak more than volumes. At the begin-

ning of last year [1844], of the sixty-two bishops who

compose the hierarchy of Spain, only twelve were left
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in thru- sees. Many no doubt h;id perished throu-h

natural causes and old age, not a few IVoin the hard-

ships to -which they had been subjected; l)iit a in

honourably lariro number were in exile, either in other

]>ro\ inees, or beyond the confines of the kingdom.

The government, usually called liberal, had, by arbi-

trary measures, got rid of the Church's noble defend'

'.l

;or let us iii limine express our strong conviction,

that in revolutionary governments, none are so de-

spotic as those which call themselves liberal, and it'

good people in England fancy that with the downfall

of Espartero there was an overthrow of liberty, they
arc indeed mistaken. The London citizens wiio feasted

him, and (unknowingly) the woman-murderer Nogu-
eras, f///^// aeoum tti<Ht ttmbram, and thought that

thereby they were paying homage to the same spirit

as i^-ave England its constitution, would think very

differently if they had in themselves a taste of his

policy in government, and were turned over for a time,

to the administration of a Mendizabal, and the tender

mercies of a Zurbano. c Yet such are the idols of our

liberals at home !

The treatment of the bishops is a tolerable evidence

of these men's principles of personal liberty. A bishop,

c It was indeed lamentable to see how the English press took part
with the last desperate attempt of this wretched man to disturh the

tranquillity of Spain, lie was praised as the hope and .salvation of

the country. In Spain his character was better known. AVo are

unwilling to believe the tales of sacrilege related of him; those of

blood eau hardly we fear be disputed. One anecdote, received from

'.lent authority, we will record. AVhen Espartero put to death

Leon, Quiroga, Montes de Oca, and others, Galiano, now so

well known as a statesman, was pursued to death by the murderous

Xurbano. The mother of his intended victim presented her>rlf to

him to entreat his compassion. The rnilian's answer \\as :

take \oiir son, all that I shall grudge will ho the value of the powder
and ball which it will take to shoot him."

3 C
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after all, was a citizen and a Spaniard ; and, according
to our old-fashioned prejudices, we cannot understand

a government, or minister, unceremoniously sending

away, without trial, into exile from home or country,

any one entitled to constitutional protection. Yet

such was the treatment of these venerable men. By
what is called a "

providencia gubernatimi" that is,

an arbitrary order of the government a bishop was

commanded to depart forthwith to the place appointed
for his banishment, and there to remain till further

pleasure. And as all the revenues of the bishoprics

had been seized, and the pensions allotted in their

place were never paid, the exiled bishop, separated
from the sympathies of his flock, was left to the charity
of strangers, ignorant, probably, of his virtues and

his wants. The pretences on which this treatment

was inflicted were various. Some were banished for

refusing to recognise the jurisdiction of an ecclesi-

astical junta or commission, created and invested witli

authority in spiritual matters, by a government decree

of April 22, 1834 ; some for resisting the prohibition

issued to them to ordain their clergy ; some for pe-

titioning against the suppression of religious orders;

others, again, for defending the property of the clergy;

and all, finally, for refusing with horror to consent to

the schismatical separation, contemplated by their

civil rulers, from the Apostolic See.
d Such were the

d Pensamiento dc la Nacion, vol. i. p. 25. As we shall often be

indebted for valuable informal ion to this excellent journal, \vc may be

allowed to say a few words concerning it. Its first number app
. 7, 1844, and it has continued to be published weekly, til:

nl time. It <

polities

(uniformly treated on great Catholic principles), to religious

:.-al int. 1 Mid to literary articles. It .-aim,

moderate, an-i tfl style pure- and e: - sentiments noble

and fervently religious. It seems to us tbe very model of
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crimes of the Spanish episcopacy the crimes of our

S.-iinls Ansclm, Thomas, and Kdmund the crimes

Avhirh Iiail sent into banishment before them, a 8flB*

gory VI 1. and a Pius VII. Had the English Church,

at the unfortunate period of Henry the Eighth's

iviu-n, ])ossessed a hody of bishops as ready to suller,

and, consequently, as resolute in resisting, as the

Spanish episcopacy has shown itself, we may doubt

whether the faith would have heen lost to our country

ially as it was.

\Ve cannot exactly state the number of bishops ex-

pelled from their sees ; for we have no evidence within

our reach, as to how many may have died in exile.

But the number who have survived, and lived to be

orcd with honour to their sees, is not inconsider-

able. On the 19th of January, 1844, the govern-

ment, at the earnest petition of the clergy and people

of Seville, addressed a note to the holy and venerable

Cardinal Cienfuegos, archbishop of that noble city,

who had been in banishment at Alicante since Feb-

ruary, 1836, most honourably recalling the decree of

his banishment, and inviting him to return to his

all'ectionate flock. It must be observed that the order

siu.-tical journal. It is under the direction of Don Jaime Balmea, a

young ecclesiastic, whose great abilities, extraordinary learning, sacred

and profane, and devoted zeal to the cause of God and his Clmivh,

form tlu> admiration of all lovers of order and truth in Spain. Of

some of his other works we hope to speak more at length in a future

article
;
but we must here mention another periodical conducted by

him, previously to, and with this, to which likewise we shall have

-ion to refer. This is La Sociedad, in 8vo., of which the first

number appeared at Barcelona, March 1, 184:3, and closed with

second volume in September, 1844. [It need not be added, that a

pivmntmv death soon after closed the hopeful career of this excellent

priest. I Ir is now better known in England by his work on C'atho-

licis-in and Protestantism, translated into English.]

c2
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for his banishment had accused liim of no fault it

would have been difficult, indeed, to have placed one

on his sacred head ; for he is a prelate who, from his

virtues and amiable character, had, and could have, no

enemies. But the government of the day were about

to suppress the religious orders ; and they knew that,

mild and gentle as he was, he would never have con-

sented to their iniquitous designs; but would have

opposed them, as became a good shepherd. He was,

therefore, to be removed ; and this was done by one of

those ministerial or dictatorial acts, to which we have

alluded. "We shall have to return again to this excel-

lent pastor. The same day a similar decree of recall

was addressed to the archbishop of Santiago. These

measures of justice were soon followed by others of a

similar character. In February and the following

months, honourable invitations to return to their sees

were sent to the archbishop of Tarragona, to the

bishops of the Canaries, of Palencia, of Calahorra, of

Placencia, and of Pampeluna (who had passed his

banishment at Pau) ; and either then, or soon after, to

the bishop of Ceuta. The bishop of Minorca, D. Pr.

Juan Antonio Diaz Merino, died in exile at Marseilles,

on the 16th of April of the same year. A few days
before his death, he wrote to a friend at Madrid to beg
a small sum of money to defray his funeral expenses ;

and soon after receiving it, lie died in holy peace. All

Marseilles bore witness to the virtues which shed

honour and veneration around his exile. But of his

character and life more just now. Nor must \\ e oyer-

look the cruel ignominy with which thr a-ed and
excellent bishop of Alcala was treated. Although

upwards of eighty years of a^v, lie was banished, or

rather trai 1, in 1837, to an African presidio, or

prison-fort, where galley-slaves are detained; \\liere
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even the water that is drunk must he brought from

Spain; where the climate is pestilential; and where

lie would have none of the comforts accessary at his

advanced a^e. J5ut the public voice of condemnation

obliged them to recall him, we believe after two year-.
\Ve have here three archbishops and ei-ht bishops,

in all eleven prelates, who have nobly borne banish-

ment, many of them in an advanced age and a

banishment, be it remembered, aggravated by ab-<>-

tute destitution rather than surrender to the wolf

the sheep confided to their care, or an atom of that

sacred deposit of truth, of discipline, or of religious

practice, which had been committed to their custody.
But though wre are, at this moment, able only to

record these few, the number is certainly much
greater ; for several had died in their banishment,
before a happier era dawned on the Spanish Church.

If there be any truth in the feelings which guided the

ancient Church, when she prided herself upon having

bishops, who, like St. Athanasius, St. Hilary, St. Chry-

sostoni, or (to take the country of which we write)
St. Eructuosus of Tarragona, or St. Eugenius of To-

ledo, were ready to suffer exile rather than yield one

tittle to the enemies of the Church ; and if she thought
and felt herself strongest, when seemingly most

oppressed (for virlns hi Injlrmitate pcrficitur); nay, if

the hopes of a church may be calculated by the pro-

portion in which we find the characteristics of the

Good Shepherd, as given by our Lord, marked in its

chief rulers, the Church of Spain has much to be

proud of, and much to hope for, in an
episcopate

which has so generously done its hard duty in such a

crisis; and we may surely augur well of its future

prospects, after it has produced, trained, and rai>ed

to dignity so worthy a body of clergy. Xur can any
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set-off be well made on the other side. That some

weak men may have heen found in so large a number,

who bent beneath the storm, is very possible. The

only one who, to our knowledge, has publicly espoused
the revolutionary principles, which have sent his

brother bishops into banishment, is the bishop of

Astorga. We have before us his pastoral, in which

the authority of the state is made co-ordinate with,

and even paramount to, that of the Church ;

e in

which he is most anxious that his flock should learn

to distinguish between the head of the Church and

the king of Rome* (a term which even Pistoja did not

venture to use), attributing to the latter the con-

demnation of a work by his uncle, Felix Amat, late

bishop of Palmyra
g a condemnation which he there-

fore pronounces to be of no value. Sincerely do we

regret to have to mention this exception to the

honourable bearing of the Spanish episcopacy ; but

the very exception serves to put them in a fairer light.

The bishop of Astorga was made a member of the

Senate.

Having spoken thus in general of the conduct of the

Spanish bishops in the days of trial which they have

passed, we may be allowed, we trust, without infringing
on any sacred feeling, to say a few words of some of

them more particularly. Our object, in so domic, will

be not merely to make their own characters known,

Pastoral del Obispo de Astorga (Aug. 6th, 1842), Madrid, p. 12.

' Ibid. p. 19.

e Observaciones pacificas sobrc la Potcstad Er.

This v.ork led to a long correspondence bet \\een its author and

the apostolic nuncio, afterwards Cardinal ( Jinstiniani, and to its b

condemned by the congregation of the InJ<\v. The Pastoral al

referred to was likewise condemned. The bishop of Astorga defended

both in his Apologia Catolica de las Observaciones pacificas, &c.

Madrid, 1843.



but likewise to show the feelings of the people in their

regard. The bishop of Placeneia had Cadi/ assigned

him for his
]
dace of banishment. Confined much to

iii.s hcd hy illness and suffering, we sa\v him labouring

with his hands, together with his chaplains, for 1 lie

poor, hy making beads for distribution among them.

JIc assured us that, during his six or seven years'

exile, the charity of the faithful, on which he had to

depend, had never failed him : and he spoke in terms

of warm gratitude of the religious feelings of the in-

habitants of Cadiz, who had ever treated him, though
a stranger, with the utmost kindness and respect.

The bishop of the Canary Islands was, fortunately for

the city, banished to Seville we say fortunately ; for

as the venerable archbishop himself was in exile, this

learned and exemplary prelate supplied, in part at

least, his absence, by giving confirmation and orders

there, by his delegation. Every one who has ap-

proached him must speak of him with regard and

affection ; feelings which such brief personal inter-

course as has been permitted to us by circumstances,

entitles us to express in his regard. During his exile

he published several works, which have excited general
attention. But as an important controversy respecting
the course to be pursued in the ecclesiastical affairs of

Spain has arisen from them, or rather, as they may be

considered as the exponent of the views of a large

portion of the Spanish clergy, as to the best basis for

the future settlement of ecclesiastical affairs, though

warmly opposed by many others equally able and

/* \-dous, we will reserve a further notice of them to

another section of our present undertaking. The

bishop of Canaries was summoned, during the course

of last winter, to Madrid ;
and was there treated with

the greatest consideration by the government, and re-
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turned to Seville, on his way to his diocese, full of

hopes which have since been realized.
11

We have had occasion to mention the bishop of

Minorca ; and we flatter ourselves that a few details

of his character and life may not prove uninteresting ;

for they will serve to illustrate our position, that the

hopes for Spain may be gathered from the character of

her bishops. He was born at Iniesta, in New Castille ;

at the age of twelve he wrote Latin, both in prose and

verse, with great ease and elegance ; pursued his

philosophical studies, with extraordinary success, at

Alcala, and having entered the Dominican order at

Toledo, was sent back to the same university to

complete his theology. So much did he distinguish

himself here, that he was soon named professor of that

science in the university of Avila. During the French

occupation of Spain, he retired to the Havannah,
where he obtained, by public competition, a theological

chair; and afterwards, returning home, he held hiirh

offices in his order, particularly as prior of the cele-

brated convent of Our Lady of Atocha in Madrid.

He became general of his order, and was consulted by

many bishops in intricate affairs. lie edited two large
and important collections, the Colcccion ccles'mx!

and the Biblioteca dc l lldnjion. No wonder that

he was raised to the episcopal dignity, in the sec of

Minorca. Here he was the model of cler-y and laity.

Mis household was most exemplary, and he daily \

sided at its prayers. Every day before -ayinir in

lie passed from two to three hours in meditation and

preparation, making a M mfmation of his con-

science. As soon as lie was raised to the episcopal

h
[lie lias since been named :uvhbi>h<p of Seville, and it is a

pnititie:itiin 1" tin- writi-r to mention, that th-
_

Mod together

to the sacred
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dignity, lie distributed all that lie had to the poor, and

always gave away at once whatever eaine in, ironi

feven private sources. r.eyond his episcopal robes, his

dress \\as the plainest and coarsest
;

hj s tahle was the

most frugal, and its furniture the simplest; and

during meals a pious book was read by one of his

attendants. In the time of the cholera and of scarcity,

he gave away everything, and expressed his determi-

nation to sell all the furniture of his palace, rather

than that the poor should want. When visiting once

at a house with a friend, he observed him looking

towards a pile of gold lying upon the table, and eagerly
said to him, "What are you looking at? That is

dirt, nothing but dirt!" He was most affable, and

accessible to all, most zealous for the beauty of God's

house, but firm in repressing and correcting evil.

When, therefore, he felt it his duty, in 1837, to refuse

consent to the irreligious measures of the governm.
he made up his mind to suffer every consequence.

" I

do not oppose these measures," he said to one of his

canons, who has recorded the conversation, "from

political considerations, nor from opposition to the

government. If other bishops come to different con-

vict ions, let them follow them. I have laid mine, as a

bishop, before the government, and whatever sentence

may be the result, I am resigned. Let them seize my
temporalities, let them banish me, let them tran>|

me, I will cheerfully submit, and make no other

defence than patience." When the order came to him to

quit the kingdom and his beloved flock, he uttered not

a word of complaint; but retired into France, '.lien 1

he was soon reduced to absolute penury ; the climate,

to him severe, painfully affected his health ;
a cataract

nearly deprived him of sight, and his hcarinir became

very faint. But in all his sufferings he maintained the
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same cheerfulness of manner, and serenity of mind,

patient and resigned for his Saviour's sake. Only the

thought of his afflicted church, never absent from his

heart, seemed to give him pain. At length serious

illness attacked him ; he eagerly desired to have the

last sacred rites of the Church administered to him :

he received them full of faith and love. But first he

solemnly declared that he left no enemy, that he

pardoned all, and hegged, himself, forgiveness from

his flock, desiring that his diocese should be written

to for this purpose. After having been thus strength-

ened and consoled, his attendants approached to -wish

him joy, and he received their congratulations with

evident delight.
" How do you feel now ?" asked one

of his faithful followers. " Ah 1" he replied, "I am

looking forward eagerly for the happy moment !" A
few hours before his death, he asked for the picture of

the Blessed Virgin, which hung over his poor bed, and

as he pressed it to his lips, a stream of tears gushed
from his eyes. At length he took leave of his con-

fessor, saying, "I go I go to heaven!" and calmly
in his seventy-second year, gave up his soul to his

Creator. He died, as we have said, at Marseilles, on

the 10th of April, last year. His funeral there \

attended by a crowd of ecclesiastics and laity, anxious

to bear witness to his holy lift
1 and death. The same

took place at solemn obsequies performed for hh,

Toulon, Madrid, and Cadiz. But when his body reached

Minorca, the affliction and veneration of the people
knew no bounds all felt they had lost a friend

lather. His solemn obsequies were performed at

Ciudadela, his episcopal residence, on the 1 1th ,Jul

1 AVe liavr tin-si' p;irt ii-iilars from the funeral s.-nnon

preached on tlio occasion, by Dr. D. .1 ;mu

POD
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Such was the venerable prelate John Diaz Merino,

one of those whom the liberal u'overnment of Spain
banished from the kingdom, and considered an enemy.
And thus, we may add, are there <\en at this day,

bishops in the Catholic Church, who lai;
1 not behind t In;

ornaments and lights of ancient times, in learning, and

holiness, and zeal. And with such to guide and rule

'.rely no church need despair.

We cannot have better evidence of the manner in

which the people of Spain kno\v how to value their

pastors, than the behaviour of Seville to its venerable*

linal archbishop. No sooner was the sentence of

his banishment reversed, than the municipality of the

city sent a deputation to Alicante, to entreat him to

return, again to his loving flock, which longed once

more to receive his paternal benediction. The holy

prelate in reply expressed his own most anxious and

ailed ionate desire to be again among his children
; but

regretted that his health made it impossible for him to

undertake so long a journey. A steamer was offered to

be placed at his disposal to bring him by sea ; and when
it \vas found that this was quite impracticable, it was

proposed to carry him in a litter, borne on men's

shoulders, a distance of several hundred miles ! Could

attachment to a pastor, and fidelity to ecclesiastieal

government, show itself more strongly, or more ten-

derly than this ? But, alas! it was too late 1 Paralyzed
in every limb, unable to do more than sign his name,
and that in a manner scarcely legible (as more than

one document, which we highly prize, couched in terms

of warmest friendship, too painfully shows us), but

with his head sound and clear, he continues from that

distance, to direct every important affair in his dio<

and dictates long letters, remarkable for their strong
sense and lucid views, as well as for their piety and zeal.
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Having gained back, by suit against the Exchequer, his

diocesan seminary at Sanlucar, which had been seized

with other ecclesiastical property, he sent to the ad-

ministrator of the diocese the full plan and regulation
for its restoration. Well may his spiritual children

pray, as did St. Martin's, that their master's sure

reward may be yet delayed, that so they may have the

consolation of enjoying his example and his guidance !

Hitherto we have spoken entirely of the banished

prelates. But we must not altogether omit those

whom Providence has reserved from this trial, for the

comfort of their flocks. We will confine ourselves to

one example. Between the packet which has borne

the traveller to southern Spain, when moored in the

middle of the Bay of Cadiz, and the quay of that

fairest of ocean-cities, it is not improbable that he

may hear speak of its bishop. It has so happened to

us : the boatmen who rowed us ashore mentioned his

name with reverence. Nor will it be otherwise, if

ever the stranger, struck with the enchanting beauty
of the scene he is approaching, seizes naturally upon
one of its most striking features. A magnificent bay,

canopied over by a deep brilliant sky, that is reflected

in broken masses on the ever-heaving waters, stretch-

ing inwards towards San Fernando, as far as the eye
can reach, looking more like one of Claude's creations

than anything to be seen in a northern climate, witli

the one side closed in by low hills covered witli a suc-

cession of villages of sparkling whiteness lN>ta, Port

St. Mary's, and Puerto Real, and the other shut up hy
the beautiful city, rising like Venice from the very

water, witli its bold ramparts and its shady walks, its

palace-like houses, and its myriads of towers, all

clean and IVesh as if only just built, such is the iir-t

view which a traveller has of Spain, on entering it
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from the south. But above the towew and domes of

churches, he will see one pre-eminent in si/e and

majesty of proportions; and if ho ask what it is, he

will be told that is the new cathedral, and that tin 1

city owes it entirely to the present good and saintly

bishop. Yes strange as it may sound, while Spain
hu< been convulsed with revolutions; while all church

property has been confiscated and alienated; while the

clergy have been left to starve, and the people have

been Around down by extraordinary exactions to sup-

port the war ; while commerce has been extinguished
in Cadiz,

k and every species of distress has increased

this truly meek, gentle, and most amiable prelate
has completed and embellished a spacious and noble

cathedral, and that, as he himself assured us, without

applying to a single individual for help, yet mainly by
means of charitable contributions.

The old cathedral of Cadiz is but a poor and insig-

nificant building; in form, however, resembling the

Roman basilicas. At the period of the city's greatest

prosperity, it was natural that a desire should be

expressed to see it replaced by something more ample
and magnificent. Accordingly, in 1716, one of the

canons proposed to the chapter to undertake the erec-

tion of such an edifice ; and his proposal was imme-

diately acceded to. The preliminaries occupied several

years, and it was not till the feast of the Holy Xame,
Jan. 10, 1722, that the foundation-stone was solemnly

k
Formerly there were eighty private carriages kept in Cadiz, now

there are only two. This must not, however, be taken altogether as

a proof of distress, as it depends much on the simplicity of Spanish
manners. But the trade of the Indies is departed from Cadiz, and

the gold-bearing galleons no longer moor in her bay. Still there is no

sign of decay about the city, nor are houses easily found nntenantrd.

\\V are glad to see that several tokens of reviving activity have L

manifested themselves there.
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laid. The canons gave up to the work their extra

fees and tithes, as well as a stated portion of their

incomes; many added munificent donations, as of

course did the bishops ; the city contributed largely,

and the faithful assisted with their alms. But wars,

disputes between architects, and difficulties about col-

lecting the imposts levied for the work, delayed and

interrupted it ; till it was entirely suspended in 1796.

The appearance which the building presented from

that time till 1832 was truly lamentable. Some por-
tions were indeed groined over, but the nave was for

the most part uncovered, the dome not built, the front

only half-raised, and the whole edifice unguarded and

unprotected. As the carved work, and marble, of the

walls had been built in from the beginning, the action

of the weather, and especially of the spray from the

sea close at hand, and the aggressions of thoughtless
or ill-disposed persons, had gradually defaced and

disfigured the building, and made it look more like the

ruins of an old, than the beginning of a new, church.

Then came war and it was made use of for keeping
stores, and so left at the mercy of an unreflecting

soldiery. In fine, part of it was let for a wood-store,

while the nave was used as a rope-walk.

Such was the condition of this noble building, on

which had been expended at least 258,643. 1

when D. Er. Domingo de Silos Moreno was named

bishop of Cadiz, on the translation of his predecessor
to the see of Seville, which he now so worthily occu-

pies. And to the honour of the latter be it mentioned,

that, in 1819, he made every effort, but in vain, to

rouse his flock to exertion in favour of the church.

At this period, "When the cathedral shall be finish-

ed" was a proverbial expression in Cadiz, equivalent
1 Or 24,829,796 iv
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to the " Greek Calends." Our excellent bishop was a

Benedictine monk, distinguished i'or his piety, who
had held situations of great labour and responsibility

at Madrid, and elsewhere. He had been named to a

colonial see, when the American revolutions broke

out, and fortunately for Cadiz, he was prevented from

^oing to it. The consequence was, that after some

delay, he was appointed to his present church. When
he came to take formal possession of it, and entered,

for the first time, the old cathedral, his heart sunk

within him. " I had seen," so he expressed himself to

us,
" the magnificent minsters of every other part of

Spain, and I said within myself :
' My God ! is this to

be my spouse this Thy chief temple here !

'

lie

resolved it should not be ; and having, on his return-

ing home, communicated his feelings to some of the

chapter, was somewhat consoled on hearing that there

was another cathedral half finished, though they
held out no hopes of its ever being completed. He
would not put off beyond next day his visit to it ; and

1 laving entered, resolved, in his heart, that it should

be finished. This was in 1825 ; but it was not till

1832 that he was able to undertake the work. On the

6th of January in that year, a fire broke out among
the timber kept in a chapel of the unfinished cathe-

dral, which soon almost entirely destroyed it, and

perfectly calcined all its marbles and ornamental

work. The injury to the building w
ras so great, that

it was found necessary to take measures for the

security of what remained. It seemed as if this acci-

dent aroused once more the enthusiasm of the public,

and inspired the venerable bishop with courage to

make known his long-cherished desires. He appointed
a superintendent of the work, and named a commis-

sion to assist in carrying it on ; and having, for the
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first time, taken the episcopal chair in chapter, pro-

posed to that zealous and learned body the continu-

ation of the building. He offered to devote to it every-

thing that he could spare from his own income, and

to live with the strictest economy ; and he has most

certainly kept his word. The canons on their parts

promised to contribute from their own resources ; and

the municipality and chamber of commerce no less

generously came forward with promises of assistance.

It was on the 23rd of October of that year, the

feast of SS. Servandus and Germanus, patrons of the

city, that the good shepherd communicated his pious
intentions to his flock. His pastoral instruction on

the occasion is, like his sermons, characteristically

simple, straightforward, and fatherly. Indeed, his

own description of his addresses, to us, is most correct.

"I do not preach; I only talk to my people they
are my children, and I speak to them as a father."

We cannot resist giving a translation of the beginning
of this pastoral. There is no flourish of introduction

in it, no round-about attempt to excite zeal ; but it

takes success for granted, assumes the certainty of its

proposed means. The good bishop plunges at once in

mediae res, as follows :

" "With the liveliest pleasure and delight of our heart, we announce

to you a great joy one that must be such for all men, but parti-

cularly for you who are born in this beautiful city, or have the

honour of belonging to it. The new cathedral, that building rare

and unique of its kind, for the admirable combination of architectural

orders, and for the treasures of jaspers, marbles, and other precious

stones that adorn it that building which having wrestled with earth-

quakes, and the storms of its neighbour the ocean, yet stands, parrv-

iriLr the blows of its terrible enemies, with no other defence than its

solidity after the lapse of one hundred and ten years since it

commenced, and of tliirty-ei^ht at least since a single stone has

been added to it is going to be prepared fur tin- crlebrati"

Divine service, and for offering to the God of your fathers that
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hip which they \\ished to render in it, at the price of so much

expeii.-e, ami such ijivat sacrifices. This is the joyful news which has

to move your pious hearts, ami make them hound with s\veet ami

holy gladness; to see eU'eeted what your forefathers so anxiously

desired, but could not see But to apeak plainly : if in the days

of this cit\'s s[)lendour and abundance, if in the days \\hen streams

of gold and silver ran through the streets of Cadi/, this work, on

AN Inch 30,000,000 of reals had been spent, could not be brought to a

close, how can it be prudent even to think of finishing it at a period

when io ease has succeeded decay, and to riches penury, in this city

worthy of a better fate?

"
Now, see in this, my dear children, the linger of God

;
see the

secret inilueiice.s of His unfathomable dispositions."

He then proceeds to explain how he was inspired

with this thought on the occasion of his first entering
the old church, and details the preliminary steps

taken. After this he appeals, in the following words,

to the charity of his people :

" But you will say, on what funds do you rely for so vast an

undertaking, which must employ much time and many hands in the

great and delicate work of a church, such as our cathedral? Where
shall we find capital sufficient to finish a building which has swallowed

up so many millions [of reals], so that it shall be not unfit for His

residence \Vho fills the universe? Where? In your fervent piety,

beloved children, in your noble hearts, in your enlightened zeal for

the better worship of the Author of your being, the Master of your

hearts, and the Saviour of your souls! There we promise ourselves

that we shall find an inexhaustible source, which will supply us with

all that shall be necessary for us to enjoy the supreme happiness to

which we aspire, of seeing the Tabernacle of the Lord completed.""
1

The good bishop then goes on to show the grounds
of their duty to assist generously in the work ; and

encourages them, at some length, hy examples from

Holy Writ. He orders that chests he placed in the

cathedral, and its three dependent parishes, for receiv-

ing alms for the building; and this, he it observed.

was the only way in which the money was collected.

m El Obispo de Cadiz a todos los naturales, vecinos y habitant

la misma. Cadiz, 1832, pp. 3 and 10.

D
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On Sunday the llth of November, a stately pro-
cession of the chapter and clergy, having the bishop
at its head, and assisted by the civil authorities, pro-
ceeded from the old church to the new, where the

bishop gave his solemn benediction to the work. The
crowd was immense ; and the good bishop, inspired by
the occasion, addressed them in his own simple but

feeling manner, more calculated to move them than

any studied eloquence.
" It would be folly," says a

spectator, to whose narrative we owe our histori-

cal details,
" to pretend to conjecture what were the

thoughts of those who composed that vast assem-

blage, or what were their sentiments as to the result

of what was going to be undertaken; but we may
safely believe, that the prevailing feeling of all was,

that its completion was beyond hope, for so many
powerful reasons palpable to all."

But in spite of incredulity, the work commenced.

The bishop was alone treasurer, committee, and in

fine the very soul of the undertaking. Though at

times reduced to his last dollar, the work never ceased,

and Providence never failed him. His own means all

went thither : his personal contributions amounted to

3,960, a large sum, which can have hardly left him

enough to live upon. And the total sum collected

(that included) between November, 1832, and Sep-

tember, 1813, amounted to no less than 22,444. And

yet not a subscription-list w;is ever published, nor an

n
Descripcion TIistorico-Arti>ti-:i de la de Cadi/., por D.

.Javi.-r ! 1'mitii. Cadi/., 1843, p. 137. The author of this

:i; little \v..rk is a. n. and an excr.

amateur arti.-f. He N en^a^'d <>\\ a panr::' idi/ from

.-.itliedral, to be exhibited for its benefit. II

the profit of this work to the bishop, towards whom lie I

de.-ji
n ami alleetiou, as must every one who has had

pleasure of knotting him.
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mixed system oi' collection followed." AVc would

if these facts do not speak volumes for the faith,

the piety, and tin 4

generosity of the Catholics of

Spain, e\en when many would have us believe, that

these virtues have ^rown cold there, and ha\e alii

disappeared ? And do they not well establish the

important position, that there is a close and alleet ion-

ate sympathy between the pastors and their llock-;

that the voice of the shepherd is still heard with

docility by the sheep; and that an episcopal body con-

taining such men is a guarantee to the hopes of any
Church?
On the 28th of November, 1843, the bishop con

crated the church. The concourse was immense, and

he could not resist addressing them. His sermon is

before us, and it is truly eloquent, because every
word proceeds unaffectedly from the heart. 1' But even

since then he has continued his work. A splendid

igty has been finished this year, and one of the

lofty towers lias nearly reached its completion. Whom-
soever you ask in Cadiz about the cathedral, lie will

tell you it is entirely due to the bishop, and that

without him it never would, or could, have been com-

pleted. All will tell you so, but one man, and that

is the humble bishop himself; who, if you say a word

to him about what he has done, will turn it off with a

smiling
" Nad. *&da ! Not at all, not at all ! I have

done nothing at all. It is entirely God's work ;
and

all the honour belongs to him." AVo must add the

"\Ve have been told that when he connnemvd the tower he h:ul

not above a shilling in hand. A tew days brtbre our last inter\ie\\

with this venerable pivlate, some one had brought him 25U dollars,

halt' of a pri/.e won in the lotu-rv.

P Oraeion cjue rl Kxiiio e llmo S, nor O. Fr. de Silo- dijo

eelebramlo de pontifical. e. Cadi/, 1S38.

I. '2
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impartial testimony of an English Protestant, to

the unanimous suffrage of the Catholic population of

the city :

" The cathedral of Cadiz," says the author of the Revelations of

Spain,
"
is finished inside, and nearly so without. It is a very noble

structure, and of pure Grecian architecture. All within is jasper and

the richest marbles. For the splendid aspect which it now presents,

it is indebted almost entirely to the bishop of the diocese, who lias

devoted all his funds for many years past, beyond what was necessary
for a very moderate subsistence, to the noble purpose of completing
this magnificent temple. With a zeal as intense as that which raised

the parent cathedrals of Europe, he has kindled sparks of the BI

fire in thousands of other bosoms, and is on the point of attaining a

result, which not even the most sanguine anticipated, the final com-

pletion of the edifice. 1 am no advocate of the institution of celibacy,

but when we see such pious monuments, and learn by what means

they have been raised, we cannot fail to trace a wisdom in an un-

married clergy This excellent prelate has consecrated and

opened the temple for divine service, and the Academia Gaditana

de Bellas Artes, has assisted in selecting its interior embellishments."

-Pp. 191, 192.

In closing our account of this most worthy prelate,

we are really afraid of one misgiving concerning him

arising in any reader's mind. If he is so distinguished
for his zeal and virtues, how comes he to have escaped
that proscription, which seems to have selected its

victims from the episcopacy, exactly by these very

qualities? Our answer will justify all that we h

said. The order for his banishment was made out ;

but a deputy for the city, upon lira ring of it, wailed

on the minister who held it, and told him in lew

words, that "the cost of issuing it would be a revo-

lution in Cadi/. The population would rise to a m,

without distinction of party, to prevent the removal

of their beloved bishop."

If we have been prolix upon this portion of our

subject, let it be remembered that we have few opj.

tunities of learning much on the state ol' religion in
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Spain, and that facts, hearing on the late and actual

ditiou of its episcopal hody, innM throw much

light upon the matter; Hut \\c have like\\ i^c wished

(and we arc tar as yet from having satisfied our wish)
to make somewhat known the cruel persecution \\hich

has been ^-oing on in a country so near us, from a

party \\hich we have chosen to consider as the friends

of freedom, a persecution scarcely less unjust, violent,

and unfeeling than that of the Czar in Russia, or

Minh-Menh in Cochin-China, yet which has hardly as

yet enlisted our sympathies. And we have wished,

moreover, to show that, wherever the Church of

Christ is doomed to suffer, she has, prepared before-

hand by an All-good Providence, confessors and mar-

tyrs equal to the trial. Nor has the Church of Spain
been behind her duty, nor has she fallen below the

exigences of her position.

Hut there is another vexation connected \\i\\\ the

want of bishops in their sees, putting the conseici

of clergy and people to a severe, trial, and calculated

to manifest the sound principles and steadfast attach-

ment of both to the faith, as well as the wicked

designs of the late government of Spain. We allude

to the intrusion of administrators into vacant bisho-

prics, in violation of canon law, and to the supporting
of their usurped authority by actual force.

The Catholic Church has most minutely provided
for the wants of a vacant see, by vesting in the dean

and chapter the power and duty of naming a vicar

capitular, with jurisdiction over the diocese sale va-

v. There are many conditions attached to this

power, a want of compliance with which renders the

appointment, and consequently the jurisdictions, null

or doubtful, and communicates the same defect to all

acts and minor authorities that have emanated from
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it. No one but a Catholic can well conceive the

embarrassment to which consciences may be put by
such a state of things, where the validity of most im-

portant sacraments, as penance and matrimony, may
be rendered subject to cruelly anxious doubts. Now
this has been the case in several instances, during the

late vicissitudes of Spain ; where the government
has thrust into vacant sees persons wholly unfit by
character, and has either extorted the consent of the

chapter so as to render the election doubtful, or forced

upon them a choice ipso facto null by common law.

We have, in several instances, collected on the spot the

history of these painful outrages on law and con-

science, and heard from the oppressed and aggrieved

clergy themselves, the full recital of their sufferings.

But such information we forbear, for obvious reasons,

to use, except where we can have recourse to docu-

ments printed and accessible to others, without breach

of trust. We will therefore content ourselves with

one or two public cases.

The unhappy Church of Malaga seems particularly

to claim our notice; because its sufferings have 1

considered by the father of the faithful worthy of the

notice and sympathy of the Universal Church ; his

holiness having made it the subject of his allocution

in the Consistory, held March 1st, 1841. We will not

enter into particulars respecting the first intrusion, by
the government, of a \icar capitular, upon the deatli

of the last bishop, further than to say, that he \\

canon of the cathedral,
"

(/< <'<>.> '/////////' Bfl the

>n law requires, mid had at lc;M that (pialiii-

:n more than he ssor, of whom principally
; but that he \\as as we shall have

asion to show, a man of nupicioaa orthodoxy, and

of lax principles. His name \\as Manuel Ventura
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\-Tsity of Bae/a, into which the works of lYbronius

and the doctrines of Pistoja had too fatally penet rated,

and lie clearly had brought away his share of them.

He \va^ a!'ier\vards obliged to leave the kingdom !'<>r

his revolutionary doctrines, and came to Kim-land;

where his name, if we mistake not, will be found

figuring in the reports of the Bible Society, of which

he became an active member. Such was the man
chosen by the liberal government of Catholic Spain,
for dignity and rule. Nor is he the only refugee in

Knu'land, who is governing the vacant bishoprics of

that country. We shall see perhaps, just now, what

sort of a theologian he was : suffice it to say, that in

the spring of 1837, he vacated his office, exchaim-in^

it for that of deputy to the Cortes for Jaen ! and

1 laving been, moreover, named by the government to

the vacant see of that city, he died suddenly. I'pon
his resignation, the chapter elected their dean

vicar capitular. How he disappeared from the scene,

and made room for his successor, does not appear from

any of the mass of documents before us, relative to

the a Hairs of this church; but we believe we are not

wrong in stating, that owing to his having acted

according to the laws of the Church, relative to the

ordination of a young ecclesiastic, professed in the

Franciscan order, and now an excellent zealous priest

at Gibraltar, he was banished beyond the seas, and

went to Lisbon, where he remained two years, with his

benefice of course sequestered, though of late this lias

been a very nominal punishment.
To him succeeded the person whom the Govern-

ment had thought proper to name as bishop elect of

Malaga, Dr. Valentine Ortigosa, archdeacon of C

mona, and as such, dignitary of the cathedral of
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Seville a name that will long be painfully remem-

bered in the Church of Malaga. He seems in youth
to have had his orthodoxy tried, and found wanting.
For in a speech made in his defence, on the 4th of

February, 1839, by the late well-known Argiielles

(whom it has been the fashion in England greatly to

bepraise,
q and whom the papers, on occasion of his

death, commended as the model of statesmen for

virtue and honesty, but who in Spain is known as the

father of the Encyclopedist, or Gallo-infidel party),

that statesman spoke of Ortigosa as one whose friend-

ship he had made, when both were under trial before

the Inquisition. Of his subsequent history we know

nothing, further than that he was at Madrid, an active

partisan of the revolutionary government, and engaged
in public duties under it, when he was named bishop
elect of Malaga, by the ministry which he had

served. That government, regardless of the canon

law, which forbids a bishop elect (or presented) to be

vicar capitular, and enjoins that he should be one of

the chapter, acted upon the plan of recommending to

chapters (sede vacante), to choose for vicars the very

persons whom it had named for future bishops over

them. This was the case with regard to Ortigosa.

By a royal order, dated October 7th, 1836, the chapter
was recommended to appoint him its vicar.

The election, if it can be called such, took place on

the 17th of the month, and presents the weak point
in the history of the entire transaction, in every other

respect so much to the credit of the clergy of Mai;

The chapter unfortunately yielded to the dictation of

power, and named him who was destined to be its

scourge.
" I do not undertake," writes one, who is

i See, e.g. Seem \ i\cntmvs in Spain, from 1835 to 1840.

By Poco Mas. London, 1815, v..l. i. p. 21
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now oii(3 of its brightest ornaments, hut did not then

belong to it,
" to defend the chapter of Malaga, nor to

declare it innocent, or free from all responsibility.

Thai venerable body will know how to defend itself,

and to allege the reasons which impelled it to take

Mich a step; but Malaga and the \\holc dioee^r com-

passionate it. Well-known and public are the terrible

circumstances in which it was situated on the 17th of

October, 1836, when the election took place. Political

convulsions had reduced them to a state of terror ; a

I't'ir <loi/s before, the Junta dircctica of the year IKK]

/ from their prebcndal stalls, and banished

from the city /"v///y or more of the body, in one niyht,

without any more trial or indictment than a simple
official note, with the expression,

' We have thought

proper.
9 The number of chaptermen with votes A\ as

reduced to six, instead of being nineteen ; and one

half of those were newly come to this church ; and

this happened to be the first election which they had

attended. They saw themselves, moreover, invited by
her majesty, the queen regent, to elect you [Ortigosa],
and had evidence before them, how the government,
to carry its ends, had in other churches banished who-

ever had evinced sufficient courage to neglect similar

invitations, because they thought them wrong. Can a

chapter, composed of such elements, and placed in

such circumstances, be considered as the chapter of

the Church of Malaga? Eor these reasons, undoubt-

edly, and for others, the whole people of Malaga is

convinced that the act was null, and null what-

v\as ^ranted by it, and all that springs and arises from

it."
r

llere is, indeed, a good specimen of the freedom

r
Krspiu'sta a l;i Ivxposicion del Sr. D.Valentin Ortigosa. For un

('atoliro Romano (1>. Xareiso Manuel (Jaivia). Kl Bepwador, Kp. i.

loin. iii. I'nud. iv. p. 61.
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left to the Church for the discharge of her most im-

portant functions, by the pretended champions of that

cause.

There is more than enough in these facts to taint the

entire proceedings as conducted under coaction and

undue influence. So that Don Valentine Ortigosa was

clearly an intruder. He did not reach Malaga till the

beginning of 1838 ; and was not many hours in pos-

session of his usurped office, before he began to show

his true character. After swearing
" to keep and fulfil,

and have observed, the statutes and laudable customs

of that holy Church, and the privileges and rights
of the chapter, and the honour of its individual mem-
bers," his first act was, on the llth of January, to

appoint a layman, belonging to a secular tribunal, his

official and private secretary, thereby superseding the

one named from their own body by the chapter, in

accordance with immemorial usage ; and thus violated

both his sworn pledges, of observing all such customs,

and of preserving the honour of individual members
of the chapter. This body most respectfully, but at

the same time most firmly, protested against this

usurpation of their rights, as well as against the

appointment of a layman to an office which had to

treat the most secret and delicate ecclesiastical and

spiritual affairs. This remonstrance called for a long
answer from the bishop elect, and is the first of a

series of documents, which bring before us the two

most prominent features of his character, as marked in

his writings the most extraordinary arrogance, and

the most startling Jansenism. .1'a pal enactment-

to him so much waste paper; and lie asserts the doc-

trine, which pervades all his other writings, that

bishops receive their authority in its fulness from

the Church, by mere election or presentation, without
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continuation iVom the Holy See. So that presentation

by a l<uj sovereign is enough to communicate the plcni-

1ude of apostolic power, and ol' ecclesiastical jurisdic-

tion! The bishop elect immediately appealed to the

civil authorities; the chapter were thus compelled to

thro\v themselves under the protection of the crown.

Nothing, we believe, was gained; but, as usual, mi-lit

triumphed over right.
3

Hut it was not Ionic before a far more serious cause

<f alarm and just indignation arose, from the conduct

of this unhappy man. During the vicariate of Ventura

Gomez, a certain "Francisco de Paula Fernandex, for-

merly professed in the Franciscan order, and con-

set
jiiently bound by vow to perpetual chastity, applied

to him to be released from his vows, and permitted to

marry. lie pleaded their nullity, on the ground that

when he took them he was not of the age required for

valid profession by the Council of Trent, and that the

certificate of baptism produced at his profession was

not his, but that of a brother who died when one \

old; and further, that he had not acted from free

choice, but under fear and compulsion from his brother

already in the order. After stating* these grounds, he

proceeds to say (or is made to say) that dispensation
from vows belongs essentially to the episcopal jurisdic-

tion, because it belonged originally to the apostles, the

fulness of whose authority every bishop inherits; and

that it was only through the false decretals of Isidore

^1 creator, and the dark ignorance of the middle a

that this power was reserved to the Apostolic See.

And as the Church admits no petition for declaring the

religious profession null and void, unless presented

8 llistona Documentada de las Desayeniendaa entre <! Im<> Cal>ildo

do la S. 1-r
1

;. ,1,-al (K> Malaga, y sus Yirarios rapti.

(Extracted from the Vo/ de la IMi-i.ui.) Madrid, Us:,
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within five years after it has been made, unless it can

be shown that, during such term, application could not

have been made, when the rights of the quinquennium
are restored, he applies to the vicar for such restoration,

and for the declaration of nullity. The fiscal, or legal

officer, whose duty it was to oppose the petition on

behalf of the law, made a report in its favour, in

which the most extraordinary theological doctrines are

jumbled together with an equally gross perversion of

facts. The result was, that the vicar capitular pro-
nounced in favour of the appellant, and pronounced
his religious vows null. This was on the llth of

March, 1837.

To him succeeded, as we have before stated, the

dean, elected vicar by the chapter. To him Fernandez

applied for dispensation from the publication of banns ;

and he, not satisfied about the previous decision,

whereon this new application was based (and which

every sound Catholic would know at once to be invalid,

as beyond the powers even of a bishop, much more of

a vicar), prudently consulted the chapter on the subject.

This body named a commission from its own members,
to take the whole matter into consideration, and to

report thereon. Their report is, in every way, a most
admirable document; calm, grave, closely reasoned,

and full of sound ecclesiastical learning. It begins by
vindicating the course pursued by the (loan in con-

sulting the chapter; a step which had been blamed by
some. It then, step by step, investigates the cause of

I'Ymande/, analyzes minutely t he decrees of t lie Church

on such eases, shows that they are in full force and

applicable here, and how they have been violated in

every particular in this instance; and pronounces the

judgment uiven to he nothing \\orth. It then

amines the question oi' i'a to whether proof \
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really u-iveii of the original invalidity of the vows. It

traces out the insulliciency of the evidence in some in-

stances, and its doubtfulness in others ; the suppression
of documents and witnesses, most important lor ascer-

taining the truth; and the utter falsehood of many
allegations. It enters into a full examination of the

false and heretical principles on which the judgment id

based, and solidly confutes them; and concludes by

declaring the solemn conviction of the commission, that

I Vrnande/ was still bound by his vow, and therefore

incapable of contracting matrimony.
The petitioner acquiesced, and agreed to apply to

the Holy See for relief; and a memorial to that effect

was prepared, to be forwarded to Rome. At this con-

junct ureOrtigosa came to Malaga ; and the ill-advised

religious renewed his petition to him. The result v

a long decision motin'e, dated January 22nd, 1838,
from the vicar, consisting of sixteen heads; in which

one hardly knows at which to be most astonished his

insulting trampling down of that body which he bad

sworn to honour, and holding them up to public dis-

grace, or the bold and open tone of defiance with which

he strips the sovereign pontiff of his acknowledged rigl its,

and out-Herods Herod, going beyond even the worst

disciples of the perfidious school of Jansenius. The bull

Auctorem Fidel, to whose censures he exposes himself

in every paragraph, he seems to treat with perfect con-

tempt ; and riding over every barrier, which general

councils, popes, and the very constitution of Christ's

Church, have placed against the schismatieal inde-

pendence of particular bishops, and acting further on

the clearly false principle, that a bishop elect lias all the

power of the apostles themselves, he pronounces the

vows invalid, grants the required dispensation, and

orders the curate of Casarabonela to marry the apOS-
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tate. And not so content, he commands this insulting

and heretical document to be read at the offertory of

the public mass in that place.
1

The consummation of this daring act of usurpation
and iniquity filled all with indignation and disgust. It-

was not only the clergy who felt it, but the people of

the city and diocese cried out against it, and their voice

was echoed throughout Spain. But another occasion,

apparently more trifling, brought out the poison of

Ortigosa's evil principles still more palpably. He

applied to the chapter on the subject of honours,

wishing to know what distinctions and pre-eminences
would be granted him in the chapter-house, and in the

choir of the cathedral. In the Church such matters

are plainly defined, subject to the exemptions or usages
of particular churches ; and in those of Spain every-

thing is most strictly and clearly established by long-

standing custom. The chapter again appointed a

commission ; and, upon its report, replied to the vicar,

exactly informing him of what had been always done

relative to persons in his position, and what was the

law of custom throughout all churches in Spain, and

at Malaga in particular. This respectful answer was

met by a most outrageous reply from him, as full of

arrogance and of heresy as such a document could well

be. After expressing his unworthiness of the post lie

occupies, in terms which can deceive no one, he

proceeds as follows :

"But at the same time (that the kindness of my brethren mav
this into indulgent account), I must as frankly confess the

,10 which my genial constitution and character may
most easily betray inc. This is natnralh Into,

constant
;
and where, after reflection, I feel the call of duty, T am

vehement, and perhaps often imprudent, as far as regards my own

1 The entire series of documents are in the same work, pp. 1 <',]
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inter B qualities, \\hich will oft on make me fall into

defects and error-, 1 im 761] tolerant and condescending ;
1 \\i-hto

learn from all the world: 1 acknowledge the superiority of <

man who is accomplished in anything; I know nothing of pride or

haughtiness; and because I am not even subject to temptation from

them, I Ingenuously publish to the world my little tit ness, my
timable qualities, and even the humble position iii which I

born. There is only one happy tiling which rivi-s me joy in all the

adversities of a laborious life, one wbich compensates them all
;

i

ba\e 1 made myself an enemy, because I cannot be any one's enemy,
nor can any one be mine Coming now to the question, I beg

1 the chapter, that, penetrated with the thought of what the

pacy is, and of the degradation to which it has been brought by
the misfortune of our times, and having made a profound study of

the authentic monuments of the primitive Church (monuments quite

forgotten and unknown by the majority of people), and possessed,

moreover, by an ardent desire to labour for the restoration of its

lii^h privileges, now that important circumstances of great future

interest to the poor Church of Spain, so critically situated, require it,

myself impelled by an instinct of conscience to enter into this

discussion, that so we may mutually enlighten one another, and the

entire world; and, not being swayed by the spirit of either the

ultramontane, or the cisalpine, school, by impracticable philosophical

nism, by abominable, gross, and hypocritical Jesuitism, nor by
a collection of irrelevant doctrines based on contested principles, let

us fix the following ones, which are essential For our decisions

are useless, the tedious annoyances and perplexities of the trivial

doctrines respecting benefices (for a bishopric, without coming down

to the ridiculous, cannot be called a benefice) ;
as are . quo-

tat ions from the Decrees of the Congregation of Rites, or the repeated

calling to mind of pernicious formulas invented in modern times, and

given to be sworn without deliberation or mature examination

or the quibbles and arbitrary interpretations of a subtle scholasti-

After this modest preamble, which wo havo quoted
to show the character of an Esparteran bishop r!

Ortigosa i^oes on to lecture the chapter on his rights,

claiming all and every honour due to a bishop canoni-

u Ibid. p. 87. Also in a separate publication of Ortigosa's, alluded

to lower in the text, printed at Malaga, .September, l^'.v "ithout

title, p. 9.
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cally confirmed and consecrated, and denying that lie

owes anything to them, to the pope, or to any one

else.

This was on the 2nd of February, 1838. Now as

Ortigosa, in all these matters, had not sought con-

cealment, but had made his most uncatholic notions

ostentatiously public, the chapter could no longer

permit the scandal to continue. Recourse to Rome
was impossible, and therefore the canonical step of

denouncing his writings to the metropolitan, the arch-

bishop of Seville, as unorthodox, and putting him on

his trial, was adopted. The government, to Ortigosa's

evident disgust, did not wish to interpose in a matter

purely ecclesiastical and spiritual, and the minister

of grace and justice directed him, by a note dated

July 27, 1838, to proceed to Seville, and submit him-

self to the cognizance of the tribunal of the governor
or administrator of the archbishopric, during the car-

dinal's exile. Illness, real or pretended, detained him
till next spring, when at last he proceeded to Seville.

But in the preceding autumn he addressed a pastoral

to the clergy and laity of the diocese, in which ho

pathetically told them that he was going in obedience

to the order of the government,
" which is paramount."

In his usual boastful tone he says :
" I go with the

tranquillity which is secured to me by my incorruptible

faith, and my pure and well-examined conscience.

There, as everywhere else, most willingly before every
i';iithful Christian, before friends, and more firmly still

before enemies, I will make profession of that faith

which I received at baptism, and had strengthened,

by the u-race of God, in confirmation I hope to

defend myself like an Athanasius, and to come forth

triumphant from this combat, into which I have been

so treacherously entrapped. Nor do 1 shrink from this
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.

ponte>t to which I am challenged ;
to which, oh! Iliat

I could obtain from her majesty power lo brini;- my
accusers; tbat in sonic vast temple, in prcscne.

the faithful, ini^ht be exhibited the representation of

the contest of ( \-irt hai^e, as it took place bet \\cen

Augustine and the Donatists."
v

\\'ith this boastful

leave-taking he sent a copy of all his obnoxious and

offensive writings, to wliicb he thus gave new pub-

licity/ \Ve need not add that, in his pastoral, he

heaped every opprobrious epithet on the chapter and

all that composed it, calling them "hypocrites and

enemies of the national liberties, of the public peace,
and cause, and of Isabella II.," and attributing their

conduct to "mortified vanity, venomous envy, desire

of revenue, and pharisaical zeal."
2

Hut all this braggart spirit seems to have evaporated,
when the hour of trial came. The St. Athauasius

melted within him, the St. Augustine was struck

dumb; his desire to make profession of faith bei

enemies oozed out at his fingers' end, and the very

sight of the archiepiscopal audience-chamber, and of

the necessary preparations for the investigation, terri-

fied his "
active, energetic, resolute, constant charac-

ter;" he threw himself behind the shield of the state,

and appealed to the civil power to rescue him from the

ecclesiastical tribunal. The civil power, anxious at

x Printed on a fly-sheet, without title, p. 12.

y Document quoted in note u
, p. 47.

1 These flowers of pastoral eloquence, which abound in ( )

writings, have hern carefully culled, ami united in a precious nose:

'. Manuel de .Jesus Cannona. of the Chapel Koyal, at Seville,

professor in the university of that city. I'Aamen erit j;ico-

canonieo delos Escritos publicados porel Sr. D. Val. Ortiir.xa, torn. ii.

N Isll, p. 7. "We regret that this second volume (iocs no'

beyond p. 48. It many untrut ;ing the trial, in

Ortigosa's account.
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once to gain any triumph over the Church, and to

serve and save its own child and faithful partisan, its

intruded bishop elect, interposed its authority through
the organ of the Audience or tribunal of Seville,

forbade the governor of the diocese to proceed, and

severely reprimanded him and his assessors, for pre-

suming to do that which the minister of grace and

justice had sanctioned. This order was issued on the

24th of April, 1839. It excited the astonishment and

indignation of all sensible persons in Spain,* and led to

the perplexing conclusion, that in Catholic, consti-

tutional, Spain, there was no longer any authority

competent to examine into the orthodoxy of a public
ecclesiastical teacher.

b

But this falling back from all his professions, and

this insult to ecclesiastical jurisdiction, was so far from

being considered by Ortigosa a disgrace, that he made
it the subject of another boastful pastoral to the

clergy and laity, in which he considers it a triumph,
and describes himself as having copied St. Paul when
he appealed to Caesar, and pleaded his citizenship in

bar of being scourged !

" My constancy and my rc>

nation to suffering/' he writes,
" mortified my pei

cutors ; and at the end they ruined themselves by
their impatience, and suddenly all their artifices A\

brought to nought. Confounded, they hide themsel

and fly not from me, who have done them nothing ;

nor could my character, though strongly energetic,

yet peaceful and Christian, have inspired them with

terror ; but they fly from their own consciences, &c." c

lie further published a review of the proceedings,

characterized by all the peculiar graces observable in

the Pilotn, .'{nth April (.ftli;:! yrar.

B noiOD, A.I-. p. (;r>.

c Printed on a
11;

. itlnuit titlr. p. 1.
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his other writings.'
1

"Hul the contest had now acquired
an interest, beyond the local one which the

thai had provoked it could p<
it WW ll() ' ()1

the cause of the chapter of Malaga, but the cause <!'

religion and ortliodoxy in the Church of Spain. There

appeared at Seville the "
J'irst Letter oi' an Anua-

lucian Catholic," which was soon reprinted at Mai;

in which there is a mixture of that quid polished
humour for which the Spaniards seem to have a

peculiar turn, and of sound sense and principle.

From it we learn another important item for appr
atinu

1 the bishop elect's character that not even in

the miserable sophisms and weak facts put together

by him in his unorthodox writings, can he glory, as

his own; for he has servilely copied them from a

paper by Sr. Abad y Queipo, bishop elect of Mecho-
acan in America, and his friend; a writing placed on

the index of forbidden books by Pope Leo XII. in

1820. c So that they are not very choice feathers with

which he has chosen to deck himself out! But ho

was more closely pursued, and more scientifically

handled, in another work by one of the professors of

canon law in the university of Seville, D. Manuel

Carmona, the first volume of whose acute and learned
" Examination of Ortigosa's writings" was compiled
at the request of his scholars, anxious to have a guide
in the intricate controversy which had arisen. In it he

goes fully into the positions of the bishop elect,

respecting the jurisdiction of persons in his situation,

d Examcn del Procedimiento ilegal del Gobernador del Arzobisp
dr Si-villa, a quo ha dado lugar la denuncia antk'anoiiiea di-1 CM

i.-istieo de Malaga, contro los escritos de D. V. Orti- villo,

1839.
'' Cart a primera de un Fid Andalu/. en qur so omtrsta al libvlo

public-ado por el Sr. D. V. Ortigosa. Seville and .Mala-a, ls:;o. pp. 7

and Ji>.
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and solidly confutes the flimsy arguments employed
by him/

Ortigosa thus escaped from censure only to commit
new ravages in the Church of Malaga. We cannot

pretend to follow him through his tyrannical and

oppressive acts ; we have rather dwelt on those which
involve principles. But he insulted his chapter, and
tried to bring them into odium with the people,
on occasion of the solemnities of Corpus Christi; g

he got several of that body arrested and put
into confinement ; the good and most exemplary
Fathers of the Oratory of St. Philip Neri, the vicar of

Velez, and a beneficed clergyman of the same city,

the vicars of Archidona and of Olvera, the parish

priests of Zafaraya, of Coin, of Alcala del Yalle, of

Montejaque, and Tolox, and we believe of many oth<T

places, were brought to trial by him, or otherwise

cruelly oppressed : so that some of those towns were

driven into a state of the highest excitement, and

almost into insurrection. But by the aid of the

civil power, he rode triumphant over the necks of all,

and defied every feeling of public indignation and

horror.
11

Yet his crowning work of insolence was not accom-

plished. His iniquities and excesses could not remain

concealed from the watchful eye of the chief pastor,

whose vigilance overlooks no oppressed, or desolate,

church. The sovereign Pont ill', who, by his energetic

voice, had made a Ferdinand and a Nicholas AVI it he

f Exam. Critico-teologico-canonico, torn. i.

f Historia Documentada, pp. 99 121.

h See the Carta de la Malaguena, or Letter of a Malaguese woman
to Ortigosa, Beparador; cp. i. t<m. iii. mad. 11. p. 89. If this be

really the production of a woma:. nc of no common spirit and

intelligence.
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on their roynl and imperial thrones caused the Catho-

lic earth to thrill \vitli tin- sorrows of this alllicted

church
(
which had fully paid fur its first act of \\cak-

iiid raised a universal cry of ahhorrence against

its tyrant. On the first of March, 1 s 11, his holi;

Pope (Jregory XVI. in a private consistory, addn-

the assembled cardinals, on the miscrahle state of

oppression of the Church of Malaga, and on the con-

duct of its pretended pastor. To this allocution

( )rtiirosa replied, in a tone of insult, which we hell

ver been equalled, certainly has never been

surpassed, since the days of Luther. He affects to

believe that it must be a forgery; pretends to dis-

tinguish what are the Pope's sentiments in it, from

what has been put into his month by treacherous

compiler-, "extorted," as he repeatedly says, "from
his venerable old age," abusing the revered name of

the sovereign Pontiff; accuses him of oppression and

injustice against
" the humblest of priests," and cites

him to answer for his allocution before the judgment -

seat of God! 1 For this insolence he was well chas-

tised in many publications, several of which we have

had occasion to cite, as well as in loose sheets, and

newspaper articles now before us.

But from this time we may date his downfall.

Shunned by every one, clergy and laity, at last

without even a party to support him, stripped of his

usurped ollice of vicar, no longer bishop elect, he n

lately annoying the chapter from his retirement at

Madrid, through government applications respecting
his income. What lias since become of him we know
not. We only wish him time, and still more, grace.

repent of his past injustices, that he fall not into the

1

Esposirioii del Ihno Sr. I). V. Ortigosa .... dirigidu u Ntro. Siiiu.

Padre (Jivgorio XVI. Malaga, 1841.
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judgment of his fellows.* For Spain, so thoroughly
Catholic in its feelings, has observed with awe, how
other such bishops elect have fared. We have men-
tioned the sudden and unprovided death of his prede-
cessor in the scandals of Malaga, the biblical Ventura

Gomez, elect of Jaen ; D. Mariano Rica, elect of

Cuenca, shared the same fate, falling down dead, and

his secretary, Don T. llomea, followed him similarly
within a fortnight. A like end overtook D. F. Martinez

de Yelasco, likewise elect of Jaen. We believe that

other examples could be quoted. Far be it from us to

presume to penetrate into the unsearchable judgments
of God ; but such a number of similar results in

similar cases, cannot fail to impress the mind with

fear.

We have before seen the character and conduct of

the true bishops of the Spanish Church ; their cou-

rage, their patience, their piety, their zeal, and their

devotion to their flocks. We have seen every quality

of the Good Shepherd imprinted on their lives. We
have seen likewise, the men whom the liberal govern-
ment would have put into their places. If a character

could be made up of the hireling and the wolf, we
should have no bad description of their conduct :

weak enough to deliver over every sacred right to the

rapacity of an irreligious government, that seeks to

tear and spoil ; but with strength enough, and iangs

enough, themselves to worry and to destroy. Of the

people we can say thai, in Malaga at least, they knew,
and did, their duty. From the high ina-i-trate to the

tradesman, wo found not one who took the intrnd.

part, or sympathi/ed with him. All saw, all knew

k \Ve have heard that lit- has since addressed a most humble and

MihiiiU>ive letter of n-tr:u-t:iti<m to the p.pc. God grant this nia
:

true!



instinctively, the dillerence between liini and a true

bishop of God's Church. Howe\er lie may tor a time

have deceived any of them, he soon n'ave the lie to his

own pompous statement, that he was incapable of

being, or of making, an enemy. In the imchristi;in

if the word, we hope it may bo so. But that in

.Malaga lie has left no partisan, none that would defend

his conduct, we feel very confident. Nay, we are e

that then 4 an 4

persons there, most estimable for their

virtues and acquirements, who would not have an

enemy in this world, but who would fly from him, on

his return to the city (should such an event occur).

they would from a plague.
Other instances of the perplexities and torture of

conscience produced by the interference, or undue

influence, of late governments, in the administration

of vacant dioceses, are to be found in other parts of

Spain; and the course pursued by the present mode-

rate party in power, presents a gratifying contrast to

that of their predecessors. It has consisted in refrain-

ing from all actual interference, but advising, or at

least freely permitting, the parties to follow the line

of conduct which duty and conscience naturally sug-

ed.

Thus, in the diocese of Osma, there was i;

anxiety of mind on account of the illegality of tin 4

diocesan governor, Sr. Campuzano ; in consequence of

which, after the overthrow of Espartero, the chapter

applied to the government for permission to lay the

before the Holy See, and obtain from it a remedy.
ecclesiastical governor, feeling himself the doubts

which agitated others, applied likewise to be allowed

to resign. Sr. ^Mayans, the minister of i;race and

justice, immediately took the straightforward
of replying to him, that it did not belong to
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government of her majesty to grant such permission ;

but that,
"

if there was agitation and disturbance of

consciences, it would be beneficial to the state and the

Church, and gratifying to her majesty the queen, if

he did resign." He accordingly did so, in May of

last year; and thus peace was restored, as the chapter
was left to the free, unembarrassed, and unbiassed,

exercise of its rights in a new election.
1

The diocese of Guadix was lately, and may be yet,

in a similar embarrassment. The chapter, on the death

of the last bishop, in September, 1840, unanimously
elected as vicar capitular, Dr. Joaquin de Villena ; and

the choice was approved by the government, in May
of the following year. On the 28th of August, the

gefe politico, or civil governor of the province of

Granada, in which Guadix is situated, thought proper
to order a protest, or manifesto, against the Pope's
allocution of March the 1st, to be read in all churches,

on three successive festivals. The vicar, as in duty

bound, opposed this measure, both for its substance

and for its form. He was immediately proceeded

against ; and on the night of the 21st September v

put under arrest in his own house, and then ordered

to consider himself as committed to prison. Being
thus under violent restraint from the discharge of

his office, he canonic-ally informed the chapter of the

circumstance; and it proceeded at once to name

vicar, till the impediment should be removed since,

according to canon law, he could not be othen\

replaced. D. Isidore Cepero y Torres was so elected.

In the mean time the action against the vicar pro-

ceeded, and he \vas condemned, on the 22nd of July,

1842, to four vears' banishment from the diocese !

Such has been the treatment of hundreds of

1 lYnsaniirnto de hi Nacion, torn. i. p. 2#i.
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under Kspartero's liberal -o\ eminent ! On thr

*Jnd of June, last year, this unjust sentei,

ersed, and he turned to (luadix. Hut doubts had

now arisen as to the rights of the t\\> dears, and

opinions were divided, as to which \\as truly in oil;

ll<>\\ the allair has ended, we know not
;
hut it

melancholy instance of the trouble and misery result-

MIL; from the unjust and oppressive interference of the

ilar power, in matters ecclesiastic, as \\ell as of

what a diocesan ruler had to suffer, if he boldly dis-

charged his duty.
Hut no church in Spain has been more a prey to the

evils of uncertain jurisdiction, or has more claimed

public attention in that country on this account, than

the metropolitan see of Toledo, under whose jurisdiction

Madrid is situated. The see fell vacant by the demise

of Cardinal Inguanzo, in January, 183G. The govern-
ment of the arch-diocese was bestowed first on Sr.

Vallcja, and after him on Sr. Gonfalguer. But serious

doubts all along existed, as to the canonicity of cither'-

election. What undue influence may have been used

over the chapter to constrain election, is not accurately
known

;
but in the entire diocese there was uneasiness

and insecurity. Nor could we have a better proof of

t he sensitiveness of the people to the question of lawful

jurisdiction, and the legitimacy of those who pretend
to hold it. Eor nothing could be more marked than

the feelings of all classes towards Gtonfalguer. In

Madrid he was shunned, and left completely isolated :

all sorts of means were employed to avoid having re-

course to his jurisdiction, or to supply its supposed
defect. Tallies \\ishing to marry, went to establish a

domicile elsewhere, to escape danger; and many \\

kept from the sacraments, even at Master, for tea

lii'Mto ili- la N:u-i.m, p
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receiving them through doubtful faculties conferred

by him.n

At length, when the pressure of the "
Regent's"

government was removed, these suppressed murmurs
broke out, into open remonstrances, and calls for

redress. In May, 1844, all the clergy of the archi-

presbytery of Uceda addressed a firm, and yet most

temperate, memorial, to the dean and chapter of Toledo,

expressive of their feelings of doubt and uneasiness,

and begging that the matter might be referred to the

Holy See, for final decision. In the following month
the Ayuntamiento, or corporation, of Humanes re-

spectfully addressed the queen on the same subject,

seeing that, their parish priest being dead, and the

administrator who had succeeded him being very in-

firm, no priest could be found to undertake the

spiritual care of the place, under so doubtful a juris-

diction. In the same month, all the clergy of the

district of Guadalajara signed a similar petition, to

have the matter referred to the decision of the sovereign

pontiff. In July the entire body of the clergy of

Madrid presented a petition to the same effect, to the

dean and chapter. These and many other similar remon-

strances had at length their effect. Gonfalguer resigned
his situation in November last, and left the chapter at

liberty to make new and canonical arrangements.
Nor must it be thought that this had boon merel;

conflict of words or opinions. The usurped power of

the vicar was, as in other instances, supported by
violence, and by the persecution of every \\ ortliy rrrlr-

lic, whose duty brought him into conflict with his

assumed jurisdiction. As late as April last year, Gon-

falguer's vicar at Alca/ar, 1). ^Mariano de la Peria, wrote

to Father Pantqja at Villaranas, desiring him to

" Memorial of tin- dergyof Madrffl, lVnsa:m<'!it<>. p. 10S. Seep. :i In.
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pt additional faculties, to absolve from tin* resen ed

of not having complied with the paschal duty of

niunion, 1 acuities derived directly iVoni the l>ishop

Of his substitute : to communicate the same to another

religious already, like himscli', in possession of ordin

(legitimate) faculties, and to order three other pri

not furnished with these, to present themselves within

three days at his office, and take out permission to

preach and hear confessions. To this the worthy priest

replied, that having called together the ex-religious

mentioned, they one and all declined, either to make
use of the extraordinary, or to take out the ordin a

faculties offered to them, because either must depend,
for their validity, on the lawfulness of the power which

delegates them. Now this they considered in the

present case doubtful ; and every one knows that it is

not lawful to employ such doubtful authority in the

administration of the sacraments. In other respr,

he observes for himself, that though seventy years of

age, almost blind, afflicted with a troublesome habitual

rrh, and other grievous infirmities, he is willing

to labour all day, as he has done till now, in the

confessional.

Here is a clear case, in which the delicacy of con-

scientious feelings ought surely to have been respected.
If a person of upright character, so far esteemed by
the opposite party (if we may use the term) as to

called forward by it to receive new and important
trusts, hangs back from scruples which do him honour,

and show only how worthy he is of confidence, his

motives and conduct ought to entitle him to regard.

JUit instead of this, on the 4th of May, an oilier

sent to the houses of all these priests, and of t\\o

others who have acted similarly, to sei/e. examine,

register, and seal up all their papers and correspon-
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dcnce, and oblige them to present themselves before

the vicar in three days, with all their ecclesiastical

faculties and licenses. This they are compelled to do ;

and though they are treated with courtesy, they are

obliged to deliver up these faculties, and so in reality

to go back with the censure of suspension put upon
them, though they are permitted to use their faculties

till Gonfalguer shall have further decided. Thus are

seven respectable ecclesiastics wantonly treated like

conspirators, or suspected thieves, have their houses

ransacked and their papers examined, are marched off

to a distance, and return degraded and punished, as far

as lies in their oppressor's power.
We hope we have not tired our readers by our

lengthened statements respecting the condition of the

episcopacy, or its substituted authorities, in Spain. AVe

have sought rather to condense than to enlarge ; but

we trust we have produced enough to show, how

highly respectable and venerable a body the true epis-

copate of Spain lately was, and, so far as it survives

the revolutionary deluge, yet is ; and how much may
we hope from its restoration to vigour and activity, by

Pensam. p. 233. Even local governments imitated the ami-

religious course of their masters. In October, 1840, the junfit y,

nntiva (or governing committee) of Xeres de la Front era, deposed
several parish priests, and named their successors, with no other

formality than a note to the following effect: "Governing com-

mittee. This committee, in its meeting of to-day,, has agreed to

suspend you from being rector, ad interim, for
,
and has named

in your place the Rev.
,
to whom you will immediately deliver

your charge, acknowledging the receipt of this order, and cert it

its execution. Yours, &c., Xeres, Oct. 20, 1840. M. Sam-hex. Silva,

F. C. Kuiz." A little sheet,
u
Keflexiones, &c.," by F. P. D. [Fran-

cisco Palomino Dominique/, curate of St. Michael's], showed brieily

ho\v the appointed successor would be an intruder, and sehismatical,

and his ai-ls null. But \\e may naturalh .id Domini facient

audent cum talia fures?"
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the tilling up of its vacancies, the restoration to \

decent means at least, and tin* support and direct ion of

the Holy See. In fact as far as we know of prop-
nominations for vacant sees, they seem to pr<>i

most favourable prospects for tbe Church of Spain.

Amonn' old proposals which have remained suspended

by the revolution, but which we hope to see renewed

(having had means of forming a judgment about them,

whether from personal acquaintance or from trust-

worthy reports), are those of D. Juan Choi vis, arch-

priest of Malaga, elect of Almeria, and D. Antonio

Lao, abbot of the Collegiate of Our Saviour, at Ora-

uada, elect of Segorbe. The present administrator of

the archdiocese of Seville is spoken of as proposed for

the aillicted Church of Malaga (Ortigosa being

aside\ and he, no doubt, wr

ill heal its sores, and

console its aillictions, by the prudent and zealous sv

of which he has already niveu proof; while i^ ssor

to the saintly bishop of Minorca is named Sr. (

callano, dignitary of the cathedral of Cordova, eminent

i preacher, distinguished for his learning, and no

less for his virtues; one whose affable manners and

amiable character will not fail to win the hearts of his

clergy and flock. Of these supposed nominations we
have but just heard, and we earnestly pray they may

vo true.

But we trust that the facts here brought together,
will likewise help to demonstrate, that the people
are not indifferent either to the virtues of their true

pastors, or to the dangers arising from false ones.

They have seen the difference between a bishop duly

appointed, and selected by a Catholic government with

confirmation from the chief pastor of the Church, and

the false shepherds, chosen for political subserviency
and lax maxims, to till their places, and to afflict their
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flocks.p They know the importance of a true mission

they know too the sacredness of the episcopal cha-

racter. When the bishop of the Canary Islands visited

the celebrated tobacco-manufactory at Seville, and en-

tered the immense room in which a thousand women
are engaged in cigar-making, the entire place was in

commotion and confusion. All rushed towards him to

kiss his episcopal ring, and receive his benediction;
nor was it easy to restore order. And we have our-

selves witnessed similar scenes, both in smaller pro-
vincial towns, and in larger cities. We have seen a

bishop, though a stranger, so soon as recognised,

surrounded by a crowd, which it required some gentle

violence to penetrate the churches, which he visited

at chance-hours, filled as if by magic in an instant, and

even the street, if he went on foot from one to another,

literally blocked up, by the people who left their shop s

and their work, to show their respect. Beads held out

to be blessed, indulgences requested, blessings and

prayers implored, expressions and tokens of affectionate

respect lavished on every side, nay, more, tearful c

and the question again and again asked,
" When shall

we have a bishop ? Why will not you stay with w-v /"

These were proofs which we have again and again had

that the Spanish people yes, the people, the poor, the

ignorant, the simple-hearted, believing people of Spain,
know the full value of true and legitimate church

government, have really felt its loss, and will willingly

P Even the author of the Revelations of Spain marks the i:

difference between the old, ami the constitutional, clergy of Spain.
" I speak," he writes,

" of the class of zealous clergymen, \\ ho, though
i ignorant to the last eh wedded to the altar, and weaned

from the world; not of the constitutional clergy, who are for the

most part mere politicians and plaee-hunters, and have few of the

virtues, and none of the enthusiasm, which adorn i

ter.
1 '

Vol. i. p. yr,:{.
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obey their lawful bishops, when it shall please tin?

Almighty to restore them.

Nor must we close this portion of our sul

Avithout saying ;i few words on another motive \\liicli

they have to love them. It lias been fashionable to

speak of llic enormous wealth of the Spanish bishop-

rics. But lew have taken the trouble to inquire, or to

report, what has been done, you and what ha-

been done, with that wealth, exaggerated as it

been. AVe have bad some instances before us in tin 4

foregoing pages. But if a traveller would note down,
over the wliole Peninsula, every great work either of

magnificence or of public utility (not that the I

excludes the second) which is due to the unassisted

uvncrosity of bishops, he would form a list that would

not easily be rivalled here, by works executed with

parliamentary grants, from the taxes of the people*.

AskAvho built and endowed the sumptuous hospital, or

orphan-house ? and you will be told, such a bishop ;

who constructed the aqueduct which supplies the city,

before unwholesomely provided, with water? and you
will be answered, such another bishop ; who founded

the college for the education of the laity, or the semi-

nary for the training of ecclesiastics ? and it is still a

bishop. Look at those magnificent chapels in the

cathedrals of Malaga, Cordova, or Granada, which

must have given work, and perhaps inspiration, to

artists, which brought out from the neighbouring
Sierra its marbles and precious stones, hidden aln

till then, and which stand as national monuments of

good taste and genius ! A bishop in every instance.

And it is still easier to enumerate the uses to which

episcopal revenues in Spain have not been, and

not applied. They are not employed in curie;

families,, or setting them up in the world; the family
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of a Catholic bishop is the poor. Nor will the wealth

of the bishops be discovered in their houses. For the

traveller will be strangely disappointed, who expects
to find magnificence in the episcopal palaces of Spain.
The remark of a minister of state, lately visiting the

vast palace at Seville, was most correct : "I expected
to see a palace, but I find a place more like barracks."

Long corridors with plain whitewashed cells for the

dwelling of officials and attendants, a large library

kept up for the public (to which the present arch-

bishop has added his own collection), a chapel, the

archiepiscopal offices, and one or two large halls for

state occasions, occupy the bulk of the building. The

only apartments reserved to the cardinal himself, con-

sist of a.narrow short gallery, from the end of which

a small cabinet is partitioned off by a glass door.

This contains a plain bureau and a few chairs, and

has parallel to it a bedroom, borrowing its light

entirely, through two doors, from the gallery and

cabinet. A country curate's rooms in England could

not well be simpler in character and furniture. And
the same we can say of other such residences.

II. In what we have written about the episcopal
bench (to use an English phrase) of Spain, we have

had more than one occasion to speak of the clergy,

and to give examples of their courage and zeal. AVe

find it more difficult to enter upon definite statements

respecting this highly respectable body; because \vr

find it impossible to individualize, as we could do in

speaking of the bishops. The number of these is

limited, and a certain amount of examples may perm it

us to draw more general conclusions. But the same

could not be so well done for the vast body of the

clergy; nor would it be right to bring forward indi-

viduals, whose station docs not, from its public
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character, warrant our making free \\ith their DBU

We will, therefore, content ourselves with speaking of

(lapses ; hut still we hope to allege sullirient to vindi-

cate the character of the Spanish priesthood from

many foolish and wieked charges; and to show how
much there is to hope from it, if thin ITS shall be

restored to their proper condition.

In every country it is natural to expect that the

more choice portion of the ecclesiastical body will be

found in situations of trust, and, to a certain decree,

of repose. The scholar, and the man of ability and of

1 address for business, will be drawn naturally

upwards to the seat of ecclesiastical government; and

where tin 4

prel>endal stall is not a sinecure, but entails

a burthensome daily duty, which requires residence, it

will be the most obvious provision for one whom the

bishop, or tin 4

chapter, considers likely to be a valu-

able assistant or adviser. It is, therefore, to the cities

and to their chapters, that we may reasonably look

for the more learned portion of the clergy. It is far

from our minds to make this an exclusive assertion ;

on the contrary, we shall find, in cities particularly,

many clergy highly distinguished for scholarship and

ecclesiastical learning in all its branches, belonging to

the parochial body, or having other occupations. In

the University of Seville, and we doubt not in many
others, there are professors holding parishes, and one

of these is at present the rector of that university.

Without, therefore, meaning to draw such a line of

separation between the different classes of clergy as

our preamble might imply, we are ready to assert,

that the ecclesiastics who compose the capitular ho*

in Spain, or are otherwise connected with its episcopal
functions and government, will be found equal to

those of any other country, in character and acquire-
: F
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ments. This, certainly, is the result of our own ob-

servation in no inconsiderable number of cathedral

towns; where it has been our good fortune to make

acquaintance with the capitular clergy.

After the zeal of the bishops, it is to that, and more-

over to the good taste and generosity of its chapters
and dignitaries, that Spain owes its most splendid

works ; and, as far as we can judge, the noble spirit,

which formerly was allied to comparative wealth, has

not degenerated in these days of poverty and oppres-

sion. We may, we think, best illustrate this asser-

tion, by entering more at length on what has been

done, in past and in present times, by one of these

bodies, the chapter of the magnificent cathedral of

Seville.

When this city was conquered from the Moors, by
the great St. Ferdinand, his first care was naturally to

provide in it for the worship of God. A magnificent

mosque, erected on the site of an ancient Christian

church, was consequently turned into a cathedral, and

consecrated in 1248. But, though by degrees it

became extremely rich, it was found quite unequal to

the desires and feelings of the people; and it had

suffered also much, in course of time, from earth-

quakes and other accidents. On the 8th of July, 1401,

the whole clergy of the church met in chapter, and

shortly agreed that, as the cathedral threatened ruin,
" Let another be built, such and so good as that there

shall be none equal to it ; and that due regard be had

to the greatness and authority of Seville and of its

church, as is reasonable ; and if for this work the

funds of the fabric be not suttieient, all said thai there

shall he taken from their income so much as shall

Kuttiee, for that they will give it for the sen !<<

(iod. And they ordered this to lie signed by t u o
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prebendaries."*
1 We are told th.it the decree of the

chapter for the building of this cat hedral is still read

in the capitolar register, in theoe strong quahd uonl>:
tk
Fairamos una Ki^lcsia tal <pie los vcnideros post nos

nos tengan por locos ;

)J
that is,

" Let us huild such a

church, that those who come after us may take us

to have heen mad." In two years the work was

commenced, and continued without interruption till

150G ; and how ? By a prolonged course of unwearying
^aeritieo, which probably has no parallel. The canons,

and other clergy of the Church, retired into a small

house, near the cathedral, lived in community on the

most economical terms, and gave up the whole of their

income to the new building. When it is considered

that they were not religious, and that there was no t ie

upon them to live as such, and that they could have

none of that peculiar feeling which binds monks to

what is their home, and moreover that this mode of

life was continued through several generations, for a

hundred and five years, without objection or relax-

ation, and without the prospect, to most, of ever

enjoying the fruit of their sacrifices we must own,
that there was a generous spirit in that race of men,

worthy of the best times of the Church, and most

honourable to their order. In 1511 three great pillars

gave way, and fell with the roof in the middle of the

night; but in four hours the people had removed

all the ruins, the chapter recommenced its labours,

and by 1510 this sumptuous temple was completed.
And in truth, it may well have passed into a pro-

verb in Spain, as a thing that is marvellous. " I do

not hesitate," says one of the authors before us, "to

characterize the cathedral of Seville as the most nohle

i Sovilla Pintoresca, Sev. 1844, p. 91. An interesting work in

course of publication.

F 2
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temple in Christendom. The effect produced on en-

tering, is absolutely overpowering. The mind is

astonished and overawed by the solemn and sombre

sublimity of the interior. No creation of mere human
art, with which I am acquainted, can rival the cathe-

dral of Seville in the instantaneous and overwhelming
sense of awe which it produces. Its vast size, ob-

scurely discovered by the dim and holy light which is

poured in through its richly-stained windows ; its lofty

and enormously massy clustered columns ; the prodi-

gious elevation of its vaulted roof ;
the sombre richness

of its ornaments ; and the solemn silence which reigns

throughout its vast extent, which seems increased

rather than interrupted by the echo of some peasant's

step hastening to his favourite shrine, and which we
listen to as it falls faint and more faintly on the ear,

until it is lost in the far distance all exercise a

singularly subduing and solemnizing power. The

effect is powerfully devotional."'

To this description of the effect of this magnificent
church upon the senses and feelings, we are ready to

bear full witness. No Pointed building in England,

Prance, or Belgium, has ever produced on our minds

so solemn an impression. Its loftiness and vast area,

owing to its consisting of five wide aisles, besides

lateral chapels of great dimensions, no doubt con-

tribute to this effect.
8

r Journal of a Clergyman, p. 46.

8 The author just quoted has given us the dimensions of St. Peter's,

St. Paul's, and Seville cathedral. We will add to them those of three

of our old cathedrals.

St. Peter's. St. Paul's. York. Lincoln. Salisbury. Seville.

Feet. Feet. Feet. Feet. Feet. Fe t.

Length 673 510 492 482 449 443

Breadth 280 96 80

Height of nave 11 >; 100 U 80 81 IP.i

It will be sr-cii 1'rom this tnlilc thnt, \vhiloour old Hunvlu's 1.
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But splendid as vras the building thu^ riveted 1>\ the

(Tous zeal of the chapter, not l^s 90 li,-i\> hccn its

appurtenances, respecting which we must speak, on
account not so much of their value and splendour, as

of the credit which their faithful preservation reflects

on the present clergy of the Church. Although we
have spoken of the wholesale plunder of churches,

which has taken place in Spain, whether under the

tin- advantage in length, they do not come near Seville in width and

height. In the former dimensions it is only five, and in the latter

twelve, feet below St. Peter's. Further, it must be observed that

from the position of the choir at Seville there is an uninterrupted view

from end to end, along the double aisles on either side, and the

whole width is at the same time visible. We insert a ground-plan
made from a few notes and memory. It must be observed, that

besides the side aisles is a row of large and splendid chapels on

either side, which are wholly omitted in the plan, as are the saer

chapter-house.

A. Sacristy for the high
altar.

B. High altar inclosed

on three sides by iron

open screens.

('. ( 'hoir, <>n each side of

which the organs.

D. Episcopal

E. Passage railed off for

communication be-

tween chancel and
choir.

F. diap.-l.
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French, or under liberal domination, we must make
an exception in favour of tliis richest and most sump-
tuous minster. Not that the will was wanting to

pounce upon its treasury, but that promptness, tact,

and firmness on the part of its clergy have succeeded

in thoroughly foiling every attempt of irreligious

rapacity. And yet that clergy have shown themselves

ready to make sacrifices, even in this point, for the

public benefit. During the war of invasion they volun-

tarily gave up much plate to the state, so as to reduce,

for instance, the number of silver lamps in one chapel

(the Antigua?} from seventy-two to forty-eight. But,

notwithstanding these losses, the altars and treasury
of Seville cathedral still show what Catholic churches

used to be in the middle ages, when men kept poor

houses, that they might have rich sanctuaries, and the

altar possessed what the sideboard has now usurped.
The principle on which this munificence was based,

is also here clearly manifested. It is not show, nor

the gratification of vanity, nor ambition to impose

upon beholders, as people would have us think, but

simply a natural manifestation of honour, and a ren-

dering of service to God, with the most precious of

His gifts. When the treasuries of churches have been

plundered, \vt have generally heard but little regret

expressed; on the ground, that their wealth was use-

lessly hoarded up, and kept from being publicly

beneficial. But why is not the same reasoning applied

to the family plate and jewels of the great, or to the

1 So called from a most ancient painting of our Lady, on the wall,

supposed to have been part of the old Gothic church ; /. e. the church

built by the Goths anterior to the Saracen occupation. It was incor-

porated in tin- niMSipir, and whole altar, credr;,

and funii: iidini; many massive cand:< ire silver. It

has a large sacristy of its own, richly provided with gold plate, jewels,

&c. There is great devotion there on the part of the people.
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;ili;i of UK* crown r The\ are of no nmiv benefit to

the public tliau tliosc of Loreto were: to pure!

them, indeed, there were lar^-c Minis tlin>\\n into cir-

culation ;
and when made, they gave encouragement

to art and to industry. And ai'ter they lia\e thus ^i\en

their equivalent to the public, no one complains, if

they remain for centuries in the iron chest, to be
]

duccd from time to time, on a festive occasion. Nay,
it will be said, that such thriftless accumulations

useful to society, by keeping up social distinctions, and

sustaining those high family feelings, which are among
the guarantees of a nation's honour. And surely the

treasures of the Church have been originally paid for,

like those of the Tower, and have served to inspire art

and skill, in many, from St. Eligius down to Ben-

venuto Cellini or Juan de Arfe.u And after this what

ground is there to complain, if they are kept up with

care ? For, if the preservation of such treasures is

considered becoming the house of a noble or royal

person, and seems to add somewhat, in the estimation

of other ranks, to their dignity, it is but natural that

the majesty of God's house and service should be

adequately enhanced by what excites those feelings ;

nay, the contrary would be at variance with an instinct

of nature. God Himself in His old law would have

only gold around His sanctuary ; the heathens even in

distress, would have golden vessels for sacrifice (j>('

lilxiHius ct a tiro). The Christians, from the earliest

antiquity, had the same feeling, and acted upon it.

u One of the artists in the sixteenth century, who worked for the

cathedral plaie. He made the magnificent silver cusfodia, or shrine,

for the blessed sacrament on Corpus Christi. It is an exquisite j

of plate, eighteen palms high. -Merino and P>;t itrihuted

pieces of unrivalled workmanship to this treasury. Hoth lived in the

same century.
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We should have deemed it superfluous to write all this,

were we not as yet constantly assailed by the old cry

of "
~Ut quid perdltio licec? Wherefore this waste?"

whenever there is an approach to the magnificence of

old times. Judas was the first to speak the words ;

and he has had his school, through the succession of

such men as Peter the Cruel,* Harry VIII., Napoleon,
and Mendizabal.

But to return ; so far are the treasures of the cathe-

dral of Seville (which is but a type of what other

churches have been) from being intended for show,

that we may really say that they comparatively pro-

duce but little effect, nay, that the most precious are

hardly, if ever, seen. The altars, it is true, are brilliant

with massive silver ornaments, colossal busts, gigantic

candlesticks, huge lecterns everything which in other

churches might be of wood or copper ; but the gold
and the precious stones are in great part hidden, be-

cause appropriated chiefly to the immediate contact

and service of the most adorable Eucharist. Thus on

the high altar, there is a well-proportioned, but yet
enormous silver tabernacle ; but, then, within this is

another never seen, forming a temple of purest gold,

and in this again, is a very large ciborium of the same

precious metal, but covered with diamonds and other

jewels. There is a pyx of beautiful workmanship,

representing a dove, within which is a vessel for the

' x At the east end of Seville cathedral, occupying the place of

Henry VII. 's chapel in Westminster Abbey, is the royal chapel,

which has a chapter, and daily office, of its own. Tin.- high altar

with the shrine of St. Ferdinand over it, is valued at 10,000. It is

all of massive silver, elaborately wrought. JVte.r the Cruel >ei/,ed on

the former tn ipel, and gave a receipt for t

taking them, as he says in it, for their better Custody. The
[

yet remains there, but it is uimeees.sirv to add, the plate has ;

been returned
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Kurharist, all of pure u'old, which is never

used except to carry the viaticum to the archhixhop.

.in, the golden key, only used to lock up the |>1-

Sacrament in the sepulchre on Holy Thursday
studded with magnificent brilliants. The dial:

all of tin 1 same* material, and in such numbers, that a

dillerent one is used on each principal festival, and

never else; for every! hiuLC is regulated by strict rule.

Thuribles, rejiquaries, and all else immediately per-

taining to the solemn sacrifice of the New Law, are

of the same substance, and of the most beautiful

workmanship."
If we have dwelt thus upon the wealth of this cathe-

dral, the far greater part ofwhich, as well as the splendid

buildings in which it is kept, rich with paintings of the

first merit,
1 are due to the good taste and generosity of

y Among other beautiful objects, we must notice a pax, in the furm

of a small triptych, of gold most brilliantly enamelled, and other

richly ornamented, of the fourteenth or fifteenth century. There i>

another beautiful pax, of silver gilt, of the same period, preserved

unions tin- fe\v remnants of the treasury of the cathedral of Malaga.

As vre are on this subject, we will not omit mention of two of perhaps

the most splendid pieces of silversmith's work in existence, which

ha\e likewise oeaped all the ravages of the late times. The one is

i he cHatuJla for Corpus Christi, the other a processional cross, both

of silver, in the cathedral of Cordova. They are of the most delicate

and finished Gothic work. The custodia rises to the height of seven

or eight feet from an octagonal base, covered with beautiful reliefs,

and ornamented with scroll-work to a point, the intermediate portion

being composed of exquisitely wrought pinnacles and i with

gilt images. Both are of the fifteenth century. Their beauty ha>

saved them, when all else has been carried oil'.

L Over the altar in the sacristy, at which the reliquaries, with

other more sacred plate, are kept, is a picture of the Descent from

the Cross, painted by Pedro de Campafia, in lf>!-s. It is one of the

most beautiful paintings we have ever beheld. It \\a> formerly the

altar-piece of the parish church of Santa Cm/. gftOM I-.- trhiefc

Murillo's house. This great painter used to pa ho
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its chapter, it is not merely to enhance these good

qualities in those who have passed away, hut also to

do justice to the present members of it, to whose
wariness and intrepidity their preservation is due. For
it must not he supposed, that the covetousness of late

chancellors of the exchequer, including the Jewish

one so often alluded to, overlooked the wealth, valued,

we have heard, at a million sterling, yet preserved in

this church. When the French overran Andalucia,
these riches were carried to Cadiz, which alone escaped
the power of the invaders. When the Carlist general
Gomez made his foray into the same province, the

government ordered the same precaution to be taken.

The chapter objected, considering that there was

sufficient security in the feelings of the people.
" We

have only to place these sacred and precious things in

public," said the present dean, then mayordomo of the

church,
" and they will make themselves respected."

However, this was not listened to ; and the contents of

the treasury were packed up in thirty large cases and

sent to Cadiz, accompanied by two faithful servants of

the cathedral, one of whom never left them day or

night. All returned safe. And now came another

danger. The government sent orders for the delivery

picture, and when asked what he was looking at so long, replied,
" I am waiting to see them get down our Lord," so natural is the

action of the figures, though in a severe style. In his will he directs

his body to be buried before that painting. This was done, but

Soult pulled down the church, and Murillo's ashes arc without a

tomb, and in the street. Yet Soult was the great admirer of Murillo !

The Dran ( Vpero has now what he considers Murillo's house, and in

it the most splendid private collection of paintings in Seville. Among
them are several beautiful works of that master, and a Crucifixion by
Alonzo Cano, which we consider unrivalled. [It was in that church

of the Holy Cm-s, which Murillo so loved, and in which lie wish-

be buried, that the writer <>F these pages received the inestimable

blessing of baptismal regeneration.]
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of the treasure* to its commissioners ; but they were

not heeded. ?sote followed note, commands, tlm-

\\cre sent in succession ; but still to no purpose. The

chapter refused to give up the sacred deposit com-

mitted to their custody. But at length the orders

\\ere so imperative, and the threats so urgent, that

the next step would have been a forcible attempt to

56 them a ha/ardous one in such a place. In tlieM-

straits, the dean had recourse to a proposal, which

foiled the rapacity of the exchequer. "They shall be

delivered up quietly," he said, "but with due honours.

These treasures consist of either reliquaries or sacred

vessels, solemnly consecrated to divine worship. They
shall, consequently, to the last, be treated with the

reverence due to them. The chapter, therefore, in

solemn procession, in their copes, and preceded by
their cross, shall bear them through the streets to the

town-hall, and so give them up." This would h

been more than the people of Seville could have stood :

the offer was not accepted, nor has the chapter be- MI

further molested.

The city, the fine arts, and religion, owe a debt

of gratitude to the ecclesiastics, who have thus parried

successfully every blow to rob the Church of what v\as

an honour to the three ; and have left us, consequent ly ,

a Cample of what our fathers' piety could do for the

worship of God. But as we have chosen this cathedral

as an example of what sacrifices
11 and what efforts the

capitular clergy are ready to make for their mother

rimrch, we will continue to say something more of

a It is generally supposed tluit the benet'uvs in Spain were enor-

mously rich: but they will not stand comparison with Knu'ltsh cathe-

dral endowments. The forty canons of Seville had annually 4O,000

reals, or 400 ; twenty prebendaries '300
;
and M minor

canons 200 each.
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them (though it will be applicable to all the class), in

connection with the services of the Church. The cathe-

dral service of Spain must formerly have been splendid.

The phrase in every one's mouth, when speaking on

the subject, is :

" It is not a shadow of what it was."

The chapter, properly so called, of Seville, consisted of

ninety-two persons ; and the whole body of clergy and

assistants attached to the church, including the choir,

amounted to two hundred and thirty-five. And as

everything employed in the functions was of a most

magnificent description,
1' the processions, which took

place every festival, must have presented, especially

on more solemn days, a most majestic and sublime

spectacle. To this we must add, that there are yet

preserved in that cathedral, and in other Spanish

churches, uses and ornaments that have disappeared

elsewhere, or which we are taught to consider as

revivals.

b In the sacristy of the cathedral are ninety-two white and iiin

two red copes of a suit for these processions before Tierce. The

orphreys of those for the dignitaries, are embroidered witli figun

beautifully executed as those of the old times, and the canopies
them are still Gothic, though the work is modern. AVe had many

opportunities of seeing that even this, as every other branch of sacred

decorative art, is perfectly preserved in Spain, far beyond what it is

in any other country.
c Thus the deacon and subdeacon yet wear the apparelled alb, and

also the collar as apparel of the amice, which is placed over the head

while the other sacred ve.-tments are put on, and then is thrown

the chasuble, as seen in the plates of .Mr. I'UL: -ury.

The alb worn on Good- Friday is truly ma^nilic-

takes off his chasuble tor the adoration of the cross, his alb, besides

the UMial apparels i;or^eonsly embroidered, has one on the 1'

with a beautiful imago of our Saviour, and one on the hack with the

figure of our Lady. On the Sundays and ferias ,,(' Lent and Ad\

the inini>tei\s \\ i -ar i>l,>-
I of the dalmatics, and '

are made of the old ample form ending in a point, and coming

down on the arm. So that on entering: into a (iothic church when-
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Hut it' the services of the Church must h;i

formerly splendid, it must be aekn<>\\ led^ed that they
are no\v more edif\ i !' of llir spirit of

attachment to duty which they display, in tlios \\ho

still continue to perform them. The funds of the

fabric and of the chapter have been sei/ed or sold
;

the pensions substituted in their place are not only
11, but most inadequately paid ;

the arrears bein^

rally of years. The consequences are, that there

1^ not actually provision for the ordinary services of

the Church; still less for the more magnificent func-

tion^; such as those of Holy Week, Corpus Christ i, or

the Conception. This Lent, the government issued an

order for an advance to he made on the allowance to

the churches and cathedrals, in order to meet the ex-

pense of oil and wax, &c., necessary for the offices of

Holy Week
; which, in reality, was only equivalent to

an order for such an amount of arrears to be paid up.

It is, therefore, entirely owing' to the zeal of the

chapters, supported by the charity of the faithful,

that even the daily office is performed. Lamentable.

mass is being sung, and seeing all these ancient forma of sacred

vestments in use, one can easily transport oneself back to ancient

times. It must be observed also, that in the cathedrals, the inf.

ministers, thurifers, acolythes, and others, in considerable num;

dalmatics \vith apparels and collars, or copes.

la Spain the Gospel and Epistle are always sung from amlones or

pulpits at the entrance of the choir, or outside the screen \\

there is one. We were struck with one rite, which seems to be of

great antiquity. At the beginning of Lent, a white curtain is stretched

before and across the sanctuary, so that the people in the body of the

church are completely debarred from having any view of what is done

at the altar. The curtain is drawn aside three times, for the (lospel,

tor the el nl for the Oratio tuperpopvlum. On Holy A\

nesday, at the words in the Passion, -t velum templi scissum

it is torn open in two parts. The usual veils over the pict

are not removed till Holy Saturday.
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indeed, is the sight of half a dozen canons, sprinkled
over the triple range of stalls in the choir of Seville or

Cordova; but still there they are, day after day,

taking care that the fire of perpetual worship shall

not be extinguished upon God's altar. The choristers,

generally old men, but attached to the house of God,
in which they have been trained from infancy, continue

to perform gratuitously their laborious duties ; and

never for a single day has the solemn chanting of the

entire office, with High Mass, been interrupted. And
nowhere have we heard the Gregorian chant in

deeper and fuller tone than in the cathedrals of Spain.

Speaking, however, of Seville, we must make one

exception. There has been one day, and one alone, on

which a low Mass only was celebrated at the high altar,

as the conventual Mass, and that was on the memo-
rable 21st of July, 1843. We must say a few words

upon this epoch, because it certainly has been in many
respects misrepresented. It will be somewhat of a

digression, but we have already given warning to our

readers of our discursive intentions. When that almost

spontaneous movement against Espartero, which ended

in his exile, took place throughout Spain, Seville \

of the common mind ; but the expression of its feelings

was repressed for a time by military violence; and on

the 12th of May of that year the city was declared

under military government. However, on the 18th,

the civil authorities, unable any longer to repress the

popular feelings, in which they themselves partook,

met in council, and having summoned, to aid them in

their deliberations, some of the most respected cha-

nieters in the city, entered into communications with

the military commander, the result of which was, what

is now pretty well understood in England, a
/

,
a fraternization between the troops and the
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people, and the flight of the commanding officer. A
junta or commission was formed, in \\hirh the canon

D. Manuel Cepero, since appointed dean of the cathe-

dral, acted a conspicuous part. The result was, that

General Van llalru proceeded from Granada to be-

Irau-iier the open city. On the 17th of July, Gnirral

He/eta, now the excellent Gefe politico of Seville, \\ ho

\\ as posted with a staff on the summit of that heaut it'til

lower, the ( Jiralda, with an excellent English telescope,

announced the descent of the besieging army from the

heights of Alcala de los Panaderos towards the city;

and the next day Van Halen took up his position, and

began to erect his batteries at the Cruz del Campo,
a small group of houses within short range of the

place.

In the mean time, the people had made active

preparations for their defence, and had erected bat-

teries, set up guns, and fortified the gates. There

were 5,848 armed men to defend these works. On the

8th of the month, the enthusiasm of the people had

been aroused by an imposing ceremony. The authori-

ties of Granada had excited much popular feeling by
displaying the banner of "the Catholic kings" that

banner which Ferdinand and Isabella waved tri-

umphantly over the city of the Moors. Seville

possessed, in its cathedral, the more valuable standard

which St. Eerdinand bore when he conquered the city.

This was borne in solemn procession; and the people
swore before it, to defend their walls against the

enemies of religion and the throne.

On the 20th the batteries opened. The second

shell passed clean over the town, several others fell

in the middle, but the greater part fell short. The

damage done, therefore, was not great.
d

But, in that

ll El PronuiKMamiento y Sitio do Sevilla. Scv. Is 1:{.
j,.

\\\ .
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first day, there were fired upon the city 119 shells.

The next day was the memorable one of the siege.

Eor eighteen hours the batteries were never silent,

and hardly ever was the air free from some missile.

Three hundred and fifty-seven shells, and six hundred

cannon-balls were launched upon the city.
6 On the

next morning Espartero arrived ; there was some

relaxation of activity on the part of the besiegers. OH
the 24th, seventy-eight shells were thrown in, besides

balls ; and the bombardment continued for a fe\\ days
more till on the 28th the enemy retired, pursued by
the liberating army. During the siege there A'

thrown into the city 618 shells, besides balls.

Xow, when we consider that the entire transaction,

on the part of Espartero and his general Van Halen,

was a most wanton act of cruelty and barbarity ; of

cruelty towards the thousands of defenceless inhabi-

tants, and of barbarity towards the monuments of art

with which the city is filled that even if they had

taken Seville, it could not have averted the fate which

their panic-like supineness had brought upon them

that, at any rate, the way to take the city, or, if taken,

to make it a point cVtippnl for a stand against the

entire kingdom,was not to bombard it, and exasper
its inhabitants to madness by the reckless ruin in-

flicted on them and when we consider, further, that

tin 'so men have been courted, feasted, honoured in

England, as patriots and defenders of their country,

we are filled with ineffable dis^nM, and feel such

marks of respect to such men, as a nati' iin.
f

e Alzamiento y DeftM.
j>.

17.

f " There is one I
> which Espar

riiiht Mm 'untrymrn T no which thoy are

willing to Mivord him thr:' r of

; on:i :md Seville- will 1
: -

-;>nnir\nls.
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What a pity that, in the haiujiiet to l-Npartero,

the decorations of the hall, the \\<>nU, "Seville/'

and "July 21st, 1813," were not conspicuously em-

blazoned.

\Ve have heard the partisans of KsjKirtero Bay, in

his defence, that his ohject was only to frighten the

Sevillans; that care was taken that no real dam

should he done hut particular care was taken to

id, in taking aim, the Cathedral and the Giralda.

But really hoth excuses are intolerahly false. As to

the first, can any motive, short of the hard necessities

of war, justify sucli play as that of sending six hun-

dred shells, and more than that numher of halls, into

a city with 80,000 inhabitants, where you cannot

their effect? Twenty lives were actually sacrificed,

and many houses reduced to a pile of ruins. The

terror caused both in families- and in the numerous

as long as his defeat at Ayacucho in Peru: and whatever his absolute

right, the recklessness of those attacks upon life and property, and

the indifference to the preservation of the noblest monuments of

Spain, will be indelibly graven in their minds." Revelations of Spain.

vol. i. p. 14. The author, however, wishes to apologize for Espartero's

conduct.

* "We will record one case of a providential escape in the family

of a gentleman, previously known to us, who related it to us on th*'

spot. Senor R,--
,
a rich merchant, occupies an excellent h

beside the church of San Isidore. Having been kept in a state of

alarm by the bombardment, he proposed to his lady that they should

cross the river to Triana, in order to have one night's quirt sleep.

This was agreed to, and they accordingly left with their children,

leaving a son-in-law, who wished to remain in charge of the 1.

and much valuable property. That very nii^ht, a shell entered through

the wall of the highest floor, fell through thi- \ploded i

chamber which Mrs. E- would have occupied, and shattered in

pieees the bed in which she would have slept. It destroyed all the

furniture, and the windows and doors of the neighbouring r

broke down the corner of the wall. Some phenomena of a .-insular

nature occurred, reminding one of the mysterious action of th-

3 Q
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communities of religious women, may easily be

imagined. The nuns of eleven convents left tlieir

houses, and sought refuge in the cathedral, or in

distant quarters of the city, so that as many as 130 of

them were crowded in the convent of St. Clare. We
will give the history of one, the Augustinian convent

of San Leandro, more interesting, perhaps, to our

readers, from the circumstance of the superior,
Mrs. Collins, and another nun (Mrs. Bidgway), being

English. We heard their own account of what befel

them. During the siege, thirteen shells fell and ex-

ploded in their convent, one in the dormitory, one in

the refectory, &c. But in the evening of the eventful

21st, while the community were fortunately in choir,

a shell fell on the superior's bed, and set it on fire. A
lay-sister happened to see it, and called in assistance.

The fire was promptly extinguished, after doing some

damage ; but the good religious were too terrified to

remain any longer in the house, and accordingly going

out, sought refuge for the night in the church of San

Ildefonso, immediately opposite to their house. They
were placed in the choir ; but had not been there long,
when a shell broke into the church, and burst upon
the altar. Once more they went forth in the night
the first time that any of them had left the walls of

their convent since making their religious profession,

some more than forty years before, ignorant whit lior

they should go, while the air resounded with the can-

nonade, and missiles were flying over their heads ; till

some charitable persons led them to the Lonja or

trie fluid. Thus a bottle half full, standing on the upper shelf of an

adjoining small room, was found standing unbroken beside

window opposite. An English gentleman who had left by the pre-

ceding steamer the last opportunity had been sleeping in tin- r

\\liich the shell first entered.
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Archives of the Indies, a strong building, whore a

Committee was sitting. In the porticoes of tliis they

passed the ni^hl, and the next day were sent over

to the suburb of Triana, by the canon Cepero, one of

the governing committee. A-ain, in the Beatcrio (a

religious community) of the Holy Trinity, in which,

besides the nuns, are seventy-five children under their

care, a shell fell in the court, the ordinary residence

during the summer months.

AVe may easily, therefore, imagine the consternation

into which the city was cast by this wanton aggres-

sion. And here it must be owned, that the chapter
did their duty nobly. We do not speak of the more

daring acts of enthusiasm performed by one of its

members already mentioned, Don Manuel Lopez

(Vpero, who took the lead in all the arrangements for

the declaration, and the defence of the city, and was

the very soul of the movement, by infusing into it a

strong religious feeling;
11 but of the conduct of the

clergy as a body. First, they threw open the gates of

the cathedral to all who sought refuge in it, and it

was soon filled. Many thousands of persons, includ-

ing religious communities, took up their abode in it,

i place of security, from its strength, and from its

sacredness. Not indeed that there can be any credit

attached to the assertion that Van Halen designedly

spared that magnificent monument; for those who
watched on the Giralda (and he knew that there the

look-out for his movements was kept) have assured us

that clearly many shells were aimed at that tower and

the church which it covered ; some fell short, some

h Discurso improvisado, &c. Sev. 1843. Ilia sermons filled the

people with enthusiasm. The good bishop of the Canary Islands was

indefati Liable in his attention to the distressed, visiting the wounded

at great risk of his own life. El Pronunc. p. .Si).

G2
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passed over, and several fell on either side ; but, thank

God, not one touched the sacred edifice. We have

seen the places where shells fell on each side; one

in the court of the Lonja on the south, and only sepa-
rated from the cathedral hy a street ; another in the

episcopal palace on the north, and almost in contact

with it. However, the people felt every confidence

in the protection of God's house, and it was freely

tendered to them. The Blessed Sacrament was re-

moved, and the different chapels were assigned to

different communities; while the vast area was divided

by curtains, and allotted to families who had there

sought shelter. And be it observed, to the credit of

the population, that while multitudes had left for

neighbouring towns and villages, and many were thus

crowded in this and other churches for most were

filled not a single act of plunder or theft came
before the police then or after.

1

But while thus the house of God was thrown open
to every poor sufferer, the chapter never once inter-

rupted its offices. In the midst of that multitude

(the choir and altar alone being left free), e^

canonical hour from matins to complin was fully

chanted, and high mass sung, except, as we have before

observed, on the 21st of July, when such was the

confusion and terror caused, on every side, by i In-

incessant cannonade, that the service was shortened,

by the substitution of a low mass 1 The solemn bell

tolled, amidst the cannon's roar, at every accustomed

hour (and the punctuality here observed is admirable),

and the canons h.istrned through the desolate streets

to the crowded cathedral, to intone the usual song of

praise. Once indeed, before, it had given proof-

the same calm intrepidity. In 1751, on the 1st of

1

Discurso, &c. p. 22.
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November, the Celebrated earthquake shook the church

so violently, that all felt alarmed. The divine office

was hciiiLr ])erformed there at the time; the canons

accordingly left the church, but only to assemble

round the cross in the great square, and there finish

the appointed service. In commemoration of this, a

portion of the office is sung on the same spot, every
All Saints' day. Happy climate, in which this can

be done !

This peaceful attention to the service of God's

house, through poverty, through persecution, through
revolutions, through the horrors of a siege, is certainly
a characteristic highly creditable to those who have

paid it ; and to our minds speaks most strongly in

their favour. Nor have they failed to show a most

disinterested generosity in keeping up the beauty and

magnificence of their sanctuary. A considerable legacy
v.as left them, about two years ago, for the church.

Instead of applying it in any way to their own benefit,

they employed it in renewing the vestments, which

(being of a blue colour, by special privilege) can

only be used on the 8th of December, and which

are truly gorgeous, having cost them 14,000 dollars.

"What we have said of this cathedral, we wish to

extend to every other, with which we have had an

opportunity of becoming acquainted. In every one

the daily service has been uninterrupted ; though in

some the number of prebendaries has been so reduced,

and the church so impoverished, as to admit of only a

recited, instead of a chanted, office, at least in part.

In almost all, we have met with individuals who have

suffered banishment for their conscientious resistance

to the usurpations and oppressions of government. In

all, without exception, we have found persons of most

highly estimable character, whose great ecclesiastical
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learning we have admired, whose patience and meek

bearing under the humiliations of their body, and

whose many virtues we have been edified with ; and

on whose kindness and easily-won and estimable

friendship we look as a valuable acquisition ; and

among whom we feel su,re that we have left many
builders up of the walls of Israel, and restorers of its

temple, whenever the Lord of Hosts shall return to

visit His long-afflicted inheritance.

AVe must now say a few words on the general body
of the clergy in Spain ; and we will try to condense

our remarks as much as possible. That in a class so

numerous, and brought up under such different circum-

stances, there will be great variety, as to learning,

talent, and virtue, is at once to be admitted. This has

no doubt been the case since the very beginning of

the Church. And yet it may not be amiss to look a

little more closely into some of the charges based upon
this variety. The charge of ignorance is the most

common one brought against the Spanish clergy. A
passage quoted above from the author of the " Re

lations," insinuates it
;
and that most unscrupulous

of travellers, Borrow, gives us one or two examples to

prove it, which are really beyond endurance. AYc

will, therefore, notice them merely as specimens. At
Cordova he meets, at the hotel, with an aged country

priest, who is reciting his breviary. He makes friends

with him, and as usual puts into his mouth a conver-

011, which he takes care, as on every similar oc-

n, shall be pretty indicative of imbecility. And
in the course of it, he makes the poor old man

^j

-t. Paul's First Kpistlc to Pope Sixtus !

k which he

wisely conjectures to mean 1 lie Kpist lc to the Romans.

Now, when a man tells untruths, lie should at least make
k Bible iu Spain, c. -\\iii. p. lot (Colon, and Home Libra:
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ihrm probable ,sr ,ton cvcro^sia ln'it li-uniht, should be

his rule. But the (jJospel distributor of Spain is above

such prejudices; and he never seems to trouble him-

self about gilding with probability the pills which lie

compounds lor his morbid admirers. The evangelical

s\vallo\v, he knew, was capacious enough for anything

anti-popish; and he gives it as mercilessly wholesale

a supply, as Morison ever did his patients. Any one

who knows what the breviary is, knows also that it

is mainly made up of Scripture ; and contains con-

siderable portions of every book, and of none more in

proportion, than of the Epistle of St. Paul to the

llomans. It is an absolute impossibility that </////

priest in Spain, or elsewhere, could have been ignorant
of this book, or could have imagined one of the title

Lriven by Borrow. This answer will apply as well to

another more startling instance startling by its bold-

ness. He travels from Madrid to Seville with a friar,

on his way to the Philippine Islands as a missionary.
The rest of his description is as follows :

" lie had

}}(^\\ professor ofphilosophy > he told me, in one of the

convents (I think it was San Thomas) of Madrid,
before their suppression; but appeared grossly igno-

rant of the Scriptures, which he confounded with the

works of Virgil"
1 The friars missionary in the Philip-

pine Islands are Dominicans, as we believe was the

house or college of St. Thomas at Madrid. A professor
of philosophy in a Dominican convent must have

taken his degree, after severe examination on the

works of St. Thomas of Aquin : and it is lus philo-

sophy that he has to expound. We appeal to the

learned reader whether a student and an expounder of

the works of that father, can have been ignorant, in

the manner which Borrow describes, of the sacred

1 Bible in Spain, c. xlviii. p. 275 (Colon, and Homo Library).
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Scriptures. There is not a page of that saint's writings
which would not prove the impossibility of such a fact.

The very story confutes itself to any one acquainted
with them. But Mr. Borrow was not writing for the

learned, but for the gullible readers of evangelical

magazines. There are three long interviews with

different people in his work, which we have the best

authority, coming directly from the parties named, to

declare untrue from beginning to end mere, pure

fictions, and even directly at variance with what was

really said.

When an author writes of the ignorance of persons

belonging to a class different from his own, it is pro-
bable that he judges by a standard drawn from his

own knowledge. It is not probable that Borrow or

any other lay-traveller would be able to enter into

much theological conversation, or to sound the depths
of ascetic learning in a Catholic priest, with whom
he might converse. He might find him exceedingly
ill-informed upon politics, or trade, or even profane

literature, and pronounce him an ignorant man and

ho might be quite wrong. For if his mind was well

furnished with that learning which is truly useful i<>r

his calling, though unfurnished with other acquire-

ments, he is entitled to the praise of such learning

is most proper for him. But let us reverse the c;

A Spanish priest comes over to this country, after

having i^onc through the ordinary course of stu

ted from every one in Spain, before ho can 1

priest three I/ears' study of philosophy, and s*

!' theology. Such is the course which wo found

followed in the seminary of Cordova, and in the uni-

versity of Seville; and Mich, we wriv assured, was the

course everywhere enjoined, and even required by the

eminent. Now this mng comprises Scripture,
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moral and dogmatical theology, and ecclesiastical and

canon la\v. It would be impossible, after such a study,

in \\bicb Scripture is quoted at every turn (not to

speak of the direct treatises upon it that form part of

Catholic theology), to be ignorant in the way de-

scribed by Mr. Borrow. Well to return a Spanish

ecclesiastic, who has so studied, visits one of our

universities, and wishes to become acquainted with

some of the lights of the Anglican Church peradven-
tnrc aspires to an interview with one of its bishops,

that so on his return he may enlighten his country-

men, respecting this learned clergy, who taunt his

order with gross ignorance. He will not certainly

attack his lordship upon ^Eschylus or the Pindaric

measures ; he will not ask him whether he considers

Porson or Bentley the greater scholar, nor consult

him on the niceties of Greek particles ; but in his

innocent simplicity he will imagine that the way to

test the learning of an ecclesiastic is to talk on those

matters which he (good soul
!)

had been taught to

think must have formed the great staple of his edu-

cation and subsequent study. Will he return to his

country with the impression that the ecclesiastical

body of the Church of England is a learned body, as

lie understands learning ? that her country curates go
forth from the university well read in the rules for

directing of consciences, and resolving of doubts and

difficulties in the way of salvation ? that her rectors

have studied and possess the decisions of councils,

even such as their own Church calls oecumenical ? that

her prebendaries give themselves up to deeper mystical

lore, and spend their leisure hours in those subliiner

studies which in his own country unlettered men like

St. Peter of Alcantara, and women like St. Teresa,

have cultivated, for leading souls more favoured of
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God, to high perfection ? and in fine that her bishops
have at their fingers' ends the whole mass of doctrinal

learning, can turn over to every decree of the Church,
and lay down the law clearly and convincingly on

every new controversy, and be oracles in every diffi-

culty, and sure guides in every trial of conscience.

But if he came to the contrary conclusion, and you
condemn him for it, and call it absurd to consider a

clergy ignorant whose bishops have edited Greek plays,

or whose clergy publish lectures on geology ; we ask

you in the name of justice to allow him too to be

judged by his own standard, and let the ecclesiastical

knowledge of a Catholic clergyman be the test of his

learning. On this score the average of Spain will do

more than compete with that of England.
But turning to other qualities, we may introduce

the little we intend to say, by allowing Mr. Borrow to

make some compensation for the injustices we have

accused him of. As the following is about the only
instance in his work, in which there is so much as

a goodnatured or charitable thing said about the

clergy of Spain, we must look upon it as the more

valuable admission. lie is describing a visit to the

curate or parish priest of a small country village :

"A woman directed us to a cottage somewhat superior in appear-

ance to those contiguous. It had a small portico, which, it* I rei;

ber well, was overgrown with a vine. We knocked loud and 1m

the door, but received no answer; the voice of man was silent, and

not even a dog barked. The truth was, that the old curate

taking his siesta, and so were his whole family, which coi ;

one ancient female and a rat. The good man was at rbed

ur noise and vociferation, fr we were hungry, and consequently

impatient. Leaping from his couch, he came running to the door in

t luiny and confusion, and
j

: us, he made many apologies

for being asleep at a period when, he said, he ought to have l>een on

the look-out for his invited guest. He emhr.-uvd me very affection-

ately, and conducted me into his parlour, an apartment of tolerable
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iniiiL,' round with shrives, which were crowded \\ith 1 '. . V
-nd there \\as a kind of tahle or desk OOV61d with black leather,

with a lar<;e easy chair, into which he pushed me, as I, with the true

i bibliomaniac, was ahout to in>peet his shelve-

\vitli considerahle veheiuenee, that there was nothing there wort:

the attention of an KiiiHishman, tor that his whole stock cot

bre\iarie> and dry Catholic treatises of divinity." Pp. US, 1 P.I.

After Diving an account of the good priest's ivady

hospitulity, and regret at not being as well provided
for his guests as he could have wished, the narrative

rontinucs as follows :

"So, after everything was prepared and arranged to our satis-

faction, we sat dowii to dine on the bacon and eggs, in a small room,

not the one to which he had ushered us at first, but on the other

of the doorway. The good curate, though he ate nothing, having

taken his meal long before, sat at the head of the table, and the

repast was enlivened by his chat I had till then considered

him a plain uninformed old man, almost simple, and as incapable of

much emotion as a tortoise within its shell; but he had become at

inspired: hi> re replete with a bright fire, and every
muscle of his face was quivering. The little skull-cap which he wore,

niing to the custom of the Catholic clergy, moved up and down

with his agitation; and I soon saw that I was in the presence of one

of those remarkable men, who so frequently spring up in the bosom

of the Komish Church, and who to a childlike simplicity, unite imm

:y and power of mind equally adapted to guide a scanty flock

of ignorant rustics in some obscure village in Italy or Spain, as

to convert millions of heathens on the shores of Japan, China, or

.uay.
" lie was a thin spare man of about sixty-five, and was dressed in

a hlack cloak of very coarse materials; nor were his other garment ^

of superior quality. This plainness, however, in appearance of his out-

ward man, was by no means the result of poverty ; quite the contrary.

The benefice- was a very plentiful one, and placed at his disposal

annually a sum of at least 800 dollars, of which the eighth part was

more than suilieient to defray the expenses of his house and himself;

the r .''voted entirely to the purest acts of charity. He fed

the hungry wanderer, and despatched him singing on his way, with

meat in his wallet, and a peseta in his purse; and his parish!,

when in need of money, had only to repair to his study, and

sure of an immediate supply. He VM, indeed, the banker of the vil
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and what he lent he neither expected nor wished to be returned.

Though under the necessity of making frequent journeys to Sala-

manca, he kept no mule, but contented himself with an ass, borrowed

from the neighbouring miller.
' I once kept a mule/ said he,

' but

some years since, it was removed without my permission by a traveller

whom I had housed for the night; for in that alcove I keep two

clean beds for the use of the wayfaring, and I shall be very much

pleased, if yourself and friend will occupy them, and tarry with mo
till the morning.' "Pp. 119, 120.

There is another author to whom we refer with

pleasure on this subject, one with whose motives for

visiting Spain we have nothing to do, for we have no

political feelings to express, but whom we have read

with pleasure, because he everywhere does justice to

the Spanish character and people, and looks more at

their great and noble qualities than at their faults

too many of them the fatal growth of modern events

and present circumstances. Of Espartero, he is an

admirer, and evidently a friend; and on this score

even we are not disposed to quarrel. For we have

nothing to say about the Duke of Victory as a general,
or a good companion at arms ; but as an oppressor of

God's Church, and the promoter of anti-religious

schemes, as the author of the wicked attempt to drive

Spain into schism, we consider him an enemy to his

country, as well as to a higher kingdom. But with

the author of the work in question Scenes td J</-

r<>,t! tires in Spain, from 1835 to 1840, we wish to be

on good terms, because, as we have said, he looks with

kindness on a people, whose frank and cordial hospi-

tality, whose unvarying courtesy from hi^h to low,

whose bold and generous daring, and whose essentially

religions character, it is impossible not to admire and

love, where narrow national prejudices or religious

bigotry have not warped the feelings. In this author

\\c everywhere find the clergy of every class, parti-
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ruhrly tli<* parocliial clergy, th' r///\/.v (thou-li \\ <

think he sometimes extends the application of the

term), kindly and respectfully spoken of, sometime-

learned men, at others as liberal, ah\ays a< kind-

hearted, hospitable, charitable."
1 And there is a tone of

kindliness in all this that sits well on the soldier,

though \ve do not see what business he had there.

We might dilate further on this subject, had we

space, by citing works written by the clergy, which

would amply show that there is no want of theological

learning among them. Indeed, much of the matter

which we have had occasion to treat of, in speaking on

the episcopacy, will apply to this part of our subject.

But since the want of biblical knowledge is what such

writers, as have hitherto guided the public mind in

England, mostly impute to the Spanish clergy, we will

only say, and every traveller will bear us out in it, that

the sermons delivered by them to the people contain

as many texts of Scripture, and allusions to its history,

and applications of it, as any which will be heard in

the pulpits of the Church of England. And we have

noted another thing, that those preachers are most

m See vol. i. pp. 51, 64, 129, 328
;
vol. ii. 82. In the first of these

passages, we have an interesting view of the conduct of the clergy,

during the hottest of the civil war. " I was lodged at the house of a

cuni or clergyman. There were ten euros in this small place, five of

whom were Carlists, and five of Constitutional principles. My worthy
host happened to be of the latter persuasion. Nothing could exceed

the kindness of the old gentleman: he came and sat by me, as did his

nephew, a very superior young man ..... ' How do you get on [our

author asked] with the Carlist curas?' 'Oh! we never meddle

with their politics, nor they with ours. As the numbers are equally

divided, each party forms its own little council of state, and we leave

our politics at the church door.'
' I wish such were more generally

the case in my country,' said I." In p. 82 of the second volume, will

be found an example of equal kindness and hospitality from a Carlist

cvra, on whom the author was billeted at Onate.
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popular there, and have the most crowded audiences,

who are most distinguished by strong sense, and who
deliver solid doctrine. We have seen a cathedral full

to listen to a sermon, and we have afterwards heard

every one, man and woman, speak of it in terms of

highest commendation ; yet we noticed not in it one

flowery phrase, one flight of rhetoric, nay, not even

one appeal to the passions ; hut it was one of the most

precise, clear, and striking expositions of a great point
of moral doctrine (the danger of relapse after forgive-

ness) which we have ever heard. And from beginning
to end it was thoroughly Scriptural. We have before

us a confutation, by a parish priest, of Mr. Hartwell

Home's " Romanism the enemy to the Bible,
" and

some Hev. Mr. Nevins's "Thoughts on Popery,""
which is entirely based upon Scripture authorities.

III. We must now proceed to another class partly

forming a portion of the clergy, partly depending upon
its fate the communities, suppressed and existing, of

religious orders. The government of 1835, a nnnl<>-

rffffo government too, in one fell swoop extinguished
the whole conventual body, dispersed the monks and

friars, forbade the nuns to receive novices (with the

exception of the sisters of St. Vincent of Paul), seized

all the revenues of both, under the name of national

property, and assigned a pension to each member,

which, as we shall see, has been hardly ever paid at all.

The proceedings here were not, as with us under

Heny VIII., the result of a pretended process, wheivby

religious houses were condemned to be suppressed be-

cause fallen into a state of relaxation and wickedness.

Modern governments go not round about in lliat

n Bomostracion en quo so inanifrstn <jnr la IV y Religion do Ins

Proteatantes no CH la dc la Biblia For D. F. P. Doniin'jjuoz. Cadiz,

1841.
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fashion they seek not to cloak religions spoliation

they iirst declare ecclesiastical, to l>e national, property,
thai is their own, and then take it.

\Ve will gladly introduce an account of the sup-

pression of the religious orders, by an eye-wit n

whose very remarks will show that he is not prejudiced
in favour of this order of men. It is the author of

the Scene* and

Eighteen months after these melancholy and disgraceful events

[the massacre by the mob of eighteen Jesuits and sixty friars], the

monasteries wore abolished, the buildings and spaces of ground they

occupied became national property, and Madrid has undoubtedly
been greatly improved and embellished, by the opening of new and

commodious streets and thoroughfares, where heretofore ungainly
masses of building and blank walls encumbered the most frequented

quarters of the capital. Certain convents still continued to be

tenanted by such nuns of the several religious orders, as preferred

to adhere to a life of seclusion.
" While admitting that the above changes have, in most respects,

beneficial, one cannot look with indifference upon the melting

away of ancient institutions, nor withhold our respect for certain

associations connected with them. Learning, arts, and sciences,

could never have arrived at their present approximation to maturity,

had they not been cradled in the monasteries. It is well that intelli-

gence should have become invigorated and sharpened by the open air

of the great world : the close cells of the monasteries were no doubt

deleterious as society developed itself; let us only bear in mind, that

in its infancy, science was nurtured in the monastic institutions,

whose venerable cloisters have been paced by many a learned, wise,

and virtuous recluse, the result of whose meditations and labours has

pa\ etl the way to those discoveries of which the present generation is

justly proud.
"As to the amount of real practical virtue, the greater prevalence

of Christian graces, the true spirit of Christian charity, it is after all

doubtful, perhaps, whether if an authentic comparative statement

could be obtained, the balance would be in our favour. Religious

ditlerences and the animosities growing out of them, are but too rite

iu this our own country, and are producing deplorable
- hieh,

if they shall be permitted to continue, will, it is to be feared, stri

the very root of society.
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" With regard to morals, it is only necessary to read the public

journals and the official reports to convince us that we have a frightful

sum on the wrong side of the account
;
to say nothing of the heaps

of crime daily accumulating, which are never exposed to the light of

day.
" When visiting or describing countries where monastic institu-

tions exist, we are all too apt to exclaim,
' What a number of men-

dicants! How deplorable to see the convent gates beset by lazy

beings, who prefer to drag on a squalid existence, sustained by the

soup and alms doled out to them by the monks, to earning an honest

livelihood by the labour of their own hands ! It were a good work to

suppress the monasteries, if only to put an end to this evil.'

" This is all very well, as far as it goes ;
it is indeed good for man

to work for his support. But are we exempt from the ills attendant

upon idleness ? Is not society here more seriously impaired by
thousands who contrive to fasten themselves upon it, by means quite

at variance with active honesty, than it ever was by Lazars on convent

steps ?

" Let us then endeavour to amend ourselves, and to be just and

charitable in speaking of our neighbours." Pp. 249 252.

The consequence of these violent proceedings against

religious men, was, that thousands of individuals,

totally unfit for the change, were thrown upon the

world, men too in many instances worthy of a very
different fate. We will once more appeal to our

authorities. The author of the Revelations of Sp<t'tn

writes as follows :

" The exclaustrado member of one of the closed religious houses,

is the most melancholy character in modern Spain. Thrown upon
ft world with whose ways he has no familiarity, extruded from hi*

cloister, as the name implies, he has no consolation unless lie be

enthusiastically devotional, and passionately wedded to the n li_

observances which formed at oner the business and pastime of his

previous existence. He is entirely unfitted for the ordinary pur
of life; and the pension allotted him by the ^overnim

sation for the subsistence which he before enjoyed, is both inade-

quately small, and paid with an irregularity, which reduces it t<

level d alms.
'

these unfortunate men are at times

compelled to go out at dusk and beg in the streets; while n

who are fortunate enough to possess some literary aptitude, find



.pat ion in schools as assistants, and fewer still as domines or

nub
The robbery practised upon these poor outcasts is the worst part

of thr financial bankrupt ey of Spain. In no portion of the IVnin-

snla is a single religious house for men left standing an event of

. in which there is nothing to deplore; but \\hcn the foiindai

were stripped of their splendid possessions, surely a stillicient sub-

sistence for this generation should have been pnuided. The convents

of nuns have, in many instances, been left standing, but their inmates

reduced, for the nni part, to compulsory poverty; and on the

national holidays, rations are doled out to them and to the jails."

at ions of Spain, vol. i. pp. 313, 344.

A-ain, take the following descriptions of individuals

of this class :

" One of the most interesting old men I have ever met was an

istrado, who charmed us all at Seville, and whose convent had

one of the wealthiest in Spain. He was a learned Dominican,

poli>hed in his manners, an Hidalgo of 'blue blood,' as the people

express it when they mean to describe a very noble family : and the

t of one of the most benevolent faces in the world, was wonder-

fully heightened by hair of a snowy whiteness. His stated allowance

from the government was about 20 a year, and he received less

than 10. I shall not easily forget Fray Fernando de la Sacra

Familia." Kevelations of Spain, p. 345.
" In an old arm-chair, near the kitchen fire at my quarters, sat a

stout placid-looking man dressed in rusty black
;
he was brother to

the patron, and was an exclaustrado, that is, an uncloistered friar,

who, upon the abolition of the monasteries, had repaired to the fra-

ternal roof. His age was about fifty-five ;
the pension of five reals

about a shilling a day, awarded by the government to each friar, had

not been paid him
; yet he made no complaint. He adhered to the

rules of his order, as far as a non-residence in a monastery would

permit, and he assured me that, if he had his life to pass over again,

and could choose for himself, he would become a Franciscan friar
;

he appeared to be a simple-minded, contemplative man, and I re-

garded him with great respect, on account of his voluntary adherence

to his vows." Scenes and Adventures, p. 314.

And who, will we boldly ask, would refuse to honour

such a man ? Yes, that holy Franciscan of Seville,

who is ridiculed by the thoughtless youth, been
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under the winter's rain, or summer's scorching sun,

he carries the hat, forced upon him hy his change of

dress, in his hand, and goes bareheaded in obedience

to his rule, is to us an object of sincere veneration, a

proof that the religious houses were not peopled by
men without vocation, or the spirit of those holy in-

stitutes. But in every part of Spain we meet with the

survivors of that destructive deluge, though thrown

upon a new, and to them almost unknown coast,

seeking to cultivate the barren soil, which, thanks to

private charity, has not in every instance proved

ungrateful. They will be found preaching with zeal

and energy, hearing confessions, serving as valuable

assistants to the parochial clergy, and when all fails,

received as chaplains into private families. For here,

too, the charity of the faithful has shown itself noble ;

and in many families will be found the exile from

his cloistered home, treated with all the consideration

of a member of the household. In Portugal, where

the storm has been even more furious and more un-

sparing than in Spain, we were told of one noble lady,

who though in other respects of liberal politics, kept,

clothed, and supported no fewer than fourteen un-

cloistered religious. Among the most learned of the

clergy, are the professors and superiors of the sup-

pressed orders, men to whose abilities and acquirements
all bear testimony. And it has gone to our hearts

when conversing with one of these respectable, but

broken-hearted men, to see the tears gush into his

eyes, and hear him turn off the conversation, because,

as he said in broken accents, he could not bear to

think of his dear monastery, and of the happy y<

he had spent in it. A uvntlcman living near the

market-place <!' a l;ir-<- to\vn, informed us, that lie

had often seen, early in the morning before people
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were about, some poor old ex-religious creep out in a

tattered cloak, and buy a couple of small fish, hardly a

farthing's worth, for his daily sustenance. Por, as has

been before observed, the miserable pension allotted to

them, is hardly ever paid ; and more than once we have

been asked for alms in the street by them.

But the fate of the nuns has been still more cruel ;

their virtue has been more severely tried ; and the

charity of the faithful has been more conspicuously
manifested in their behalf. We have said that they
were forbidden to receive novices, and that their pos-

sessions were seized ; but, moreover, it was ordered,

that so soon as the number of a community was

reduced to twelve, these should be incorporated with

some other house. And often this has been done

without waiting for such a diminution. Hence, it is

not uncommon to find in one house, two, or even

three, different orders, following in every respect

different rules and plans of life, and having each its

respective superior. Poor things ! people in the world,

if they care about such a matter, will not comprehend
its hardship. They will not understand what it is to

have chosen, in the warmth of youthful love, the

standard under which they were to live and die to

have admired with ardour the holy founder of the

order to which they have been drawn by grace to

have knitted a sacred family bond, with a mother

in the spiritual life, with sisters of a holy kindred to

have passed years of tranquil joy on the same spot ;

till every wall reflected some happy recollection back

to thought, every altar and image in the cloister was

associated in the mind with some grace received, some
blessed inspiration to have become as a part of that

choir in which they have sung the praises of God, till

they thought nothing on earth so heavenly as their

H2
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own sanctuary ; nay, even to have clung to the very

grave in which sisters in faith and love have been laid

to sleep, and looked forward with peace to its repose ;

and then to be rudely torn from all that had thus

become dear to their affections, and be carried away,
and thrust in where they must feel as intruders, among
another community of different rule and habit, where

there is not one recollection, one association with their

past life ; where the little appliances of daily and hourly
devotion are not at hand, and the feelings have to

begin anew to form and adapt themselves, in that

age when they have but little pliancy, and in a land

not their own ; no, perhaps few, who have not wit-

nessed it, will enter into the severity of this trial. But,

thank God, there was virtue, in the holy religious

women of Spain, enough to endure it with silent

resignation. Again and again have we seen such

communities living together in cordial unity, calling

one another by the name of sisters, the old community
doing their utmost to accommodate the new-comers,
and render their banishment light. Where there are

two choirs and two dormitories, a winter and a summer

one, the division was easy, though inconvenient, at

every change of season; for one community must

occupy the quarters uncongenial to the period of the

year. In other cases, the suffering must have been

much greater.

But let us consider the mode in which this mid
measure was carried into execution. Their property^

as we have observed, was all sei/ed. Now, there is a

marked difference between the property of male com-

munities and that belonging to convents ;
and it is,

that every one entering any of the latter, brings
with her a portion or dowry, and invests it in the house

for her maintenanee. Suppose a lather with two
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daughters, whom lie portions equally ; the one inni ,

and takes her dowry into her husband's family tin*

other (Miters a convent, and pays in her portion, on

condition of beim* supported in it for life. The law of

the land recognises the existence of these communii

and considers the investment as sacred as any other.

Surely, no plea of justice can he raised for an cx-po*f-

f<f<-(o law, which declares this investment not only
unlawful in future, but retrospectively null

;
and

seizes upon the property so placed. It would be quite

as unjust to declare all joint-stock investments, and all

annuities already paid for, national property, carry off

the capital, and in it the premiums sunk, and leave the

poor annuitants in beggary. This is precisely what

has been done. If the state did not choose to admit

the validity of religious vows, even already made, but

considered nuns only as female members of the popu-

lation, then it ought to have granted them at once

as full possession as others, of all right to what the

law must still call their own property. But this it

would not permit. One or two instances will show the

iniquity thus practised.

In the convent of the Holy Ghost, at Cadiz, we saw

a person we cannot call her a nun, though clothed in

the habit, and observing the religious rule who was

just on the point of being professed, when the decree

of suppression was issued. . Preparatory to it, her

dowry was paid in ; as good Father Lasso assured us,

he himself had counted it down,
" ounce upon oun<

in good gold pieces. This was seized, as convent
]

perty; and, at the same time, the community was

forbidden to receive her profession. They will not let

her be a nun, but they have 4

plundered her of her only
means of living in the world, to which, however, she

has never felt a wish to return. id so for ten lone:
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years has she borne the heavy, though sweet, yoke, of

the religious life, without the consolation of being in-

corporated in her community. This, it will be admitted,
is a hard case ; but the following is harder : A lady, a

rich heiress at Madrid, entered a religious house.

After two years she became blind, and otherwise

afflicted with bad health. While she was in that state,

the convent property was all sold, and with it her

estates, which, had she chosen to remain in the world,

she might have lavished on any vanity, and no one

would have interfered ; and thus was she left to misery
and starvation literally, to starvation, so far as the

government could inflict it. It is true that they settled a

pension upon each nun and what a pension, and how

insidiously contrived ! For the allowance is of four

reals (3d.) per day, if they remain in their convents ;

but of Jive (I0d.} if they should quit it ! Thus was an

enticement held out to these poor souls, to leave their

religious life, and return to the world; thus did a

Catholic government, as it called itself, offer a premium
for the violation of solemn vows ! Nor were there

stronger efforts wanted, in some places at least, to

draw away from their holy engagements and secluded

life, these consecrated virgins of God. In Cadiz, for

instance, the political chief went in person, surrounded

by his officers, to the convent, and having made the

doors be opened, harangued the nuns, telling t hem that

the day of freedom was come, and that he was there to

lead them from their confinement, and that they n

not fear their friends or any one else, as he and the

government would protect them. He thought, no

doubt, like many of his kind, that these good nuns

were all captives there jiirainst their wills, and loin

to be apain enjoying the world. But the event showed

how mistaken lie was: they listened with amazement
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and disgust at his rasing, as it appeared to them; but

none followed him. Still the invidious ridWfi <f

govern HUM it were sufficiently manifested by these pro-

ceedings, which proved that they eared not for engage-

ments, which the Catholic Church holds most sacred.

Hut if the solid virtue of the Spanish religious

women was able to stand tin 4 first rude trial, or rather,

it' there \\as not much in the impious proposals and

spoliation of their civil rulers, to entice them away
from their austere calling, they were soon made to

endure another and a far heavier burthen, which could

not but put them severely to the test ; and it was the

penury and misery to which we have alluded. The

pension to the nuns has hardly ever been paid ; it has

always been left in arrears, until some miserable in-

stalment is made, enough, perhaps, to cool public

charity, but not to relieve the deep distress of the

patient sufferers. For instance, in this last winter,

1^1 1-
1-."),

the religious received one quarter's payment
011 account of 1837 ! such being the arrears. In one

large convent, we were informed, that, in the whole of

last year, the payments made had amounted to nine

dollars, not 2. The consequence has been, that, by
decrees, many convents have been reduced to absolute

penury. AVe were shown refectories and cloisters, bare

of every ornament, picture after picture having been

sold for a trifle to the rapacious broker, to purchase
bread. Yes ! dry bread often, and nothing more. Vet

the local authorities were offended, when the Dean

(Vpcro, at Seville*, had an alms-box placed outside a

convent wall, with the inscription: Pan part

relitiioxas
" Bread for these nuns." It seemed to

them, forsooth, a reproach on tlicm^ for not paying
these poor creatures their miserable stipend, and let-

ting them starve! Hut we must add another -riev-
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ance. While these poor creatures are thus, after being

plundered, left in misery, they are (in many instances,

at least) compelled to pay all taxes and local imposts.

Such, for example, is the case with the Beaterio of

the B. Trinity, in Seville, where formerly 200 poor
children used to he educated, but where now there

are not more than seventy-five. The property of this

house consisted chiefly of money lent by it to com-

missioners, to build or repair churches, who were

authorized to give, as security for interest, tithes

received by them. But, by the abolition of all tithes

(without any compensation whatever to persons having
a beneficial interest in them), this was all lost, or

rather made over to the holders of titheable property.

Yet, as we have said, the whole of the public and

local taxes are demanded from them. And we must

say, that here, as in all similar establishments in Spain,
which we have visited, the appearance of everything

indicated, in spite of poverty, the utmost order, neat-

ness, and cheerfulness. The children seemed all well

employed and happy; they are taught every species

of useful and ornamental work, as well as the usual

branches of female education, music included, in a

most satisfactory manner. And this puts us in mind
of one of the most splendid establishments for female

education, perhaps, in the world,
" the College,

5 '

as it

is called, for female children at Cordova. As a build-

ing, it is far the most spacious, airy, and solid edifice

for the purpose, which we have ever seen ; the very
attics being superior to the principal floor of many
colleges. But, alas ! though not under the direction

of religious, its funds have come under the capacious
definition of " national property," and have been con-

fiscated; and instead of a hundred pupils, which it

would well contain, a dozen or so are all that occupy
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its rnim-mlicent halls: but these i'e\\, wo must add,

seem as happy as children can be, and receive a good
and efficient education.

But to return. This hard and unceasing trial, this

daily struggle against poverty, and in so many cases

the painful removal from their own house, and the

hourly inconvenience of being in a strange one, the

increasing infirmities of old age and sickness, aggra-
vated by want and grief, without the cheerful support
and nursing care of a younger family of novices or

newly-professed sisters, the sorrowful prospect too of

seeing no succession, no hope of perpetuity for the

house and order which has been the object of tenderest

a 1 lection, and the feeling, on the contrary, that in

them expires and drops piecemeal into the tomb, the

community which perhaps a saint founded many hun-

dred years ago, and with it the holy traditions, and

the devotions of ages, these and many other afflictions

heaped upon the heads of thousands of unoffending

women, who had shrunk early from the world to

escape its anxieties, might have been enough to wear

down their spirit, and drive many of them from their

house of sorrow, to homes where they would h

been welcome. But while, in us who contemplate
tliis treatment, it cannot fail to excite a feeling of

execration against revolutions, or maxims, which can

suggest it; while we, who are but calm spectators,

are tempted to wonder (in the terms of mild reproaeh
addressed of old by a martyred virgin to her judge),

whether they were born of woman who could thus

treat her, in her holiest form; far different has the

e fleet been upon those, who had long extinguished
resent ment and anger within their breast. "We have

visited upwards of twenty communities in

places, and have frequently conversed with them : and
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we have seen them in different moods : we have found

some sinking more than others, under the depression
of their condition, more sickly in body, more dis-

couraged in spirits ; we have seen others, more buoyant
and hopeful, possessing all that habitual brightness
and joyful glee, which every one acquainted with

religious communities knows to be their peculiar fea-

ture, as cheerful as if they were not in deep distress,

in which we knew them to be. But in no case has a

murmur escaped, or a harsh word, from any lip. The

chalice has been drunk, though bitter, with mild resig-

nation : "It is the adorable will of God,"
" May the

will of God be done," such were the expressions which

we invariably heard. The tear, indeed, could not be

repressed, but it was soon wiped away with some such

words as these ; and confidence in God, and hope in

the intercession of His blessed Mother, came ever as a

sunbeam to restore serenity and joy. For Spain was the

earnest thought and fervent prayer for "
poor afflicted

Spain," as they would call it, for its speedy restoration

to the full communion of the Apostolic See, towards

which their attachment was unbounded, and for wis-

dom to its rulers, to re-establish religion on its proper

footing. They could not believe that God would

abandon a country which had sent so many glorious

intercessors into His presence. Nor must we omit

the interest felt, and expressed, for our own country,
their anxious inquiries about the truth of a irreat reli-

gious movement in England, and the joy manifested at

hearing about our own convents, and at learninu that

here, at least, they were not persecuted and distressed.

AVith sueli prineiples and feelings, \ve eannot wonder

that the oil'rr of emancipation was like a dead letter,

and that all the sutlerin^ iullieted has not been able

to break up the religious eommunit ies of Spain, but
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on the contrary lias been as a liery crucible, to show

their sterling virtue, ami increase its purity and hriu'ht-

BM8, Instances of nuns who have left the religious

lil'e to return to t lie world we could not find; not a

:ul:il have the enemies of religion heeii al)le to di>-

OOVer, or retail, in justification of their sacrilegious

act>. \Ve heard of three or four, who, driven from

their own homes, and finding their communities broken

up, had retired to their families, or into Bet<',-

where they have continued to lead secluded and edify-

ing lives. But it would be difficult to allege more:

and this surely is but little, especially considering the

i numbers subjected to the trial.

It will he seen by what we have written, that we
think it speaks well of the religion of Spain, and

aumirs better for its future hopes, to possess within it

.veil-tried a body of religious women, whose virtue

and prayers cannot fail to bring down many blessings
on the 1

country which has given them to the Church,
and who, though hidden, are a leaven that will not fail to

act on all society. The day will come, when the native

historian will dwell with pride on the heroic fortitude,

the untiring patience, the unrelaxing piety and saintly

hearing of the religious women of Spain ;
when the

petty glories of revolutionary statesmen will have

faded away ; when the Esparteros and Olozagas will

he looked upon as experimentalists on a nation's wel-

fare, and the destroyers or disturbers of its holiest

institutions ; the victims of their revolutionary policy,

those whose most sacred feelings were considered not

worth regarding, and whose gradual extinction by
affliction or starvation was an element in their system
not worth calculating, will form an additional ray in

the national glory, and be justly held up to reverence,

as a boast and honour of their count rv.
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Nor will there be less praise due to the people, who
have generously sympathized with them, and stood

between them and the cruel dealings of those in power.
For as in former subjects of which we have treated,

so in this, we must not omit the hopeful evidences of

religiousness, furnished by the people, in the feelings

which they have exhibited towards this oppressed
class. Had it not been for that charity, which in

Spain seems inexhaustible, death would long ago have

reduced the estimate in the yearly budget for the nuns'

support to zero. But no sooner was the lamentable

destitution of these holy women known, who by their

patience and piety had won the esteem and compassion
of all, than in every city societies of ladies A\

formed, to collect alms for their maintenance. Nobles

of the first class were to be seen at the church-doors

soliciting the charity of the faithful on their behalf;

private and secret benefactions were added, as well as

fixed monthly subscriptions ; and thus only has a

miserable pittance been secured for the religious, and

their daily bread at least supplied. A faithful account

of the administration of these funds has been always

published.

For example, the accounts of the society at Madrid,
where the queen-mother takes the lead in this, as

in every other work of charity, give the follow in Li-

results :

On hand at the end of March last (about) . 338

Collected in the month of April .... 305

848

Expenditure 27.")

Balan . 368
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Tin 1 details are of coiirs. /iven in the accounts; but

our object is to show how considerable a sum is col-

lected for this object alone; as, taking the subscription

of April to represent an average collection, we have

3,600 per annum contributed in Madrid alone. In

Barcelona, tin 1

city which of all others is considered in

England as most advanced in liberal and revolutionary

principles, and perhaps on that account as less religious

(though most unjustly), the report of last year's sub-

ption is no less creditable. The duchess of Gor,

president of the association there, presented it last

.March
; and she observes, that the plan of the society

at Barcelona has given such satisfaction, that applica-
tions from Valencia, Santander, Granada, Zaragoza,
and other cities, have been made for copies of its

rule's. She speaks in high terms of the zealous efforts

made by the provisional government, that took up the

reins which fell from Espartero's hand, as well as by
the present one, to make good the just demands of

the poor religious ; but observes that the exhaustion

of the public treasury has rendered, as yet, all their

attempts abortive. In the mean time the society had

collected, and applied to the relief of the nuns of

Barcelona, in the past year, the sum of 2,600.
p In

Seville there are twenty convents, containing 486 nuns,
all dependent upon the charity of the faithful, com-
municated in great measure through this society .

q The

same, in fact, may be said of every city and town. In

Malaga, this branch of charity has been most zealously

El Catolieo, 26 May, this year. This is an excellent daily paper.
P Pensamiento, torn. i. p. 90.

Anum^ the contributors last year to the funds for the nuns in

this eity . rye the name of the Count Mellerio of Milan, whose
noble charities at home are by no means sufficient to nl

piety.
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cultivated ; but in the month of January it was an-

nounced, that, the government having hegun to pay
the nuns' pensions, the society would discontinue its

contributions, except in favour of the sick and dis-

abled, who might require additional assistance. And
this, we believe, was by the wish of the religious

themselves. But we must not omit honourable men-
tion of the conduct of the political chief there, Sr.

Ordones, a young man indeed, but one of whom every
rank and class, rich and poor, clergy and laity, speak
not only with respect, but with affection. On behalf

of the nuns he has been indefatigable ; and often did

we hear them gratefully speak his praise. His plan
was an excellent one for securing them a supply of

food. It was this : all fines imposed by the police

tribunals he had paid in bread, and sometimes in other

food ; the person fined was directed to what convent

he should take the quantity exacted from him, and

was obliged to produce a receipt from it, as well as a

certificate of its good quality ; otherwise it was paid
over again. He informed us that by these means,

10,000 loaves had been given to the nuns last y<

and that on one day the Capuchin nuns had seventy

pounds of bread. In Granada also the authorities

have behaved most kindly to the religious, since the

change of government. There are yet no fewer than

nineteen communities of them : several had been

pelled from their houses; but they have all been

restored, and even in one case, where the house had

been destroyed, another has been provided for them.

All that we have said reflects credit on the people of

Spain, as \vell as upon its religious; lor it proves tliat the

former knows how to appreeiate the sterling virtues of

the latter. Hut could we hope that our words would ever

be heard by that people itself, or by its rulers, we would
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not be content to stop here, with hanvn commendations

of the spirit of faith and charity, which has been called

forth hy the cruel oppression practiced in that people's
name. For, disguise it as we may, it is hy the ///// of

the Spanish people, wrongfully represented by those

in
])<>y\ei-, that cruelty and oppression have been

practised. There is, consequently, a further obligation,

that of reparation. It is not enough to let those holy
communities sink with greater comfort into the grave ;

but it is a duty to snatch them thence, and replace
them on their proper footing, to restore to them what

has been unjustly (as all but a mere fraction of fana-

tics will agree) torn from them, to give them again

vitality and perpetuity, to let them once more open
their gates to those who seek refuge and security from

the world's perils ; that so there may be, in a country

fearfully distracted by political violence, some sheltered

abodes of peace, where holier thoughts and purer breath-

ings may atone for the rankness of earth's villanies, and

where the voice of innocent prayer may, in time of

need, avert calamities, and stay uplifted vengeance.
We will not disguise our sentiments ; for every re-

flection and every observation, which we have made
or can make, has brought us to a further conclusion ;

that never was there a more ill-timed measure than the

suppression of the religious orders of men, as well as

of women, and that it is of absolute necessity to the

honour and welfare of the country, that they be re-

stored. "NVe do not say how far limitations might be

introduced, or checks imposed upon rash professions ;

r

r N\ informed by persons most favourably inclined to the

ious orders, that they \\viv injured by the too easy admission of

new novices, after the Duke d'Angouleme's occupation, when they
\\oiv restored after having been suppressed. Anxiety to fill up
the wanting numbers, might easily induce over great facility in this

respect.
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this is matter in which, as in so many other things, the

wisdom of the Holy See would show itself. But we

unhesitatingly say, it will one day be a melancholy

thought for Spain, that in one hour, she overthrew the

work of ages, annihilated the creations of some of her

best and greatest children, and renounced the glory
of having given them birth. For whatever else the

present generation may choose to pride itself, on what-

ever ground they may please to base the national

honour (and no country can exhibit more) ; whether

on the conquests of her two Ferdinands, or on the dis-

covery and possession of a new world, or on the

splendour of her arts ; we will venture to say that

none of these are more justly matter of boast, than to

have given birth to so many men, who by the com-

bination of extraordinary genius with extraordinary

virtue, have influenced the destinies of all the world,

in its highest interests, and yet turn the eyes of

Christianity, with admiration and gratitude, towards

their country. At a time when the rest of Europe
was convulsed with religious throes, that gave birth

to the hydra-creeds of modern times, while Britain and

Germany were producing, and fostering, such living

calamities as Knox and Cranmer, Luther and Munster,

Spain was richer in great and holy characters than

almost any part of the world had ever been before, or

has been since. She produced, in little more than one

generation, St. Ignatius, St. Francis Xavier, St. John
of God, St. John of the Cross, St. Peter of Alcantara,

St. Joseph Calasanctius, St. Francis Borgia, St. Thomas
of Villanueva, and St. Teresa; not to speak of such

persons rdinal Ximenos, John d'Avila, Marina

d'Escobar, and a host of others eminent for piety,

learning, and genius. Suffice it to say, that in the

hall of the bishop of Valencia's palacv, which yet re-
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mains, theiv WGtG OH06 a embled together in the time

of its bishop, St. Thomas of Villanueva, no fewei than

n persons, who were afterwards eanoni/ed by the

Church.

If a parallel were instituted between Cohmihus and

l-'raneis Xavier, it would be hard, even for an

admirer of mere natural qualities, to give preference
to the former; and they who consider spiritual and

eternal advantages as far superior to the carnal and

temporal, would not hesitate in their conclusion. The

energy, the perseverance, the tact, the self-devotion,

the courage, the merging of every selfish feeling in

enthusiasm for one grand object; these great moral

Dualities are fully as great in the saint as in the dis-

ivr, while we have still in reserve a multitude of

higher and nobler gifts, which will bear comparison
with nothing else. And surely there was no man of

that ai^v, and hardly of any other, who displayed so

derful a power of influencing and directing oth

and combining the elements of many varied characters

for one urand object, than he who communicated to

St. Francis the energy of will and action necessary for

his purpose, the chivalrous soldier of Christ, the

//;>/(.//f/o of the cross. St. Ignatius, surely, is a cha-

racter of whom any nation might be proud, whether
he be considered personally, or in his influence on the

world, as a noble specimen of rare and sublime quali-
ties long concealed, but on a sudden developed, and

brought instantaneously to full maturity, under the

intluence of grace, like "the winged flower" issuing
from its chrysalis. We see the valiant soldier and
ambitious knight, sicken in prison, only to come forth

the greatest master of the spiritual life, the general of

a religious army, whose lines soon extend from Peru
to Japan, the founder of a most wonderful school of
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every sacred science,
3 and the educator of hundreds of

martyrs to glorify the Church. Again, as a specimen
of the most noble active charity, who can fail to revere

the memory of St. John of God ? The traveller, that

visits Granada, thinks at once of nothing but the

Alhambra, and rushes, with eagerness, to scale its

steep ascent, and spend hours and days, in admiring
its fragrant gardens and groves, its noble halls, and its

delicate adornments. And they deserve certainly the

most enthusiastic admiration ; and no one, we are sure,

can have felt this more than ourselves ; as none have

had better opportunity, from the peculiar courtesy
shown us, of seeing all to every advantage. But in

that noble and most beautiful city, our interest was

claimed by other objects, beyond the remnants of

Moorish skill and power; by that series of recollec-

tions, preserved by monuments, of the charitable zeal

of him, to whom all Europe owes the existence of

hospitals such as they now exist. There we could,

and did, visit the cell, now a chapel, in which John of

God was confined as a madman, in what was then, and

yet is, the public asylum ; so strange and new did his

conduct on behalf of the poor appear to his fellow-

townsmen ! and the heavy log of wood, which, ac-

cording to the usage of the times, was attached to

him, hangs over the altar of the church. There is the

magnificent hospital, now part of the same house,

built by the " Catholic kings," from the windows of

which he threw the beds of the sick (whom he had

borne unscathed one by one in his arms) in the midst

of a raging fire : there the splendid new hospital which

Spain must share the praise of the wonderful theological learning,

soon displayed in St. Such divines as Sir-

Sanchez, Vasques, Maldonatus, Villulpnndus, and a host of other

writers, are not to be surpassed in any other
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he himself' served till near his dyin UK I within

its church the truly gorgeous chapel in which he lies

enshrined.' "Hut the place of his death is still more

interesting. When so ill that lie could MUEOelj stand,

he continued to creep from bed to bed, attend! n- and

nursing his sick; and when invited by the Count de

las Pisas to retire to his house for a few days, to remain

quiet and regain his strength, it required the command
of the bishop to induce him to accept it. There he was
visited by that holy prelate, who found only one

uneasiness on his mind, the debts, trifling in amount,
which he had contracted, not for himself, but for the

poor. The good bishop took all these upon himself,

and John received the rites of the Church with rap-
turous devotion. He was left alone, and when next

visited, was found dead, kneeling in the middle of the

room, with his crucifix clasped fast in his hands, erect

as if still in prayer ;
to the admiration of the crowds,

who for three hours were admitted to see so consoling
a spectacle. And there is the room in that hospitable

house, yet preserved for the devotion of the faithful,

with the spot hallowed by so saintly a death carefully
railed off; and near the house is the little church, the

bell of which, spontaneously tolling, announced that

death. Had the city of Granada erected in its square a

monument to him, instead of the vile, heathenish dese-

cration called by that name (made up we were told of

the fragments of marble altars), which commemorates
the victims of their own wicked passions in late revolu-

tions, it would have shown itself better able to appre-
ciate what gives moral grandeur to a nation. But we

4 The shrine itself is of silver, and was redeemed by the zealous

chapter from General Sebastiani. The silver columns and dome which

canopied it, were, however, carried off by the French, and are now

replaced by others of wood.

i2
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must not impute to the whole population what was

the work of the turbulent few.

Yet continuing, but for one moment longer, our

remarks on the same subject, we cannot pass over in

silence that class of contemplatives, whose greatest

names are in the list which we have given, whose

writings form the very keys and guiding-lines for the

deep and intricate recesses of ascetical and mystical

theology. No nation on earth can show anything

superior or more wonderful; and Spain may defy
the world to produce a woman equal in intellect, in

energy, in elevation of thought and solidity of judg-

ment, to the incomparable St. Teresa :. that union of a

powerfully masculine mind with the tenderest female

heart.

We have, in the names above enumerated, the

founders of no less than four great religious orders,

as well as the reformer of another, equivalent to a

new one.
u And it is further striking, that none in

u St. Peter of Alcantara, whose order, as has been observed in the

text, was still in the fervour of its penitential spirit when suppressed.

In Portugal this was strikingly the case. Every traveller in that

country is sure to visit the celebrated " Cork Convent," so called

from its cells (being mostly cut out of the rock) being lined with

cork, to keep out the damp. The convent is situated in a wild

district, between Cintra and Collares, and is almost buried in the

side of a wooded rock. It can hardly have been surpassed in po\

and rudeness by anything in the deserts of Egypt. Some of the cells

are 4 feet by 3, others a little longer; but none exceed six feet in

length. The doors are little more than three feet high. The r

tory is about nine feet in length, having in the centre a long rough

stone, two feet high, for its table, witli stone seats round. K

other part is on the same scale of dimensions and poverty. When the

convents were all suppressed in Portugal, this house was filled with

nt religious, who had not any property to tempt, or excuse, the

cupidity of thr ,'ovrnmien{ turned adrift on the world

without ! !v might have been left to end their days
in peace, in llx-ir <|uiet nook. The b- said of Arabida, on
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the Church have preserved the spirit in which they
were founded more permanently and fully, than e\

one of these.* Now, on .the other hand, \\hat has the

eminent of Spain done, and what ha- it- people

permitted, hut the annulling of the work, the wonder-

ful work, of these greatest among its national her

declaring that its results, after enduring three hundred

vears, ought to be treated as a national hlemish, of

which they are ashamed and glad to he at length rid;

that those religious orders, which civilized for them
the vast continent of America, and made Paraguay a

terrest rial paradise, built, endowed, and served in every

city magnificent hospitals, erected everywhere colleges
and schools for gratuitous education of the poor, and

everywhere imprinted on the country its strongest

religious features, have been but nuisances, which an

enlightened au'c must sweep a\vay ! Surely when Spain
nee more fully awakened from the dream, in which

the cup of revolutionary intoxication as yet partly

keeps her, she will feel both pain and shame at the

work of destruction which she has wrecklessly com-

mitted, and seek to repair its damage. She will once

more boast of the great names which she has given to

the Church's calendar, cherish the memory of her holy

children, and not allow the monuments of their glory
to perish. She will recall to mind too, that the most

glorious monarchs in her annals, have been the most

the other side of the Tagus, where St. Peter of Alcantara himself

lived, and in which a no less penitential spirit prevailed, when the

religious orders were suppressed.
x The Teresians, or discalced Carmelites, have over been, and yet

-noni; the most edifying orders in the Church. The author of

the Henlations of Spain gives it as a proverbial phrase:
" I would

not belli en if it were told me by discalced or barefooted

friars." Vol. ii.
p. :U8. We were much struck by several convents

of nuns of this order in Spain.
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zealous likewise in founding religious houses, and

erecting temples to the living God; such as James
the Conqueror, Alonzo the Wise, St. Eerdinand of

Castile, and his namesake, with Isabella : while only
under such monarchs as Peter the Cruel, the foe of

God and man, do we find recorded such deeds as have

been acted of late, in the plundering and suppression
of holy institutions.

And to have acted as she has done, at the very
moment when, in the rest of Europe, the delusion of

ages was passing away, like the morning mist before

the sun ! To be suppressing her religious orders,

wrecking their houses, and oppressing their members,

just when England was beginning to wish that she

could undo the work of that destruction, which took

place 300 years ago ! What a contrast ! Henry VIII.

and his impious ministers were destroying the monastic

institutes, and ruining our matchless abbeys, nearly at

the time when Spain was erecting new conventual

edifices, and purifying and promoting that very state.

And now that we have had the miserable experience
of three centuries to enlighten us, we curse the deed,

and the day when it was done ; and visit and kiss the

stones of our ruined sanctuaries, and mourn over the

loss of those who tenanted them, and make weak, but

sincere efforts, to restore them. And that not only

we, who have therein lost a noble inheritance, but

those who would rival us, and who have, beyond our

sorrow, the remorse that their fathers, in their blind-

ness, perpetrated the work of destruction. Yes, Pro-

testant England is sighing, throu-h its most virtuous

children, for the restoration of monastic life; and

Catholic Spain, nt the very time, thinks she is making

progress, and showing herself enlightened, in destroy-

ing it waits to do it, till they who have done it before,
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are grieved and ashamed! But other examples, too,

ought to have deterred them. Kvery other si

whieh has walked in the footsteps of England, in this

unhappy work of destruction, has shown marks of re-

pentance. Austria, which, under Joseph II., abolished

the religious orders, has begun to restore them. The

Jesuits have been re-established in Gallicia and Lom-

bardy; the order of St. John of God is most flourish-

ing in the latter province, as is that of St. Joseph
Calasanctius ; and the same is to be said of Tuscany,
where the Capuchins and other orders are again esta-

blished. The king of Bavaria has readmitted the

Jesuits, and has founded Benedictine houses. France

itself countenances Christian Brothers, Sulpicians, La-

xarists, and the Benedictines of Solesmes ; not to speak
of religious women, communities of which have been

freely permitted: so that no country in Europe has

given so many new orders of them to the Church, in

our times, as democratic France.

And whence arises this reaction, wherever the spirit,

which has just passed over Spain, has agitated the

nations ? Without wishing to question the religious

motives that have no doubt prompted it in part, we

may safely say, that it has been produced by a feeling

of absolute necessity. The wants and claims of a

Catholic population are so urgent, and so incessant,

that it requires many to satisfy them. The service of

the confessional is itself work for many ; every sick

and dying person must be assisted at home; hos-

pitals, prisons, the galleys, the workhouses, must be

constantly attended; then there is all the \\ork of

education, and moreover the extraordinary labour of

spiritual retreats, missions, and the many demands

of private devotion, such as suffrages for the dead,

and more particular acts of prayer and piety. All
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these are more or less necessary for the edification,

and spiritual wants, of a Catholic people ; they are its

daily food, and if it be denied, it must languish and

perish. The attempt to make the people moral,

by making them philosophers, is a dream long ago
vanished ; and it must be by the strong morality of

religion, by virtue, in other words, that they must be

kept in the right path. Now to meet all these de-

mands a mere parochial clergy is not sufficient : it

requires an army to be engaged in the good work,

persons who can prepare in retirement for great public

efforts, who have not all to think of, but can divide

labour, and who can act powerfully because not always

engaged : whose very seclusion, moreover, from the

world, whose mortified lives and very habit, invest

them with a character of peculiar holiness, and give

additional weight to their words. This want will soon

be felt in Spain, or rather is beginning to be felt.

The suppression of the Escolapios, the order of St.

Joseph Calasanctius for education, was soon deplored ;

and remonstrances poured in to the government for

its restoration, from all sides and all classes, without

regard to party-spirit ; the result of which has been a

law proposed by the government to the Cortes, at the

beginning of this year/ in its favour. This lias been

passed; so that the government has already taken its

first retrograde step in this matter. In like manner,

it would have been fatal to have suppressed the reli-

gious orders in the Philippine Islands ; and accordingly
an exception has been made in their favour th

for the entire population of natives is under tin- <li

tion of religious orders, cliiefly Dominicans. .But I

is the supply of missionaries to he kept up, if the

parent country, which alone can furnish th Ibr-

! "1. ii. p. 136.
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bidden to train limn ': We believe, too, that in P>i^

sonic religious orders, at least, still exist, their pro-
ion beinn

1

secured, as one of the
t ///r/v/.v, hy the

Convention of Her_rara. And if it is pn.hahle that,

hefore long, the necessity which has impelled other

nnnents to the restoration of these religious cor-

])orations will be felt in Spain, and if there are symp-
toms already manifesting themselves of its arriving, is

it not wiser to pause and reconsider the matter soon,

hefore those who have early learnt, and well under-

stand, the rules and principles of that state, pass away,
and leave none behind to connect and attach a i

generation to the traditions of the past ? before too the

very edifices which it has cost so much to erect, and

which are so well suited to their purpose, have become
ruins?

And here, too, we must ask (and oh! that we had

weight or influence enough to make our question find

an echo in Spain), can anything be more lamentable

than the accumulation of ruins which encumber the

fairest cities of that country, in consequence of the

sale, and either destruction or dilapidation, of con-

ventual buildings? It gives to streets and public

squares the appearance of a place tumbling down in

decay, or just delivered from a siege. Buildings, which

have cost vast sums, are either thrown down in part
for the sake of their materials, or are allowed to

crumble away. AVe have seen, in this condition,

magnificent edifices, and beautiful specimens of art.

The houses of the Carthusians (Carhtjas), near larue

towns, and those of the Hieronymites, are grand
national monuments, falling gradually to pieces. The

'"}<', near Xeres, is, both in plan and in detail,

l>lendid edifice; its cloisters, its carved choir, its

1

Indqu-iulcnrin. &C, by tin- bishop of Canun
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church, are glorious ; but it is abandoned to neglect, and
must soon perish. But, even in the heart of towns, one

may see part of a convent that has been thrown down,

perhaps by the municipality, with the intention of

opening a square, yet nothing further has been done

than making a heap of ruins ; or the gable of a church

has been half pulled down, and the gilded roof is

opened to day, as if enemies, and not friends, dwelt

round about. The destruction of real national property,
in works of antiquity and the arts, has been great and

irreparable ; and there is no means of saving what re-

mains, except restoring it to its right purposes and to its

rightful owners. Nothing but a religious community

dwelling in them, can preserve such buildings from ruin.

It is true that many have been converted to other

uses barracks, police offices, drawing academies, &c. ;

and some good may be supposed to have been got out

of them. But we remember having occasion to visit a

public officer in such a building at Lisbon, and being
struck with his remark :

" This building was a con-

vent ; the consequence is, that it is totally unfit for its

present purposes. More money has been expended in

patching up and changing it into a most uncomfort-

able public office, than would have built a new and

most commodious range of buildings for that purpose.
We are bey'ntniufj to find out that a convent is only

goodfor a convent." And so it is, and every day will

increase the regret at what has been done. " Some

years ago," writes a Spanish author, "the traveller, on

approaching Granada, saw opening before him, in the

midst of gardens and high-roofed houses, the domes of

churches, and the crosses planted on the summits of

the beliVieN. Those pious monument^ ^lm\ved, from

a distance, the eharaeter <>!' the old state of society;

they were raised by men living in a period when the
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religious sentiment prevailed. A time has come, in

which ancient institutions hnvo suH'cml shipwreck;
and in which, as in a whirlwind, sumptuous works

have been razed to the ground; and thr slow lahour

of ages has been undervalued, and the marvellous

embodyings of art have disappeared. It is alllietin^

to view, reduced to ruins, by command or consent

of the authorities, most solid edifices and beautiful

churches ;
and on seeing the perseverance with which

their demolition is being completed, one is tempted to

ask : Is this an age of enlightenment and education,

or have the hosts of Genseric risen again from the

dust? a

But it is not only by the destruction which has

taken place that the arts will suffer, nor yet only, in

addition, by the quantity of plunder that has been

easily carried off, in consequence; but there will hr

felt, no doubt, that lack of encouragement, which only
stable corporations can give, that have no private in-

terests to consult. It has been thought, perhaps, that

an advantage will be gained, by collecting together, in

one place, works of art, which before were scattered ;

by making museums out of the spoils of churches.

But, on this point, all that we have seen makes us of

Dr. Southey's opinion, when he writes :

" The pictures of the old masters suffer much when removed from

the places for which they (and in which many of them) were painted.

It may happen that one which has been conveyed from a Spanish

palace or mona>ter\ m the collection of Marshal Soult, or any other

plunder-master-geueral in Napoleon's armies, and have passed from

thence- -honestly as regards the purchaser to the hands of an Eng-
lish owner, may be hung at the same elevation as in its proper \

* El libro dal Yiajoro en Granada, por D. M. Lafuente A lean:

Granada, 1843, p. 245. The author, no doubt, alludes to th.

tion of the Carmelite convent of the martyrs, placed in one of the

most magnificent situations conceivable.
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and in the same light. Still, it loses much. The accompaniments
are all of a different character; the air and odour of the place

are different. There is not here the locality that consecrated it no

longer the reliyio loci. AVeult.li cannot purchase these; power may
violate and destroy, but it cannot transplant them. The picture, in

its new situation, is seen with a different feeling, by those who have

any true feeling for such things."
5

No one who visits the collections thus made but

must feel the change, and that violence has been done

to the artist and his work. The guide or showman
tells you eagerly whence each picture came, and under

what circumstances it was painted. He and you both

feel that there is an advantage and a charm in knowing
these things ; but the spell and illusion are gone. In

the new Seville gallery, a convent with its church, most

ill-adapted for the purpose, is a room containing

eighteen paintings by Murillo, most of them, if not

all, brought from the Capuchin convent. The Capu-
chins were poor begging friars, they had nothing to

give for fine pictures, and yet they had a collection fit

for an emperor. Such has been the power of these

religious bodies over the arts, and how ? One of these

pictures may tell us ; it is the gem of the collection.

Murillo was fond of the good Capuchins, and loved to

go and spend a few days in spiritual retirement witli

them. On these occasions he was lodged in the infir-

mary, probably the only comfortable room in the

house. Once as he was leaving, after taking his frugal

meal, the good old lay-brother who waited on him,

begged him to paint a Madonna for his infirmary,
as ho had none. "With irroat pleasure," answered

Murillo, "but I have nothing to paint it on.*

"Would this dor" asked the old friar, showing him
his napkin, which ho was just taking from the tahlo.

b The Do iii. p. 38.
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"Why not?" good naturedly answered the painter.

The square napkin was slretehed out, and Murillo

soon produced on it his charming .Y//, *//// H<>,i<>r<i <!<

l<t So'cilleta, the Madonna of the napkin, so called

from tliis incident. He would not have done this for

a nobleman, who had feasted him sumptuously; but

he would do it for the humble lay-brother. And now,
who would not have gone to any distance to see this

beautiful picture, where its legend accompanied it, in

the room in which he sat, and talked the matter over

with his friend where we could see the noble artist

smiling over his work of art, and the simple-hearted
old man, with his fine long white beard, watching

eagerly each beautiful feature, as brought out by one

master touch, and alternately expressing his amaze-

ment and delight; then his triumph at seeing his

coarse napkin transformed into a painting worth hall'

the convent, and so sweet and lovely withal, and to be

hung there in his room for ever ! Alas ! for ever

no! till some rude hand, guided by a cold heart,

should pluck it down from its native spot, and hang it

on the wall of a museum, where it had no tale to tell,

no associations to give it grace ; but where it figures

among trophies of the same power which a Vandal

could exhibit. For who among those plunderers could

have exercised that poor lay-brother's power over the

thought and pencil of genius ?

AYe fear we may have wearied our readers by lending

them over so desultory a track, but we must beg their

indulgence still further. We have endeavoured to

show the evils which will be felt from the wholesale

measure of suppression and destruction, which has

been carried out. But we shall be met by an objection,

applied to all orders of the clergy. We are told by all

that take the late government's views on Church pro.
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perty, that the great distress of the nation rendered

the seizure of all such property a measure of absolute

state necessity. Hence no sooner was the royal decree

of the 8th of August of last year issued, which sus-

pended the sale of church property, and ordered the

income of what was unsold, to be applied to the

support of the clergy and the nuns, than remon-

strances were made on all sides, chiefly by foreigners,

and were loudly echoed in our papers ; as though an

act of injustice was thereby committed, against that

only claimant who must not be overlooked, the public
creditor. No matter who had been robbed and left to

starve at home, the millionaire stock-jobber of London
or Paris must not be touched. "We have no objection
to this; but we believe there never was a more

thorough delusion, than the idea that the ecclesias-

tical property has been, or is, the slightest security to

any one.

The sales have been ruinous to the state. The
author of the Scenes and Adventures, and other tra-

vellers, intimate, that there has been no difficulty in

finding purchasers for the property, when put up to

sale. But he is speaking of Madrid, where, of course,

land and buildings must be valuable, and where there

will be abundance of capitalists ready to buy. In the

provinces this has not been the case. The quiet religious

population of the country, and of smaller towns, 1 1

shrunk from annexing to their possessions the fruit of

sacrilegious robbery; and property has had to be

advertised again and again, before it could be sold.

c A strong remonstrance on this subject was addressed by several

foreign capitalists to Sr. Mon, minister of finance, dated Paris, Sept. 2,

1844, in which thry proposed to take into their hands all the unsold

property, as security for a new advance of 225 millions of reals.

This would have finished the work of spoliation most completely.
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The very conditions on which it has IK 'en disposed
of show that purchasers were often scarce. Every

facility for payment is given; and the price ohtained

is purely nominal. In the first place, the pmvli:

has eijjit years to pay in, by instaliiieuts fixed at very
tes. Secondly, he does not pay in money, hut

in government paper. Now, this is so completely

depreciated, as to be worth in the market only
eighteen per cent. Such was its value, when we were

informed by persons engaged in business, and accus-

tomed to buy it up. If, therefore, a person has a

fancy to purchase a convent, or a piece of land be-

longing to one, and bids for it, and has it knocked

down to him for 1,000, he need not be dismayed at

the large sum he must raise. He goes into the stock

exchange, and there, for 180, he buys a thousand

pounds' worth of government paper; and as he has

eight years to pay it in, he will only have to disburse

22. 10^. per annum, for that period ; not two and
a half per cent, interest on the nominal purchase-

money for eight years ! It will be easy to get this

annual payment out of the property itself in the time,

without raising, or disbursing it. We were informed

by a magistrate of a large provincial town, one of its

Alcaldes, that there was a portion of convent land so

completely intersecting his own, that he rented it from
the nuns. When the property was to be sold, he

would have been the natural purchaser ; but he shrank

from such a contamination, and preferred continuing
in the character of a tenant to the new purchaser. As
the price paid at the auction was publicly known, and
his own rent was a fixed sum, he could easily make
his calculation, which was, that the rent paid by him
had liquidated the purchase-money in the eight years ;

leaving the purchaser, moreover, 6,000 reals, or 60
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in pocket. A friend of ours purchased an old building,

formerly a college, but long since in ruins, at a nominal

value of 12,000 ; but, in reality, in government paper,
for 2,000, with eight years to pay in.

Such have been the sales effected ; and yet, as we
have observed, they have not been brisk.

d

Foreigners,

chiefly South Americans, and persons not of great

repute for principles, have been the chief purchase i <.

We must, however, make honourable exceptions. We
are acquainted with an excellent family, at Xeres, for

instance, who were in the same position, in regard
to a small piece of convent land, as the Alcalde alluded

to above. Some not very friendly person bid for this,

in hopes of afterwards forcing them to buy it from

him to his advantage, to escape annoyance. But they
outbid him, and bought it, but only with the intention

of restoring it again to its rightful owners, when

security returns ; and, in the mean time, they con-

tinue to pay their rent as before. They also assured

us, that the purchase-money was repaid in a few ye;

The country residence of a bishop was bought by a

worthy nobleman ; but we were assured by one of his

family, with the design of giving it back to the bishop
in better times. We shall not be surprised to hear of

many such restitutions, whether from calculation and

forethought, or from repentance.

d "If there had been any general eagerness to buy church pro-

perty, would one estate, one field have remained unsold withi-

lour hours of the publication of the decree? Would so many years

passed over and only a few have been sold, of estates, the

produce of which, in a few months, would have enabled the immoral

speculator to pay the price without a farthing capital ? Would so

. rircularH, and ii is have l>- -sary, to

rs' goods, to purchase?"-
nacion critica. Kv K.I'. 1"' .a, 1844, v<-

i-
I-- 1



The ruinous character of tin -<' ^alrs will further

appear from considering their result. Ai'trr s.-i/ino-

tin 1 church property, both regular and secular, and

abolishing all tithes,
6

by which many respectable
1 fami-

lies, who had their property secured and invested in

these, were utterly ruined, for no provision was made
for them, government were driven to the necessity <>f

providing funds for the maintenance of the clergy. To
effect this, a tax for the Culto y Clero was granted,
which a nobleman, of highly religious character, and

large possessions, assured us was equal to ten per cent,

on all property ; and yet the clergy and religious are

hardly ever paid partly because the tax is not

properly levied, and partly because its funds go to

other purposes. Now the following calculations will

show what a bad speculation the governments of Spain
have made, in the sale of church property.
The estimates of the Minister of Finance, in his

budget for this year, put the annual sum necessary
for the endowment of the clergy, at about 1,653,329,
to meet which he is obliged to have recourse to most

precarious means. Now let us see the value of property
sold, and of that yet available.

There have been sold, since 1835,

properties belonging to the re-

gular clergy 76,734 estimated at 28,772,938

Ditto, since 1840, belonging to

the secular clergy 69,539 8,072,740

Total sold 146,273 36,845,678

This property, at five per cent., would give an annual

e The property of the regulars was confiscated in 1835, that of the

secular clergy in 1840. Tithes were abolished, under Mendi/nbal, in

1837. He tried to restore them in the following year, as did Count
Ofalia

; but it was too late.

s K
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income of 1,842,283, more by 189,956 than the

government requires: and at three per cent., would

yield 1,105,370, which would leave a deficit of only

547,959.

But then there remain yet unsold many estates

of the secular clergy, which the law has restored to

them; the annual income of which the Minister of

Finance rates at 489,583. This, added to the lower

sum set down as income, would have given the govern-
ment nearly enough to pay all the clergy regularly,

and support religion decently at least/ The most

inexplicable part of this proceeding is, that between

the entrance into power of the present government
and the decree of suspension of sales, a period of four-

teen months, 44,452 properties belonging to the secular

clergy, and 12,216 belonging to regulars, in all 56,668,

were sold or adjudged ! that is, 19,365 more belonging
to the seculars, than had been sold in eight previous

years.

But ruinous as these sales have been, they have

been of not even the small use anticipated the only

way in which they could give security to the public
creditor. It was understood that the paper bought

up for them and paid into the treasury would h

been destroyed, and thus so much public debt li

been extinguished. This, however, has not been the

case; the same quantity of paper has been kept in

circulation, and consequently the same amount of debt

has continued to exist.

We must, before we conclude this subject, say a

word about the feelings of 11 IP ppople respecting it.

No sooner had more moderate counsels begun to pre-

f These data are extracted from the speeches of Sr. Egana in the

Cortes, Jan. llth and 25th of this year. Pensam. vol. ii. pp. 52,

88, Ac.
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vail, than remonstrances poured in to the queen, on

the propriety and justice of restoring to the clergy

sueh property as still remained un alienated. On the

12th of April, 1844, a most beautiful memorial tiu

presented to this effect, by the principal, and ni

iv>peetable, inhabitants of Vich, in Catalonia. 8 On the

2nd of May, the flourishing port of Alicante sent in a

powerful address in favour of their parish priests;

who, they observe, have now to beg from their parish-

ioners that charity which formerly they used so freely

to dispense ; and they indignantly denounce the paltry

stipend allotted them by the government, 34 per
annum. "The wages of a porter in a second-rate

public office, are the allowance to a curate, a minister

of Jesus Christ, employed day and night to feed His

flock." Such is their language on behalf of what

they call "a meritorious, laborious, respectable, and

so unjustly neglected class of men." h On the 14th,

the constitutional municipality of Barcelona sent up
a most energetic remonstrance against the further

sale of ecclesiastical property, chiefly in consequence
of notices of sale of several precious monuments of

history and the arts ; and this was backed by a scien-

tific memorial from the academy of the city.' But

the same city had previously, on the 30th of April,

addressed the throne directly, against the further sale,

and in favour of the restitution, of remaining church

property. Had we room, we would gladly give extracts

from this powerful memorial, from a city so much

misrepresented as to religion ; it would show how the

people of Spain speak of their clergy. And gladly
also would we quote the addresses on the same sub-

ject, of Mataro in the same month, and of the authori-

Pensam. vol. i. p. 248. h
Page 264.

>

Page 285.

K2
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ties and people of Santiago in June following.* All

and many others would give us abundant evidence of

the feelings of the great cities towards the Church.

IV. It is time that we say a few words respecting
the last but greatest class, on which the prospects of

religion must mainly depend the population of Spain.
The first thing that every traveller, at least with few

exceptions, is sure to inculcate, is that the country
is in state of backwardness bordering on barbarity.

Roads, inns, modes of traffic, robbers, banditti, assassi-

nations, and such matters, are abundant sources of

illustration. Certainly some of them are strange

enough to an English traveller, though they would
not have been to our fathers a very small number of

generations back, when it was a week's journey from

York to London, and Hounslow, on the outskirts of

London, was as dangerous a pass as any in Spain.
And really we may doubt whether, had our country

been, ever since we were born, the scene of successive

wars, first of invasion, then domestic, we should have

improved as we have done, in material comforts. But
in judging others, we may be easily mistaken in another

way.
We constantly make for ourselves false standards of

civilization, drawn from our own wants and customs ;

and fancy that whatever comes not up to them is

rude and barbarous. We hardly ever take into cal-

culation, that almost all our comforts and luxuries,

which have to us become indispensable, have refer-

ence to climate, and would be the reverse of what

we call them, if this were changed. If we look round

one of our rooms, we shall sec that from this source

springs the perfection of all it contains the fireplace

k P. 374. See also p. 500, the memorial i'mm the provincial depu-

tation of Oviedo.
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with its necessaries and accessories of polished marble

and polished metal, and smaller ornaments, the cur-

tained window, the canopied bed, the carpeted door,

the well-closing door, the warm-coloured walls, and

then the easy-chair for long cold evenings, and the

many appurtenances of a snug and sheltered retire-

ment, from the keen cutting air. Our luxury is in

warmth: suppose it to lie in cold and how would

the absence of most of these things become not only a

luxury but a necessity. The marble floor, the cool

white wall, the open courtyard, the breezy portico,

the sparkling fountain become comforts ; and the

ground-floor of a Seville house becomes a more envi-

ahlo residence, than the most splendid apartment of a

northern palace. Nowhere will this appear more

striking than in the royal residence of Cintra, where

immense halls, with tiled floors, and almost void of

furniture, built by the Moors, appear to an English
eve as over plain and bare ; and still are most perfectly

suited to the wants of royalty in such a climate. And
as to the poor, when on the 7th of January, we saw

the children at eight or nine in the morning, with

little more clothing than what they had left their beds

in, playing and basking in the sun of Andalucia, re-

flected from the snow-white walls of their cottages,

and every door (one being invariably opposite the

other) and window thrown open to admit the genial

glow, we could not help thinking that there was a

luxury which no money could purchase, but which

yet was the poor man's as much as the rich one's.

And when, looking into the humble dwellings of a

country village at that season, we saw the ceilings

hung with clustering bunches of grapes, a winter pro-

vision saved from the vintage, we could not but fool

that men may be more happy, even in worldly enjoy-
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ments, than those whose implements and furniture

are of better manufacture, and of greater expense.
But even in these respects we may easily come to

wrong conclusions. Traveller after traveller stands

amazed at, and describes most alarmingly, the first

appearance of a Spanish cart. And certainly a primi-
tive machine it is, and "most sadly musical." But

travellers go on, upon the principle of ex pede Her-

culem, to deduce by force of said cart, that the

Spaniards are in an uncivilized degraded state, and

so they will reason upon their plough or their carriage.

Now in truth, all these things are no more rude there

than they have been in countries where, however, we
draw no such conclusions; the plough of Rome, the

wain of Greece, or the chariot of Etruria, were as

clumsy and as imperfect as those of Spain. And how
do we know this ? Why of the first we judge from a

description in verse, such as all our machine improve-
ments in the textorial art does not enable us to weave ;

the second, perhaps, from marble chiselled with a skill

and delicacy, which our upholstery artists cannot

presume to rival; the third from paintings in the

tombs of a country town, the glowing colours of which,

after being shut up more than two thousand years, all

our chemical science cannot imitate. These rudenesses

then were compatible with much refinement, taste, and

skill. And even in Spain it would be unjust to
]

nounce, as many do most rashly, upon the state of the

people from such observation. That country, while

such objects have been in that condition, has produced
artists like Murillo, Velasques Uibrni, Alonzo Cano,

mi (I a thousand others, and sculptors like Montana*
ami very many more, not to speak of the m< -n who

have directed, built, and adorned, with taste, as

\\ell as sumptuousness, the oountleai
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minsters, and churches that cover the land. Surely
a people is not uncultivated that can produce such

work^.

But there are other qualities beyond these, far more
valuable to a people situated as Spain is, just emerging
from a succession of political convulsions, in which

religion lias heen awfully shaken. "We have seen how
all external and material props have been withdrawn

from it, while the late government did all in its power,
short of the last step, to put the country into a state

of schism. The effects must have been dreadful, even

with all the advantages of a zealous clergy, on any
but a people in whom faith was solidly implanted.

Now, this we will boldly assert, that the Spanish

people, in the mass, are truly and heartily a Catholic,

a believing, a religious people. And first, let us quote,

according to our practice, an unsuspected witness :

ii at the risk of alluding, thereby, to facts already
noticed :

" But religion is so deeply rooted in the national character, that

the most furious political storms, which prostrate everything else,

blow over this, and leave it unscathed. It is only among the edu-

cated male population, that any lack of fervour is witnessed. "When

these become absorbed in the maze of politics, all other considera-

tions, but intrigue and faction, are lost sight of, and forgotten ;
but

their mothers, sisters, and daughters, young boys, and old men, have

abated little of the fervour of other times, or, at least, are as deter-

mined church-goers as their ancestors.
"
During the siege of Seville, last summer, mass was celebrated to

the sound of the bombs in all the churches daily ;
and in front of

the mattresses, where tender and trembling votaries reposed on the

cathedral floor, during the night, in the belief that the sacredness of

thr renowned Giralda was a sufficient pledge of safety, the host

regularly consecrated. While the cannon was booming in the imme-

diate vicinity, every one of the eighty priests, who are set apart to

the service of this mighty house, said mass, or otherwise ministered

to a congregation of thousands
;
and in Barcelona, where the Patulea,

after seizini; all the property in the city, rifled the churches of their
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silver and other valuable linages, the moment the siege was over, the

altars of a hundred churches blazed as if their worship had never been

suspended." Eevelations of Spain, pp. 340, 341.

"We will deal with facts as we have done through-
out. But, first, we will make an acknowledgment.
There can be no doubt that religion must have suf-

fered, and has suffered severely, by late events. Where
churches have been left for years without bishops,
and parishes but ill provided with priests ; where the

more extraordinary efforts made from time to time, to

rouse the sluggish and alarm the sinner, have been

interrupted, by the loss of the religious orders ; where,

consequently, abuses must have crept in, and there

has been none to correct them, where even wolves

have been sent to rule flocks, and only those have been

favoured who corrupted the faith ; it would have been

indeed beyond belief, that great detriment should not

have accrued, to both faith and morals in the people.

But, beyond this, we must consider that the govern-
ment has done all in its power, to shake the founda-

tions of both. The people of Spain, till lately accus-

tomed to see their clergy treated with so much

consideration, have been taught to behold them sus-

pended, banished, imprisoned, and even massacred

with impunity ; they have heard the pope, whose very
name inspired reverence, spoken of in public decrees

m usurper, whose very concessions and indulgen
the nation repudiated; they have seen the laws of

the Church abrogated by the state, their churches

turned into workshops, or military stores. Is it won-

derful that all these unusual violations of religious

{rclings, rendered now familiar to the people, should

have weakened their principles on other and more

important points? The chief magistrate of a la

and flourishing provincial town, observed to us, that
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the abolition of tithes, because they were only enjoined

by the commandments of the Church, had naturally

affected the observance of the Sunday and oi' holidays,

because these were enforced (as to their specific obliga-

tions) by the same ecclesiastical authority. And, in

fact, one is pained by seeing in cities the increased

neglect of those holy observances, though not by any
means to the extent in which it offends one in Erance ;

and it must be added, that the civil authorities are

interfering to put down the profanation.
1

But, notwithstanding all that we may have to de-

plore, we are confident when we say, that, however the

live may have been lopped, and its glories broken

down, the root is there safe and sound; faith exists,

and will soon be awakened again. Much that we have

already written will prove this. The respect shown to

the episcopacy, in the interest taken in religious com-

munities, and in the question of ecclesiastical property,
and many other topics, to which we have had occasion

to allude, give evidence of lively faith in the people.

Indeed, persons of all classes, who have had the best

opportunity of knowing the country population, have

ired us that the faith has suffered little or nothing
in it. If the Spanish peasantry have been justly

charged with such gross ignorance, as every traveller

speaks of, then may we say, that this has been in part
their safeguard. We put the case hypothetically,
because we are rather at a loss to reconcile the accu-

sation with what we sometimes read in these writers.

1 The author of the Revelations complains, we believe not unjustly,
of great irreverence shown in processions in Lent and Holy Week.
This was owing to young men who joined in them, with anything but

tei'lin.Ljs. This year we know, that in some places al least, as in

Seville, t hey were intended to be discontinued, on this very account.

(Kevel. vol. i. p. 377.) This does not at all apply to the procession
of Corpus Christ i.
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Thus Mr. Borrow finds peasants everywhere ready, not

only to accept, but to pay for his Testaments, whether

Spanish or Gipsy. Take, for instance, his account of

his principal business-like excursion of Bible-hawking
into the Sagra, a rural district. His man, Lopez, goes
forth with a donkey-load of books, and soon returns

with empty panniers. "Eight poor harvest-men

buy them;" we are told it frequently occurred that

the poor labourers in the neighbourhood "offered

goods for Testaments," and so forth.
m All this does

not seem to accord with the usual charge of such gross

ignorance. But, at any rate, if the ignorance exist, it

has been one effectual bar to the mischief attempted,

by the dissemination of infidel works among the people.

For this we have the authority of Balmes, than

whom none is better acquainted with religious Spain.
" The cities of second order," he writes,

" with very rare

exceptions, the towns, villages, and hamlets, have felt

little of the infection ; for this simple reason, that it

is spread chiefly by books, and there, there are no

readers. Add to this the many and powerful influences

opposed to these ideas of innovation, calculated to

neutralize the effect of the conversation of persons

gone astray, and we may infer, that an immense

majority have been preserved from the evil." He
then proceeds to show that no talent, no wit, no good

writing has been displayed in Spain against religion,

to taint much even larger cities, and that in fact,
"

infidelity has no scientific existence in Spain.""
Where the Word of God is preached, its power is yet

unbounded ; and no sooner shall the bishops, restored

to authority, send forth missionaries to revive the faith

of slumberers, than all Spain will rise to Catholic

fervour, like a host at the sound of the morn
m

Page 253. n
Pecsamicuto, torn. i. p.

'
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trumpet. The administrator of Seville has hern, durini;
1

the last \\inter, employing apostolic men in this work,

and assured us that the accounts \\n-e most satisfactory

and consoling; so that he had for\\ardcd the letters to

the Cardinal Archhishop. Indeed we afterwards met

the prineipal missionary engaged in the work, Father

Sanlucar, an ex-Capuchin; and he informed us that

nothing could exceed the fervour of the people, who
flocked in crowds from villages, for miles around, and

showed the greatest devotion. In one place three

thousand general confessions were made; and if we
remember right, twenty priests were engaged all day
in the sacred tribunal.

We shall not easily forget an interview with a poor

peasant of the name of Diego Patricio Lopez (not

certainly Mr. Borrow's man), who was introduced to

us by a priest, at a country town in the south of Spain.

He was, like most of the Spanish peasantry, a fine stout

fellow, with a manly independent bearing, which be-

trays neither awkward restraint nor insolent forward-

ness, before persons of what society reckons a higher
class. He was accompanied by another person of his

own rank; both were clad in the substantial, but

plain, costume of the Spanish countryman ; for, bare-

footed or ragged indigence we hardly recollect to have

ever seen there. We found him quite a biblical scholar

in his way; and his delight and great employment
was, instructing and interesting poor labourers, like

himself, in the history and sentiments of Holy Scrip-

tures. He had once procured a copy of Father Scio's

version, and read it with delight ; but it had belonged
to some religious house before the first suppression, and

on its being restored, he felt it his duty to make resti-

tution of the book, though he had bought it. He had

since been supplied with a copy from a nobleman's
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library. Not only does he recite to the people histories

of the Bible as they occur ; but he combines together
into a sort of legend all that relates to any given

subject. Urgent business prevented us from listening

to one of these his favourite one. And how his eyes

brightened, and how eloquent his tongue seemed, when
he told us the subject. Beginning with Genesis and

going through the whole of Scripture, he had woven

together every type, and prophecy, and promise of the

Blessed Virgin. No : the Bible had not Protestantized

him, nor acted on him otherwise than subordinately to

faith ; it had warmed and kindled to enthusiasm the

feelings of his early religious impressions. More than

this ; he had composed prayers and novenas for his

own class, for whom more learned and elaborate com-

positions were not suited ; and upon looking through
one of these, we found it from beginning to end made

up of scriptural passages, illustrations and allusions,

adapted, with happy instinct, to the condition and

wants of those for whom he wrote, and to whom he

read them ; or rather we must say, for whom he

dictated them. For he amusingly told us, how, having
been urged to put down in writing what he had only
delivered orally, he sat down, pen in hand, and tried

to give expression to the thoughts which filled his

mind. But he could not get on at all, and gave up in

despair. Then he was advised to dictate, and did so.

As soon as he was warmed a little by his sul)j<

lie would walk about the room, and pour forth in

rendy language, his fervent thoughts, as quick as the

pen of the writer could set them down. But the

honest peasant had a document addressed to him by
the bishop of the diocese, which he produced. Some
readers will surmise that it was probably a summons
to answer for his presumption in studying and reading
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the Word of God, or a threat of inquisitorial pro-

ceedings if he persevered. However, it was neither.

It was only a grant of forty days* Indulgence to him

every time he recited his Scriptuiv histories and

prayers to the poor, and the same to all who devoutly,
and with due dispositions, listened to them I

The author of the Scenes and Adventures gives the

following interesting description of a mass celebrated

in the open air, during the war. It may serve to

illustrate the religious feelings of the people :

" On a space of ground, bordered by olive-groves and luxuriant

vineyards, the bold mountain outline on which, here and there,

perhaps, might be seen the enemy's videttes and guerillas, forming
a magnificent framework to the picture : on such a spot would! be

seen the troops assembling ;
each battalion marching out of the

town or village, with its full military band playing, and forming on

the appointed ground. In the centre, a table, covered with the best

adornment that could be procured, served for an altar, on which a

military chaplain had arranged the sacred vessels and missals. Then

were seen the peasant women arriving in haste to attend mass, or

seating themselves quietly on the ground, waiting for the commence-

ment of the service, to which they, as well as their male relatives and

companions, would pay the most devout attention.
" It was a solemn and a touching spectacle, when the priest, clothed

in his vestments, elevated the host in the air, amid the clangour of the

military music
;
the soldiers presenting arms, groups of officers bend-

ing the knee
;
the peasants, men and women, devoutly kneeling, and

crossing themselves
;
and the sun shedding a gorgeous lustre over

the whole." Vol. ii. p. 146.

But it is just that we say a few words of the inha-

bitants of towns ; for it is against them that charges
of irreligion are most likely to be made. And no

doubt the evil consequences of the late calamitous

times, are more deplorably experienced among them
than in the country. Yet even on their behalf we

have much to say, chiefly from observation. One thing
which cannot but strike an inquirer into the state of

religious matters in Spain is, seeing the churches kept
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up as they are, after every means of support has been

taken away. The houses of the regulars have been

seized, their inmates driven out, and either their

funds or the alms collected by them, if mendicant

friars, totally withdrawn. What is to become of a

church, left without either priest or income? Any-
where else the obvious end would have been ruin ; and
the same might have been anticipated respecting the

churches of nuns, all whose property has been con-

fiscated. But in Spain it has not been so. In a few

instances the churches have been sold, as is the case

with the beautiful church of St. Philip Neri at Granada,
now a carpenter's shop. Generally, however, this lias

not been the case ; the church has been left standing,
but in the destitute condition above described. And

yet not one could we hear of that had been closed. In

Xeres, for instance, there were about thirty churches

of regulars and nuns, thus thrown all at once upon
the generosity or charity of the faithful; and yet

every one of them remains open to public worship.
This is equally the case at Cadiz, Seville, Ecija, Malaga,
and other places, of which we can speak. And not

only so, but every function, which used to be carried

on in these churches, has been continued with equal or

superior splendour. Nay, we were assured that there

were more novenas, and other functions given and

defrayed by private devotion, than there used to be.

Noble and respectable families have taken altars under

their protection and care, and the ladies of the house

may be seen providing abundantly, and themselves

applying, whatever is necessary, for not merely decent,

but splendid, appearance. Never were the chapels and

altars so well kept as at present. Again, when the

churches were plundered, not a little of their treasures

was saved, by being either claimed and taken possession
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of, by the families of their founders, or by being
carried oil' and concealed in the honors <>i' the rich.

]\luch has been brought out a^ain ; but much is \<-t

hidden. We \vere told so by noblemen and uvntlniien

who yet retain such precious objects in sife custody.
We were somewhat amused one day, while looking at

a beautiful image of Our Lady, such as can be s

only in Spain, where carving has been carried to a

perfection unattained elsewhere ; when being told by
one of our clerical conductors, to observe that all the

ornaments about it are of base metal, whereas once

they were all silver ; another at our side whispered,
" But they are all safe ; they are concealed, and will be

brought out again." Nor are the faithful slow in

restoring what has been lost. In that same church

we were shown a splendid gold chalice just left by will

to it; and in other places we saw similar proofs of

liberality.

Another strong evidence of piety and faith will be

found in the fact, that never has the perpetual expo-
sition and adoration of the B. Eucharist, in the forty
hours' prayer, been interrupted. It is kept up, not

only in every large town, but also in those of second-

rate importance, such as contain not more than 20,000
inhabitants. Yet it is only by the charity of the people
that the expenses of this worship can be defrayed.
And we bear willing testimony to the devout behaviour

of the many, who, at all hours, visit the church in

which it takes place. And these not only the aged,
or "of the devout female sex," but young men, who
will make it a part of their daily duties to call there.

We were assured by a magistrate of the highest re-

spectability, that " he could give evidence of a great

improvement in public morals, that many now went

regularly to church, and to their religious duties, who
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formerly never attended them; that education was

improved; and that, strange to say, the reaction in

favour of religion, which was manifest, was due to the

generation brought up in 1820-25, when Volney was

put into the hands of youth." And this we had amply
confirmed to us by others present, who have had ex-

cellent opportunities of knowing. As a trifling, but

significant proof of religious generosity in the people,

we will mention what was told us by a friend, a resi-

dent of Xeres. In the public square, where the poor

people assemble, there is a small oratory, corresponding
to the altar end of a church. It merely contains a

picture of the Ecce Homo, within a gate of open work ;

before which the poor people kneel, and will often cast

in an alms, towards the support of the chapel. A sum

exceeding an ochavo, or a couple of quartos (a far-

thing), is rarely thrown in at a time ; yet, at the end of

the year, the sum collected has reached 1,500 dollars !

We have had occasion more than once, to express
our dissent from the prevalent opinion respecting the

religious condition of Barcelona. Our own more

favourable view of it is formed on what we have

heard, and on what we have read. Persons, foreigners

who have been there lately, have assured us, that

nowhere have they witnessed more decorum and piety,

at processions and public functions, than there. And
we have before us an account of the festivals and

functions celebrated in thanksgiving for the dcli\

of the city, in March, 1843, which prove the charitable

1 of the people, when in great distress ; for these

functions were most numerous and most splendid, so

to make the expression quoted above, that " tho

altars blazed," most literal." iMalan-a is another city

Sociedad, torn. i. p. i:J7. The number of wax-lights used on

altars of the churches, amounted in a few days to 7.'
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similarly ill-spoken <>!': hut \\c are sure no less un-

justly; lor \ve have had strong testimony in its favour

iVoni those who must know it well.

Such facts, as we have here tin-own together, are

sinmgly illustrative of the existence of real faith

among the people. But they are also indirect proof of

that charity, which we consider a not less healthy, and

a more strongly marked, characteristic of the nation.

We were much struck with the observation of a

French merchant, who evidently knew Spain well,

made in our hearing, at a table d'hdte, that the

Spaniards have no idea of luxury, but are all most

temperate and simple in their habits ; so that, even in

Madrid, with the exception of such few as had tra-

velled into other countries, and learned their usages,
not even the nobles indulged in anything approach-

ing to luxury.
" A rich tradesman," he added,

" would

laugh at you, if you talked to him of keeping his

carriage; but ask him for an alms, and he will think

nothing of giving you 100, 500, or 1,000 dollars."

The natural consequence of this ready charity is,

that the condition of the poor is very different from

that of the same class in our country. Let it be

remembered, that it is to a country impoverished by
wars and revolutions, for many years past, that the

following passage refers :

" Let this astonish you, sagacious statesmen let this fact con-

found the more polished world's wisdom: there is no poor-law here.

no compulsory relief; the rural society is very barbarous ; agriculture

is no more advanced than it was a century after the Flood
; industry

there is little, occupation trifling, energy, none
;

the soil is but

scratched, manures little used, irrigation, which is, in truth, indis-

pensable, but slightly resorted to and yet distress there is almost

none. Throughout the length and breadth of the Peninsula, the

beggars have as pleasant faces as the best-clad members of the com-

munity. I challenge contradiction as to the fact, that there is no

genuine distress. Twice, within this century, has foreign invasion

3 L
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violated the Spanish soil
;
and cruelly, of late years, has it been torn

by the burning ploughshare of civil war. Every road and pass is

haunted by robbers
;
and society is little advanced from its elemen-

tary state. How comes it that there are not poor here, rotting in

the ditches, as there were in England, when it was thinly peopled,

before the Elizabethan law; and as there are to-day in Ireland 'r

The duty of charity is deeply felt here
;
but is it not deeply felt in

England ? Will the Spanish peasant divide his crust, and the Eng-
lish peasant refuse to share it? Surely, this cannot be. Or is the

difference entirely owing to the thinness of the Spanish population ?

Whatever the cause, it may make men sceptical as to the benefit of

excessively refined societies and complicated political systems.
" You may sojourn long enough in a Spanish town before you will

meet with any of those evidences of downright misery, which so soon

strike the eye at home
;
and which abound even in London, in the

vicinity of its most splendid squares. There may be rags and filth

enough, but there is not the squalor of suffering, or the gaunt ;i

of famine. No one starves in this country ;
few are in positive dis-

tress. Those who seek alms are, for the most part, of the class of

jolly beggars : and how thriving is the trade, may be inferred from

the independence of its practitioners, from the impudence of their

imploring demands, and the obstinate sturdiness of their persistance.

The beggar, having no property of his own, is king and lord of all the

properties in the country. His rounds are as regular as those of the

land-agent or tax-collector. In no part of the country have I seen

uncomfortable poverty ;
or heard of an individual going without a

passable meal. The contrast between this half-barbarous state, and

that of refined societies, is most striking. We are excessively ad-

vanced, but we are likewise excessively peopled. Hence, in spii

all our exertions, and our unexampled energies, we have our thou-

sands starving by the side of luxurious wealth; and glide from tlu>

prosperity of one year to the relapse and ruin of another."- Rt

tions of Spain, pp. 231, 232, vol. ii.

The charitable establishments of Spain show, in

every way, how different is the spirit which reguLi

them from that witnessed amongst us. The strik

difference consists in the li^ht in which the poor
viewed in the two countries. It is clear that in Eng-
land the workhouse is not considered by them as a

friendly asylum, but as something little better than a
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'1
; and it is as clear that the ovefemH} or adminis-

trators of C/fiottti, are not mud) disposed to look on

their inmates as their children or friends. Hut in

Spain, the feeling of kindness to the poor ;m<l Bid

the genuine fruit of charity. A leu e.\;miples \\ill

illustrate 1 this: and we will he partly guided in our

choice hy the author last quoted, who tells us that,

"in the towns there are charitable institutions, where

all that are really indigent are provided; local and

conventual benevolence leave little to be desired in

this respect: and the Hospicio at Cadiz, and the

idad at Seville, are perfect models of similar insti-

tutions." (P. 231.) To this assertion we heartily

subscribe; and both institutions mentioned will be of

use to explain our meaning.
" The humble brotherhood of the Charity of our

Lord Jesus Christ
"

has, at the gates of Seville, an

hospital for the poor, known by the name of the Cari-

dad, or Charity. The brotherhood was established

above a century ago, by a pious nobleman, for the

purpose of supporting and serving an hospital, for

the relief exclusively of bed-ridden persons and aired

priests. In the spacious halls below are upwards of a

hundred beds, and always a hundred patients : when
oiK 4 is so far cured as to leave his bed, he is sent home,
or delivered to the care of other institutions. Sisters

of Charity attend the sick, with that tender assidu i t y

which is their characteristic: but at whatever hour

you go then 1

, you are pretty sure to find the president,

Count Cantillana, looking personally to the wants of

the sick. The beds and halls are beautifully clean ;

there is an altar in each ward, where mass is regula;-l\

said; and we may observe in general, that this is the

rule in every hospital that we have visited. UpM.iirs

are now (the funds being greatly impoverished) t\\-

L2
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veneralles, or aged and infirm priests, who are always
so called in the institution, who have comfortable

apartments, and everything to console and soothe their

declining years. Moreover, there is an outer hall

opening on the street, with door unbarred all night,

to which any poor wayfarer, or beggar, has access, as

to his own home, and finds there "bed, light, and

supper" prepared by the gentle hands of the Sisters. It

is most creditable to all parties to state (both from what

we heard on the spot, and from what is given in the

last annual report), that while there is no limit to the

power of demand, or to the charity granted, the number

of applicants for it is limited to twenty-five or thirty

per night. This in a population of 80,000, and in a

great thoroughfare ! To some of these poor people it

is a regular home. In the course of last year, the

confraternity forwarded and assisted, on their journeys,
165 poor people, gave ecclesiastical burial to seventy

(the number of deaths in the house having been forty-

three), carried in sedan chairs or on biers, 162 poor to

the hospitals, and distributed clothes and alms to

others. The quantity and quality of provisions con-

sumed shows that there is no stinting of the poor, as

besides 17,398 large loaves of beautiful bread, there

was abundance of meat, every fruit and vegetable,

chocolate, cakes, wine, &c. And with all these nobler

cares of charity, the fine arts are admirably mixed.

The chapel of the hospital, and even its sacristy, forms

a museum of painting, not easily to be rivalled. On
either side of the former, is a large picture by Murillo,

each containing many figures, of nearly natural size;

on one side is Moses striking the rock, on the other

our Lord multiplying the loaves the hungry fed, and

the thirsty refreshed. These are perhaps nearly the

master-pieces of this splendid artist, whom no one can
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know without visiting Seville. They were seized by
"
Plunder-master-general" Soult, and sent oil' to Paris

;

but the English army intercepted, and returned, them.

There is another beautiful painting by the same master

representing St. John of God, tottering under the bur-

then of a sick man whom he is carrying, and supported

by an angel. So true it is, that the noblest produc-

tions of art are due to the Christian virtues, and that

Catholic piety is essentially allied to good taste. But

what we wish chiefly to notice, in this institution, as

indicative of its spirit, is, that of all these things, pic-

tures, hospital, income, the poor are the owners, the

confraternity styling itself only their servants and

administrators. Hence, in their report they say :

" AVe have rendered funeral honours to our brothers,

and to our masters and lords the poor" (nuestros amos

y senores los pobres) ; and by this title they are ah\

called there.

The other establishment mentioned, the Hospicio at

Cadiz, is on a more extensive scale, and owes its present

magnificence, and excellent administration, to the late

Count O'Reilly, whose name speaks at once his coun-

try. In December last, there were maintained in it

the following persons :

A , CMen, 106-)
267 children I 'ed

'

I Women, 161 j
2b7'~ en

'

( Girls, 122

Insane,
j ^omen 14 1

49 '
--Married couples, 1224.

Confined, 1. Total, 712.

All these are lodged, clothed, and fed. The accommo-
dations are excellent, the food of the best, and the

clothing substantial, and all made in the house. The

boj^s have a large school, and work at various trades ;

the girls upstairs are all engaged in weaving, spinnim;-,

and needlework ; the married couples (old people) live
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in separate apartments round a court planted with

trees, and have one or two of the younger children

under their care; and as for the old people above,

they really seem as happy as kindness can make the

last stage of this wearisome pilgrimage. Their dor-

mitories are most spacious, with kitchens attached, so

that they need not go down stairs ; and we found poor
old women, in many parts, sitting on the matted floor

in groups, saying their prayers together. The one to

which we stopped to listen consisted of the repetition

of the trisagion,
"
IJoly, Holy, Holy, Lord God of

Sabbaoth." Never did we see poverty and age more

invested with honour, cheerfulness, and comfort.

Besides this house there is another of a poorer and
more compulsory nature, at the Capuchin conv<

containing 200 inmates, chiefly orphans and loose

characters taken up from the streets. But even hero,

there reigned cleanliness, good order, and the greatest

kindness. These, and other establishments of the sort,

are administered by a committee of gentlemen (and

the same is to be said of other towns), who inve their

time and personal attention to the interests of the

poor. In Cadiz there are moreover two large hospitals
- one for men,p

formerly under the brothers of

St. John of God, (alas ! why were they suppressed ?)

and one for women, which is truly splendid and ad-

mirably kept. The attendants are not nuns, neither

are they paid nurses. They are "
voluntary infirma-

rians, who in the house wear a particular hoad-drcss,

hut take no vows, and can leave \\ henever they pie;

but it is certainly observed by all, that their charity

has no bounds, and that they die in the BCTvioe of the

sick. This is the result of doing it not for intn

P AW t'-iind five or -li sailor- irk, and t

ti^n which tl-
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nor mrivly by oilier; and the same UMM! to be the

B \\ it h tin 4

religious of St. John of (iod." q

The ladies turn their attention to the beautiful

hospitals known by the name of Cuna or Espositos,
into which infants arc sent by parents unable or un-

willing to support them, with the right of claiming

them anaiii. These houses, corresponding to #r//

foundling hospitals, are (so far as we have seen them)
under the 4 care of Sisters of Charity. Many of the

children are given out to nurse, but are obliged to be

brought to head-quarters every month to be carefully

inspected. No mother could show more tender and

affectionate care of her child, than these excellent

religious do of these little forlorn ones, who pay them
back in equal feelings. Everything too is as clean,

i nt, about the infants, as it could be in the most

eetable or wealthy family. In the Cuna at Cadiz

there are GOO children, in that of Seville about 900. r

\Ve might say much more on the subject of charity
in Spain, but shall content ourselves with observing,
that the exercise of this virtue seems never to have

been interrupted, and hardly checked during the late

troubles and distress. It has rather increased than

diminished ; and we found in small towns even new
institutions springing up, dependent entirely upon
charity ; such as orphanages, gratuitous schools, and

houses for the aged.

Ucligion. cannot be lost, nor anything like it, in a

country where charity, allied to faith, is still so living

and so active ; where the worship of God is generously

supported, where the poor of Christ are bountifully

fed, and Ills little ones tenderly cared for. Had we

rim-artist iro por Cadi/. ]b. 1813, p. 77.

' Tin- sum applied to ilii.s one cliaritv in Seville, amou

year, aro-rdiiiLi to its report before u>, to upwards of t:},000.
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space enough, we would gladly enter into some other

peculiarities of the national character, scarcely less

fraught with hopefulness for religion, than those which

we have specified. The temperance, for instance, of

the people, their kind-heartedness and hospitality, and

many other traits are worthy of notice. But we may at

once refer our readers to every work on Spain, even

by the most discontented travellers. There is not one

who does not express his fondness for the people, and

his regret at leaving them. 8 And we should be indeed

most ungrateful, were we not to add our warmest

testimony to anything and everything, that has been

said in their praise. Yes; one thing we will add,

that whereas it has been the fashion of such travel-

lers to draw a broad line of distinction between the

people and the higher classes, as to the amiable points
of character, our own observation and experience lead

us to cancel it. Erom high and low, rich and poor,

have never met anything but kindness, cordiality, and

that peculiar frankness which puts you at once at

home in a Spaniard's house, and makes you feel au-

thorized, after an hour's acquaintance, be it noble

hidalgo or high-born dame, to know and address all in

it by their Christian names ; a familiarity not easily

reached in our cold climate.

And this puts us in mind of many amiable points in

the Spanish character; but of none more than the

ease with which the people may be managed by kind

and generous treatment. Offer the peasant money,
and he turns away, often in indignation; treat him

While nearly at the close of our article \\e have perused u i

work <>n
"
Spain, \ i>it"d in 1S1O and isll." It is anonymous like-

several others. \\Y have found mam <>f the usual misunderstands

and some clear (t hou^h doubtless unintentional) misstatomcnts, re-

garding ecclesiastical matters. But ita tone is kindly as to the people

This will make us forgive much.
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like ;i u-entleman, by ollerim: liini ;t eiirar, and he

do anything for you. The political chid' of .Mai;

of whom we have before spoken with praise, *a\e us ;i

strong instance of the sensibility of the people to such

conduct. "It is a great advantage,
"

said he, "to

know and address every one by his Christian nan

as he does. Not long ago, he knew that, at niuht,

there was a gathering of six or eight and twenty des-

perate characters, armed with pistols and knives and

murderous weapons they were, for we saw them and

can vouch it at a low gambling-house, in the out-

skirts of the city. He accordingly proceeded there,

alone and unarmed, wrapped in his cloak ; and gained
admittance. There he was, a slender, defenceless

youth, in the midst of the gang of desperadoes, in a

retired spot, at midnight. He went up to the table,

round which they were drinking. They were abashed

by his presence ; and in a tone of firm, but gentle

command, he said :
"
Bring out all your arms, and

place them on the table." He was obeyed.
" Now,"

he said, addressing one of them by his Christian name,
"
you take them all up to my office, and then join the

rest. All of you walk quietly to prison, where I will

meet you. You know I am acting the part of your
friend." They understood him. The punishment

might have been six years' presidio ; and he might
have surrounded the house, and seized them. They
sa\v that he had forborne to act so, and wished to

spare 1 hem. Not one was wanting at the prison door.

Ee confined them for three days, imposed a heavy line

of bread for the nuns ; and freed them, on their pro-
mise never to go to that house again. "Not one," lie

added, in giving its this account, "not one has broken

his word." And justly popular is he among his tellow-

citizens, because of his firm, but kindly, rule. UN
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father was the same before him. When General

Sebastian! had possession of Malaga, he boldly re-

quested him to see that his troops committed no

outrage.
"
You," he added,

"
have, it is true, 20,000

bayonets under your command ; but I have only to

speak a word, and 100,000 men will start up at my
bidding." The name of this family is Ordonez.

We trust that the present government is striving, by
measures of peace, to cultivate the fine and generous

qualities of the Spanish people. Certain it is, that in

every part, commerce and trade, those sure barometers

of public security, are quietly arising ; and that a new

spirit of enterprise is manifesting itself in every sort

of industry. Merchants of high mark assured us that

there had not been for years such a feeling of confi-

dence and assurance as now ; so that capital, long
locked up, was beginning to flow out again, and give

impulse to business. Every book before us, treating

of Spain in 1840 and 1841, or of preceding years, has

many pages taken up with accounts of robbers, the

insecurity of the roads, and the terrors and perils of

the writers. We have now traversed those very road?,

considered the most dangerous, not only without r

but without even a feeling of apprehension. At every
-e we met small patrols of active road-police, on

horse and foot, lately established by the government,
Avho have cleared the roads, and keep them perfectly

free. The robbery of a diligence is now never heard

of. A similar police has been established in th<>

towns, and it was by this means, that, jn-t aa we \

entering Spain, Navarro (the Abd-cl /\<r</ f >r of Spain,

as lir has been eallnh. tin- worst of the race of re >hl

was captured by them, and met witli his merited I:

[pun, vol. i. p.

:TI> vnit in-L'd with some of his follcwcra into D of
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In every part of the country improvements of magni-
tude are n-uini;' forward bridges, mads canals, and

many other public uork^. The political rinds, or

principal civil magistrates of provinces srrm to 1.

brrn carefully selected for their ^ood sense, knoul.

of business, and moral principles and conduct.

The i;-overnment has moreover begun the great work

of reconciling Spain with the Holy See. God grant
that it may have done so on no narrow basis; but

that it may have resolved to treat on great, and

uenerous, and Catholic, principles. It was our in-

tention to have laid before our readers the great

question now agitating Spain, regarding the extent of

restoration of Church property. And it was further

our desire to justify what we have said of the schis-

matical tendencies of the late government. 13ut we

forbear, partly because we have already transgressed
the hounds of all discretion, in the length of this

article, and more still because the questions involved

in both matters have become delicately perplexed by
the state of the negotiations between Rome and Spain.

We fed that in the hands of the Sovereign Pontiff the

it interests of religion are safe, that not a tittle will

he surrendered of what justice or prudence demands,
while no harshness or unnecessary severity will be ex-

ercised. In the good intentions of government we are

wishful to confide. The names of several who form it

inspire hope. The destitution to which the cler-y is

abandoned pains our feelings, in common with e\vr\

!ia; going through the square late at night, he was challe'

by the municipal patrol; and bcini; elated with drink, he answered

his real name, lie was pursued, when turning round he fired, ami

killed one of the police. The others returned the tire, and broke

of his legs. He was thus taken, and next dav executed on :

of one of liis at roc;;
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other Catholic's ; but we will trust that its removal, by
the energy of ministers, will soon give evidence to the

world of the sincerity of their motives. We may then

return to these topics with lighter hearts and grateful

feelings. But, till then, we will invite all, who love

the peace of Israel, earnestly to pray for the shortening
of the heavy visitation, which has fallen on one of the

fairest portions of God's inheritance. Eor ourselves,

we have been glad thus to record our hopes ; hopes
that rest ultimately on those mercies which fail not.

There is too much good preserved, too much evil well

endured, for us not to hope ; there is too much faith

and too much charity in the people, too much zeal and

confessor-like patience in her clergy, too much holiness

in her cloistered virgins, too much apostolic firmness

in her episcopacy, for us to fear, that the Spirit of God
has passed away from poor Spain, or that she hath

been chastened with other than with the rod of children,

the forerunner ever of a more paternal care.

[It must be nearly useless to inform the readers of

these pages, that almost every augury expressed in the

foregoing article has been verified, almost every desire

fulfilled. The bishoprics have been filled up with men
of the highest order of merit. The Concordat between

the Holy See and the queen has provided for the re-

establishment of religious orders, for the continuation

of convents, by the permission to receive novices, and

for the maintenance of the clergy. This document

was considered of sufficient consequence to be printed

by order of one of our houses of Parliament, last year ;

and no doubt took many people by surprise all those

who believed that thirty years of what is called

"progress,'' must ha\c \\rakened the influence of the

papacy, and the Catholic faith, in Spain. Even while
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these lines are being \\rit1m, ihr ivst>r;itinn of the

house of Loyola to its lawful owners, the spiritual

children of him who draws his name from the to\\n,

gives a new pledge of the religious earnestness of

Spain's rulers: while almost every week 9660 D0tf

permissions issued to convents, to reopen their novi-

tiates. In fact, this essay on the Spain of 181 1 has

become an anachronism, and might have been sup-

pressed, were it not for its embodying facts which

may be forgotten, yet are worth preserving; and were

it not useful for churches, when restored to peace and

prosperity, to look back on the trials, the virtues, and

the constancy of those, who, by these perhaps, won
them their later blessings.

The following letter from a friend, who was in Spain
last year, will require no apology for its insertion.

" M. U. read ine one evening a letter he had just received from a

priest, a friend of his, who accompanied the new bishop to t lu-

ll uvannas. You know perhaps that this bishop was a country curate

in the mountains of Catalonia, and that he conceived the idea of

establishing at Barcelona a society for printing and circulating cheap

religious publications, which society has done avast deal ofgood. The

Irtter in question said that in the six weeks the bishop had been in the

island, he had brought about a change which was almost miraculous.

At the time he wrote there was a mission in the cathedral, where

between seventy and eighty confessors were occupied, without inter-

in is.sion, from daybreak until late at night; and that the day before

the bishop had been administering the Communion from 4 o'clock in

I lie morning until 2 P.M., with his own hands, and without retiring for

a moment.
" It is a pity you did not visit Valencia when you were in Spain ;

you would have seen things that would have delighted you. It would be

too long to detail some of them
;
but what would you say, for example,

to the Presulio, where 1,800 convicts, highwaymen, assassins, &c., are

kept, \\ithout one single soldier or turnkey to look after them, but

who are in such a state of discipline, by kindness, that the dm
has in many instances, by way of showing it to foreigners, sent higl

robbers by themselves, to take a sum of money to a place fifty or
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sixty miles off in their convict dress, and they have punctually re-

turned at the moment at which they were ordered to come back.
" There is an establishment called El Colegio del Patriarca, which

is very interesting, and in which the funciones de eglesia are per-

formed with such solemnity every day, that it is said, even in Rome
there is nothing to be compared to it. The patriarca (de Antioquia)

who founded it, and who was also the captain-general who expelled

the Moriscos, and whose fame is diminished by his having actod

cruelly towards them (a circumstance, it seems, which has prevented
his canonization on several occasions), was such a knowing one, that

the deeds of endowment are so cleverly drawn up, that when the

Church property was seized by Mendizabal, they could not get pos-

session of that of the college. As" if he had foreseen what has hap-

pened, he named sixty families his heirs, in case the country should

become Protestant, or an attempt should ever be made to wrest the

property from its destination. When M. attempted to seize it, thorn

were scores of individuals who put in their claims
;
and though a

commission of a dozen lawyers was appointed to examine the deeds,

they could not find the least flaw in them, and so the govurui

thought it was better to let the Colegio del Patriarca alone, as they
found (as old E. used to say), they would

' ket nothink by it.'"]
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IN the unceasing revolution of time, it is not sur-

prising that persons and events that have been rudely
crushed beneath its wheel, should after a while return

to light and honour. And it may afford some conso-

lation to observe, that those names which have been

^ubjcct to this depression and obscuration, when once

ored to their proper place, do not incur much

danger of losing it again. In no matter or part of his-

tory is this more true, than in the history of the Roman

pontiffs. The sense of justice winch characterizes the

present age will be proved to later times by its de-

cisions regarding them, better than by any other

historical judgments which it has pronounced and

recorded. It is not many years since the condemna-

tion of the entire line of apostolical succession in the

Pi 01 nan See, was a matter of course in every Protestant

work, theological, historical, philosophical, or moral,

which, directly or indirectly, could bring it within its

scope. There were no exceptions. The whole se,

was condensed into a single individuality, which under

the name of "the papacy/* was stigmatized with

\ tiling that was infamous, and anathema ti/ed with

TV thin^ that was execrable. Like to the tyrant's

wish, that the Roman people had only one neck, that

so he min'ht enjoy the concentrated /est of cruelty, in

a
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smiting it, was the purpose of Protestant assailants ;

who truly gave unity to the idea of the headship of

the Church, that so they might strike it with a single

blow. At length the dark mass of error and calumny,
accumulated through ages, broke, and admitted the

light. First, partial exceptions began to be made,
certain popes were culled out from the number in-

volved in wholesale condemnation : one was praised
as an encourager of learning ; another as an advocate

of ecclesiastical liberty ; and so by degrees, till a long
succession of pontiffs received the tardy justice of an

historical vindication. The progress from Roscoe's

Life of Leo the Tenth, through Voight, Hurter, and

Hock, to Ranke, is a literary fact too recent, and too

often described in these pages, to need more than a

passing allusion.

Were we desired to assign a cause for this change
in the feelings and direction of historians, we should

be inclined to attribute much to the noble character

of several recent pontiffs, whose lives broke down
much prejudice against their order ; not because they
were better or wiser than their predecessors, but be-

cause the guidance of divine Providence brought for-

ward their characters more prominently before the

face of Europe, than theirs who had preceded them.

Benedict XIV. was a man of higher attainments, and

of no less virtue, than the sixth or seventh Pius.

There is no doubt that had he, or any other pope of

the last century, been placed in (heir trying circum-

stances, he would have exhibited equal linnnoss, re-

signation, and Christian heroism. Opportunity
not allowed to him, as it was to them, and lie lli

fore remains known by hi< \\orks rather than by

deeds; the delight of the theologian, the oracle of the

bishop, the admiration of the learned ; but compara-
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tively without a place or name in history. The noble-

hearted Braschi and the meek (

1

hi;iranionti \\<

into ruder times
;
the late of older pontiff uas allotted

them. The former had to renew the ancient contest

between the supremacy and the empire; not.

merly, with the open and avowed hostility of feudal

malship, but in the iield, more slippery and less

glorious, of diplomatic contention. That legislati\e

tyrant Joseph II. knew how to injure the Church

and its liberties better than Henry II. But it only
rded an opportunity for the display of a new class

of virtues, in that see which had ever been fruitful in

their production. The same pope found himself in-

volved in a contest with a republic, unlike indeed the

republics of ancient Italy, in which a rooted attach-

ment to the Catholic religion was never destroyed by
temporary hostility, but with one which assailed him
in rampant infidelity ; which aimed at the desecration

of what was holy, through hatred of holiness. Every
new aggression of this destructive power, justly deemed
the public enemy, was matter of interest to Europe;
and the wanton treatment of a venerable pontiff, whose

unsullied life, amiable manners, and grey hairs claimed

universal esteem and reverence, could not fail to con-

ciliate sympathy towards the sufferer, mingled with

ration of his oppressors. Pius VI. died, like

Gregory VII. ,
in exile. His successor had to continue

the struggle, under a more violent, but not less cral'ty,

form; he was at times almost circumvented by the

wiles of his imperial enemy, at times almost beaten

down by hardships and insult ; but the spirit of his race

triumphed equally over both
;
the meek courage of the

pontiff was a full mat eh for the power of the modern
Attila : his upright humility baffled the policy of

his oppressors. It was the captive dove,

\\ '2
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at bay and foiling, at once, the falcon and the

serpent.

We think that we may truly repeat, that down to

this time, a majority of Protestants had never attached

any idea of individuality to the name of pope. Their

notion seemed to be that of an entity perpetuated
under a variety of indefinite names, through generation
after generation (Clements, Innocents, and Benedicts

succeeding each othe^r, no one knew how),
a

living in

almost inaccessible grandeur in a terrible place called

the Vatican, round which perpetual thunders growled
to keep off all intruders ; approached only with genu-

flexions, prostrations, and almost worship; ever en-

throned, and with a triple crown upon its head,

occupied all day in mysterious conclave, with scarlet,

wide-hatted cardinals, upon bulls, indulgences, and

excommunications. We will not add the grosser fic-

tions of popular bigotry, but we believe, that many
well-informed persons did a few years ago entertain,

and that perhaps some very respectable ones do as

entertain, an idea as definite, as sensible, and as liberal

of the pope, be he who he may as we have described.

But when Pius VII., stripped of all outward orna-

ments, torn from his own dominions, an exile and

a prisoner, became known to Europe, his personal

character, so pure, so holy, yet so noble and magna-
nimous ; so unbending yet so forgiving ; so lofty yet
so mild;

b softened the hearts of many, if it did not

turn them, and made them begin to distinguish in

It was a common and often-repeated question of his late mai-

William IV. to such Catholics as approached him,
"
Pray \\

name of the present po
b AVhen Pius VII. \v:ia in prison, a nobleman was o

the em per him if there was anything he uante<;

lie to darn my cassock with."
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their minds, the man from the dignity \\liicli he

adorned, and to know thai popes ha\e characters and

virtues, and Christian perfection, even beyond most
other men.

do not think that we are wrong in this
8]

lation, tliat by the events to which we have cursorily

alluded, an interest was excited in the public mind, a

power of individualizing generated, regarding the papal

authority and its possessors, of a different character

from \\liat before was common. We believe that many
were led to compare the certain virtues of these later

pon (ill's Avith the conduct of their predecessors under

similar circumstances; and that the selection made of

14-017 VII., Sylvester II., and Innocent III., as

subjects of special biography and high commendation

by Protestant historians, may be attributed, at L

in part, to the renewal in later times of the contest

between imperial and papal power, the rcynle and

'tjii -<'/<>, and to the attention thus directed towards

similar struggles in a former period. Catholics have

been grateful, obsequiously grateful, for this slow-

footed, lagging justice, towards their ancient eccle-

; ieal heroes. Nay, it has been but a lame justice
after all, and yet has it been humbly acknowledged.
The loftiest, truest view of the character and conduct

of the popes has often been overlooked; the divine

instinct which animated them, the immortal destiny
allotted to them, the heavenly cause confided to them,

the superhuman aid which strengthened them, could

he appreciated but by a Catholic mind, and are

too dly excluded from Protestant histories, or

are transformed into corresponding human capacit
or polieies, or energies, or virtues. Then, there are

few of the vindicators of these ancient popes who do

not contrive to give a savour to their writings, of the
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olden leaven, some acrid or bitter relish, in the form
of strong protestations, or harsh declarations against

popery, which set one's teeth on edge, when feasting

upon the treat afforded us by our new friends. The
fault we know is ours ; the vindication of our fathers

in the spirit should have come from us ; it should not

have been left to the condescension of adversaries. As
it is, we will accept it, not without humiliation ; but

we will not bow our back to any blows they may think

proper to inflict.

We have already enumerated the ancient pontiffs,

who in late years have found vindicators among Pro-

testants. There is one upon whom none has yet taken

compassion, whom none has attempted to rescue from

the mass of general reprobation. Boniface VIII., to

whom we allude, has scarcely ever found a good word,

even among modern Catholic writers ; he is generally

reckoned among the wicked popes ; he is represented

as ambitious, haughty, tyrannical, unforgiving, and

unrelenting, and at the same time as cunning, deceitful,

treacherous, and base. There is not an action of his

pontificate, from his accession to his death, that has

not been censured as the result of a crime, or as

inspired by some unworthy motive. Now, when we con-

sider how he was one of those pontiffs who particularly

stood up for the prerogatives of his see, against the

rival power of princes, that almost all the charges

against him arise from political contests, and that at

his death he left his enemies triumphant, and with all

the power to injure his memory in their hands, we may
naturally be inclined to believe, t hat the obloquy which

yet remains upon his memory is of the same character

iiat which has IXMMI suerrssiully wiped off from tin 1

names of other pontiffs, by the industry of modern

writ
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In fact, tin 1

injurious attaeks upon this ])ontiir com-

menced during his life, and h; \\ repeated in

\ age till the present. \Ve will not speak of the

infamous libels drawn up in France by William of

I, his capital enemy, and by others who had
felt the \\eightof his pontifical severity. But unfor-

tunately others, whom political feelings arrayed in

habitual hostility to the ecclesiastical power, whenever

it came in conflict with the secular, helped to invent,

or to propagate, false or exaggerated views of his

proceedings, and of his character. In one respect,

Boniface \vas indeed unfortunate, in having the poets

among his enemies. Era Jacopone da Todi, whose

virtues, on the other hand, attracted the veneration of

his contemporaries, has poured out all the bitterness

of his nervous satire upon him. But still more, the

author of the Divina Commedia has contributed to

render the memory of this pontiff most unjustly
hateful. The Ghibelline poet could not think of

sparing so decided a Guelph. Hence he scruples not

to call him "the prince of modern Pharisees/
' c and

" the high-priest, whom evil take." d
St. Peter is made

to call him an usurper, and to charge him with blood-

shed and crime ;

c and a place is represented as prepared
for him, among those condemned to hell for simony/
We need hardly mention Protestant Church historians,

such as the Centuriators or Mosheim, or many civil

historians, like Gibbon, Hallam, and Sismondi, who
vie with each other in repeating the same tales con-

i ing this great pontiff, copying one another, without

c " Lo princine doi nuovi farisci." Inf. xxvii. 85.
d "

II gran jnvto a cui nial pivmhi." Ib. 68.
6 "

Quogli che usurpa in terra il luogo mio,

II luogo mio, il luogo mio die vaca." Parad. xxvii. 22
f Inf. in.
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taking the trouble to verify the statements, or to weigh
the judgments, of those who have preceded them. Of
these neglects we shall see some specimens in the

course of our present inquiry.

Accustomed, as we have been, to read and hear so

much to the disadvantage of this pope, we naturally

required some cause, however slight, to turn our

attention towards a more particular examination of

such grievous charges. The pencil of Giotto must
claim the merit, such as it is. The portrait of Boniface

by him, in the Lateran Basilica, so different in|cha-

racter from the representations of modern history,

awakened in our minds a peculiar interest regarding

him, and led us to the examination of several popular

assertions, affecting his moral and ecclesiastical con-

duct. He soon appeared to us in a new light ; as

a pontiff who began his reign with most glorious pro-

mise, and closed it amidst sad calamities ; who devoted,

through it all, the energies of a great mind, cultivated

by profound learning, and matured by long expe-
rience in the most delicate ecclesiastical affairs, to the

attainment of a truly noble end ; and who, throughout
his career, displayed many great virtues, and could

plead in extenuation of his faults, the convulsed state

of public affairs, the rudeness of his times, and the

faithless, violent character of many among those with

whom lie had to deal. These circumstances, working

upon a mind naturally upright and inllexible, led to a

sternness of manner and a severity of conduct, \vh

when, viewed through the feelings of modern times,

may appear extreme, and almost unjustifiable. But
after studying the conduct of this great pope, after

robing through the pa ires of his most hostile his-

torians, \\e ;nv satisfied that this is the only point on

which even a plausible charge can be brought
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him; a charge \\hirh has heen inucli e\ ted,

and which the considerations just enumerated niu-t

sufficiently repel, or in -real part extent]

To give an idea of the summary manner in \\hich

3 dealt \vilh, \ve will quote the aee()unt ol'

him -iven in the little manual at the head of our

article.

r Nicholas IV., a pom- hermit, humble, timid, and ignorant,

d, in 12!) I, to the chair of St. Peter, under the nan.

V. Hi* elertion was the effect of a sudden burst of reli-

whieh sei/ed the College of Cardinals
; although

te had never In-fore shown themselves more ready to

ilt religion than poliey. Celestine V. maintained himself only
\ months on the throne; all his sanctity could not an

r his incapacity; and the Cardinal Benedict Cajetan, who

.ailed him to abdicate, \\as elected pope in his place, under the

name of Boniface V 1 1 1 . Boniface, able, expert, intriguing, and un-

'uld have restored the authority of the Holy See, which,

during the latter pontificates, had been continually sinking, if the

violence of his character, his ungovernable pride, and his transports
of pas.sion, had not continually thwarted his policy. He endeavoured

at first t< augment the power of the Guelphs by the aid of France
;

he afterwards engaged in a violent quarrel with the family of Colonna,

whom he would willingly have exterminated; and finally, taking
offence against Philip le Bel, he treated him with as much haughti-

ness, as if he had been the lowest of his vassals. Insulted, and .

by tlu; French prince, in his palace of Anagni, on the 7th of

mber, l:>o:i, Boniface died a few weeks afterwards of rage and

humiliation." P. 106.

This is only an abridgment of what Sismondi has

written in his larger Histori/ of the Kalinit '/tc/iublics ;

and consequently to this work will we look for the

manner in which this severe judgment is supposed to

ported. Considering the immense number of au-

thors, eon temporary or nearly so, who have related tin 4

actions of this pope, considering still more the valuable

authentic documents belonging to his ivigu, which

have been published in different works, it cannot he for
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want of materials that an erroneous estimate is

obtained. It is undoubtedly true, that among the

former class of evidence, there is directly conflicting

testimony to be found. But then the lowest degree
of candour which we have a right to exact from an

historian, is information to that effect. We expect to

be told that there is a very different narrative of events

from the one selected, and that it comes from autho-

rities whose value has been scrupulously weighed. We
desire to be directed to the place where these may be

found and examined, that so we may form our own

judgment on the matter. The historian who should

give us Herodotus' s account of Cyrus, and never allude

to Xenophon's, would certainly be reproached for want

of fairness towards his readers. It is moreover true,

that some accounts come from the pen of decided

friends and partisans of Boniface; but the others

come from as decided enemies and hearty haters ; and

can it be just to take all that these assert, without

once qualifying their narrative by reference to the

other side? And is not this still more grievous,

when the adversaries profess to speak from hearsay or

common rumour ; and the friends were eye-witnesses,

and honest men? But what if there be impartial

writers, who are as ready to speak against, as for, the

conduct of the pope ; ought not they at least to h;

been sometimes referred to ?

Then, as to the second class of evidence documents

of the times, official papers, decrees, or processes the

omission of their use must surely he unpardonable in

an historian, especially when they serve to clear up
doubts, as to whether a favourable or an unfavourable

view should be pnTrnvd, of characters or events. "Yet

we shall have occasion to see how sadly all these means

<>f ascertaining the truth have been neglected or
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by our modern historians, and a one-sided

\ie\v taken, upon evidence 4 worse than doubtful, i.

certainly less Hum true.

I. The attacks upon Boniface's character comni

with his very accession to the papacy. In order to

understand how this is, it may be useful to premise a

brie!' historical sketch.

Pope Nicholas IV. died on Good-Friday, in the year
liM):?. There was considerable difference among the

cardinals in conclave, which led to a vacancy of the

Apostolic See, of two years and three months. At the

end of tliis period, all singularly agreed in the nomi-

nation and election of a saintly hermit living in the

wilds of the Abruzzi, of the name of Peter, whose
surname is variously given by contemporary writers,'

;

//'/ro, DC Mitrrone, T>e Moronc, or Morono. His

tion took place at Perugia, on the 7th of June,
1291. His reign was of short duration. Instead of

at once going to Rome, he wrote to the cardinals, that,

on account of the summer heat, he was unequal to a

long journey ; and, having made his solemn entry
into Aquila, he proceeded to Naples. There, after a

fe\\ months, he resigned the papacy, on the feast of

St. Lucy, December 13, and was on Christmas eve

succeeded by Cardinal Benedict, of the Gaetani or

Cajetani family, who took the name of Boniface VIII.

This is the subject of our present inquiry.
His enemies do not wait to see him quietly seated

in the chair of St. Peter, before they begin their as-

saults upon his character. The resignation of Celes-

tine is attributed to his arts; and the means supposed
to ha\ been taken by him to secure his own elevation,

are reinvented as most base. Mosheim takes the first

point quite for granted. "Hence it was," he writes,

"that -e\era l of the cardinals, and particularly ECHO-
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diet Cajetan, advised him to abdicate the papacy which

he had accepted with such reluctance ; and they had

the pleasure of seeing their advice followed with the

utmost docility.''
g But Sismondi enters more fully

into details, and gives implicit credit to all that Boni-

face's bitterest enemies ever asserted upon the subject.

The following is his account of the conduct of the

cardinal, during the brief pontificate of Celestine :

"II y en avait un parmi eux [the cardinals], Benoit

Caietan d'Anagni, qui avait soin d'exciter leurs mur-

mures, et d'accroitre a leurs yeux le danger que courait

la Chre'tiente. Get homme n'avait point d'e'gaux en

adresse et en dissimulation : il avait su, en menie

temps, flatter les cardinaux, qui le regardaienl comme
le soutien des prerogatives de leur college, et dominer

1'esprit de Celestin, qui n'agissait que d'apres ses in-

structions, et qui peut-etre n'avait commis tant de

fautes que parceque son perfide directeur voulait le

rendre odieux et ridicule." After stating that the

cardinal offered his services to Charles II. of ]S;i|

if he would procure him the papacy, our author thus

continues :
" Ensuite il ne s'occupe plus que du soin

de persuader a C61estin d'abdiquer une dignite pour

laf[iielle il n'e'tait pas fait. Quelques-uns assm

qu'avec un portevoix, il lui en fit descendre Tor

comme du ciel. Independamment de cette ruse, il

avait mille moyens encore de determiner cet lion

Dimple et timide, dont il alarma la conscience."
1

For all this detailed account the historian quotes no

authority ; but simply refers for the story of the

taking-trumpet to Ferrettus Yieenthms the n

ailer, on every occasion, of the pope's eha-

8 Er v,l. ii. (182<',.

juibliques ItiilirmiL'S ilu MoytMi

81.
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racier. The e :on, "a '." with which

tin's fable is introduced In Sisniondi, and tli-

1 in the note to LVrretius, would lead one naturally

^uppose that he, amonu' other historians, vou<

for the Tact. The present tense indicates existing
historians. Vet it is not so : that writer himself only

i as a report ; "fernnl cl'mm" Any historian

ht to have hecn ashamed to put such a charge, in

ii a manner, upon such evidence. But this is not

the worst. Not only do all the sound evidences of

contemporary history contradict this paltry story, hut

the entire history of Celestine' s abdication in Ferretti

is so grossly at variance with every other document,
and so plainly untenable, that with the exception of it,

and the abusive insinuations against Boniface's charac-

Sismondi has not ventured to follow him here, as

elsewhi -hall see he has done. Ferretti tells us,

for instance, that Celestine suddenly and unexpectedly
made his abjuration before the cardinals, and then ran

away the same day to Apulia : whereas lie was quietly
at Naples, and did homage when Boniface was elected,

ten days later. lie then relates how Cardinal Bene-

dict cajoled the cardinals and the king of Naples, and

had himself appointed nominator of the new pope ;

and so elected himself. Sismondi without a word

quietly rejects all this, and contents himself with say-

in^, that lie was chosen by the unanimous suffrages of

all the cardinals. So much for the authority of Ferret t i

(((present so much for the fairness of M. Sismondi,
in referring to authorities. Of this, too, more anon.

The first question which may reasonably be asked,

rdinal Cajetan use any unfair arts to ind

Pope Celestine to resign?" The second is; "If he

used legitimate means, was he not fully justified in

doing so?" AVe premise, that what Sismondi
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regarding the pope's being purposely misled by Cardi-

nal Benedict, is a pure conjecture or invention of his

own. We proceed therefore to answer our queries.

1. We say, then, that the most accredited writers of

the times do not warrant us in attributing the resig-

nation to this cardinal, or at least, to him more than

others, or otherwise than as the organ of the general

opinion. Ptolomseus Lucensis, the confessor of St.

Thomas Aquinas, who exhibits no partiality for Boni-

face, gives the history as an eye-witness. He tells us,

in general terms, that in consequence of the pope's

conduct, the Sacred College suggested to him to resign,

that grievous mischief might be avoided. " Hoc igitur

percipientes quidam de collegia jam incipiunt querelari,

et Ecclesiae fluctuationem attendere, ac etiam eidem

pontifici insinuare sub praetextu suse sanctitatis, quan-
tum sibi periculum imminebat Vadens igitur

illuc to [Naples] multum stimnlatur al aUquibu-s

cardinalibus quod papatui cedat, quia Ecclesia Ro-

mana sub ipso periclitabatur, et sub eo confundebatur :

quibus stimulis concitatur Sanctus Pater." 1

Again:
"Hoc autem non obstante, adlmc aliijtii cordite

mordaciter infestant, quod in periculum animae suas

papatum detinebat, propter inconvenientia et rn,

quae sequebaiitur ex suo regimine."
1

Another contemporary historian, and cvrn oyo-wit-

1 Ptol. Luc. Hist. Eccles. np. Murat. Rcrum Italic-arum Script.

torn. xi. lib. xxiv. c. 22, p. 1200.
k Ibid. cap. 23. Raynaldus, in his continuation of Baronius, qu

a passage from this chapter, which does not occur in the publ;

work. jMuratori was its first editor. In this passage Cardinal

Cajetan is mentioned by name. It is as follows: "Dominus B
dictua rum ali . rsnadet ut ofii(

quia proptor snam fimplicit;f

ipli,s;r-pins di\

in rrgiini:
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- of the transactions of the papal court, .James

Cardinal of St. George in Yelabm, known also by the

name of Stephanesius, has left us a loni* poem, with a

prose introduction, on the resignation of Celestine,

and another on the coronation of Boniface, lie tells

us, in his Introduction, that what he wrote he kne\v,

had seen, and touched with his own hands; for he

thus speaks of himself :

"
Scito, qui noscere desideras,

hunc quidem [esse] qui ex veridica re, veluti pncsens,

videns, ministrans, palpans, et audiens, notusque pon-
tiliei ( ;elestino] quin pontificibus carus, impactam

:it metrisque refudit historiam." 1

Moreover,

cardinal shows himself particularly attached to

Celestine while living, and devout to him after death,

as he composed the prayers and responsories for his

office. His prose account of Celestine' s resignation
TV brief. It is as follows :

"
Against the will and

dissuasions of some, and particularly of the brethren

of his institute [the Celestine monks founded by

him,] and in spite of their opposition, so soon as he

learnt that he might, he showred that he was willing

to resign. For in the month of December, on the

least of St. Lucy, virgin, when the report of his abdi-

on had died away, he resigned the honours and

burthens of the papacy into the hands of the Sacred

College. This resignation, the senate of cardinals,

nisheil at so wonderful an event, received with

great veneration, and shedding many tears."
11 But in

his poem he goes much more into particulars. He
tells us, therefore, that Celestine, conscious of his own

incapacity, and finding himself unable to retire, as he

desired, into an artificial solitude in his palace, be^an

and with tears, to consider, whether ho mi^ht

1 K. I. s. bom, iii, p.

P. 615. Sec the office, p. 668. n
Il>. p.
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not put an end to his anxieties, by retiring from the

dignity which caused them. This, he tells us, he learnt

from Celestine himself, after his resignation. While

meditating upon this scheme, he took up a little book,

in which he used to find some instruction during his

eremitical life, being, by the description, a collection

of principles of canon law, adapted for religious men.
p

In this he found that a person holding office was at

liberty, for just reasons, to resign it
;
and arguing

upon these premises, concluded that he ought to enjoy
the same right. One objection alone presented itself :

every one else could resign into his superior's hands,

but the pope had no superior. To solve this difficulty,

he called in the advice of a friend.q
Perhaps this

friend was Cardinal Cajetan ; in fact this seems to us

most probable. Now he, upon being interrogated, first

objected to the pope's proposal, and attempted to

dissuade him, against his own conviction of the ex-

pediency of abdication.
1 He then added, that if there

Vita? S. Caelestini V. lib. iii. cap. iii. p. 638.
" Cesserat angustum regalis culminis aulae

In latus, et meditans sibimet lacrymabilis inquit,

(Ut nos viva Patris docuit far)."

The author's own gloss adds :

"
Scilicet auctorem operis : ncim ore-

trnus sili ilijcit qua sequuntur, post cessionem tamen."

P " Juris nonnulla docens, excepta lubore

Arteve prudentum." P. 638.

1 " Sed jubct acciri eoram, cui futur, amicum." The gloss :

ille quern Cfplestinus consulebat." Ibid.

r "
Tile tamen cautus mentem simulare mi'u'it :

Cur, Pater, his opus est ? -a in

:erit? Optatis obsiste -Ibid.

A critical humour baft come o1
->\, thon<:

;

sage rat sufticiently classical

we will e'en indulge in it. The verse iininedialrly following t

words is tli us jjiven by Muratori:
"

II; r.- pnctri- t'lindata, Patrr. .Miranda per orb-
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suilieient cau^e, lie no douht ro///*/ resign hi*

"That N ennimh," ihe holy poiuiU' ivpli< d ;

iiHieiency of the eaiisr / ;nn the proper

jud He then called .-mother counsellor,' :md

ived the same assurance. His mind wa

ie
ii]>. Xow, taking i( for granted that the IViend

called in hy Celestine \\ as Cardinal Cajetan, how dif-

ferent is this narrative, hy an eye-witness, from the

statements of M. Sismondi and others! We learn

that the pope was the first to think of resignation;
and this tact our poet assures us he had from the

pope's own mouth
; and he relates the circumstance of

the hook, not mentioned by other historians, one

most natural, and unlike a mere invention. Then

linal Benedict is called in, and, instead of urging
him forward, concealing his own thoughts (which we

willingly u'rant were in favour of resignation), en-

Tho meaning of this is anything but clear. However, it happens
tin- third word is a c>njtrtural emendation for funda, which,

inking no more sense than the substituted word, left the

short of a syllable. But Kubeus (John Boss), in his "Boni-

iac'ins \ "III.," Ix'UiM-, IGol, quotes the passage from another mami-

>r no doubt correctly:
"
\\Kcprceterfienda Pater." Though the

word is rrrtuinly not classical, it makes both sense and metre
;
and

any oin- acquainted with the cursive character of that day, will easily

understand \\o\\- Jicnda could be turned into funda, and so suggest the

of Papebroke's emendation. But what are we to make of

rest of I he line ? Nothing, we fear, unless we take a liberty

iitor has had to take with more than twenty places in

haplrr. For the text of this poem is most corrupt. We pro-

pose, therefore, to read

I her pneterfienda, Pater veneraiule per orbcm."

\vord which we amend would be written veerande, and in the

r of the age would easily be altered into the present

ing.
- Vocat inde alium quo firmius esset

Consilium. Firmabat idem. Gaudebat anhelus

I'n sbyter altipotens, staturns in corde rolatum." P. '

s N
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deavours to dissuade him, but gives such information

as confirms the mind of the pontiff; who, however,

seeks further advice. Whatever, therefore, may have

been the sentiments of Cardinal Cajetan, as to the

propriety of the pope's resignation (which, we have no

hesitation in saying, ought to have been in its favour),

there is no appearance here of the base arts by
which he is asserted to have raised the idea in Celes-

tine' s mind. And surely the statements of one who
relates what he saw himself, or, where he speaks of

another's motives and acts, what he heard from his

mouth, deserved some notice at least even if only to

warn readers that there was such a narrative.

Another contemporary writer confirms one part of

Cardinal James's account, that Benedict endeavoured

to dissuade Celestine from resigning. Blessed JEgidius

Colonna, the disciple of St. Thomas Aquinas, and the

particular friend of Pope Celestine and of Philip of

France, in his work De Eenuntiatione Papce, writes :

"
Comprobari posse ex pluribus nunc viventibus, Do-

minurn Bonifacium Papam VIII., tune in Minoribus

agentem, et cardinalem tune existentem persuasisse

Domino Caelestino, quod non renuntlaret ; quia suffi-

ciebat collegio, quod nomen suae sanctitatis iuvocaretur

super eos, et pluribus audientibus hoc factum fuit.
t>J

If it be said, that so far we have only the testimony
of friends, we may ask, in reply, Is not the testimony
of friends on the spot, at least as good a^ that of

enemies at a distance? But we will remove this diffi-

culty, by giving that of one who cannot be suspected
of partiality for Boniface, and \vh<> yet had the most

satisfactory means of information. AYc allude to the

anonymous author of St. Celcstine's life, preserved in

MS. in the secret archives of the Vatican, to which a

.p.
xxiii.
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(

.>

ivfriviHv is m:id.' b\ lluhnis.
'

but which

have diligently transcribed, \\ith reference 1o this

matter. The title <>!' the work runs tliu //>// cfe

/'////<7, conversations ejus \C<BleM*\ qua <y
///>/"///

I ,svr//Mv7 </t>r(t/t'N. Throughout bis work the

author shows bimself intimately acquainted with tin*

movements and thoughts of Celestine, to such an

extent, that we must suppose him to have been one

of his intimate companions. He thus relates 1.1 IP

circumstances of his resignation. "Adveniente vero

qvadragesima S. Martini papa ille sanctus decrevit

solus manere et oration! vacare, feceratque sibi cellam

ligneam intra cameram fieri, et cepit in eadem solus

ma uere, sicut ante facere consueverat." This con-

struction of a cell in the palace is mentioned by
Cardinal Stephanesius,

x

Vegius,
y and other writers;

the first of whom complains of Celestine' s hiding him-

self in it from the duties of his station. His disciple

thus proceeds :
" Et sic eodem ibi permanente, ccpit

cogitare de onere quod portdbat, et quo modo posset
illnd abjicere absque periculo et discrimine suce anima.

Ad hos 8UO8 cogitatns advocavit iinnui sagnrissu)inw

fifqiie probatissimum cardinalem tune temporis Domi-

nunt JJenedictum, qui ut hoc audivit gavisus fist

nimium, et respondit ei dicens quod posset libere, et

dedit eidem exemplum aliquorum pontificum, qualiter

olim renuntiaverunt. Hoc illo audito q?fod posset

}>}n(h<l tib<>i'<> renmit'uire, ita in hoc fintnirit cor

<inod ttn'l/tts ilium fib illo potuil rcinnr<>re"

the individual friend and disciple of Celestine con-

firms all that we have learnt from other contemporary
writers : first, that his resignation was not suggested

by Cardinal Benedict, still less procured by un-

Bonif. VITT. p. 13. Ubi sup. p. 638.

\pnd Rub. p. 11.
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worthy arts, but was the result of his own reflections ;

secondly, that Cardinal Benedict was called in by him
as his counsellor, and only answered him with regard
to his right to resign. The allusion, in the passage

just quoted, to previous cases of resignation is ex-

plained by the constitution which he published on the

subject,
2 and which his successor included in the sixth

book of Decretals,* as well as by St. Antoninus, to refer

to the supposed resignation of Pope Clement I. in

favour of St. Linus. Our biographer then proceeds to

give the account of a procession which took place,

upon a rumour of this intention of the pope's getting

abroad. Of this likewise we have an account from

Cardinal Stephanesius, and another still more detailed

from Ptolema3us Lucensis, who tells us that he was in

it.
b

Many bishops, and all the clergy, at the king's

desire, he tells us, were there. Arrived at the Castel

Nuovo, where the pope resided,
" we called out," he

continues,
" in the usual form, for his blessing." The

pope, out of respect for the procession, came to the

* We will give the account of this Constitution in the quaint

phrase of Paolino di Piero, in his
"
Cronica," published by Muratori,

R. I. S., torn. ii. p. 48.
" In quello anno quello Celestino Papa ando a Xapoli : c daddovero

egli era uomo molto santo e religiose e di buona vita, e lo Re Carlo li

fere grande onore, e ricevettelo graziosamente. Questo feze una nuova

Decretale di nuovo, che mai infino a lui uon era essuta. rh<

ogne Papa d' allora innanzi potesse rinunziare il Papal o per utilita

dell' anima sua
;
e quando egli ebbe questo decreto fatto e fermo, ed

approvato per li suoi compagni ..... in prcsrn/.a dri rardinali si

drpuoso il maiito, e riium/.io la Signoria e '1 Papato, e fecene fare

*
Cap. Quouiam de Rcnunciat \ntuiiiii.ap. Kavnald. ad an.

1295, torn. iv. p. 155, ed. M
b "

Quod rum
i

set rex rt cirrus, maiulat fieri pr.

Moncm a inaj' mi, riii
j.

;

-

ii ego
(

MI
"

II. I-], ubi sup. p. 1LMH.
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window with three bishops. After the papal hene-

dietion, one of the hishops of tlie procession eame

forward, and in a loud trumpet -\<ier (voce altis*

/7
/tt/jcli), so tluit all in the square heard him, en-

treated him not to resign. lie replied, through one of

his attendant bishops, that he would not do so, unl<^s

further reasons ur^ed his conscience. Whereupon
the bishop intoned the Te Jh'tim, "in the name <f

the king and kingdom." After relating this event,

Celestine's anonymous biographer thus continues :

"Audiens et videns idem papa tantam pietatem om-
nium qui aderant, distulit illam voluntatem : sc<l

ito conccpto tmiKji'dHi >vw.y.sv7, ncc Jletib"*, nee

s, nee etiam rogamuiibu-s ; sed coiiticuit ad

tenipus fere octo diebus, ut non molestaretur, et sic

per istarn suiferentiani omnes credebant ilium ab ipso

penituisse proposito. Sed infra octo dies,
d convocavit

ad se isturn quern prajdiximus Cardinalem Dominum
J5enedictum, et fecit se doceri et scribi totam renun-

tiationem, qualiter et quo modo facere debebat. )Je Thus
we have a perfect accordance between all persons on

the spot, and persons who in two instances had the

account from Celestlne himself, completely at variance

with that which Sismondi prefers.

But this true view of Celestiiie's resignation is

further confirmed on every side. Even Villani does

not suppose Boniface to have been the first to suggest

it, but makes him come in, after Celestine has himself

conceived the idea/ Nay, strange to say, Terrell i ol'

1 bid.

1 This again agivrs with Ptolcmv's account, that the pn>c<

took place about the feast of St. Nicholas, the (iih >f IV.-.-mluT; the

_: nation took place on the 13th.
e Cod. Aivhiv. Vat. Ann. xii. cap. i. No. 1.

1 "
Quest i Ik'iuMk'tto (Juataui il'Alagna) si ini>c il'inan/.i

al santo padre scntfiiJo eh' egli /lia. di rinunciare il pa.
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Vicenza, Sismondi's best ally, agrees in this same

view.8 Amalric Augerius, a bitter foe to Boniface,

does not hint at his having a hand in the resignation,

but attributes it entirely to Celestine's own feelings.
11

Other authorities will be given later, but there is one

which we cannot forbear quoting. It is that of Pe-

trarch, who may justly be placed as a set-off to the

accusations of Dante. In his book, De Vita Solitaria,

he censures the poet for attributing the resignation
of St. Peter Celestine to baseness or cowardice ; and

proves at length the noble and sublime character of

the act. He then proceeds : "I return to Celestine,

whose joyful and spontaneous descent, showed how

painful and unwilling his ascent had been. / //

heard persons who saw it, relate, that he fled with

such joy, bearing in his eyes and on his brow such

marks of spiritual gladness, when he retired from the

consistory now restored to himself and free, that he

seemed as though he had withdrawn, not merely his

shoulder from a mild yoke, but his neck from the fatal

axe; and that his countenance was radiant with an

angelic brightness.
1 "

Such then is, we may say, the unanimous testimony
of all who had immediate opportunities of knowing
the facts. All concur in freeing Celestine's successor

from any suspicion of having forced him, by any un-

worthy arts, into a resignation. There are, however,

one or two minor points in Sismondi's narrative which

deserve animadversion, as further evidences of his

diccndoli che facesse una nuova decretale," Ac. Istorie Florentine,

lib. viii. <;. 5, torn, iv., Milan, 1802, p. 11.

* Ubi sup. p. 966.

h "Item quod cum ipse Caelestiuus po <*um non

esse idoneum ad regendum hujusmodi papatum .... idcirco," Ac.

Vitrc Romai!. 'u. ni. part ii.
j.

l:;i.

' De Vita Solitaria, lib. ii. sec. iii. cap. 18.
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unfairness. He telN us that Boniface first tried to

gain the favour of the king of Naples, by making him

the most unbounded offers of service, if lie would pro-

cure him the papacy; and that, having deceived the

kin^
1 into a promise of his friends' votes, he be^an to

employ his arts upon Celestine to induce him to re-

sign. Now surely, independent of the untruth of the

latter portion of this statement, the whole story at

once strikes one as incredible. Cardinal Benedict and

Charles were, according to Sismondi, declared enemies,

owing to a severe reproof given by the former to the

latter, on his interfering in matters of the conclave at

Perugia.
k At the same time Celestine was the king's

subject and devoted friend, had granted him everything
he had asked for, and had even, to please him, trans-

ferred the papal court to Naples. Charles, according
to M. Sismondi,

" had acquired the greatest influence

over the mind of Celestine."
1

Now, we ask, is it

credible that this Cardinal Cajetan, whom Sismondi

represents as the haughtiest and most unbending, in

his arrogance, of men, would have condescended to

court the favour of his enemy ? Or is it not still less

credible that he, who was at the same time the most

wary, or as his enemies would say, the most astute of

statesmen, would think of applying to such an enemy,
to assist him in removing from power, to make place
for himself, one whose mind that enemy ruled, and of

\\liose friendship he was sure? But this is not the

worst. The only historian who records the interview

between Cardinal Benedict and Charles, adopted by
Sismondi, is Giovanni Villani, and to him the modern
historian refers as his authority ; but mark in. what

manner ! The Florentine puts the conference after

k Ptolem. Luccns. ubi sup. cap. xxxi. p. 1200
; Sismondi, p. 81.

1

Page 79.
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Celestine's resignation, when the king's influence over

his mind could be of no further avail, and when he

might be supposed ready to listen to overtures, from

one so likely to be his successor. But Sismondi makes

no difficulty in adopting the story, but arbitrarily

changing its date, and placing it anterior to the resig-

nation. This, of course, materially affects the character

of Boniface. For, to have solicited suffrages for the

vacant papacy would not have borne the same stamp
of baseness, as to do so before removing its occupier.

For this change Sismondi gives two reasons. First,
"

it is not likely the cardinal would urge the pope to

resign, till he had secured his own succession." We
have seen that the resignation was not the result of

any such malicious plot as this supposes; we L

seen how improbable such a course as this attempt to

gain Charles was, in such a man as Boniface. " It is

not likely," must be taken with the additional salvo of
" in the fictitious character of this pope, wherewith it

has pleased Sismondi to amuse his readers." Secondly,
an interview after the resignation

" was not possible,

because the cardinals were then rigidly shut up in

conclave.""1 Even this is not correct. The cardinals

did not go into conclave till ten days after the resigna-

tion, and only remained in it one day ; for at the iirsl

meeting they elected Boniface." But if M. Sismondi

will have it that Villani's account cannot be ph.

after the papal chair had been vacated, to which we

willingly accede, though not for his two reasons,

have no hesitation in saying that it could not h

taken place before that event. For, from the account.

m
Page 82, i

n "
isso bis quino luminc Pha-bi

ciaudun:

\ I 1 !.:.<:
Nip, ;
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already quoted, of I'tolcmy of Lucea, an eye-witn-

\\e sec that Kiui; Charles sent a procession of hish

and clerin on the <>th <>f December to entreat ('destine

not to resign. And his faithful disciple and companion
I rex us. that between this time and the eve of his

resignation, he peri'ectly concealed his intention. llo\s

can \\e reconcile this anxiety ol' the king, to prevent

the vacancy of the see, with a plot to dispossess its

ipier ;
or how can his understanding with Bonif

be consistent with total ignorance, to the end, of any
intention on Cclestino's part to resign? But further

than this, Cardinal Stephanesius, an eye-witness,
informs us, that Charles showed himself bitterly

disappointed at the election of Boniface, which was

completely contrary to his expectations. Such is

^1 . Sismondi's way of using his author! t

As we are on this subject, we may as well mention

another instance of this practice of our historian. As
a proof of Boniface's arrogance, he relates a well-

known tale, of the archbishop of Genoa, Porchetto

Spinola, presenting himself for ashes on Ash-AVed-

-day, and the pope's violently throwing the ashes

into his eyes, exclaiming,
" Memento quia Ghibcllinus

et cum Ghibellinis tuis in pulverem reverteris."

this story authorities are not wanting. For in-

stance, George Stella, in his Genoese Annals, relates

But Sismondi prefers referring his readers to a

better-known name; to wit, the learned Muratori, who

could not be supposed to sanction the talc, so injurious

Ca roll sp\s cc})t a pivcaudo
it. niisi'raiilo Deo. Sunt ista ivlatu

a, quod ct patri nee non sibi pra'stita noaccns

.Muiiera ab Kcek-sia, vultu.s a\rrtit et ora."

De Elect. Bonif. ubi sup. p.
(5 1_

i' (ieuruii .^ii'llii- Aimaloi (.Iciunjiiat's, lib. ii. K. 1. S. toiu. xvii.

p.
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to the character of the pope, without being convinced

of its truths "Would the reader expect that Muratori,
in the place referred to, rejects it as a fable? Yet
so it is !

r

2. We come now to our second query: "If Car-

dinal Benedict used legitimate means to induce the

pope to resign, was he not fully justified in doing
so?"

"We have shown that this cardinal used no unfair

arts to bring about the resignation of Celestine ; but

we fully admit that when called in to give his advice,

he followed, in the first instance, the natural impulse
of any honourable mind, by endeavouring to calm the

pope's uneasiness, and dissuade him ; but afterwards

showed him that it was in his power to lay down his

burthen. Moreover, we have no difficulty in admit-

ting, that his own views were (with those of the Sacred

College) in favour of the resignation. For attributing
a particular ambition to him beyond others, in his

sentiments and motives, we have only the warrant of

the fact, that he was Celestine's successor. "Whoever

gains by another's loss will be surely suspected, by his

enemies, of having procured this. The inference is

not correct ; but, unfortunately, in a corrupt world, it

is natural. "We do not pretend to pry into Boniface's

heart : we do not maintain him to have been exempt
from those secret and lurking feelings, which subtlety
seek for self, under the cover of public good. But two

tilings strike us as worthy of remark. First, if Cardi-

nal Cajetan was so deeply ambitious, and so cl<

withal, as to set his heart upon the papacy while in

a Page 136, note (1).
r " Yrrmn hoc fubulam sapit." Pra-tat. in Chron. ,1.

torn, ii. p. 3.
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another's possession, and resolve upon the unheard-of

expedient of forcing him to resign, and to be able in a

days to secure himself the pri/e, when it had to be

won in spite of the king's personal hostility, and with

a college of cardinals just "swamped," to use the

modern phrase, by an irregular ereation of Neapolitan
and IVeneh cardinals, how comes it that he made no

nipt to gain the object of his ambition before

Celestine's election, when all were wearied with a

two years' vacancy, when there had been no quarrel
with Charles,- and when the Roman party had com-

plete preponderance in conclave ? Secondly; how are

to account for the immediateness of his election,

and the unanimity of the suffrages, but on the suppo-
sition that his talents, learning, and other qualities,

le him recognised by all his brethren, as the fittest

for the sublime post of supreme pontiff. And if so,

why either, on the one hand, attribute to the worst

motives what may have been the natural consequence
of obvious causes, or why, on the other hand, treat a

man as more than usually ambitious nay, as basely

so, if he did feel that passion, which few men are

without, though far his inferiors in abilities, in

it ion, and in prospects? In other words, why
ibute to fraud and intrigue the rise of a man of

first-rate talents above his inferiors, as though this

was not a usual event, the result of a constant

social law
;

or why make that man a monster who
feels his superiority, and tries to exercise it? Not
that, supposing this to be Boniface's case, we wish to

justify it: for the humility which, with the sublimest

talent^, serks the lowest place, is the true character-

istic of a fit holder of the highest. But we are not

viim
1 to make him out a saint we are only striv
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to vindicate him from foul imputation. Let us, there-

fore, even grant that he was ambitious
;
our only con-

clusion must be, that he was, like ourselves, a frail

and peccable man.

But to return to our question ; we will content our-

selves with giving the account of St. Celestine's pro-

ceedings during his short pontificate, extracted chiefly

from contemporary authors. Thus writes James, arch-

bishop of Genoa, at that time. After telling us that

Celestine created at once twelve cardinals "in the

fulness of his power," and then one more, contrary to

all forms and usages,
" in the fulness of his sim-

plicity/' he proceeds:
" Dabat enim dignitates. pncla-

turas, officia et beneficia, in quibus non sequel mtur

curiae consuetudineni, sed potius quorunidai

onem, et suarn rudem simplicitatem. Multa quoque
alia faciebat, in quibus non sequebatur prax-cdentiuni

patrum vestigia, nee eorum statuta. Et quamvis non

ex malitia, sed ex quadani simplicitate hsec faceret,

tamen in magnum ecclesiac prejudicium redundabant.

Quocirca ipse videns suam insufficientiam et ine \prri
-

cntiam, salubri ductus consilio, constitutionem fecit,"

&c. 9 The cardinal of St. George enumerates these and

other evils. He compelled the monks of Monti 4 Casino

to put on the habit of his own order ; he created in

one day twelve cardinals
;

seven French, not one

belonging to the papal state.' He telU us that the

entire list was made out by Charles ; that on the day

preceding the nomination, no one knew of the in-

Chronic. Jannensc, II. 1. >
! I 'ran nu>

nearly In . ('hronie. ill. p. 7'-l~>. He allri'

'iati"n. IN ; part to i

iioniiulli ivf'rnmt.''

* To this, in no >:nall |.ar:
; the tra:,

Papal .-H-C iiiniK liiatrU
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tended creation, which uas <|iiite unexpected. A^ain,

he \\ rites,

"O quani multiplicefl imlorta potentiu I'M;

Kdidit, indiil^riis, doiiaiis, lari.-u> (

|u.-

.\t<|tir \acaturas roM.vdrns at.pu; ttlCaXlfe

Another grievance (in which we do not auree \\ith

the cardinal) was his reviving the severe constitution

of Gregory X., respecting inclosure in conclave, which

his successor Boniface confirmed. Ptolemacus Lu-

censis, who, as we before said, was no friend of

Ronif ace's, thus describes Celestine's administration,
after having passed a high eulogium on his virtue:

However, lie was often deceived by his officers, with

regard to favours granted, of which he could have no

cogni/anee, as well through the powerlessness of old

(for he was in a state of decrepitude), as through
hi^ inexperience of government, with regard to frauds

and the tricks of men, in which the curials are much
rersed. 1 Fence the same favours were found to have

been granted to two, or three, or more persons, even

on blank but sealed parchments."
x

The Miln.itcse Annals thus speak of him :
" Plura

alia t'aciebat quse in magnum scandalum Ecclesioe re-

dundnbant. Qui videns suam insufficientiam decre-

tnin edidit et post pauca papatui renunciavit." y

It would bo easy to multiply testimonies; but these

will suffice, to prove the unfitness of Celestine for the

sublime olliee and dignity to which he had been raised,

entirely through the i'aino of bis virtue, fitter for a

desert than for the Apostolic See, by persons who had

11 t'lu sup. p.

x I'bi sup. p. 1200. The last clause, wt- suppose, moans tliat l.is

seal was pnu-uivd by his officers for blank drols, \\bich they fraudu-

lently filled up.

\ nalefl .Mcdi'i:ui. I\. 1. S. t.nn. \\i. p
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never seen him, and, with the exception of the cardi-

nal who proposed him, and who died before the pope's

coronation, knew nothing of his qualifications heyond
the austere holiness of his life.

There are two points which we must briefly touch

upon, because they confute some erroneous views of

modern historians. One is the grievous thraldom

which he nearly brought upon the Church, by trans-

ferring the residence of the Roman court to Naples,
at the instigation of Charles, and creating cardinals to

any amount which the king chose, showing himself

in every way his subject. This was indeed a serious

evil, and one to warrant his advisers in recommending
him to resign a power, which he could so easily be

induced to sacrifice, or rather to betray. But at the

same time, what a confutation we have here of Sis-

mondi's most unsupported and most unwarrantable

insinuation, that Celestine probably committed so

many mistakes, only because his perfidious adviser

purposely led him into them! Can we ima^in

prudent and sagacious man, like Boniface, trying to

dispossess another of power, by advising him to

strengthen the arm and influence of his own enemies ?

Had Boniface, who was a decided Roman in every

respect, guided Celestine in everything, from the

beginning, as Sismondi would have us hel

he would have induced him to go to Rome, and not to

Naples; he would have filled \\ith

his own friends, and not with the subjects an

tures of the party hostile to him. The second
j>

is, that Celestine threatened -reat mischief to religion

by the liberality \\ith which he ,1 spiritual

favours, particularly indulgences. Hence, alm-t the

very I'nM act of Boniface was to recall one i iple

-ion of this character, in lav \ he church
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of our Lady de Colliniadio, near At|iiila,' and to sus-

pend all other such grants, till further examined/

Now let us hear Moshcim tell us, thai u the austerity
<>f iiis manners, which was a tacit reproach upon the

corruption of the Roman court, and more especially

upon the luxury of the cardinals, rendered him ex-

tremely disagreeable to a degenerate and licentious

clergy ; and this dislike was so heightened by the

whole course of his administration (which showed that

he had more at heart the reformation and purity of

the Church, than the increase of its opulence and the

propagation of its authority), that he was almost

universally considered unworthy of the pontificate."
b

This is really too bad ! Not only is this description

void of the slightest contemporary authority, nay in

stark contradiction to every such authority, but it is in

direct opposition with the principles of the writer.

For surely, as a Lutheran, he could not consistently

hold the lavish concession of indulgences to be the

best way of advancing
" the reformation and purity

of the Church." Yet this liberality is particularly

characteristic of Celestine's government.
In conclusion of this portion of our subject, we will

quote Sismondi himself as sufficient authority for our

position, that Cardinal Benedict had sufficient grounds
for counselling Celestine to abdicate, if he used only

timate means for the purpose.
"
Bientot," he

writes,
" Celestin donna des preuves plus eclatantes

encore de son absolue incapacite pour gouverner

I'Eglise." Surely absolute incapacity for an office,

makes it matter of conscience to resign it. Hence the

1
Raynaldus observes that the grant was made quite in an unusual

form. Annal. ad an. 1294, p. 145.
*

a
Eegest. Bonif. VIII., in Aivh. Vat. Epp. 75 et 120.

b Ubi sup. p. :}0>7. c Ubi sup
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best friends of Celestine considered his resignation to

be the result of a divine inspiration, approved by
miracles, and by prophecy, through his announcing to

Benedict that he should succeed him. To avoid further

prolixity, we will only quote his anonymous friend and

biographer before referred to ; who having related the

miracles wrought in ratification of the abdication, thus

continues :
" Post haec collegerunt se cardinales ad

electionem alterius papse, et ille qui esse dehebat hie

vir sanctus [Celestine] pra?dixit et intimavit Domino
Thomae quern ipse fecerat cardinalem, et Domino Bone-

dicto qui fuit electus in papam. Electo igitur papa
illo videlicet quern pater sanctus prsedixerat, statim ad

ilium introivit, et ejus pedes osculatus est."
d

Every little circumstance connected with Boniface's

accession to the pontifical throne is made matter for

carping censure. Thus, when he rode in procession at

his coronation, a modern publication quotes it as a

proof of his pride, that two kings (Charles of Naples,
and his son, called the king of Hungary) walked by
his stirrups.

6 Now it so happens that Cclestine, whose

humility Protestant historians extol beyond their wont,

that so they may the better depress Boniface, though
he would only, on a similar occasion, ride on an

wns attended by the same princes ;

f who in fact rame

as feudatories of the Holy S u ell as to pay a

willing homage to the successor of St. Peter.8

It is not necessary to enter into a detailed expl

tion of Boniface's conduct toward

d Fol. 41. e K< viii.-'

f " Intumidus vilem Murro conscnulit asrllmn,

Begum tV;t-na manu dextra la'vaque

i'han. p. 634. See also RaynaM
* " Hi reges socia- volentes;

Juro tamc'ii
;
nan : vnssallus ab

i;

In frnduin Siculus." De com. Bonif. ib. p.
',
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The account in Sisniondi is indeed highly coloured,

hut it proves some important admissions. < )ne is, that

numl)ers of persons, especially in the Neajjolitan terri-

tories, would not admit the lawfulness ,,!' Oelesti]

resignation, but would continue to consider and 1i

him as pope.
h Another is, that lie was an easy tool in

the hands of any party, by means of which a schism

miu'ht have been raised in the Church an event not

ill improbable in the actual disposition of some

es
;
and in fact, attempted, as we shall see, by the

Colonnas and France.' Further, we see that the holy,

hut weak-minded man, under the advice of his friends,

repeatedly endeavoured to defeat the pope's plan of

having him in Rome, and several times escaped from

his conductors. The result was, that Boniface put him

in a place of safety, the castle of Fumone. Sismondi's

account leads us to suppose that the good old man was

treated with unnecessary rigour in his confinement.

This is not correct. A feudal tower in Italy at that

was certainly at best but a comfortless tenement,

h
Sismondi, p. 86.

1 Dante evidently expresses this feeling as a G-hibelline, when he

makes St. Peter call Boniface a usurper. George Stella, no friend of

Bonit'are'y, of whom he says,
" Alti cordis, iracundus et rigidus erat

idem Bonifacius
"

(inf. cit. p. 1020), thus gives the same reasons for

Boniface's proceedings as the authors quoted in the text:
"
Is autem, duin iter ageret, sui Redemptoris exemplo, sedens

nsello pergebat. Turn illico suimni pontificii pertfesum est : undo

quia ad haec se ut virum simplicem non sentiebat idoneum, ut ({iiidam

dicebant, vel quia cernebat amplius eremo posse mereri, const it nit ut

i*t qui simili casu forent, pontificalein possent scdem linqi.

Kam liquit i^itur . . . . ot elegit in solitudinem redire suet am. Ymim
rtus et scientificus valde Benedictus de Anagria [Bonifacius]

nuncupatuB Octavus .... iuhibuit ne discederet ipsum jub.
diro ail evitanda scandala, si a quibusdam idMn Ca-lcstinus iteriuu

haberetur in papam." Georgii Stella Annalos Gon. K. 1. S. t.nn. \\ ii.

p. 1026.

3 O
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and so far the confinement was rigorous. But we
must judge by the feelings of that age, and not by our

own. Ptolemy of Lucca thus writes :
" Sed Boni-

facius post ipsum nuntios seu veredarios transmittit ad

ipsum detinendum, et inventum ipsum reducunt, et in

custodia ponitur et tenetur, pro cavendo scandalo

Romanae Ecclesias, quia apud aliquos dubitabatur an

cedere potuisset, et sic poterat schisma in Ecclesia

generari. Tentus igitur in custodia von f/>'i</<*m //'/>,

honesta tamen, in castro ut dicunt Fumonis ....

moritur." k Giovanni Villani gives a similar account,

which we must needs give in his own rich and i

Italian, merely assuring the Cisalpine rrador, that

sense coincides very accurately with our last quotation,

respecting the motives which induced Boniface i<

cure the person of Celestine, and the character of his

"courteous custody." "Ma poi il suo successore

messer Benedetto Guatani detto di sopra, il quale fu

dopo lui chiamato Papa Bonifazio si dice e fu vrro.

che fece pigliare il detto Celestino alia montagnn di

santo Angelo . . . ove s' erra ridotto a fare pen it < MIX

chi disse che ne volea andare in Schiavonia ; e priva-

tamente nella rocca di Fumone in Campagna il few
tenere in cortese prigione, accio che lui vivendo non si

potesse opporre alia sua elezione, pero che molti Cris.

tiani teneano Celestino per diritto c Y<T<> papa, non

ostantela sua rinunzia, opponendo che s'i fat fa diirnitn

come il papato, per niuno decreto si potca rimm/i

e perche santo Clemente rifiutasse la ]>rima volta il

papato i fedeli il pur teneano per padre, e convrnnr

pure che poi fosse papa dopo santo Clcto." 1

The cardinal of St. Gcor-v LTOPS ovon furthor than

this; and asMiivs us that, on thr one hand, Bonil

and addrossod CVlostiiu* with kindnoss, and

k Ubi sup. p. 1202. l Ubi sup. p.
IL'
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ottered liiiu every comfort in tin* place chosen for his

custody; but thai the holy hermit declined any such

alleviation, and preferred leading a penitential and

eremitical liie in his prison. "Post aliquid spatii,

emndein (jnondam (\-elestinum, nd (lr;eci;e ivm

tendentem plagas, ut littoribus Vestise civitatis mriris

Adriatic! inventum forte comperit (quatenus orhis MM

Ecclesia^que discrimina vitaret) solemnioribus a

Siciliaeque Carolo II. rei^e transmissis nuntiis con-

sent ientem, Anagniam mcare facit, blande *w//>/7,

laudemque exliibuit acquiescent! Prsesulis monitis

iro Fumonis Campania* provincial morari. Ubi
ass net am sicut prius vitam agens eremiticam, nolens

/it.rioribfiJi (jit'ibus potcrat itli, .... mortem vitao com-

mutavit." ra In bis metrical account he is even more

explicit, but repeats the same account of the kind

reception given by Boniface, and the offers of every
comfort declined by Celestme."

Without once deigning to allude to these or ot hoi-

similar authorities, M. Sismondi, by way of justifying

tin 11 account which he gives of the severity of Celes-

tino's imprisonment, says in a note :
" Ce recit est tire

d'unc vie de Celestin V., par Pierre de Aliaco, cardinal,

son contemporain" It is not perhaps easy accurately
to define what degree of proximity in time constitutes

historical contemporaneousness. But we think that

our readers will hardly allow the term to be applied to

persons, one of whom was born fifty years after the

other's death. Now Celestme died in 129G, and

Cnrdinal Peter D'Ailly, or De Alliaco, was born in

1350, and took his degree in 1380. His life of Celes-

tme was therefore probably written nearly a hundred

years a ft IT his death, and its author could not have

either personal eo^ui/awo or direct testimony of eye-
m P. r.ir,. n p ,

o2
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witnesses, for a single fact in his narrative. Moreover,
he lived always in France, and belonged to the party
hostile to Boniface's memory the Gallican party.
But the authors whom we have quoted, but whom
the French historian does not allude to, were truly con-

temporaries, living at the time, in the place, and

having personal knowledge of facts. Why is the

former preferred ? Simply, we are bound to answer,
because he is unfavourable to Boniface ; because the

unfavourable view is more piquant, more romantic,

more highly flavoured for the palate of such readers

as historians like M. Sismondi cater for. Even Mr.
Hallam allows himself to be turned aside from true

historical dignity and impartiality, by the temptation
of such fare. For instance, he relates a story of

Boniface's appearing at the Jubilee clad in imperial

robes, and wearing a diadem on his head, adding the

caution, "if we may credit some historians," and

acknowledging in a note that he has " not observed

any good authority referred to for the fact." Yet he

says he is inclined to believe it, because "it is in the

character of Boniface!" Such, alas! is too often

modern history. The very historian whose duty it

is to hold the impartial balance between opinions,

admitting no weight into either scale, save sound

dence, is tempted to embrace an opinion, because in

harmony with a view of character which he has taken,

or formed upon the very evidence of such spurious
tales. The enemies of Boniface pronounced him proud,

haughty, and disdainful, beccn*' he did such acts as

this tale supposes. These are found untenable on 1

torical evidence, but the false character which they
have bestowed is no less kept up and then the fr.

themselves an* admitted upon it.

Europe <li;: .1. ii. p. IJUJ
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II. Hitherto \\e liavr jxvii eni:a<j;ed \\itli the com-

mencement <>!' Bonil'acrV pontificate. ( i ladl\ would

We transcribe for our readers the inaLrniliccnt decla-

ration oi' doctrine which he laid upon the hi<_rh altar

of St. IVter's basilica, on the day of his coronation.

Hut we must pass it hy, only referring such as \\ishto

see it, to the learned continuator of Baronius. 1
' To

him likewise we send such as wish to be fully in-

structed in the great puhlic transactions of Boniface's

pontificate. In the documents so carefully given by
him, they will find ample materials for correcting the

erroneous views too commonly given of the pope's
t reatment of other nations. They will find, for instance,

that the whole of his negotiations, and the exercise of

his influence and power were directed, not to the sow-

ing of dissensions, the excitement of feuds, or the

kindling of Avar; but to the pacification of Europe,
the succour of oppressed princes and prelates, and the

adjustment of differences between contending states.

He had not been many days upon the throne before he

at once turned his attention to the wants of every

part, from Sweden to Sicily and from Spain to Tartary.
The vigour displayed by him in all his measures, his

ell'orts to gain by mild persuasions, and, when these

Jailed, by energetic steps, appear in every page of

his /iV///.s/Vv, and may be traced in the documents

extracted from them by the diligence of Raynaldus.
We could hope to add but little to what he has col-

lected ; though we would willingly go into some of the

principal occurrences of the pontificate, especially the

transactions of Sicily. However, we have undertaken

to treat principally of the personal character and con-

duct of Boniface ; and we therefore hasten on to a

part of his life which has been more especially rnis-

P BuynaMus. loin. xiii. p. H'.l.
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represented ; we mean the contest between the pope
and the noble family of Colonna, his supposed perse-
cution of it, the destruction of their fortress and city

of Palestrina, the ancient Prseneste, and his consequent

sufferings and death.

We will introduce the subject by a concise but

candid analysis of Sismondi's narrative of the contest,

and then proceed to examine it by documentary
evidence, lie tells us, therefore, that the occasion on

Avhich Pope Boniface most betrayed the violence of his

character, was in this affair ; the events of which he

enumerates as follows :

1. There were in the Sacred College two cardinals

of the illustrious house of Colonna (Peter and James),
who had been opposed to the election of Boniface, and

only tricked into approving of it. He cites the au-

thority of Ferretti and Pipino. They were sufficiently

powerful to be able to manifest their discontent.

2. The enmity of Boniface probably drove them to

espouse the part of the kings of Sicily (Arragon) ; at

least this was the pretext seized by him for issuing a

violent decree against them, in which he deposed them
from their cardinalitial dignity.

3. The Colonnas answered this violent bull by a

manifesto, in which they declared that they did not

recognise Boniface for pope or head of the Church;
that Celestine had no right or will to abdicate, and

that the election of a successor during his lifetime

rily null and illegitimate.

1. Tli is manifesto increased the p<

lie confirmed his former sentence, and issued a decla-

ration of war against the Colonnas, in form of a cru-

sade. An army was sent, under the direction of tuo

Legates, and many oitififl helon-inir to the family \\

taken. I'alestrina, however, deiied their < fforfa
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5. Upon this, Boniface sent (" ue arc assured'*) for

the celebrated general Guido of Hontefeltro, now
become a 1'Yanciscan friar, to conic to the sici^c. "He
ordered him, by virtue of his vow of obedience, to

examine how the town might be reduced, promi-
him at the same time a plenary absolution for what-

ever he might do or advise contrary to his conscience.

( j i lido yielded to the solicitations of Boniface ; he ex-

amined the fortifications of Palestrina, and, discover-

ing no way of gaming possession of them by force',

returned to the pope, and begged of him to absolve

him still more expressly of every crime he had com-

mitted, or that he might commit in giving his advice;

and when he had secured that absolution, he said :
* I

see only one course; it is, to promise much and to

perform little.' After having thus advised perfidious

conduct, he returned to his convent."

6. Boniface, in consequence, offered to the besieged
most advantageous terms ; promised favour to the

Colonnas, if in three days they appeared before him.

The city was delivered up, but the perfidious counsel

was followed.

7. The Colonnas received secret warning, that, if

they appeared before Boniface, their lives would he

taken
; and they fled to distant countries. 11

\Vc really doubt whether history could match this

narrative in partial and unwarranted statements. We
\\ill examine it part by part.

First, then, the whole recital of the origin of the

differences between Boniface and the Colon nctsi (as

they are usually called) is quite erroneous. The two

cardinals did not oppose his election; neither were

they tricked into giving him their votes. Our grounds
for these assertions are the following : 1. The narra-

i r. 130,
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live of Ferrettus is a mere fable, the fiction of some

enemy, unsupported, or rather denied by sound t<

mony ; in fact, Sismondi has done no more than here

allude to it in general terms. 2. On the other hand,
in the instrument drawn up by the cardinals Colonna,
and forwarded to every part of Europe, containing
their reasons for disallowing Boniface's election and

right to the pontificate, though they vaguely hint at

unfair practices in procuring Celestine's abdication/

they never once allude to any irregularity in Boni-

face's election. Now had such a disgraceful trick hem

played upon the Colonnas, as Ferrettus's narrative

supposes, it would have cast serious doubts, at least in

an enemy's eye, upon the validity of the nomination.

This silence is surely of great weight. 3. Bonii

himself, on the other hand, in his reply to the Colonna

libel, declares that those very cardinals gave him their

votes in the usual form, by scrutiny :

" Nee possent

supradicta [acts acknowledging him for the true

pope] metu proponere se fecisse, qui nos in scrutinio,

more memoratse Ecclesiae cardinalium elegerant.

nominaverant eligendum in papam, quando de nol>is

timendum non erat."
8 Would Boniface have ventured

to assert this (which moreover they never contradicted.

either then or afterwards, in his process) to their i\>.-

if his election had been grossly irregular, and he had

not been chosen by suffrage, but had named him

pope ? 4. Cardinal Stephanesius informs us that

Celestine was chosen pope by so ////'//// and access

* The very way in which this document speaks of these reported

practices, confirms what we hav. '.\\<r thr- allega-
- on this subject. "Item, ex coqu<><l in n-nimiiutione ipsius in

les et doli . . . isse muld

nald. p. 227. Could enemies, who were <>n t
L,
fet no b

evidence, when wanted tor >\\\-\\ a purpo-.

Bon if. Bulla. ap. eumd.
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the usuiil modes the eiinlin.-ils hrin-j' wonderfull v

unanimous in their election.
1

5. Si . Antoniniiv

tells us that the t\vo cardinals Colonna \\ere

the first, to i^ive Uoniiace their \

2. Did tin 1

enmity of Honiiaee drive them to

]>art with the king of Arragon ? We ansuer that

Boniface showed no such enmity. Soon after his

election, he heeanie the i^uest of the family, tnt^tiiiLt

himself conlidcntly into their castle of Zagarolo, and

heini;- treated, as he himself acknowledges, with marked
kindness." AVc find also in the lleycsta of Boniface, in

the Vatican Archives, favours granted to them, in the

>nd year of his pontificate/ What then was the

origin of the feud, and on whose side did the fault lie ?

We answer, that its origin was twofold, and the hlame

entirely with the cardinals. According to Sismondi,
the contest was one between the pope and that noble

family; whereas the commencement was a family

quarrel, in which appeal was made to the pope.
Cardinal James Colonna had three brothers, Matthew,

Otho, and Landulf, who were co-heirs with him in the

vast possessions of the family. By an instrument

dated April 28, 1292, preserved in the Barberini

Archives, and published in an interesting, and an

important work, for this portion of history/ these

three gave lip the administration and possession of all

the estates to the cardinal ; with an understanding of

i "In summum pontificem scrutinio, accessioneque digit ur."-

P C.17. Yid. lib. i. cap. i. De elect. Bonif. p. 612.

11 Chronic, ad an. 1295, pa. iii. tit. 20.

x " Et post electionem ____ in castro tune ipsorum, quod Zagaroluin

(lii-itur, i't quod per die-turn Jacobum tune temporal tenebatur . . . .

hospitati tuL'rimus, coniidenter," &c. Bonif. ubi sup. p. 231.

> lvc^i->t. vol. ii. Xo. 442. "
Dispensat. Jacobo nato nubilijj viri

Pet. de Columna, clerico Romano."

i, Meraorie Preuestine. Rome, 1795, 4to.
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course that he was to administer for their joint benefit,

though without any obligation of rendering them an

account of his administration. The cardinal kept
entire possession, so as to leave his brothers in absolute

indigence/ Thereupon they appealed to the pope,
who justly enough took their part, and called in vain

upon their brother to do them justice. This is men-

tioned in the bull of deposition against the cardinal ;

but Sismondi never alludes to it. To read him, one

would imagine the Colonnas were every way innocent,

and the most wronged men on earth ; and Boniface

exclusively the tyrant. So far was Boniface's quarrel
from being against the entire Colonna family, that one

of the brothers, Landulf, was named by him a captain
in the expedition against Palestrina. b The second

source of strife was the one mentioned, with some

doubt, by Sismondi, the decided partisansliip shown

by the Colonnas for the house of Arragon, then at war

with the pope. Our historian would naturally lead

us to suppose, that Boniface's bull against them was

the first step taken in their case. Now, audi a He,

partern ; let us hear the pope's own statement. He
tells us that Frederick of Arragon had sent emissaries

into his dominions to stir up enmity to him, and that

tliry had met countenance and favour from the family
of Colonna, and had been aided and aiM-d by it

;

that he, according to the principles of the Holy ^

t \cr more prone to kindness and forgiveness than

to severity, now strove to gain them by addressing
them with fatherly kindness, now to juTsuadr them by

B " Considerantcs foiv indi^num, ut quibus do una substantia

c.ui
i)

"* successio, alii abundanter ailluant, ui tati*

', (jiios tauicn [the Cardinals] ralionilni.-, jirr-

cihii nn|uivimu3 cinol: - Bouif. Bull. ap. Kavn.

\|,. IVtniii, p. H9.
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words of charitable correction:' ;uul, these i'aili
1

held out to them severe threats; slioum^ them the

shaft pointed, before it was released from the bow.

lUit nothing availed, and the pope therefore proceeded
to demand, as a pledge of their fidelity, the custody of

their castles, a right constantly claimed by Heire lords,

when having reason to doubt their vassal's faith. This

they refused, and the pope had recourse to further

steps, but not at once.
d

3. The document from which we extract these public
declarations of Boniface's, is the one which Sismondi

calls a violent bull, and which he tells us they
answered by a manifesto denying the pope's title to

the papacy. He is as accurate as usual : the Colonna

manifesto was issued, within a few hours, at the same

c " Eos studuit (Apost. sedis benigna sinceritas) nunc paternse

K-nitatis dulcedine alloqui, nunc verbis charitativaj correctionis indu-

Bonif. Bull. ap. Rayn. p. 225.

d Boniface never alludes to an outrage said by many contempo-
raries to have been committed against him by Sciarra Colonua, in

waylaying and plundering the papal treasury. This silence may
i a sullicient denial of the fact; but we think it right to quote

some out of many authorities in favour of its correctness :

" Nam et ipse dicebat quod Stephanus [Sciarra] de Columna suuiu

tlu'saurum fuerat depraedatus : propter quod inter ipsum Bonifacium

et dictos Columnenses summa discordia extitit suscitata." Amal-

rieus, K. I. S. torn. iii. pt. ii. p. 435.
" In Roma i'u grandissima divisione e quistione e guerra tra Papa

Uuniuu'io VI II., e quei della Colonna, pcrocche i Colonnessi rubarono

un grandi^simo tesoro al detto papo." Cronica di Bologna, ib. torn,

xviii. p. 301.
- Kndrm anno Columnenses Eomani accesserunt et derobaverunt

:iuiu tlH'saurum auri et argenti Dno Pap;c Bonifacio." Chro-

nii-D! . ill. loin. \v.
[). .'Ml, most hostile to Bonit:uv.

iam tic C)lnmna inimicos habcbat, contra tjuos

it, i|iiia Stt'plianus dr C'olumna ipsius pap;e fuerat

tlu'sauruin." Georgii Stella; Anuales Genueuscs, lib. ii. ib. torn,

xviii. p. 1020.
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time as the bull; it probably had the advantage of

being the first out. But wo must fill up one or two

important omissions of M. Sismondi. One would na-

turally conclude from his narrative, that the denial

of the pope's rights was imagined by the Colonnas in

revenge or retort for the bull. Now let us look a

little at the chronology of events. Let the reader bear

in mind that this document abridged by Sismondi,

bears date the TENTH OF MAY, 1297. So open were

the declarations of the two cardinals, uncle and nephow,

against the validity of Boniface's election, before this

period, that on SATURDAY, THE FOURTH of that month,
the pope had sent John of Palestrina, one of his clerks

of the chamber, to Cardinal Peter Colonna, summon-

ing him to appear that very evening before him ;

because it was his wish to put the question to him,
in the presence of the other cardinals, whether or no

he held him to be true pope. The prelate convoyed
the message ; but the two cardinals, instead of obey-

ing, fled, with many of their family, that night, from

Rome. 6 This message the Colonnas themselves admit

to have been sent to them, in their libel or manifesto/

Where they concealed themselves at first is not known ;

but this is certain, that at daybreak on Tin: TENTH,

thoy were at Lunghe/za, a house belonging to the

Conti family, in company with tho apostolic writer

Giovanni da Gallicano, two friars minor, Deo*;

Rocci of Monte Prenestino, and the singular, and

afterwards most holy, Jacopone da Todi, and a not

of Palestrina, Domenico Leonardi, who, by their order,

e Pierre du I'UH. HiM^ir .irro du grand Difli'-rrnd < ;

Bonif. VIII. et Philip le Bel. Thuan. Append, torn. vii. p. ix.
j>

f " Diccndo seine utrum sitis papa, prout in mandate
;

si inandatuin diri del nag. .loatmem de I

rlcricum raiiiera- contin- <c." Ap. KavnaM. p. 228.
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wrote the manifesto, denying .Nominee to be pop.'.

\vh idi Sismondi speaks of as an ansurr 1o a hull

published at Rome, twelve miles oil', the same <la\,

and probably later in the day! This libel, as euiitem-

poraries justly call it, they sent in every direction,*

and even had ailixed to the doors, and plaeed on the

hiivh altar, of St. Peter's Church. 11 Is it a Bonder

that after this bold act of defiance against Bonil'a

power, both spiritual and temporal, he took up both

swords, and proclaimed war against his contumacious

cleriry and rebellious vassals ? His invitations to his

friends were obeyed; the neighbouring states sent him

troops/ or seized, like the people of Forli, the castles

belonging to his enemies ;

k and soon Palestriua alone

remained in their possession.

4. This city had been all along the stronghold of

* Bernanlus Guido thus writes of it:
" Deinde Domini Jacobus

< t 1 Virus de Columpna, patruus et nepos cardinales videntes contra

se motuin papam, libellum famosum conficiunt contra ipsum, quern

ad multas partes diriguut, asserentes in eodem ipsum non esse papani,

sed eolummodo Caelestinum. Unde citati a Bonif. Papa non duxe-

runt comparendum, et facti sunt contumaces." R. I. S. torn. iii.

p. 670. This would seem to allude to some libel even prior to the

summons through John of Palestrina. Amalricus Augerius thus

describes it :

" Jacobus patruus et Petrus ejus nepos de domo Columnensium

tune Ecclesia? Roman cardinales contra ipsum Bonifacium quendam
libellum famosum composuerunt, et ad plures et diversas partes ipsum

transmiserunt, et publicari fecerunt
;
asserentes in ipso libello dictum

Bonifaeium non esse papam, sed Cffilestinum Papani V., quern captum
detinebat." Ibid. p. 435.

h
Histoire, &c. ubi sup. p. 34.

For instance, Florence: "II commune di Fireuze vi mamlo in

ii^io del Papa scicento tra balestrieri e pavesari crociati con lo

sopransei^ne di-1 commune di Firenze." Giov. Villani, ubi sup. ;

Simon Jclla Tosa (Von. sub anno 12!)7. Orvieto likewise, as Maiu-nti

informs us, an.l Matelira, did the >ame. A p. Petrini, n. 148.

k Annales Foroliv. R. I. S. torn. xii. p. 171.
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the Colonnas, the nest in which all their treasons had

been hatched, the refuge to which they could floe in

security; Boniface, therefore, turned all his forces

against it. On this point we have no comment to

make.

5. But now comes the sad history of Guido of

Montefeltro. First, let us ask, what historical au-

thority there is for the tale of perfidy, which Sismondi

with great
" assurance

"
relates, of Guido's being at all

present at the siege, or giving any such advice ns ho

attributes to him ? He quotes, indeed, three voucl i

Dante, Ferrettus, and Pipino ;* virulent enemies of

the pope. Between the narratives of the two latter

there are glaring contradictions, one at least of which

we shall have occasion to see ; and Ferrettus, as Mura-

tori well observes, had no better voucher or guide for

this tale than the poet, whose very words he quo
Moreover, through the whole of his narrative about

Boniface, he evidently writes from hearsay and calum-

nious reports, using such expressions as "
they say,

it is reported ;" as the learned Italian critic ol

Nay it is, in truth, rather startling to find Sismondi

referring for his authorities to the pages of Muratori,

and never even hinting that their sagacious publisher
in both places rejects, as mere fictions and calumn

the very passages for which he refers. Thus he writes

on Ferrettus :
"
Quse hie habet Ferrettus do Boni-

facio VIII. et Guidone antea Montis Feretri Comite

pervulgata jam sunt; eadem enim paucis ante Ferret -

tum annis literis consignarat Dantes Alighorius. . . .

Sedprobroxi fayHsfaoinoris //"//"////

nemo probus velit. ... Ferrettus hrrc a satyrico p<

ambabus manibus excopit, qui]>]>r et is ad malrdi-

cendum pronus. A quo autem fonto hau<erit hie

^ 140.
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auctor universam ejusdem ])on1ificis historian!, con-

fnnn'liix Hhujuc <ic fxci/r nnilaHcd* C()ii(<'.rl<i,ii eonjimv

poteris, Lector [niiu'lit
lie imt be spi^kin^ in antici-

pation of a more modern work r|, al) illis vrrbis
<jii;e

aliquando intcrmiscet, dyudicant9ferwrf; ea si(juidem

procul dubio indicant ////Y//O.V /////// rn mores corrupt] a

/;//,/^s/.v, /// d'uuit, libellis Columnensium urbe depul-

sorum. Ceterum illustres ipsius virtutes, et proecluv

gesta enarrant cosevi scriptores apud Rainaldum, qucm
vide."

1" Yet this author, so characterized by Mural <>ri,

is the one Avhorn Sismondi implicitly follows, without

even i i it i m;iting to his readers that there exisis any
other account ! But did Guido of MonteteltTo cmur

to the siege, or give the perfidious advice attributed to

him by Dante? We sec many very strong reasons

for doubting, indeed, for totally denying it. Guido

of Montefeltro, whose posterity long ruled in Italy
witli honour, as dukes of Urbino, was renowned as a

general during his life, and in the early part of bis

career was a powerful enemy of the Church. In 1280

he was reconciled to the Holy See,
n and continued

faithful to it; till at length, weary of the world and

its vanities, he applied for permission to exchange his

helmet for the cowl, and his belt for the cord of the

humble St. Francis.

Father Wadding has given us the letter addr.

by Boniface to the Franciscan provincial of La Man -a,

in which he gives his consent to the pious desire,

which he considers manifestly coming from God. The
instrument is dated Anagni, July 23, 1296. In the

month of November following, he took the habit at

111 Noto t>. lYrrottus, ubi sup. p. OG9.
n Istoria Fioivntinn di Giiu'hctto Malospini, cap. ccxxviii. R 1

s

tom. viii. p. 1<M ">.

Annuls Minorum, torn. v. isl.
4

Ja, f'..l. :>!'.>.
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Ancona. This remarkable change of life could not

but powerfully strike those who witnessed it; and

accordingly we find it entered into almost every con-

temporary chronicle. But suppose that, after a time,

the friar had again been transformed into a soldier,

had once more returned to the camp, and superintended
the siege of Palestrina, is it not as probable, that so

strange an event would have been equally noticed?

And yet not one alludes to it. Wadding justly obser\

that the simple statement, by grave and competent

witnesses, that he persevered to his death in saintly

humility and unceasing prayer, is surely to be preferred
to the fictions of poets.

p No one, we imagine, will be

inclined to doubt the truth of this assertion, which

refers to the statement of Marianus, and James of

Perugia, a contemporary writer. We will content

ourselves with giving a few extracts more from such

authors, to strengthen his argument.
The Annals of Cesena thus speak of Guido :

" Mill-

mo. CCLXXXXVI die xvn Novembris, Guido Comes
Montis Peretri, Dux bellorum, Pratrum Minorum < M

ivligionem ingressus. Currente MCCXCVIII die Dedi-

cationis B. Michaelis in Civitate Anconre cst viaiu

universae carnis ingressus, et ibi sepultus."
q

llicobaldus of Perrara simply writes,
" Guido Comes

de M onteferetro quondam bellorum dux strenuus ab-

dicate sseculo Ordinem Minorum ingreditur, in quo
inoritur."

r And in another work lie writes of Inn

P "At domestic! tcstes, et serii scriptorea, tlicnit.-s lunninpni in

iii^ione et perpetua oratiom? ivlitpios \

(jiiain laudabilitcr obii> ivndi sunt poetarum commentationi-

bus.'
1

Ib. fol. 351.

i Animlcs Ca?S( '. I. S. toin. xiv. p. 1111. ]

ialc assigned by I-'. Waililinir, fnun Kub:i-us, t

dcatl).

r
Compilatio < Ib. ifin. i.v.

j^
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tli(Mi living:
;< Hoc lempnro (iuido eni Mntc-

foretro, Dux bellorum strennus, deposit is honnribus

uli, Minorum Ordinciu in^ressus rsl
,

ubi hodie

milital in castris B. l-Yaneisci."'

The l>oloi;nese Chronicles thus speak of him:

l :M)(>. D Oonte Guido di Montefeltro, nobileestrenuo

in i'atti (V anno .... abl)andonato il mondo, cnlro noil
1

Ordino doi J-Yati Minor!, dove 4 I'm) sua vita."
1

This silence of all chronicles on so extraordinary an

event, is certainly a powerful argument against the

rtions of sworn, adversaries at a considerable

distance* from tin 4 scene. Several other considerations

concur to make us still furl her disbelieve the latter.

First, their disagreement about important circum-

stances. Ferrettus, for instance, makes him actually

conic to the siege of Palestrina, and examine the

ilications, and pronounce thorn impregnable; and

then, as Sismondi follows him, ask, before giving

perfidious counsel, for absolution "
perpetrandi crimi-

nis."
11 On the other hand, Pipino tells us that he posi-

tively refused to come, on account of his age and his

religious vow, and therefore must have only sent tq

Boniface his base suggestion/ Now surely this discre-

pancy between the only two historians who relate the

y, upon so palpable and important a fact, as whether

Guido was or was not at the siege, and acted the part
of a general, is fatal to the whole narrative. Secondly,
the total absence of any document on the subject in

Boniface's J lowest a. l>y this name is understood the

Jnal transcript of all documents issued in a poj

Iniporat. il).
)>.

11!.

1 Croiii.M <li PM.L I 8, torn, xiv. p. 2H!'

u t'bi sup. p. !>7<>

x "
Qui cum consianlis>inu' rt-ou^arrt i.l s<- fartunira, 1

inundo ivmmti;i<sr, i-t
jai;: iiulii-viun, papa ivsj>..iulit." Aic.

Ibid. p. 711

I'
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reign, the collection of which compilations forms the

bulk of the papal archives. Those of Boniface consist

of immense volumes (one, we believe, to eacli year),
in which are beautifully written on vellum every letter,

rescript, or decree issued day by clay, divided into two

classes, the second of which is formed of what
called the Curial Letters. When we read the history
of Boniface's active life, and find that, notwithstanding
his constant changes of residence, every document is

entered in a fair hand, without an erasure or sign of

hurry, we are led to form an advantageous idea of the

order and regularity of his civil and ecclesiastical

administration. But then the total absence of any docu-

ment relating to a supposed transaction of his reign,
must be equivalent to a contradiction of its having
taken place.

To come to our present case ; we have found in the

second volume of his Regesta, Ep. 63, a letter by
which Conrad of Montefeltro citatur ad C is

summoned to Rome on business; and another in the

Curial Epistles (No. 2), in which Guido himself is

summoned to come to Rome by a certain day, that the

pope might consult with him on important ail

relative to the pacification of Italy. Again we ]

seen that the document exists (and it is in tin

Regesta), naming Landulf Colonna captain in the

expedition, and a similar one is there relative to

Matthew Colonna, who took a like part against his

family.
y Now is it credible that not a tr >uld

4, in this collection, or in any other part of thr

papal archives, of any second summons to (iuido,

either directly or through his religious superiors.

come to the camp, nor any appointment of him to hold

command or act as counsellor in the war? Yd it K

'>. iii. Ep. 598.
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even so. Not content with our own opportunities of

arch, we ventured to apply to 1lie obliging and

experienced prelect of the papal arelme-, \ (} \ r,\,

more minute examination made. The result the

learned prelate has not only kindly communicated to

US in pin-son, hut given to the world in an essay just

published. We extract the following, sullieient lor

our purpose :
" What shall I say of the advice sup-

posed to have been given by Guido of Montefeltro to

the same Boniface, on the siege of Palestrina, which

he refused to Undertake 1

, because, to succeed, it wa>

essary to commit a sin, from which, however,

.Boniface showed himself most ready to absolve him?
Tliis account is Dante's, a notorious Ghibelline. Re-

quested several times by the same person to search in

the Vatican archives, if any document could be there

found, bearing upon the circumstance: I can pledge

my honour that 1 have not found any such; a certain

proof that none exists. The letter, at least, by which

Boniface summoned Guido to come, ought to have

come under my eye ; but not even of this is there any
trace in the Vatican Regesta."

7 This absence of any
document in such a place is, we think, conclusive evi-

dence against the supposed occurrence. Lastly, we
consider the whole a fable, because we are satisfied

that no such perfidious course as the narrative sup-

poses, was pursued.
6. For, to come to the last part of Sismondi's

account of the Colonna contest, we deny that Boniface

red such terms a* are described, or that the cit\

was delivered to him under conditions which he vio-

lated, or that the Colonnas, warned that their live*-

were in danger, refused to come to him, but fled.

Before we proceed to the confutation of this account,
1
Diplomatic IVntitu-ia. R..n,r. 1M1.

j

p 2
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we must go a little back. After the publication of the

Colonna manifesto, the heads of the family remained

intrenched in Palestrina ; and, on the fourth of Sep-

tember, it was understood that hostilities would

commence. Upon this, the municipal authorities of

Rome held a solemn parliament in the Capitol, and

sent a deputation to Palestrina to induce the Coloni

to humble themselves before the pope, and make full

submission. They promised everything that was re-

quired, and the deputies then proceeded to BonilVnv at

Orvieto, and interceded for them. He yielded, and

promised to admit them to mercy, on condition of

their delivering up their castles and persons/ Inst

of this, they openly received into their walls, Fran-

cesco Crcscenzi and Nicola Pazzi, his avowed eneih

and, in addition, some emissaries of the kin-

Aragon, with whom he was at war. Then, and not

till then, first on the 18th of November, and again on

the 14th of December, he passed his final meas:

war.'
1

- This treaty or covenant cannot, of course, be

the one of which Sismondi speaks : but we b

thought it right to relate its history, to show 1

a After recounting the course pursued by the deputies, first in

regard to the Colonnas, then to himself, he thus proceeds:
*

igitur illius vices gerentes, qui mortem non fecit, nee deleetatur in

Horn-in virorum, et filios humiliter iwertentes sn:

recoguoscentes peccata ad pcenitentiam Hbenter adn;

schismaticis, hostibus atque rebellibus [here follow the con-

ditions] gremium non claudemus quin eos taliter redei:

misi-ricorditer et benigne traetrmus, quod sit grati.-

nobis et ipsi Eccle I nostris, et ipsius Kcelesi;e actii>

plum laudabile posteris ivlimpiannis."----.\pud IN-lrii

S. Angeli, p. 420. What a different idea of IJ.niifaee's eli:

us frmu ninderii lii>tori:ins' delineation of him!

Who, on ivadin^ the.- not believe that he would

acted mercifully?

vim. 1 17
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ehametrr <>!' those with \\hom Uonifaee had to deal,

and the nature of the content.

The city of Palest rina was vigorously he-ii-ired, and

as \ iuorously defended; the question is, WBS it at

length delivered up, under promises \\hieh were not

kept? We answer, certainly not: and liere our

proofs arc 4

,
to our minds, conclusive. In 1311, Cle-

ment V., al Avignon, consented to a process being in-

stituted against the memory of Boniface, by Pbilip of

! Vance, Nogarct, the Colonnas, and all his other

enemies. The preliminaries indicated anything but a

wish lo favour his predecessor. In the bull upon the

subject, Clement is full of commendation of the

king, and fully acquits him of any improper motives ;

while he orders all the letters and decrees against

France to be expunged from the Regesta. This was

0, as appears from their volumes; though fortu-

nately the friends of Boniface had copies of many
preserved. Pull liberty was likewise granted to any
one to bring forward accusations against him. The

Colonnas charged him with the very crime imputed to

him by Sismondi, of having received surrender of

their city and castles, under express compact,
"

/

lies personas" (Roman ambassadors or

deputies), that he should only plant his banner upon
the walls, leaving their custody in the hands of the

family. AVc have two answers to this charge : one a

compendious one, which we wrould gladly give at

length ;

c the other more detailed, put in by Cardinal

Francesco Gaetani, existing in a parchment in the

Vatiean archives. We will give the substance of the

replies, corroborating them with collateral evidence.

First, then, it is clear that no such compact was

made with the Colonnas, because they cast themsclve -

\p. IVtrini. p. 131.
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at the pope's feet and sued for mercy. Sismondi tells

us that, admonished of danger to their lives if they
came before the pope, after they had agreed to sur-

render the town, they fled, and did not venture near

him. Cardinal Cajetan states, that the Colonnas,

coming from Palestrina to Bieti, went dressed in black

and with cords round their necks, from the gates to

the pope's presence, and prostrated themselves at his

feet, one of them exclaiming :
" Peccavi pater in

ccelum et coram te, jam non sum dignus vocari films

tuus;" and the other adding : "Afflixisti nos propter
scelera nostra." Now for this account, which is in

flat contradiction to the one preferred by our historian,

the cardinal appeals to the cardinals and prelates there

present, and to the prince of Taranto, who was on the

spot and willing to bear witness/ This narrative is

confirmed by abundant testimony. Pipino gives it in

his own way. He tells us that they came to him as

above described, and that the pope,
"
spretis lacry-

mosis eorum confessionibus atque precibus, velut aspis

surda, non est misertus eorum." 6 But the latter

statement is contradicted by others, as well as Cardi-

nal Francis. A chronicle of Orvieto says, that they
were received " a B/omana curia cum letitia multa." 1

Villani, who asserts the town to have boon tivache-

rously taken possession of and destroyed, tells us, t

'the Colonnesi, clerks and lay, came to Kirti, and

1 1 irew themselves at tho pope's feet/ >>-]i()

pardoned them, and absolved tin

tKiin'x'otion"* Paolino de Piero, no friend of Boniface's,

3,
that llioy came f<> //, "whom th

graciously, and in a kind manner (///YMY/,

pardoni-d. and absolved iVor immni-

IVirini. til.i

u .,
:.

i
', !'

p
;
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eat ion
;

lltt'it /'(''< /'//* dt'xlroiii.'ii according to

compact."*

Secondly; when they came to Kieti, the city nrae

already in the pope's hands, his uvneral ha\in-'

possession of it. Is it likely that lie would, a Her this,

have contented himself \vitli only having his standard

there, or have entered into terms with his subdued

rebels?

Thirdly ; the cardinal denies that any such bulls,

as those asserted, existed or could be produced; as

none \\ere.

Fourthly; he contradicts the assertion that any
ambassadors or mediators were present, but only such

intercessors as the Colonnas had themselves brought.
.Fil'i lily ; he maintains, that there was no truth in

the assertion that the pope, after forgiving them, and

imposing a penance on Stephen Colonna, sent knights
after him to slay him.

Such is the evidence in favour of Boniface, of which

it is useless again to complain, that not the slightest

notice is taken, or hint given, by the historian of the

Italian Republics. But the cause of Boniface, from

whose "process,'' as it is called in the Vatican

archives, these documents arc extracted, was solemnly
mined and judged by the general Council of Vienne,

convoked and held in 1312, in great measure for that

purpose. The decision was entirely in his favour ; his

memory was discharged from the slightest imputation,
in the face of every hostile influence, ecclesiastical and

civil. He was charged with heresy, witchcraft, idola-

try, and disbelief. The proof of his idolatry was, that

he had his portrait engraven on some of his gifts to

churches ; therefore he wished it to be worshipped.

Of his disbelief in the real presence, that he turned

onica, K. I.s. torn, ii.
p
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his back on an altar while mass was celebrating. The
answer was, the abundance of tears with which he

celebrated the divine mysteries, and his splendid

presents to many altars !

i

III. We must now hasten to his closing scene, a

subject, no less than his opening one, of gross mis-

representation. On one point, indeed, all do him

justice, in his noble bearing and intrepidity, when
taken by his enemies. William of Nogaret, with a

French force, and Sciarra Colonna, who, like his

family, had long forgotten the pardon of Ilieti, with 11

band of retainers, made their way through tread

into Anagiii, the city so cherished and favoured by
Boniface. They ran through the streets shouting
"
Long live the king of Prance, and death to Boni-

face!" The people, panic-struck, offered no resist-

ance ; and the two bands having forced their way
into the palace, entered at different moments, and In-

different ways, the papal presence-chamber. In the

mean time Boniface had arrayed himself in full ponti-

fical vestments ; and, seated on his throne (or

sisinondi writes, kneeling before the altar), with a

crucifix in his hands,
k over which he hung, the vene-

rable old man calmly awaited the approach of his

enemies. The impetuous Sciarra, at the head of his

band, Avith his drawn sword outstretched for vein

rushed into the room, but stood on the threshold,

overawed and irresolute, before his lord. William of

Nogaret followed, with his party, and less abashed,

insultingly threatened to carry him oil' to Lvnn-. t<

1 Ka\i,;iM. c\ Proceasu, p. ". ad an, i-'U'J.

ut in Vill:mi, - 1 1'v 1'ipnio fcel]

liad in his hand a portion il' the tnirrro>s: and that, lik-

>|iiia \ol.,

marl \rium pi
:

'

I* 7 1"
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be deposed by a uvneral council. I Boniface replied with

a calm dignity, which abashed and bumbled the daring
Frenchman: ' Here is my head, here is my neck ; I

will patiently bear that I, a Catholic, and lawful

pout ill' and vicar of Christ, be condemned and dep-

loy the I'ataivui.
1 I desire to die for Christ's faith,

and his Church."" 1 This scene, which we only wonder
has never been chosen as the subject of the artist's

pencil, exhibits beyond almost any other in history,
the triumph of moral over brute force, the power of

mind, arrayed in true dignity of outward bearing,
over passion and injustice. Even Dante relented at

its contemplation, and indignantly sang of his enemy
entrar lo fiordaliso,

1] nel vicario suo Cristo csser catto.

iolo un nltra volta csser doriso
;

_rio rinnovellar I
1

aceto c '1 felc

E tra vivi ladroiii csscre anciso." n

After three days' captivity, the people, aroused from

their apathy, rescued him; and in a few days he was

conducted to Home; where, on the thirtieth day, he

died. That bis death may have been accelerated by
the shock and sufferings of his captivity is not won-

derful, considering that he was in his eighty-seventh

\ear, and that his high and sensitive mind would be

powerfully allected by the ingratitude of his subjects,
and the insults inflicted on him. But such a view

tat her had been punished 1'or heresv.

111 This \\as proved in his process. S;v Kavn. ubi sup.; Jxukeiis,

p. 214,
11 "

Entering Alagna, lo the ilcur-dc-lis,

And in his vicar, C'hrist a captive led!

him innekrd a second time; ai;ain

The \ ine^ar and L-all prmlured I

And Christ himself Hwixt living robhri-s slain."

Wrigkt'a Dante Pur into \\ 1
s

i
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would have aroused only our commiseration; and it-

was deemed expedient that the sympathies excited by
the scene of his capture, should be effaced by a spec-

tacle of another character. Sismondi, therefore, again
takes Ferrettus as his guide, and tells us that Boniface,

imprisoned in his apartments by the cardinal, fell into

a violent passion, turned out his faithful servant John

Campano, bolted the door, and after gnawing his staff,

dashed his head against the wall, so as to embrue his

grey hairs with blood, and then strangled himself with

the bed-clothes.

We suppose Sismondi was ashamed to follow Fer-

rettus to the extreme ; and therefore omitted that he

had gnawed his entire stick, a good long one, to bits

("baculum satis procerum dentibus conterit;" and

again: "baculo minutatim trito"); that he invoked

Beelzebub, though nobody was in the room, to hear

him, and that he was possessed by the devil.p These

things would have rather been questioned in France

of 1809 ; they are therefore prudently omitted, and

just as much taken of the narrative as makes a good
romance ; for romance it is from beginning to end.

At the foot of the page which M. Sismondi \

quoting, he had Muratori's point-blank declaration

that, the whole story is an unworthy lie (" indignum

mendacium"), and reference is mad* 4 to where a full

confutation was to be found. But to have made Boni-

face die in his bed, with the sacraments of the Church,

and like a good Christian, would have heen v< i

indeed, and would have spoiled all the point of the

melodrame, which M. Sismondi had made of his

history. Yet we i'rur we must In- content with this

less tragical, but more consoling, view of Umiiia'

<-nd. In his M
process" it \\as proved, thai, Kin^on

fSisin. p. 150. P Ubi sup. p. KX)8.
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his l)od through illness, "he, according to the usage of

the Unman pontiffs, reeited, and made profession of,

all the articles of faith in the presence of eight cardi-

nals, concerning which the letters are e\t;mt of our

brother Cardinal ( !entili;"
q and again, he is said

have professed in the presence of many cardinals, and

other honourable persons, that he had ever held the

Catholic faith, and wished to die in it."
r

Again Car-

dinal Stephanesius, an eye-witness, gives us the same

mnt, and assures us that his death was most

placid :

- " Christ odum redditur almns

Spiritus, et divi nescit jam judicis iram,

Sed mitem placidaiuquo patris, ceu credere fas est." 8

Surely, for the very honour of humanity, these au-

thentic accounts ought, at least, to have been alluded

to. But what are we to say to his dashing his head

against the wall, and his haggard and frightful looks

when dead, mentioned by Ferrettus ? who, moreo\

adds, that his corpse was buried in the earth, with a

marble placed over it ? Or of his hands and fingers

gnawed, as some write? 1 It pleased Divine Provi-

dence to give a striking confutation of these calumnies

in 1G05, exactly three hundred years after his death.

The chapel in the Vatican, which he had built for his

tomb, had to be taken down, and his body removed.

The tomb (a sarcophagus, not the earth) being opened,
his body was found almost completely incorrupt, with

a most placid expression ; so perfect, that the smallest

veins could be traced. It was carefully examined by
medical men, and a minute proces rerhul was drawn

-s, p. 37. Iliid. p. 131.

5 De Cauoniz. Ca-li-st. lib. i. cap. xi. lx. I. 5S. torn. iii. p. titio.

:uWlu' per piu si (lisso. di r;iM>ia. r niameaii'

maui."- Pa"lino !< Pioro. ul>i sup. p. 65.
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up by a notary of its condition, and of the gorgeous

pontifical robes in which it was attired. This may be

seen at full length in Rubicus." Now, it is certain

that nature does not cicatrize wounds after death ; and

yet not a trace could be found of any on the head :

the skin was entire ;
and as to the gnawed hands, they

were so beautiful,
" as to fill with admiration all who

saw them."

We may now draw to a close. We trust what we
have written may suffice to put readers on their guard

against the bold assertions of historians, on subj-

like these. We must not, however, omit one or two

remarks. Although the character of Boniface

certainly stern and inflexible, there is not a sign of its

having been cruel or revengeful. Through the whole

of his history, not an instance can be found of his

having punished a single enemy with death. When
he sent John of Palestrina to Cardinal Colonna, he

might as easily have sent a body of Ms guards, and

brought him by force into his presence. When the

Colonnas all came before him at Rieti, he had them

completely at his mercy ; yet he hurt them not. How,
th (MI, can Sismondi's insinuations stand, that lie in-

tended to put them to death? Again, lie fori:

(iuido of Montefeltro his many oii'ences, as he did

Ruggieri dell' Oria, another capital enemy of the

Church/ When he was ivturuinu- to Home, after his

liberation, in a triumph never before vritnes nli-

nal Stcphanesius tells us, that his principal enemy
'.eel by the people (Muratori supposes it to have 1

;! drip Ori;i IT:I molto stuto gran nrini<-<> <k']];i

t'liirsu < tlrl K.- Cark>, al quftle ft prego deQa reinft e di DPI

li I
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eillier Sciarra Coluimri, OT Nbgarel )j
;uul brought before

him, that In 1

min'lil deal \\\\\\ him as lie plen^ed : lie

freely pardoned him and let him go.
3 So, likewise, when

1'Ya Jaeopone fell into his hands, he dealt lenient ly

with him, and confined him, where others would h

treated the oifencc as capital. These example

for^ivingness and gentleness, to which we might add

others, ought surely to have due weight in estimating

the pope's character.

Moreover, we do not find in any writer, however

hostile to him, the slightest insinuation against his

moral conduct or character ; and this is not a little in

one who has heen more bitterly assailed than almost any
other pontiir. The charge of avarice 4

, which lias heen

often repeated, may well be met by the liberality dis-

played in his ecclesiastical endowments and presents,

cially in favour of St. Peter's Church. His justice

seems universally to have been acknowledged, llallam

attests the equity of his award between England and

IVancc." lie reconciled the republics of Genoa and

Venice ;
and all his negotiations between contending

powers were to bring about peace. Even his most

energetic transactions had this in view. Nearer home,

Florence, as Dino Compagni assures us, called him in

to decide, in its own differences, about compensation
to Giano della Bella ;

b and the Bolognese, as we learn

from Matthew de Griifonibus, sent three ambassadors

to him, and he was chosen arbitrator between them,

> I'bi sup. p. 459.
I See the beautiful history of this holy man (though in this part of

liis life led astray by mistaken zeal) in the tenth book of the delight-

ful Mores CutfioUci, p. -107. The preceding page gives an account of

(Juiilo of Montcfrltro.
a

Kin-opt- in tlu> Middle Ages, ubi sup.
II CronuM, lib. i. U. 1. S. torn. ix. p. 478.
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Ferrara, and Modena. c
Yelletri named him its Po-

desta, or chief governor ; Pisa voluntarily appointed
him ruler of the state, with an annual tribute ; and

when he sent a governor there, it was with orders to

swear to observe the laws of the place, and to spend
all his income upon it.

d In fine, Florence, Orvieto, and

Bologna, erected statues to him at a great expense,
in token of their obligations, and admiration. 6 Of his

literary acquirements we need not speak : no one has

disputed them; and the sixth book of Decretals

will attest them so long as Christ's undying Church

shall last.

c Memorial Historicum, ib. torn, xviii. p. 131.

d Rub. ex Archiv. S. Ang. p. 90.

e "Dicto anno [1301] statua sive imago Papao Boniiacii VI 11

posita fuit in palatio Bladi." Cronica di Bologna, K. I. S. tom. xviii.

p. 304. [This statue in bronze may still be seen at Bologna.]
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ST. ELIZABETH OF HUNGARY.

V. Ifixfuire de Sainlc FAizalclh de Ilongric, Duchessc </<

Thuriinje (1207-1231). Par LE COMTE DE MONTALEMBERT,
Pair do 1-Yance. Paris: 1836.

IN perusing the various works which come under

our hand, in our duty as reviewers, our feelings must

vary according to their character. We speak not at

present of such as stir up indignant and unpleasant
emotions : the volume hefore us banishes the thought
of all such from our minds. But, in turning over

pai^es of a more agreeable nature, sometimes we may
ho astonished at the erudition displayed hy the writer;

sometimes we may rather admire his sagacity and

ins; some hooks may convey to us a high opinion
of his moral qualities, and others make us long for

his acquaintance, as a man of amiable and virtuous

character. Seldom, however, has it been our lot to

experience the peculiar feelings which have accom-

panied the perusal of the work now on our table:

feelings more akin to jealousy than to any other we
have described. It was not the research, nor the rich

poetical genius, nor the deep religious tone, nor the

eloquent language of its youthful author, conspicuous
and admirable as all these qualities are, which riveted

our attention, or secured our sympathy: it was the

sincere love, the enthusiastic devotion, with which his

task has been undertaken and accomplished, that has

made us, so to speak, envy him the days and the
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years which he has spent upon its performance. So

pure must have been the heart and soul while occupied
with the sainted object of their spiritual affections ; so

closed must the feelings have been against the rude

materialities of life in this sear generation, while in-

haling the healthy freshness of a greener age ; so full

of delicious meditation, of varied hope, and of con-

scious success, must his pilgrimage have been, as he

strayed from town to town, in thoughtful simple-

hearted Germany, to cull traditions yet living in the

memories of the people, or discover mouldy records in

its libraries ; in fine, so full of content and peace must

life have seemed, while thus passed, in spite of many
a trial which needed strong consolation, that gladly

would we exchange many of our barren years for but

a few so joyfully, and yet so usefully, spent.

But we are forgetting, that as yet we have presented
neither our author nor his book to the reader, beyond
the mere ceremony of announcing their names at the

head of our article ; and we have been writing as

though we believed him possessed of the same happii
as ourselves, of personal acquaintance with both. The

best account we can give of the writer, will be our

notice of his work ; for his character is imprinted on

every page. A few brief preliminaries will therefore

suffice. The Count de Montalembert is not a visionary,

who has centred his studies and meditations upon

bygone ages, to the neglect of duties required by the

present. As a peer of France lie has been found in

the chamber of his order; once indeed, in earlier d

at its bar, to plead the rights of Christian education

against the barbarous monopoly of a semi-infidel uni-

versity; and since, in his place, to unite the appl.i

of all parties at his noble and eloquent vindication of

ecclesiastical rights, outraged in the person of the
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archbishop of Paris. Versed, and c\cn ilucnt, in

almost every language of civili/ed Europe; connected

with our own country as well as with France by tic-

of blood; with ]5eli;iimi by more recent domestic

bonds; with Italy and Germany by repeated visits,

durini;' which he has imbibed from the one the spirit

of Christian art, from the other that of Christian phi-

losophy ;
with Poland by an enthusiastic admiration

of its struggles for independence, as well as a rare

acquaintance with its literature; he is not as one

asleep, nor as one walking in dreams amidst his gene-

ration, but is as able to understand its wants and their

remedies, as any who will perhaps consider their time

lost for public purposes, which is not spent in plan-
ning railroads or discussing the budget. In England,
it will be probably imagined by many, that a peer who
could think of writing a saint's life must be a bigot
and illiberal, to say no worse. Now M. de Monta-

lembert is neither: he attaches not the happiness of

his country to the augury of a name; he advocate^

the cause of rational liberty under the government
that actually exists ; because he considers true liberty

as based upon a religious, a Catholic principle, which

should predominate under every form of government,
and is the unalienable right of every Christian people."

But let him speak for himself, at the conclusion of his

beautiful introduction, of which we shall say no more

just now.
" It would give us pain, were it to be thought, in consequence of

what we have said, that we are blind enthusiasts for the middle ages,

a
[It is needless to add that this noble writer has fully carried out

all anticipations which Catholics had formed of him, us a dam.

public champion of religion, its rights, and its ministers. His career

is now better known to every Catholic, than it was when this sh

in the text was written.]

Q2
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that we consider them in every respect admirable, enviable, and

blameless, and fancy that, in the age wherein we live, the nations

may not be healed as heretofore. 1* Far from us the wish to pine away
in useless regret, and to wear out our eyes, weeping over the tomb of

nations whose inheritors we are. Far from us the vain thought of

bringing back times which have for ever fled. We know that the

Son of God died upon the cross to save mankind, not during five or

six centuries, but for the world's entire duration. . . . We regret not,

therefore, however we may admire, any human institutions which

have flourished, according to the lot of everything that is human ;

but we bitterly regret, the soul, the divine spirit, which animated

them, and which is no longer to be found in the institutions that

have replaced them. It is not then a barren contemplation of the

past, it is not a contempt nor a cowardly abandonment of the present,
that we recommend : once more we say, away from us such miserable

thoughts. But as the exile, banished from his hearth for his fidelity

to the laws of heaven, will often direct his affectionate though i

wards those who have loved him, and who await him in his native

land; as the soldier, fighting upon distant shores, is warmed b\

account of battles which his forefathers have there gained ;
so be it

allowed to us, whom our faith makes us in some sort exiles in the

midst of modern society, to raise our hearts and our looks toA\

the blessed inhabitants of our celestial fatherland, and, humble

soldiers in the cause which hath glorified them, to inflame our h-

with the recital of their combats and their victories." P. ex.******
" Such are the thoughts which have inspired us while writing the

life of Elizabeth of Hungary, who loved much and suffered much, but

in whom religion purified every affection, and comforted every t:

To our brethren in the faith we present this book, alien, both by its

subject and its form, from the spirit of 'the times in which we \

But the simplicity, the humility, and the- charity, whereof we would
recount the marvels, are, like the God that in.-piivs them, above all

claims of time or place. May this our labour only bear into some

souls, simple or sorrowing, a reflection of t Inch

we, iii writing it, have experienced ; may it rise towards the throne

of God, as a weak and timid spark from that ;; ' athulic fla

which is not yet extinguished in all hearts." P. cxv.

These extract^ will BCsrve mmv than all we can say,
towards disabusing any of our readers of a preventive

b Sanabiles fecit omnes nati ; . Sap. j l j
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surmise, that the author of such a work ;is this

be a mere dreamer, who steals from active lite into the

seclusion of liis study, or atfects a Mind partiality for

s\.stems of no practical utility. And here let us in-

dulge in a remark, that will appeal* almost profane in

such a place, that there is more visionary inutility in the

lern schemes of //^///.s-//vW materialism, in the plans

for civilixing and bettering the condition of men in

their lowest scale, according to the views of the age,

than iu all the desires of good and learned men to

rekindle enthusiasm for the spirit of the middle ages,

and even to revive its usages. The Lanark nonsense,

and the Saint-Simonian madness, which pretend to im-

prove mankind by the fuller working out of the utili-

tarian principles now in vogue, are more dreams than

any of these, and, what is worse, are only cegri somn'm,

the delirious ravines of sickly phantasies and dis-

ordered brains. But to return.

\Ve owe the present work to one of those happy
c< nnbinations of circumstances, which convince the indi-

vidual that is their subject, of a benevolent Providence

watching over his good. Our author arrived at Mar-

burg one 19th of November, and proceeded to examine

hureh, the first in which the pure pointed archi-

tecture was adopted in Germany. Though now in

Lutheran hands, it was open on this day, but its only

occupants were some children who played among its

tombs. Such were the marks of honour that distin-

guished the festival of its patron saint, Kli/abeth !

Me saw her mutilated statue upon one of the pillars

of the church; he diligently studied the rich traces of

early painting and carving upon its desecrated altars,

representing the principal events of her life; he visited

c
[Tin* now almit tor^'tti-ii sv>U-in proposed by Mr. Owrn, of

.-ttli'incnts in tvmmunr
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the silver shrine now neglected in the sacristy, wherein

her sacred ashes reposed, till the sacrilegious barbarity
of the Reformation, in the person of one of her own

descendants, tore them thence, and scattered them to

the winds. Around it, he observed the stones worn
hollow by the knees of pilgrims ; and having kissed

these monuments of ancient piety, he resumed his

thoughtful way. The image of the " dear St. Eliza-

beth," as she has ever been called in Germany by the

people and by her biographers, and as throughout his

work he has loved to call her, hovered as a sweet

vision round him on his journey ; he sought for records

of her life, among the living as among the dead ; lie

went as a palmer from place to place, which heretofore

she had glorified by her virtues in life ; and sought, in

the collections of ancient documents, all that her age
had left on record concerning her virtues. The results

of his researches occupy this volume.

Eew distinguished persons of any age have found

more numerous, or more affectionate, biographers than

St. Elizabeth of Hungary. The list of author!

quoted by De Montalembert consists of thirty-el

printed, and fourteen manuscript works.' Yet. many
known to have once existed, have been mislaid, or

destroyed. Of the writings thus enumerated, a con-

siderable proportion were by contemporaries of

saint; some contain the juridical depositions of In T

individual and inseparable companions. Of the i

authors, a considerable proportion are Protestants.

Prom the two sermons of IFappel, a Lutheran curate

(10 15), entitled " Diva Klk'ihetha ina^iiit'ice coronal

to the third volume of Von Kamner's ^reat historical

\u>rk on the house of 1 lohmMaui'en, religious prejudice

(1 One of tliosc. tin; MS. colli-dion prepared 1\ the Holland'
'
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has not been permitted to alloy the pure enthusi.-:

affection which the name of Elizabeth h -iied

through all Germany. But her nr\v biographer would

not content himself with the study of these sour<

he naturally felt how necessary, and how intereMinu',

it was, for a proper appreciation of her character, to

view her in connection with the time in which she

lived, and of whose spirit she so powerfully partook.
For this purpose, he ranged through the history, the

literature, and arts of her age; and, anxious that his

readers should see the admirahle qualities of his

heroine through the same medium, he has judiciously

prefixed to her life, in the form of an introduction, a

summary review of the period in which she flourished.

This part of the work, we must, at the risk of great

injustice to its merits, present compendiously to the

reader's notice.

From the title of the hook, it will be seen that the

period occupied by its history, is a brief portion of the

first half of the thirteenth' century (1207-1231) ; a

period of time, to the general conception of history-

readers, wrapped up in the veil of darkness, usually
known under the name of " the middle ages," asso-

ciated in their minds with some vague ideas about

ignorance and superstition, botli of which, if they have

any connection with the period, find it only in their

proper seat, such a reader's own mind. For, in truth,

the thirteenth century is one of the most important,
and most interesting, in the annals of Christian

The latter portion of the preceding century had

itly belied the promises of its commencement; the

influence of St. Bernard and the immortal Hildehrand,

had well-niirh been neutralized by the triumphs \\hieh

brute force had subsequently gained over the spiritual
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power of religion, justice, and genius, in Europe and

in Palestine. But just at the close of the ill-omened

century, the chair of Peter became occupied by one

whose soul, talents, and energy, were equal to the

crisis, and turned the infant energies of a new era to

the purposes of good. Innocent III. ought not to be

as slightly touched on as our present theme requires ;

but his full and just biography by Hurter, a Pro-

testant clergyman,
6
will claim our future and detailed

attention. Suffice it here to say, that not one great or

good quality seems to have been wanting, to make up
his character. As a poet, the two unrivalled hymns,
Stabat Mater and Veni Sancte Spiritiis, must suffi-

ciently stamp his reputation ; as a statesman, his com-

plicated and successful efforts for the welfare of every

country in Europe, must insure his reputation. A
man above every temptation of ambition, he is declared

by the fact of his bitterest enemies leaving him sole

guardian of their infant heirs; as a pontiff, his zeal

and success in restoring several nations to religious

unity, attest his worth; while his powerful genius

appears most conspicuously in the influence exeivKrd

by his principles and actions upon his worthy successors

in the Apostolic See.

The civil state was no less distinguished by t:

and beneficial actions, in favour of humanity. The

Imperial house* did not, indeed, come up to ii

destinies; but under its shadow there grew an illus-

trious scion, the root of a mighty race, that Kodolph
of ITnpslmrg, born in 1218, who, at his coronat

when the sceptre could not be found, took the crucifix

from the altar, and holding it aloft, exclaimed, "Be-
hold my sceptre; I wish for none other." The two

codes of (Jennan, and of purely Christian, 1< _

*
(>
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lation, the mirrors of Saxony and Swabia, belong to

this period, when the great cities rose into importance,
and almost every principality could boast of some great
name amoiiu1

its rulers. Of Franco, it is sufficient to

, that it was governed successively by Philip Au-

gustus, and the greatest of modern kings, St. Louis
;

of England, that to this period we owe Magna Charta,

and our iirst parliament; of Spain, that it counted

among its sovereigns James, the conqueror of Valencia ;

Alfonso, founder of the university of Salamanca, the

hero of the great day of the " Navas de Tolosa," which

broke the Moorish power; and St. Ferdinand the Ca-

tholic, the liberator of his country, by the conquest of

Seville. Every other lesser part of Europe was equally

indebted to this epoch, for some signal step in its

progress towards regeneration.
In the spiritual life, this century was even more

remarkable. The foundation of the two great religious

orders of St. Francis and St. Dominic, is enough to

u'ivo an indelible character of glory to the age. Th
two patriarchs, of whom Dante writes,

" L' im fu tutto serafico in ardore,

L' altro per sapiiMi/a in terra fue

Di cherubica luce uno splendore. 1'aradis. xi. f

not only trained up two schools of saints, both among
their rigorous followers, and among their disciples in the

world (of whom St. Elizabeth was one), but discharged
a mission of peace and good-will among the hardy
nations of Europe; caused poverty, which they sane-

titled, to be respected; and justice, which they over

advocated, to be dealt to the oppressed. They raised

up learned doctors, who left no corner of science un-

1 "Tin 1 our uas as a si-raph in his ln\v.

Tlu- other was, in wisdom, upon earth

A l>riu
rlitnrss caught from rh.-ruh's li-jlit
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explored ; who, like Vincent of Beauvais, composed
entire encyclopaedias of human and divine learning ;

or, like Albertus Magnus, and the angelic St. Thon

confuted every error, and unravelled all the mazes of

philosophical doubt ; or, like Roger Bacon, fathomed

the mysteries of nature, and revealed her hidden laws ;

or, in fine, like St. Bonaventura, chose the better part
of meditating, in most heavenly mood, at the feet of

Christ, and of his Blessed Mother.

The portion of introduction which unfolds the spi-

ritual riches of the age of St. Elizabeth, will not bear

abridgment ; it is itself too rapid a sketch to be farther

reduced, and the attempt would, moreover, strip it of

that warm colouring, that living glow of enthusiasm,

with which it is so richly tinted. Never were so

many great examples of virtue and piety, in ev

rank of life, collected in one period of the Church, as

adorn this century ; and if our author has selected one

for his cynosure, by which to direct his course through
its historical perplexities, he has left a rich store of

others, scarcely less bright, to reward the affectionate

researches of any kindred mind.

Of the ardour with which every branch of sacred

literature was pursued during this period, we h

already cited several instances, and plenty more mi i: lit

be added. Profane learning if any such could be said

to exist in an age when religion guided every pen
had begun to rise from its ashes ; and the sei

Nation, in particular, reached a hiu'li <>f per-

fection in the many codes which dale from this period.

For the history of art dnrinir it, we must refer

readers to another article in this Number,-' in whieh we

have, imperfectly enough, spoken somewhat of the

glorious cathedrals which northern Kurope s;i\\ ;,
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during the thirteenth century, and of the imp 1

which the sister arts of painting and sculpt mv received

in Italy, from the schools of Pisa, Siena, and Fi

This, ])crhaps, is the honour of the age which i> i:

< Tally known
;

for who has not heard of Cimalme,

(Jioito, and Nieolo Pisano ? But the poetry of that

period, nt least out of Italy, is but little spoken of.

Yd France probably produced more truly poetical

performances then, than it has done since. The Count

de Montalembert very judiciously excludes the Pro-

vencal school, which, by its licentiousness, and almost

heathenish profaneness, maybe said to have received

a taint from its proximity to the Manicheeism of the

Albigenses and other such heretics ; but he remarks

that among the religious poets, epic, lyrical, elegiac,

satirical, and even dramatic, compositions, were in use

as much as in the age of Louis XIV.

"
Upwards of two hundred poets," he writes,

" whoso works yet

remain, flourished in that century; perhaps the day will come, when

Catholics will think it worth while to suvk in their works some of

the most delightful productions of the Christian muse; instead of

iiMM^inin^, with "Hoi lean, that poetry began in Prance only with

Mulhcrlv.''--!'. Ixxv.

To Stephen Langton, archbishop of Canterbury,

Lurope owes its first modern drama, as well as Eng-
land her (ireat Charter ; a double glory not easily to

he rivalled. The subject of his poem was the Re-

demption of Man. Germany, however, has been more

just than any other country to the reputation of it<

early bards, who adorned this century. Its Minne-

Minuvr or troubadours, headed, in genius, by "Wall her

von Yonvlweide, have their proper place in its litera-

tim 4

; the great epic, the Xiebelmmvn Lied, is read by

youths at school. But the history of St. Eli/aheth is

intimately connected with that of German poetry. At
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the moment of her birth in Hungary, seven of the

most celebrated poets of Germany, including the afore-

named Walther, and the no less famous Wolfram von

Eschenbach, were assembled at the court of her future

father-in-law, in the castle of Wartburg, contending
for the palm of the "joyous science," in a series of

compositions known by the name of the poetic War of

Wartburg (Der Sinyerkriec uf Wartburg), and pub-
lished by Ettmiiller in 1830. Klingsohr, sent for as

umpire in the contest, which had defied the judgment
of less refined auditors, announced her birth, and

foretold that she should marry the heir of the royal

house of Thuringia.
Here we might be expected to enter upon the body

of our book, having been naturally brought to the

birth of its heroine. But for this purpose we should

be obliged to pass over upwards of twenty pages, to

us the most delightful in the volume. The history of

poetry in the thirteenth century the age of Dante

could not be complete without embracing Italy. But

oven its first half, of which De Montalembert chiefly

treats, before the divine poet was born, was far from

barren of successful cultivators of the sacred mi

He himself mentions his great predecessors ; but it is

a curious fact that the first to whose poems a date can

bo assigned, is that most wonderful saint of the period

St. Francis of Assisium. We are not surprised to

our youthful author yielding himself up, on the men-

tion of his name, to the flow of religious enthusiasm,

wliioh it must excite in any bosom, that contain

heart capable of rightly estimating his superhuman
^rtues. Our author admirably charaeteri/e^ that

in a feu \\onU \\hen he tells MS, it may be considered as

the au-o of St. I'Yaneis and St. Louis. Hut the inflm-

of the latter \\as comparatively limited i. th- country
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which ii rued in righteousness ;m<l truth; while

that of "the Seraph of AjBOsitlin" extended to entire

Kurope. II* 1 \\as the iii-st man \\lio laid a inundation

in modern society for the importance of the people;
he made, as we have already remarked, poverty glo-

rious, and a lowly condition enviable ; for while on the

one hand, his virtues attracted towards him and his,

the veneration of the great, the daughters of kii.

and the noblest knights, were among the first to enrol

themselves in his secular institute. As during life he

was the regenerator of popular poetry, so after death

he beeanie the favourite theme of art, and Ids tomb
\\as its earliest sanctuary. The wonderful union in

him of childlike simplicity and noblest sentiment, of

a sympathetic affection for nature and all it contains,

and the highest soarings after heavenly things that

man Mas ever admitted to since the apostolic n^e,

forms a character wherein all the perfections of the

earlier Church seem to have mingled with the germs
of the new state into which society had entered, irivini;

them a moral energy, they never else so powerfully

possessed.

It will not then seem wonderful that St. Elizabeth,

though living in Germany, should have felt the in-

fluence of his character should have joined her age
in its universal admiration of his privileged holiness,

and should have been the first to introduce his order

into her own country. Many points of resemblance

may easily be traced between the characters of both
;

but there is one, on which many may be tempted to

doubt our prudence, if we speak much. It is not the

simplicity of heart, for which both were equally re-

markable, nor their absolute love of poverty, nor

any other such rare virtue, to which we allude ;
bin

the wonderful or miraculous events which all conteni-
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porary historians have described in their lives. Upon
this matter we think it better to introduce M. de

Montalembert's own words, because they record the

convictions of one who has deeply studied the monu-
ments of that age, and who, not being anonymous
as we are, cannot excite the unjust suspicion that

he would not have courage openly to avow his

sentiments. Thus he writes towards the close of his

Introduction :

" AVe arc aware, that to put forth such a biography as this, ii

complete form, we must be prepared to meet with a class of facts and

of ideas, which the unsettled religions of modern times have

since marked with reprobation, and which a sincere but timid
j

has too often excluded from religious history; we allude to t

supernatural phenomena which are so frequent in the lives of the

saints, which faith has consecrated by the name of miracles, and

worldly wisdom branded with that of legends, popular supersti-

tions, and fabulous traditions. Of such events there are man

the life of Elizabeth. "We have been as scrupulously exact in iv-

counting them as in every other portion of her history. The

thought of omitting, palliating, or interpreting them with skilful

moderation would have shocked us. It would have been in our <

a sacrilege, to suppress what we believe as true, out of deference to

the haughty reason of our age : it would have been a culpable want

of accuracy; for these miracles are recorded by the same authorities

as the other events which we narrate, and we should not have known

what rule to follow in admitting their veracity in one case and d

ing it in others. In fine, it would have been an act of h

for we avow, without shrinking, that we believe with the strongest

good faith, the most miraculous occurrences which ha\v been recu

of God's saints, and of St. Elizabeth in particular. It has not

cost us any sacrifice of our feeble reason, to attain this conviction
;

tor nothing appears to us more reasonable and more natural in a

Christian, than that he should bow with gratitude
l

of his Lord, when he sees them suspend or modify those natural

which they emu-ted, to secure and glorify the triumph of much higher

laws in the moral and religious order. Is it not soothing and easy to

conceive how souls, temper "..i/.abrth's, and her eoi,
1

poraries, elevated by faith and humility above the cold reosonin.

earth, purified by every sacrifice and every virtue, living habitually, as
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though by anticipation, in heaven, proented :i field ever ready fur

fcha operations of GKxTa goodness: and boi the faitli of the people,

nrdent and simple, claimed, and in a manner juM itied. . lent

and familiar interposition ofthai Almighty po\ver, \\hich the

pride of our days, by denying, repels!''- P. Inl.

Long as this quotation may be, we have in reality

stopped short in the opening- of a truly eloquent and

feeling passage, which we would gladly have given at

length. AYe have selected this portion on account of

the moral courage which it displays, and which i

requisite in France as in England, for making such an

avowal. AYe are rejoiced to see it; and we unhesi-

tatingly say, that the life of St. Elizabeth would have

hern but as a moral tale, rich indeed in every display

of virtue, but devoid of its most pathetic and consoling

incidents; barren of that sublime interest, which the

close communion of a soul, the simplest and pur
with heaven, must excite, had a cowardly respect for a

scoffing or a doubting age induced our author to sup-

press a series of facts attested as strongly as any in

history can be. We regret no less the necessity we
are under of passing over several other delightful

pages, which treat of the honour paid to God's saints

in those ages of simple faith. The rich source of

practical thought which the virtues of His Blessed

Mother in particular afforded ; the influence, bland

and salutary, which her devotion exerted upon society

and character; the many forms in which this feeling

blended with the love of nature, or the chivalry of life,

illustrated as they are by the learning, published and

manuscript, of the age, form a theme on which our

author expatiates in a fervent strain, that does equal
honour to his scholarship and to his heart.

Sensible that we have discharged our duty most

inadequately towards the introduction of this valuable
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work, we feel no small discouragement at the idea of

undertaking to analyze the biography itself. Indeed,

we at once declare our inability to do anything like

justice to it. To condense is impossible, without strip-

ping the life of its beauty of detail ; and to extract is

difficult, where every chapter has its own peculiar

charm. We propose, therefore, to ourselves no higher
aim than to rouse the curiosity of the religious reader

to a perusal of the entire work ; and, if possible, to

induce some one among them to translate the entire

book into our language, as it has already been trans-

lated into German and Italian.
11

The life of St. Elizabeth is remarkable from exhibit-

ing the purest perfection of Catholic virtue in every
extreme of life, in the princess and the beggar: and

all within the short duration, from birth to death, of

twenty-four years. Daughter of the king of Hung ,

she was asked in marriage for his son, by Hermann,
duke of Thuringia and Hesse, when she was only four

years old. Her father having acceded to his reqn
delivered her into the hands of the duke's anil

sadors with valuable presents; and she was conducted

to the ducal castle of Wartburg, above the cit\

Eisenach, to be brought up in the company of her

future husband Louis, who was a few years older than

herself. They grew up like brother and sister, by
which names they continued to call one another, even

after their happy marriage. Her early piety, and

contempt of all pomp, drew upon her the ill-will of

the court; and every effort was made, after the death

of Duke Hermann, to induce Louis to send her home,
and seek another match more suitable to his dignity.

But the yOttthful prince had learned to know and value

her virtues, lor his own lite had been spotless from

h
[This has been lon<-

l>y Ambrose I,i>l Phillipps. Hsq.]
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infancy, and proof against every temptation purpoM>l\
thro\\n in his way. They \\ere married when she tfftfl

hut thirteen, and led a life of wedded all'ertion such EM

the world has seldom \\itnessed. In 1227 Louis took

the cross; and after a farewell, the particulars >!'

which must move the dullest feelings, joined the

emperor in Italy, with the flower of German chivalry,

whereof he was considered the brightest ornament.

Me was sei/ed at Otranto with a fever, and died with

such edifying piety, as to have received the honours of

a saint.

During this first period of St. Elizabeth's life, one is

at a loss which most to admire, the infantine sim-

plicity of her character, or the regal magnificence of

her charity. As to the first, although she joined in

all the festive and splendid scenes of her court, although
her "-aiety and cheerfulness were the life of her hoard,

she seems never to have been conscious either of her

hi^-h rank or of her superior qualities. As a wife,

devoted with unbounded affection to one who as reli-

giously returned her love, she wore the diadem and the 4

embroidered robe simply because his station required
it, and it made her pleasing in his eyes. So little did

she seem to know the value of these splendid baubles,

that if, on returning home from some public occasion

in royal array, she found her purse exhausted, and the

poor not all relieved, an embroidered glove, or a

jewelled bracelet, or even her mantle of state, was

given away, as applicable to no better use than to

lighten their distress. And hence, when her husband

it too far from home to bear her in his company,
she instantly put on a widow's unadorned apparel, and

wore it till his return. She always delighted in the

company of the lowly and wretched; and when she

had on such occasions of separation clothed herself in

R
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the dress which this class of persons generally wore,
she would exclaim, in a spirit of foresight, if not of

prophecy,
" Thus shall I walk, when I shall be poor

and miserable for the love of my God." But on this

quality of her character we must let her biographer be

heard.

" We willingly acknowledge, that in the life of this saint, which we
have studied with so much affection, no trait has appeared to us so

moving, so worthy of admiration and envy, as this infantine sim-

plicity, which may raise on some lips a disdainful smile. To our eyes
this guileless giving way to every impulse, her frequent smiles and

tears, her girlish joys and uneasinesses, the innocent playfulness of

her soul while reposing on the bosom of her heavenly Father, mingled
as all these qualities were with such painful sacrifices, such serious

thought, such a fervent piety, and a charity so devoted, so active, and
so ardent, form a most charming and distinguished trait. But more

particularly in an age like this, whereof the flowers are all with,

without having first ripened into fruit, when all simplicity of chara

is extinct in the heart, and in domestic, as much as in social and

public, life, no Christian can study without emotion and without

envy, how this quality developed and displayed itself in the soul of

our Elizabeth, whose short life was no more than a prolonged and

heavenly childhood, an unceasing obedience to the words of Our
Saviour

; when taking a little child and placing it in the midst of his

disciples, he said,
' Unless ye become as little children, ye shall not

enter into the kingdom of heaven.'
"

P. 63.

Of the extraordinary, or, as some would call it now-

adays, extravagant charity of St. Elizabeth, we have

iriven an instance just now. This was in her an inde-

fatigable virtue, and as varied in its manifestations as

are the forms of human misery. She founded hospi-

tals where she could serve the sick with her own ro

hands ; she refused food and alms to none that oai

to ask them
;
and she daily trod the rugged path irom

her castle to the city, to seek out such oe \\cre too

feeble to ascend it. She stripped herself of her jeu .

and aurain and ; lie cleared out her \\ardrohe, till

she li;i(l no dre^s befitting her rank, or in which
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i visitors oi' her <>\\ n condition. To Understand, OI

even to justify, this charitable prodigality, it must he

frved thai her virtuous husband allowed her full

liberty to dispose of what she pleased in ibis manner,
and never murmured when he saw her apparently

-nderiiiLT her own and his possessions. A remark-

able instance of this mutual good understanding oc-

curred in 1226. The duke was summoned to Italy by
tin 4

emperor, to assist him in his wars, and left his

lame < states under her government. lie had scarcely

departed, when a frightful famine invaded all Ger-

many, and Thuringia in particular. The duchess

applied to the relief of the poor all the money in

the treasury, amounting to 64,000 gold florins, an

enormous sum in those days, which had been amassed

by the sale of certain domains. In vain did the officers

of Mate remonstrate, and oppose her generosity; when
the treasury was emptied, she opened the royal grana-

ries, in which was corn valued at the price of two of

the largest ducal castles, and of several cities. ;A11

this was most prudently distributed, so that nine

hundred poor received their daily sustenance at the

tie. Twice a day the duchess descended to the city

to minister to the infirm; and she opened two new

hospitals for their use. When the harvest drew near,

she assembled all the poor; gave to each a sickle, a

dress, and some money, and sent them to work in the

fields. In a few months the duke returned, to the

at joy of all his people; and was met at some dis-

tance by his chief otlicers, who thought to avert his

anuvr by accusing his wife of having, in spite of their

ng opposition, dissipated his treasure, and emptied
his stores. " His only answer was, 'Is my dear wile

well: Thai is all 1 wish to know
;
what matters all

the resl ?' He then added. '

I wish you to allow my
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dear Elizabeth to give as much alms as she likes, and

to assist rather than contradict her. Let her give
all she pleases for the love of God, provided she only
leaves me Eisenach, Wartburg, and Naumburg. God
will restore all the rest whenever it pleaseth him;
alms will never bring us to ruin/ Then he hastened

to meet his dear Elizabeth. When she saw him, her

joy knew no bounds she threw herself into his arms,

and kissed him a thousand times with heart and

mouth. And while they thus embraced, he said to

her,
* My dear sister, how have thy poor fared during

this hard season ?' To which she meekly answered,
' I

have given unto God that which His was; and He
hath kept for us what was thine and mine.'

"
P. 115.

If credit can be given to the unanimous testimony
of contemporary writers, supported not only by the

assent of Protestant historians, but by the tradition of

the Lutheran population, Louis had reason, indeed, to

allow full scope to her boundless charity. One of the

beautiful histories, thus cherished in the faithful

memory of the people, is the occurrence, often quoted
in pious writers, of her husband surprising her as she

descended the hill to the town, laden with provisions
for the poor, and playfully insisting upon seeing what
she bore in the gathered folds of her robe, \vhon, to

his amazement, the more so as it was the depth of

winter, he found it filled with beautiful roses.

The reader may judge how much we have fallen

short of the interest which this portion of our saint's

life possesses, when we inform him, that we have con-

densed, in these few paragraphs, \\hat occupies one

hundred and fifty pages of large and close-printed

octavo, in the work before us. Arrived at the second

period of her life, which begins with her husband's

death, her biographer warns the few readers who his
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modesty supposes will have followed him through his

work, that from that moment they will find in her

annals no attractions proceeding from human ini<T,

that all the romantic features of her previous history

vanish; and instead of the youthful princess, serving
God in simplicity of heart, amidst the allurements of a

dangerous station, they must expect to see a peni-

tent, versed in all the rigours of an ascetic life, and

i reading the less singular, but rougher, path of ordinary
Christian perfection.

Following the advice of evil counsellors, her brothers-

in-law sei/ecl on the supreme command, in detriment

of the rights of Louis's children, and ordered his widow

to depart with them at a moment's warning, and with-

out any preparation, from the castle. At the same

time, severe penalties were proclaimed in the city

against any one who should harbour her. She de-

scended the hill in tears, bearing in her arms an

infant, born since her husband's demise, while her

other three children were led by her faithful maids of

honour, whose depositions, after her death, form the

principal source of her biography. It was the depth
of winter, yet every door of Eisenach was shut against
her

; of the thousands who had been relieved by her

bounty, not one was found sufficiently generous to

brave the inhuman decree pronounced by her relations.

She at length took refuge in the shed of a public inn,

appropriated to the swine, and supported herself by

spinning, while her heart was engaged in prayer, and

her soul daily purified from every terrene affection.

During this period, she attained that sublime height
of contemplative perfection, which has seldom hem

grant (\1 but to the poor and humble, and which forms

a theme too holy to be touched on in this plner.

The family of the princess could not long be kept
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in ignorance of her forlorn situation, and her uncle,

the bishop of Bamberg, gave her an asylum in the

castle of Botenstein. Here she continued to spend her

time in every practice of virtue, devotion, and charity,

till summoned to Bamberg by an important event.

Her husband, before his death, had exacted a pron
from his noblest followers, that, their crusade ended,

they would bear his mortal remains to his own coun-

try, there to be buried among his dear monks at

Reinhartsbriin. After two years, they returned from

Palestine, and passing by Otranto, where he had died,

disinterred his bones, placed them in a rich shrine,

and bore them in solemn procession to Bamberg.
There the afflicted widow met them, and gave vent to

her last burst of human feeling. But the faithful

knights, having learnt her wrongs, swore to revenge
them ; and immediately after the funeral obsequies of

her husband, obliged her brothers-in-law, now ashamed

of their unnatural conduct, to restore her to her station.

The town of Marburg, with its territory, was assigned
to her. Here she built herself a cottage, adjoining
an hospital which she had founded; took the habit

of St. Francis, with whom she had corresponded

shortly before his death, and spent two heavenly

years, divided between active charity and divine

contemplation. Her death, which was worthy of her

life, and the details of which, as given by M. do

Montalembert, in the simple language of the old

chroniclers, are beautiful and most alieetinir, was soon

followed by universal veneration. Her brother Conrad,
alter several years spent in frightful crimes, became a

Hneere penitent entered the Teutonic order, of which

he \ n the brightest ornament, and dedicated his

abilities to forwarding the canoni/ation of her whom,

living, he had so grossly outraged. ll li\cd 1
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enough to commence the n-ival ehureh of Marburg in

her honour; the iirM, as \\ < ha\e before remarked, in

the pointed style of Germany. AVe will not fati-iie our

readers with an account of the beantii'ul ceremony of

St. Eli/abetlfs disinterment or translation, at which

upwards of a million of pilgrims attended from all

parts of Europe, when her body was borne by arch-

hishops, assisted by the emperor Frederick, who, taking

the diadem from his brows, placed it upon hers for

tin 4

body was entire saying, "As I could not crown

her as my empress when living, I will crown her this

day, as a queen immortal in the kingdom of God." 1

Still less are we willing to disgust them, by the ac-

count which Lutheran writers have given us of the

desecration of her shrine by her descendant, the

Landgrave Philip, whom Protestants surname " The

Generous;" the same worthy to whom Dr. Martin

Luther gave leave to have two wives. It is revolting
and horrifying to the last degree; and shows, in its

proper light, the character of one among the princes
that honoured the Reformation by their protection,

and by their early adoption of its principles.

The sketch which we have given of this interesting

and edifying biography will suffice to show it possessed

of, perhaps, stronger contrasts of situation, and a nobler

scope for display of character, than any work of fiction

would easily venture to invent. The spectacle of one,

a duchess to-day and an outcast to-morrow, a rich

princess in the morning and a beggar before night,

seems scarcely within the reach of historical possibilit y .

n in our days of revolutionary dethronements. But

the sublime dignity of Catholic virtue which the sudden

' This alludes to the oner of marriage made her by tin- emperor,

a tier her husband's death; an ofter which, like several others, she

firmly refused.
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change calls into play, and the sterling value which

the transition stamps upon the conduct of the better

days, are such as have belonged, and yet belong, in

various degrees, to the characteristics of our holy re-

ligion. Every Catholic must read this life a type of

many others which have been led within his Church

with sentiments of pride and of gratitude ; and what

is more important, with improvement to his best and

most valuable feelings. It affords lessons of instruc-

tion for the rich, and of consolation for the poor : it

presents models for the religious contemplative, and

for him who moves amidst the active occupations of

life : it contains admirable rules of conduct for the

single, the married, and the widowed ; it exhibits

beautiful examples of justice and condescension for a

sovereign on the throne, as of resignation and noble

independence for the lowest orders of society.

Historical parallels are an interesting pursuit, and

our present number has already exhibited one between

two chancellors of England ;

k we feel almost tempted
to institute a similar one between our Queen Elizabeth

and the saint who three centuries earlier bore her

name. In perusing the life before us, we have been

involuntarily forced to contrast the two the one

gracious and meek, the other haughty and overbear-

ing ; the one simple and artless as a child, the other

crafty and deceitful; the one bountiful and charitable.

the other griping and avaricious; the one forLH vim;

the grossest injuries with a smile, the oilier ]ersecu-
ting her favourites to death for a suspicion; the

radiant in beauty, yet heedless of her charms, and

casting her rich apparel to the poor, the oilier aflretiiiir

artificial youth amidst wrinkles, and draining her

k
[On Ozan. rk, Lcs Deu.r Oi

terre.]
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coin-tiers' purses for presents of finery, and even coni-

moner garments ;
] the one fault 1< i \ir-iu and as

a wife, the oilier endeavouring to steer an unsafe

course between the reputation of maidenhood and the

lubricity of scandalous favouritism; the OIK*, at the

early a^-e of twenty, ready to exchange her coronet

lor the humble cord of St. Francis, and riches for

bei^ary
" for dear Jesus' sake," and expiring with joy

at twenty-four, the other, withered in body and mind,
after a life of seventy prosperous years, and a reign of

forty-live, unable to make up her mind to leave the

\\ orld, or even to speak of a successor : yet the first is

hut as one among many Catholic sovereigns and

princesses of her own age ; her aunt St. Hedwige of

Poland
; her daughter Sophia of Hesse; her nieces St.

Ounegunda,nd St. Margaret of Hungary; her sister-

in-law, B. Salome; her grand-niece and namesake, St.

Kli/abeth of Portugal ; her contemporary and admirer,

Hlanche of Castille, the mother of St. Louis; while

the other stands alone the paragon of Protestant

queens ! The Post lately informed us that in August
last, at a meeting held at Worcester to congratulate
our young and gracious sovereign, the Protestant

bishop of the city related the following anecdote :

About eight or nine years ago, the duchess of Kent had requested
tin* bishop of London and the bishop of Lincoln to come to Ken-

sington for the purpose of examining into the proficiency of the

youthful princess in her education. One of the right reverend prelates

observing that the princess had been lately reading the History of

Kn^land, said to her,
'

Pray tell me what opinion you have formed of

t
L
)ueen Elizabeth.' The princess, with the modesty and timid defer-

ence belonging to her character, answered, 'I think that Queen
Kli/.abeth was a very great queen, but I am not quite so sure she

\va> so good a woman.'" (Great applause.)

AVe are rather tempted to doubt, whether, on putting

1

Lingard, vi. p. 658, 5th etl.
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the question, the right reverend interrogator antici-

pated the second clause in the answer ; for the inquiry
looks as if intended to elicit some display of sectarian

feeling, perhaps some sentiment which could lead to a

proposal of her as a model of the Protestant queen.
If so, all was baffled by the upright sense and heart of

the young princess, who, we are glad to see, had so

early learnt to prize moral, above regal, greatness.

We trust too, though the anecdote does not state it,

that the right reverend interrogator proceeded to say,

that some mistake lurked in the wise and virtuous

reply, and reminded his royal pupil, that no sovereign
deserved to be called great who was not good. If,

indeed, after the exposures of modern historical re-

search, there still hang an ideal charm about the royal

name "
Elizabeth," we are sure that it would be sooner

converted into a real one, in her who should copy, so

far as circumstances permit, the mild and amiable

virtues of the German princess, than in any who
should choose as a pattern the murderess of Mary
Stuart. The blood of our St. Elizabeth lias flowed

into every noble line of Germany, till we believe it

has now reached our throne : may similar virtues

attend the proud descent !
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Presence in the Blessed Eucharist.

AT a moment when Socinianism may be said to be

gaining ground in Europe, it must be interesting to

learn the particulars of the council held at Constanti-

nople, on an important part of the Arian controversy,
in 1166, the acts of which have lately been brought
to light. Besides the interest it must excite from its

direct object, it is of immense value to Catholics from

other considerations, which we shall endeavour to

present.

That such a council had been celebrated was known
from ecclesiastical history ; and Leo Allatius had even

seen the original acts, which have now been published.*
This important publication we owe to the late indefati-

gable librarian of the Vatican, Monsignor Mai. The acts

are found in several manuscripts, but the learned editor

has naturally preferred the MS. 1176, which is one of

the original copies, made certainly during the life of

the emperor Manuel Comnenus, and probably in the

council itself. The first is evinced by the portraits of

* DP Consonan, lib. ii. 12.
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the emperor and his consort Maria, painted at the be-

ginning of the work. These could not well have been

executed in a later reign ; for Andronicus, who suc-

ceeded Manuel, was the great enemy of his house, and

cruelly murdered his son Alexius, and this very em-

press Maria. But a still more precious determination

of the authenticity of this copy is found in the auto-

graph signatures of all the patriarchs and bishops who
attended the council, twice repeated in this manuscript.
These Monsignor Mai has engraved in his publication.

1 '

The acts are entitled :

"
Synod upon the saying,

< The

Father is greater than I.
J The first action is almost

entirely occupied with preliminary matter, but is, in

reality, the most interesting portion. We are informed

that, in the twenty-third year of the emperor Manuel

Comnenus, great and troublesome disputes had arisen

in the (Greek) Church, and caused tumults even am<

the people, respecting the true interpretation of John

xiv. 23," The Father is greater than I" " The stre>

the lanes, the houses," were full of angry discussions

on this subject. One party maintained, that the

words expressed merely the connection of Christ's

divine nature with the Father, and consequently mere

procession; others asserted, that they spoke of the

relation of the human nature, and therefore of a real

inferiority. Both sides, as usual, had recourse* to hard

names ; the former accused their opponents of N

rianism; and were complimented, in return, with the

name of MonophyMte^. The royal theologian for,

Ephrgemius assures us that Caesar composed cateehe-

tieal sermons, called creKevria, with irreal skill, and no

Mispicionof their spim'misnexs. and thence eneoura^ed,

dived into deep nivMeri though IK* had 1"

.rij.tr>runi V. 1. rtOTB GoBed It", torn. iv. !

'

ll.ul. 1
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inspired by Chri>l hiinsclt''
1

sided with the second of

these opinions.
How then did he attempt to u'ain a sal N factory

solution of this question? Did he peruse his Hible

carefully to find other passages, which mi^ht throw a

lii^ht upon these obscure words ? Or did he send some

promising scholar to make a biblical tour, like Birch,

or Adler, or Scholz, to ascertain whether any manu-

script yielded a various reading bearing upon their

illustration? Or, in fine, did he propound it as the

subject of a prize essay, for youthful theologians to

write and exercise their ingenuity upon? Instead of

t hese fashionable modern ways of arriving at the inter-

pretation of the text, our imperial divine takes a sadly

popish way of going to work. In spite, the acts teU

us, of the cares of the empire, which fell upon him
" thick as rain-drops," he had all the opinions of the

ancient Fathers upon this subject collected together ;

and, not content with his own sovereign judgment,
he submitted them to the inspection of his patri-

archs, and asked their decision. 6 After the recital of

these circumstances in the acts, follow the texts so

collected, sometimes from works now lost, and com-

prising, not merely the Greek, but also many of the

Latin, Fathers. The list consists of St. John Damas-

cene, St. Gregory Nazianzen, St. Athanasius, St. Am-
philochius, St. Cyril, St. John Chrysostom, St. Leo,
St. Anastasius, St. Gregory of Nyssa, St. Augustine,

1 The expressions of this metrical chronicler are curious, and may
as a specimen of his style.

.\.\.\ c.Vn <, yf, Kdi
KtiTTixrjTripiovr; // TrniCdc inrfTiKTtv fvyfveig Xoyot/c

ouc <j>(i(Tt
(TiXifTtn triii'trovc nyny t>iM Trpotwy //yu/ue'oe wit Coyfjui-

\tyui- ri vat vXutir $i\t t vow Cvff<j>iKrotQ Co-y^am c" c^corurc

~nom]-yf K'ot \Vffti TOvrwi' Trept, we ''' f.iinjOnr -(><><; \p<orm TUV r<.

Ephrjrmii (\rsares, Scriptor. V.-t.tom. iii. p. 11(5. His arcou!

our council, in tho sani not correct. I'
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St. Ambrose, St. Agatho, Sopbronius, and St. Basil.

After these come the learned arguments of the em-

peror, who addressed by turns different theologians, to

bring them over to his opinions. Not satisfied, how-

ever, with the result of his labours, he determined to

have a synod, in form. It met in the part of

imperial palace built by himself, 'Ev -nj UTTS^O

Ty 7Tpb$ fjLea-yp.Gpiav
roti ej/ TO> jttsyaTuo TraXarAo

jaavuryAaTa) rpixiJvou,* on Tuesday, the 2nd of March,
A.D. 1166. "With this sitting commences the second

action. All the royal family and the great officer-

the household attended on the emperor, who presided :

there were present three patriarchs and thirty-nine

bishops. After the question had been proposed by the

emperor, the bishops, one by one, gave their opinions
in favour of the text applying to the inferiority of the

human nature, no less than to the procession of the

divine. Many expressly give, as their only reason,

the consent of the Fathers. The third action is taken

up with subscribing the dogmatical decree of the

council; the emperor signing first, and giving his

reasons with all the exactness of phrase which could

satisfy the most punctilious divine. In the fourth,

the canons pronouncing anathema against all im-

pugners, and eternal memory to the maintainers of

the true faith, were voted. The fifth was occupied in

drawing up a more explicit declaration of faith,

that before subscribed had not been considered satis-

factory by all; and, in the sixth, those who laboured

under suspicion of heterodoxy, made oprn declaration

of their belief. John Pantedmes, imperial T*?uo$uXa,
and the bishops of Myrae, Lari^a. Rhodes, Adrianople,

Neopatrse, Thebes, and Maronea, went through t}\\<

important ordeal. A new and very long decree v

then drawn up, in oonse<juenee of additional obj-

f
Pncjo 37
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tions, and a new canon added, which deserves to In-

ched :

" Whuso reject eth the words oi' the holy .Fathers

>ken in oonfirmation oi' the true doctrines ,,r (;.

Cliurcli, likewise whoso rei'tiseth tlie acts nf

erai councils, to wit, the iburtli and sixth; unto

him he anathema." 8 The seventh action was entirely

occupied with receiving the imperial edict for the pro-

mulgation of the acts ; but the eighth presents a aoeme

of deeper interest.

It begins solemnly by declaring, that there is a time

for being silent, and a time for speaking. George,

metropolitan of Nice, had been refractory to the de-

crees of the synod, and had incurred its penalties.
But he had now repented, and with many tears im-

plored the emperor's clemency. He interceded with

the council, in mitigation of the canonical penance ;

and whereas this was deposition, the disobedient pre-
late was only sentenced to a suspension from his office

for two years. For several hours he lay prostrate,

bathing the ground with his tears, and begging further

mercy; his brethren relented, and the presiding pa-
triarch reduced the term of punishment to only one

year. The synod then closed, after invoking every

blessing upon the emperor. At the end of the volume
are the autograph signatures of the bishops.

It is hardly necessary to repeat the circumstances

which make these acts a valuable document to Catho-

lics. 1. Though neither of the parties, whose con-

flicting opinions were here examined, for a moment
leaned to Arianism, yet the text examined is one of

great importance in the controversy with these sec-

taries ; we here have several new authorities for ascer-

taininn- its interpretation. 2. The llule of Faith is

laid down by this synod to be the same in the (ireek

g Page 7".

3 S
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Church, as is held in the Catholic, especially in the

dogmatical explanation of texts ; that is, the consent

of the Fathers, or the traditional word of God. 3. The

judges who are to apply this rule, and pronounce on its

results, are the same as we acknowledge, the pastors
of the Church. 4. The power of enforcing dogmatical
decisions hy ecclesiastical censures and penalties, is

clearly claimed, and exercised.

But, in addition to the importance and interest of

these acts in general, their value is much enhanced hy
their having preserved for us a passage of St. Amphi-
lochius, hearing upon the important Catholic dogma
of the Eucharist. As this great Father is not so well

known as many of his contemporaries, it may be useful

to give a few of their testimonies to his merit.

St.Amphilochius was bishop of Iconium, in Lycaonia,

during the reign of Theodosius. Theodoret relates an

anecdote of him, which shows his intrepidity in de-

fending the faith against the Arians. In an audience

of the emperor, he entreated him to forbid Arian con-

venticles within cities. Theodosius, considering the

measure harsh, declined complying with his requ
The holy bishop retired; but some time after asked

another audience. It was granted; and as he ap-

proached the emperor, and saluted him, he took no

notice of his son Arcadius, who had just been named

Augustus. The emperor, thinking this an oversight,

desired him to return and kiss his son. Amphilocl

replied, that it was enough to have honoured /

Theodosius was highly incensed, when the bishop
exclaimed :

"
See, O emperor, how you resent

insult to your son; do yon think, then, that the llnler

of -the TIniveise \\ ill les> the bla>iheniies and

insults nti i i HisSon?" h

Among the

h Thcod. Hist. Eccles. lib. v. c. xvi. torn. iii. p. 214, od. Read
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of St. ]$asil are several addrrssrd to St. Amphilochiiis.

In one plure he calls him his brother, dear to him, and

exicvmed above all others:' in another he says he

admires his eagerness to learn, and at the same time

his humility, which makes him apply for kno\\led^e to

those whom he is fit to teach.
k

St. Gregory Na/ian/en

rails him 'Mhe spotless pontiff, the messenger of t rut h,

and his delight."
1

St. Jerome classes him with the two

lathers just quoted, as their equal in sacred and pro-

lane learnini;
1

;'" and tells us he had lately heard him
read his work on the Holy Ghost.

These high encomiums from "those who themselves

are praNed" must excite a desire to know the belie i'

of this Father upon points of modern controversy; and,

though the Catholic can always look forward tranquilly

to the discovery of any new ecclesiastical writer, well

i red that whoever was the friend of the Gregorys,
the ]>asils, and the Jeromes, must have believed even

as they did, yet he must for this very reason feel his

heart throb with anxious expectation, as he turns over

the pages of any newly-discovered Father. Unfor-

tunately most of the works of St. Amphilochius have

perished. Father Combefis, who published them with

those of St. Methodius and Andrew of Crete, was only

This anecdote, and the belief of the Greek Church that this saint

was named bishop by angels in a vision (see the Greek Menol. of the

emperor Basil, October 19, p. i. p. 127, ed. Urbin. 1727), have been

wrought up at great length into his acts, given by Metaphrastes.
hose

:ip. Combefis, inf. cit. p. 228, seqq.
1 Do Spiritu S. c. i. torn. iii. p. 1, ed. Maur. 1730. This treatis.

in fact, dedicated by St. Basil to St. Amphilochius.
k
Y\ \. ib. p. 290.

1 Carm. panenet. ad Olympiad. Virg. v. 102, torn. ii. p. 134. Park
U'l 1 be Uoman Martvrol. November 23.)

Kpist. lx\. ail Magnum Orat. torn. i. p. 427, ed. Vallare.
n Do Viris illuslrib. c. cxxxiii. torn. ii. p. 938.

SS. Patrum AmphiWhii, Methodii et Andrew Cretons. Opera

s2
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able to recover a few sermons, an epistle in verse, and

some mutilated fragments preserved by other writers.

Among these is a passage from a sermon upon the

very text discussed in our council, preserved by Theo-

doret.p This was so exactly to the purpose of the

synod, that it could not fail to be quoted in its acts.

In fact, we find it repeated,
q but fortunately at much

greater length; as the portion now first published,
contains an expression of great importance.

St. Amphilochius, wishing to explain in what manner
Jesus Christ was at once equal and inferior to the

Father, gives a great number of antithetic actions of

his life, characteristic of the various operations of his

twofold nature. These are his words :

"The Father, therefore, is greater than he who

goeth unto him, not greater than he who is always in

him. And that I may speak compendiously ; lie (the

Father) is greater, and yet equal: greater than he

who asked,
' How many loaves have ye ?'

r

equal to him
who satisfied the whole multitude with five loaves ;

greater than he who asked,
' Where have ye laid

Lazarus?' equal to him who raised Lazarus by his

word ; greater than he who said,
' Who toucheth me ?'

equal to him who dried up the inexhaustible flux of

the haemorrhoissa ; greater than he who slumbered in

the vessel, equal to him who chid the sea; greater

than he who was judged by Pilate, equal to him who

omnia; Paris, 1644. Keprinted with improvements in Gallandus's

Biblioth. Put. lorn. vi. \Cn. 1770, pp. 463, seqq.

P Ed. Combefis, p. 143, Bib. Pat. p. 502. This part of the sermon

is in Theodore!, Dialog. 1, torn. iv. p. 43. Paris, 10 TJ

f
i Pp. 0, 10, but under the title of sermon against the Arians.

r It is singular that tin's member of the sentence is omittrd in

printi-d (In-rk, but is in the Latin version below. This shows thai

the omission is a t vpographiral error. The sense likewise

the necessity of sueh a member for the aiitit).
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frccth the world from judgmenl ; greater than he wlio

\v;is ImilMed, and was crucified with Iliieves, equal to

him who justified the thief free-cost ; greater tl in 11 he

A\ho was stripped of his raiment, equal to him who
clothes the soul; greater than he to whom vim

\\ ;is given to drink, equal to him who givcth us his own
blood to drink; greater than he whose temple AMIS

dissolved, equal to him who, after its dissolution,

raised up his own temple; greater than the former,

equal to the latter."

In presenting this text for the first time to the

attention of theologians, and, I may almost say, of

the public, I may be allowed to offer a few remarks.

1. It will be seen at first sight, that St. Amphilochius

places at one side of his parallel those actions of our

Divine Saviour which demonstrate His equality with

the Father, by proving his omnipotence. Although
there was always this wide distinction between the

miracles of our Saviour and those of His disciples,

that they only professed to act as His ministers and

deputies, and through the power of His Name, whereas

lie boldly professed to do wonders in His own right ;

yet could the recital of ordinary miracles have been

answered by the Arians, by comparing them with

similar ones wrought by the apostles, who noways
claimed thereupon any divine attributes. St. Amphi-
lochius, therefore, is careful to give, rising as it were

to a climax, such instances as could defy all com-

parison, and demonstrate the possession of omnipotence.

Christ, he says, is shown to be equal to the Father,

freeing the world from judgment, in justifying the

good thieffree-cost, in clothing the soul icith grace, in

rug himselffrom the dead"* No one will doubt

8 Tliis argument from the Insurrection is MTV strongly put by
St. Amphilochius, im his eloquent sermon on that subject. Bib. Pat.
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that these are the strongest illustrations of claim to

equality with the Father, which could have been

drawn from His sacred life.

2ndly. It is among these miracles of the highest

order, among these incontrovertible proofs of our

Saviour's omnipotence, that St. Amphilochius places
the institution of the B. Eucharist :

" He [the Father]
is equal to him who GIVETH us HIS OWN BLOOD TO

DRINK." St. Amphilochius therefore supposes a mira-

cle, and a miracle of the most stupendous sort, in the

B. Sacrament. Did he then believe it to be a mere

symbol ? But the institution of a symbol requires no

claim to omnipotence. Whoever aggregates disciples,

or forms a school, may institute symbols. The Pytha-

goreans and the Egyptian priests had many; the

Freemasons and Orangemen have them; yet, in all

this, there is no miracle. The sign of the cross is

doubtless a most precious and expressive symbol of

our Saviour's passion; yet whoever instituted it did

not thereby prove or show himself equal to the Father.

It is only by his maintaining here the real presence of

the Blood of Christ on the Altar, that we can find

any coherence and sense in the reasoning of this great

teacher.

3rdly. St. Amphilochius uses the phrase TO o/xs?ov

afyux, his own proper blood. That such is the proper

meaning of the phrase will appear from another

member of the sentence, where he says, "equal to

him who raised up IIw oi< ^'," that is, his h<

where the words are, TOV oJxsTov eysi'pavros vao'v. II

the force of the nrirun ilmost entirely on the

ubi sup. p. 487. Inl-- \- ivm;iins which \u- possess ot

work*, fully establish hi* claim to the hi^'h order in which ho is

class.

\i<-A and im|>'
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word oixfVov, the miracle consists in Christ raisin^

Hi* (/fit hod i/ ; so likewise docs this parallelism ol'

phrase throw emphasis on the same adject i\e in our

memher of the sentence
; and the miracle equally con-

sists in His -iving us Hi* of,i !>lou<I to drink/' This

ining entirely excludes the Protestant doctrine.

4thly. The whole of St. Amphilochius's reasoning" is

rendered still more striking hy the peculiar turn oi' his

sentence. For lie docs not say through it that Christ

is e(jnal to the Father, but that the Father is equal to

Christ. It is true, that the necessity of keeping a

parallel construction, to the text, "the Father i-

greater," drove him to this unusual form, which

simply establishes the perfect equality of the two

divine persons. Yet it cannot fail to strike tin 1 reader

iving greater energy to his reasoning, and

him to be more careful in selecting real and sound

demonstrations of that equality.

.">thly. 3kit there yet remains an important illustra-

tion of this text to be made. Should any of my
readers turn over to the passage of St. Amphilochius in

the publication of Monsignor Mai, he will at once per-
e that I have diil'ered from him in my translation

of the words on which I have hitherto been commenting ;

and, as my version is weaker, and seems to give up a

n n
1

theological position which that learned scholar

has taken, I owe it both to sincerity and to myself, to

vindicate the rendering which I have ollered. The

words of the text are, T<ro TOJ TO oixsTov olvo^ooOvrot,- al/x.a.

The learned editor has translated these words by,

'jnalis ei
(|iii proprium sanguinem X r'nto fccil ;"

and has added in a note that here we have.1 a valuable

testimony in favour of Transubstantiation. 1 Thi-

indeed true to a certain extent, but not in the manner

in.
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which his version implies, a clear explicit declaration

of a change. But it is not through a captious desire

of finding fault that I enter on a philological exami-

nation of these words, nor even because I think such

a criticism had better come from a friend than an

enemy; but partly from love of truth, partly from

fear that any adversary, deceived in the same manner,
but with a totally different spirit from the editor,

should argue that the composition of the verb modified

its meaning, and that oli/o^osTv suggests the idea of

wine being present in the Eucharist.

It is indeed true, that this verb in its primary sig-

nification means to pour out, or minister, wine : in

which sense, the only one of the lexicons, it often

occurs in Homer, and other ancient writers, as

Odys. 8
f

233.
'

re

But it is no less certain that it became a term of

more general acceptation, and was used in the simple
sense of propinare, to give to drink at a feast. Thus

we have in the same poet :

Awrap 6 rote aXXotert Ofolf lv$iia iraatv

OI'NOXO'EI 7\vKv NE'KTAP.'

And again in the fourth book :

NE'KTAP 'EflNOXO'EIJ

The commentary of Eustathius upon these passages
will put this matter beyond the reach of controversy.

Upon the first he says,
" You must know, that olvo^sTv

is not properly said of nectar, but only of wine
;

but.

it is applied through iiWHxity to nectar also, as will be

Sec also O' 322; Iliad, /> 127. ,-t al.

*
11. 507. - y Ib. I' 3.
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declared in the third book; I, tMre Mt no ///

'////// ///Vv/ conrir'ml frmi t tltC poet's COinni"il . TllCTC

arc oilier similar expressions; as, fjfW/tip'4 ro7g

frx&sa-i."
1 The reference to tlic third hook is perhaps

a mistake for the commentary which he gives upon
this word, in illustrating the passage, which I have

quoted from the fourth ; as there is not a word, in t lie

commentary on the third book, upon this expression.

These are his words. " But see how he applies im-

properly to nectar the word olvo^oelV, as was more fully

explained in the commentary on the first book; but

he uses it now also simply as a convivial word ; as if

one should say, he gave him nectar to drink, a$ if it

wine.*

We have another passage, which further confirms

1 hese observations. This is a verse of Sappho, preserved

by AthensDus. Speaking of the gods, whose drink

was certainly not wine, she says,

\\ntc'
fyi/3jpO<rfoc /uV KpdTtjp

eXwv oXirtv

* 'IoTOV e ore TO olvo-^oilv ov KvptoXftcrtlrat ri rov vtKrapo^ dXXa

Trarrwc 7ri TOV olvov rideirat Se. KO.T' avayKrjv Kdi ITTI vlicrapofy we vt

iv Ty y i)iv^<p%ia <f>a.vi}atTa.i,
lia. TO

ytt)) finropely TOV HOIT)TIH> fffpvoTCpac

iiQ \it(i>c. Eilffl ?e Kai crepa. Ttva TGICLVTO, olov ical TO

ro7c ffntXffft. Comment, torn. i. p. 302, ed. Pol. Flop.

1730. Ho continues to comment on the word for several pages,

observing that nectar is a liquid nourishment, and consequently can

bo said oh'oxptlffOat, p. 304. He brings several other examples of

similar phrases ; as, yKodofiTjcre iroXiv. In fact, we have in Thucydides
r.'i 7M'x/ oiKncopviffafjiu'ur. Hist. lib. vii. p. 451, ed. "VVetst.

; again,

p. 503, lib. viii. We may compare, too, the word iroXiopKtw : thus \\ o

lui\o in Dionysius of Halicaruassus TroXtopKEly TO <f>povpiov. Anticj.

lib. ix. e. xviii. p. 552, od. Oxon. 1704.

Tf, OTTWr, (if Kill f.V
Tfj

U flotfo&lq TT\(lTVTtpOV fpptjdrj^

tlirt TO olvo'xotiv, a\Xa aTrXtDf nal vvV) a/c Xetv

-c ttTrot ci
^<i{)

Truly oln rivd dlvov. Tom. iii. p. 902.

b
Deipuotfiiph. lib. x. torn. iv. p. 55, ed. Schweigh.
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I am far from wishing to embark upon the sea ot

critical and philological controversy to which these

verses may give rise. I must, however, remark 1st,

that ambrosia here signifies the drink of the gods, or

nectar. Athenaeus himself quotes the verse in another

place, preserved in his Epitome, to prove that am-

brosia is put for the beverage, as nectar is by Anaxaii-

drides and Alcman for the food, of the gods.
c "Whence

Suidas says, vsxrag xai TO 0cojoa ra>v 0ecov.
d

2ndl\",

that no difficulty can be raised from the use of the

extraordinary word SOTTIV, which occurs in another quo-

tation, instead of oXTnv, and which Casaubon wished

to introduce here. Nothing can be more true than

what he proves from Eustathius and Lycophron, thai

spins, or rather, as in Coptic, EPIJ, did really mean in

Egyptian ivine ; for Champollion and llosellini h

found it in hieroglyphics.
6

Granting, however, this, on

which the learned Schweighauser seems to wish to

cast a doubt, the argument of this learned critic

appears to leave no doubt that OATHJ/, and not egTnv

the true reading; so that the passage in the Epitome
to the second book, must rather be corrected from thr

c
Epitome, lib. ii. torn. i. p. 148. d Tom. ii. p. 605,

e
Champollion, Lettres a M. le Due de Blacas, relatives an M
de Turin. Prem. Lettre, Paris, 1824, p. 37. He is spc::

of tl. filiations on Egyptian monuments of flasks paintt-i

up to a certain height to represent the liquor. In a prayer, supposed

by llosellini to be directed to Atbyr, upon a sepulchral monument in

the gallery of
-,
the goddess '"d t<> gh

wine, milk, &c. Both are represented by vases with the names of

their FM < nts written in liien.-K phics round thorn,

id the first are the feather, mouth, and the s<
t

I of the letters I. I'll. See the engra\ing in Ixnselli;

entitled l)i un Basso-rilievo Egiziano della I. e R. Galleria di Fir.

ih. iMiu', and tin- illustration, p. 40.
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quotation in the tenth/ Thus all mention of wine i-

hided from the text. It must he surely superfluous
to prove that the beverage of Olympus had nothing in

common with the juice of the grape.
These quotations, especially the express testimonies

of Eustalhius, sufficiently establish the signification I

have attributed to the verb oii/o^oeiv, of yiclny to <l,-i,/l>\

especially in a solemn manner, as was done by the

olj/o^ooy at a feast. As Eustathius observes of Homer,
St. Amphilochius could not have used a more dignified

word to express the sacred and awful draught which

our Saviour presents us at the altar. At the same
time all idea of the existence of wine in the chalice is

removed; at least no Protestant controvertist can

ue, from the verb selected, that St. Amphilochius
wished to insinuate its being still there.

f This argument is chiefly grounded on the use of the participle

. which requires after it the name of some vessel, as

o\7rty, not of a liquor, which would rather have Ixvn preceded hy

apvuf, liauriens, or some such word. Animadversiones in Athcn.

Argentor. 1804, torn. v. p.

MF.. September, 1833.
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WITH KXAMl'LKS KIJn.M Till: OBIGINAL,

ST. EmuKM is an example of a phenomenon not

uncommon in Hie history of literature." Like Moses

in Hebrew, llomer in Greek, Mohammed in Arabic,

Chaucer in English, Dante and Boccaccio in Italian,

he is at once the earliest, and the purest, author

preserved to us from the ancient learning of Syria.

From his age, the third and fourth centuries of the

Christ inn era, the language and learning of his country

improved no more ; his writings have heen considered

the model of elegance by all later authors. And yet

hardly a fragment survives to show us how the langna u

had gradually reached such a degree of elegance and

perfection. By his countrymen he is styled the pro-
I of tlic SyridHS, the harp of the Holy Ghost, the

;nc,it month, the column of the Church. lie has

heen called, too, the Syriac Chrysostom. It may be

int (Cresting to our readers to know what entitled him
to the honourable appellations. They may indeed read

his life in Alban Butler's collection; but the extracts

there given from his writings can convey but a faint

idea of his elevated, and often sublime, bursts tfpoetn'

jiience. AVc have used this term, because, cxira-

a The works of this lather, in S\ riae and Greek, were first published

complete in six volumes, folio, by P. Ambaraeh (Benedietus), a Maro-

nite Jesuit
;
Koine, \!'.\1.
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ordinary as it may appear, what arc commonly con-

sidered the Sermons of St. Ephrem, are all metrical

compositions.
The first persons who introduced the alluring charms

of versification into polemic or doctrinal compositions,
in the Syriac Church, were the celebrated Gnostics,

Bardesanes and his son Harmonius.b
It is against

these heresiarchs and their followers, that most of

St. Ephrem's writings are directed ; and so full is his

confutation of their errors, that the entire system of

their doctrines may be collected from his works. Some

years ago, it was our intention to undertake this task,

but we abandoned it upon reading the learned and

interesting tract of Augustus Hahn upon the subject.

St. Ephrem, seeing how men's minds were allured, by
the smooth verses of those false men, to read and

remember their words, resolved to employ the same

weapons ; and accordingly drew up his confutations in

verse, sometimes employing the metre of Bardesanes

himself, which was pentasyllabic,
d oftener another made

up of seven syllables, which is generally called, by
the Syrians, the metre of St. Ephrem. It might be

doubted whether these discourses were ever delivered

to the people; but passages may be quoted from

them to show that they were. Certainly, the stream

b See S. Ephr. Opp. torn. ii. p. 558; and his Acts, prefixed to the

second volume, p. 51.

c Bardesanes Gnosticus Syrorum, primus hymnologus. Lip. 1819.
d "We have seventeen discourses of St. Ephrem in this mca.-

among those against the Searchers, ending with the sixty-tilth,

torn. iii. p. 128, where a note, in the original, mentions this circum-

stance.

c This is frequently met in manuscripts, prefixed to
;

r.) cliii., is. an anonymous poem mi t
!

>3f2>) i^> IA.*!^> (Ifnishu d'niur I in the measure ol'

Ephrem.
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of rich allegory, which winds through many of th

sometimes flowing through a succession of beautifully

connected imnirrrv, then suddenly broken by an abrupt
transition, the bold ii^nr -h, and the choice

of lofty words, and the close brevity of his reason:

ni hardly adapted for popular addresses. But then

must remember, that we are men of another G

and land, and speech, and thought; that it has been

well remarked by an able writer, that, in the East,

eloquence has never placed boundaries between its

territories and those of poetry/ which, in western

countries, has been done. And, indeed, we have many
other metrical discourses, besides those of St. Ephrera,
of which there seems no cause to doubt, but that they
were delivered in speech. These in Syriac are called

Among the heretics, whom this great saint attacked

with most zeal, was a branch of the Aetians, or Euno-

mians, whom he calls Botzooie, that is, Searchers, as

men, who pretended to dive into the mysteries of

faith, and, by unaided reason, to fathom and under-

id them. Against these men he composed eighty-
n sermons. The seven last of these are more

particularly called On the Pearl, that is, on Eaith,

which is allegorically spoken of in them, under this

emblem. AVe present our readers with a translation of

the first of these, from the original ; for the Latin version

of these discourses is often very defective, owing to the

conciseness and obscurity of their style. Many e\:

j

>

simis \\r have been obliged to paraphrase, otherwise

they could not have been understood; and thereby
the strength of the original has, no doubt, been

kened.

&' IV;.- ivprinlrd in

the O\t<>nl oliti.m. Isln. \,>! ij.
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" First Sermon of St. EpJirem on the Pearls

" On a certain occasion, my brethren, a pearl came into my posses-
sion. In it I saw kingly emblems, images and types of the Divine

Majesty: and therein too was a fountain, whence I drank the mys-
teries of the Son of God. I placed it, my brethren, upon the palm
of my hand, that so I might more curiously note it. I examined it

on one side, but it had faces on all its sides, the image of God's

Son, who is incomprehensible, because He is all light. In this its

clearness I contemplated that serene One who is never overcast
; by

its purity the great type of our Lord's body was expressed ;
and in

its indivisibility I saw the indivisibility of truth. Therein too could

I discern its own pure offspring, the Church, in whose midst was the

Son, and She who bare him, whose figure is the cloud [of Elias,]

whose emblem is the heavens, from whom shone forth the beautiful

splendour. I saw there represented the trophies of His victories and

His crownings ;
I beheld all His benefits and efficacy, whether hidden

or manifest.
" I prized myself more upon this pearl than if it had been the Ark

of the Covenant, so as to be lost in admiration. I beheld in it

bowers not shaded, for it was a draught of light, vocal types without

a tongue, mysterious words without lips, a silent lyre, which, without

any voice, did utter tuneful notes. The indistinct sound of a trumpet,

and the murmuring of thunder !

' Presume not ! Let alone that

which is hidden, hold that which has been declared !

'

Again, I saw,

amidst serenity, rain
;
a fountain for the ears, as if dropping from

clouds of interpretation. And as the manna did, by its varied t:

supply for the people [of Israel] the place of all other food, so did

this pearl stand me, instead of books, and of the reading and expla-

nation thereof. And, if I would ask whether there yet remain other

mysteries, it had no mouth that I should hear from it
;
neither had it

ears, that it should hear me
;

it had no senses, whereby I might 1.

new ideas from it.

" At length it addressed me, and said,
' I am a daughter of

immeasurable sea; and from that ocean, whence I ascended, o mirth

the rich treasure of mysteries which is in my bosom. Fathom

sea, but think not to fathom the Lord of

who descended after me with fear: quickly from the depths ;

* In his Syriac w.irks, torn. iii. p. 150. [Since this was printed,

the Rev. J. B. Morris has published a volume of translation* from

St. Eplirem, among which is one of tl in, The diller-

of rendering is on the whole very trilling.]
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"iied (o t
1 Even for a short time they could not bear it

;

who can persevere in imestigating the abyss of the Divinity ?'

"The waves of the Son of God are laden with benefits, but yet are

full of peril. Have you not seen how the billows of the sea do dash

in pieces the bark, which struggle! h against them; but so that if it

submit, and resist not, then shall it be saved? In the sea

Egyptians drowned, although they did not scrutinize; and, without

this investigation, oven on dry land, were the Israelites swallowed up :

re then are you safe? By fire [in like manner] the Sodomites

were licked up ;
and how then can you resist ? h At the groans [of

the Egyptians] even the fishes of the ocean were moved, and the

tthans thereof. Verily, ye must have a heart of stone, to read

things and yet forget them. Great is your danger, for long
hath justice been silent.

"Curiosity is mingled with your thanksgiving, and which shall

most prevail [with God ?] Praise and vain inquiry rise together like

incense from your lips, and which shall He regard? Prayer and

foolish research proceed from one mouth, and to which shall He
attend ? For three days was Jonas an inhabitant of the abyss ; the

-ters in the depths thereof were moved, [saying,] '"Who shall flee

from God?' Jonas only fled [from Him,] but ye presume to search

into Him."

St. Ephrem was scarcely less admired by the Greok

Church, than by that of his own country. He was
bound by strictest friendship with the great St. Basil,

and we have a glowing discourse in his praise, by St.

(iivgory of Nyssa. Hence, it is no wonder that his

writings should early have been translated into the

Greek language. The collection of his works contains

throe folio volumes of these versions, edited by Joseph
Assemani. It is chiefly from these that extracts have1

been translated into modern languages. In the third

volume of these Greek translations are many prayers,
remarkable for the warm and animated feelings and

expressions of devotion which they contain. None,

h Our saint selects examples of God's judgment exercised upon
his enemies by the different elements, thereby to show, that for such

is no security, and then returns to that of the Egyptians, which hr

first mentioned.

T 2
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however, are so striking as those addressed to the

Blessed Virgin. If the prayer-hooks of modern Catho-

lics have heen ransacked, to prove that divine honour

is paid to this queen of saints, and if the most inno-

cent expressions, well understood by us all, have been

deemed sufficient argument against us, I fear our

saint, of whom St. Gregory of Nyssa hath said such

glorious things, must fain help us to bear the burthen

of modern condemnation. For he goes far beyond all

which modern tongue would venture to utter, in ad-

dressing its supplications to her. And since we have

been already once charged solemnly, by a grave author,

and in a large book,
1 with having falsified the doctrines

of the Syriac Church, for the purpose of vindicating

ours, we will translate a few expressions from one of

these prayers, so to justify what we have said. It

opens thus : "In thee, Patroness, and Medialriv with

God, who was born from thee,
k the human race, O

Mother of God, placeth its joy ; and ever is dependent

upon thy patronage ; and, in thee alone, hath refuge
and defence, who hast full confidence in Ilim. Behold,
I also draw nigh to thee, with a fervent soul, not

having courage to approach thy Son, but imploring,

that, through thy intercession (psa-iTelag) I may obtain

salvation. Despise not, then, thy servant, who placeth
all his hopes in thee, after God ; reject him not, placed
in grievous danger, and oppressed with many grit

but thou, who art compassionate, and the mother of a

niereil'ul God, have mercy upon thy servant, free me
from fatal concupiscence, i In the course of tin's

\V> allulo to a note in the lr;irnr<I Professor L ^mcnu
lyglotl l'ibli>.

k
Mf/r/rji' 7T(f> ri'it' it: trou

-

in. iii.
i>
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pra\cr, our 1>. Lady is called, "the precious \ i.sion of

the prophets, the clearest fulfilment of all proph'

the eloquent mouth of the apostles, the strength of

kiun'S the boast of the priesthood, the l'or^i\ euess of

},
the propitiation of the just. J iidi^v, the risr of the

fallen, the redemption from sins, &c." In another

praver, \\ o meet the following words, addressed to

the same ever-u'lorious Virgin : "After the Trinity

[thou art] mistress of all
; after the Paraclete another

paraelete ;
after the Mediator, mediatrix of the whole

Id."
1

Surely this is more than enough to prove,
thai if this ulory of the Syriac Church, this friend of

the Lrivat St. Basil, had lived in our times, he would
not have been allowed to officiate in the English

Church, as deacon, for he never received higher ordi-

nation, hut would have heen obliged to retire to some
humble chapel, if he wished to discharge his sacred

functions ; where he should find men who fear not, in

fulfilment of holy prophecy, to place the title of Blessed

before the name of God's mother, and address her in

suppliant prayer, without fear of offending her Son.

On the commentaries of St. Ephrem we might saj

much ; but perhaps it would not be interesting to

many. On their value in critical questions, regarding
the Syriac version, the reader may consult a curious

and erudite essay by Cesar Lengerke ;

m
whom, however,

approve not in all things. When we perused these

irnentaries, we often perceived a variety of style,

both in the interpretation itself, and in the language,
which betrayed sometimes a later age, and we felt no

1

'II
fiirii r/r Timic u 7T((JT(7j' o n-Troirri, ;/ //fra ror IImiv\;;ror ,

. \//rm-, ^(n [itTu ror MfT/r;/r ftffTtTijr vony/oD JTCUTOC. P. 528.
ni Commentatio critk-u do Eplira-mo Syro S. S. interpivtr.

L828
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difficulty in attributing such parts to James of Edessa.

However, to be more certain, we consulted the manu-

script, from which the Roman edition was made, and

found our conjecture verified; as some parts, which

are printed as St. Ephrem's, do really belong to the

other writer, whom we have just named. But this

would be matter beseeming a more elaborate inquiry.
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< II K IST IAN INSCRIPTION.

i; i I \ .Kpii/rnnuna Greco- Cristiano de
1

primi sccoli, $c. Gr
'.v////// Kjn'yriitn of the first crti/arirx, lately found ne<'

'tnt AiniufitodunuiH, now Autun, in France; restored u

necessary, and commented on ly Father John P. Secchi, of the

Society of Jesus. Korae:1840.

Two words of preface must keep our readers waiting,
tfore we enter upon the interesting little work before

*

The first regards the science of which it treats.

e Christian archaeology of the earliest centuries is a

anch of sacred study, hardly cultivated, as yet, out

of Italy, and having its seat and centre in eternal

Home. Even whatever the Mahillons and Mont-
I; 11 icons may have done for it, must be considered as

only emanations from that source. This is quite
reasonable. Geology could not have sprung up in

the midst of the Sahara, where one stratum of un-

fathomable, as well as immeasurable sand, presents
no variety of physical features; and no more could

tin 4

study of primeval Christian monuments have

arisen, or have been cultivated, where they existed not

to attract attention, and to furnish materials for appli-
oation. Italy possesses, in almost every part, sonic

remnants of th< earliest Christian acres. Verona is
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rich in inscriptions ; Milan has its Ambrosian monu-

ments; Brescia contains many curious objects. Ra-

venna is a perfect Christian museum ; city and suburbs

are full of splendid edifices of the first Christian ages,
churches erected or embellished by Justinian, Valen-

tinian, or Galla Placidia. The domestic chapel, built

by St. Peter Chrysologus, still serves, without any
essential alteration, his worthy successor the present

saintly archbishop ;
and the beautiful frescoes of Giotto

have faded away, or have been peeled off by damp,
from the church of Sta. Maria in Porto fuori ; while

the mosaics of double their age, in the apsis of the

neighbouring basilica of St. Apollinare in Clause, dis-

play as yet almost their original freshness. But all

the monumental riches of these, and all other Italian

cities together, are poor, compared with what Rome
alone contains in her ancient walls, and suburban

territory. Not a link is wanting in her series. She

begins with the altar of the apostle St. Peter, en-

shrined in the high altar of St. John Lateran, with

his chair and his very ashes the glory of the Vati<

with the prisons of himself and his brother apostle

Paul, and with the places of their martyrdom. From
these she conducts the devout pilgrim through the

ma/es of catacombs and crypts, the dormitories of

saints, the chambers of martyred pontiils ;
she points

out to him the altars mixed with tombs, the paintings
that conceal sepulchres, the baptisteries still fed by

pure subterranean si reams,' all the evidences of that

* As in tli. . of Pontianus, on the Via Portiirnsis, a road

particularly clear to us. Over the square KM,

i-i'rk. and filled with beautiful running water, derj> enough for hn-

. .Hinting of our Lord's ba]>ti>m. Beside it is a painting

fSS. .\hdon and Sennen, \\ IIP can
count i'f ili-
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mixture of joy and of sorrow, ol' .at ion and

anxiety, of life and death in the same spot, which

characteri/es so powerfully to the mind, and to the

feelings, that early state of persecution, in which the

Catholic Church was so long kepi. Then hcv monu-
ments heuin to creep above ground; her cimj'>

or tombs of martyrs (yea, such martyrs as Laurence

communicate at once below with the cata-

combs, of which they are a part, and above with the

splendid churches that overshadow them. Through
these venerable entrances we gain the upper sph<

and pass, by a natural transition, from chapels to

churches, from catacombs to basilicas. We stay not

now to draw comfort from this contrast, as applied to

ourselves at this moment. We fancy we could show

many symptoms of a similar transition, from the

chapel to the church, in our present sacred edifices,

and a not dissimilar one from by-lanes to public
streets ; nay, if we are rightly informed, Birmingham,
at this moment, presents an example of a magnificent
church springing over one low sunk in the ground,
and now forming its crypt.

b But we pass by these

reflections now, to proceed with our antiquarian walk.

The name of Constantine, recorded as the founder of

many lloman basilicas, gives us the earliest possible
date for the erection of great Christian edifices, and

ires us of the next step in our monumental chro-

nology of ancient Christianity. True it unfortunately
ihat Vandals, ancient and modern, whether wielding

tlu sword or the compasses, whether destroying or

repairing, have removed much, and left comparatively

little, of what we revere
;
but still the granite columns

rovnvr himself. IJosio, Eoma S . p.
TJo ; ,,r lv Arin^hi,

N bom. i. p. *J7~'

h
[The eatheilral of St. Ch;il, then in OO1 'ii.J
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or the porphyry wainscoting, the pavement, or the

outer walls remain; and when all has heen covered

and whitewashed, the site, with its secure tradition,

the shrine, with its certain relics, remain unchanged,
to carry back the feeling mind to the age in which

the trenches for the foundations of the buildings were

opened by an imperial hand; or the sacred deposit
laid beneath its altar, by a saintly pontiff. After this

period, the work of tracing out the visitor's course

becomes too complicated for us to undertake it. Every

region of the city has its claims upon his next atten-

tion; each gate invites him not unallured by the

smiling hills that win him forward to make a pil-

grimage of every excursion, and pause on his way at one

or more of the hallowed spots, which a large church,

or a chapel, or a simple inscription by the road-side,

recommends to his devout attention.

While our pen, almost unguided, has been rapidly

tracing these paragraphs, our mind has been wandering

over the scenes they record. We have revisited them
all in spirit, and many more which we have not here

set down. We have, in the last few minutes, threaded

many a subterranean labyrinth with no other clue than

memory ; stopping here at an angle where the wall of

sand is cut away, to admit the pale sepulchral lamp,
\\hicli lighted the diverging corridors; pooping into

half-opened tombs, in which every bone yet lies in its

place, unremoved, because wanting any token of mar-

tyrdom. We have road the names of saints Inside

their effigies painted in the little chapels tlio squa
of those subterranean streets. We have almost loapt

from sanctuary to sanctuary, with that rapidity, which

the imagination itself can only havo, when the all'rr-

tions lend it win^-s; liavo recalled to our minds the

exact forms, the niccly-distinguislmm feature^ ,,j raeh.
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their specific treasures of art and of holiness ire

have peopled them for their festival-days, \\ e li

Chipped In them in twilighl solitude; and we oow
awake from our trance, to apolo^i/e to ( ,ur readers fur

having imagined that we could draw others after us

[is fas) as \V e run ourselves, over a -round which it

requires years of familiar and loving intercourse to

know as it deserves; years of that intercourse which

makes the very stones of a standing temple as deai

were the dispersed ones of Sion's sanctuary to the

ud which gives us friendship for unspeaking
forms. It will be, at least, allowed to he perfectly

natural, that such persons as have once conceived

these feelings and have nourished them, will soon

turn their intelligence in the same direction as their

hearts
; and, not content with admiring, will he anxious

to understand. Hence it was not long after the re-

vival of good letters, before works of great learning
were composed, to illustrate the early Christian monu-

ments of Home. The names of Aringhi, Bottari, Bosio,

Boldetti, Marangoni, Ciampini, and many others of

the same class, are wrell known to the lovers of these

interesting pursuits. We believe Rome to be the only

city which, in its theological schools, has a chair of

Christian archaeology, or has a museum, like that of

the Vatican library, exclusively devoted to it.

The pontificate of Benedict XIV. was particularly

arable to the prosecution of this study. That

.it pontiff, himself well versed in it, encouraged the

arches of other learned men; and though, un-

fortunately, the bad taste which prevailed in his time

(though not quite so bad as in the period immediately

preced'mi^, has caused his name and arms to stand

upon ancient buildings, sadly modernized, he well

knew how to appreciate and preserve what was old
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and venerable. The calamities of a later period led,

perhaps, to some relaxation in the prosecution of this

study ; though the names of Marini, Cancellieri, and

Visconti, may wipe off much of this imputation. But
the present pontiff, having founded and richly fur-

nished three classical museums, the Egyptian, the

Etruscan, and the Lateran, could not be supposed
indifferent to that most akin to his own pursuits, and

most especially his own, he being the bishop to whom
the preservation of the sacred monuments of his see

officially belongs. Accordingly, he has enriched the

Christian Museum beyond all his immediate predeces-
sors ; he has added to it seals, rings, plate, and books ;

and he has created in it a totally new department,

already admirably fitted up, of old sacred paintings.
This attention, on his part, has naturally excited a

new ardour for the pursuit of corresponding applica-

tion ; and we believe we are not incorrect in saying,
that this month will see the publication of the first

number of a work, to be continued monthly, illustra-

tive of the sacred archaeology of E/ome. It will begin
with statues and bas-reliefs, will then proceed to works

in ivory and metal, and so descend to paintings, and

other objects of religious purpose and interest.

This brings us to the second of our preliminary
matters. It shall not be so prolix as our first. 1

concerning the author of the pamphlet which we de-

sire to make known to our readers. Father 8<

professor of Greek in the Roman college belonging to

the Society of Jesus. He is yet young; and though

he has not published any large works, he ha^ acquired

no small reputation by his able philological and anti-

quarian . chiefly contained in the Arclnroltxjn^il

"//.v, published by \\ German association in Ron

VI
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and in oilier periodicals of that city. In the prosecu-

tion of his (I reek studies he has mne beyond the

limits of ordinary attainment-, and has made himself

master of Sanskrit, as an auxiliary to his -rammatical

i relics. Now he, with I'. 1\ Marchi, T. md
one or t \\ o other members of his order, is chief promoter
and prosecutor of ihis extraordinary, most J<>xtiitirl,

plan of bringing before the public, and within the n

of all scholars, the ancient monuments of Christianity.

So much for the supposition of Rome's interest lying
in concealing the faith and practice of primitive tinn -.

and of the Jesuits being anxious to discourage such

prying researches, and keeping the people in ignorance
and subjection.

After what we have said, it will not surprise our

lers to find a Christian inscription of the early

centuries, discovered in Prance, travelling to Koine to

be deciphered, nor to see Father Secchi's name on our

pamphlet as its interpreter. We shall pretend to

do little more than follow him as our guide in this

art icle.

The city of Autun, anciently Bibracte, afterwards

Auyiixfu'li'iiion, later, in compliment to the Flavii

(Constantius Chlorus and Constantine), Urbs Flar'm,

finally called by the more enviable title of JEdu.

4sti (.'irittis, was celebrated, even under the early

emperors, for its learning and schools. Under Con-

st ant ins Chlorus, who called to teach in it the

celebrated rhetorician, afterwards his panegyrist, Ku-

menius, it was distinguished for its schuhr M,

erm perhaps not sufficiently explained. Christi-

anity was early introduced into Autun, and soon t

a vigorous root there. St. Benignus, its apostle, about

the middle of the second century, found there a

senatorial family already Christian. The head of
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this family was Paustus, who took advantage of the

presence of the first missionaries, to have his son

Symphorian baptized. The youth, under the instruc-

tion of his father, and of his mother Augusta, grew

up a model of Christian virtue. Persecution soon

came to try the stability of the infant Church. From

Lyons the fury of the heathens spread to Autun;
several of its apostles fell, and Paustus and his son

were most assiduous in collecting their blood, and

honouring their remains. At length the zeal of Sym-

phorian could not be contained within such bounds :

he insulted a public procession in honour of Cybele,

was arrested, condemned; and, encouraged by his

pious mother, died with constancy.*

The usual refuge of the Christians in time of per-

secution was the cemeteries or tombs. The first

assemblies of Christians at Autun were held in a

cemetery on the public road, apart from the town.

There in process of time several churches were built,

of which the principal one was that of St. Peter : from

it the cemetery is to this day called of S. P
VEstries (a via strata). It became subsequently a

place of devout pilgrimage ; and, among others, St.

Augustine, our apostle, St. Germanus, and St. Gregory
of Tours, are recorded to have visited it. Tin* French

revolution finished what previous neglect had in part

prepared, the total destruction, or rather annihilation,

of every vestige of monuments on this venerable spot.

Still the cemetery exists, inasmuch as inscriptions and

tombs are often brought to light, sufficient to deter-

mine the place and its destination. Of these inscrip-

tions some arc profane, so as to indicate the exist*

of a burial-place before the Christians occupied it.

'IP author ;11 these
j

[arch,
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Others arc Christian; and of these undoubtedly the

most interesting is tlie one which forms the subject of

our article. It was found in the month of June of

last year, hy the worthy bishop of Autun, and tlie

A 1)1)6 Decouvoux, broken into nine fragments, of \vhieli

t\\o have not yet been found. The slab on which it is

written bears the marks of the metal cramps by which

it was once fastened to a wall or tomb. To cut short

all minute descriptions, we have thought it better at

once to present our readers with an exact copy, made

upon a tracing from the original, as well as from the

raving first published of it in Paris.

Fortunately, the first part of the inscription, which

is the most interesting to us, is the best preserved.

The lacuna in the first line alone presents any serious

difficult y. We will therefore at once give the entire

inscription, as restored by P. Secchi, and as translated

by him into corresponding Latin verses, referring to his

work for his acute philological observations. It is

follows :

rrop

I'lfre

inn' (\trnoiQ TrXovroCOTOV

/it,

lov aid]

IXOVC, patre Deo Dcus, immortalia, san

Mortales inter, corde locutus ait :

Eitc sacris anima sepelitor, ainice, sub undis ;

Dives ab a?ternis mente redibis aquis :

Sume cibum sanctis quern dat Servator alend

^lallde, bibo, amploctcns IXO1N utraquo manu.

V
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Orba viro mater Galilaeo pisce, Kedemptor,
Cernere te prece me petiit, lux luce carentum

Aschandee pater, vita mihi carior ipsa,

Tu cum matre mea, nato lacrymante, piatus

Pectorii, pater, ipse tui memor esto precantis.

We must content ourselves with a further transla-

tion into humhle English prose: "The divine off-

spring of the heavenly \%bvs (fak) in his sacred heart,

spoke among mortals with his immortal voice c

Bury,

friend, thy soul in the divine waters, the eternal waters

of richest wisdom ; and take the sweet food of the

holy, which the Saviour gives ; eat, drink, having the

\Xftus in both your hands.
5

" Lord Saviour ! the widow of a Galilean <;^0u, my
mother, entreated me to enjoy the sight of Thee, light

of the departed ! Aschandeus, my father ! dearest to

my soul, thou, with my dear mother, by my tears

expiated, remember thy son Pectorius."

The inscription is, in truth, an epigram, divided

into two parts. The first contains three distichs of

hexameters and pentameters ; the second five hexa-

meters. The subjects of the two parts are likewise

quite distinct. The former has reference to the mys-
teries of faith ; the latter is the epitaph, probably, of

the mother of the erector of the monument. The Jhst

portion has another peculiarity. The five first verses

are acrostic, their initials composing the word IX0Y5,
of which we shall have to say a few words just now.

Before speaking of the doctrines contained in this

epigram, it will be proper to say something concerning
its age. The form of the letters, and some peculiari-

ties in their disposition, induce F. Secchi to attribute

to it a great antiquity. A further argument may be

drawn from its language. The Greek Church of Autun

may be said to have been almost destroyed by the

persecutions which assailed it soon after its establish-
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ment; when peace was restored to Christ i;niity th<

under Constant ins, it flourished :m-ain, but ;is a Latin

Church. A (I reek epigram, therefore, in elegant ver

may ivasonal)ly be attributed to the former period.

The place where it was found likewise confirms this

supposition. It was amidst fragments of walls, and

Roman antiques, apparently of that earlier epoch.
Several other considerations here come to our aid.

.First, the epithet Galilean is applied in the sense of

rhristian, to his father, by Pectorius. Now, this

obliges us to consider the inscription anterior to the

time of Julian the Apostate, by whom this epithet was

lered infamous, so as not to be thenceforth used by
the Christians. Secondly, the dark and symbolical
nature of the expressions, in speaking of the mysteries,
indicates an earlier period of Christianity, when such

resei s more necessary. While upon this point,

it will be desirable, perhaps, for some of our readers

to be informed what is the meaning of the word which

we have left untranslated, *;0u, literally a fish. In

thus preserving it in its original language, we have

only followed the example of the Latin fathers, who

generally write it in Greek. Among the emblems

upon Christian monuments, or rings, none is more
common than a fish. Sometimes, instead of the repre-

lation, we have only the word written in large
letters. There is no doubt that Christ is symbolized

by the word or representation ; still its origin is very
doubtful. Three opinions concerning it prevailed in

antiquity. The first was, that it was derived from

the fish of Tobias, which symbolized Christ, by its

efficacy in curing spiritual and corporal ills. This

seems to have been the opinion of Clement of Alex-

andria, who uses the compound term KoXX/;gAu The

second deduced this symbol from the circumstance

I* 2
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that the name was produced acrostically in five sibyl-

line verses, which applied to Christ. Constantine and

St. Augustine give this reason. The third is furnished

by several fathers, who resolve the letters of the word

into so many other words, commencing with those

letters. St. Optatus thus explains it :
" Piscis nomen

secundum appellationem Grsecam, in uno nomine, per

singulas literas, turbam sanctorum nominum continet.

IX0YC enim latina est Jesus Christus Dei Filius

Salvator." 6
St. Augustine writes much in the same

manner :
" Graecorum quinque verborum quce sunt

'Ir
y
<rou Xp/o-ro sou Y*O S>T>jp, quod est latine Jesus

Christus Dei Filius Salvator, si primas literas jungas,
erit IX0YS, id est piscis, in quo nomine mystice

intelligitur Christus." f
It is possible that this acrostic

explanation may have been an afterthought, to account

for a symbol, whose origin was uncertain, and whose

application was become problematic. Two things may,
however, be added with tolerable certainty : that the

term was occasionally even applied to Christians, and

that the application was made with reference to their

being born again of water. Hence the symbol, wlion

found on a tomb, has sometimes been supposed to

indicate the sepulchre of a catechumen, or a neophyte.
These two points, which are very useful in explaining
our inscription, seem to be clearly ascertainable from

the following words of Tertullian :
" Nos pisciculi

secundum IX0YN nostrum Jesum Christum in aqua
nascimur." 8 In our inscription we seem to have the

term so applied to Aschandeus, the father of Pectoriu^.

From the whole tenor of the inscription, we should

conjecture him to have died just niter baptism. In

this way we can bntrr account for the first part of

e Adv. Parmcn. lib. iii.
f De Civ. Dei, lib. \\iii. <-.

f De Baptismo, lib. ii. cap. ii. n. 2.
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the epitaph, containing a mention ofGhriflt'fl twofold

ramental injunction first, to be horn an-ain <>!

\\ater, and second, to eat of his tlrsh (baptism and the

harist being the two sacraments of new Chris-

tians); and thus we can explain the applieation of

that mystical appellation to him. Let us now pro

to examine the dogmatical value of our inscription.

1. The two first lines, notwithstanding their lacuna,

e us a sufficiently clear testimony of the divine

origin of the Iclitlius or Christ, speaking as an im-

mortal among mortals.

2. The second distich manifestly teaches the doc-

trine of baptism. The soul, and not the body, is

commanded to be immersed in the sacred waters:

those waters which bestow the gift of eternal life, and

of choicest wisdom.

3. The third is still more interesting. "Take the

honied food of saints, which your Saviour gives: eat,

drink, having the IX0YC [that is Christ] in both thy
hands." In the foregoing distich the allusion to the

symbol was couched under the invitation to plunge
into the mystic waters : here the divine \x$(>$ is to be

taken into the hands, and Himself, by one act, eaten

and drunk. The reality of His presence could not be

more clearly intimated in an inscription composed
while the disciplina arcani was in full vigour, and

forbade distinct allusion to what was contained and

ived in the blessed Eucharist. At the same time,

an additional proof may be drawn of the complete
1

of the act which receives Christ under only one form.

\Ve have been struck, moreover, by the contrast be-

tween the expression of this early Christian poet and

that of a modern Anglican one, of the school that

pretends to have returned to the pure doctrines of

primitive Christianity.
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" O come to our communion feast :

There present in the heart,

Not in the hands, th' eternal Priest

Will his true self impart."
h

If we remember right, Mr. Froude criticises this ex-

pression, asking how we know he was not in the licuids>

as well as in the heart. Our ancient Gallic Christian

would have joined in the stricture, or rather has

positively contradicted the assertion.

4. The great injury which the lower part of the

stone has sustained, obliges us to be more cautious in

drawing consequences from the inscription in that

part. Still, whatever portion of the proposed resto-

rations may be denied or questioned, these words

remain sufficiently legible to admit of no doubt :

/o*o :

" Father Aschandeus, dearest to my soul

. . . remember Pectorius." We have clearly an appeal
from the living to the dead, a prayer for remembrance

from a son on earth to his parent in heaven.

5. If we admit the restorations, we must further

add to the foregoing list, the power of expiating by
the tears of the living the offences of the departed.
Our readers will, we are sure, admit that an in-

scription containing so many controverted points of

doctrine, is a most valuable discovery. In fact,

consider it the most precious Christian inscription

brought to light.
1

It is the only one that alludes to

the Eucharistic rite. One reflection will close our

account of it. Every fresh discovery in primitive or

early documents, connected with the Christian religion,

adds something new to our proofs of doctrine, not hi HIT

fi K riatian Year,
CT

Gunpon .son."

1

< )tli>
' MtT'->tin<: and useful hu\'
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to the opinions of our opponents. A\V have much on

hand to demonstrate this, which fit tor opportunity

may be given us to communicate. Sull'ico it to say,

that whether a last work of a lather come to light hy
the learned and systematic excavations of the inde-

iat igahle Cardinal Mai, or a new inscription is casually

turned up, by a labourer's spade, in a Gallican ceme-

tery, it will be sure to coincide in doctrine, in senti-

ment, and in phrase, with the belief and practice

the unfading, immortal Church.

[In this paper F. Secchi'a interpretation is alone alluded to. When
it was written, no other essays on the subject were accessible to me.

Since that time, the principal ones have been condensed, and pub-
<1 by the finder, and first publisher of the inscription, Dom

Pitra, a French Benedictine, in the first volume of his Spicileyiuni

Solesmense. In June, 1839, this distinguished scholar accompanied

>eigneur d'liericourt, bishop of Autun, to the cemetery men-

tioned in the text, and was fortunate enough to light upon six

fragments of the inscription just dug up ;
and returning alone, and

making diligent search, he discovered a seventh, small, but im-

portant fragment; for it contained the name of the person who had

it erected.

He shortly after published the inscription, with his own observa-

tions, under the signature of L. .1. ('.

The second commentary was that of F. Secchi, given in this e-

Dom Pitra censures it, for arbitrarily altering letters, which are

clear enough on the original marble, in order to suit his conjectural

readings. The most remarkable cases are his substituting Xa\*v for

\a( (<>i>
; (i7Ti- for $oXTCO.

Dr. Franz and Dr. "Windischmann supply the two next commeu-

tarii'si, each of whom, as well as Borret, threw some additional light

on some phrases.

The Rev. Christopher Wordsworth gave likewise an interpretation,

in which the scholar and the Protestant balance one another. As
the second part of the inscription, according to every other com-

mentary, implied a prayer ot' IVetorius to his father Aschandeus, no

longer among the living, it came, as a matter of course, that, at all

expense, so unprotestant an idea should be got rid of. Tl

attempted to be done in t\\o ways. First, the canon of Westmi-
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pronounces the second part of the inscription to be later, by several

centuries, than the first; although it is impossible to look at the

engraving of the stone, which D. Pitra pronounces to be most

accurate, without seeing that the whole was cut at one time. The

size, form, and disposition of the letters, are identical in both parts.

Let any one compare particular letters, for example M, *, , T, in the

two portions, or the introduction of cursive letters in each, and see

if it is possible to maintain that centuries intervened between the

sculpturing of the two parts. Further, Dr. W. arbitrarily changes
words and letters, which are as plain as a pikestaff (to use a homely

phrase) ;
such as 'Acr^avctt, into 'AQdvarov; so as to get rid of any

chance of an invocation. To pronounce anything unscholarlike which

proceeds from so learned a Hellenist as the canon of Westminster,

might sound an anomaly ;
but the alternative to which one is driven

is more painful, though not startling to any one who has watched his

controversial career.

A short essay by Fred. Diibner closes the series. But we must

not omit to add one more commentator to the list, our late, and

deeply-lamented Dr. Lingard. On the publication of the article in

the Review, he was much struck by the beauty and value of the

inscription, and he gave it, with his own notes, in the fifth volume of

the Catholic Magazine (Jan. 1841). His conjectural readings of some

of the hiatuses agree with those of some of the eminent critics cited

in this note. For example, in the second line he proposes to fill up
with Trrj-yrif, with Franz and Windischmann, both of whom wrote long

after him. Several letters from him to a friend on this subject now
lie before me, and prove how truly interested he felt in this valuable

Christian monument.]
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THIS little Essay remained unnoticed for the long

period of nineteen years. But as soon as the esta-

blishment of the Catholic Hierarchy in England had

excited a violent outcry, and any attack upon the

author was likely to be welcome, Lady Morgan under-

took to reply. I have not read, nor even seen her

answer, which I could only consider as then published
to ansxver a party purpose. It was, of course, highly

praised in the papers, which even indulged in learned

discussions of St. Peter's ever having been in Rome.

Suffice it to say, that the Times spoke of the Essay
now reprinted as if just published, and as though I

were still in controversy with Lady Morgan. So much
care was there for truth, in those who at that time

directed the English mind !





REMARKS
ON

LADY MORGAN'S STATEMENTS
REGARDING

ST. PETER'S CHAIR.

LADY MORGAN was originally known to the public
writer of romance. So long as she persevered in

that character, she had a right to invent amusing
tales, to gratify the curiosity of her readers. Yet even

the regions of fiction are subject to the great laws of

justice and good faith ; nor can that writer hope for

indulgence, who, under the disguise of a fabulous

narrative, conceals an attack upon the reputation and

character of others. If so, what name can we give

to the writer, who, soberly professing to instruct and

inform, scruples not to fabricate or propagate an

untrue story, which would suffice, if proved, to blight

for ever the character of many respectable and dig-

nified individuals, to hold up to public abhorrence the

hierarchy of a religion professed by millions of Chris-

tians, and record against that religion itself a weighty

charge of hypocrisy and imposture. And this has her

ladyship done in the passage to which I wish to call the

attention of my readers. No longer professing to he

a novel writer, she stood before the public as one who
would enlighten and improve it, by new information
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upon a distant land, its inhabitants, its customs and

religion ; and the public had a right to expect from

her, veracity and accuracy in her statements ; and the

obligation, thus contracted by her, was doubled by the

claims which those of whom she wrote, had to a just
and true representation. Instead of this, she has, too

often, drawn a most unfaithful portrait of their cha-

racters and opinions, and has treated their most holy
sentiments with an indecent levity and a cruel inatten-

tion, which, whether we consider her as a lady, a

Christian, or a writer, cannot be reprobated in terms

too severe for her deserts.

The following is the passage which I now desire

principally to take into consideration :

" The sacri-

legious curiosity of the French broke through all

obstacles to their seeing the chair of St. Peter. They
actually removed its superb casket, and discovered the

relic. Upon its mouldering and dusty surface were

traced carvings, which bore the appearance of letters.

The chair was quickly brought into a better light, the

dust and cobwebs removed, and the inscription (for an

inscription it was) faithfully copied. The writing is

in Arabic characters, and is the well-known confession

of Mahometan faith :
' There is but one God, and

Mahomet is his prophet.' It is supposed that this

chair had been, among the spoils of the Crusaders,
offered to the Church, at a time when a taste for anti-

quarian lore, and the deciphering of inscriptions were
not yet in fashion. This story has been since hushed

up, the chair replaced, and none but the unhallowed

remember the fact, and none but the audacious repeat
it. Yet such there are, even at Rome."*
The charge contained in tlu's paragraph is of

serious nature. It boldly asserts that the relic ven<

*
Italy, by Lady Morgan, vol. ii. p. 283, note t, Ito. rd.
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rated in the Vatican basilic as the chair of St. Peter,

is only a Mohammedan monument
;
and what is in-

finitely worse, that the clergy having discovered this,

have nevertheless wickedly continued to deceive the

people, by directing their respect towards an object

which they knew to be a spurious relic, and which

bears upon it a blasphemous inscription denying the

truth of Christianity. The most compendious course

to confute this unblushing calumny, would be to quote
the attestation of those, who have been in the service

of St. Peter's church, since a period antecedent to the

invasion of Rome by the French, to the fact that the

seals were never violated, nor the relic inspected by
them. But it would be replied to this, that the men
who could deceive the public, in the impious manner
which Lady Morgan supposes, would have little scruple

in giving any testimony necessary to countenance their

at.

But it is my wish to set this calumny at rest for

ever, and at the same time to give my Catholic readers

information, which may not be uninteresting, upon this

sacred relic of antiquity. I will first briefly describe

the chair of St. Peter ; by this description it will at

once be proved that it is not of Mohammedan origin,

and that all antiquarian arguments tend to confirm

the pious tradition of the Church. I will next give
the strong grounds whereon this tradition rests, and

thereby demonstrate, that this relic existed long before

tin 4

Crusades, or even Mohammed himself. In order

to remove every shadow of doubt regarding the false-

hood of her ladyship's tale, I will lastly give a brief

account of the circumstances, which most probably
led to its fabrication.

A superb shrine of gilt bronze, supported by four

iriirantic figures of the same materials, represent ini:
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four doctors of the Church, closes the view of the

nave of St. Peter's church, and cannot have failed to

attract the attention of my readers. The shrine is in

the form of a throne, and contains a chair, which the

Prince of the Apostles is supposed to have occupied,
as bishop of Rome. It is a tradition, certainly of

great antiquity, that St. Peter was received into the

house of the senator Pudens, and there laid the foun-

dation of the Roman Church.b

According to the

custom of the Jews, and of all the early churches, a

chair or throne would he occupied by him when teach-

ing, or assisting at the divine worship. It is in fact

from this circumstance that the term sedes, cathedra,

&pwo$, seat, chair, or throne, became the ordinary

appellation of episcopal jurisdiction. The chair of St.

Peter is precisely such a one as we should have sup-

posed to be given by a wealthy Roman senator to a

ruler of the Church, which he esteemed and protected.

It is of wood, almost entirely covered with ivory, so as

to be justly considered a curule chair. It may be

divided into two principal parts ; the square or cubic

portion which forms the body, and the upright el<

tion behind, which forms the back. The former portion
is four Roman palms in breadth across the front, two

and a half at the side, and three and a half in height.

It is formed by four upright posts, united together by
transverse bars above and below. The sides are filled

up by a species of arcade consisting of two pilasters

of carved wood, supporting, with the corner posts,

three little arches. The front is extremely rich, being
b See the Acts of S. Pudentiana, Bolland. May 19, p. 297.
c See Suicer, Thesaur. Ecclesiast. Amst. 1728, torn. i. p. 1410.

Hence the episcopal authority is symbolized on Christian monuments

by a throne or chair. See examples in Aringhi, Roma Subterranea,

10, 1651, torn. ii. pp. 55, 6G6; and Mamachi, Orig. et Antiq.
Christ, torn. v. Rome, 1755, p. 596.
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divided into eighteen small compart ments disposed in

three rows. Kach contains a basso-rilievo in ivory, of

the most exquisite finish, surrounded l>y ornaments oi'

tin* purest gold.'
1 These bassi-rilievi represent, not the

('eats of Mohammed, or Ali, or Osman, or any other

Pavnim chieftain, as the readers of Lady Mor

miicht expect, unless they knew that the religion of

the prophet does not tolerate any graven imauys at

all, 1ml t he exploits of the monster-quelling Ilercul

Tin? custom of adorning curule chairs with sculptured

ivory is mentioned by the ancients :

"Signu quoijiu! in solhi nosso.ni formnfca curuli,

Et totuni Xumuhe sculpt ile deiitis opus."
f

"
Couspicuum signia cum premet altus ebur."

The back of the chair is formed by a series of

pilasters supporting arches, as at the sides; the pillars

here are three in number, and the arches four. Abovo

the cornice, which these support, rises a triangular

pediment, giving to the whole a tasteful and archi-

tectural appearance. Besides the bassi-rilievi above

mentioned, the rest of the front, the mouldings of the

back, and the tympanum of the pediment, are all

covered with beautifully-wrought ivory. The chair,

therefore, is manifestly of Roman workmanship, a

curule chair, such as might be occupied by the head

of the Church, adorned with ivory and gold, as might
befit the house of a wealthy Roman senator; while

the exquisite finish of the sculpture forbids us to

consider it more modern than the Augustan a-e,

when the arts were in their greatest perfection. There

d De Ideiititate Cathedrae in qua S. Petrus Rom.v primum scdit
;

Roma-, HJr.r.. p. <;<,). [Hy K. I-Yam-isms Maria Plupbeus.]
c Ib. p. :n. '

Ovid, Politic. UK iv. op. ix '27. 28
8 Ib. op. v. 18,

3 X
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is another circumstance, which deserves particular

mention in the description of this chair, and exactly

corresponds to the time of St. Peter's first journey to

Rome. This event took place in the reign of Claudius ;

and it is precisely at this period that, as Justus Lipsius
has well proved, sellce gestatorice began to be used by
men of rank in Home. 11 For it is after this period,

that Suetonius, Seneca, Tacitus, Juvenal, and Martial

mention the practice of being borne in chairs. This

was done by means of rings placed at their sides,

through which poles were passed ; and thus the chair

was carried by slaves upon their shoulders. At each

side of St. Peter's chair are two rings, manifestly
intended for this purpose. Thus, while the workman-

ship of this venerable relic necessarily refers its date

to an early period of the Roman empire, this pecu-

liarity fixes it at a period not earlier than the reign of

Claudius, in which St. Peter arrived at Rome.
Thus far, then, it is evident, that this chair is pre-

cisely such a one as the antiquarian would expect to

find, claiming the honour of having been the episcopal
throne of the first Roman pontiff. This alone would

be sufficient to overthrow the calumnious statement

of Lady Morgan; and the confutation will be much
more complete when we give the grounds of moral

probability that it is the identical chair used for this

purpose.
It was, undoubtedly, the custom, in the apostolic

churches, to preserve, with great devotion, the chairs

occupied by their first bishops, and thereon enthrone

their successors. Eusebius, in the fourth century, has

the following testimony regarding the Church of Jeru-

salem :

" The chair of James, who was appointed

bishop of Jerusalem by our Saviour and the apostles,
h Just. Lips. Elector, c. i. cup. 10.
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having hern preserved until our days, is honoured with

the greatest reverence })\ the hrethrm of that church

from ancient times." 1

Upon anotli. Ion, Bpeak*
iuu of the accession of Hermon to that see, he ex]>n
himself in these* terms: "He obtained the apostolic
chair of James, which is preserved there afl \et." k

Nicephorus asserts the same fact: "We know that

the throne of James has been preserved until our

days. His successors have venerated this relic."
1

Yalesius, in his notes upon the passage last quoted
from Eusebius, observes, that in the Acts of St. Mark,
his chair is said to have been long preserved in the

church of Alexandria. The Acts of St. Peter, bishop
of that see, relate, that out of respect to it, and to a

vision which appeared to him, he refused to seat him-

self in that chair, and, at most, would only occupy its

footstool."
1 This proves that such objects were not

kept merely as curiosities, but were truly reverenced

in those early and happy times of Christianity.
11

' Euseb. Histor. Eccles. lib. vii. c. 19, ed. Turin, 1746, torn. i. p. 301.
k Ib. c. xxxii. p. 326. '

Niceph. Cal. lib. vi. c. 16.

m Acts of St. Peter of Alex. ap. Baron, ad an. 310.
B It seems this custom is not solely Catholic. In the StiturJay

Magazine, published by the Society for promoting Christian Know-

ledge, July 14, 1832, p. 16, we are favoured with a drawing of Wick-

HJT8 Chair; which, we are told, "is still preserved in Lutterworth

church, together with the pulpit from which he was accustomed to

preach, a piece of hi-s cloak, and an oak table which belonged to

him." What is the meaning of these objects being kept in a Fro-

nt church? This cheap periodical may be useful: it is a pity,

however, that so little pains should be taken to give correct informa-

tion upon religious points. A few pages after the passage just

quoted, we are gravely told that " the exploded doctrine of the Church

of Rome concerning bells is, that they have merit, and pray God for

the living and the dead." P. 20. Such is the valuable information

vended to the people, at a penny a week, by a learned society bearing
an edifying title. It would have been fair to favour us with a Catholic

authority for such a marvellous opinion.

x 2
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These two instances, to which others might be

added, will suffice to render it highly prohable that

the Roman Church would exhibit no less veneration

for the throne of its first bishop, and preserve it for

the installation of his successors. At any rate, they

abundantly remove every prejudice which might exist

against the venerable tradition of the Roman Church,

upon the ground that the early Christians would hardly
have thought of preserving such a relic, or that it is

improbable that it could have been so long preserved.

Eor, if the chairs of James and Mark were held in

such veneration, and preserved entire till the time of

Eusebius, and even of Nicephorus, it is even more

probable that the chair of Peter would be kept by the

Roman Church as a more valuable treasure. And if

it thus once reached the sera of Constantine, there

could be no farther difficulty as to its having been

preserved until our own times.

I will now proceed to adduce a few passages from

ancient ecclesiastical writers, confirmatory of the tra-

dition of the Roman Church. I will begin with

Tertullian : though most of our readers will instantly

recognise a passage, to which they have been accus-

tomed to give a less material interpretation. I will

quote it, however, leaving the decision of its certain

meaning to the critics.
" Run through the apostolic

churches, in which the very chairs of the apostles, as

yet, preside, in their proper places. If you are n-

Italy, you have Rome, where authority is at hand for

us." Certainly, if by chair is here to be understood the

Percurre ecclcsius apostolicas, apud quas ipsa3 adhuc cathedrae

apostolortim suis loris president : si Italia* a :run,

unde nobis quoque nuctontas prasto est. De Pnescrip. liar

o. xxxvi. The learned Valesius, in the place above quoted, ad

the samr intorprctatioii ot'tlii*
j< Tertulliail M our uutli<
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same as see, HKTO is not much strength in the expres-

sion; for, as an apostolic church is exactly a church

which was founded by the apostles, and has a hishop

descending from them, to say, with so much rmph.-i

that in the apostolic churches, the rr/y/ sees <>!' the

apostles were, as yet, preserved (ipsic adhuc aposio-
loruni cathedrae), is not, surely, in Tertullian's usual

style of terse reasoning. The very words, ipsce and

ftf/hac, seem to imply something extraordinary and

unexpected. TertuUian, after this, mentions Home as

heing one of these churches.

The testimony of St. Optatus, in the fourth century,
has considerable force ; it is as follows :

" Render an

account of the origin of your chair, since you claim to

be the holy Church, and even say that you have a

portion in the city of Rome. But if you ask Macro-

bins u-hcre he sits in that city, will he be able to reply*

/// the chair of St. Peter ? I doubt if he even know it

by sight; and to its church (memoriam^ lie does not

approach. Behold there are existing the churches

(memonw) of the two apostles ; say if he have been

able to enter there, or have there offered sacrifice ?" q

St. Optatus here speaks of the cathedra as something
\ i>ible and material; distinguishes it from Rome, or

P " Xos in martyribus nostris uon templa sicut Diis, sed memorias

sic-lit hominibus mortuis, quorum apud Deum vivant spiritus, fabrka-

miis." St. Aug. De Civ. Dei, lib. xxii. cap. x. The word is used in

the same sense by SS. Paulinus and Jerome, the Council of Carthage,

The mention of sacrilice in the text also proves its meaning
there.

* Vestrie cathedrae vos originem reddite, qui vobis vultia S. Eeele-

siain viiulieare, sed et luibere vos in urbe Eoma parteiu aliquam dkitis.

Denique si Macrobio dicatur, ubi illic sedcat, numquid potest dicere

in cathedra Petri f quam nescio si vel oculis nocit, ft ad cujus memo-

riam non accedit. Ecce pra?sentes sunt ibi duorum memorise a

tolorum
;

ilieite si ad lias ingrcdi potuit ita ut obtulerit illic. Lib. ii

adv. rarmeniau.
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the Apostolic See, and mentions its church as that of

the apostle, where sacrifice used to be offered. Indeed,

it seems difficult to read this passage without under-

standing in it something different from episcopal

jurisdiction.

In the year 503, we have a testimony which admits

of no controversy. It is a passage of Ennodius of

Pavia, in his apologetical work against the impugners
of the fourth Roman synod. He tells these, that by
their machinations,

" mundi caput R/omarn esse pro-

stratam, et nutrlcem pontificii cathedram qtmsi ulti-

mum videri sedile despectam"* This comparison is suf-

ficiently clear ; but the words which follow remove the

slightest shadow of doubt :
" Ecce nunc ad geatato-

riamsellam apostolicce confession is uda mittunt limina

candidates." 8 These words seem to allude to some

visit made by the newly baptized to the confession of

St. Peter, as is done at the present day by baptized
adults ; and the description which we have given of

the chair will demonstrate, how accurately it is desig-

nated by the expression gestatoriam sellam apostolicce

confessionis.

These testimonies are, I trust, more than sufficient

to overthrow the foolish story with which Lady Morgan
has treated her readers. I might add the festival in i t

*

honour mentioned by St. Augustine, and the very fact

of a chair of such ancient and pagan workmanship

being preserved for so many ages in such a church.

No one doubts the identity of the coronation chair of

* In Labbei Concilia, torn. iv. Par. 1671, p. 135G, C. "Rome, the

head of the world, is laid prostrate, and the chair which nourishes

pontifical authority is seen despised like any mean seat."

Ibid. p. 1358, B. " See how the baptistery sends the newly

baptized, in their white robes, to the portable chair of t sion

of the apostles." Most visitors to Homo will probably 1

the tomb of St. Peter was, and is yet, called his confession.
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our kings of England with that of Edward the Con-

-<>r, simply from the fact that it lias ever been

preserved in Westminster Abbey, for that purp<
t liex-mie tradition exists in favour of St. Peter's chair.

But a serious objection to the authenticity of this

chair seems to have been raised by Protestants, from

tin* labours of Hercules being sculptured upon it. Is

it credible that an apostle would have used so profane
a seat ? Would he have taught Christianity from a

chair adorned with the emblems of paganism ? Such
is the objection first brought by more ancient adver-

saries, and repeated with a smile of self-applause, by
the Rev. II. J. Owen, in his sermon entitled, Chrixl,

<iml ,/ot Peter, the Rock* His words are these :

" The
Church of Home was long supposed to possess another

decisive confirmation of the same fact. This was the

identical chair on which the apostle Peter had been

ustomed to sit. So universal and uninterrupted
had the tradition respecting this point been, that the

18th of January was
[is'] regularly observed as the

festival of the Holy Chair ; and, on that occasion, it

was exposed to public adoration. In 1662, when it

\\ is being cleaned, in order to its being placed in some

conspicuous place in the Vatican, the gazing spec-

tators, to their great astonishment, were presented
with the Labours of Hercules, engraved upon it." In
one respect, this writer treats us more leniently than

our female censurer ; he seems to suppose that all

veneration, or, as he chooses to call it, adoration,

sed upon this fatal discovery. He speaks in the

past tense, little aware that we yet consider the

tradition as strong as ever.

Truly, we Catholics are in a hard case ; whether the

* Preached at Tavistock Chapel for the Auxiliary Eeformation

Society for St. Giles's, p. 26, note.
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chair is to be proved modern, by Lady Morgan's
Arabic inscription, or ancient, by Mr. Owen's pagan

sculpture, either is to be a sufficient proof of its spu-
riousness. How then, would these antiquarians have

had it ? With Christian representations ? Then
should we have been told, that Jablonsky had trium-

phantly demonstrated, that such abominations were

first introduced into the Church by the Carpocratians,
or some other Gnostics ; that graven things, and the

likeness of tilings on earth, &c., save always, we must

loyally suppose, the rampant lion and unicorn, were

not permitted in places of worship, till popery had

corrupted Christianity. Then suppose it had been as

plain as a Presbyterian pulpit, or the walls of a

meeting-house ? Oh, then we should have been told,

that there were no data by which to decide its anti-

quity ; that it might be a forgery of any time or any

place. In fine, when one is determined not to belli

there is no difficulty in finding reasons to doubt.

But no one versed in ecclesiastical antiquities

allow the slightest force to Mr. Owen's argument. It

is a demonstrated fact, that the early Christians, well

knowing that "an idol is nothing," made no scruple

of turning to pious uses, and employing in the worship
of the Church, objects adorned with the symbols of

idolatry. Aringhi has sufficiently proved this, iv^ai-din--

many emblems of pagan worship which are to be found

applied to the illustration of Christian doctrines.
11 He

has dedicated a particular chapter to the numerous

representations of Orpheus, which are to be met with in

t lie most ancient paintings of the catacombs, and win eh

he supposes to symbolize our Saviour/ Boldetti also,

in illustrating the sarcophagus of Aurelia Airapetilla,

which, though manifestly belonging to a Christian.

11 Roou Sobtenwea, torn, ii p. 450 I ';;/ r><x>.
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with heathenish sculptures, fully dismisses the

same (jiiestioM, and proves, hy numerous install'

that the early Christians had no hesitation in con-

vert HILT to their own use monuments bearing pa^an

representations/ The learned Marangoiii has written

a work expressly upon this subject, entitled, J)cUc (

f/cnlifeac/ic (l ds<> (.Idle (Jltiese. To tbese authorities

may he added the names of Bottari, Ciampini, Ma-

inachi, Allegran/a, and the senator Bonarroti, all men
of the first order in the illustration of sacred monu-

ments, -who agree in tbe same opinion. But the most

modern demonstration of tins point is the dissertation

of the Canon Giuseppe Antonio Botazzi, entitled, On
the .KmblfHis or Symbols of the very ancient Sarcoplia-

of Tortui This monument of tbe age of

Adrian had been supposed by Mabillon and Montfau-
con to he pagan, in consequence of its heathen em-
blems. The learned antiquarian is acknowledged to

have defeated their objections to its Christian original,

and to have proved satisfactorily that those symbols

may occur upon Christian monuments. We have

numerous instances of such a use made of pagan
ornaments. Many sarcophagi are used as altars in

the oldest basilicas; many churches, which were once

temples, were allowed to retain the ornaments which

embellished them. The mausoleum of Constantia, on
the Via Nomentana, yet preserves the paintings which
it bore as a temple of Bacchus ; Anastasius tells us

that Pope Simplicius consecrated the church of St.

Andrew, on the Esquiline, called the Catabarbv,

y Osservazioni soprai Cimiteri de' SS. .Martiri
; Koine, 17'J<>.

[>.
Id.',.

*
De.nl i EiubU-ini o Sjiinboli dell' aiitichissiino Sarcofago Tortui.'

i. l
s -t. In consideration of this work, his majesty the king

:i-diniu conferred upon its author the title of his sacred anti-

quarian.
a De Vitis Komanurum Puiitiiieum, ed. Vatic. 1731, torn. i. p. Ul.
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and yet left untouched the history of Diana and her

chase, which was represented there in mosaic. Those

who have travelled in Sicily will remember the mag-
nificent urn at Girgenti (Agrigentum), used as a

baptismal font in the cathedral, and enriched with the

most superb Grecian reliefs. A valuable monument
of this class is the ivory casket, given by St. Gregory
the Great to the monastery of Bobbio, containing the

ashes of martyrs. It was published for the first

time by Bottazzi, at the end of his illustration of the

Tortona sarcophagus, and represents the fable of

Orpheus.
No objection, therefore, can be brought against the

authenticity of our relic from its pagan sculptures, any
more than from Lady Morgan's pretended Arabic in-

scription. These sculptures, on the contrary, we have

shown to be decided proofs of its antiquity, and indeed

we may observe that they are also arguments of its au-

thenticity; for after a certain period in the history of the

Church, when we reach the ages popularly designated
as the dark times of ignorance and superstition, it

would have been difficult, not to say impossible, to

introduce to public veneration any emblems of pagan-
ism. Eor the men of those times, and especially the

ecclesiastics, are generally criticised, and that in no very
measured terms, by modern archaeologists, for having
carried their zeal against idolatry so far as to break

in pieces and utterly destroy many valuable monu-

ments, purely because they were heathen. It is rather

inconsistent, therefore, on the one hand, to accuse them
of being so stern in their bigotry as to spare nothing
that had been pagan, and yet to charge them, on the

other, with treasuring up such things as relics, and

exposing them to public veneration. Add to this the

great improbability of a pagan chair, composed of
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materials so frail as wood and ivory, so tempting as

pure gold, escaping tin* ravages of war, the accidents

of ages, or even the pious cupidity of zealots, unless

ie religious recollections had been attached to it,

and piety had been interested in its peculiar pNMPi
vat ion. Thus we may consider the pagan embellish-

ments of our relic a proof, not only of its antiquity,

but of its authenticity.

It will perhaps appear to my readers that the con-

futation of Lady Morgan's mis-statement ought to end

here. But there is one point, which I think may be

still wanting to satisfy the incredulity of some of her

admirers. The story, these will say, may not be per-

fectly correct ; but it is impossible that it should not

have had some foundation in fact. Is it credible that

her ladyship, or her informers, should have fabricated

a mere tale, without the slightest grounds ? To

satisfy even such adversaries as these, I will state the

circumstances which, I doubt not, served as its ground-

work, and thus leave no objection unanswered. The

literary controversy which I shall have to detail, is

little, if at all, known in England, and may therefore

be interesting under another point of view.

In the Church of St. Peter at Venice, wliich was

the patriarchal church till 1807, has long been pre-

served a chair of stone, called by the people the chair

of St. Peter. It is not upon any altar, but stands

against the wall, between the second and third altars.

In 1749, Elaminio Cornaro, or Cornelius, published his

Ecclcsicc Vcncta Antique 3J.onumenta. In the second

volume, p. 194, is an engraving of this monument,

accompanying his description of it. The history which

he gives is the same as is recorded upon a tablet over

the chair, that it was given by the Emperor Michael

to the doge Peter Grandonicus, in 1310. The back of
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the chair was, however, adorned with a rich cufic

inscription ; and Cornaro desired the learned Jos.

Assemani to decipher it for his work. It is useless to

attempt to account for, or excuse, the erroneous inter-

pretation which he gave. One thing is evident, that

he did not wish by it to encourage any deceit. The

writing contained, according to his reading, several

portions of the second psalm, and among them the

words, "The work of Abdalla, the servant of God,"
and " Antioch the city of God." The learned orientalist

Norberg, in the main, confirmed this explanation.

Upon the calculations which Assemani made, in con-

sequence of this inscription, Cornaro came to the

following conclusion regarding the date of the monu-
ment :

" This chair therefore was constructed in the

eighth century, nor assuredly was it ever used by the

prince of the apostles, nor by any of his successors in

the see of Antioch, before the year 742.
" b

To those who have never attempted to decipher

inscriptions, and above all, to those who know not the

difficulties of the Arabic language and the cufic cha-

racter, it may appear wonderful, that an inscription

like this should have been such a mystery. There

have, however, been always but few men in Europe,
who could undertake the explanation with great pro-

bability of success ; and one of those few, at the close

of the last century, was the learned professor of

llostock, Olaus Gerard Tychsen. From the engraving
in Cornaro's work he deciphered the inscription, and

published it in an interesting dissertation, which soon

went through two editions. The first appeared in

1787, the second, printed at Rostock, two years later,

\\asrntitled, ////Vv/>/rA///V> ///.sv-/v)y//Vy///,v Ci'Jint' /'// //-

morea T<'//q>li Pftlriorclialis S. Petri Cat!

b
Apud TychsHMi, ubi inf. p. 8.
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S. Apoxtolnx I'c/rff* Aiitiucli'nr ti'<litnr. In

this dissertation he clearly proves the inscription to be

Mohammedan, and composed of several venea of the

Koran. It is singular that in the tille-pau-e just

quoted the name of Venice never occurs; BO that

a superficial reader might easily understand by

pulr'nirchal chnrch of St. Peter, the Vatican basilic.

My readers will at once perceive that this

must have given rise to the tale, adopted without in-

iuation, and given with such assurance, by Lady
Morgan. But in the present instance, did the Catholic

cler-\ s,vk to suppress the discovery? "VVe have

already seen the conduct of Cornaro and Jos. Asse-

niani; what followed was stamped with the same
1 1 id love of truth. Monsignor Gioannelli, patri-

arch of Venice, upon the first appearance of Tychsen's

iy, communicated it to the celebrated Simon Asse-

mani, the treasure <>f P"(/t((f, as Sacy used to call him.

This learned and amiable orientalist, who, by his death

in April, 1821, closed the long literary career of the

Assemanis in Europe, at once approved of it, with the

ption of a few words, which were incorrect in Cor-

naru's engraving, and which a more accurate inspec-

tion of the monument enabled him to amend. But there

\\eiv two points whereon Asscmani differed much from

Ty eh sen ; these he communicated to him through their

common friend De Rossi of Parma. They did not

arri\e in time for the second edition; Asseniani

thought their being omitted arose from some other

cause; an active correspondence ensued, which Tych-
sen published,'

1 and which does equal credit to both.

c The re Sura iii. 194, xxxiii. 118. The first edition,

Biu't/oiivii, 17^7. oMi!ui Iu .,l an error in the title, placing the chair in

Mark's instead of St. IVter's church.
d In his Appendix ad Inscriptionis Culu-a 4 Yenetii.> in inarmorea
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The points at issue were these : 1st, Assemani con-

ceives the two verses of the Koran to be manifestly

applicable, not to a chair, but to persons who had died in

battle against Christians ; therefore the back, on which

it is engraved, forms no part of the chair, but is a

cippus or sepulchral stone. 2nd. This is further con-

firmed from the fact of its being a detached piece of

stone, of a different quality from the rest. Indeed he

considers the whole as made up of seven pieces, the

arms are of Verona marble, and consequently of

neither Sicilian nor Moorish origin, as Tychsen thought
the chair to be. He never calls it by any other name
than cosi delta cattedraf pretesa cattedra.* Tychsen

appealed to the absence of a date on the tombstone, to

the donation of the Emperor Michael Balbus which

mentioned the whole chair, and to other circumstances.

Assemani replied : the donation he proved to be spu-
rious ; and, after a careful perusal of the printed con-

troversy, and inedited papers upon the subject, I think

that Assemani made good his point. The fact seems to

be that this stone, brought as a trophy from Sicily, or

the East, was deposited in the church, in order to receive

much the same respect as the Turkish flags in the

church of the Knights of St. Stephen at Pisa, or the

colours of the Spanish Armada in St. Paul's.

In fact, the very guide-books of Venice treat this

monument without much respect : the following is the

account of it, given by Quadri, the first whom I li

happened to open : "A very ancient marble chnir,

believed, by the vulgar, to be the one used by St. P
at Antioch. There have appeared various opinions

concerning it, which have not, however, placed the

Templi Patriarchalia S. Petri Cathedra conspicuae Interpretationcm.

Rostock, 1700.

Append, p. 2 ' Ib. p. 1lV
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point beyond doubt. It lias u upon it an in-

scription in cufic Arabic charartnx, \\hirh ronsi

according to some learned men, of two rariefi <>f the

Koran. Others consider it the throne of some African

prince."* There is no festival in its honour, and I

have been assured by persons, many years resident at

\Vni<v, that they have been very frequently in the

church, but, till my mentioning it to them, had never

noticed the chair, nor heard of it as a relic.

But it would be injustice to my cause, if I did not

notice, as a contrast to Lady Morgan's story, the con-

duct of literary men among the Catholics of Spain and

Italy, upon this discovery of Tychsen's; though he
\\as a Protestant, writing against what some had

considered a relic. Mariano Pizzi at Madrid, wrote

hilira letter, dated June 28, 1788, which fully approves
of the interpretation, expresses his astonishment at

the elder Assemani's mistakes, and offers an opinion

regarding the origin of the monument. 11 The learned

Areta of Madrid, wrote on the 13th of September,

1787, in the same strain, and promised to make the

w<>rk known in Spain. Tychsen also wrote upon the

subject to the learned Perez Bayer, of Valencia, his

victorious antagonist, upon another occasion, and to

the distinguished canon D. Juan B. Herman, also to

D. Ignacio de Asso, the count of Eloriblanca, and
F. Antonio, Arabic professor of Lisbon ; and not one

of them seems to have looked upon it in any other

light than as a literary contest.
1 In the Memorial

* Quattro Giorni a Venezia
; Milano, 1827, p. 83.

h
Tychsen's Appendix, p. 38.

See the substance of these correspondences in A. Th. Hartmann's

work, Entitled, Oluf G. Tychsen, oder Wanderungen durch die man-

nigfaltigstcn Gebiete der biblisch-asiatischen Literatur, vol. ii. part ii.

Brem. 1820, pp. If, I. !
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Literario of Madrid, 1788, pp. 579, 582, is a notice of

Tychsen's work, of which he remarks :
"
Quae sive

stylum, sive sentiendi libertatem, candorem, humani-

tatem et eruditionem eximii scriptoris spectes, sum-

mam omnino meretur attentionem, censurceque Ills-

panics, a maledicis tarn inique perstrictce, prcestantiam
in aprico ponit."

k In Italy, in addition to the appro-
bation of Assemani and De Rossi, I may notice that

of the learned prince of Torremuzza at Palermo. 1

Here then is laid open the origin of Lady Morgan's
foolish and wicked tale. The stone chair, called by
the vulgar that of St. Peter, and kept in the patriarchal

church of that apostle in Venice, has been confounded

with the ivory throne of the Vatican basilic, by some

blundering or malicious person; the story has been

repeated to her ladyship, she deemed it too well suited

to her purposes of misrepresentation to merit exami-

nation, and gave it to the public with all the assurance

which points, and all the levity which wings, the

worst shafts of calumny.
As the course of my disquisition has brought us

to Venice, I cannot refuse the request of a learned

and amiable friend, that I should take this oppor-

tunity of publicly contradicting her ladyship's

count of an interview witli him. The narni

which I allude to is towards the close of her work,
where she relates her visit to the celebrated con-

vent of the Mechitarist Armenians, in the island

of St. Lazzaro at Venice. I am requested by Father

Pasquale Aucher, to say that the version of

conversation with Lady Morgan, given in her pn
is totally incorrect. Indeed, no person who

quaintcd with him could suspect that he had spoken

k
Tychsen's Appendix, p. 39.

1 Harlmanii's Wainlrninirni. p HJ.j.
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in such ;i strain. One ohservat ion especially was too

absurd, and loo contrary to his known sentiments,
have escaped his lips. He is made to say, that "the

popes had received their congregation (the Mechi-

tan'stO, thotn/h <oi heretical one, under their special

protect ion."
11 The Holy See has no subjects more

truly Catholic, and more wholly devoted to it, than

the Armenians of St. Lazzaro. They do not diiler

from us in the slightest point; and the Rev. Father

Aucher in particular, from his fluency in the English
lanuuaue, omits no opportunity of convincing his Pro-

testant acquaintance and visitors upon this head.

So much for an example of the liberty which this

lady takes with individual reputation; the subject of

this long disquisition may serve as an instance of more
wholesale slander. Had I deemed it probable that it

would have been confined to her pages, I should have

hardly reckoned it worth so formal a confutation.

Here, as in the rest of noxious things, the poison is

united to its antidote. But it is too pretty an addition

to the standard misrepresentations of Catholic prac-
lices to be long monopolized, by the person who may
claim its brevet (.Vincent ion. Accordingly we find it

repeated word for word by Mr. Hone, in his Every-

day Book, a work destined to circulate among the

middling and lower orders ; and it has probably found

its way into many other works of greater circulation

than Lady Morgan's Italy. This consideration leads

me to hope, that a full confutation, like the present,
will not be deemed superfluous.

n
Italy, vol. ii. p. 465. Vol. i. p. 122.
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APPENDIX TO THE PRECEDING ESSAY,

Although, as I have before stated, I have not seen

Lady Morgan's letter to me on the foregoing Essay,

my attention was called, by a correspondent, to one

passage in it, which lie considered likely to make a

public impression unfavourable to my character. It

related to my delivering a funeral oration at the

obsequies of the late Begum Sumroo, performed on

the 28th of January, 1838, in the church of San Carlo

in Corso (not as Lady M., with her usual inaccuracy,
calls it, San Carlo della Falle, for there is no such

church in Rome), at the expense of her adopted son,

the late Mr. Dyce Sombre.

The following is the passage referred to :

"
"Woman, my lord cardinal, has always been helpful and influent ial

in the Church
;
from St. Pudentiana, ministering to the Prince of

the Apostles, and the pious and magnificent Matilda, countess of

Tuscany, the ally of Gregory the Great, and the foundress of his

power, through her wealth and munificence, down to a recent cor

of the active mission of the Propaganda in Pagan regions the Begum
Sombre. The funeral sermon of this princess was preached by your

eminence, when a bishop, with an earnest eloquence, which recalled

the Eloyes Funebres of the Bossuets and Massillons, over the biers of

the La Vnllieres and other fair penitents of the court of Louis X I V.

The Romans still talked, up to the time of I'io Xono's flight (v.

they had something else to think about), of the magniti.

falque, sixty feet in height, reared in the church of San Carlo della

Valle; of the statue of Keligion which stood at its head
;
and of

commanding figure of your eniinrmv, who stood at its base, arr;i

in your episcopal robes. You made no allusion to the past tenour of

the life of this ex-Bayadrre and r
L,MI of one of ti

principalities in India. The wealthy Magdalen found favour in the

Church's eyes, and 'her sins were for^ivm her; for she loved nn.

and made large oblations." Morgan's Letter to (

p. 10, 4th
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This short paragraph is no unlit specimen of the

authoress's usual style. I have noticed the 1)1 under

about the church already. I need scarcely say that

the Countess Matilda, uho lived at the end of the

eleventh century, could not well be the ally of Gregory
the Great, who was pope in the sixth. Lady Moru.ni

confounds him, no doubt, with the seventh Gregory.

Twice, in the passage, I am declared to have been a

bishop when I delivered the funeral discourse in ques-

tion, that is, in January, 1838 ; whereas I only received

that dignity in June, 1840.

However, what is of most consequence is the

character attributed to the discourse itself. I have,

therefore, thought it best to print it here, for the first

time, verbatim, as delivered, and from the copy made
before delivery.

FUNERAL DISCOURSE ON THE BEGUM SUMROO.

" / say to you that many shall come from the east and the west, and

shall sit down with Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob, in the kingdom of
heaven." Matt. viii. 11.

Wherefore, my brethren, you may justly ask me, wherefore turn

over the pages of the inspired volume for a theme, while all around

us seems to read us so obvious a lesson ? Are not the images of

death before our eyes too palpable to permit our minds to seek any
more remote instruction ? Does not the mournful array of this temple,
this commemorative tomb, this plaintive music, this concourse of men,

this celebration of sacred rites, proclaim that death hath had a triumph,

proportioned in its conquest to the display of its pomp ? For I know

not how it is, but we all, great and little, allow our better sense and

TH-nce to be beguiled by the deceits of this world; wr

somehow startled when we see the impartial blow of a common des-

tiny fall upon one whom higher rank, or greater wealth, or sup<

attainments, seemed while living to have separated or distinguished

from ordinary men. Alas ! we forget that beneath the royal robe is

sheltered but the same perishable flesh as under a peasant's weeds,

that one hand fashioned, and one hand will dissolve them both, and

Y2
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that if a corresponding state and circumstance seem to follow each

beyond the grave ;
if he who was covered with the velvet mantle is

now with a velvet pall, and he who was meanly clad is but meanly

buried, yet we have but to tear away the later, as the earlier disguise,

to learn, that if before both were equally flesh, so are they now both

equally dust ! Yes, methinks it befits us, apart from all those feelings

of religious affection which prompt it, to give the great and the

powerful, obsequies worthy of their rank. Many can never enter the

precincts of a palace or judge of princely magnificence ;
it is well that

we let them see it where they will not envy it, under the undeceiving
circumstances that here attend it. The spectacle of a prince smiling
or frowning upon his throne is one reserved for a small and a ch

court
;

it is too great a lesson to be withheld from thousands, to see

him powerless, and stretched upon his narrow bier. The actions of

the great appear to the multitude beyond the scrutiny or judg-
ment of human law, their vices or evil passions are either excused or

pleaded in excuse : it is just that these men should be seen, once at

least, as submitted to expiation, and through the pathetic language
of the Liturgy imploring (as Theodosius did, when condemned to

public penance) the supplications of all who enter into God's holy

place. How impressive, then, do these words of the royal psalmist

sound :

" But you like men shall die, and shall fall like one of the

princes!" (Ps. Ixxxvi. 7.) And then too doth lie appear alone

great who dieth not, and who changeth not
;
whose glory never pa.-

into mourning, and whose kingdom is never given to another.

But on the present occasion there are other considerations which

give a peculiar interest to this melancholy function. "Who is it that

this morning hath called us together? Is it some noble of the land,

one of its sacred princes, whose anniversary his friends and family

recall to the piety of the faithful? Or is it some di^ti

stranger, who, having travelled to this holy city, has in it foui

grave ? No, it is one whom no social or political ties connected with

us, to whom neither the circumstances of her life, nor of her family,

would, in a worldly estimate, have procured the celebration here of

such solemn obsequies. She was indeed a princess, but many thou-

sands of miles separated her dominions and her interests from K

A wide expanse of sea, a wearisome breadth of trackless de>

chains of huge mountains, many kingdoms, and various tongues,

interposed In -(wren her and us, seeming to forbid all sympathy, i

more all intercourse for any common cause. Hut a ho!

than the ordinary bands of human friendship joined her, i;

distance, with this Apostolic See. Her principality formed oni
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B many remote points, on \\hich tin 4

rays, darted from this Ct

of Catholic unity bo form churches int imatelv united with

this their mother. Having embraced the Catholic rcli-ion, the

princess deuitcd herself to its maintenance and <dory wil

!. In her house tin- venerahle fathers of the Thibet

mi-sion found a liome, ami every opportunity of discharging their

duties. She indeed could say with truth,
"
Lord, I have loved the

glorv of tin house." For she erected a temple to the true (lod, on

lie of grandeur, unrivalled in modern times in those conn!'

.slu- lavished upon it all the magnificence and beauty which native art,

;\ encouraged, could contribute to its embellishment
;
sho

i'urnished it \\ith everything necessary for tbe performance of divine

!iip upon a princely scale, and sho had the satisfaction of seeing

rated and opened, and of submitting to the paternal appro-

OD of the holy Father the plans and drawings of her cathedral

v she closed her days. His letters, and the valuable tokens of

approval which accompanied them, reached ber but a short time

..us to her death. Nor did she allow the end of her life, which

happened just two years ago, to cut short her pious intentions. A
college established at Sirdanah, and endowed by her will, serves to

perpetuate her name; and two millions of francs, bequeathed for

charitable purposes, will secure her the prayers and blessings of

thousands in distress.

And now do we meet here, the extremes of earth, to join our

a with theirs, and in the spirit of religious unity, and in the

words of the ancient Church, entreat the mercy of God, that what-

debt she may through human frailty have contracted, his com-

>nate indulgence will forgive. That harbour which she, li\

to the preachers of God's truth, Home, that sent them, now

repays to her departed spirit, begging that God will give it refresh-

ment, if not yet attained, in his mansions of bliss. That submission

and filial obedience, which, when on earth, she paid to the see of

p,
this now gives back in paternal benedictions, and fervent

supplications to the throne of mercy. And when I find mvself, come
from the western extremities of this hemisphere, r\pn->sing this

striking relation between the two, in a language that to neither

in I but see in this accordance of wills an illustration of

those words which form my text :

"
I say to you that many shall

come from the east and the west, and shall sit down with Abraham,

Isaac, and Jacob in the kingdom of heaven;" that is, in the church

a?

fn this striking manner is that intercourse of charity and its off
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exemplified in the mournful ceremonial of this morning, which has

so appropriately been termed the communion of saints. But if we
here see how place can create no limits for the exercise of this sacred

and consoling commerce of affections, how the most distant countries

may be thus tied together in holiest sympathies, so is it here exhibited

to us, how time no less is subservient to their dominion, and cannot

dissolve or interrupt their course. For death, my brethren, is the

queller of human affections, as he is of all other human powers. The
most beloved, when removed from our sight, are, by degrees, less

affectionately remembered, and too often, in lapse of time, forgotten.

And, at any rate, the power to commune with those that we have

lost, to help or comfort them, is then for ever gone. Not so is it

with that spiritual fraternity which links us together in unity of faith.

It scorns the power of that death whose sting hath been crushed

out by Him who reversed our doom
;

it throws across that grave,

over which the victory of redemption hath been achieved, the golden
cords of love, and claims its rights of brotherly affection, and exercises

its cheering dues. Two years have now elapsed since the princess,

prepared by the sacraments and prayers of the Church, went forth to

meet her Maker
;
and we may piously hope, that as her lamp was

found trimmed, and her attention watchful, so she was received into

the glory of her Lord. But the frailty of humanity may not all have

been removed
;
the dross of meaner affections may have clung to her

soul, and the justice of God may have awarded a term of further

refinement in the furnace of his mercy. Hence affection, if abated

by the term elapsed, now warmed again by the second return of the

day which saw her depart, renews, according to ancient practice, the

same rites of expiation which immediately followed her departed

spirit, and seeks and finds consolation in the thought, that religion,

more powerful than nature's tenderest affections, may yet alleviate it,

or at least give proof, witnessed and acknowledged amidst unfading

joy, of unaltered, undiminished love. How consoling to the bert

heart is this blessed thought ! How mitigating to the returning

sorrow of each anniversary, to find religion ever ready with its healing

balm, to pour upon the wound which is opened afresh !

But if we have before us a striking example of the independence of

this power from all the ordinary limitations of earthly affections, we

have no less a demonstration of its beautiful uniformity. ]'

whatever country of the East or West men come to sit down at tho

banquet of God's house, they find the same food prepared tor them,

that too which ran best suit their wants. What we this day are
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performing in :i European city, it is more than probable is performed
in an Indian OIK- tor tin- same object. The same sacrifice which id

olfeivd upon this altar, in the depth of \\ini day

nlleivd
ti|)

tor the same propitiation, in a country glowing \vii !

.siiMiiiuT heat. No rite, no prayer, will vary the outward form, ami

the inward spirit will be the same; the two will be but as pulsations,

the one in the heart, the other in ;i far distant member of Christ's

icul body, of that same living energy which quickens its entire

frame. Hence did it need no long journey to find a place w i

those sentiments which would have been expressed over her tomb

might be congenially felt. The Catholic's spiritual home is wherever

an altar, and a priest, can be found, to spread the table of which we
all partake ;

it is a tabernacle that may bo erected in the wilderness

as in the house of Obededom, or in the royal mansion: but wherever

iij),
the same feelings will ever prevail, and it forms an

integral part of the congregation of the Lord: it belongs to the

household of Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob.

Thus do we find, in the sorrowful offices which have brought us

together, some matter for instruction, which scarcely any other similar

function could have afforded us. But still let us not forget those

us which come nearer to our hearts. The princess whom we
commemorate at God's altar was powerful in her day; she ruled her

dominions with more than woman's arm
;
she feared not the turmoils

and dangers of war
;
she guided with skill the arduous counsels of

peace ; by many she was beloved, by others feared. Yet is she now

for ever departed, her strength and wisdom have vanished, her place

is tilled up by others. Truly, "All flesh is grass, and the glory

thereof as the flower of the field. The grass is withered, and the

Jlower is fallen." (Isa. xl. 6.) And so shall we who are but flesh

also wither, and all the little glory we may have, even as a flower fall

and fade away. Oh, here is a glass in which we may look upon our

future selves, and see to what end all that earth can give must shortly

come. For the flattering accents of friends, whispered supplication

for mercy ;
for luxurious strains, the stern and solemn tones of funeral

music
;

for the ample mansion, the narrow vault; for the soft couch,

the strait, hard coffin; for costly attire, the winding grave-clothes;

for precious furniture, dust and corruption! Such is the ozd

which we shall one day make, as she of whom we treat bath made it.

With such salutary thoughts as these let us proceed to join in the

solemn ceremonial about to commence, meditating upon ourselves as

well as upon her, and learning in others' experience the end that
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itwaits us all. And Thou, Eternal, infinite God, King of tremendous

majesty, look down in merciful favour upon this our service. We are

about to offer Thee not the blood of oxen or of goats, but the all-

sufficient sacrifice of thy blessed Son's adorable body and blood, which

pleadeth better than that of Abel. Hear our earnest supplications

for this thy servant, cleanse away from her soul any defilement of sin

not sufficiently expiated, receive her into rest and peace everlasting,

and place her in thy incomprehensible glory, to see and enjoy Thee

face to face, who with thy coequal Son and the Holy Spirit livest and

reignest, world without end. Amen.
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I. 1. Descrizione del Foro Romano, e sue, adjacenze, dclV

hitetto Cav. Luiyi Canlna. Description of the K<nn;m

Forum, and its Environs. By the Chev. L. Canina, Architect.

Koim>: 1S34.

L1

. /.' /' tun Jtomain wplifjue selon Tetat arlitcl dex Foil Hies, le

ZlAuril, 1835. Par (\ Bunsen. Eome : 1835.

3. Annali dclT Institnto di ( 'orrixpondenza Arckeologica. Annals

of the Institute of Archaeological Correspondence. Vol. viii.

Nos. ii. iii. Eome : 1836.

THERE are few readers of Roman history, we sup-

pose, who have not, in imagination, transplanted
themselves to the Forum of the Eternal City. They
have probahly built it up according to their respective

ideas of magnificence ; but the leading features of the

picture would be pretty generally the same. The

Capitol, crowned with its sumptuous temples, at once

a sanctuary and a fortress, will overlook the extensive

area below ; on one side, it will appear cut down, so

as to give ascent to the crowds of citizens ; on the

other, frowning with the dark, beetling, precipices of

tin* Tarpeian Rock. The Via Sacra, lined with temples
and basilicas, will be seen, either thronged with the

spectacle of some military triumph, or aban-

doned to the more amusing scene of Horace assailed

by his bore. On one side, we imagine the rostra, with

Gracchus or Cicero haranguing an eager multitude;
on another, the senate-house, occupied by calmer

deliberations. I Jut, beyond these leading
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placed by us often quite at random, we trouble our-

selves but little about filling up the large space which

the Forum must have occupied, or in locating the

many objects which our wanderings through the

classics bring under our notice, as having existed in,

or near, it. Not so the Roman antiquary, to whom,

this interesting spot, changing every day its aspects,

under the slow but certain influence of the spade and

mattock, affords materials for far minuter studies, and

much more accurate restorations. This is, indeed, a

species of husbandry hardly known beyond the pre-

cincts of Rome ; from which, every year, springs a

fresh crop of basilicas and temples, columns and

pedestals, and, what is still more certain, of theories

and controversies.

The revolutions which used to take place in the old

Eorum are nothing compared to those that are now daily

witnessed in it. In ancient times, the senators or

tribunes might change sides; but certainly not the

temples : one candidate might jostle another out of his

place, but one large building could hardly be so un-

neighbourly to its fellow of brick and mortar ; one

faction might drive the other back, and even out of the

sacred precincts ; but it would have been unusual, we

fancy, for one portico to send another, with all its

columns, rank and file, a-packing from the station it

had occupied for some centuries : some patriot might ]

to open shame a turbulent demagogue, but we imagine
the ancients never saw the front of one building outi ;

another, till this one turned its back upon its rival .

Yet all such wonderful evolutions have we bohcld

among the buildings of the Roman Forum not un-

aptly compared, by the late Sir W. Gell, to a country

dance, in which temples change sides, monuments

cross hands, and columns lead down the middle. AVr
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cannot imagine a more dan-erons exposure <>i' parental

authority to contempt, than would occur, should any

p'litlcman, who had visited Koine only twenty y<

. rmnma-e out his journal, and the notes he made
alter the most approved guide-books of the day, and

proceed iu prrson to show his boys the lions of ancient

Koine. "Why, the young sparks (we speak experi-

enced) would laugh at the old gentleman's beard, upon

hearing his antiquated antiquarianism. He naturally
takes them to the Church of Aracreli, on the Capitol,

and tells them with great feeling that this is the site of

the temple of Jupiter Capitolinus, and tries to work

up their minds to a suitable pitch of enthusiasm. But

the rogues have found out in their guide-books, that

since their papa was last in Borne, the said temple has

quietly walked across the area on the top of the hill,

and placed itself upon its other extremity, where, by
a lucky coincidence, the Archa3ological Institute has

established itself. lie descends into the Forum, and

points out three columns of beautiful form, composing
an angle of a portico, at the foot of the Capitol. These,

everybody has known from time immemorial as part

of the Temple of Jupiter Tonans. (Plan, No. 4.) But,

there, everybody has been wrong ; for now they are

considered as part of the Temple of Saturn. Eight
other columns stand beside these, which, twenty years

ago, you would have taken any wager, belonged to the

the Temple of Concord, celebrated as the theatre of

Cicero's indignant eloquence. But, alas ! within the

last twenty years the edifice has passed through many
transmutations, having been changed, first by Nibby
into the Temple of Fortune, then by Fea into that of

Juno Moneta, later by Piale into that of Vespasian,

since by Canina into that of Saturn, and, lastly, by
Bunsen back again to that of Vespasian, which, for
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the present, it remains (No. 17.) The hero of a Christ-

mas pantomime could not have endured more changes.
Farther on you meet three other columns, supporting
a fragment of entablature, justly admired for elegance
of form, which every antiquarian, except Nardini and

Piranesi, had called the remains of the Temple of

Jupiter Stator, till within the last twenty years ; when

Nibby, in 1819, turned them into the Gra3costasis,

or hall for the reception of ambassadors ; then Fea,
in 1827, made them become the Temple of Castor and

Pollux ; Canina, in 1834, transformed them into the

Basilica Julia ; M. Bunsen, in 1835, restored them to

the Twin-brothers ; and a year later took them back,

and dedicated them to Minerva Chalcidica (No. 33.)

The Temple of Peace seemed too large and too solidly

established a building to be subject to such antiquarian

vagaries as these ; but even it has lately had its meta-

morphoses. Nibby was the first of the moderns who
laid his daring hands upon it ; and, from a temple,
turned it into a law-court, under the title of the

Basilica of Constantine ; Piale, in 1832, called it the

Vestibule of Nero ; Canina restored it to Constantine ;

but we believe it will be changed into the Forum
Pacis (No. 56.)

These examples will suffice to convince our readers,

that it is as difficult to keep pace with the discoveries

of lloman Archseologues, as with the improvements
in the steam-engine. If you lose sight of the Forum
for five years, you are thrown back upon your stud ;

and find that you have to begin all over airain. If

you insist that when you were last in Rome, say three

years ago, the Grsccostasis was on the left side of the

.Forum, and that now you see it placed on the right,

your antiquarian guide may an-\ver you as Sganarelle

does, on a similar complaint ropecting his trill;
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change in the position of the heart : "Oui; ccla ctait

autrcibis ainsi; mais nous a\>ns ehaimv tout eela."
u

But what will travellers of even a reoeni dat

when we inform them, that they are likely soon to

lose the entire Forum; which threatens to walk oil'

bodily to another place, leaving the monuments, they
have considered as belonging to it, to some other

occupant. For, Professor Nibby has now, we umler-

'id, a theory, that the real Forum Komanum was

not a bit where we now place it, but between the

Capitol and the Palatine, in the direction pointed out

on our plan by the buildings marked Nos. 18, 29, and

r> 1 . As the barns which at present occupy this ground
have been purchased by the government, for the pur-

pose of continuing the excavations in this direction,

this new idea may be satisfactorily put to proof. And
should the learned antiquarian's theory prove true, all

those who have feasted their imaginations by their

reminiscences of what they imagined to be the Forum,
must be content either to return to Home, to renew or

correct them, or must forego the privileges of travellers

and be silent.

But how are all these wonderful changes of systems
and opinions brought about ? The whole mystery lies

folded up in that magical word "excavation." At

Rome, this word supplies matter for grave discussion,

and for after-dinner talk ; it points out the direction of

the walk or the drive ; it presents an object of joint-

stock speculation, or of individual industry. Nothing
could be done at Rome without excavation ; it becomes

a universal mania. English children soon learn to

turn up the soil with their walking-sticks for bits of

marble, and to pilfer fragments of mosaic; their

* This translocation takes place between the two plans published
tUmsen in 1S3-3 and ISJHi. (No 18.)
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parents buy an unopened Etruscan sepulchre, as they
would buy a pipe of wine at home, only they have a
tolerable chance of finding it empty ; noblemen pay
in a month three or four years' rent for a patch of

ground, twenty times turned up, for the incomparable
satisfaction of seeing, day after day, some cart-loads of

bricks dug out, the statues for which they are searching

having been a century or two in the Museum.
The excavations, however, of real utility, are those

conducted by the government, not so much with the

expectation of discovering works of art, as with a vie\\-

to make out the plans of ancient Rome, particularly

the Forum. But, first, as to the way in which they
are performed. The workmen employed are pensioners
on public bounty ; who, instead of being shut up in

workhouses, receive a small pay to labour, if it dese

the name, in the open air. They are none of your

brawny, square-built men of the pickaxe and barrow.

They are a motley race of every age, from the mere

boy to the " lean and slippered pantaloon ;" arranged
in every variety of costume, most of them preserving
some remains of cast-off finery about their persons.

They wear their hats with a certain air, that, for all its

elegance, provokes you to ridicule ; and they handle

their spades with about as much taste as they would do

loaded rifles. But in one respect they certainly, and

almost without exception, prove themselves to be the

legitimate inheritors and possessors of the Forum.

They are universally a "gens togat.i." Any of tli<

would lose caste, did he ply his work during the wini

otherwise than in a long cloak, the drapery of which is

artificially arranged round his person, while engaged
in his classical toil. It is true, that their forefathers,

on the same spot, used to gather or gird up their

cloaks when about to undertake anything very labori-
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(us; but the reader must not, for a moment, sup)

Hint tl utlemen's work can have :my claim to

that title. It is, on the contrary, tlic most delicious

mple ofmaking toil a pleasure that can he imagined.

As each workman brings his barrow to be, not filled,

hut sprinkled with earth from the trenches he sits

down to converse with his friends of the shovel, who,
in the quietest A\ ay possible, measure him out his just

load. AVhen this is obtained, he follows in the trad;

of his immediate predecessor, and forms another link-

in the processional train, moving at the slowest con-

ceivable pace. Their very barrows utter a sympa-
thetic creak at every turn of the wheel, and seem

to partake of their masters' antipathy to exertion.

Their line never proceeds far without a general stop-

page. One of the first on it soon pauses to take

rest, or snuff, and arrests the entire train ; yet not a

murmur of complaint is heard. As after many such

interruptions, each labourer reaches his destination, it

is probably only to assist in forming an immense
mound of earth, which, in three months, must be

as quietly conveyed a few hundred yards further. It

is altogether a scene from entomology on a gigantic
scale men performing the office of ants without any
of their industry. For, by means of the long black

trains of workmen, that literally creep along the earth,

immense heaps of rubbish are, in time, either carried

off, or made up. They certainly are not the " Ardeli-

onum qusedam natio," mentioned by the classics, as

abounding in Rome, and as

" Multum agendo nihil agens." Pluitl. \\. ^

for, on the contrary, by doing nothing, these in the

end get through a great deal of work ; and, moreo\
the characteristic of "

occupata in otio" must be h>

3 Z
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reversed, as our men are most leisurely in their

occupation.

By such means as these is the great work of excava-

tion performed the first and great cause and promoter
of new forensic theories in Rome. But it must not be

imagined, that every change of nomenclature in a

building argues a new excavation, or the discovery of

some new inscription, or passage in the classics. The
same data to one antiquary give a perfectly distinct

result from what another had previously drawn ; nay,
the same eyes seem to read the same words in a most

different sense, in different years. Before, however,

endeavouring to unravel the intricacies of the modern

systems, we must describe the present state of the

Forum, in reference to its various excavations. On

descending from the Capitol by the Mamertine Prison

(No. 8), by the Clivus Asyli, which now passes over

part of the Temple of Concord (No. 3), the traveller

finds himself on the modern level of the Forum, now
known by the name of Campo Vaccino ; but still many
feet above the ancient pavement. His natural wish is,

that the entire area should be uncovered and reduced

to the old level. Serious difficulties are opposed to

this plan. For, as the neighbouring ground Las all

been raised in similar proportion, the several streets

which run into the Forum, would have to rush down

a most inconvenient, not to say dangerous, steep, were

it dug out to its ancient depth. At the sam

the churches and shops which line it in the direction of

the Via Sacra would be bared to their foundations,

and deprived of their present entrances. The govern-

ment, therefore, has preferred, for the present at least,

to make large excavations round the principal rui

leaving a raised causeway between them, sometin

permitting communication through arches under i
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The work of excavation wa^ bc-nn by the French, ;md

continued under the papal -ovcrmnent. The labour

of the French went no further than cutting a trench

or pit round the triumphal arch of Septiinius
v

(No. 13), as well as round that of Constantine, \\hich

is beyond the precincts at present under examination.

The work has heen continued unremittingly, though

slowly, till the present day. The following is n general

view of the excavations as they at present exist. The

entire space between the Capitol and the arch of Seve-

rus is laid bare, so that the area covered by Nos. 2,

3, 4, 5, G, 13, 11, 15, and 17, with the intermediate

streets, are now laid completely open. Another con-

siderable excavation surrounds the column of Phocas,
with the three adjoining bases (No. 22), as far as No. 10.

This communicates by means of arches with the fore-

mentioned one, from which it is separated by a causeway.
The remaining area of the Forum, properly so called, is

yet covered up, being traversed from the arch of Severus

to that of Titus by an alley of trees.
1 ' There is, however,

a partial excavation at No. 33, to discover the bases of

the three columns there standing. The portico of the

Temple of Antoninus and Faustina (No. 36) is com-

pletely laid open ; and as a small church had been built

on, or in, the temple itself, the front door which was at

the modern level, was seen for many years after the

excavation, elevated like a window above the new level

discovered. Lately a bridge has been thrown over the

chasm, and has made the church once more accessible

through the front. At this point the Forum ends;
but th itions have been carried on more exten-

sively and completely beyond its limits. The Temple
of Peace, as it is commonly called (No. 50), has been

b
[Cut down by the l;iU> republicans! to ilu> iv;it ili>tiiiivim'nl,

us woll us discomfort, of the m;ul.]

/ '2
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cleared out completely, and railed in ; the platform of

the double Temple of Rome and Venus, has been laid

bare, with the steps that led to it (No. 57). The Arch
of Titus (No. 58) has been cleared of all later incum-

brances, one of which at least, the Turris Chartularia,

would, in our judgment, have been better spared de-

molition, and thoroughly repaired, and from it to the

Colosseum, and beyond the Arch of Constantine, you
walk pretty nearly on the ancient level.

We have perhaps delayed too long giving our readers

some information concerning the plan annexed to this

article. Having found that it would be hopeless to

think of giving any account of the works before us,

and of the interesting part of antiquarian topography
to which they refer, without some graphic representa-

tion, we had no choice except either to give them the

bare surface of the Forum, broken only by such monu-
ments as actually remain, or else to select one of

the many plans published with the works reviewed,

although necessarily executed for a particular system.

Having preferred the latter method as more inte-

resting, and as presenting a better guide to the eye
for forming an easier idea of the possible distribution

of this magnificent spot, we could not long hesil

which to select. That of Chev. Bunsen, in 1836, of

which ours is an extract reduced to half its dimensi<

is at once the most modern, and in point of measure-

ment, we believe, the most accurate. It has been

made with great diligence by G. Angelhard, a German
architect of great ability. "We have called ours an

extract from this; because the original contains not

only the Roman Forum, but the adjoining ones, now
almost entirely built over, of Trajan, Nerv;i, Augustus,

and Julius Caesar, with the Forum Transitorium, \vlnVh

Connected them With tlioliomnn. These \\\\ Intlir north
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and north-east of the latter, and were built upon more

regular plans and with greater ma^nifi' hut it

would lead us too tar to attempt any account of them,

or of the theories concerning them. \Vc may obse

that the plan we have followed, though bearing the

date of 183G, was not published till the follouin- year.

Nor does it extend beyond the l>asilica of Constantino,

or Temple, or Forum of Peace (No. 56), which, in

reality, is beyond the limits of the Roman Forum.

Hut still we have thought it right to extend it to the

Arch of Titus (No. 58), both because the writers on

the Forum generally include the ground thus far, and

because it forms the modern limit of the area com-

monly known by that name. The preceding remarks

will have sufficiently cautioned our readers against

imagining that all or great part of the buildings

designed on it actually exist, or even may be dis-

covered by their remains. Beyond those already
mentioned as excavated, there is only the round

temple (No. 55), now the church of Saints Cosmas
and Damian, or rather a vestibule to it, that yet
stands. We have marked by darker lines in our plan,
what remains from antiquity in the buildings laid

down in it.

The dimensions of the Roman Forum, at first sight,

strike the spectator as inadequate to the purposes for

for which it was set aside. For, beginning to reckon

from the Arch of Severus (No. 13) to the Temple of

Antoninus (No. 26), or the Arch of Fabius, opposite to

it (No. 46), now destroyed, which all allow to have

been the extent of the area in this direction, we have

only a length of 630 Paris feet, equal to 590 English
feet. As to the other dimension, it would seem pro-
bable that it could not extend farther than the Pala-

tine hill, on one side, and the line of buildings on the
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other ; and this will give us a breadth narrowing from

190 to 110 Paris, or from 178 to 103 English, feet.

Professor Nibby, as well as Fea, considers what we
have called the length to be the breadth of the Forum,
which, therefore, stretched considerably farther on

one side, so as to be a square, according to Vitruvius's

rule. But the position of the Palatine hill, and the

lines of ancient streets discovered in the excavations,

seem to forbid the admission of this theory. Yet not

even the whole of this space, small as it must seem for

a city so populous as ancient Rome, was available for

the purposes of public assemblies. Of the two com-

partments marked on the area of the Forum, that

numbered 41 is supposed by M. Bunsen to be the

Comitium, where assemblies for religious and political

purposes were held. This was not a building, but

only an allotted space. The other (No. 21) is the

Forum properly so called, which was given up to the

ordinary concerns of life, as a public square. Both

the Comitium and the Forum were encumbered by
public monuments, which tended greatly to reduce

their space. They were naturally the growth of ages ;

but even from the earliest times the obstruction must

have been great. For in the Comitium there were the

sepulchre of Romulus (No. 42), the statue of Accius

Navius (No. 38), the Ruminal Fig-tree (No. 39), the

statues of the Wolf (No. 43), and of Cloacina (No. 37),

and at its upper extremity the tribunal for the liraring
of causes, with the altar known by the name of the

Puteal Libonis (Nos. 43, 44). Such at least arc thr

positions assigned to these monuments by M. Bunsen

in his last plan. The Forum, in like manner,

occupied by statues raised in honour of diifrrcnt com-

manders, w hiH i must have greatly narrowed its pre-

cincts. Still we believe that the disappointment of a
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stranger is as great, when, after having read so much in

the papers of the electioneering scenes of Cove 1 1 1 ir; i rden,

he discovers, on first visiting it, how small is the space
on which the assembled thousands of Westminster lia\

to hear the rostral eloquence of their candidates.

\Ve now proceed to the buildings, and principal

monuments that surrounded and adorned the Roman

Forum; and first we will clear the way by enume-

rating those which may be considered as certain, or at

least admitted by all antiquarians. Their number will

indeed be found very small.

No. 1. The Clicus Asyli, or descent from the Capitol
to the Forum.

No. 2. The Tabularium and jErarium, or national

archives and treasury. It exists under the modern

buildings of the Capitol, and is in great measure

cleared out.

No. 3. Temple of Concord. Inscriptions, as well as

topographical descriptions of the ancients, leave no

doubt respecting this being the true site of this

building. Its area or pavement is uncovered, so far

as the modern way from the Capitol will allow.

No. 5. Schola Xantlia. The term Schola applied to

these ruins lately uncovered, must be taken in the

so of chambers, in the occupation of notaries,

writers, and cursitors, attached to the ediles, and

other forensic functionaries. These remains had for-

merly been laid open, and then had an inscription
with the title now given them, which was derived from

A. Fabius Xanthus, who repaired the building.
No. 6. Porticw Clivi. Tacitus and Livy mention

the existence of a portico in this spot, and the late

excavations have discovered it. Offices similar to t he

former probably existed under it.

No. 8. The Mamertine Prison.
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No. 13. Triumphal arcli of Septimius Severus. The
monument being entire, its inscription baffles anti-

quarian ingenuity to change its denomination.

Thus far we have been engaged rather with the

Clivus Capitolinus than with the Forum itself; which
as we shall see is much poorer in sure monuments.
Two interesting monuments, lately discovered, meet us

at this point.

No. 14 is a circular base, bearing a smaller pedestal,
on which was a short thick column, found near it,

once evidently covered with metal. This, Canina and

Bunsen, we think with every probability, determined

to have been the Milliarium Aureum, so called from

the circumstance of its having been gilt. It held the

place of Hyde Park Corner, or St. Giles's Pound, in

ancient Rome, being the point of departure from which

all the miles were measured, on the various roads lead-

ing from the Capitol. But as some antiquarians yet
dissent from this opinion, we will not venture to class

it among decidedly certain monuments.

No. 15. The line indicated by this number represents
the remains of a rostrum or tribune for harangues,
decorated with pilasters. Canina most happily ap-

plied to its illustration a basso-rilievo of Constantino's

triumphal arch, in which the emperor is represented
as addressing the people from a low hustings, having
a low balustrade in front, except in the very middle,

where the speaker stands. The arches of Tiberius and

of Severus are clearly represented, as is, perhaps, the

T<ibularwm. All which answer precisely to this spot

of the Forum and to no other. Neither would the

form of the platform suit the ancient rostra, of which

a clear r<
i>r<

Dentation has been preserved for us on a

nirdal of Palikanus.

No. 22. Column of Phocas. This monument of a
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barbarous age, and of a most undesen in- person,
stands in the centre of tbe .Forum, as if to mock at

the stability Of nobler WOrks, and at the va-aries of

antiquaries. As tin.' pillar bad been stolen from sonic

ancient monument, and was covered above its base by
the earth, it had all the appearance of belonging to an

edifice; and thus greatly pux/led older antiquaries.

The excavations disclosed the inscription on its base,

and for once gave them the comfort of certainty and

unanimity in their decision.

No. 36. Temple of Antoninus and Faustina. Here

in an inscription in large letters on the entablature

of the portico yet standing, leaves no room for anti-

quarian squabbles.

No. 57. The Temple of Rome and Venus, out of the

precincts of the Forum, may be considered as tolerably

certain. The double cella is sufficiently entire, and the

groundwork, thanks to judicious excavations, may be

accurately traced.

No. 58. The Arch of Titus. The same may be said

of this monument, so interesting to Christian faith,

from its bearing the sculptured representation of the

Jewish spoils borne in triumph, after not a stone had

n left upon a stone, of the devoted temple.
Here we close our lists of certain monuments, a

poor proportion to those that remain as yet undecided,

matter for endless contests and bewildering theories.

The student of Roman antiquities must after this

small gleaning from the numerous buildings of the

Forum, be content to wander in the dark ;
or at least

renounce all hope of ever coming to any end of his

scholarship. About a dozen monuments, out of nearly

sixty, may be considered as settled, and almos:

one of these by means of inscriptions, remaining upon
them, or found amidst their ruins. The earth has
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been turned up round them all, so as to leave small

hope of farther discoveries for most of them ; so that

we fear we must come to the inevitable conclusion,
that wherever we are left to the forming of our deci-

sions only on the comparison of classical testimonies,

we shall have little or no chance of unanimity or

security. Let us take an instance or two.

The three columns at the angle of No. 4 had been

always called the Temple of Jupiter Tonans. The

arguments for this nomenclature were such as might,
at first sight, appear satisfactory. First, we knew from

Suetonius, that Augustus erected a temple to this

deity, in consequence of a wonderful escape from light-

ning in Spain. The architecture of this temple is pre-

cisely of the age of that emperor. Secondly, Victor,

one of the Regionarii, or writers who have given lists

of the buildings existing in the different districts or

Regiones of Rome, tells us that he erected it on the

Clivus Capitolinus. This temple stands precisely on

that spot. Thirdly, a medal of Augustus represents
it as fronted by a portico of six columns of the Corin-

thian order, and the remains of this building exhibit

precisely both characteristics. Fourthly, the cornice is

decorated by the cap of the priests of Jupiter, crowned

with thunderbolts ; a device most applicable to sucli a

building, and hardly to any other. Upon the strength
of these arguments every writer of any weight upon
the Forum had declared the three columns to l)d<

to the Thunderer's temple. But in 18o-\, M . I>m,

rejected, at least tacitly, all these arguments, and,

think upon rather vague grounds, declared the pillars

to be a part of that of Saturn. That there vraa such

a temple ante cltvum C<ij>'t{<>l'<,i /////, j.

/>'////;//'///, according to Scrvius, cannot br denied. lint

is this assertion sufficient to countervail the vari
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arguments which support the older, and more general,

opinion ? Of the inscriptions upon the three temples
on 1 he Clivus (Nos. 3, 4, 17), given by the Anonymous
of Einsiedlin, in the eighth century, two give the t it Irs

of the buildings on which they were placed, the temples
of Vespasian and Concord, but the third only mentions

tin 1 restoration of the edifice, without naming it. As
a question, therefore, of evidence, so far as it is before

the public, we are not satisfied that there is ground to

change the old name of this ruin. But the conse-

quences of such conflicting opinions go far beyond the

individual building they immediately affect, and carry
the confusion into all its vicinity. Thus Tacitus tells

us that the Arch of Tiberius was near Saturn's temple,
and consequently the plan of Chev. Bunsen places it

across the street, at No. 9, although not the slightest

trace is to be found, in the pavement or excavations,

of any triumphal arch having stood there. On the

other hand Nibby having called the three columns the

Temple of Jupiter, has plausible arguments for calling
the eight Ionic pillars of No. 17 (now called by Bunsen
the Temple of Vespasian), the Temple of Fortune.

For this is mentioned as being near that of the Thun-

derer, in an old inscription ; and it was burnt and

repaired under Maxentius, to whose time these columns

may well belong, being rudely put together ; and,

moreover, it is near other points determined by old

writers.

However, a natural question presents itself here :

where have the later theorists placed the Temple of

Jupiter? "We answer, they have given it no place at

all in the Forum. Now this seems to afford ground
for still more serious doubts as to the possibility of any
final adjustment of claims between the occupiers of

the Roman Forum ; for the preliminary step to such
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settlement seems naturally to be, what buildings are to

be admitted into, and what excluded from, its hallowed

precincts. It is true that the Temple of Jupiter
Tonans is spoken of by Pliny and Suetonius as being
in Capitolio, but others say it was on the Clivus, and

the former expression will apply to the latter situation,

though this will hardly allow us to place the temple
on the hill itself. But what hope can we have that

antiquaries will finally agree in allocating the various

edifices which adorned the Forum, upon any com-

parison of classical authorities, so long as these do not

bring them to accordance, respecting their very ex-

istence in its area? Every side of the Forum will

afford us sufficient examples of this strange uncer-

tainty. Fea calls the eight columns of No. 17 the

Temple of Juno Moneta, of which no trace is to be

found in the plans of Bunsen, Nibby, or Canina.

Some consider the Milliarium aureum, and what was

called the Umbilicus Romce, the centre of Rome, as

two different objects ; others identify them. Fea

places the Templum Martis Ultoris in the Forum, at

No. 11 ; Bunsen locates it in another Forum ; and

neither Nibby nor Canina give it any place in their

Roman Forum. The arches and temples of Janus in

and about this place form another fruitful source of

dispute ; no two agree even about the number of

these buildings to be admitted within it. The basili-

cas which surrounded the Forum are far from being
decided. The general position of the Basilica Julia

(No. 29), on the south side of the Forum, seems pr<

well agreed on ; but the exact locality diilrrs in every

plan. Those of the northern side are more disputed,

and ui\< rise to complicated arguments. The

of M. Bunsen, by which tin KtMlicaFulvia and
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(No. 20) is only one building, and distinct from a

second Basilica ^Emilia (No. oO), yet so that these t \\<>

imunicated together, and mi^-ht be called a single

edifice (No. 19), under the denomination of the Ba-

silica Pauli, is ingenious, and receives conlinnalion

iVoni the Capitoline fragments of the plan of Koine,

which have preserved the form of this double basilica.

But it is, we think, a bold theory, likely to be severely

contested. At least it gets rid of part of a serious

diiliculty in B/oman topography the disposal of so

many basilicas as are placed by ancient writers round

the Forum.

To give, by mere description, an adequate idea of the

various schemes of the Forum Bomanum, would be an

endless and difficult task. We have, therefore, preferred

to give our readers a tabular view, referable to the

plan we have presented. By it they will in a short

time be able to trace the differences between different

writers ; remembering always that each one of course

gives a different disposition to the buildings, as he does

a different name. The first column contains Bunsen's

plan of 1836, which we give reduced ; the second his

of the preceding year ; the third Canina's of 18o 1
;

the fourth Fea's of 1827; and the fifth Nibby's of

1819. We have thrown into another column the

opinions of older writers, inclusive of Piale's, whose

researches were too limited to fill a separate column.

Where the allocation of any building in one of the

plans did not correspond exactly to an edifice marked

in the plan, it is distinguished by an asterisk, to sig-

nify that it is placed by the author in the vicinity of

that numbered opposite to it in the table ; and the

letters A, B, R, L, which follow the sign, denote

the edifice in question to be situated above, below,
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to the right, or to the left, of the one indicated by the

number.*5

Our readers are now in possession of all the infor-

mation that a limited article could convey, concerning
the various theories to which this most fruitful field of

speculation has given rise. We shall appear to have
written rather as sceptics than as enthusiasts upon the

subject ; as inclined more to halt undecided between
the many systems, than to yield ourselves up to the

partisanship of any. We have been duped too often to

act otherwise. We have indulged too frequently in

admiration and romance, based upon theories which

have proved false, not rather to ground our feelings,

for the future, upon the grander consciousness that we

have walked over the tomb of the republic's liberties

and of the empire's magnificence, than upon the more
curious fancies, that we this day stood in the ruins of

the senate-house, or that day meditated upon a broken

column of some individual temple. When a philo-

sopher paces the field of former battles, he would

be teazed by the petty impertinence of one who
ever wished to learn whether each mound con-

tained the ashes of a greater officer or of a common
soldier. The scenes which one day passed upon the

spot, its ardent passions, its desperate struggles it>

numerous death-gasps, its unheeded miseries ; 1 1

its boisterous exultation and its triumphal shouts,

contrasted with the mournful silence to which all i

been reduced, and the quiet ascendancy which a higher
order of laws has once more gained, making th;

ruin of so many subservient to the increase of the

fertility they regulate would exclude from his mind
c Vide table, which accompanies the plan of the Forum, as shown

at pair--
:'.:!!
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all desire to obtain minute acquaintance with details.

that could diminish his impressions, by distracting
and bewildering his mind. In this spirit \ve would
advise the traveller to contemplate the ruins of ancient

Home, and particularly its Forum. Let him medi:

rather than theorize, reflect more than study. To us

a broken pillar is more eloquent than the entire Host ra,

and the roofless area of a Senate-house speaks better

than the tongue of Tullius, when he declaimed amidst

the assembled fathers. The very consideration how
the most magnificent buildings have lost even their

names is to us worth a volume of discoveries ; for it

is the greatest of possible triumphs obtained by the

destroying power over the ambition of man. How
could this anxious feeling have better hoped to secure

its memorials than by inscribing them in bronze letters

upon marble entablatures ? Yet both inscription and

building shortly fell, and left the proud and magni-
ficent erection without a record ! And had not reli-

gion interposed between time and its legitimate prey,

scarcely a trace would now have remained to draw the

traveller over the Capitol. The few fragments that

remain she snatched out of its very jaws, and saved

by consecrating to her own uses. Such her might
ever appears, as that of a preserving power, a repairer
of devastation, and the builder up of ruins which

men's evil passions have made.
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Tin; pages of our Review have been more than once

di' voted to the subject of Christian art. Both directly

and indirectly, we have sought to excite an interest in

it, and to explain its principles. And we have many
reasons for believing that we have not laboured in

vain. We do not pretend to have produced a painting

by anything that we may have written, nor even p i-

liaps to have laid down a single new principle. .Hut,

debarred as Englishmen have been from acquaintance
with an art essentially religious, and from the power
of contemplating its results unconscious as Kn-lish

Catholics necessarily were of the artistic power of

principles and doctrines, rites and practices of their

Church, from not having witnessed their fruits the

first step towards creating a school of English reli-

gious art, naturally was to bring before the mind
such general information on the subject as would excite

curiosity, and such more definite vie\\ s as would -i\e

rise to hopes at least, and even to endeavours.

Besides, therefore, articles devoted expressly to this

mat tin-, we have never failed to embrace any oppor-

tunity that presented itself, of pointing out the beau-

ties and artistic elements of the Catholic ceremonial,

as well as the poetry of our ritual, and forms of prayer,

2 A2
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all eminently conducive to the creation of religious

art. Many considerations have now brought us to the

conclusion, that the time is at length come for prac-

tice rather than theory ; and that we must earnestly

think of embodying in actual representation those

forms of beauty, which we have till now contemplated
as either reflections of past realities, or as shadows of

possible futurities. If it has been given to this Review

to lead forward the Catholic mind to higher and better

views, upon the more (esthetic parts of ecclesiastical

and religious institutions ; if its mission had been in

the past to open brighter prospects, which have not

been disappointed ; if it has successfully seconded and

promoted the ecclesiological movement, such as it lias

been amongst us, and the theological movement which

has been without, we feel that it is only fulfilling a

portion of its duty as an exponent of Catholic feeling

and Catholic truth, by turning the minds of our

fellow Catholics to a more practical realization of what

till now have been but hopes, of the foundation of a

religious school of design and art in England.
We have uniformly observed, that in our age as in

every other, indefinite instincts precede clear indica-

tions of great beneficial changes; there is a silent

yearning, a consciousness of want, before active ni< ;i-

sures are even thought of; a discontent of the past

and actual state of things, before plans are gone into

for the future. We could illustrate this course of

things in various ways, having reference to the reli-

gious occurrences of the last few years. But in regard

to religious art, we think the manifestations of d<

for better things are very clear, and sufficiently strong

to make us think of how they may be attained.

First, there has been more kno\\ ledi^e obtained and

diffused among the people in general, and among
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Catholics in particular, on the existence, and perhaps
the characteristics, of Christian art. Many have be-

come acquainted with them by travelling, and m<v
works have been lately written on the subject. The

one before us is a remarkable one, not as a popular,
but as a very learned and diligent, and often even

eloquent, book, though far from Catholic. But we

will reserve our remarks on it to a later portion of our

article. At present we will content ourselves with

remarking, that the names of Christian artists, dead

and living, have become much more familiar to us than

they used to be. Catholics, even the less learned in

such things, would know, if they were told of a painting
of the Blessed Angelico or Overbeck, that there would

be necessarily a religious tone and character in it,

such as they would never expect to find in one by
West or Sir Joshua Reynolds.
But secondly, our taste has as much to do in the

matter as our knowledge. We have learnt what /$ a

religious tone and character. A few years ago, speci-

mens of art, worthy of the name, were not within

our reach. A few costly engravings of older masters

might indeed be found in the portfolios of rich con-

, from which the character of Christian artists

be studied; but nothing could be more paltry,
more degrading to their subjects, than the majority of

prints furnished by France, or by our own country,
to the bulk of our people. Wretched in design as in

eution, devoid of all feeling, of all expression, of all

mere beauty even, they were calculated only to give
the idea that religious representations stood below,
rather than above, every other department of art.

Tawdrily-coloured prints, ill-defined mezzotintos, or

rude etchings of meanly-imagined figures, formed the

staple of decorations for the room, or of illustrations
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for the prayer-book. Neither devotion nor even a

pious thought could be inspired by such abortions of

art. By degrees, however, engravings of a superior

style have found their way from France and Germany.
The Academy of Diisseldorf lias become the regenerator
of religious taste all over Europe. The beautiful de-

signs of Overbeck, Deger, the two Miillers, and other

artists, have been exquisitely engraved by Keller and

his school ; and, through the modern machinery of an

association, have been scattered on every side at tin 4

lowest price; a price which would bring them within

the reach of the poorest peasant in this country, but

for the barbarous duty, which is fully equal to the

cost of the print.
a The importation of these admirable

specimens of religious art, has led to a successful

imitation, or rather copying, both of their subjects

and style, in England. Mr. Dolman reproduced Cur-

mer's designs from Overbeck (which, though published

in, Paris, were executed at Diisseldorf), with great

success; and most of the Diisseldorf Society's series

has been re-engraved at Derby, and published by
Messrs. Richardson, with their usual spirit.

The effect of these publications has been very im-

portant ; they have, as we have observed, brought

home to the eyes and feelings of Catholics of every

rank, specimens of real Christian art. Few, perh:

can judge of the accuracy of the design, or the deli.

of the engraving ;
but every one can feel the accord-

ance between the expression and ideas and sentiments,

a While on every other article subject to duty, 10 per cent, is the

average rate of duty, on prints it still continues to be a ponny
This is a trifle upon large and expensive engravings, bu

Dusseldorf prints, which cost only one penny, it amounts to 100 per

cent. Having imported a large number, chiefly for distribution among
the poor, wo had to pay 25 for duty, and appealed, in vain, t<

inexorable Vandalism of financial oftk-inls.
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which his heart tells liiin are i^xxl and holy.

of tin* van-lit- stare of a figure, \vliich, l>ut lor a pair of

keys or a sword in its hand, ini^ht as well repn-
Pontius Tilate as an apostle, one now expects dignity

of attitude, nobleness of features, holiness oi' e\]

sion, majesty of action. Instead of the unmeaning

beauty of feature (if even this) by which the 1

attempts at a Mtulumm were characterized, no one is

sat is lied without an approach at least to the sweet n

the grace, the purity, and the queenly grandeur, that

beiit the Virgin- Mother of God. In like manner we

now desire and expect to see, in the representation of

sacred histories, the simplicity of action, naturalness

of arrangement, and power of expression, which enables

the eye to read them, and the feelings to apprehend
thorn the truest test of real religious art. AVo aiv

alive to that holy, calm, and quiet beauty which per-

vades the compositions of the older Italian, and modern

ticrman, masters, where one can almost divine what

each person is saying and thinking, as well as one

can sec what he is doing.
It may bo said that all these observations apply

only to Catholics, and aiford no indication of a similar

taste springing up in the country in general. Perhaps
not ; although at the same time we sincerely believe

that symptoms of it are appearing among the people
in general. AVo shall have more to say presently on

the subject. But, first, we are anxious to express our

opinion on some matters connected with our topic;

premising that we are most anxious to avoid every
cause of offence. We must observe, therefore, that we

art writing entirely about the arts of design, and prin-

cipally on paint in<j; and drawing, though many of

our observations will apply likewise to sculpture and

carving. Wo say, then, that the taste and feeling for
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Christian art, to which we have alluded, must not be

confounded with the architectural movement, which,
however valuable in itself, goes upon different princi-

ples, and, in some respects, may be considered as

discouraging of what we wish to see revived in art.

The tendency of architectural movements is to return

to given models, and to reproduce, as nearly as possible,

the works of other times. This is the case with every
sort of architecture. If a man revive Egyptian

patterns, he must needs introduce sphinxes and

hieroglyphics, though they are worse than absolute

nonsense; and the restorers of Grecian architecture

give us most punctually the wreathed skulls of vic-

tims, the paterae, and other heathen symbols, devoid of

meaning, and of beauty too, when out of place. The
better ecclesiological movement which has taken place
in England (most happily, we own) has a similar,

though better-directed tendency to reproduce the rude-

nesses, and even deformities, of past ages. It so hap-

pened, by a very obvious process, that the various

branches of what are called the fine arts did not develop

equally in any country; that while architecture, for

instance, in England and France had reached its prime
of matchless beauty, drawing and painting were not

equally advanced : hence, splendid canopies overshadow

but indifferent figures, and the few remains which we
have of painting generally present but inferior

sj>

mens of conception or design. Unfortunately, in copy-

ing, as they deserve, the architectural monuments of

our forefathers, we have taken to admire, and even to

copy, their very unequal embellishments in the way of

sculpture and drawing.
But this is not even the worst : we have almost

canonized defects, and sanctified monstrosities. "What

\vas the result of ignorance or unskilfuliirss, we attri-
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l)iite to some mysterious influence, or deep design. A
few terms fjm sanction and authority to any outra-

fU8B68fl in t'onn, anatomy, or position; to stitl'i;

hardness, ineanrencss, une\prcssi\ eness nay, to im-

-ihilities in the present structure of the Inn

frame. 1-Yet twisted round, fingers in wrong order on

the hand, heads inverted on their shoulders, distorted

features, squinting eyes, grotesque postures, hodirs

stretehcd out as if taken from the rack, enormously
elongated extremities, grimness of features, fierceness

of expression, and an atrocious contradiction to the

anatomical structure of man, where this is displayed,
are not only allowed to pass current, but are published
in the transactions of societies, are copied into stained

idass, images, and prints, and are called "
mystical/'

or "
symbolical," or " conventional" forms and repre-

sent at ions. And this is enough to get things praised
and admired, which can barely be tolerated by allow-

ance for the rudeness of their own age. We have seen

representations of saints such as we honestly declare

\\ i should be sorry to meet in flesh and blood, with

the reality of their emblematic sword or club about

them, on the highway at evening. And because these

were the productions of an age eminently Catholic,

they are considered as the types of an art equally so.

But religious art does not look at time, but at nature,

which changes not, and at religion, which is equally
immutable. To make rude carvings, because the

building on which they are placed is Norman, or to

make a st ill' design because the glass is framed in Early

English tracery, may be all quite characteristic, but it

is not artistic. The object of all art is to speak to the

. and, through it^ to the feelings ; and the object of

religious art is consequently to excite, through the

sight, religious emotions adequate to the subjects or
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persons represented. It is not intended that the spec-

tator should have to say,
" How well the Norman

style is carried out even in the carvings !" or,
" How

admirably the glass of Edward the Fourth's time has

been imitated!" or, "One could really fancy that

crucifixion to have been painted in the thirteenth

century !

"
but it is to be desired and aimed at, that the

beholder, antiquarian or simple, scholar or peasant,
should at once feel himself penetrated with a sense of

the beautifully holy, be enamoured of the virtues which

beam from the face, and seem to clothe the form of the

figure before him; that from earthly comeliness his

thoughts should rise to the contemplation of heavenly

charms; that he should at once weep or exult, be

humbled or gain confidence, as he gazes not to study
or criticise, but to feel.

While, therefore, we will join to the full pitch of our

voice in the cry of condemnation that has been raised

against all that is frivolous, trumpery, and trivial in

sacred art ; while we utterly anathematize all repres< -n -

tations of the Immaculate Mother in modern Parisian

fashions, and of angels in the attitudes of a posture-

master, we are not prepared to admire a figure of the

former merely because enveloped in a diapered mantle,

nor of the latter simply because he wears a cope. AVe

want more than these accessaries, however valuable
;

we want truth, according to our noblest conceptions.

The devout mind loves to contemplate the Inoan

Glory of heaven as the type of dignified and hallowed

beauty as the "
spccioswfornn' pr&JMi*

figuring in Himself all that humanity could ever con-

tain of outward comeliness as expressive of inu

perfection, lie was a man "
in */'/// ;//7//'//'//^//> //..

factus, etluibifn i,ir<'nliix n( lioiito^ and therefor*

N 1<> be represented with feature^, limbs, Ixmr^ muscles,
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and sinews like tliosc of other men. Hut whether

an inl'ant, or as a youth, or a i to full nianliood

at Hethlehein, Na/areth, Jerusalem, or Cahary
Jlis efli-y must be to tlie eye (solar as art can

]><>r1

.\hat loving thought of Him is to the soul, the

Combination of all tliat is nobly beautiful. K\en in

the agonies of death, even extended on the cross, the

of faith, and consequently the eye of Christian

art, cannot contemplate Him otherwise. AVe are re-

pulsed, therefore, rather than attracted, by those

medieval representation! of Him, which place before

us a body painfully extenuated, \vith ill-proportioned

or distorted limbs, and with a hazard, if not an ill-

favoured countenance; nor are we gained to admira-

tion by being told, that such an effigy is more mystical
or symbolical. For we cannot see how mysticism
should require that which is supremely fair to be set

forth as ugly, nor how external disproportion or un-

coineliness should be the rightful symbol of what is

iniinite perfection,

"
Qu.Tcuinque ostendia mihi sic incredulus odi."

And in like manner, we have no toleration for any
intended likeness of His Virgin Mother, which ex-

hibits her other than as the " tota pulclira J/^/vV of

the Church's song. Sweet, graceful, maidenly in

countenance and carriage we wish to see her ever

represented; full of peace, benignity, and cheering

joy, whether smiling on her own infant or on us;

blending the Mother and the Virgin only by the

tempering with majesty of the unfading bloom of

celestial charms.

Strange indeed, it may seem, that while the mental

type of this unparalleled being should have been so

clearly, so sublimely brought out by a Hernard, its
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artistic type should have been locked up in the hard

and dark delineations of the Byzantine school, waiting
as it were for a germ of life to bring them into the

warm and bright existence of the Christian school.

But this only proves what we have before remarked,
that the various arts developed at different periods,

and thus the poetry of religion opened into blossom

before its painting.

What we have already written may suffice to explain
our conviction, that if a Catholic school of art has to

be raised in England, it must not only be independent
of the architectural school which has been formed, but

must rest on principles totally different from those on

which this is based. First, it must not set out witli

the idea of mere reproduction, or of copying older

masters, or of having a warrant and authority for every-

thing it does. In other words, a school of Christian

art, to succeed, must not be an antiquarian establish-

ment. It must start on the principle that it is

essentially a creative art, that it must invent as well

as the old masters did, that it must study them and

cull out their excellencies, but must not servilely copy
them : it may imitate, but not transcribe. Hence

must have no Saxon, or Mediaeval, or Gothic, or Cinque-
cento styles, but a pure Christian style, wherever and

whenever it has to be used.

Secondly, the work must begin from the beginning.
Till now, we have taken an old brass, or an old

window,
b
or an old statue ; we have rubbed the one,

traced the other, and pressed or moulded the third
;

h AVe must gratefully acknowledge, however, that a great im-

provement has been visible of lute in the stained glass, in respect to

accurate drawing, breadth, and expreeeion, especially in that

by Mr. Pu^in, and executed by Mr. liardman, of Birmingham,
much remains to be done.
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and have got artists that could copy exactly. But this

is not art. \Ve can thus indeed create clever workmen,
and accurate imitators ; but we give them no prin-

ciples, and they can never materially get beyond what

they find. The study of Christian art must lx -in

where every other branch begins, by accurate draw-

ing, by studies from nature, and then by studying
and copying the best models, chastening and purity in^-

as it proceeds, the mere animal forms and traits, and

drawing out, and learning to embody, those characters,

expressions, and feelings, which belong to religion as

distinct from nature, and to the inward, rather than

to the outward, life.

Now this last can only be done by three different

means combined. The first is the study, to which we
have already alluded, of the great Catholic masters of

every country, particularly of Italy. The second is

the use of proper models. Academical models will

do well enough for anatomy and attitude ; and a lay

figure will answer for hanging on drapery; but the

living characteristics of Christian art, expression not

merely of features, but of form, must be sought among
those whose lives exhibit the practice, and conse-

quently whose exterior presents the type, of the virtues

to be represented. Eor, as was intimated above, truth

must be the aim of art ; and, thank God, in the Catho-

lic Church the type of art is not ideal, in a strict

sense, hut real. The older artists may have elevated

and purified the models which they used, but they
nevertheless did not invent them. They found them

in the Church, and they formed their style upon them ;

and in the same place the Catholic artist must look

for the same guidance. He will still find his St.

Brimos, as Zurheynui did, among his disciples the

Carthusians, and his St. Bernards among the Cister-
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cians ; and he will be surprised to see again and again,
before and round the altar, the attitudes, the arrange-

ments, and even the countenances and bearing of

figures and groups, which have appeared to him

masterly inventions, when seen in the old masters.

But the third means, and the principal one, by
which any one can hope to attain the true principles
and practice of religious art, is meditation and devout

study of its objects, joined to holiness of life, and the

attempt, at least, to realize in himself the charart<T

that he wishes to depict. Without this, all other

efforts are vain. We wish the full extent of the cost

to be known by those who may be gloriously bold

enough to bid for this crown. We may easily have a

school of religious naturalists, such as interrupted the

succession of great artists in Italy, and such as Franco

now has ; men who, by combining natural beauty
with studied attitude, have fancied, if they thought at

all about it, that they were painting saints. Such

men may call themselves religious and Catholic artists,

but they will never accomplish anything worthy of

the name : they will be cold, insipid, and eventually
mannered. We have been struck with the character

and even appearance of the modern Catholic artists of

Germany : no one can know them without seeing at

once that they believe in all that they express, that

their hearts go with their hands in their work, that

they are impressed with the feeling that what they
;nv doing is a holy thing. It would be invidi

and hardly delicate, to mention names : but let any
one make the acquaintance of the principal Cath

painters at Rome; or let any lover of the arts, \\h

making the usual trip of the Rhine, stop to visit the

splendid church built by Count l-Yirstenberir at Apolli-

narisberij:, near Bonn, and converse with the Dii-
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dori' academicians engaged on its beautiful IVesc.

and \vc arc sure he will he satisfied, that the work

whieh lie admires is the IVuit of sincere i'aitli and

religious meditation.

Hut it' the artist look hack for his models among
the great religious painters of the Middle Ages, he will

find, not mere piety, but absolute sanctity become the

guarantee of success in its perfection. The connection

between the two between perfection in virtue (where
abilities are not deficient) and perfection in Christian

art becomes demonstrated, as well as exhibited, in

the Blessed Giovanni, or, as he is oftener called,

Angelico da Fiesoli. AVe will quote bis character as

given by Vasari, whose own style, lite, and disposition,

were diametrically opposite to his.

lie was simple, and most holy in his manners, and let this s.

for token of his simplicity, that Pope Nicholas one morning offering

him refreshment, he scrupled to eat flesh without the license of his

superior, forgetful for the moment of the dispensing authority of the

pontiff. He shunned altogether the commerce of the world, and

living in holiness and in purity, was as loving towards the poor on earth

as I think his soul must now be in heaven. He worked incessantly

at his art, nor would he ever paint other than sacred subjects. He

might have been rich, but cared not to be so, saying that true riches

consisted rather in being content with little. He might have ruled

over many, but willed it not, saying there was less trouble and ha/.ard

in in obeying others. Dignity and authority were within his

grasp, but he disregarded them, affirming that he sought no other

advancement than to escape Hell and draw near to Paradise. He
was most meek and temperate, and by a chaste life loosened himself

from the snares of the world, oft-times saying that the student of

painting had need of quiet and to live without anxiety, and that the

dealer in the things of Christ ought to dwell habitually with Christ,

r was he seen in anger with the brethren, which appears to mo
a thing most marvellous, and all but incredible; his admonitions to

his friends were simple, and always softened by a smile. \Vh

sought to employ him, he answered with the utmost courtesy, that he

would do his part willingly M> the prior were content. In sum, this

never sufficiently to be lauded father was most humble and modest in
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all his words and deeds, and in his paintings graceful and devout,

and the saints which he painted have more of the air and aspect of

saints than those of any other artist. He was wont never to retouch

or amend any of his paintings, but left them always as they had

come from his hand at first
; believing, as he said, that such was the

will of God. Some say that he never took up his pencils without

previous prayer. He never painted a crucifix without tears bathing
his cheeks

;
and throughout his works, in the countenance and atti-

tude of all his figures, the correspondent impress of his sincere and

exalted appreciation of the Christian religion is recognisable. Such,

adds Yasari,
" was this very angelic father, who spent the whole of his

time in the service of God and in doing good to the world and to his

neighbour. And truly a gift [virtu] like his could not descend on

any but a man of most saintly life
;
for a painter must be holy himself

before he can depict holiness." Pp. 195-6-7.

We have given this character by Vasari from Lord

Lindsay's work; and we are sure we shall further

illustrate our subject by another extract, in which

the noble author describes the results of the saintly

character, as exhibited on the artist's canvas. The

following is his description of B. Angelico's chief

excellence :

"
Expression, accordingly the special exponent of Spirit, as Form

is of Intellect, and Colour of Sense is the peculiar prerogative of

Fra Angelico. Ecstasy and enthusiasm were his native element, and

the emotions of his heart animated his pencil with a tenderness and

repose, a love and a peace in which no one has yet excelled or >

equalled him. These are the unvarying characteristics of the Madonna
in his paintings. The true theory of her likeness presumes her out-

ward form to have been BO exquisitely moulded and ethereal ized by
inward purity and habitual converse with heaven, that Gabriel might
have known her among mankind by her face alone, had he been in

search of her, with no other token. Subsequently to the Nativity,

the mother's love must be supposed to blend with the innoceii'

the Virgin, and a beauty to result from the union, combining

holiness and purity of both estates, as inconceivable a uion

itself was supernatural. 1 It-nee, evidently, an ideal for the artist's

imagination, impossible of attainment, but which he will .

after, whether by Ipiritualiziog the lineaments of her .ir to

him, or by appropriating and reanimating some one of the many
ancient portraitures of the Virgin, for there i.- no one fixed traditional
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mblance, as of our Sa\iour. lv. ordin^ly,

has his (list inct i\ type, born (tor the mo.-l jart) <>f his don,

lions, daughters of loveline are
tin-;..

pure as tin 1 dew, capable of the holiest and lnftir>t of thoughts, but

in almost every instance marked \\ith an indi\ idnality which

s the imagination, while the absence of thai individual)!

invariably infers vagueness and insipidity. Now tin- peculiarity and

merit (as it appears to me) of Fra An^elico is, that his Vir^ii.

neither vague nor individual, even while doing nothing they breathe

of heaven in their repose -they are visible incarnations of the beauty
of holiness, and yet not mere abstractions they are most empha-
tically feminine the ideal of womanhood as the chosen temple of the

Trinity ; they are to the ."Madonnas of other painters what Eve may be

supposed to have been to her daughters before the Fall their linea-

ments seem to include all other likenesses, to assume to each several

votary the semblance he loves most to gaze upon. It was bee

lico's whole life was love diverted by his vow of celibacy

from any specific object, that his imagination thus sought for and

found inspiration in heaven. Next to the Madonna, I may mention

the heads of our Saviour, of the apostles and saints in Fra Angel

pictures, as excelling in expression and beauty, as well as those of the

elect, in his representations of the Last Judgment; his delineation!

of the worldly, the wicked, the reprobate, are uniformly feeble and

inadequate ;
his success or failure is always proportioned to his moral

sympathy or distaste." c
Pp. 191-2-3.

Let us, then, at once draw our conclusion. We
must not expect, nor ought we to desire, the formation

of a religious school of art otherwise than by the

formation of a school of religious artists ; that is, of

men who will do their work with faith and for love,

whose outward performances will be only counterparts
of an inward devotion ; so that what they strive to repre-

sent in form and colour shall be the visions of their

c One of the most beautiful productions of B. Angelico's pencil is

his Last Judgment, in the gallery of the late Cardinal Fese.li. Lord

Lindsay has described it (vol. iii. p. 187). It was bought in. at

the sale of the cardinal's pictures, by his nephew, the princ

Canino: and has just been purchased from him by Lord Ward. This

will be a most valuable addition to the small share of specimens of

Christian art
-

by England.

'1 \\
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own pious meditations, and the fruit of their constant

conversation with things spiritual and holy.

We have before said, that a school of Christian art

must spring up under the conviction that this is

creative, and not merely imitative ; and this may call

for some explanation here. There is a medium to

be kept, not binding on the pursuer of any other

branch of art : the one between traditional modes and

original ideas. Here, too, we are in danger of being

cramped by prejudices in favour of the mere antique.

It is certain, indeed, that the first revivers of painting,

how much soever they cultivated and perfected design,

colouring, and expression, allowed themselves to be

severely fettered in composition, by the standard or

traditionary manner of representing given subjects;

so as to have departed but slowly and cautiously from

the stiff and formal arrangement of a preceding period.

This is easily accounted for. They painted essentially

for the people. Let that never be forgotten. Their

pictures might be ordered by a prince or a wealthy

merchant; but it was never with a view of putting
them into a gallery, only to be opened by a ticket or a

shilling, but to be hung over some altar, or to adorn

the walls of a cloister, or perhaps a public hall. They

painted, therefore, so that the people should at once

understand their pictures ; and therefore, as they had

been accustomed to see the subjects treated. To have

left out, or violently displaced, figures which al\

formed part of a subject, would have been to disturb

the habitual train of thought, and consequently the

devotion of those who came to be edified, and to
]

before them. And here let us pause for one moment,
to express our feeling, of how glorious a s in-lit must

have bei-n presented by one of the ehurehes of .Flor.
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or Siena (and we might add other citie. \\hen the

altar-pieces of the old mast>T-. n hich yet in part adorn

them, were all fresh, not ineivly in tlieir gold and

paint, but in that heavenly BWeetnefifl of eogmarioil

which, oxen in their present laded state, beams from

tlieir panels. Hut, still, the observer will note the

formality of composition that gives them a family

inblanco, though otherwise belonging to diil'ereiit

authors, nay, to diilerent schools and ages. For, from

tliotto to Pietro Perugino, the same rules for this

portion of art prevailed.

The reason which wo have given will sufficiently

>unt for this. At the same time it is clear that

exer\ advance in correctness of design, beauty, and

harmony of colour, and above 4 all in perfection of ex-

pression, would please naturally, oven those who could

not discover the cause of their emotions, or would

only inereasc and deepen those feelings which the

same subject inferiorly treated had before produced.
No one would quarrel with a picture because the

Blessed Virgin in it was more lovely, or the infant on

her knees more divine, or the saints on either side

more devout; but many Mould have perhaps mur-

mured had a change taken place in the ordinary dis-

position of these figures, and had the mother and
child been transferred from the post of honour to one

of the composition, as we find it later in Cor-

jio or Guido. But those traditions of ancient

Christian art have been totally broken, and there are

no associations in existing monuments around us, and

before the people, nor in devotional forms of con-

ception familiar through preaching or meditation,

to give thorn now any particular empire over the

atleetions of beholders, or over the standard rule-
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composition. To bind Christian art, on its revival, to

the conventional forms of representation admitted in

old times, would be a groundless tyranny, and in fact

would tend to strangle it in its very cradle. In this

respect we think the Germans have given us a useful

lesson, and we should be prepared to follow it. We have

no hesitation in stating our conviction, that however

short the best modern Catholic artists may fall, in

giving that truly devout and heavenly character to

individual figures, which belongs to the older masters,

they have gained upon them (regard being had to the

character of our age), in the giving of more action

and more varied expression to subjects that naturally

require it, in bringing forward as subjects for art,

events and circumstances which, for the reasons above

given, were not handled by the more ancient artists ;

and finally, in conceiving new and often most exqui-
site representations of subjects often before treated.

We shall perhaps shock the antiquarian artist by such

an avowal ; but we shall do no good with art in this

country till many prejudices are broken down. We
will put one case. Let a modern artist be desired to

paint the Sposalizio, or espousal of Mary to Joseph,
and that for a public church. Would he venture to

take the old type, such as Pietro and Raffaello L

given it, in their exquisite pictures of this subject,

based, that is, on the traditional history of the blos-

soming rod of Joseph ? Would he introduce the youth

breaking his barren rod over his knee ? If lie did,

who in a thousand, that looked on it, would under-

stand it ? And if a long explanation were given, would

that move to piety which is not based on any belief ?

At the time, and in the country, of those older arti

the history was at any rate known ; the tradition v

alive, the spectators understood the nicMiiinn
1 of each
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circumstance. Now and here, the chain lias been

broken, and would it be profitable to reconnect it?

Nay, could one hope to gain any advancement in piety

and faith, by endeavouring to revive the kn<>\\ led-v of

an uncertain legend? But who could fail to under-

id and to appreciate, nay to be moved by, Oxer-

beck's conception of the subject ; espousals so pure and

so unearthly, that no witnesses are there but angels,

so that the whole function is one of heaven heavenly,

without example and without imitation? We could

multiply instances of what will be admitted by all to

be purer and sublimer conceptions of scenes in our

Saviour's life by modern than by older artists, but we

remember having given several in one of our first num-
bers.

11 Then as to new subjects, not anciently treated,

1)\ it worked out by meditation and earnest thoughtful-

ness, the illustrious artist already mentioned and his

many followers, among whom Steinle must hold a

distinguished place, would furnish us with abundant

examples ; but fortunately we have one to our pur-

pose nearer home. This year's Catalogue of the

Royal Academy's annual exhibition, contains a picture

(Xo. 130), which cannot fail to arrest the eye of every
visitor of that collection. It is Mr. Herbert's picture
of our Saviour, subject to His parents at Nazareth. It

represents a circumstance, which, though not histo-

rical, is not merely possible, but highly probable.
Some wood, thrown on the ground beside Joseph's
humble workshop, has formed a cross. This naturally

lights up a train of thought in the mind of the Divine

Youth, who stands for a moment as if fixed in a

painful trance, while His Mother, who lays up every
look, as every word, in her heart, ira/es on Him, with

work suspended, in intense and loving, and therefore
11 Vol. i.

p. 459.
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sympathizing, interest.
6 Here is a subject which every

one will at once acknowledge to be worthy of the

pencil of any truly Christian artist. To the mere
Bible Christian it may appear fanciful : but not so

to the Catholic. Long before Mr. Herbert's successful

attempt to give it outward life by design and colour,

it had suggested itself to the devout meditation of

the most tender, the most poetical, and the most

sweetly loving of the ancient Fathers, St. Ephrem the

Syrian. It will not be long, we trust, before we call

our reader's attention to the admirable and most

learned translation of his Rhythms, just published by
the Rev. J. B. Morris, late of Exeter College, Oxford,

and now of St. Mary's, Oscott ; but we trust that, in

the mean time, no Catholic who can procure the book

will fail to feast his devotion on its delightful stores of

spiritual refreshment. In the seventeenth Rhythm we

meet with this remarkable passage :

" Hail ! Son of

the Creator ! hail to the Son of the carpenter ! who,

when creating, created everything in the mystery of

the cross. And haply, even in the house of Joseph
that carpenter, with the cross He was busied all the

day."
f Thus we have a Father of the fourth century

considering it probable that our Blessed Saviour, from

passing his early youth in a carpenter's house, would

have the thought of the cross constantly brou

before His mind.

e
[The picture was described in the Exhibition Catalogue bv

following verses, written at the artist's request :

"
Perhaps the Cross, which chance would oft design,

Upon the floor of Joseph's humble s 1

\< TO-S Thy brow serene, and heart divine,

A passing cloud of Golgotha would spread.'
1

]

1 Select Works of St. Kphivm the Syrian; O.\f,.nl. I>ar !.<
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Such is the subject on which Mr. Herbert has

happily sei/.ed, thouuh unconscious of so early a pre-

cedent
;
ami the concurrent yoico of artiMs and critic^

\idence of his success. Nothing can l>c more

simple than the composition of the picture : there is no

eil'ort at st rong ellbcts by combinations. Each i'l^ure

part, detached, so as to claim, and actually receive,

irate and successive attention. The attitudes are

angularly simple, natural, and unstudied; drawn and

painted with a delicate accuracy, not merely of outline,

but of fold, feature, and smallest lineament a pre-

caution absolutely necessary, where the artist invites

the eye to the careful observation of eacb figure in its

detail. Nor is there anything in the accr^aries to

divide the attention. The landscape, copied from the

present arid reality of Na/areth, is stern, unvaried,

and undistracting : so that the entire attention is con-

centrated on the figures, and principally on One. The

expression of this is, to our minds, a little too overcast

with pain; but this is a comparatively slight defect

amidst the beauties of the piece. Its great merit is

decidedly the direct appeal which it makes, through
ession, to religions feelings, while it simply tells

its whole history to the observer, and enables him to

enter fully into the part acted by each person repre-

sented. It requires no book-learning to understand,

to comprehend, and to feel it ;
it cannot make any but

one impression, a tender and devout one
;

it will leave

a quiet and calm reflection of itself on the mind, which

will not be eilaced by the ghastly brilliancy of Turner's

incomprehensible dreams, nor by thewarm and feeling-

exhibition of religions chivalry in Ktty's noble painting.

All this 5s in accordance with what we wish to see, in

a true religious school of art.

Hut we have almost lost siu'ht of the subject more
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immediately in view, at the time that we mentioned
Mr. Herbert's picture ; though our reason for entering
so fully into it will appear just now. We were anxious

to impress upon our readers the importance of looking

upon religious art as a creative power, not as a servile

imitator of what have been called "
conventional/' or

"
traditional," forms. This picture we quoted as an in-

stance of the possibility, even in this degenerate age,
of finding subjects not treated before, and making them
lit vehicles for the conveying to the mind of belie \

most religious impressions. "We repeat, therefore,

that to such traditional forms as belong purely to art

and not to religion, in other words, to traditions for

which there is not any doctrine, or even pious belief

handed down by the Church, but merely a practice of

copying from an antecedent and ruder period, we do

not think that artists should be bound in a country
like ours, where the very existence of such traditions

has been lost, and where the reproduction could only
cause misunderstanding, and would be equivalent to a

new creation.

But, as we remarked, it is necessary to keep a

medium; so as not to depart too far from certain

conventional forms and modes of representation

such, that is, as have a ground in ecclesiastical learn-

ing, and have a truth about them that would soon bo

intelligible. And this, we conceive, would be one of

the advantages of a recognised Catholic school of

in England, as it certainly has been in Germany : that

many being trained on given principles, they would

have their individual fancies checked; and gradually,

such forms and characters of religious represen
would be established, as would at once be intelligible

to all, and yet be conformable to all real traditi

and even to all well-grounded conventions, in mat
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where some rule is necessary. IVrhaps a lew examples
will be<4 explain our meaning. 1. We would, then.

for instance, have strict regard paid to the symbols of

the saints, such as, partly history, and partly tradition,

has appointed them. The instruments of their mar-

tyrdom, the emblems of their dignity, the representa-

tion, of some great work (as a church), or an object

allusive to their occupation, are fitting modes of giving
those holy personages individual character. St. Peter

should not be deprived of his keys, nor St. Lawrence

of his gridiron, nor St. Catherine of her wheel, nor

St. Agnes of her lamb, nor St. Jerome of his lion, by

any innovation of art. Such symbolism is at once

natural, intelligible, and historical. We believe that

these saints, were they to appear in vision, would

make themselves cognizable by these, their respective,

badges. 2. The same we would say respecting the

insignia of office or robes, distinctive of ecclesiastical

dignity. Too severe an attention to historical costume

would be pedantic, fatiguing, and perplexing. It is

true, a bishop of the third century did not wear a cope
and mitre of the same form as now are in use ; but these

have become the well-known emblems and garments
of persons in that office, and as such should be given
to pontiffs who, though they lived ages ago on earth,

are represented to the piety of the faithful as living in

heaven now.

In the public square at Milan is a statue in marble,

of modern sculpture, representing a person in a Roman

toga ; and we remember being almost shocked on beinu

told, in answer to an inquiry, that it represented

St. Ambrose. We could not give assent to our friendly

and learned guide's arguments, that this was the //

representation. We could not bear to see the saint

otherwise than as a bishop. In like manner, we would
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have the raiment of the celestial hierarchy, where

they appear upon earth, copied from that of the Church
here below. Eor the angels are represented to us as

ministering at the altar in heaven, and our faith

teaches us to consider the triumphant and the mili-

tant, but as portions of one indivisible Church, and

those blessed spirits as fellow-ministers with our visible

priesthood. Moreover, the eye of the faithful is accus-

tomed to consider the ecclesiastical garments, used only
at the altar, as the most sacred of outward apparel,

and more dignified, in truth, than the most splendid
distinctions of mere secular rank..

3. We would have due observance of the appro-

priation of established colours in the draperies of Our
Divine Saviour, our Blessed Lady, and other saints.

For the eye has been accustomed to the choice, and it

is in itself appropriate ; and every one would be

offended at mixed and fancy colours being applied to

such figures. In the same manner, we should IN

object (in pictures not meant for historical, but for

devotional), to a richness being given to these acces-

saries of a picture, such as certainly never existed.

But in this respect too, we would have great sobriety

of taste.

4. Where there is no certain belief or tradition

guide us, and the one followed by old artists is natural

and devout, we should deprecate departure t'mm thi>.

Eor instance, in the Annuueiatiou, the .Blessed Virgin

! ways represented as at prayer, or as ri.xino; n-oni

prayer, when the angel enters. AVe should be sorry to

see an attempt to alter this, and to have the m\ sterv

take place, while any meaner or more homely occu-

pation was going on. But we cannot reconcile our-

Beivefl to adherence to certain forms, merely 1

they are old; as our Saviour, at his resurrection.
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springing from a collin \\hich could not hold hall'

l)ody ;
or as an infant attended by an ox and an ass of

most extraordinary species, not lar-er than lapd<>

<)! standing in the air, of which we have specimen-
hand. Nor can we tolerate the transit of our Lady
made like the death-bed of one whose salvation niiuht

be doubtful, when 4

every appliance of anxious pict

made by the attendant apostles, instead of them and

us ga/inn
1 in silent awe and edification at the

|

of that sinless soul from its spotless tabernacle to the

bosom of its Lord. No amount of precedent even

from the most hallowed names, will ever make us

submit to such traditionary modes.

Our readers will however see, that our concessions

to established usages, are sufficiently ample to secure

their being preserved, where intelligible and really

good.

Having now discharged our consciences of what

perhaps many will not wholly approve, but having at

the same time, we are sure, cleared the ground of

prejudices, which have stood powerfully in the way of

engaging real artists to attempt the foundation of a

religious school, we proceed to a more pleasing portion
of our undertaking.

"We stated, almost at the outset, that we thought
there were indications of a rising feeling for true

religious art among the people. Though the evidences

may appear slight, it is fair to state them. First, the

reference which we have made to Mr. Herbert's pic-

ture a (lords us one. It must have struck every one,

who follows the course of public opinion on such

matters, that this painting has met with universal,

and almost with unbounded, praise. Without dis-

tinction of religious character, every paper that
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mentioned it, has spoken of it as one of the most

beautiful in the exhibition. Nor is this all; it has

riveted the gaze, and won the admiration, of the

multitudes that have flocked around it ; nor have we
heard of any feelings expressed before it, but sucl

proved how completely it addressed itself at once to

the minds and hearts of the people. This we own has

given us almost our first ray of hope, on the practical

possibility of establishing a Catholic school of art.

When there is sentiment enough in the people to

appreciate so peculiar a subject, treated so quietly, so

differently from what they are accustomed to on the

Avails of the Royal Academy, we have secured to EU

the basis, the priming, if we may so speak, upon which

Christian art can work.

But further let us remark, that similar taste has

been shown in other ways. Thus we have been

struck with the evident manner in which the splendid
Erancias in the National Gallery arrests the eye of

those who visit that collection, although they present
neither intensity of action, nay, nor action at all, nor

subjects with which the English mind is familiar.

But while passing by the awful and stern magnificence
of Sebastiano's masterpiece, which few can prize, w<>

see young and old won by the soft and sweet radiance

of the angels mourning over the sacred corpse of their

Lord, feeling, if they do not fully comprehend, the

essentially Catholic spirituality of the scene, and the

deep mysteries which it conceals.

We could add some other reasons for our opinion ;

but it is not necessary.
g For it would be folly to

8 [Since this was written, what is called the Pre-Raphaelite school

has arisen, and made a progress, which may one day, under

ivli^ious influences, which it clearly wants, become the enn

truly riir tool of art At present, with tome exception
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expect any strong demonstration in favour of a branch

of art, \vhich docs not as yd exist on a scale to permit
it. Not one Englishman in ten thousand has an

opportunity of seeing a truly religious painting; not

one in ten times that number, of seeing so many and

such as can form his taste, and enable him to appre-
ciate this highest department of art. All that we < -an

-onably expect, therefore, is that, in properti.>

opportunities are afforded for trial, the result should

be favourable ; and the instances mentioned are enough
for this. Development must be the work of time.

Let us but give to the English public but one such

chance of showing its taste, as the king of Bavaria lias

done at Munich, or is doing at Spire ; let us throw

open one good church, glowing from its ceiling to its

lower panelling, not with diaper and mere colour,

not even with single figures in separate compartments,
but with a series of large and simple histories, com-

prising the chief Gospel mysteries and the life of the

Blessed Virgin or any other great saint ; let expression
of the most refined and dignified character reign in

every head and countenance ;
let the tints be harmo-

nious, grave, yet warm and bright ;
let holiness and

calm reign through every part ; and we shall soon see,

first, whether the English heart is not as fully attuned

to the sentiment of the beautiful and delicate in art,

as that of any other nation; and, secondly, whether

encouragement will not spring up on all sides for this

higher sphere of art, enough both to give employment to

all formed artists, and to enkindle genius, that other-

wise might for ever have wanted life. To expect more

than this would be as absurd as to suppose, that a love

stands to real Christian art, as the works of Piccolo di Fuligno do to

th><e of Boat
<.).]
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of naval life and glory could exist in an inland tribe of

Africa, that had never seen a ship.

Now comes the great question, Is this practicable ?

Is it hopeful ? How is this first effort to be made ?

How is this first specimen to be given ? "We could

answer by following up our illustration ; and say,
" Do

as the Romans did when they determined to rival the

Carthaginians at sea. They took the wreck of a galley
cast on their shore, and copied it, and they trained

their future sailors on dry land. Begin by imitating
the works of others ; take your models and examples
from abroad. Fiat experimentum in corpore mil ; try
on a small scale, and produce something less perfect to

begin with." But this will never do. We must begin
with something great and noble at once. Christian

art must not come out before the public, for the 1

time, mean and imperfect. Her unfledged efforts at

flight must be sacred, in the retreat of the academy or

the studio. On the walls of the sanctuary she must

appear bright, golden, queen-like, from the first, fit

associate for adoring angels and heavenly myster
Are we, then, dreaming of some chimera, the brood of

an over-heated imagination? On the contra

are writing on what we believe dare we say, intend ?

to be a most practical and a most certain result.

Lord Lindsay, at the conclusion of his work,

this significant question:
" And why despair of this"

(of painting like Raphael and ^Michael Aimvlo), "or

even of shaming the Vatican? For with urn ins and

God's blessing nothing is impossible." (Vol. iii. p. 420.)

Now to this we answer, that without presumption it

may be really said, thai the blessing of uvnitis tor

Christian art is not one which it has pirated the

Almighty to give out of the Catholic Church.

Protestant country has yet produced a religious
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of any sort ; every Catholic one has produced a school.

Account lor it as you please, the i'act Clauds hard and

inoontrovertible ;
and as such it has two laces it

looks to the future as well as to the past . Protestantism

is harrcn as to religious art
;
and Lord Lindsay's hook

li-ives us additional proof, if we wanted it, of this

truth. \Ve shall not bo departing from our subject 1>\

a lew paragraphs in evidence of this.

Protestantism is essentially irreverent ; and Lord

Lindsay's work, i^reat as is its merit, shows it. JIo

begins it by a long preface on " Christian fili/lhology"

And this is synonymous with "the materials of Chris-

tian art during the middle ages." Imagine the pos-

sibility of a school of art springing up among a sect,

who, while they pretend to copy or rival old art, con-

sider its materials a iaiithology ! Can their artists

be expected to look on it with more reverence, or to

treat its subjects with more feeling, than they would

those of Grecian or of Egyptian mythology ? But

just let us look at some of these mythologies. The

torments of hell, as painted in the middle ages, were

suLru'esied by Buddhist doctrines. (Vol. i. p. xxxiii.)

The origin of the nine orders or choirs that com]
tin 4

heavenly hierarchy, from seraphim to angels

(though each is mentioned by St. Paul, and from him

the order is drawn by the Pathers), "must be sought
for apparently in the remote east, among the Chaldeans

and Medo-Persians !" (P. xxxiv.) The Nativity and

Presentation of the Blessed Virgin (p. xl.), her \

at the foot of the Cross (p. 1.) are all mythologies ! as

is her Assumption! (P. Ixii.) The same is to be said

of the Discovery of the Cross, of its Exaltation, and

of many other historical subjects. But we are not

left merely to induction for our conclusion that Pro-

testantism is void of that reverence, which is a^
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necessary an ingredient in religious art, as oil, or

some other vehicle, is in the composition of its colours.

Lord Lindsay's language in speaking of these subjects

is blasphemously irreverent, nay even to Anglicanism
heterodox. He tells us that the apocryphal gospels

may be traced to Leucius, a Gnostic heretic, who

forged them chiefly
" with a view of supporting the

peculiar tenets of the sect, namely that the

Blessed Mary was ever Virgin" &c. "The evi'ly

Church," he adds, "in rejecting the leading principle

of the heresy, and condemning the heretics, sanctioned,

or at least winked at, the circulation of the fables de-

vised by them in its support, and these have become

the mythology of Christianity while many of

the dogmas which they were grounded upon L

crept into the faith." (P. xl.) The belief therefore in

the perpetual virginity of the Blessed Mother of God

is, according to Lord Lindsay, a peculiar tenet of Gnos-

ticism, which has crept into the Church! Again,
"The transfer to her" (the Blessed Virgin) "of "the

popular veneration for a female deity, whether Diana,

Astarte, or Isis, universally current among the South-

ern nations, is the key to the whole mystery of her

various representation in early art." (P. Ixiii.) AVo

pass over other similarly afflicting passages ; for these

will suffice. If the enthusiastic admirer of early

Christian art can thus think of all that inspired it,

and looks upon it with the irreverent eyes, and spe

of it with the flippant tongue, wherewith he mi

approach the abominations of heathen fable, what hope
can there be that the religion (sit verbo vcnift) which

can generate such feelings, will ever give birth to any
noble or tender inspirations of that very art ? In

next place, Protestantism, as regards art, is essentially

unholy. TWO ..characteristics of holiness pervade pie-
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torial art, which at on<v distinguish its figures from

thosr of its profane or secular sister austerity and

purity. Tin* entire outline of body is corrected and

ethrivali/ed by the former, the countenance is sweet-

ened and irradiated by the latter. Disconnect the idea

of holiness from these ; assume that a saint is not of

necessity a mortified and self-denying character, and

that chastity or purity is not the virtue which makes

angels of men, and you may indeed have a school of

religious painting, that will riot in masses of gross

flesh and most unsaintly countenances, like Rubens,
but not what Lord Lindsay asks for, men who will

paint like Pietro Perugino and Luca Signorelli. Now
his lordship, speaking, no doubt, the language of the

future patrons of English Christian art, has clearly

recorded his own views on the subject of these very
virtues. In the passage above quoted, the doctrine of

mortification is enumerated among Gnostic errors.

But further on, the whole Catholic doctrine of " the

ascetic or angelic life" is characterized in terms of

opprobrious condemnation (p. civ.), which we will at-

tribute to ignorance of its true nature, rather than to

any worse motive. But his attack upon the Catholic

virtue of chastity will at once satisfy us of the utter

hopelessness of the revival which he contemplates. It

is as follows :

" This fresco needs little comment. I need not remind you that

the chastity thus commended is that which brands our wives and

mothers with a slur nor dwell upon the melancholy consequences
to human virtue and happiness entailed by the fatal and most uu-

scriptural restriction of the idea, and the term, to virginity and

celibacy, a delusion of most ancient date, and inherited alike 1>\

the Mystics of the East and the West, the Buddhists and the Gnos-

ties. the latter of whom, more especially, referred the origin of sin

to the creation of matter, the creation of matter to the evil principle

and identified that evil principle with Jehovah ! St. Francis shared

2c
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to the full in the agonies of the early ascetics,
11 it is a subject that

can but be alluded to. May God in His mercy shield us from such

horrors in England !" Vol. ii. p. 225.

Let any artist imbued with these notions sit down
to meditate upon the countenance which he would

give to a "Virgin-Saint," whose chief characteristic

must he the virtue thus unchristianly denounced,

beaming from every feature. As to his attempting to

depict the Queen of Virgins, to set forth the lily, after

he has scorned its whiteness, we defy him.

Furthermore, Protestantism presents no types of

Christian art. It has destroyed the types of the past.

It excludes as legendary all the most beautiful his-

tories of the early saints : it has quenched all sym-

pathy for the favourite themes of mediaeval painting,

the Fathers of the desert, St. Benedict, and the great

monastic heroes, and still more, the inspirer and the

maturer of art, and of its poetry, the glorious St.

Francis of Asisium. And as to the present, it allows

no communion with saints in heaven, and consequently
no interest in having their effigies before our eyes : no

loving intercourse with blessed spirits, and therefore

no right to bring them visibly into action. All

ecstasy, supernatural contemplation, vision, and rap-

turous prayer, with the only approach to heavenly

expression that earth can give; all miracles and mar-

vellous occurrences, with the store of incident which

they supply; all mingling, in any one scene, of tin

living and the Blessed, the past and the present in

fine, all the poetry of art is coldly cut out, nay,

strangled aiid quenched by the hard hand of Pro-

testantism.

And as to the living types which the Catholic

Church supplies, where is Anglicanism to find them r

h Vita,
j
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The Catholic artist can unfold the most noble diame-

ters or scenes of the past, by representing them

they would he found no\v in the Chureli. lie would

put St. Cuthhert or St. Thomas in eope and mitre,

such as may he seen on any liii;-Ii festival in the church

of Birmingham or Oscott; he would place an an-< 1 by
his side in the all) and cincture which any mini

could wear in a church of London or Bristol, and

clothe the attendant monks in hahits still worn at

Downside or in Charnwood Forest. All would be new
and yet fully represent the old, as nobly and as per-

fectly as it can be done. Let an Anglican artist try
to establish the same links, and observe the same

truthfulness; let him endeavour thus, through the

eye, to convince Protestant beholders, that these

venerable personages are fully represented by their

modern counterparts. Will he venture to vest the

Anglo-Saxon bishop in lawn sleeves and wig, or the

angel in a chorister's surplice, or the monks in the

cap and gown of a university proctor, or Head of a

House ?

We might further add that Protestantism lacks

essentially all religious tenderness and affectionate-

ness. It has no sympathies with the mysteries that

touch the feelings. The crucifix is, to it, what it \

in St. Paul's time dividedly to Jew and Gentile,

both a stumbling-block and foolishness; the Mother

of sevenfold grief is a superstition. Meditation on the

infancy or passion of our Lord is not part of youthful

training in its schools ; it has not produced a tender

writer on these subjects.

Now from all this, what are we to conclude ? Not

merely that Protestantism will never give real it \ to

Lord Lindsay's day-dreams, on the revival of Christ ian

art in England, not merely that it is eilcte lor all

-2 c 2
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artistic purposes; but that Christian art is a noble

and a divine existence, not to be commanded by pa-

tronage, not to be bought by wealth, not to be coaxed

by flattery, not even to be wooed and won by genius.
It must spring up, either like the phoenix, from the

ashes of its great predecessors, and this it may do in

Italy, or like the first light, by creation, from the void

of a preceding chaos. Protestantism has neither a

smouldering spark nor a creative vigour, to quicken
it; but the Catholic Church has it everywhere, and

therefore here. And this is our answer to our former

queries. The time is come ; and Catholic art is even

now ready to spring into life. We are sure, we know
it as a certainty, that there are at this moment in

England, artists of the highest name and character

ready to lend the powerful guidance of their abilities

and experience, towards directing the formation of

such a school. We know, too, that there are not

wanting youthful artists ready to constitute its body
under such guidance ; men full of confidence, 1

full of faith ; enamoured of all that the Church tea-

them to love as well as to believe ; admirers of all that

is truly beautiful in ancient art and in living virtue ;

trained already, and skilled in the mechanism and

material portion of their art; and what is more im-

portant than all, enured to the exclusively Catholic

principle of self-devotion, self-dedication to what is

fair, good, and holy, for its own sake. Here is all

ready, the materials are compounded ; only the quick-

ening touch is wanted, and all will burst into lilr.

Let it not be thought that we are basing our con-

clusions on vague data or uncertain conjecture ; that

our wishes are the only groundwork for our as>ert ions.

We have carefully writhed the whole matter. A\e lr

within reaeh all that we have reckoned on; \\ e h
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every evidence that can promise certain results bet

us, and \ve are sure that the Catholic public is but

little aware of the number of religious artists c\MiiiLr

in the country, of their talents, of their y.eal, and of

their earnest desire to create and perpetuate a school

of genuine religious art. Let only what we have

written produce an echo in the Catholic mind; let us

feel that the ground is secure under our feet; let us

learn that a practical effort to produce and to show

forth all that we have promised will be generously
seconded and supported, and we will engage that

what we have written shall not be a dead letter, but

shall mark the era of the rise, or at least the planting,
of a flourishing and fruitful institution.

We have till now had occasion to speak of Lord

Lindsay's work, more in the way of reprehension than

of praise. "We should be sorry, however, to dismiss

it thus. It is, without exception, the most elaborate,

the most intelligent, and the most complete work on

Christian art, which English literature contains. Lord

Lindsay has travelled through Italy with the eye of a

connoisseur and the admiration of an enthusiast. He
has traced, as far as possible by his works, the history
of each great master, followed his influence through
the various schools, and endeavoured to make out the

filiations and connections of these. Any one travel-

ling into Italy for artistic purposes, will find this

\\'>rk not merely a useful, but an indispensable, com-

panion. Besides the more serious faults which regard

religion, and are painful to a Catholic reader, it has

many lesser blemishes and mistakes, which a second

edition will probably correct. We have not made

any regular note of these, but a few examples

may serve to direct the author's eye to others.

Vol. i. p. 33, S. Stefano in Rotondo is described as an
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ancient baptistery ; of which there is no evidence,

in fact, it was originally an open portico, perhaps a

public hall. Page 78, the mosaic on the triumphal
arch of the Basilica of St. Paul, near Rome, fortu-

nately was not destroyed. It was taken down after

the fire, and carefully repaired, to be again replaced.

Page 86 (note), we are told that " of the intermediate

Dedication" (Presentation)
" of the Virgin (her ascent

of the steps of the temple when a child) there cer-

tainly existed a traditional representation in the tenth

and eleventh centuries ; but it is very rare and of in-

ferior merit, and was never, that I am aware of, copied

by Italian artists." We are writing this almost at the

foot of a painting, most probably by Giotto, repre-

senting this very subject. Page 89, the mosaic of our

Lord's Baptism at Ravenna is said to be probably the

original of the traditional representation of this sub-

ject. We can refer further back to the painting over

an ancient font of living water in the Catacombs, in

the cemetery of Pontianus, out of the Porta Portese.

Page 92 we have the two usual male figures, engaged
in the Deposition from the Cross, described as "

Joseph
and Nathaniel." In vol. ii. p. 192, the same two

persons are called " Nicodemus and Nathaniel." We
need not observe that the second name in each enume-

ration is an error, and that Nicodemus and Joseph of

A.rimathea should stand together in both places. Page
159, St. Nicholas of Myra and St. Nicholas of Bari

are made two distinct persons, uncle and nephew.
But the great archbishop of the East is the same

whose body now reposes at Bari, from which he

consequently has taken his name.

These, however, are small inaccuracies compared
with one which pervades the work the German th

ri/ing spirit in which the author attempt^ to explain
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the charnctei-istirs of dilt'erciit schools, or of diilerent

epochs of art, by the greater prevalence of ethnogra-

phical influences, the disproportionate intermixture of

given races. This is useless as it is fanciful; and in

reading a work where one naturally looks for infor-

mation, for principles, and occasionally for eloquent

description or bursts of feeling, one is only annoyed,
and almost disgusted, to find the Hindoo, or the Medo-

IVrsian, or the Teutonic element of art brought in

to account for results which can have no connection

with any of them. Nay, this is carried so far, that

\ve are gravely told that, to understand the reason why
the (ireek Church turned their churches towards the

east, and the Roman towards the west,
" we should

recollect that Byzantium was a Dorian city, that lloman

civilization was of Ionian origin, and that the Dorians

and lonians, the types respectively of conservation and

progression, entered their temples, the former from

the west, the latter from the east the former bending
their eye for ever on the world they had left behind, the

latter pressing eagerly forward in search of novelty
and changed (Vol. i. p. 19.) Surely this is but solemn

trilling at the best.

AVe will now draw our remarks to a conclusion. We
believe Lord Lindsay's work calculated to do much
good ; to awake thought, and to excite good desires,
on the subject of Christian art. Many passages, too,
there are in it which will gratify every Catholic, from
t lie candid testimony which they bear to the privileges,
if not to the truths, of his religion. We will conclude
with one extract, which will show his opinion on the

ecclesiological movement in the Anglican Church.

"I much iear that Mr. Pugin is right that it is
* as utterly im-

possible to square a Catholic building with the present rites as to

mingle oil with water,' that < those who thiuk merely to build
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chancels without reviving the ancient faith, will be miserably deceived

in their expectation,'' the study of ancient church architecture
'

(in

such an exclusive spirit)
'
is an admirable preparation for the old faith,'

and that '
if the present revival of Catholic antiquity is suffered to

proceed much farther, it will be seen that either the Common Prayer
or the ancient models must be abandoned.' (Ecclesiastical Antiqui-

ties, pp. 130, 137, Ac.) But what is the alternative ? the meeting-
house ? By no means. The Church of England is neither Catholic

nor Protestant she does not, with the Catholics, exalt imagination
and repudiate reason, nor, with the Protestants, exalt reason and

repudiate imagination ;
but includes them both, harmoniously opposed,

within her constitution, so as to preserve the balance of truth, and

point out the true '

via media ' between superstition on the one hand

and scepticism on the other, thus approximating (in degree) to the

ideal of human nature, Christ Incarnate, of whom the Church is the

Body, and ought to be the Likeness and the Image. This, then, is

the problem England wants a new architecture, expressive of the

epoch, of her Anglican faith, and of the human mind as balanced in

her development, as heir of the past and trustee for the future a

modification, it may be, of the Gothic, but not otherwise so than as

the Gothic was a modification of the Lombard, the Lombard of the

Byzantine and Eoman, the Byzantine and Roman of the Classic

Greek, the Classic Greek of the Egyptian. "We have a right to

expect this from the importance of the epoch, and I see no reason

why the man to create it, the Buschetto of the nineteenth cent

may not be among us at this moment, although we know it not."-

Vol. ii. p. 29, note.

What chance is there for Christian painting in the

Church which has not yet raised fitting walls on which

it can he executed ?
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THE ignorance about Spain which prevails in every
other country of Europe is certainly wonderful. Many
regions of Asia have been better explored. That the

religious jealousy of its people, and some additional

vague fears connected with it, have kept the prying

eye of English travellers from its boundaries, we can-

not doubt ; but even France, except in the shape of a

hostile invasion, has seldom penetrated beyond that

huge mountain-wall, which sunders pity it has not

done so more effectually these two neighbouring
lands. This utter separation of Spain from the rest of

Europe, for several centuries, extends to what might
be considered a neutral ground, the vast domain of

art. The first work before us, which fills up an

immense gap in our literature, gives, in the preihee,

abundant evidence of this. In a rapid analysis of the

labours of his predecessors, in England and on the

continent, Mr. Stirling has shown how little has been

known of Spanish painting until very lately, and how
inaccurate that little has been. And even at the very
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present moment, we should doubt whether many,
sides a few professed picture-collectors, have any distinct

idea of more than three Spanish painters of eminence,

Murillo, Velasques, and Ribera, under his Italian

soubriquet of Spaynoletto. Yet one single Italian

city has produced a greater number of artists, whose

names are familiar to all that prate about painting.

For instance, the three Caraccis, Domenichino, Guido,

Albani, and Guercino, have given a celebrity to the

school of Bologna alone, which all the painters of

Castile and Andalusia, with Valencia and Estramadura

to boot, have not yet procured for the arts of the

Peninsula. In addition to the first reason given, of

its seclusion from the beat of travellers and collectors,

we may account for this on another ground. The

patronage of Italian art was much more secular than

that under which Spanish art has ever flourished

secular as to persons, places, subjects, and moti

The stern simplicity of Spanish dwellings and Spanish

habits, contrasts strongly with the luxurious apart-
ments and splendid galleries of Italian palaces. Hence
artists painted for these and for their owners. In

other words, the subjects which they too often tivated,

were in accordance with the voluptuous thoughts of

any age or country; and their paintings were liable*

to all the vicissitudes of other private property, and

might be sold, or seized, or exchanged, or pilfered, or

turned into securities in a thousand ways, which would

transfer them to other owners. The cabinet, or uall

pictures of Italy have thus travelled over Europe, and

have made every lover of art acquainted with their

authors. And this had taken place already before the

at displacer of men and things foreign invasion-

had made \\ holt-sale clearances of palaces and churches

Hut in Spain it could not be so. From Uinco
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Murillo, with the exception of the royal painters,

whose works were not exposed to commercial ri

the Spanish artists devoted themselves almost entirely

to the service of the Church. The architect displaced
his skill in raising the splendid cathedrals, Cartujas

(( '//^/-//r/w.v), or other conventual buildings, which

formed the glory of old Spain. The sculptor, who, in

modern phrase, would be rather called a carver for

wood was his ordinary material profaned not his

chisel by producing lascivious, or even profane, forms,

but laboured his life long on sacred images, or the

storied panels of a choir, and produced those life-like,

speaking representations of holy persons, which strike

one with awe in the Spanish churches. And another

branch of this art is peculiar to Spain. The silver-

smiths, or, as Mr. Stirling truly calls them,
"
sculptors

and architects in plate" (p. 159), instead of manu-

facturing, like (Vllini, mythological saltcellars, passed
their lives in elaborating those magnificent Custodi<is,

or 11emonstranees, of which a few yet remain to

astonish the traveller, and which are nowhere else to

be found.

It required nothing short of sacrilege, carried on by
men utterly reckless of its extent, to dislodge these

treasures of art; and, unfortunately for Spain, the

two most effectual instruments of the crime have been

let loose upon her. First, the foreign foe came, not

merely as a despoiler, to pillage and ruin, but like a

calculating burglar, who, before he breaks into a house,

lias ascertained the value of the plate and mone\

within, and where it is kept; and so, coolly executes

his scheme of plunder. Never before did a picture-

dealer u'o through a province at the head of twenty or

thirty thousand men. with his list prepared of what

painting he would purchase, and diiUdent of the
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success of his profession as a soldier, rely upon the

security of his trade as a broker. Soult pulled down
his Murillos at the head of his troops, but, under the

shadow of their bayonets, took care to make a regular
deed of contract with their trustees, in which the

buyer had the dictation of his own terms. And after

the heartless soldier of the Revolution, who cared

little for the curses of the poor whom he spoiled,

came the soulless politician of the modern continental

school, who minded as little for their prayers. The

suppression of the religious orders, the sale of church

property, and the spoliation and ruin, which fol-

lowed as a consequence, of magnificent ecclesiastical

edifices and establishments, have led to a still further

dispersion of the monuments of Spanish art. But
there has been one poor compensation in this second

and domestic act of Vandalism. The paintings or

sculptures thus carried away from their original posi-

tions have not been sent abroad, but have been pre-

served in the country. Miserably placed, badly lighted,

wretchedly framed, often horribly neglected, and sur-

rounded with trash of every description, the master-

pieces of Spanish art are now to be seen, in the

principal cities, collected into what is called a gallery,

but what was a church, or a refectory, or a cloister of

some convent, never intended, and therefore totally

unfitted, for their reception.

In Italy, too, the same error has been committed,

and has been copied everywhere, of tearing away the

artist's work from the spot for which he designed,

toned, and proportioned it, where it was surrounded

by accessories to which it was adapted, or which M

made expressly to heighten its effect, and of linn-

it on the walls of a hall or gallery, where a paint i

with colossal figures by Caravau-gio is placed pcrlr
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above a minutely-finished Breugel, 1- the two fit

to the place, but not certainly to the eye, or its l;i\vs of

vision. I Hit at any rate in other ]>arts of Europe
6 little care has been taken to make the uali

suited to the specimens which it contains; and often

costly buildings have been erected for their pn -ei\ ; i-

tiou. The unsettled state of Spain, which has not yet

allowed the roads to be mended, has not permitted
1 his attention, at least in the provinces, to the splendid

productions of its artists. And greatly do we fear,

that, as prosperity returns to that long-agitated

nation, its first efforts will be manifested far more by
an ambition to raise cotton-mills and iron-foundries,

than to erect pinacothcks and glyptotheks for its

masterpieces of art. Indeed, more important duties

of restoration than this, weigh on the national con-

science. And bad as is the present position of paintings
in what are now called their galleries, besides the con-

venience for inspecting them which is afforded, we

rejoice that the churches are spared the profanation
to which the curiosity of the picture-gazer generally

subjects the house of God.

But to return. Spanish art is, more eminently than

any other, the daughter of Religion ; because, unlike

the Italian or Flemish schools, she never turned her

back upon her mother, nor called down her censures

on herself; but to the end remained her child and

handmaid, working faithfully for her, and on her own

prineiples. There never has been in Spain a profane,

or to speak more tenderly, a classical school of art ; a

school of nudities, that is, of mythologies, of heathen-

ism, and of the vices. Nay, even more. The extra-

religious domain of Spanish painting would naturally
be the same as of its poetry, not the classical, but the

romantic, world. In a nation which, up to the very
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moment when its arts reached a great development,
was still engaged in the Christian war against the

Moslem, in which the spirit of chivalry had been pro-

longed hy its two chief sources, great courage animated

by strong religious feeling, we should hardly have been

surprised to see the great deeds of the Campeador and

his brother heroes immortalized by the pencil, while

Mars or Brutus might have been easily despised,
beside real, and recent, and virtuous, feats of war.

But even in the face of these more national and noble

themes, painting has remained, in Spain, true to her

maiden love of the celestial alone ; she has given them

up to poetry, and she has disdained aught less elevated

than the glory of God and His saints.

But Mr. Stirling has expressed all this in language
which, as coming from one by no means partial to the

Catholic religion, will be more striking and convincing
than anything that we can say. We must therefore

make room for a long passage from him :

"
Spanish art, like Spanish nature, is in the highest degree national

and peculiar. Its three principal schools of painting differ in si

from each other, but they all agree in the great features which dis-

tinguish them from the other schools of Europe. The same deeply-

religious tone is common to all. In Spain alone can painting be said

to have drawn all its inspiration from Christian fountains, and, like

the architecture of the Middle Ages, to be an exponent of a people's
faith. Its first professors, indeed, acquired their skill by the stndv

of Italian models, and by communion with Italian minds. But the

skill which at Florence and Venice would have been chiefly em-

ployed to adorn palace halls with the adventures of pious ^Eneas, or

ladies' bowers with passages from the Art of Love, at To!

Seville, and Valencia was usually dedicated to the service of God and

the Church. Spanish paim rery rarely to be found in the

regions of history or classical mythology. Sion Hill delights them

more than the Aonian Mount, and Siloa's brook than anei.

or the laurel-shaded Orontes. Their pastoral scenes are laid. n..t in

ihe vales of A ready, but in the tields of Jndea, where Ruth #le;i

alter the reapers of Boa7. and where Bethlehem shephenU war.-
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their Hocks Dii the night of the Nativity. In their landscapes it is a

Mg hermit, or, perhaps, a company of nn.iiks. that moves through

reposes I iv the brink of the l>nvnt : not

"'(iratia eiun Xymphis jeminisMie sororilii.

Duecre niula ehor.

Their fancy lo\ . deal with the legendary 1 the

[B.~j Virgin, and the life and passion of tin- I.' -.\itli tlie

glorious company of apostles, the goodly fellowship of prophets, and

the noble army of martyrs and >aints; and they tread this sacred

ground with habitual solemnity and decorum Far different
"
(fn.m

of the Italian an re the themes on which Mtirillo put
forth his highest powers. After the '

Mystery of the Immaculate

Conception,' he repeated, probably more frequently than any other

subject, the 'Charity of St. Thomas of Villanneva ;' and it was his

I picture of that good prelate, inimitable for simplicity and

grandeur, that he was wont to call emphatically 'his own.' b

"The sobriety and purity of manner which distinguished the

Spanish painters is mainly to be attributed to the restraining in-

fluence of the Inquisition. I'alamino quotes a decree of that tri-

bunal, forbidding the making or exposing of immodest paintings and

sculptures, on pain of excommunication, a fine of fifteen hundred

ducats, and a year's exile. The holy office also appointed inspectors,

whose duty it was to see that no works of that kind were exposed to

view in churches and other public places. Pacheco, the painter and

riaii of art, held this post at Seville, and I'alamino himself at

id \nother cause of the severity and decency of Spanish
is to be found in the character of the Spanish people. The

proverbial gravity which distinguishes the Spaniard, like his cloak-

winch appears in his manner of address, and in the common phrases
is speech, is but an index of his earnest and thoughtful nature.

The Faith of the Cross, nourished with the blood of Moor and

Christian, nowhere struck its roots so deep, or spread them so wide,

i Spain. Pious enthusiasm pervaded all orders of men; the

noble and learned as well as the vulgar. The wisdom of antiquity
could not sap the creed of Alcala or Salamanca, nor the style of Plato

> seduce their scholars into any leaning to the religion of

me After all the revolutions and convulsions of

Spain, where episcopal crosses have been coined into dollars to pay

a Herat. Carm. lib. iv. 8; v. 5, 6. b
Chap. xii. p. 870.

Pal. torn. ii. p. 138.

3 2 D
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for the bayoneting of friars militant on the hills of Biscay, and the

primacy has become a smaller ecclesiastical prize than our Sodor and

Man
;
it is still in Spain constant, when seeming most false religious,

when seeming careless of all creeds that the pious Catholic looks

hopefully to see the Faith of Some rise, refreshed, regenerate, and

irresistible.3 Nurtured in so devout a laud, it was but natural that

Spanish art should show itself devout. The painter was early secured

to the service of religion. His first inspiration was drawn from the

pictured walls of the churches or cloisters of his native place, where In-

had knelt a wondering child beside his mother, where he had loit

or begged when a boy : to their embellishment his earliest efforts

were dedicated, out of gratitude, perhaps, to the kindly Carmelit

Cordelier who had taught him to read, or fed him with bread and

soup on the days of dole
;
or who had first noticed the impulse of his

boyish fancy, and guided
' his desperate charcoal round the convent

walls.' As his skill improved, he would receive orders from n<

bouring convents, and some gracious friar would introduce him to the

notice of the bishop or the tasteful grandee of the province. The

fairest creations of his matured genius then went to enrich the

cathedral or the royal abbey, or found their way into the gallery of

the sovereign, to bloom in the gardens of Flemish and Italian art.

Throughout his whole career the Church was his best and si.

patron. Nor was he the least important or popular of her ministers.

His art was not merely decorative and delightful, but it was exercised

to instruct the young and the ignorant; that is, the great body of

worshippers, in the scenes of the Gospel history, and in the awful

and touching legends of the saints, whom they were taught fnn.

cradle to revere.
' For the learned and the lettered,' says Don Juan

de Butron, a writer on art in the reign of Philip IV.,
*

writ!

ledge may suffice
;
but for the ignorant, what master is like painting ?

.I their duty in a picture, although they cannot s.

for it in books.' 6 The painter became, therefore, in some sort a

d " See the able article on '

Spain,' in i\\ul)ub?in Review9 ]$

art. 4, containing an interesting sketch of the present sta

Spanish Church, which, though drawn by the too favourable hand of

an enthusiastic partisan, displays that knowledge of the snbje<

which so: travellers who have latch

books about it, are so lamentably deficient, and the ab- hicli

Votes! ant readers ever seem to detect." [Mr. Stiri:

note.]
c Discursos Apologetic.^. Madrid, 1C.26, 4to. p.
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preacher; ami his works \\ere standing homilies, more attractive, ami

perhaps more intelligible, than those usually dcli\.-ivd from tin- pulpit.

The quiet pa! B silence of the picture, might ti .

hat would drop to sleep beneath the glo/ing of the .Jesuit, ami

hearts that would remain untouched by all the thunders of

Dominican." Vol. i. pp. 10-16.

But we icvl sure that our readers will desire us to

expatiate on this topic even further. It is our earnest

wish to encourage the feeling, or rather to establish

the principle, that religious art will make religious

artists, and cannot be carried on without them. It

is well known that early Italian art was not only

eminently Christian, but either produced, or nourished

in holinos, such men as the Bcato Angelico, Simone

Memmi, and Era Bartolomeo. Now Spanish art will

l>e found to have done the same. We will begin with

an illustrious example. But first we must give some

account of the rise of art in Valencia, to the school

of which it belongs. Mr. Stirling thus describes

it :

Hie city of Valencia, so full of beauty and delight, says the local

proverb, that a Jew might there forget Jerusalem, was equally prolific

of artists, of saints, and of men of letters. Its fine school of pointing
Jir>t grew into notice under the enlightened care of the good arch-

bishop, [St.] Thomas of Villanueva. Illustrious for birth, piety, ami

benevolence, and admitted after his death to the honours of the

liomau Calendar, this excellent prelate, once a favourite preacher of

the Kmperor Charles V., became a favourite saint of the south, rival-

ling St. Vincent Ferrer, and receiving, as it were, a new canonization

from the pencils of Valencia and Seville. There were few churches

or convents, on the sunny side of Sierra Moivna, without -

memorial picture of the holy man, with whom almsgiving had been a

in from the cradle, who, as a child, was wont furtively to

the hungry with his mother's Hour and chickens, and, as an arch-

bishop, lived like a mendicant friar, and, being at the point of death,

divided amongst the poor all his worldly goods, except only the pallet

uhereon he lay. Tlu^e pictorial distinctions were due not on

his boundless charities, but to his munificent patronage of art, which

2i>2
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he employed, not to swell his archiepiscopal state, but to em-

bellish his cathedral, and to instruct and improve his flock." Vol. i.

pp. 353-4.

A saint then has the honour of being the founder

and patron of the school of Valencia ; and we need

not be surprised if it had saints among its artists.

One of its greatest ornaments, both in skill and in

virtue, was Vincente de Juanes, more generally known

by the name of Juan de Juanes. Mr. Stirling shall

once more speak for himself, and give an account of

this great artist :

"
Being a man of a grave and devout disposition, his fine pencil

was never employed in secular subjects, nor in the service of the

laity, but wholly dedicated to religion and the Church. Cumberland,
in 1782, doubted if any of his pictures were even then in lay hands.

With this pious master, enthusiasm for art was inspiration from

above, painting a solemn exercise, and the studio an oratory, where

each new work was begun with fasting and prayers. His holy

was rewarded by the favour of the doctors and dignitaries ol

Church. For the archbishop he designed a series of tapestries on the

life of the Virgin, which were wrought for the cathedral in the looms

of Flanders. He was largely employed by the chapter, and for most

of the parish churches of the city ;
and many of his works adorned

the monasteries of the Carmelites, Dominicans, Jesuits, Francisr

and Jeronymites He was also honoured by commands far hi.

than those of abbots and archbishops, and which were amongst the

highest marks of heavenly favour that could be given to the devout

t. On the evening of an Assumption-day, the Blessed Virgin

revealed herself to Fray Martin Alberto, a Jesuit of Valencia, and

commanded that her picture should be painted as she then appeared,

attired in a white robe and blue mantle, and standing on the cres<

moon ;
above her was to float the mystic dove, and the Father Eternal

was to be seen leaning from the clouds, whilst her Divine Son pi

a crown upon her head. To execute this honourable, but arduous

task, the Jesuit selected Juanes, whose confessor lie was, and de-

scribed to him with great minuteness his glorious vision. The first

sketches were, however, unsuccessful: and the skill of tin-

fell short of the brilliant dream of the friar. Both, therefore, be:

themselves to religious exercises, and to their" prayers were a<i

those of other holy men. Every day the artist confessed and <.
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municated before commencing liis lah >urs : and ho would oft on >tand

hole hours with his pencils and palette in his hand, but without

touching the diviiu 1

figure, until his spirit was ijiiiekened within him

by the fervency of his prayers. His piely and per>e\ erance at last

ainc all dilliculties; and lie produced a noble picture of our

Lady, exactly conformable to the vision, which lmi'_r adorned the

altar of tin 4 * Immaculate Concept ion
'

in the Jesuits' con\ent,and

:ne famous amongst artists for its excellence, and amongst friars

lor its miraculous powers. In Valencia it enjoyed the title of La

Purisima,' and was widely known by an engraving ;
after the expul-

"f the Jesuits, it remained in their church till the War of Inde-

pendence; but its subsequent fate has not been recorded." Vol. i.

pp. :;:

JUit Spain lias, in the truest sense of the word,

given birth to a painter-saint. His life is in every

respect so beautiful, that though it occupies a con-

siderable space, we cannot resist the temptation of

giving it at length, as abridged by Mr. Stirling ; pre-

mising only that we do not thereby mean approval of

some levities to be found in the narrative :

"Although Spain has produced many devout artists, clerical

well as laic, to Pedro Nicolas Factor alone have the honours of

canonization been accorded. His father, Vinceute Factor, was a

native of Sicily, and by trade a tailor; and coining to Valencia to

his fortunes, he there fixed his abode, and married I

Estana. The first fruit of this union was a son named Bautista, \\lio

afterwards became a grave and learned doctor of law at Xativa
;

tlu

second was Pedro Nicolas, who was so called because he was born

on St. Peter's day, 1520, and because his father regarded St. Nicolas

with peculiar devotion. This auspicious birth took place in a h

adjoining, and afterwards taken into, the Augustine convent, and in

a chamber occupying the spot where the Host was afterwards

In honour of the event, the tailor and his wife were wont, in after

I,
to wash the feet of twelve poor men and a priest

N'icolas's day, and ave them a meal, and two reals each in

money. The saintly and artistic tendencies of their second son soon

began to develop themselves. Whilst yet a child, he took ur

delight in fasting: his parents' oratory was his favourite haunt, and

to make little altars and images of saints his favourite pastime.

Neglecting his lessons one day at school, the fact was maliciously
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pointed out by another boy to the master, whose leathern thong,
which served him for a birch, immediately descended on the shoulders

of the future saint, and called forth, not only renewed application,

but a display of Christian meekness very rare amongst boys or men :

for the sufferer, as soon as the pedagogue's back was turne

of doing battle with the traitor, humbly kissed his hand, and thanked

him for his good offices. His food and clothes were fiv

to the poor, and much of his time was spent in the hospitals, and in

attendance on the sick, especially those affected with leprosy and

other loathsome diseases. Meanwhile he prosecuted his theological

studies with great ardour; and he also acquired a knowledge of

painting, although the name of his master has not been recorded.

His father, who seems to have thriven by the needle, wished to set

him up in trade as a dealer in cloth, and even offered him one thou-

sand ducats for this purpose; but the monk being strong within

him, he resisted the parental entreaties, and entered the F
convent of St. Maria de Jesus, a quarter of a league disi

Valencia, in his seventeenth year. There he became

during his noviciate for his rigorous observance of the rules of the

order, and he took the final vows on the first Sunday of Ad\

1538. His life was henceforth devoted to the earnest discharge of

all the duties, and to the practice of every austerity which, in

eyes of his country and Church, coidd elevate and adorn the char

of a mendicant friar.

" As soon as he was of sufficient age, he received priest's on!

and was ordained a preacher at the Franciscan convent at Oh<

house not unknown to legendary fame. In its garden no

were ever seen, although the adjacent walls swarmed with them,

because, in former times, a pious gardener-monk, whose poll

had suffered, and whose soul was vexed by their depredation,

prayed for their perpetual banishment. Amongst the groves, to

this garden was a cave, called the Cave of Martyrs, because it had

the favourite oratory of t\vo religious, who were afterwards put

to death by the infidels of Granada. In these x\

Factor spent much of his time
;
and in t

discipline himself to his own satisfaction, he eau>r<l a no\ i

him until his body was lacerated and empurpled to h

tent. His /i-al for his o\vn flagellation was extraordinary. Win

lirld the *post of master of the novices, who we:

number, in the Franeisean convent of Valencia, rever-

position of novice and master, he frequently caused tin him

by turns, ordering one to give hiin ishea f- r the t
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another i; the iifte. |>le,
anil tin- iv>t ,.lhi-r

numbers on similar pretexts, until he had ivcei\ed .

them all. If compelled to inilict the scourge with his o\\n i

:npanied the Strokes with a solemn chant. In tin

altar, and in the pulpit, lie \\ as equally unwearied in tin

of his sacred functions. IVing a good musician, his

highlv valued in the musical parts of worship ;
and his

sanctity attracted many people to the church \\ 1.

AVhi d in public or pri\at< he frequently tell

"i 1

rapture's, sometimes of long duration, in which he \\:,

unconscious of material things, that sceptical bystand.

thrust pins into his ilesh, without exciting his attention ther

preacher, his eloquence and earnestness gained him a high

reputation. In the pulpit, his face 1 often became radiant with super-

natural light ; and, on one occasion, a hen and chickens straying into

the church. >tood motionless at his feet, as if lie had been anol

\nthony,
'

which,' says his biographer gravely, 'all men ton
1

a miracle.' His humility was so great, that ho would frequent:

down in the cloister, or even in the street, to kiss tl-<

harity was unbounded, and he was rarely seen

with any other clothing but his brown frock, because he could not

refrain from giving away the under garments with which his fri

provided him; and one of his ;'
- to stand, ladle in

hand, at his convent door, dispensing soup and '

ollaj and spiritual

counsel to the mendicant throng. Xo saint in the calendar

d more rigorously; or more rigidly went barefoot, and dieted to

bread and water. Like his great chief, St. Francis de Paula/ he was

rmined woman-hater; but in spite of his labours, his mortifi-

cations, and his prayers, he was sometimes, like other holy men,

tempted by demons in fair, seducing shapes. His severest trial of

this kind took place in his own cell on a St. Ursula's night, when he

f being worsted, had not that Virgin A I arty r

appeared in a flood of glory, and scared the tempter away.
" In painting, his favourite subject was the Passion of our Lord, on

which he endeavoured to model his own life, and which sometimes so

powerfully affected his fancy, that he used to retire to soli;

amo hills, to meditate on it with tears. .He painted many
representations of this religious m\>tery in his own convent of Santa

Maria de Jesus, \\

'

nvater part of his life seems to 1

spent. He frequently, however, visited other religious houses, M

isium.
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cially those to which he was guardian, as those of Chelva, Val de

Jesus, and Grandia. For these establishments he executed pictures,

sometimes in fresco, and not unfrequently illustrated and explained

by pious verses of his own composition.
" His reputation for sanctity having spread far and wide, on the

establishment of the royal Convent of Barefooted Nuns at Madrid,
in 1559, its founder, the Infanta Juana, with the consent of the king,

appointed him confessor to the sisterhood. In this nunnery, rich in

reliques presented by kings and popes, he executed a picture of
' Christ at the column.' But the ceremonial and distractions of a

court-life soon vexed his austere soul, and led him to determine on

returning to the quiet of his Valencian cloister. "With his stall' in

his hand, and his loins girded for the journey, he passed the avenues

of the Prado and the gate of Atocha, and turned aside to offer up a

prayer in the stately church dedicated to the Virgin of Atocha, one of

the oldest and holiest effigies in Castile. As he knelt at her splendid

shrine, beneath its lamps of silver, where so many crowned heads

before and since have bowed, it is recorded that the image miracu-

lously addressed him in these words :

'

Tray Nicolas, why dost thou

depart, and forsake the brides of my Son ?
'

(Porque te vas, y dexas

solas las esposas de mi Hijo ?) Amazed and terrified by the portent,

the poor confessor remained speechless and trembling until the Virgin,

who seems to have spoken merely to try his faith, reassured hii;

adding,
'

G-o in peace' (Vete in bueu hora), which he accordingly did,

and arrived safely beneath the shade of his native palm-trees in the

garden of Valencia.
" The remainder of his life was spent for the most part at the

convent of Sta Maria de Jesus, where he painted the 'Triumj

the Archangel Michael
'

in the cloister, and enriched the choir-books

with illuminations, and became more and more di0tdngui0hed amongst
his fellow friars for spiritual gifts, frequently holding in

colloquies with the image of Our Lady, and '

shining forth in miracles

and holiness, like the sun- amongst stars.'

"In 1582 he undertook a journey to Catalonia, where he

for eighteen months, visiting the various convents, and preaehn.

the principal cities. On his return to Valencia, in November, 1

he was seized with a fever, which, acting on a frame already <

by labours and privation, carried him off on the 23rd of Dei

the sixty-third year of his age. On his death-bed he displays :

same humility and devotion, and enjoyed the spiritual di-ti:

which he had been remarkable through life
;
his last wish was to be

buried in a dunghill, and the midnight before his decease sounds of
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1

ial music proceeded from his cell. His body bein^r laid mr

public view, was visited by the (irand Ma-ter of Montesa, man

the nobles, and all the clergy of Valencia ; and reli,|iies of the dead

friar were so eagerly sought for, that a poor >tudent, under

of kissing his feet, actually bit oil' two of iN fcoefl In-fore t
1

was consigned to its sumptuous tond) in the chapel. All hi-

and doings were diligently chronicled ; and his friend. Fray Cristoval

.Moreno, despatched a monk to Catalonia, to collect the particula

his last journey, which were afterwards recorded in the life publi-

in l.'ss by authority of the Patriarch Juan de Rihera. Numberless

jiles \\ere there cited of his prophetic and miraculous
p<>\\

in which he rivalled his friend, Luis Beltran, who likewise became a

saint of <;reat fame at Valencia. Hearing a report of the king's
death during the sitting of the Cortes at Moncon in 1563, Factor

is said to have retired to his cell, and after indicting grievous

self-eha>tisement, to have received a communication from heaven,

that the report was groundless, as it turned out to be. The victory
at Lepanto and the death of Queen Anna were announced to him

at Valencia, at the very time that these events were taking place,

the one in the Gulf of Corinth, and the other in the capital of

Spain. Countless sick persons were restored to health through his

prayers; and by virtue of a lock of his hair a hosier's wife

Barcelona obtained a safe and easy delivery, and a rector of the B)

city was cured of gout in his legs. Witnesses were found to make

oath, that they had seen on the friar's hands the stigmata, or marks

of the nails, like those of our Lord and of St. Francis de Paula

(of Assisium). These and similar prodigies at length obtained for

Factor the honours of canonization from Pope Pius VI., who, on

the 17th of August, 1786, declared him a '

beato,' or saint of the

'id order. In 1787, a medal, bearing his head, was struck

in his honour at A'aleneia by the Royal Academy of San Carlos
;

and in 1789, a small engraving of the new saint was executed

by Moles.

"'Factor's pictures,' says Cean Bermudez, 'although somewhat

poor in colouring, displayed considerable skill in drawing;' ami they
were full of that devotional expression ami feeling that belong

the pencil that speaks out of the fulness of a pious heart. Unhappilv,
none of his works are now known to exist, either in the Museum of

Valencia, or in the Koyal (lallery at Madrid
; perhaps none of them

have survived the fall of the convents Pon/ esteemed the

'Triumph of the Archangel Michael,' in the cloister of Santa M
de Jesus, as the painter's best work, praising it as worthy of the
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school of Michael Angelo, and deploring the injuries which it had

sustained both from time and neglect.

"Moreno has preserved some fragments of Factor's writings,

both in prose and verse. The former consist chiefly of letters

addressed to nuns. There is likewise a curious
c

Spiritual Alphabet'

(Alecedario Esp? ritual), in which each letter begins with a name

or title of the Supreme Being, as A. Amor mio, B. Bien mio, C.

Criador mio, and the like. The verses are devotional hymns on

the 'Love of God,' the ' Union of the Soul with God,' and similar

subjects." Pp. 368-79.

Many other instances may be collected of the piety
of Spanish artists. Mr. Stirling thus describes Vargas,
an eminent painter :

"
Vargas died at Seville in 1568, with the reputation of a great

painter and a good and amiable man. To a natural modesty and

kindness of disposition, he added that sincere and fervent piety not

uncommon amongst the artists of the age, and so well befitting one

whose daily calling lay amongst the sublime mysteries of religion,

and required him to fix his contemplations on things above. ,\

his decease there were found in his chamber the scourges with which

he practised self-flagellation, and a coffin wherein he was wont t

down in the hours of solitude and repose, and consider his latter end.

Notwithstanding these secret austerities, he was a man of wit and

humour withal
;
as appears by his reply to a brother painter,

desired his opinion of a bad picture of ' Our Saviour on the Cross ;'

*

Methinks,' answered Vargas,
c he is saying,

"
Forgive them, Lord,

for they know not what they do."
' "P. 313.

Again, Nicholas Borras was not only a paini

great ability, but a religious "of scrupulous pi

and austere habits."* Eray Juan Sanchez Cotan

another very eminent religious painter. lie was lianlly

known till his forty-third year, when he became a

Carthusian monk in 1604.

"This step," says Ccan Bcrmudez,
"
greatly aided his progress

both in virtue and in painting, and like other holy artists, he found

in prayer his best inspiration Fray Juan, at his death, which took

place at Granada, in 1027. was reckoned 'one of the most venerable

Vol. i. p.
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monks, .-is \\cll as <M< of the In Spain.'
' He had jnv-

I'aloiniiio,
'

his hantisn, .' his

i.'" 1 '

One of the 8trs 'haracters in the history oi

-Ttainly Aloiiso Cano, a mixture of <!< s in

his profession, eccentricity of conduct, and good,
of heart. Jle was made a canon of Granada, without

hem-- in orders, and the violence of his temper in-

volved him in all sorts of mishaps. But after ha\

been deposed, and reinstated, through royal patron; i

never in Spain refused to art,
" the remainder of his

life was chiefly devoted to pious exercises and works

of charity. Poverty and wretchedness never appealed
to hint in vain, and his gains, as soon as won, were

divided amongst widows and orphans. His pur
therefore, often empty; and on these occasions, if he

met a beggar in the street, whose story touched him,
he would go into the next shop, and asking for pen
and paper, sketch a head, a figure, or an architectural

design, and give it as his alms, with direction for

finding a purchaser, at a price which he affixed to it.

His benevolence of heart being equalled by his readi-

a of hand, these eleemosynary drawings were

rapidly multiplied, and a large collection of them
came into the possession of Palomino." [

His death-bed was most exemplary and edify inir,

but not without a dash of his two other characteristics

his artistic feeling, and eccentricity of mind. He
would not be attended by his own curate, because he

ascertained from him that he had given communion to

converted .lews, for whom he had an abhorrence

almost amount ing to a mania, ludicrous in its mani-

festation. And when the person selected by him to

attend him, held before him, in his dying moments, a

11

Pp. -130, l:
' Vol. ii. p. 7JH.
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wretchedly-executed crucifix, Cano, with his feeble

hand, put it aside. The good man was shocked, and

reminded him what it was, saying :
" My son, what

are you doing ? This is the image of our Lord, the

Redeemer, by whom alone you can be saved." " So

I do believe, father," said the dying man,
"
yet vex

me not with this thing ; but give me a simple cross,

that I may adore Him, both as He is in Himself and

as I can figure Him in my mind." k No one who has

seen Alonso Cano's own representation of the Cruci-

fixion will be astonished at his fastidiousness; \v<

never recollect seeing a picture of it more forcible and

striking than one by him at Seville.

But we have in the account of Alonso Cano's death,

another trait which we would not gladly pass OVT.

He had been most unacceptable to the chapter of

Granada, upon whom he was thrust by Philip IV. : he

had been in a perpetual quarrel with them, he was at

last expelled by them, and reinstated against their will,

and we are told that "he never forgave the chapter
for the attempt to depose him." (P. 795.) Yet when
he was taken ill, the chapter, as appears from entries

in its books, not only voted 500 reals on the llth of

August
" to the canon Cano, being sick and very poor

and without means to pay the doctor," but eiVht

days after made a further grant of 200, to buy him

"poultry and sweetmeats!" It surely was not what

we call charity, but what is charity, that dictated this

dulcet vote ; so very unlike that of a modern corpora-
tion in favour of a decayed brother.

Similarly distinguished in the twofold sphere of rc-

k
Page 798. We have changed the neuter in Mr. Stirling'

lation into the masculine. The Spanish would be either, but

last clause shows that the words must refer to our Lord, and n<

the cross.
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and art, were 1'acheco, Cardnch", Cfespedes, the

atesl artistic genius perhaps of Spain; and if \\ e

may juduv from their choice of abode and favourite

subjects, Morales "the divine," and Zurharan. Jlut

our readers will be more anxious to know \\hat wafl

the moral and religious character of the prince of

Spanish painters, Murillo. We think the inscription

chosen by himself for his tomb, as the motto of his

life, will, better than many words, describe his

principles. It was

"VIVE MORITURTJS."

" Live as one who hath to die." " The friend," writes

Mr. Stirling,
" of good Miguel Manara, and the votary

of the holy Almoner," (St. Thomas) "of Valencia, he

practised the charity which his pencil preached ; and

his funeral was hallowed by the prayers and tears of

the poor, who had partaken of his bounties. His

story justifies the hortatory motto graven on his tomb ;

he had lived as one about to die."
1 In fact, Iris sacred

pictures are so many evidences of his deep religious

sentiments.

\Yc have not troubled ourselves, in this review of

Mr. Stirling's work, with mere artistic details. For

these we must refer our readers to the book itself. It

contains inaccuracies, where religious topics are con-

cerned ; and, like all Protestant works on Spain, there

are to be found in it the common-places of "super-
stition," "priestcraft," "idolatry," and so forth. But
the extracts which we have given will show, that in

spite of all that prejudice (too vulgar now to have

been expected in a refined and warm-hearted lover of

art), he fully bears testimony to the high religious
and moral tone of Spanish artists, as of Spanish art.

1 Vol. ii. p. 901.
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Independently of this, Mr. Stirling has given us the

first work worthy of its subject whicli English litera-

ture possesses. He has not found much that was new,
nor was it to be expected. Diligent searchers had

gone before him, and had collected valuable materials,

which Mr. Stirling has ably digested, and most

pleasingly rendered and arranged. The dictionary of

Ccan 13ermudez is a vast storehouse of the literature

of Spanish art, and must form the groundwork of any

attempt at its history. But besides this, Mr. S.

scrupulously sought out, and diligently employed, every
other work, or scattered document, that can further

illustrate the style, character, or performances of each

great artist. Heartily, therefore, do we recommend 1 1 is

work, and hope to see it, on that very account, purged
of those blemishes, which, while they grievously pain

every Catholic reader, offend no less against good taste,

no mean requisite in a writer upon art.

While we have been perusing Mr. Stirling's volumes,

and indulging in pleasing musings concerning them,

they have almost unwittingly brought our thoughts t < >

a subject, not unconnected with their theme. Here wr

see the natural growth of a grand national school of

art, starting with great principles, with rccogni

types, with sublime, but understood, subjects, wiih

defined limits for the imaginative and invm;

powers; and by ever adhering to all these, wliil'

every accessory changed with time, producing, with

due variety, a unity of purpose, of thought, and of

effect, which makes it, essentially and exclusively, the

school of a people. Here the mind at once sri/rs
iij

tin 4 controlling and modifying power, that lias Hlrrtrd

this: the only mil unity of thought, and mind, and of

the affections religion. As it is created, so it gave
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to, Spanish art. It he-an and it peri'eeted.

The principles the t\pes, the suhjects, the boundaries

all were her pre-eriptions.

Now we are about to make a u vperiment,
in connection with art, upon which posterity will have

to pronounce, whether it has been a grand triumph or

a most egregious failure. In the first place, we

ig
to apply to art the power of huge mechanical

pressure, the grand discovery of our age. The ancient

.Unman slowly carved and polished his column out of

porphyry, hy steel and sand : we should blow it out of

the rock hy gunpowder, and cut it like chalk with

a steam-saw. The Greek patiently sculptured his

statues from the obstinate marble; wre squeeze ours

in c(ir(on-/)ie>Te9 or cast them in pottery, and nick-

name it Parian. We cut iron bars as our forefathers

cut paper ;
we shape anything out of anything out

of glass, or gutta percha, or papier-mache*, or iron, or

i'elt, or zinc, or clay; material is nothing, if enough

pressure can be applied to it. So far it has succeeded,

and we are determined to push our principle into the

domain of art. What generations of men did it not

require, to erect one great cathedral! Its upheaving
iVoni the soil was the work of centuries ; so that the

laws which directed it, became one after the other

obsolete, and each edifice stands the built-up chronicle

of national architecture, on which, from crypt to spire,

are recorded in plain hieroglyphics, the revolutions of

taste, and the developments of mechanical skill. But
now in a tew years of an architect's life, the Thames
sees its banks crowned by an edifice of the dimensions

of six or more cathedrals, one in plan, in design, in

materials, and in execution. The palace of West-

minster is a phenomenon such as the world has not

seen, since the days of Roman edification. How the
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old crane on the top of Cologne Cathedral would stare,

could it stretch its neck far enough, at the aerial rail-

ways that bestride the English huilding, project pensile
over its loftiest towers ; and marvel at seeing a boy

quietly raise to the top, and deposit on its exact bed,

a mass which would have made its poor sides ache for

half an hour to get up, and much more to steer to its

destination ! Thanks to our mechanical skill and

power for this.

Having 'thus, as if by magic, erected the building,

we are going to try if we cannot succeed in the same

manner with pictorial art, to decorate it. Avowedly
we have no British school of painting. We have pro-

bably the first animal painter, and the best marine

painter, and some of the best landscape and portrait-

painters in Europe. But even so we have no school.

Landseer and Stanfield stand alone; our portrait

painters make likenesses but not pictures. Our histo-

rical painters, though belonging to the same academy,

copying the same models, and living in the same city,

form nothing that approaches to a school. Let any
one remember Herbert's House of Nazareth, and

Etty's Joan of Arc, hanging together on the sn

wall, and say what they had in common. AVell

having neglected to form and train a national school

of art, we are going to try if we cannot eiv;it<> one.

On a sudden our usual process is to be undertaken ;

vast spaees are to be covered Avith frescoes, beyond
what Italy or Spain ever opened to its artists

;
and the

first manifestation of high art is to he, in our counl

not a rude embryo, or a promise of greater things,

but a magnificent and finished production, eml

every department of sacred and profane, ancient and

modern, sea and land, war and peace, fabulous and

historical, from Arthur, Prince of the Round Table, to
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Arthur, Duke of AYcllin^lon. All this and much

morels, in a moment, to he brought into life, tli-

where Europe, present and future, will be host able 1o

judge us. Can the sudden pressure of amhition, or of

gold, produce artistic genius, or at once ripen it, it

before cultivated? lias this ever yet proved a hot-

bed plant, and suhmitted to he forced? This is our

first great experiment.
The second, to our minds, is still more serious. In

describing, a few sentences hack, the range of the

subjects adapted for the decoration of the parliamen-

tary edifice, we were ohliged to omit one class the

religious. AYe may truly say that this is necessarily

excluded. It is not for a moment our opinion, that

strictly religious subjects could have been introduced

into the series. But this is our point. It is the first

time that an attempt has been made to form a great
school of art, by the State and not by the Church,

through the agency of the head without the heart,

with exclusion of the only principle which can give

unity of purpose, or of manner. In other words, no

artist (and certainly no school of artists) has ever

reached grandeur in depicting the real, who has not

deeply imbued himself with enthusiasm from the

ideal. And where is this to be found ? Greece or

Borne found it in nymphs, or Cupids, or Apollos, or

other abstract types of beauty and grace. But these

cannot now act on the imagination or affection of any,
Christian or infidel. The type to us is as cold as the

marble, or as dull as the bronze which embodies it.

The Catholic Church unveiled to art a new world of

the ideal, in two marvellous unions of what before had
been incompatible the union of beauty with purity,

and the union of sorrow with divinity. Upon these

art has fed and grown till now, wherever it

3 2 E
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attained true greatness ; we are going to experimental-

ize, whether she can be made to do so now without them.

The separation, in mind and imagination, of perfect

beauty from all that is voluptuous and earthly, the

effort by art to represent this faultless image, this

stainless conception, is surely the most refining pro-

cess through which the mind can pass, in its prepara-

tion for giving life to all that is tender, gentle, fair,

and sweet. It is the milk wherewith infant art should

first be nourished ; it should be the youthful artist's

dream, as it was Haffaele's when he painted the

donna of San Sisto. And in her alone, whom he thus

portrayed, has this graceful and sublime abstraction

of beauty been fulfilled. If this study is necessary
for the tender, the other is no less so for the heroic

The perfection of the heroic is innocent suffering.

Yet sorrow, bodily pain, and the outward marks oi

insult, are of themselves but poor subjects for art.

They are opposed to the natural estimate of the sub-

lime ; they are mean in the hands, and in the eyes, oi

unchristian art. No man could ennoble them. Amonj
the works of the ancients, is there one in which evei

the effort is made to give dignity not to deep tragi<

grief, but to abjection, poverty, or the sufferings of a

criminal? The so-called dying gladiator, with the

form of a hero, an attitude of consummate skill, and

one single wound, comes nearest to the attempt ; and

yet it is incapable of moving any tender emotion. A\V

admire indeed; then we pass on to another. But, in

fact, so unnatural in ancient art is the idea of excit iim

any feelings at all, by one belonging to the cl.

slave, that antiquarians consider the statue to repre-

sent a warrior, and not a prize-fighter. Now on tin >

other hand, let us consider what the Christian arti

taught to do. First, ho has to imagine wretched
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as deep as may befal man, poverty, scorn, in de-

relict iou, calumny; mental anguish, a (

_r<>uy, a crushed

soul, and a wrung heart
; hruises, ImHrts, wounds, the

lialter round the neck, the thorns round the hrow, tin-

scourge upon the back, and the cross on the shoulder ;

all these in one person combined; and then In* has to

depict him, not di unified, not of noble bearing, not

raised in mind, by haughty abstraction, over his woes,

but looking out from the midst of them upon you so

sweet, so solemn, so tender, and so benign, that you

]>,
and love, and burn, in looking upon Him. The

painter must have come up to the conception of the

truth, but to his mind the ideal of the sublime in suil'er-

ing : the extreme of griefs borne as none but God
could bear them. Morales has done this, and has

been therefore called the "divine.""1

If the study of the Madonna is the most perfect

initiation into the tender, that of Our Lord is the

surest instruction in the sublime, in art. But where

these are not subjects of thought and of frequent

representation, neither can they be modes of training,

or exercises of the powers. It is not the study of

such subjects in the works of other artists, it is not

the abstract belief in such themes, it is not even the

mere artistic or romantic enthusiasm respecting them,
that will give inspiration; it is only the firm and

devout conviction of the reality of our types, pro-
duced by their being familiar objects of daily thought,
or rather meditation, that will gradually purify the

ima^e of all that is terrestrial, and make it the die

which impresses our work with its own faithful like-

m In the Church of the Capuchins at Bruges will bo found an

exqu'iMto .Morales, ^i\en to it by Mr. Strinmet/,, of thai city. under

such condition* ns proven; r beiii sold <>r i- M r

Stirling docs imt mention this picti.

2 i
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ness. Where devotion is precluded and unknown,
towards the two most perfect models of artistic beauty
and grandeur, there cannot ever be a school of Chris-

tian art. And as there never yet has been a great
historical school formed save by this, we repeat, an

experiment of a novel character is about to be made,
the erection of a national school without the aid of

religion.

But there is another difficulty in the way of arriving
at anything complete in this new effort to develop art.

History in every age comes in contact with religion ;

and many of the noblest scenes in our annals, as in

those of every Christian country, must present many
religious and ecclesiastical elements. Yet the tradi-

tions which connect the present generation with them
have been completely broken, and whatever they con-

tained of the picturesque and the sacred has been

ruthlessly consigned to the regions of the legendary
and the superstitious. Is this feeling to be persisted

in, or is it to be reversed ? Let us see the con-

sequences of the former alternative, by two or tli

examples.
Let us imagine that a great national building in

Prance had to be decorated by the combined genius
and skill of its great painters; and that the gen<

scheme was to comprise all that was great and nol>le

in the annals of the country, in men and in events.

Could we imagine it possible that St. Louis of France

would be totally omitted in the pictorial annals thus

designed? that he would not once appear, whether

as the sovereign seated beneath the oak, and dispens

justice or favour to every petitioner, or as the soldier

of Christ, taking the cross with his nobles (a splendid

scene), or dying of the plague resinned and patient

kingly and saintly in an ignoble death? Now the
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place? which St. Louis held in the estimation of 7//.v

counlrymcn, St. Edward the Confessor held in that

of ours. The laws of good King Edward were the

standard of our lorelathers' ideas of legislation. His

ivin-n was in fact the dawn of peaceful rule. In it

\\.is performed the most important and difficult of all

social operations, the complete absorption of one race

into another, like that of the Lombards into the

Italian, or the Visigoths into the Spanish. The

Danes, after forty years of intolerable tyranny, gradu-

ally, under his mild sway, melted into the population,
and disappeared from the eye of the law. But inde-

pendent of the importance of his reign in a political

point of view, the personal character and incidents of

this prince afford a merited, and a most hopeful theme

for pictorial art. His wonderful escapes in infancy
and in youth from the fate of his murdered brother,

his mild and wise legislation, the death of Godwin,
his death, with the miraculous token that forewarned

him, are all admirable passages for the pencil. But

there are two which we should still more like. If, as

\\e hope, this national palace is to be accessible to the

people
1

,
and its walls are to teach them lessons of

virtue united with greatness, would not a salutary one

be given to noble and to simple, by the picture of

good St. Edward distributing his alms, with his own

hands, among the poor? Or would the lesson be too

stern for the one, and too suggestive of regret for the

past in the other ? Again, they who have seen in the

old frescoes of Italy what a beautiful and solemn scene

is the enshrining, or bearing to the tomb of one whom
all men have loved in life, and revere, as a saint, after

death, will easily understand what a splendid and in-

structive painting the burial, or later enshrining of

St. Edward would make. But really we feel quite
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ashamed of ourselves, in the face of foreign nations

and of posterity, to see this great and holy king totally

omitted in the Walhalla of English royalty ; while

Queen Boadicea, about whose very reality no one cares

a rush, and Raleigh throwing his cloak for Elizabeth

to walk on, and the murder of Rizzio, are to figure in

the Royal Gallery or the Royal Antechamber.

But connected intimately with this saintly monarch
is another important consideration. Here we are

building or rebuilding and decorating what ? why
his own very palace or abbey. That noble minster to

which this edifice will and can be only an adjunct, as

its very name testifies, was his foundation, originally

built, endowed, and named by himself. "Within a few

yards of the palace stands his tomb, desecrated with-

out, inviolate within, stripped of its gold and pearls,

but rich with his holy remains ; by it stands his chair,

on which every monarch of this realm has been careful

to be crowned, as though anxious to inherit his spirit

with his throne ; surely as a matter of history and of

justice the very founder of the place deserves com-

memoration. The account of the event furnishe

scries of beautiful subjects, illustrative of the manners

and feelings of the time. 1. The king announces to

his council his intention of fulfilling his vow, ni

when in distress, to go on pilgrimage to St. JV;

shrine at Rome. The assembled prelates and nol

entreat him not to leave his kingdom. 2. An emb;

composed of bishops is sent to the Pope, who sub-

stitutes for the pilgrimage, the foundation or restora-

tion of a church and abbey, in honour of the 1'r

of the Apostles. 3. The king consequently repairs to

the small abbey of Thorncy, ruined by the Danes, and

on its site erects the church which received the n;

of Westminster. If no other subject is admit 1
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surely the commencement of what is gro\\ in- up into

one of tin 4 grandest groups <>i' building in the world,

on-lit to he commemorated in it.

Hut this brings before our minds another very im-

portant omission in the proposed seheme of decoration.

There is not one single picture illustrative oi' the rise

or progress of the very arts here employed, or of

literature of any sort. And indeed how could such

he introduced, without shocking every English Be

ol' propriety ? For you must throw open to the sj

tator the interior of monastic life. You must show
the ai^ed monk in a nook of his ahhey-lihrary engaged
in writing, or in illuminating the great choral hooks

of his church. You must in another compartment,
exhibit the monastic workshop. There the thoughtful
and intelligent designer stands with his novices, in the

midst of shrines and reliquaries, and pyxes of quaint
forms and precious materials ; here one is busy engra-

ving the pure gold chalice, there another is fitting the

alternate jewels and glowing enamels in the costly

reliquary ; while the heavier metal work of tomb and
altar-screen lies scattered about. In another pi

you will see the religious artificers conducting the

whole manufactory of their glorious glass pictures
from the furnace to the window, colouring, drawing,
and tinting, with pencils that might have been dipped
in the rainbow, figures to which heaven's sun was to

give life and glory. Again, the carver should be seen,

artfully extracting from the gnarled oak features of

ei'ul sweetness, and forcing the rocky stone to yield
the image of compassionate sorrow to stand beneath

the rood. In fact, to build these 4

very houses of par-

liament, every old church has been ransacked for

models, and thousands of casts have been taken from

the works of monastic hands ; and not a throne or a
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gate, scarcely even a lock or a door handle, has been

admitted, which has not been copied from the metal

work of those ages, preserved in collections.

Now surely it would be graceful, if not even just, to

make due acknowledgment to those to whose ingenuity
we owe the first introduction of every fine art, and to

whose industry we are indebted for the abundant

monuments of labour and skill by which we are now
enabled to perpetuate it. But here the difficulty

meets us : must this be done at the expense of three

centuries of false teaching of the people, concerning
the "dark ages of monkish ignorance," and must we

open to the public gaze, fervid with toil and ingenious

production as the beehive, those religious retreats,

which they have been taught to consider as only
the receptacles of lazy drones, who were well smoked

out, if not occasionally burnt, with the faggot of

Harry's orthodoxy ? "We fear that this consideration,

this very shame of having told lies so long, will deter

the nation from admitting the history of art into the

very palace consecrated to its development. For our

part we should say, let tardy justice be done, and let

us not be ashamed to own, that when at last, in the

middle of the nineteenth century, Great Britain re-

solves to erect the most sumptuous public building in

Europe, she is compelled, for ensuring perfection to

the work, to borrow every detail, as well as every
feature and proportion, from those calumniated ages ;

so that no spire, nor tracery, nor buttress, nor niche,

nor canopy, nor crocket, nor jamb, nor panel, nor

boss, nor bit of metal-work, has been admitted, which

could not be justified by monastic, or ecclesiastical,

models of Catholic times.

What we have said of the decorative arts, may be

said of every other branch. llo\v will you represent
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the rise of architecture (our Batikniixl rather) better

than as ( )verhe<-k has done, in his ina-nilicent compo-
sition of the arts rising under the auspices of religion?

He has introduced the architect of St. Stephen's at

Vienna, explaining his plans to his pupils; and 1

could the same be represented in Knu'laiid, exrrpt by

some one like St. Edward at "Westminster, or St. Wil-

IV id at liipon, or William of Wickham at AV in cluster,

planning- or watching the erection of our ancient

cathedrals, either in their rude germs, or in their

\ pansion ? How could you show the rise

of national music but as the same great artist has

done it, or as was done in a picture now in the Royal

Academy, only that instead of St. Gregory, we should

have St. Osmund, instructing his choristers in his

Sarum chant ? How should the first dawn of experi-

mental science be exhibited, but by a peep into the

laboratory of Priar Bacon ? How the rise of agricul-

ture better than by the monks of Crowland draining
the morass, and changing it into a paradise? How,
in fine, the rise of our great cities more picturesquely
than by the good Fathers of Lindisfarne, with their

treasure of St. Cuthbert's body, settling on the sedgy
banks now crowned by Durham's awful minster r

But in fact on every side, in whatever relates to the

social, moral, or literary history of England, we are

met by the bugbear of religious prejudices, and by
the real difficulties of religious art; by subjects for

which there is no preparation in the artist's training ;

no store of images or recollections in his mind, no

affection or veneration in his heart. They must there-

fore be set aside.

"We are naturally led, by the consideration of this

subject, to say a few words on the work already

ruted in the new Houses of 1'arliaiiieiit ;
because 4
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it partly affords a test of the truth of our allegations.

The central picture in the House of Lords represents
a religious subject, the "Baptism of Ethelbert," and

has a counterpart opposite in "The Spirit of lleli-

gion." These pictures, especially the first, have

received high commendation ; and it must be ob-

served, that every design having passed the ordeal of

a Hoyal Commission, composed of noble patrons, and

acknowledged admirers, of art, they must be con-

sidered as sanctioned by authority, and evidences to

the world of the public taste in this country. We arc

not now looking at our subject with a technical eye ;

we do not speak of the drawing, or the colouring, or

the execution as fresco, of the work ; Mr. Dyce will

meet with far better judges than ourselves in these

artistic matters. We deal with the case as one of

higher interest. Has the baptism of Ethelbert suc-

ceeded as a great work of historico-religious art ? In

spite of the many excellences of the work, we must
answer negatively. It does not come up to the

grandeur of the subject. The artist was cramped, for

he could have done it more justice : but he had the fear

of a commission before his eyes. We will not find fault

with secondary points as the king being in an atti-

tude and in an attire which reminds one forcibly of

the ancient representations of Henry II., undergoing
his penance at St. Thomas's shrine : and yet having
on his head his kingly crown, the only part of

royal array that must have been indispensably laid

aside, for baptism to be administered, as is ivpiv-

sented, by affusion; or as the pontiff, on the oth ri-

band, being without his mitre, in an act in which it

is expressly prescribed. Catholic eyes seize on such

defects easily, and perhaps posterity may again look

at paintings with Catholic eyes. But what \vc really
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miss throughout the picture, is "The Spirit of Keli-

H'ion," such as should have dispensed \\ith the com-

position opposite altogether. The day of allegorical

paintings is gone by ; the world was surfeited of them

by the sr/cci/lixti and the puerilities of Louis the

.Fourteenth's artists. They belong to Versailles and

rococo, not to the palace of "Westminster and (Jot hie

compartments. Never was there a more splendid

reality embodying "The Spirit of Religion," than the

historical baptism of Ethelbert. There is lleligion,

come several thousand miles over sea and Alp, and

through many unsettled regions, to bring to an almost

unknown race, the knowledge of her sublime truths,

and various learning, and with these the blessing, not

of civilization, but of delarbarization, the arts of more

advanced nations, the virtues of social life, and the

beauties of peaceful sway and loving subjection. And
this lleligion comes, the first unarmed invader of the

English shore, yet a bannered host. A band of meek,
and black-robed recluses from the ruins of the Cccliaii

hill, have undertaken the conquest, and have marched

into Kent, bearing before them, as Venerable 13cde

informs us, the image of our Redeemer, and His

saving Cross. But chiefly she comes in the person of

their leader, the bishop of the picture, on whose figure

and countenance should be impressed the training of

long years of austerity, the noble bearing of the

Komaii citizen, and the beaming enthusiasm inspired

by the consciousness of the sublimity of his mission,

and of his present act. While lleligion thus presents
herself in the likeness of her highest minister, she

comes not unattended by the symbols of her gifts and

her authority. From St. Gregory's Epistles we learn

how careful he was to furnish his missionaries with

all the requisites for the splendid performance of every
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religious function ; and no doubt on occasion of the

first, and a royal, baptism in England, nothing would

be wanting to give it solemnity and even magnificence.
We have therefore, on the one side, all the barbaric

pomp of the Saxon Bretwalda brought forth, to

honour a state festival ; then the rugged features, the

stalwart frames, the gold and steel armour of the

Saxon thanes ; men who never before experienced awe

or deep reverence, now at last subdued in mind and

attitude, expressing wonder at the mystic rite, ama/e-

ment at their sovereign's submission, a half super-
stitious veneration of the mysterious strangers who so

calmly exercise their power, and a subdued curiosity
about the rich and novel appurtenances of the new

worship. And on the other side, we have the might
of Religion displayed in its gentle majesty, subduing

yet winning, humbling the pride of race and of rude

strength, and the boast of warlike glory, but enriching
tenfold by nobler arts and unseen blessings, and open-

ing to the intelligent eye of the barbarian, brighter

visions of hope, and sublimer domains of thought,
than it had ever before contemplated. By the mys-
terious rite performed, the king is put in possession
of fellowship with the Christian monarchs of Europe,

baptism is the gate at once into the Church and into

civilization. And all that, by contrast, indicates the

superior culture, and the higher refinement of the

Roman churchmen, and the messengers of the Supreme
Pontiff, should surround them ; that array of minister*

and those symbolical adjuncts which always accom-

panied a bishop in so great a function, ought to h

been present. Again we repeat, that in the whole

range of our history, there is not a scene wliich,

painted, could more perfectly ha\e exhibited "The

Spirit of Religion" than this Avhich soars over the
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royal tlirono in the llmi-rot' Lords. But Mr. I>

has chosen, or has been compelled, only to record with

his pencil, the simple fact, that Kin- Kthelhert WA*

baptized,

Turning now to what is intended to represent
' The

Spirit of Keli^-ion," we must he content to say that \ve

do not understand, it accurately. A bishop seems to

he instructing a monarch in the Bible. The prelate is

certainly of the earth earthly, a solid mundane frame

in an inaccurate cope; very different from the swert

and noble, boarded saints that we see in our good old

masters. Although the commissioners, in giving the

subjects for painting, do not explain what they mean

by "The Spirit of Religion," or "of Chivalry," wo

cannot be wrong in thereby understanding "the prin-

ciple or power existing in these influences, which,
when animating the breast of man, can make him

perform heroic and almost superhuman things for

their sake." Thus "The Spirit of Chivalry" would

nerve the true knight to encounter any risk or danger,
and rush upon an entire host of foes, to rescue an

oppressed or captive damsel ; or to face Mahound and

Termagaunt themselves, in obedience to her chaste

command, if free; or would impel him to take the

cross, and endure famine, and plague, and war, in

paynim land, to rescue the sepulchre of his Lord.

And thus, "The Spirit of Religion" is that still sub-

limer inspiration which, for the sake of higher rewards,

will make a man brave danger or suffering, or despise

greatness and wealth, and urge him on to marvellous

doods. ft is the spirit of the martyr, and no less of

the humble friar, who alone lands on the coast of

Africa to redeem, or free by exchange, his fellow

Christian slaves; it is the principle which has made
the monarch resign his crown for God's sake. In
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Mr. Horsley's picture, the king's crown is not on his

head : is it to signify that he has so laid it down ?

If so, let us be allowed to say, that the symbolism of

the power required to effect this is wanting. Never

yet has Bible-text, or Bible-comment, acted thus upon
the mind and feelings of a royal scholar. No crown

was ever yet laid down at the foot of the Bible. If

the power of Heligion to work this wonder had to be

expressed, there is a symbol that would have shown at

once to the eye, the motive, the power, and the efl<

The bishop should hold in his hand, not a book, but a

crucifix.

The want of a religious school of art, or rather of a

school with religious traditions in concert with the

great themes on which it has to be exercised, is thus

clearly seen in what has already been done. AVe may
perhaps be glad, in some respects, that such subj<

as we have before touched upon should have been

omitted, because we could hardly hope that the great

body of English artists would give their souls to the

execution of them, with the feeling they would require.

Hence, the commissioners have been justly cautious

not to trench upon the doubtful ground of the Refor-

mation, or other religious crises : and the only pictures

which can be called strictly religious (except 11 if

scriptural ones in the peers' robing-room) are "The
Conversion of the Anglo-Saxons by St. Augustine's

preaching," and "The Reformation," symbolized by
"
Queen Elizabeth receiving the Bible in C 1 1 < \- \

\
i

<

And if by this latter picture it is meant to convey 11 IP

impression, that till this event occurred, the Hihle

not known in England in the vernacular tongue, it

will tell a simple untruth; a thing to be nvnid.-d in

painting as inueh as in \vords.

AVe have sufficiently expressed our ; tini:
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the success of the experiment about to be tried, of

suddenly rivaling a national school of lii-h art, \\ ithont

the aid of the religious element. l>ut vremutfl further

express our regret that some of the Bftangementfl
made by the commissioners are only likely still further

to hamper art, and what is worse, to restrain and

limit the great moral results, which might be antici-

pated from so extensive a pictorial undertaking. V>V
will venture to make some remarks upon this subject.

AVe assume that the greater part of the paintings
will be accessible to the public. The great galler

and corridors, and waiting rooms must be decidedly
so. We do not suppose that an attorney's clerk,

carrying a bag for Scotch appeals, or a barrister

hastening to argue a peerage case before a committee

of privilege, will loiter to look at the pictures ; but

we hope that the people, women and children too, will

bo admitted as they are to the Museum, to enjoy a

sight of so glorious a national work. If none are to

look at it but peers and commons, we certainly ^rndue
its expense. Now, one of the first rules in painting
for the public on a great scale is, that all should be

simple and intelligible. This should be the case in

regard to order and choice of subjects, to composition
and to details. The great axiom should never be

forgotten, that pictures are the books of the ignorant.

Yet, let any one examine the subjects chosen for the

various passages and corridors, and see what amount
of information or moral impression will be communi-
cated to the beholders by the paintings on their walls.

It will not be like the rudely storied bridges of Lu-

cerne, where the peasant can road the history of every
remarkable event in his country's history in successive

pictures, nor like the more finished portico at Munich

similarly decorated; but it will bo so many broken
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sets of historical matters, not one complete, and each

returning back over the same period, so that no unity
of plan or object can be discernible. For instance,

St. Stephen's Hall has to illustrate "some of the

greatest epochs in our constitutional, social, and eccle-

siastical history, from the time when the Anglo-Saxon
nation embraced Christianity, to the accession of the

house of Stuart." (7th Report, p. 10.) The ecclesi-

astical epochs are the two just mentioned. The others

contain some fine subjects, but some that will afford

little scope for intelligible impression. Por example,
"A Sitting of the Wittena-gemot" can present little

that is real ; nor will it be easy to impress any distinct

character on " An Early Trial by Jury." Then, after-

wards, the central corridor takes us back to "The
Phoenicians in Cornwall," and "A Druidical Sacri-

fice," and " The English Captives in the Slave Market

at Rome." These are chosen by way of contrast with

some very modern subjects, "Cook in Otaheite," a

"Suttee Sacrifice Stopped," and "Negro Emancipa-
tion." But the very key to the selection is too

ingenious to be easily grasped by a common spectator,

and it will require a Felix Summerly to write a hand-

book of the paintings in "Westminster palace, and a

man at the gate to sell it, for the understanding of

what a brief inscription and a date ought to ni;

intelligible to every Englishman."
But the taste for contrasts seems to us to havo 1

n
Again, we must go back to " the Norman Porch "

for " Canute

reproving his Courtiers," a pendant for "Elizabeth at the Sea-side,

after the Defeat of the Armada." Now both these, especially the

first, are necessarily low pictures. The sea will not admit of a high

back-ground, nor of trees to fill up the upper space. Canute must

be seated, and so lower the line of figures. Yet to this sul

has been allotted a space IS feet 2 inches high, by 10 feet 10 in.-

wide!
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t rayed the Commissioners into a decided immorality.
The " Pm^' mid Commons' corridors" contain six-

teen compartments for paintings, and the subject for

this noble and important space seems, to our humble

judgment, strangely chosen. The whole is to be de-

d to the unhappy and inauspicious reigns of the

Stuarts, commencing with the Long Parliament
,
and

ending with 3089. But the selection of the particular

ierts is made upon a principle still more difficult

pprove. It is expressed in these words :
" It will

-.'en that the subjects have been selected on the

principle of parallelism, and that an attempt has been

le (<> ilo justice to the heroic virtues which v<

<>ii both sides." (P. 10.) When the Com-
missioners on the Fine Arts received their appoint-

ment, they accepted the office of public instructors,

by all that they should bring to act upon the public
mind. In every great struggle for mastery there will

be heroic deeds on both sides, and individual acts of a

generous nature ; but surely on the one side these will

be, at best, the fruit of a mistaken conscience acting

honestly in a bad cause; often they will be the result

of personal generosity or better impulses, which only
(Mid a false lustre to that cause. But after all, there

s a right and a wrong side in the contest ; and they
hould be boldly discriminated. Men should be taught
hat no amount of heroism, or of individual excellence,

3an sanction a cause which is wrong in principle, and

>o vitiated in its very root. Now, let us imagine a

iartist taking his son to the Peers' corridor, to in-

loetrinate him in the "heroic virtues" of those who

spelled 'Mho fellows of a college in Oxford," and

>eheaded Charles I. He may tell him that the Com-

- burial is the subject given, but this of course intimates his

iolent death.

2F
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missioners of the crown, so far from wishing to

condemn the rebels, as they have been called, and give

any preference to their cavalier opponents, have ex-

pressly aimed in those grand corridors, to put them on

a footing of perfect equality, and do justice to the

heroic virtues of both. This, surely, is not a principle
to be thus publicly avowed.

We have said that genius must be hampered by the

plan pursued, because little or no scope is given for

the greater faculties of invention and arrangement.
There should doubtless be a controlling power; but

much more ought to be left to the artist than is now
done. Mr. Dyce, by some signal good fortune, is the

only one who has had fair play. The queen's robing-
room is to be decorated with the history of Arthur

and his knights, and the entire management is in his

hands, of principals and accessories. This gives a

good artist a fair chance. He can select such subjects

as will harmonize and yet contrast, and make an epic

of his work. This tocador de la Reyna? will be the

only apartment in which unity of idea will prevail. But

how much better would it be, if this principle \\

further extended. In one small room are to

crowded our eight principal poets : how can ju-

done to them, by one picture for each? In the Villa

Massino at Home, three German painters were en-

gaged by the late prince, to illustrate by their pen
the three great poets of Italy. Overbeck, Cornel :

and Veith were the artists ; but to each was entru

a separate room, and Dante, Tasso, and Arioso h-

space enough, each to display his various char

The seleetion and combination of the suhj<

hihits each artist's genius even more than

execution. Shakspeare cannot be represented by
i

1 The name of a delicate loitdvir in the Alhambra.
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one picture. Ili^
rersatilitj, and immense scope,

require a series of paint iims to do him ju He

lias indeed fallen into good hands
;
and \ve are much

mistaken if tin? puhlie does not regret, on MM-MILT Mr.

llerhert's Lear, that he was not allowed room enough

to display the poet in more than one mood. The

artist has not only chosen a grand subject, but he has

treated it with a solemnity, a sternness, which almost

ele\ates it to a sacred character. His picture adheres

to the wall, as iVesco should, not merely by the firm-

ness of the tiituiHH-u, and the tenacity of the colours

but by its accurate fitting to the space, to its light,

to its lines, and to its materials. It is a part of the

building : not an easel painting transferred to the wall.

In like manner we would much rather u'ive one artist

a room or a gallery to himself, and let him plan the

paintings that are to adorn it, than follow the present

method of crowding several into one room, and pro-

ducing a patchy and ill-harmonized collection, rather

than series, of pictures.*
1

There is one other point to which we wish to draw

attention, and we will conclude. It is to the distri-

bution of subjects with consideration of their age.

AVe cannot but think that the eye will look for some

proportion between the architecture and the style of

art. It is true that we shall never be able to dis-

guise the fact, that we are in an edifice raised in the

nineteenth, and not in the fifteenth, century; but

even so there will be certain incongruities that will

shock too much. For instance, the Koyal (Jallery

will have pictures ben-inning with Queen Boadi*

1 [Since the above \v:is written, .Mr. Herbert has had allotted to

him a grand work: a l:ir_v hall to be painted with scriptural sub-

jects, in which his genius will have fair play, and will, no doubt,

brilliantlv display itself.]

2 F2
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and ending with the Death of Nelson, and the Meeting
of Wellington and Blucher at Waterloo. There will

also be the Death of Wolfe, and Lord Cornwallis

receiving the Sons of Tippoo. The gallery itself is

to be dedicated " to the military history and glory
"

of Great Britain. If we must needs show forth the

glory of our country in the field, by scenes of bloody

encounter, why not commemorate Cressy, and Agin-
court, and Poitiers, where the mailed warriors and

unerring bowmen of old England would agree much
better with the rich Gothic decorations of the apart-

ment ? The introduction of files of red-coated guards

charging with bayonets, or uncoated tars working their

guns, would be utterly unsuited to the place. Some
of the subjects too have been so vulgarized, by mean

representations for years, that they could hardly be

brought up again to the heroic standard. But the

committee-rooms may be considered as the modern

cvery-day rooms of the building. They are plain

square apartments, with immense wall-spaces; with

no more than simple decoration ; while their furniture,

occupants, and purposes, belong to the life of the a

Here modern subjects might be introduced in perfect

keeping, and with great effect. There would be room,
if one pleases, for the whole Peninsular war, and, what

would be still more appropriate, for the commemo-
ration of great legislative measures, which arc ^cue-

rally the result of the patient labour of the commit

room. But the Royal Gallery we would have filled

with the choicest deeds of true greatness in the annals

of our country, in those ages which preceded the

architectural age of the building. We would h

that apartment, beyond others, to be the gallery of

British virtue, \\liether shown forth in feats of chivalry,

or in generous acts of virtue, whether foreign or do-
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mcstic. Several such have been chosen, MS the MC! ions

of Alfred, Bruce, and J'hilippa. Hut what lias the

buccaneer Blake to do in such a place, or the marriage

of Henry V. ? Then, \vhcii we uvt nearer our times,

we have nothing but a series of battles fought amidst.

clouds of "villanous saltpetre," in no less villanons

costumes. These will no doubt rivet ihe attention of

the passer-by: but they will not be the instructive

lessons of an age of peace. A grand episode in a

battle maybe made a moral lecture; but the din of

war itself, the strife, and the agony, the u-Mshini;
1 and

the blood-pouring of the lield, are not good to be

paraded before a nation, which hails a victory not as

an arch of triumph, but as the gate of peace. Auain
we most fervently trust, that this gallery, and indeed

every other nobler part of this magnificent palace, may
be dedicated to the truly great, the truly glorious, and

only to the truly good. Let the history of England
be read on its walls, even by the unlettered beholder.

Show him nothing but what you would inspire him to

imitate, or what at least you would not be sorry to

hear him praise. Let the arrangement of subjects be

more simple and more intelligible. In rooms parti-

cular ideas or points may be illustrated, but the

corridors, and waiting-rooms, and lobbies, must be

for the people, and brought to their level. If we arc

making a new experiment in art, we are also making
one in its effects. For the first time we arc goini; to

instruct by pictures. Let not the chance be lost, by
over ingenuity, or complex efforts. A chronological

arrangement will give every variety, and be most

intelligible.

We know how difficult it is, in England, to obtain

a hearing, unless some privilege of name or of position

gives one a title to it. We have no doubt the nation
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considers the whole matter of the edifice as one be-

longing to "the Woods and Forests," just as building
a new seventy-four does to the Admiralty; and it

does not see why it should trouble itself about the

painting of the one, any more than about the decora-

tion of the state-cabin of the other. It is somebody's

place to look after each, and John Bull's yearly to

grumble at the estimates for both. Each may be a

failure in the end the one may lag miles behind its

experimental squadron, and have to be cut down ; the

other may be pronounced by foreigners and good

judges an abortive effort in regard to art. However,

they have been duly paid for, and there is an end of

the matter. We trust, however, that the apathy
which has been shown till now on the subject of the

national palace, as the great field and monument of

national art, will not continue. We sincerely hope
that men of intelligence and of public standing will

take the matter up, and that artists in particular will

give their views openly and boldly. For we are sure

that the Royal Commission is formed of men too hiid

minded to be unfavourably biassed in their award of

the commissions still at their disposal, by any candid

and open remonstrances or appeals. Their reputation

individually, as well as the glory of national ait, i

stake: and mistakes, in great works like tin

irreparable. Such an opportunity n^ the piv-rnt will

not return. If it does, it must, and only can, he hy
some grand Catholic undertaking.
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SUPERFICIAL TRAVELLING.

ART. VIII. 1. American Notes far General Circulation. 2 void.

8vo. By CHARLES DICKENS. 1842.

2. A Visit to Italy. 2 vols. 8vo. By MRS. TROLLOPE. 1842.

IF wo wish to describe two countries standing in

strong contrast one with the other, we think they

might not unfairly be described something in this

manner : the first should bear an impression of anti-

quity in all its parts ; the other of novelty. There,

old cities, and the ruins of their predecessors, memo-
rials of people beyond people, back into days of fable ;

here, all of yesterday, log-houses smoking through the

exhalations of a newly-cleared morass, and towns com-

posed of " white wooden houses, sprinkled and dropped

about, without seeming to have any root in the

ground/
Ja the mushroom growth of a monumentless

people. In one the arts of refined life should have

their home, painting and sculpture, and poetry of

every class, a history and a literature perfectly na-

tional ; in the other the utilities should be supposed
to domineer over the graces, and the practical over

the imaginative. This one should have its govern-
ments right royally established, the monarchical prin-

ciple consecrated in every way, by venerable descents

and by sacerdotal election, illustrated by every variety
of name and title, from the imperial diadem to the

ducal coronet ; and the other should be the very type of

a
Dickens, vol. i. p. til.
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democracy and ideal liberty from the fireside at home,
to the national government, which should be a great

compound republic, containing other republics, and

they again subdivisible, according to the laws of mat-

ter, into homogeneous particles ad infinitum. In fine,

not to carry our contrasts on for ever, we should see

in one country a religious principle, and one, too, both

stringent, practical, and universal, which pervades

institutions, customs, feelings, the inside and outside

of things, the higher and the lower, the general and

the particular ; while the other should be perfectly

untrammelled by any such bond, and neither law nor

usage require the stamp of such a principle to give
worth to any act ; nor the constitution of the country
much distinguish between Turk and Christian, infidel

and believer.

Now if we wish to propose such a contrast, it

would not be at all necessary to draw upon the

imagination for it. We have it in truth, in actual

existence ; and the two works which we have joined

together at the head of our article, do really affect to

to describe them. Italy and America present CA

one of the points of comparison enumerated in 11 IP

preceding paragraph. And for this very reason it

that they are the favourite fields of writing touri

gentlemen and ladies, who perambulate the land,

ppncil in band, to the consternation of the inha-

bitants, and the plague of all quiet people. America

is fertile from its very novelty; Italy from its I

cultivation. In the former, the 1 ravelin-, who boldly

strikes into its interior, has a good chance of alight inir

on anew r/7// just stalling from the mud, with some

ma-nNon;mt name from Egypt or Greece, \\hieh the

last publishing traveller (two years before) never heard

of; or he may even get within the frontiers of a n-\\
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State, Only staked out a few months before, but already

an infant .Hercules, speakin- hi- words, and ready to

go to war with all the world, and over head and

iu del)t without, ])(M
i

]iaps, much intention of pa \iiii;'

it. In Italy, on the contrary, though there is much
that would be new to the touring world, if it chose to

look for it, no one thinks of uoing out of the rieh

beaten path, where all think they can pick up some-

thing new, where the herbage is abundant from ages
of tillage, and the soil seems inexhaustible, from the

very abundance which it yields. Along this beaten

path all hurry, one after the other; till at last

neither the words nor application are our own " the

land Avill not bear a blade of decent grass, or even a

thistle, for any stray donkey that may be passing ! It

must be a bold donkey," continues our lady touri-i,

ai'ter quoting the above from Capt. Hall, "you will

say, who, after this, shall venture to bray about Italy ?

But "
(Vol. i. p. 2.) In truth, the danger

is, that such roadsters, with abundance of untouched

food around them, will persevere in tossing over and

over the provender which hundreds have been busy at

before them, or will try to crop and nibble exactly
where all has been clean shaved to the root. Almost

every page of Mrs. Trollope's work would give us an

illustration of this remark.

But why, it may be asked, bring these two writer^

together under one classification, when the scene oi'

their adventures are so far asunder, and of such dif-

ferent characters ? Because, in truth, they both belong
to one very common class of travellers; of travellers

who skim over the surface of the land, who see it out of

carriage windows, and visit its sights by the guide-

book, who penetrate no further than the very shell

and outside of things, get no deeper than the paint
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upon the buildings, or the coat upon their inhabitants ;

who give us, indeed, often their own notions of things,
but not the things themselves ; tell us what they

thought and felt, but can have no serious intention

that we should think or feel as they did.

Thus, Mr. Dickens has produced a book, which un-

doubtedly must be termed amusing. It is very pleasant

reading; it is lively and clever. But we plodding

people look into a book of travels in hopes of making
the acquaintance of men and things in foreign lands :

we are dull enough to look, among all the amusement,
for some information. While he writes for us under

his monosyllabic name, we are content to take him
for what he professes to be, an amusing writer ; a

caterer to the monthly craving after a new chapter
and two engravings; and when the lunar divisions

have run up into a yearly cycle, as the author of a

lively and interesting romance. But when he comes

forward by his own proper title, and sits deliberately

down to write, not a fiction, but truth, what he lias

himself seen and heard, we begin to look serious, and

expect a specimen of his mind, rather than of his

imagination. We wish to see how he has looked and

listened, as well as what he has seen and heard. A\V

may pardon a smart and witty repartee to a domino,

though we know who it is, which we might resent

from the same gentleman in his own frock-c<>,it. And
so we look for different manners from Dickens than

we care about in "Boz." Now, \ve think the (<>,> <!<>

force of his travels, the great effort of his genius in

the work before us, has been to produce two volumes

upon a civilized country, from which we can gather no

notion whatever as to whether or no there he in ih.it

country any religion, science, literature, or fine art-;
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any army or navy; any auTieulture, commerce, or

trade; any income, expenditure, or taxation; any

great men or good men, any profusions, or ranks, or

stat .e those of slave and master); any educa-

tion (except for the deal' and dumb), moral insfruo-

struction, religious, or professional; any magisti

municipal, or provincial government ; any codes or

forms of law (beyond imprisoning) ; any progress or

decrease in states, in opinions, or in creeds ; such

things as riches or poverty, success or failure, and in

what proportion; in fine, from which has been care-

fully excluded anything illustrating, or improving our

acquaintance with, the geography, the natural history,
the productions, the politics, the prospects of the

immense and highly interesting country, which he

has visited. Something, indeed, we learn; yea, all

about some things. "We know all about American

travelling in great and rich variety, steam-boats and

railways, omnibuses and stage-coaches ; we know what
is to be had for breakfast in each and every sort of

travelling; we make acquaintance with a certain

quantity of unknown and nameless individuals, gene-

rally of a low comical character ; we are initiated into

the whole mystery of the least sufferable of American

peculiarities, the mastication of the "vile weed," and

its consequent abominations. We have, moreover,
some light and gay descriptions of cities, especially at

the outset, which are clever and amusing. And, as a

redeeming trait, we must not omit the notice of some

charitable establishments at Boston, and some very

painful accounts of prisons and houses of correction.

The gem of Mr. Dickens' s work is in his narrative' of a

deaf, dumb, and blind girl's instruction and education.

Similar cases, we know, have occurred in other coun-
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tries, as in Belgium, for instance,
b but still we are

thankful for any account of such interesting matters.

We do not think we have been unjust in thus

epitomizing the contents of Mr. Dickens's work : we
mean of course with reference to the amount of infor-

mation which it contains. As a piece of writing \\e

mean not to speak of it. The style is not what we
like. An immense quantity of words to express a

very simple thought, and a most studiously grotesque

imagery, that is, the comparison of one thing with

some other the most dissimilar possible, are defects

which weary one when encumbering two volumes. AVe

may be amused for once ; but simplicity and natural-

ness can alone carry us through a long string of trifles,

and make us interested in adventures of an every-day
and every-hour character.

Indeed we always observe that these outside tra-

vellers have an irresistible impulse to make out

adventures from incidents, which those who do not

keep journals would never dream of. If one read

their narratives (otherwise, that is, than as travellers
9

accounts), one would indeed be warranted in con-

cluding that the public is most ungracious and

most ungrateful, in its estimation of their servi

To think that Mr. Dickens exposed himself to siu-h

terrible dangers as those of twice crossing the At-

lantic, of being frequently blown up in high-premie
boats, of being tumbled over precipices on the Alle-

ghany mountains, or of being swallowed up in the

quagmires of a Virginian road, not from any ambi-

tious views, nor for the s;ik<> <>{' traffic, nor to procure

a settlement in the hack woods, nor yet IVoin any
thirst of knowledge, nor for any other llighty aim,

b
[With one in the Abbe Carton's establishment at JV I had

r\\arda full opportunity of becoming acquainted.]
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but simply and expressly for the amusement of his

"Kim-lish readers: to see how Mrs. Trollope consented

to encounter terrible perils on the roads to that un-

known part of the \\orld, Yallombrosa (by the 1

she is not the//r.s7 lady, nor the hundredth \\e map
that has got up there) ;

how she could allow herself

to be almost broiled alive among the Appenines, or

fatigued to death in the desperate attempt to ascend

the portico of our Lady's Church at Bologna, or almost

drowned in crossing the Po in the public ferry-boat ;

or, still more, risk to be buried in a snow-drift on

Mont Cenis, in the unheard-of enterprize of crossing

it, when the couriers could do so
; and all this in order

to write a book for our entertainment, one cannot but

feel that such heroic devotion, not for our interest or

good, but for our very idlest amusement, deserves a

public crown, or some other attestation of our gene-
rous sensibilities. And this feeling ought surely to be

enhanced by the consideration, of how, not magnani-

mously only, but light-heartedly, nay, how thought-

fully of us, such perils were encountered ! For if the

storms which Mr. Dickens suffered on his outward

passage were such as he describes, if the conflict of

the elements was so terrific, the writhings and con-

vulsions of the frail bark so like those of a mortal

agony as he represents them perhaps over the silent

grave of the hapless
"
President," itself a catacomb

below the waters one cannot but admire, though
unenvious, the thoughts which could be occupied, at

such a time, in dressing out its horrors in a playful

garb, and which could see, for our sakes, "who sit at

home at ease," nothing but the ludicrous and the

laughable, in its dismal circumstances. And so like-

wise one is necessarily led to admiration of the lady's

taking care to be " not wholly insensible to the strange
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magnificence of the scene/' while she was "
seriously

frightened" (ii. p. 394), and noting down all the

terrible adventures of the awful passage over the

mountain ; although, strange to say, our alarm having
been greatly excited, on reading that it was the

heaviest fall of snow known for years,
" and that the

conductor looked sadly pale," and the cantonniers

refused to say that the road was safe, and uttered

mysterious hints about avalanches, and how she heard

not a sound while this " race of giants," these "
friendly

monsters" (the scene is in Italy} ,

" set to work" with

their " enormous wooden spades," and shovelled our

adventurous traveller out of her difficulties, we were

much relieved, and brought down to our ordinary
scale of nervous tension, on finding, at the end of the

narrative, that all the way soldiers were quietly

marching on the road, which we had thought almost

impassable for horses and sledges, aided by an escort

of gentle giants! "Poor fellows!" exclaims our

traveller, speaking of the soldiers :

"
they looked

miserable enough ! Yet I felt, as I watched them,
that they probably felt much more at their ease than

I did." (P. 395.) No doubt they did they were not

going to publish their travels. In fact, this sort of

"romance of travel" is very much cut up by one's

knowing that every year, A. and B. and C. have gone

just over the same ground, or the same water, or the

same snow, and yet have met nothing particular in the

\\ay of adventure, but have had -a mere ordinary guide-
book journey; little thinking how much might have

been made of a puff of wind, or a fall of snow, or dee])

ruts, or a powerful imagination, in dishing up their

tour, had they been so disposed, for the public.

We know not whether Mr. Dickens will follow

Mrs. Trollope from America to Italy : they have
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served their travelling apprenticeship in the same

country, but we Impr the ill success of the one, in her

1'urlher ])rosecution of tlie business, will deter the

other from continuing it. I'M -lore, h<>\\ever, taking

leave of Mr. Dickens, with what probably is the

extent of acknowledgment which he expects from his

readers, that we have been, if not instructed, at 1<

amused by his book, we niusi express feelings of the

most decidedly opposite character, regarding one
]

sage of his work, which is a dark foul blot upon it, an

odious contradiction to the general humane and good-
natured tone of this, as of his other writings. The

passage to which we allude is the following:

"Looming in the distance, as we rode along, was another of the

ancient Indian burial-places, called the Monk's Mound
;

in memory
of a body of fanatics, of the order of La Trappc, who founded a

desolate convent there, many years ago, when there were no sell

within a thousand miles, and were all swept off by the pernicious

climate: in which lamentable fatality few rational people will sup-

pose, perhaps, that society experienced any very severe deprivai

Vol. ii. p. 139.

And again :

"In due time we mustered once again before the merchant-tailor's,

and, having done so, crossed over to the eity in the ferry-boat:

passing, on the way, a spot called Bloody Island, the duelling-ground
of St. Louis, and so designated in honour of the last fatal combat

fought there, which was with pistols, breast to breast. Both com-

batants fell dead upon the ground ; and, possibly, some rational people

may think of them, as of the gloomy madmen on Monk's Mound,
that they were no ujreat loss to the community." P. 140.

So that, in Mr. Dickens's estimation, there is little

difference between the ruffian, who murdering is mur-

dered, and the inoffensive recluse who is willing to

act as the pioneer of civilization, and devotedly thr<

himself forward as the forlorn hope of an advaiu

c
[The reader well knows that lie did, and with the il!- ,,-re

prognosticated.]

3
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colony. Whatever Mr. Dickens' s notions maybe about
"
lazy monks," &c., he knows, or ought to know, that

the Cistercian, or Trappist order, is essentially an

agricultural one; it consists, in fact, of a monastic

peasantry, who differ from the ordinary cultivators of

the soil, not by less diligence or intelligence, but by
their expecting no profit; by their selecting always
those very spots from which money-seeking enterprise

would turn away in disdain; by their ever feeding
the poor around them, and receiving hospitably every

stranger ; and, in fine, by their sanctifying the labour

of their hands by prayer and sacred psalmody.
d For

the "merchant-tailor," who sets up his watch-box on

the edge of a noisome morass, Mr. Dickens has not a

word of reprobation ; for the settlers who go, axe in

hand, into the backwoods, and clear them, in order to

make a fortune, he has no hard words ; but for the

representatives of those who, by patient toil, made
Crowland from a fen become a garden ;

who are now,
with thankless labour, driving the plough into the

granite ribs of the Charnwood Forest, he has no

better name than "
fanatics," no more sympathy or

regrets, than for the double murderer ! In human!'

name, let Mr. Dickens never again write anything but

fiction. In that, at least, he shows he has bet in-

feelings.

But now let us return over the Atlantic, and follow

Mrs. Trollope over the beauties of Italy. We n<

read a work which, professing to be gossip, seemed to

us to be more an effort than hers. She has, as \\r

before remarked, chosen the beaten track ; and yet

d The French government is at this moment sending out a <

munity of Trappists into Algeria, as the best way of esi

agricultural colony. The Sardinian government has 1: ,,ilar

Step in tlu- island of Sardinia
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she always wants to say something new on it. The

moment she gets before a statue or a picture, a hun-

dred times described, her mind seems thrown into a

working fermentation, out of wliidi woei a world of

frothy crudities, generally composed either of e

rated amazements, or of unexpected disappointments,
She owns herself ignorant, very ignorant ;

her BOO

arc quite bewildered; she trembles, or shudders, or

weeps, before the production of art ; and words heaped

together in every oj adilatory variety of phrase, are all

that we, at a distance, can get for our sympathy.
Now, were Mrs. Trollope's peculiar mode of seeing

and describing confined to such objects as the Medicean

goddess (which, in a manner that to us sounds pro-

fane, she compares with a representation of the purest
and holiest of Eve's daughters vol. i. p. 160), we
should never have thought it worth while speaking so

severely. But when we find her carrying her light

and supercilious observations into more sacred ground,
and talking of the religion which forms our happiness,
at once with ignorance and with flippancy, we must
not allow ourselves the pleasure of being lenient, but

must speak out plain.

Thus she writes of the sacred temples of the living

God :
" The pleasantest morning lounges now are the

churches; fcfr there, comparatively speaking, the air

is cool; and it is possible, when you can stand no

longer, to sit down, which is not the case at the 11<'<H-

cean gallcry'' (Ibid. p. 204.) Again : describing a

pic-nic party to the convent of St. Gallicano, she tells

of one young lady who retreated into the church

or shade "with such an air of lovely, languid gentle-

ness, that, could the remote shrine have ever possess. < I

such an image, a vast deal o pilgrim idolatry must

have been the consequence" (what follows K too o-,

2 G 2
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for our pages) ; when " two of the cavaliers entering
the church after her, the one hearing in his hand a

bottle of wine, the other furnished with a crystal cup,

sparkling half-way to the brim with the precious
treasure of the rocky spring; but ere the tempting

draught was mingled and tasted, murmurs anent
' desecration of the church

' made themselves hoard

from the lips of some stray brother of the much-
reduccd society, who had seen the somewhat unusual

entry of the gentlemen: but an immediate retreat

perfectly satisfied the good monk." (P. 325.) Sucli

is her idea, and such her feelings, about a bacchanalian

party trying to make a cabaret of the place in which

those whose property they sacrilegiously invaded, be-

lieved that the Holy of holies and the Lord of lords

corporally resides ! This is the way in which the most

sacred feelings of those meek men are outraged and

trampled on. Now, if the two gentlemen had 1>

put into the stocks, or the whole party driven down

the hill again by a few sturdy peasants, they would

not have got more than they deserved. Arid \ci

Mrs. Trollope is severe, and we thank her since i

for that part of her work, upon our countrymen who

so shamefully misbehave in the Roman churches. Is

ii behaviour wonderful, when its very cen surer

seems to think so little of the house of Gocl ?

In the same tone does she ever speak of our holiest

functions. First, she evidently knows nothing about

them: she acknowledges herself unable to ap]

the splendid music of Palest rina. (P. 270.) The mat-

ter which seems to have most engaged her attention,

in the majestic services of the Papal chapel, was the

homage of the cardinals. Twice she speaks fccliii

on the subject. Thus, of the Sixtine chapel si,,

"I cannot say that I was greatly edified by the
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liar ceremonies of this papal worship (T speak as a

heretic), but I could not admire or approve the dis-

proportion which seemed to exist between the time

bestowed on prayer, and that devoted to llie horn

offered by each cardinal to the pope." (P. :270.) And
ol' the high mass on Christmas day, she make

similar remark: "The religious part of the eeremm

she writes,
" bears no proportion to it

"
(the homage).

(I*. *'5(>5.) AVhat on (\'irth she means we are at a

loss to comprehend. If the pout ideal mass at St.

Peter's lasts two hours, the homage docs not occupy
above ten minutes, during which the solemn function

is iiol interrupted. But manifestly she docs not know
what the mass is, nor what prayers are recited in it,

nor what is the meaning of its ceremonial.

But, besides not knowing anything on the subject

whereon she writes, Mrs. Trollope is too manifest ly

unable to appreciate any religious function. It is not

in her way. She can understand a drive in the Cascina

at Florence, or eating "ices and strawberries," quite a

standing dish with her, or going to a concert or a

theatre ; but for the truly picturesque, venerable,

moving, and holy offices of the Church, she has cer-

tainly no sort of feeling. Mass is to her a musical

performance ; and her judgments pronounced on it are

whether it was long or short, and the music good or

bad that is, according to her taste.

As to the Papal government and the pra<

morality of the Catholic Church, all she knows is,

that she utterly condemns them. No one can doubt

that she was perfectly capable of judging on such

subjects, and that she took great pains to collect

information on them, when we see how well she

understood what was passing about her, and what

everybody knows. Thus, she found out that "the
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reverend court of cardinals" is "called the Propa-
ganda" (p. 274), and that cardinals are not paid up
their salaries on account of " the poverty of the Pro-

paganda coffers." (P. 367.) And as to cardinals, she

makes them at pleasure ; for she transforms, by the

stroke of her pen, the good Trappist monk, father

Ge*ramb, into one (p. 368), and tells us most satis-

factorily, that among several new cardinals about to

be made was " an English gentleman of the name of

Weld" (p. 366); that said "gentleman" having

already been cardinal, and having departed several

years before, to receive, we trust, the full reward

of a most virtuous life. And so, with equal feli-

city, she elevates the learned principal of the Eng-
lish college to the episcopal rank. 6

(P. 300.) But

further, Mrs. Trollope has given us the new and

important information that "many Roman families

have hereditary rank of bishop in the Church."

(P. 366.)

Now, while a person can blunder in matters so

palpable and easy to ascertain, it is not wonderful

that she should slashingly cut to pieces that of which

she could know nothing. She talks of the ignorance
of the people with whom she manifestly never con-

versed, and of the workings of a system, religious and

political, which she certainly never investigated. On
her way from Rome to Naples, she, shut up in a

carriage, and hurrying on from stage to stage, could

sec "
ignorance and superstition as prominent features

that meet the observation of the traveller." (P. 203.)
I \ (

'ally ! how does this ignorance so clearly show its*

Is it in the faces of the people, or on their siun-l><>anls

that "they who run may read it?" "Of schoo'

r
-Ti \\liirli lie ua.s I. Vicar .\|H.M<lir "f'tln \
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she goes on, "I could hear nothing." Does

Trollope think that schools are to be kept in inn-

\ards {'or the especial accommodation of lady travel-

lers? Or did she look out for "National School" on
the front of some house, and \\as disappointed in her

eh? Now we can tell M rs. Tmllope that she did

not pass through a single village (she is speaking of

the Papal states heyond Rome) in which 1 hero an; not

a boys' and girls' school, aye, and gratuitous ones too.

But on this subject of education she gives us the

portentous intelligence, that the pope has abolished

at Bologna, and in all his dominions, all
"
professor-

ships of logic, metaphysics, morals (/), algebra, and

geometry." (P. 28.) And then, after some mysterious

points, she adds,
" It was from Bologna that professor

O was banished." One would really imagine that

this demigod (for some such thing he appears in the

first volume) had been banished for teaching some

of these dark sciences, perhaps morals ! But Signor
O was not banished, but most patriotically ran

away from Bologna, after having excited his scholars

to sedition and rebellion, raised a revolution which

brought down misery on his country, formed, we

believe, part of its provisional government, and when
the hour of peril arrived, acted on the philosophical

principle, that the better part of valour is discretion,

and disappeared. One thing this worthy junta took

care not to leave behind them the public client.

Such are Mrs. Trollope's favourites in Italy ; for while

she is a thorough enemy to revolutionary and i

culotte movements and parties in England, she wor-

ships them in Italy.

Her theories on religious matters remely pro-

found. Thus the " idleness" of the Italians is owing to

the " eternal recurrence of Popish fetes and festivals"
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(p. 203), on which subject we would recommend her

to consult Lord John Manners; and the splendid
churches of Venice are not to be wondered at, because

"it is natural to expect, that in a Roman Catholic

country, where numerous incentives to the love of

pleasure are led on by the possession of abounding

gold, churches should be built, enriched, and beau-

tified, to atone for the irregularities so product

(P. 121.) In which theory, we presume that it is

the "atonement" that one must consider peculiarly

Catholic, not the "love of pleasure" or "the gold,"

otherwise London or America ought to have the best

churches.

But truly never did writer or traveller stuff his or

her pages with strange mistakes more fully than our

learned lady. Scarcely an Italian word or name is

spelled right, scarcely a phrase given (save in quo-

tations) is correct ; yet she tells us long and brilliant

conversations which she must have held in Italian.

She wonders why the campagna is not made to pro-

duce corn (p. 193) ; and it so happens that it does,

not only to fill the granaries of Rome, but to export
it to other countries. She looks for the Clitumnus at

Spoleto (not Spolito), and marvellous to say, she finds

it without a drop of water (p. 171), for the very good
reason that the Clitumnus never was, nor will be, at

Spoleto. It was full of water when Mrs. T. drove for

at least two miles along its banks, and she might Ji

seen it gush out in full stream from under the road,

able in its cradle to turn a mill near the village of Le

Vene. In her ecclesiastical history she is
"
sadly to

seek." She tells us she was "
grilled like St. Anthony"

(vol. i. p. 45), scarcely more accurately than elegantly :

-lie lias never heard of our Lady's
;>

presentation in

the temple," and therefore t ranslnnns Titian's splendid
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painting of the subject at Venice into our Sa\ iour's

presentation "at the a-e of eleven or twelve" (!) and

corrects Mrs. Slurke's ri-ht explanat ion of it. (I*. I

And when she visits the venerable basilica of St.

Ambrose, at Milan, she is shown, she tells ti-, a relic of

"the brother of St. Snlyrus. Why the bedstead," she

adds,
" of a saint's brother should be held in such

veneration, we uerc not informed." (P. J5S1-.) Truly
not: because you were told no such tiling as yon trll

us. The better informed reader will smile as he sees

through the mistake, arising, no doubt, from imper-

fectly understanding tin 4

i^uide. St. Satyrus was the

brother of St. Ambrose, and St. Marcellina, about

whom Mrs. T. is equally in the dark, was the sister of

both. Among the curiosities of this church, she

stumbled upon a very extraordinary one a coffin !

And whose does the reader think it was? for it was
" in a dark and obscure little chapel." Why the guide,

looking at Mrs. Trollope,
" said with a sort of jeering

smile,
(
it is only the body of Monsignore the bishop,

who died yesterday, and will be buried to-morrow.'
"

(p. 385.) See how cheap these good Papists of Milan
hold their bishop ! However, as his eminence Cardinal

Gaysruck still occupies, as he did long before Mrs.

Trollope' s visit to Italy, the archiepiscopal throne of

that city, we will not puzzle ourselves or our readers

with inquiring, either how he got into that coffin the

day before, or how he got out again the day after, Mrs.

Trollope' s visit to the church. We will rather lay this

to the score of some little misunderstanding.
With such abundant data in her mind for rightly

judging of the Catholic religion, we must be -ready
beholden to our lady authoress for so kind a judgment
as the following :

u l\\us li-t't to .IccuK' lur niy^ll, \vhctlu-r it i.> no I |",^il>lr l>
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person of perfectly enlightened views in politics to be still a faithful

Roman Catholic. I have heard many people, and of more nations

than one, deny the possibility of this
;
and declare that freedom of

mind, on any subject, was perfectly incompatible with Popish re-

straint
;
but I doubt the truth of this doctrine. I see no reason why

a Roman Catholic, because he conscientiously believes the creed that

has been taught him, should therefore be incapable of forming a

rational opinion upon the wisest manner of regulating the affairs of

men." Vol. ii. p. 302.

Truly this is consoling nay more, it is flattering ;

and the spirits of such men as Ximenes, Consalvi,

Bossuet, Stolberg, Fenelon, and Schlegel, may well be

soothed by the doubt, which Mrs. Trollope entertains,

whether they were really incapable of forming rational

judgments.
But we must draw to a close ; for we are tired with

plucking and arranging flowers, where the whole

ground is so rich. Mrs. Trollope herself solves a

problem which seems much to puzzle her the dif-

ficulty of getting hold of Italians. Wherever she

goes, she meets plenty of English, French, and Ger-

mans but no Italians. (Vol. i. p. 154.) She finds

them at Venice quite exclusive. She hopes for them

at Rome, but somehow or other they do not come.

Yet she courts them, she wants them ; and, moreover,

she is surrounded by them, she is in the midst of

them, night after night, at "Donay's" coffee-house,

and at the Cascina ; but in vain. Is it wonderful ?

Mrs. Trollope did not know, perhaps, that theyli

had enough of note-takers and book-makers among
them, from our country, to stand in dread of any
more. They have admitted English ladies into their

society, who have violated the holy laws of hospitality

and have held up to contempt the good-natured people
who have been civil to them. Whether Mrs. Trollope's

American reputation may have helped her in this
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matter or no, we cannot pretend to say we should

doubt whether her name is much known in Italy.

But burnt children dread the fire; or, as the Italian

proverb better expresses it for our purposes,
" The

scalded man dreads even cold water." English people
have been excluded from true Italian society, on

account of the liberties which some of them have

taken with its reputation. Mrs. Trollope's work shows
that in her case they were right. She has contrived

to malign their religion and their country with the

help of the scanty and blundering materials which she

has collected ; what would she have done if she could

have got at more ?
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WHEN a family goes to the trouble of letting or

shutting up its house, packing up its furniture, dis-

missing its supernumerary servants, and crossing the

seas for a tour in Italy, it may be supposed that some

specific object is had in view, likely to compensate for

so much trouble. An Englishman clings to his home
till some very strong conviction of propriety, or some

very violent impulse of caprice, drives him from

it. If it be that the health of some dear member of

his family require removal to a more genial climate,

our warmest sympathies accompany the travellers,

and we, of course, consider them guarded by a sacred

fence from all intrusion, whether of impertinent advice,

or of critical comment. Their way is sorrowful, the

physician is their guide, "Clarke on Cl'mmfc*' their

road-book ; and a balmy air or a cooling breeze is more
valuable to them, than the marvels of art or the memory
of past achievements. When a chosen spot is the sole

aim of the journey ; if economy of domestic arrange-

ments, or of good education, have led to the ehoi.v <>f
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some provincial city in France or Italy for a place of

temporary residence, we easily forgive the prudence
which selects the shortest and least expensive road,

and looks neither to the right nor to the left, as it

hurries on towards such a final destination. And in

like manner we speak of many who, with higher aims,

have fixed their desires on particular spots; of the

ecclesiastic whom devotion, or business of high and

sacred importance, sends to the city of Peter ; of the

youthful scholar who hastens to seclude himself in tin*

walls of some college or monastery ; or even of such

as, having a limited time of rest from professional

duties, prefer devoting it to some more interesting

place. To all these we have nothing to say. Their

purpose is definite, and they attain it. They have no

time for loitering on the way; they have no relish

for what can retard or distract them. But with the

swarms that yearly cross the Channel, and visit Italy,

for the purpose, as they say, of seeing it, we have no

patience. We can scarcely keep terms with tli

What do they mean by this expression ? To sec

landscapes from their carriage-windows ? its cities from

the dining-room of hotels ? its society in its ball-rooms ?

its morality in its servants' halls ? its fine arts in shop
windows ? Truly this is no uncommon way of

Italy. Or do they mean by Italy two or three of IN

hiri^e cities, Florence, Rome, and Naples, \vh

months are spent in the same company, in the same

amusements, or rather in the same frivolities, as occupy
the London season; while the intermediate spaces of

ricli historic provinces are left unheeded and mist udied r

Truly thN is the commonest way of serin- Italy.

The great tour of this peninsula, in laet, eon>ist.s in

beinij shot, SO to speak, \\ith the irreate^t possible

rapidity, from One rapital to another, with every \\ish
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that the interval between them OOOld be annihilated
;

and its art is to know and hit the proper moment \\ hen

eaeh plaee is in the full bloom of bustle, fashion, and

amusement. In the meantime, eilies rich with the

treasures oi' art, or abounding \\ ith resources of other

intelleetual urat ilieat ion, are parsed through with no

farther notice than the operation of ehan^inu1 ho.

gives time for; and others, but a few miles out of the

beaten track, however remarkable for objects of past

or present celebrity, receive no nearer inspection than

a pocket -^lass can procure of their outward appear-
ance. The only opportunities to be gained of truly

knowing the inhabitants of this line country are thus

utterly neglected ;
for the great cities of all Kurope

have become almost perfectly assimilated in taMc, in

manners, and, what is worse, in moral character.

To this method of running through the country, as

from the face of an enemy, to the refuse of lar-e

cities, we own that our travellers arc led by the books

which generally guide
1 them through their tour. But

before proceeding to any remarks npon this, our

proper subject, our readers may very pertinently a^k

what right we have to constitute ourselves judges in

this matter, or to distinguish our own travels from the

icral class ? It is true, then, that we have published
no tour of Italy, for which, it would seem, six months'

residence there is a sufficient qualification. But what

is worse, we have never kept journals of our various

wanderings, made at many different times, not merely

up and down, but athwart, and diagonally, and cir-

cuitously, about the classical peninsula. AVe keep few

or no notes of what we see; first, because \\
i think it

one of the follies of travelling to put into manuscript
what is already in print ;

and then because we ne\ er

yet took pleasure, nor found others take it, in

2 H
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the written journals of travellers. Such objects as

have escaped common observation we may briefly

note down ; but our storehouse is chiefly within our

memories, for we perambulate principally for our

own sakes. Moreover, we make no sketches ;
we 1

no album. In our journeyings our fortune is diverse ;

sometimes we have rolled post-haste in the luxurious

English carriage, at others we have jolted for days in

a lumbering vettnra ; we have tried, as best suited us,

the diligence or the char-d-bancs ; we have crossed un-

tried paths on stumbling horses or on stubborn mules,

and we have not despised the ministrations of a still

humbler beast of burden. And when all these resources

have failed, we have e'en trusted our fate to such

remains of corporal activity as a certain incr

age and weight has left us; for we are becoming

elderly. We have seldom been much at a loss about

effecting a lodgement. As we have been long upon
the road, we know our stations pretty well; and while

we accept the cordial reception it is our good fortune

to receive from many estimable and distiniruNln d

individuals, we can makeup our minds to the i

of a country inn, where the inmates are cheerful,

though their larder be not full of good cheer. "When-

such resources fail us, religious hospitality will i

and we never knew the convent-gate refu-e to <>]>rn on

a stranger, nor leave him, on shutting auain. on the

outside. Furthermore) we have, in the course of our

Italian perambulations, tolerably mastered th.i

key to the hearts of every foreign race, their la 111:11

AV hereby we mean not the formularies of puhli-

dialogues, or the stately diction of books; hut that

unwritten speech wherein the familiar intercourse of

life is carried on, and which Varies, by shades aim

imperceptible to any hut practised ears, from pro\ i
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to province. Now. without pretending or desiring to

catch these peculiarities, \\ e can sulliciently understand

them, and chime in with them, to put OOTfldTQfl at

base with the peasants of any district. tti>luijnc8e>

however, is yet too much for us.

To these qualifications for a tourist, ire OUty add

another still more essential. \Ve like the people

amonu' whom we travel. \Ve H0yeC think of handitti

or stilettoes on our way : we trust ourselves fearles^ly

into their rudest mountain villages. We lake with us

no patent //w/v/////// chumhcr-lockx (Starke, p. 503) for

our bed-room doors at inns; lor, even if they have ,- (

lock on, we generally leave it unfastened (we like,

beiim- awakened betimes). ^Neither do we often drive

bargains about our meals and other accommodations

beforehand. (P. 501.) We know the usual prices of

things, and are seldom asked more; if we are, we do

not give it. We do not set forth on our travels with

the idea that all Italians are cheats, or unfaithful, or

superstitious. On the contrary, much as we admire

the fine country over which we travel, we value more

the people who inhabit it, the gentle courtesy of its

provincial nobility, and the natural and respectful

civility of the poorest country people. We value the

facility with which an introduction, prepared or acci-

dental, begets acquaintance, and the ease with which

acquaintance ripens into generous and lasting friend-

ship. AYe have a delight in finding, in almost every
small town we visit, some man of letters, or some

recorder of his country's fame, whose reputation per-

vades the peninsula, while he pursues his labours

under the sequestered shelter of his old family man-

sion, which is sure to be decorated with some produc-
tions of the pencil worth view ing, frequently an episode

of the general history of art, unfolded in the galleries

2 H 2
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of the great capitals ; for it will contain the series of

local painters too little known. We feel an equal

pleasure in the society of the intelligent and zealous

ecclesiastics whom almost every town contains. Of
these the bishop is often the first, at whose hospitable
hoard will be heard conversation on the leading reli-

gious topics of the day, not unworthy of a conference

held in a university. In word, the more we travel

over the country, the more we discover those finer and

more recondite traits of character, which the amalna-

mations and assimilating processes of society, in large

places, have pretty nearly worn away. Yet must ire

not forget, amidst the pleasures, often unlocked for,

of such travelling, the discovery in almost every pro-
vincial town of a small domestic colony of wander

from our own, or some other northern countries, who,

by some chance or other, have there found "a peaceful

hermitage," and have easily won the esteem and at

tion of the natives. To these the sound of their clear

native tongue is a delicious treat, and no one A\h<>

speaks it bears the name of stranger. The little

comforts and elegancies of a British home spread

through the baronial halls of Italian palaces; the

successful attempt to draw the reminiscences of an

English fire-side round the huge marble irate-v

rather than chimney, which yawns in their Avails, and

the mystic Vessels (as they seem to natives) 1'or the

rites of the tea-table, spread upon old-fashioned a]

of massive marble, these, and many other little

nationalities incongruously preserved, bespeak the

fond attachment, which an English family never can

renounce, to the pleasures of its first home.

But we a iv garrulous. For, after all that we h,

written, we must make some humbling eond

We have no pretensions to be ureat travellers; that
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k we are far iVoin beinn- able to boast, B& many do,

that we have seen crcri/ hit of Italy. In fact, v\ e are

not u-luttoiis in this \\ ay : \\r like tasting and relishing

what we partake of, and this requires leisure. \Ve do

not devour the land. \Ve havexei reser\ ed some de-

lieious hits for future exploration; there are some

nice unfrequented nooks, whieh will one day a 1 lord us

a delightful repast. Moreover, in spite of our 1

purposes, \\e often find ourselves -oin- over the -ame

ground airain. We have old favourites, that is, build-

ings, paintings, and holy shrines, whieh tempt us

importunately out of our way. They are with us like

our old friends amoni; the poets. Often, when

take up a collection of them, fortified in our resolution

to go through Drayton or Phineas Fletcher, we eat eh

ourselves, almost unawares, gliding, for the hundredth

time, through the pleasant pages of old Geoffrey

Chaucer, or the charming stanzas of Edmund Spenser.

And so it is that the desire of seeing once more some

choice fresco or venerable sanctuary, whieh art hath

helped religion to consecrate, doth decoy us out of our

intended path, and make us revisit scenes yet fresh in

memory. Then our friends about the country seeni to

think they have a right to a call from us every time

we put ourselves in motion, no matter what our direc-

tion or purpose ; and thus the orbit wre had designed
alters its figure under the influence of such pertur-
bations. Our friends know our weakness in this

matter.

\Ye have almost forgot the books before us, in re-

calling thus to mind the feast of soul which a tour in

Italy ever atfords us. We have placed them there

more in warning than for commendation, at least the

Muglish ones. For the Italian guide, notwithstanding
occasional inaccuracies, is far the heM

;
and having
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been also published, we believe, in French, will be

found the most useful. But English guide-books, so

far as we know them, are not only most unsatisfactory,
but likely to mislead upon a thousand points.

When a traveller starts on his journey, he is,

generally speaking, ignorant of the character and ex-

cellencies of the objects which will principally have

to engage his attention. In nine cases out of ten, he

travels for the purpose of learning, rather than of

applying knowledge already acquired. To him the

language of art, for instance, is a mere jargon, its

history about as familiar as that of Egypt. Jle has

heard of the great men in both ; of Raffaele and

Sesostris, of Caracci and Amenophis ; but he kn<

very little of the true value of the one or of the

achievements of the other ; and as for the older

history of art, it is like mythology to most. The

technicalities of antiquarianism equally baffle his com-

prehension ; and either he mistakes their meaning

totally, or he misapprehends their objects, by making
them agree with what in modern times bears a cor-

responding name. To see Italy, without some know-

ledge of these, and their subsidiary studies, is mere

loss of time. But previous application to them is

quite insufficient. They must at all times be jm
to the mind of the traveller, and they are as necessary

to him as "the universal dispensary," or "diluted

vitriolic acid" (Starke, p. 503) ; and it is as important
to the traveller to know where he may procure infor-

mation concerning them, as to learn where the i

M\ s;mcesand\va\ eandlesmay be purchased. (P. .">7.'5.)

In our judgment, a -uide-book to Italy should con-

tain a condensation of what is n y on such

subjects. A clear view of the rise and progress of art

mi-lit be presented in a few tables under the separ
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heads of architecture, sculpture, and painting. The

last oi' the three would, of course, require the
[

development. Opposite to each arti-l ofoelebritj, the

city should be mentioned in \\hieh his principal JTO

are to l)e found, and in another column the pn
nature of the subject of the most celebrated of th

The genealogy of art, showing the atliliations of the

various schools, and their consequent relations, could

be in like manner tubularly arranged. A further im-

provement, we have sometimes thought, would be the

addition of a pictorial map of Italy, divided, not

according to political, but according to artistic pro-

vinces, whereby the extent of influence BZefeiaed by
each school would be pointed out to the eve. \\V are

aware of the diilicullies of such a performance, but

v\ e do not think them insuperable.

AVith such a systematic guide, a traveller would be

able to commence his studies upon art from the mo-

ment he entered Italy. In general, it is not till he

gets to Florence or Rome, and perhaps reads Lanzi or

Vasari, that he begins to understand, that there are

schools, and a history, in painting. And if lie have

taste enough to appreciate the study of them, he has

the mortification of ascertaining, that he only changed
horses where the masterpiece of one school is found,

or slept in another where the first efforts of a master-

genius struii'U'led into public notice. The fact is, that

the true 4 value of many interesting works cannot be

appreciated, in the ordinary system of visiting them,

until others have been seen
;

whereas an historical

classification of works of art, such as we propose,

would at once prepare the traveller of taste for valuing

them, at least in some measure, from the first. Ex-

amples will best illustrate our meaning.

When the traveller reaches Home, he has around
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him the superbest remains of ancient and modern

architecture, sacred and profane, the ruins, or even

the entire edifices of the Pagan, and the churches and

palaces of the Christian, city. A manifest connection

or relationship he sees between the two classes of

monuments, traceable to some extent through the

basilicas and other buildings. But if he wish to study
the history of this science upon its very best field, and

take up a work upon the subject, he finds that he has

passed upon the road many, nay most, of the con-

necting links. Omitting early specimens, it is highly

probable that the churches of San Lorenzo and Sto.

Spirito at Florence, the foundation-stones of modern

Italian ecclesiastical architecture, will have been only

hastily viewed, at least architecturally. For, as the

ordinary guide-book says no more of them than " the

Chiesa di San Spirito, built by Brunellesco, is, in point
of architecture, the finest in Florence," and "the

Chiesa di S. Lorenzo was rebuilt in 1425 by Brunel-

lesco" (Starke, pp. 74 and 72), and then proceeds to

notice their paintings and sculptures, it would never

occur to one who had not studied the ancient basil i

of Rome, on the one hand, and the modern chure!

on the other, as well as such pointed edifices as Siena,

Orvieto, &c., that these two buildings brought 1>

Italian architecture from a disposition to imitate trans-

alpine models, and restored the Diocletian epoch, with

such modifications as suited modern times, or wece,

least, adopted by later architects. If ^Mantua had

been visited, there could not have heen found a single

line to direct the traveller to the masterpieces of Leon

B. Alherti, the churches of St. Andrew and St. Sel

tian, except the ] nent ion of frescoes by Giulio Horn;.

in the former. And the only place, if we mistake not,

where this distinguished r "f ancient architecture
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is mentioned, would lead the reader into complete error.

It i^ a^ follous: '-The elinreh of S. PranCeeCO, al

Kimini, erected durinir the iiftccnth century, according

totlie designs of Alherti, is a splendid edifice." (P. "2

Now, when the traveller enters this truly curious

church (supposing this hriel' notice sullieient to make
him descend from his carriage tor the purp<
he linds a pointed ediliee, all the chapels and windows

having Gothic arches, though strangely blended

with ornaments and sculptures after the clas-

models. The intelligent traveller would put Alherti

iu the 4 list of Gothic architects; hut, in fact, the

church was Hot erected according to his designs,

he was called in after the <>///><// portion of the edifice

had been finished, and his share in the erection was to

conceal it as much as possible. Now, this interesting

work in the history of art is to be found outside the

church, in the unfinished front, and still more on the

side, which, perhaps, no traveller, who had not pre-

viously studied the history of art, would ever think of

going round to see. There, by a series of arches of

Roman grandeur, yet of the simplest design, he has

masked the rude wall of the older church, from which,

however, it is detached, concealing the irregularity of

its windows, without impairing
1 their light. The works

of this master form another important step in the

revival of the classical orders.

Nor, if a guide-book to the arts of Italy were judi-

ciously drawn up, would the instruction to be gathered

from the inspection of these monuments, previously to

having visited Rome, be important only from the

greater care with which they would be noticed and

remembered, for future collation ;
for it would be ea^v,

under the guidance of such a work, to arrange the

tour in such a manner as to view them in their proper
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turn. For instance, the part of ecclesiastical archi-

tecture which is seldom known or understood by a

foreigner till he has been in Rome, is that which

refers to the basilicas, or ancient Christian temples.
An accurate acquaintance with their style, the typo
and original of every other, is absolutely necessary for

a complete knowledge of Christian art, and the earlier

it can be learnt by the traveller the better. Now,
Havenna presents more perfect specimens of it than

Rome itself. Tor, the church of St. Appollinaris in

Classe, situated at a short distance from the city, i

purer model than St. Paul's without the walls, or almost

any other church, in the Eternal City. It has suffered

little or nothing from modern additions and appen-

dages, and the sarcophagi of bishops, that surround it,

take us back to the flourishing periods of that noble

and saintly see. Several excellent roads, not marked
in the latest travelling maps, yet equal to any that

are, facilitate communication with this venerable city,

too much neglected by travellers. One leads from

Ravenna to Eaenza, another to Eorli ; and a splendid
new road, just opened between the latter city and

Florence, makes it an easy day's journey, with the

same horses, from the Tuscan capital to the city of

the Exarchs. Hence a traveller would not sensibly

prolong his tour, though he would most sensihly

increase its profit and enjoyment, if he took this on

his way from Bologna to Florence, or to Rimini, should

his course lead him along the shores of the Adriatic.

But Ravenna is one of our favourites, and wo shall,

perhaps, have to return to it.

What we have thus briefly said of architecture may
be still more compendiously illustrated from sculpture.

The irreat works of Michael Anirelo are generally the

first that av\ake in the Italian tourist any strong
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attention to the Christian depart ment of this art. The

inosl striking of these are in Koine, for those of

Florence have more of a profane eharaetrr. Hut il'

he desii\' to learn, l>y \\hat steps the art readied that

holdnos and exaggeration ol'stxle, from \\hidithe

IK \t was necessarily towards dedine, he will lind it

dillienlt to collect, in that city, the t&QGBS&ry dem'iits

i'or that purpose. Jle should ha\e B6QD and carefully

studied at Bologna the urn or tomb of St. Doininiek,

1>y which Niccolo di Pisa laid the first foundation of

the revival of sculpture in 1225
;
the pulpit at PNa,

wrought by him in 1 iMiO
;
and the other works by his

school at Siena and .Florence, where ( hva^na and ot hi TS

applied to it the correct er style introduced into paint-

ing by Giotto. At Perugia he ought to have diligent ly

examined the monument of Benedict XI. in the Domi-

nican church, justly considered, by Cico^nara, one of

the lirst works of the revival, and executed by Giovanni

I 'kino, the son of Niccolo. At Milan, he should h

gone to visit the shrine of St. Peter Martyr, in the

church of St. Eustorgius, the masterpiece of Giovanni

di Halducci, scholar of Giovanni Pisano. It is more

than probable, that a traveller, however desirous of

making himself acquainted with art, if lie have not

previously studied the voluminous works of Vasari,

Lanzi, D'Agincourt, and Cicognara, and made for

himself a chronological digest of them before starting,

will overlook in his journey every one of the rnonu-

ments we have enumerated; for, with the exception

of the pulpit at Pisa, not one of them is mentioned in

the popular English guide-book. After this, should

the lover of art desire to know the entire history of

sculpture, at, and alter, the time of .Michael Aim-do,

he must return to Orvieto ; in the splendid cathedral

of which town, he will lind the largest and most beau-
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tiful collection of statuary, belonging to that period.

Among the colossal statues of the apostles, which

adorn the nave, there are several by Scalza, Mochi,
and Giovanni Bologna, full of grandeur and expression.

That of "
St. Sebastian," by Scalza, rivals the produc-

tions of the Grecian chisel; the altar of the "Adora-

tion of the Magi" has been particularly described by
Vasari, as an exquisite piece of workmanship, by San

Micheli and Moschino. The group of the " rid a," or
" Our Saviour taken down from the Cross," consisting

of four figures larger than the life, formed out of one

block, is, perhaps, the grandest piece of sacred sculp-

ture produced since what is called the revival of art
;

but it exhibits the first traces of that tendency towards

mannerism, into which the school of Michael Angelo
so immediately degenerated. It is the masterpiece of

Scalza. One other statue there will engage the admi-

ration of the stranger, as a marvellous piece of art,

but of art unfortunately declined from the purity of

Christian feeling we mean that statue by Mochi, of

the Blessed Virgin in the act of being saluted by the

angel, which stands by the high altar. It represents

her, not as was wont, in the pictures and sculpture
the preceding age, sitting modestly with arms crossrd

upon the breast, but as having started from the clmir

which her hand grasps, with a look of majestic indig-

nation, mingled with alarm. But could v

from the impropriety of such a representation of tin 1

subject, we should not hesitate to pronounce it the

masterpiece of the school. The archangel, on the other

side of the altar, is the prototype of all that is bad in

the school of Bernini.

These are only a small portion of the interesting
works of art which make this cathedral a true museum.
"We need only mention in addition, the sculpture
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its matchless front, 1>\ the sehnlar> of Niccolo I'isano ;

the snperl) mosaics, on a u'old ground, which snrinount

them; the niaii-nilicent rcli([iiary of the sacred " Cor-

poral of I>olseii:i,'' representing in silver the front of

the church, adorned with innumerable Mat lies columns
and enamelled paintings, executed by Veri, in!338;

H

the paintings of exquisite beauty by the blessed An-

ivelico da Piesole; others by (ientile da l

;abriano ;

and those more celebrated ones of Luca Si^norelli,

on which Michael Anu'elo formed his conception of

his terrible ''Last Judgment." Yet how few even

think of visiting this city, remarkable, moreover, for

its celebrated \Vell of St. Patrick, so called from the

apostle of Ireland, down which a loaded mule may
descend in safety to draw water, at the depth of i?7~>

Roman palms, and for an unrivalled collection of draw-

ings and cartoons in the Palazzo Gualtierio, as well as

other Avorks of art. In truth, all the invitation to turn

aside to it conveyed in the text of the^uide which directs

most of our travellers is in these words :

" North-<

of Bolsena . . . .stands Orvieto (anciently EfcrftofMtm),

celebrated for the excellence of its wines, and con-

taining a handsome Tuscan-gothic cathedral." (Starke,

]>.
120.

1

')
The wine first, and then the Iminlaome cathe-

a This splendid ivlicpiary contains 400 pounds of silver. The

inirarlo which it (oinineinoratcs ^
rave rise to the festival of Corpus

Christi.

b In the a]ipoiulix to the later editions, a fuller, though still insuf-

iicient, account is L,
r iven of the places nienticned ahov\ \vith the

addition of Todi and Kieti. Hut a separate journey is require.

following the route there point eil out
; \\lu-reas, travellers may see all

that we have here d< -erihed. \\ithout sensibly prolonging their ordi-

nary journey to Koine. AVe are at a loss to account for so much
useful and interesting information bein^ thrown into an appendix,

while, moreover, what is left in the K.dv f ih- DMMI at

variance with it.
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dral ! Whoever has seen it, will pronounce it, in its

style, unique. Not even a hint is here given con-

cerning its paintings, sculptures, and mosaics; and

what is still more unpardonable in a professed guide-

book, not an intimation concerning the roads that

would lead a traveller to it. We will endeavour to

supply this omission. First, therefore, an excellent

road from Monte Fiascone will take the travellers to

it in less than three hours, with post-horses, and in

less than five if in vettura, the distance being eight

miles, so that he might go thither, spend several hours

there, return the same day to Monte Fiascone, and

even go forward to Viterbo. This would be a delight-

ful relief to the tediousness of that road. But another,

and still more interesting route, is by a new road from

Perugia to Orvieto, and so forward to the Siena road,

just mentioned. The journey from Florence to Rome

by this road will, if anything, be shortened by thus

turning off at Perugia, and the traveller will see two

most interesting cities, in exchange for the flourish

but still unadorned, ones which he would go through

on the Foligiio road. One of these two cities is

Orvieto, of which we have spoken, the other is Cilia

della Pieve, the birth-place of Pietro Perugino, which

lies about a mile out of the straight road, but is con-

nected with it by a branch. This city, till lately

inaccessible in a carriage, well deserves a vUit from

every lover of art. Almost every one of its chun

contains some painting by its citi/cn Pictro; the

cathedral has two, a "Baptism of Our Saviour," and

the "Altar-piece," painted for the pi; ice it now occu-

pies. In the church of the Servites are remains of a

magnificent fresco by him, which has been barbarously
cut down, and a belfry built upon it : it consequently
cannot be seen without lights and the a^sistai.
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sacristan. Hut there IN another treasure here in the

liistory of art, rendered so nnieh more valuable hy a

discovery lately made, that, though we wen* treating

iilpttire, not of painting, WG niu feu \\ords

roncerninu' it. As Olir uTeat ohjeet is to shou that

Jtaly cannot he known without visiting the smaller

cities, that its arts cannot he studied without such a

plan as will enahle the traveller to commence his

course of application with his tour, and that the

guide-books now in existence are wholly inadequate
for either of these objects, we shall not go far astray

iron i our purpose if we dwell a little longer upon this

instance. In an oratory heloim'iiiLr to the confraternity

of the llniiiclii or /)/xci/i/i,/(((i is one of the fii;

compositions of Pietro Perugino. It represents the

Blessed Virgin seated in the centre, under an open

shed, presenting the infant Jesus to be adored hy the

\Vise Men of the East. The numerous groups are

admirably disposed, the distant landscape full of life,

yet witli all the delicacy of finish characteristic of the

school; and the expression of the heads all that Pietro,

and none since his time, could make them. That of

the "^1 other of God is so beautiful as to be generally
aseribed to the hand of his scholar Ballade. .For

many years it was supposed that the bouse of Pietro

was opposite to this oratory, and that he painted this

altar-piece while a resident in the city. In the mean
time the picture had been sadly neglected, and left

without any covering; some years ai^o it be^an to he

belter preserved, and, indeed, in the most interesting

parts it has not suffered considerably. Some (lennan

c On ono df Pielro's finest pu-tnivs in the Vat ican collect ion, h<^

writes himself IVtrus <le Ca>tro Plebis, that is of Tastel ilella 1'

since declared a city. Mr. Broekedon, writing of J'eru^ia, calls

Pietro its native painter. P. 128.
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artists, who visited it, suggested, as expedient for its

better preservation, that the ground of the sacristy

behind it, which was considerably higher than that of

the chapel, should be lowered ; as the damp had

evidently a dangerous effect on the colouring. This

advice was fortunately listened to ;
for the superior

of the confraternity, to whom the chapel belonged,

Sig. G. Bollelti, was a zealous lover of his country, and

the author of its municipal history. He cornmci

his excavation in 1835, and was soon rewarded for

his care by an interesting discovery. After remo\

some of the earth, the workmen found several earthen.

vessels, supposed to have contained the colours used

by the artist, and with them a small tin case, con-

taining two autograph letters from him concernim;-

the work. The discovery was the more precious as

only one small autograph of his was known to exi^t,

which was- published by Vermiglioli in 1820. These

two we saw with pleasure, on our second visit to this

town, framed and glazed in the oratory. To 11.

who understand the original language, we flatter our-

selves, we shall do a pleasure by taking this oppor-

tunity of giving them the two letters, exactly copied ;

and, for the sake of our other readers, we will add a

perfectly literal translation. The former class will not

fail to be struck with the rudeness of the diction and

spelling of the two epistles, which, however, plac

a favourable light the disinterestedness of Pietro. The

letters in italics are effaced in the original.

LETTER 1.
" Charo mio Segnore, La penctura cho num.

nelle Oratoro de descepraiate ve vorieno a meno duciencto fl

me contenctare de cento come paisano et venticue scubeto

ir- ane venticue lano. et si dicto cotracto sta l>mr. me man-:

jxilrza et le cua <lr a facto et lo saluto. lo Picctro

maiio ]iri|>ria.
IVn>>ri;i \ < ~>04."

(Outside.) "J//<; S'-incco de D( '> de ChasteUo de I'
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My dear Sir. The pietnre winch they \\i>li to have made in the

Oratory >{' the /fisrfji/imt/i ou_;!it \

it, -M) llorins. I

!>lied with a hundred, as Ix-in^ a towiiMiian
; twenty-five

paid down, the others in thi
, twenty-fire ye r, And it'this

ment please, send me the indent niv and the money, and it shall

lie done; and I ureet yon,- I, Peter the Painter, with my ONMI hand.

ia, HO Feb. 15<>l.

" To the. fymlic of the l)i^luiati of('u*t<llo ,h 1

LETTBB 2.
" Charo mio SegE ato me manne la mo]

eol pedone ehe \vrrone a peiietora et t'a la poli/.a pe streneue,'
1 llorene

iaro vent iciie llorene et niente pin me salutare la ehomar et

lo saluto."

"lo Pieetro penetore man., pn.pria I

1

1 de Mnr/o, 1

"
]\Iy dear Sir, On Saturday semi me the mule with the i;nide,

thai I may eoine and paint, and make the agreement tor seventy-five

llorins, and so I will come down twenty-live tlerins, and no n

vSalute my god-motheT, and I greet you, I, Petei- the Painter, with

my own hand. Perugia, March 1, 1501."

The price paid for this beautiful work was, thnv-

t'oiv, seventy-five florins of the Pcruu-iaii currency,

equal to little more than 30, which, making every
allowance for difference of value between that time

and the present, must have been a poor remuneration.

Hence, it had been said that he received nothing for

liis work more than an omelet. But it appears that

two years after it was finished, which from the date on

it was in 1504, the company was in his debt twenty-
li\e florins, for which they gave him a house of that

value a precious tenement, forsooth it must h

been !

All mention of this valuable painting, and of the

many others existing in this city, is summed tip in the

brief notice, that the cathedral contains one painting

by IVrnu'ino. (Starke, p. (JO I.) What we have written

d It is only by conjecture that the meaning of this word can he

made out.

Mariotti Lett. Pitt. p. 17<.

'2 i
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about this city is in truth a digression from the imme-
diate topic which we were illustrating, that Italy is

seen to great disadvantage hy the lover of the arts, in

consequence of the imperfect construction of the books

which direct travellers. We have confined ourselves

to architecture and sculpture, because the illustrations

drawn from them allow some limits ; we dare not

trust ourselves to speak of painting, because the

subject would be interminable.

"We observed above, that besides the information

concerning the arts and their history, which we think

a guide-book should contain, so arranged as to enable

an intelligent tourist to commence his studies upon
them from the beginning of his journey, such elemen-

tary knowledge should be conveyed in it, on archaeo-

logical science, as may assist him in understanding
what occurs in the course of the work, respecting

particular remains. Many, we doubt not, lose a great

many opportunities of improvement, from not having
at hand a treatise upon the subject, especially one

which is practically applied to the objects that a

traveller meets on his way. And in fact, few ever

think of applying themselves systematically to the

study, till they have found its indispensable necessity
at Rome.
But here we may be asked, would it be possible to

find room in guide-books, already sufficiently volu-

minous, for so much additional matter? We reply,

very easily, by first eliminating a vast quantity of

superfluous matter which they contain, by curtailing

much that is exuberant, and by confining the work to

its proper and individual purpose. This brings us to

the second part of our strictures. It is, thoivloiv, our

decided opinion that morn than one-half tin* matter

contained in the guide-books should b<? oxpurmrd.
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Tu the first place all that reirards S)>ain, (lermany,
Northern Europe, and even l

; ran<v, N perfectly Useless

and out of ])lace. For no tra\ellrr in any of th

countries could be satisfied with what ifl \\ritten of

them in Mrs. Starke's hook. Secondly, all that part
>f the Appendix which details the prices of articles,

c., had much better be omitted ;
both as heinir often

inaccurate, and still more us r>iai>lishinu- in every ^reat

11 a niischievous and unjust monopoly, in favour of

such tradesmen as happen to have gained the author's

favour or custom, instead of leaving the matter open
to fair competition. As to the requisites for travellers,

they would be almost extravagant for a party goinu;

to make a tour in Tartary and Siberia. Except for

professed invalids, such inipcdiinenht as an* enumerated

in p. 502, must be worse than useless. By all these

omissions much room wrould be gained, but not sulli-

cient. The great space would be obtained by almost

entirely cutting out the descriptions of Florence, Rome,

Naples, and other great cities. Such a proposition

may appear monstrous, yet it is most reasonable.

This we are convinced is the great bane of all such

works, and causes our tourists to hurry on from capital

to capital to the utter neglect of other places. When
they arrive at any of the cities just enumerated, they
must necessarily procure the special guides published
at them, otherwise they will be sadly deficient in their

acquaintance with them. Nay, generally speaking,
the catalogues of different galleries or local guides to

particular excursions, as Bairc, Pompeii, A;c., help to

11 the travelling library to a considerable extent.

Any attempt to condense the inirnbUia of Rome into

a hundred pages is vain, and therefore is better not

made. But to a traveller who is really desirous of

Italy, how important it would be to him to
-)

j

O
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have in one book an accurate guide to the small cities

on the road, such as either have no particular guide-

book published, or if they have, have it in Italian

only. To collect all these as you travel, is, we know

by experience, a troublesome task : and the result is a

great incumbrance to the carriage-pockets. Moreover,

a traveller should know before he reaches a town what

there is really to be seen, so to make his arrangements,

as to whether he shall halt or go on. This in our

opinion should be the essence, and form the bulk, of a

road-book to Italy. To compose it, it will not be

sufficient to travel from Paris to Naples, making
sketches, and writing a letter-press of inaccur;

superficial, and narrow-minded notes, as Mr. Brockcdoii

has done ; nor to fix a residence at one or two favourite

spots, to which an undue prominence is given, to the

disparagement by comparison of others equally de-

serving detailed notice. This is Mrs. Starke's great

failing.

As to the first, we own ourselves disgusted with the

paltry prejudices which seem to seize upon him the

moment he enters the boundaries of the papal stv

If on his ascent of Monte Somma near Spoleto, where'

the industry of the poor inhabitants has carried culti-

vation up every slope accessible to the foot of man.

till they have reached the boundary line of vegetation,

the poor children with plates of fruit, and cheerful

looks (for so they always have made their appear;
when we have passed), ask him to purchase their little

stock, rather than give them an alms, he describes him-

self as besieged by a swarm of be^ars. Further on,

speaking of the temple on the banks of the Clitumnus
he says: "It is an architectural ircm, placed in a

scene so tranquil and beautiful, that it mi-lit seem

to be a dream of Paradise, hut that the su! his
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'Holiness destroy the illusion: and the observer who
lias indulged in a delightful reverie </". tteepf which

miijit account for the ill-temper of the remark] is

roused by the piteous clamours of a herd of miserable

wretches, more starved, filthy, diseased, and deformed,

than are to be found in any other eountry un

heaven." (P. ll)(,).) l>ravo, Mr. Brockedon ! We ha\e

passed and repassed the spot we know not how many
times, and never had the good or bad fortune to

what has roused you to such select and eloquent

phraseology. A few boys have indeed generally
amused themselves by following the carriage at that

spot, but a beggar we never saw; the bigotry or the

dreams of the artist have supplied the herd and its

characteristics. Farther on we have the following
note: "

Borghctto [a small mountain village] is

a wretched place an epithet that will apply with

justice to nearly all the towns and villages in his

Hoi i ness's territory. Situated amidst the finest scenes,

the heart sickens in looking upon the degraded state

of man under the curse of a government which para-

lyses his energies." (P. 135.) Thus writes a man who
has travelled up to that time, from the frontiers of

Tuscany, some fifty or sixty miles on one line of

road, and who yet on that line has passed through

Perugia, a city abounding in all the elegancies and

luxuries of life, rich in museums, galleries, and public

institutions, far beyond any provincial town in Mn^-

land; through Poligno, the centre of very consider-

able trade, especially in v\a\ and other drOQ
with every part of Italy; through Spoleto, the

cloth-manufactories of which, already very extensive

and ilourishing, are about to receive the additional

impulse of the steam-engine: through Terni, which

in addition to its staple of oil, and every other
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agricultural produce, of which the great facilities for

irrigation enable the husbandman to obtain every year
several successive crops, possesses several branches
of manufacture. Borghetto is certainly a poor villas,

but many far worse will be found in any barren and

mountainous district, in Piedmont, France, or the

British islands: and the cities we have enumerated
are more flourishing than what this prejudiced writer

must have passed between Florence and the papal
frontier. After these specimens of the author's taste

and correctness, we shut up his book. Its plates by
Finden are certainly worthy of a better text. As to

this, we wonder how a respectable publisher, one

particularly who has proved himself so intelligent and

accurate a tourist, could put his name before so flimsy
a composition.
The excellent and amiable authoress, lately deceased,

on whose work we have commented more frequently,

by no means deserves a similar censure. She is alto-

gether free from narrow7

prejudice, and there is no

doubt, that of the guide-books in our language, h

is decidedly the best. But she has had her predilec-

tions which bias her unfairly. Sorrento, for instan

was for many years her favourite summer reside]

and the inhabitants would be well justified in erecting

to her a monument or inscription. Still it is extolled

far beyond its merits, and occupies many panes which

worthier places ought to have shared. Again, ]'

occupies nine pages, while Milan is honoured with

only three, a disproportion which at once convinces us

that a longer residence gave leisure, and excited

inclination, to study and illustrate it more minutely.

By thus proposing to all travellers one or two places

of sojourn, we undoubtedly do an injustice both to

many other places, and to those whom \\e thus mislead
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into the supposition, that what is passed over in silence

has nothing to recommend it.

Still more is this the case, when we confine thorn in

an impasse like Sorrento, with no road hut the sea,

and without any resource for taste except a beautiful

prospect. On the contrary, it is our humble but

sincere opinion, that while the winter may be most

profitably spent where it usually is, in the Tus<

Roman, and Neapolitan capitals, the autumn and

summer residence should be so selected as to give a

range on every side, of pleasing excursions, which

would open to us new and less frequented tracks.

This, Sorrento is most unqualified to do; it is a

corner ; when once there, you have no further to go.

But if the sea and its breezes be such an object, the

coast of the Adriatic will offer a variety of delightful

situations, uniting to these advantages those of most

agreeable and highly cultivated society, in which the

character of the natives may be learnt; a thing

impracticable in the usual summer quarters of our

countrymen.
There is, for instance, Porto di Fermo, deliciously

situated, with orange-groves as rich as those upon the

happy coasts of Naples or Gaeta, in the vicinity of

Fermo, an elegant and polished city, with mountains

not far distant that are most interesting to the natu-

ralist for their minerals and plants. Pleasing excur-

sions may be made to Ascoli ; to Camerino, a city

which possesses a good university; to Tolentino,

where the church of St. Nicholas will interest the

amateur by the paintings of Giottino, and other early

masters; and to Loreto, where, even if his religious

feelings take not delight, ho will find snflieient occu-

pation in the works of art, which the sumptuous
church and its adjoining palace contain. Not far too
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is Macerata, second to no capital for the informal

and courtesy of its nobility, the learning of its pro-

fessors, and the spirit and good management of il

public institutions/ There, a library will be found,

now greatly augmented by the splendid donation made
to it, by its reverend and learned librarian, of a copious
and choice collection of books, equal to the wants of

any man of taste or application.

But this lower part of the coast, supposing this to

be an object particularly held in view, will keep the

traveller rather too much out of the region of anti-

quity and art, and consequently he might select to

greater advantage a residence somewhat more north.

A simple inspection of the map will show the n

central position to be at Pesaro, or rather at Fa no.

For here the principal roads from the north, south,

and west, meet, giving facility of communication in

every direction. It is a town not only well built and

adorned with most handsome edifices, but ricli in all

that can be necessary for a pleasant, as well ;

healthy, residence. Nothing can exceed the fertility

and exuberance of the plain in which it is situa 1

nor the beautiful landscapes opened from the cheerful

hills, studded with villas, which surround it. The air

is most salubrious, the heats are moderated by tin

air, and abundance of charming walks aiford opportu-

nity for exercise. Among its nobility will be found,

as in most Italian provincial towns, minds cultivated

in all the arts that embellish life, and withal courteous

and affable to the stranger, such as make those pro-

vineial sojourns charming. JLonee it is not wonderful

f This city ha> hern ilir !ir>t to publish judicial sta:

province. \Ve have before us two reports for 1885 and 1886, com-

piled by the president of the tribunal, the Manpiis Arnuvtti. ami

arrain,r '<l ' K l'ur t;i
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that ;i larger proportion of l-ji^li-di should be ibund

resident lien* than in any other town that we know.

Though we only introduced the mention of this place,

I' one eligible i'roni its position to l)e the centre

whence to extend a series of excursions into a part of

Italy but little seen or known, we will dwell on it a

little longer, as no bad specimen of the decree of in-

formation which guide-books give concerning what is

to be seen in smaller towns. Mrs. Starke write-

follows: "The objects best worthy of notice at Faim

are, remain* <>f Ir'mmpluil ff)'r/f erected in honour of

Constant ine
;
the cathedral, which contains painting

by -Domenichino
;
the public library ; and the theatre,

which is one of the best in Italy." (P. 2G5.) There is

little enough here in all conscience to tempt any
tourist to stay an hour, or even, if in vclf"/'", to induce

him to make the driver go through the town, instead

of round its walls; and yet that little is full of mis-

takes. Nor till the present has there been any new

U'uide of the town, the old one being extremely rare.

The triumphal arch states on its front that it was in

honour of Augustus, and not of Constantino; who

only built an attic, now nearly destroyed, upon it.

The library of the Eilippini ir<tx once a valuable

collection, but would no longer repay the trouble of a

visit. As to the theatre, it is curious as a work of

art. Its scenes arc real and not painted, and the

mechanism is as complicated as that of a cotton-

factory. Even in mentioning Domenichino's paint-

ings in the cathedral, justice
4 is not done; for besides

tiXteen frescoes by that great artist, which unfortu-

nately have sntfered much from damp and injudicious

treatment, there is a painting in the same church by
Ludovico Caracci, a portrait on a monument by Van-

is now pivparinu' lor publication l>v tin- Count Amiani.
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dyke, and another excellent picture representing the

fall of the manna, by an unknown author.

All this, however, is nothing, compared to the trea-

sures of art scattered over the other churches, and in

private houses ; which, if collected together, would
form a gallery worthy of a capital. For instance, in

the church of Sta. Maria Nuova are two beautiful

paintings of Perugiiio's, one representing
" The An-

nunciation," the other the blessed "
Virgin and Child."

This was evidently painted by him for the very place
it occupies ; but above it is a semicircular lunette,

representing a "
Pieta," with St. John and Joseph

of Arimathea, by the hand of his immortal scholar,

Raffaele ; and under it is a gradino, painted in five

compartments, most probably by the same exquisite

pencil, though attributed by some to Genga. Besides

these gems, the same church contains a painting by
Giovanni Sanzio, Eaffaele's father, and a " Madonna"

by Sassoferata. Few cities are richer than this, in

fine productions of the Bolognese school. By Guer-

cino there are, a splendid
"
Sposalizio" in the church

of St. Paterniano, an edifice worthy of being a cathe-

dral in any city ;

" A Guardian Angel," in that of St.

Agostino, both very beautiful ; and a "
Magdalen" in

that of St. Philip. By Domenichino there is a v

fine " David with the Head of Goliah," in the public

college. By Guido, the Gabrielli chapel in the Church

of St. Peter possesses a glorious painting of " The

Annunciation," which many consider his masterpi

and Cantarini used to pronounce the finest picture in

the world. 11 This church is, in fact, worthy of a pi-

in the capital of the Catholic world, for the richn

of its marbles, its gildings, and its paintings. The

h
Malvasia,

u Vita ili Simon I'anlarim, IVI.-qna pitlruv," vol. ii.

i.
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Trench indeed carried oil' two beautiful pieces of

(iuido's and (iuereino's, but tbe f- <!' Viriani

tliey could not remove. Thev are his iiiasterpie

rv Albani and bis scbolars there are MPferal \\orks in

the clnirch of Sta. Teresa. "NVe pass over many other

line sj)eeiuieiis of art, hy inferior, though still u'ood,

masters
;

k
as well as those by the best, \\hieh are in

private collections, because a residence of some days
would be requisite to see them all, and whoever will

bestow that time will find easy direction to discover

and inspect them.

Here then we have a small provincial city, to the

riches of which the traveller's ^uide-book would U'ivc

him no key. And we may say the same of the many
places within the reach of an excursion. AVe h

mentioned to the north the interesting cathedral of

1 Tlu extent of French devastation in the fine arts can onh

known by travelling in the provinces. Most of the great works

carried oft' from the capitals have been restored, few of those 1 in

smaller towns. The "Annunciation" of Guido was marked for exile,

but the noble proprietor of the chapel proved, by original letters from

Guido, that it was private property. The "
Sposalizio

" was saved by
the same plea.

k For instance, in the Capuchin church are the master-pieces of

Mancini and Ceccarelli, besides a fine piece by Cav. Calabrese. Per-

haps the most peculiarly interesting paintings in this city are the

works of the two Presciutti, Bartolomeo, and Pornpeo, native artists,

who refiiMii t- adopt the changes which the art of painting had

undergone at that time (1530). "Fa maraviglia," says Lan/.i,
"

il

vedere quant o poco curino la riforma che la pittura avea tatta {vr
tut to il niondo. Essi siesjuono il secco disegno di quatrocenti
lascian dire i inoderni. Ne il fii^lio par ehe riinodernass(\ uscito dallo

studio paterno. Ne trovai a S. Andrea di IVsaro un (juadro di varj

SS. che gli potea tai-e onon\ ma nell' altro secolo." (Sttria Pittoriea,

torn. ii. p. 31); Pisa. 1815.) This rirciimstance, of a family who
refused to depart from the old I'hrisUiau style, di ; ion.

Their principal works are the ehurcli of St. Thomas, and St.

all'Arco.
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Himini ; besides which, though itself worth a journey,
there are many other objects of the fine arts in the

city; as for instance a grand
" St. Jerome/' by Guer-

cino, in his chapel, superbly ornamented with paintings

by Pronti; and a beautiful Venetian picture in the

church of St. Giuliano, celebrated for its altar-piece

by Paul Veronese. We need not mention Pesaro,

between these two places, because better described in

the tours. But Ravenna will afford opportunity for a

most interesting excursion beyond both. "Whoever

loves early Christian monuments, whoever desires to

see them in far greater perfection than the lapse of

fourteen centuries could warrant us in expecting, who-

ever desires to study them, unaided by the remains of

heathen antiquity, should make every effort to spend
some days at least in this noble and imperial city.

Erom Rome it differs mainly in this, that your medi-

tations on its monuments are not disturbed by the

constant recurrence of pagan remains, nor your re-

searches perplexed by the necessity of inquiring what

was built, and what was borrowed by the faithful.

Ravenna has only one antiquity, and that is Christian.

Seated, like Rome, in the midst of an unhealthy de-

solate plain, except that its unrivalled pine-fore
a ^hade of deeper solitude and melancholy over it

quiet and lonely, without the sound of wheels upon
its grass-grown pavement, it has not merely to lament

over the decay of ancient magnificence, but upon its

total destruction, except in what religion has erected

lor herself. She was not in time to apply her saving,

as well as purifying, unction to the basilicas and

temples of preceding ages; or rather, she scorned to

upy what she could replace, and therefore, in the

-tivimth of imperial favour, raised new buildings for

the Christian worship, such as no other city hut Koine
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could boast of. The entire preservation of so in

monuments is really wonderful; the mosaics of the

time of Justinian are as fiw], afl if lately finished;

and invaluahle they are to the Chri-lian antiquary.

In the archiepiscopal palace, the chapel u-ed hy tlie

present arehhishop is the same as \\as huilt and n

by St. IVter (
'

h ry sologus ; altar, walls, mosaic ceil

all are in perfect preservation. The same is to he sud

of the ancient baptistery of the church of St. Yitali>,

.ular for its form (being the iirst ornjimtl plan e\er

made for a Christian church), for its pictorial repre-

sentations, and its other works of art ;
and lor tin?

tomb of Galla Placidia, on which, or on any of its

ssorics, 110 profaning band has been ever laid. Hut

space \vould be wanting to us were we to enlarge upon
;uall portion of this sadly neglected city; which

few but professed Christian antiquaries think of goimr
to see. AVe have already shown the new facilities of

communication, with which the papal u'overinnent,

most liberal in this respect, has lately supplied it.

Another interesting excursion in this direction would

be to visit the little republic of San Marino, situated

upon a craguy mountain, and count ing only 7,000

subjects. There are few objects of art to engage tin 4

stranger's notice, unless it be the splendid new church

now building. But the singularity of such an insti-

tution, island-like in the midst of another state, the

severe love of freedom which pervades the little re-

public, and yet the mildness of its sway, the simplicity

of manners in the population, where the councillors

prune the vine, and the supreme magistrate tills his

own farm, must excite and will amply reward British

curiosity. Yet in this little commonwealth there has

not been wanting a wisdom of rule which has pre-

ved it, small but entire, amidst the convulsions and
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revolutions of larger nations ; and when the changes,
so unexpected, of the state that encircles it, seemed to

defy all prudent speculation as to its ultimate fate,

and consequently as to the course to be steered by
the little republic, a man arose, with sagacity and

patriotism equal to the crisis, who seized its helm,

and conducted it safe between the Scylla and Cha-

rybdis of two contending powers, each in its turn

triumphant. This was Onofri, the father of his coun-

try. When Napoleon was at Milan, he had already

prepared the decree for the suppression of the republic
of San Marino, nor was he a man to be easily averted

from such designs. Onofri, however, undertook the

task ; he spoke with the freedom of a republican, and

the warmth of a patriot ; and he prevailed. The decree

was itself suppressed, and Napoleon, who conceived a

great esteem for the ambassador, said to him, "Onofri,

we must do something for your republic/'
"
Sir," he

replied, "the only thing you can dofor us is to leave

us just as we are." The Trench government sent a

message of fraternization to the republic; through
the counsels of Onofri, no measure of reciprocity \

taken ; and a perfect neutrality was observed by it

during all the contests that ensued. Napoleon sent a

present of four pieces of cannon, they were disem-

barked at the custom-house of Rimini, and Onofri

would not allow them to be released. When the

imperial rule was overthrown, it was warmly urged to

the congress of Vienna, to apply its principles, of

suppressing or mediatizing small states, to this re-

public. Onofri sent in a memorial, in which ho vindi-

cated his country from every charge, adduced the

above-mentioned proofs of his foresight in proof of its

blameless conduct, and obtained the confirmation of

its independence. Hut as complaints had been made
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by the papal government that the republic was a

refuse and sanctuary for all oll'enders from the neigh-

bouring districts, it was enacted tliat in future no one

should be allowed to settle within its small territories,

who had not his papers en riyle from his own govern-
ment. Onofri's fellow-citizens would have expressed
their sense of srratitude towards him, by continu!

him in office beyond the usual time. But this he

absolutely declined ;
and insisted that the law, which

required a certain interval before re-election, should

be strictly adhered to in his case. lie several times

afterwards filled the chief magistracy till his death.

In this little town resides the learned Cav. Borghesi,

perhaps the first antiquarian scholar in Italy; con-

sulted in his retreat by the first archceologues of Ger-

many, for his extraordinary sagacity in antiquarian

difficulties, and his vast acquaintance with every

department of classical literature.

To the west or inland part of Italy, a traveller who
had chosen his summer residence where we have

hypothetically placed it, would have a variety of most

improving as well as pleasing excursions. Gubbio,
for example, celebrated for its valuable tables, known
under the name of the Eugubine, would not fail to

attract him. But Urbino, the country of Raffaele,

has indeed been most unbecomingly neglected by even

more enterprising tourists. This probably arises from

ignorance of the roads by which it may be reached,

though various and most excellent. From the coast

there are two, one branching off about two miles north

of Pesaro, the other from Fossombrone. From either

of these two cities it is half a day's journey with the

same horses; and several times a week there is a

diligence eti poste from the former to it. The situa-

tion of Urbino is that of a fortress rather than a city ;
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perched upon the craggy summit of a steep and barren

hill, surrounded by rough unfertile mountains, it

seemed a place of all others most unfitted by nature

to form a nursery of art, or the seat of the most

polished court of Europe. Yet such it was under the

dominion of its dukes, the lords of Monte Peltro. In

speaking of the elements necessary for studying ;i u-

rately the history of architecture and sculpture, we

did not make any mention of that department com-

monly known in Italy by the epithet of the (

cento, or the 16th century. It would be out of our

province to endeavour to describe or characterise it

minutely ; it is sufficient to say that it is peculiarly
beautiful for lightness of proportions in its architec-

tural members, and still more for the richness of

ornament which covers every part, in the form of

arabesques, foliage, trophies, and running patterns.

Much as is to be admired in this style in other
\v.

of Italy, no true idea can, in our opinion, be formed

of it without visiting the magnificent palace of the

dukes of Urbino. Immense as are its proporti<

countless as are its sculptured cornices, pilast-

doors, windows, chimney-pieces, and entire chin

and alcoves, never is there, throughout, a tend*

the slightest repetition, never do the inventive po\\

of the artist (if one) who designed them, appear to

ilaiv, and never does variety of character or inferiority

of taste give rise to a suspicion, that there v

more than one employed. The most delicate hand

has carried these elegant conceptions into executi

and we cannot conceive a better commission to he

u-iven, by any academy of ornamental doi-n, to

artists, than to take drawings or easts of ti

beautiful ornaments.

With such a BQYerdgn M Duke (imdubaldo, it
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seems surprising that the rising genius of llailacle

should not have found encouragement and employ-
incut in liis native city. Many hypotheses lia\e heeii

i'onned to aceonni for this strange circumstance.

ie have thrown the blame upon the artist, as

though he demanded for his retaining ice the palace

of Tier Antonio (Juidalotti, coniiseated l>y the ducal

chamber. But Father Pun^ileoni has shown this to

be impossible, as the confiscation did not take place
till after llaffaele's death. The exhaustion of the

treasury when Guidubaldo recovered his coronet, is

assigned by this learned illustrator of Urbino's glories,

Bfl a more probable motive of the duke's apparent
want of munificence. 1 Raffaele painted several small

pictures for the family, but has left no monument in

his own country worthy of his name. Only in his

humble house is a " Madonna " on the wall, supposed
to be one of the early productions of his boyish d

Perhaps our readers will not be displeased to read

the inscription which points out this mansion to the

veneration of strangers :

"
Nunqimm meriturus oxiguis hisro in a?dibus cximius ille pictor

RAPHAEL natus est, oct. id. Apr. An. M.CD.XXCIII. Venerare igitur

Irospes nomen et genium loci lie min

Ludit in humanis divina potentia rebus,

Et sa?pe in parvia claudi'ru inagna solet."

^Urbino, however, is not without its pictures. In the

church of St. Francis is one by Giovanni San/io or

Sante, into which the artist has introduced his wife

and child, the little Raffaele, about three years of

AYithirithe convent of the Poor Clares, who are obli-in^

enough to hand them out to strangers, are two pictures ;

one of them attributed to Raffaele, but not his; the

1

Elogio Storico di Kaftaele Sante; t'rbin.., is-jj). r . 11

2K
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other interesting from two inscriptions on the hack,

written with a pen. One of them is the simple name

Raffaelo Sante, the other,
" Fu compra di Isabella da

Gobio, madre di BafFaelo Sante di Urbino, 14. .."
" A

purchase of Isabella of Gubbio, mother of Bafiaele

Sante of Urbino." It does not appear from the

inscription, which is equivocal, whether she was the

purchaser or vender. The picture is by BafFaellino

del Garbo. In the Capuchin convent is a splendid

Baroccio, an author whose works cannot be appre-

ciated by only seeing the specimens in Borne. Till

his "
Deposition from the Cross," in the cathedral of

Perugia, is seen, no idea of his powers can, in our

judgment, be formed. Another of his masterpi-

is the "Last Supper," in the cathedral of Urbino, his

native city. In fine, there is here a spacious oratory,

dedicated to St. John, entirely painted by the school of

Giotto, and, in spite of gross neglect, fresh and full of

life. At the church of St. Francesco di Paola are two

Titians, and in that of St. Joseph a fine "
Madonna,"

by Timoteo Viti, the friend of Baffaele. But no

stranger should leave Urbino without obtainin..

sight of the treasures in the sacristy of the cathedral :

one of the few in Italy which, through the zeal of its

guardians, escaped the rapacity of the French in-

vaders. The church plate, almost entirely the uii't of

the Cardinal Annibale Albani, is of c\ i-iety of

form and material compatible with good taste and

splendour. Porcelain, silver, massive gold, a nil XT,

rock-crystal, pietra dura, enamels, and precious
of immense value, have been profusely be>t>wed by
that great man upon the cathedral of his native city ;

most being made out of presents received from fore'

courts. To these are added such an array of rich

embroideries, without number, as the sacristy of the
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Vatican could not display. Having mentioned tins

princely family, which, by its immense landed po^

sions, and extensive pin-manufootoriee, gives employ-
ment to multitudes, it would be unjust not to notice

the generosity and charity ever displayed by its mem-

bers, down to the late prince cardinal of that name.

More than once, when the crops ha\e failed, we ha\e

been assured, by his agent, that he not only rel'i

all rent from bis numerous tenants, hut sent la

sums to be distributed amonLr them, and cut new

roads to give employment to the labourers. Yet,

when the stupid revolution of 1830 took place, one of

the first acts of the new government was, to write a

threatening and insulting letter to tbe benevolent

prince, in Rome, then near bis ninetieth year, in-

sisting upon bis undertaking to build a large palace in

the public square, in order to give
4

employment to the

poor. He complied with the greatest good-humour,
and erected the handsomest modern building in the

city. Notwithstanding this unworthy treatment,

knowing, as he expressed himself, that it proceeded
from "three or four scoundrels, and not from the

people,
" he immediately after accepted the office of

legate there, and closed his days among his fellow-

citi/ens.

Should a traveller, having reached Urbino from the

east, not be disposed to retrace his steps, but desire to

advance towards Florence or Koine, he would have no

assistance from his guide-books. \\Y be^, therefore, to

assure him that be will find, thence to the frontiers of

Tuscany, the most magnificent mountain-road that we

know south of the Alps. It has been constructed at

the joint expense of the Papal and Tuscan govern-

ments, the province of Urbino alone having contri-

buted 250,000 dollars. The oujinccrintj of the read is

2 K 2
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masterly, and the construction quite Roman. It

crosses the highest Apennines, and brings the traveller

to San Giustino, where he may either turn into

Tuscany by Borgo San Sepolcro, or go towards Peru-

gia by Cittk di Castello.
m Neither of these frontier

towns has been found worthy of a place in our English

itineraries, though they will amply repay a visit from

the man of taste. Borgo San Sepolcro may be called

a city of painters, for none, perhaps, in Italy has pro-

duced so many. It possesses to this day many fine

paintings by Pietro Perugino, Luca Signorelli, Pietro

della Prancesca, Raffaele del Calle, and other excellent

artists. Citta di Castello has the merit of being one

of the first cities that encouraged the rising genius of

Haffaele, and had, consequently, the honour of pos-

sessing some of his earliest works. Most of these

hare now disappeared. One of St. Nicholas of Tolen-

tino was cut up, having been much damaged; and

the upper part was bought at a high price by Pius VI.,

and carried off by the French. The celebrated "
Spo-

salizio
" was stolen from the church for which it i

painted, under the Prench usurpation, and forms the

principal gem of the Brera at Milan: a beautiful
" Crucifixion" was sold by the family in whose chapel
it was, and now graces the gallery of Cardinal Pes<

All that remains of the great painter, are two small

standards in the Confraternity chapel of the Bl <-

Trinity, which had been shamefully neglected, and

have lately been most barbarously repaired, if spoilt

be not the truer word. In spite of these losses, there

m As a specimen of geographical accuracy, we may observe, that

the school atlas, published by Dr. Samuel Butler, now on the

copal bench, in the first map of Italy, places not only this city, but

Perugia itself, far within the Tuscan territories.

*
Lately engraved in admirable stylo by firunrr, at Ronio.
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is much left to repay the intelligent traveling -lay of

a feu days, in this pretty and mo^t courteous city. He

will iind many works of Luca Si-noivlli, Kall'aele del

Calle, Rosso Florentine, rinturicchio, and 1'ietro Pe-

rugino, and of many native artists, well worthy of

observation. We do not enter into particulars, as \\e

did of other towns, which have no published !^uide,

IM 'cause excellent descriptions of both these cities have

been published by the Cav. Andreocci, and more at

length by the Cav. Mancini. The gallery of the

latter will not escape the notice of the amateur, who
will be delighted to find there pieces by the first

masters, from Giotto to living masters, including
Eaffaele.

Towards the south of the central position which we
have ventured to recommend as a good summer or

autumnal residence, Jesi, Ancona, and Sinigaglia
would afford further occupation. But ihe last-men-

tioned place has attractions of a different character

from what we have till now described the splendid
fair of twenty days, in July and August, which makes
a residence near it an object of envy to many Italians.

We have before us an animated description of its

scenes, from the pen of one of our countrywomen in

the habit of attending it, which we regret that want of

room, as well as the gravity of our censorious office,

does not allow us to insert. From it we learn that its

origin may be traced to the year 1200, when Sergius,

count of Sinigaglia, married the daughter of the prince
of Marseilles, who sent him, as a present, some relics

of St. Mary Magdalen. This drew immense crowds to

the celebration of her festival on the 22nd of July ;

and the concourse, as was usual in those ages, led to

the establishment of the fair, as it is still called, of

ird volumes, Svo. Perugia, 1832.
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St. Mary Magdalen. Sigismund Malatesta, some years

later, gave it new lustre, and repaired the port, which

had been nearly destroyed by Manfredi. When the

city came under the dominion of the Holy See, it

stipulated for the preservation of its right of fair,

with all its privileges, exemption from custom, tribute,

and fees. The town is built expressly for the fair : its

straight streets are covered with awnings, every house

becomes a magazine, and every doorway a shop. Every
article, from costly jewellery for the noble, to the

coarsest wares for the peasantry, may be met in this

universal emporium ; tradesmen from Venice, Gen<

Trieste, France, Germany, and the Levant, display
their various merchandise; not in small parcels to

tempt the casual stroller, but in bales and cases for

the supply of the inland dealers. Every dialect of the

Italian language, cut into by the rougher tones of the

transalpine, or the guttural jargon of transmarine lan-

guages, is heard, generating a Babel of sounds. On
all sides are greeting of dear friends, who only meet

once a year at the fair, yet are as loud and hearty in

their salutations as though they were sworn brothers.

From a semicircle of fifty miles' radius (the city being

upon the sea) the population pours in, with serious

intentions of laying out their money to some purpose ;

while crowds of llonian, Tuscan, and other idl

come to enjoy a lounge through this bazaar-city, or

partake of its amusements. In the thoughts of the

former, the custom-house officers have a considerable

place ; for as all the merchandise comes in free, and

pays its duty upon passing the gates to enter into the

country, many are the schemes and devices for escaj>

the vigilance of these most inconvenient and incon-

siderate officials. Much that is bought is concealed in

the town, so a< 1<> <'\ad<' the minute domiciliary \
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which clones tin* fair, and then is uradually conveyed
home1

. \Vhat is in use passes, of course, free
; hence

troops of countrymen, tanned to the colour of bron/e,

as ihcy go out of the gates, shade their delicate} com-

plexions from the sun with their new umbrellas; ;m<l

younn
1 men protect themselves a-ainst the chill of

Italian dog-days with well-lined and fiir-collared do

\\rapped dost 1 around them. Dropsies, too, look \er\

common, and pocket-handkerchiefs seem vastly like

shawls. A sudden fashion seems to have come in of

wearing douhle apparel, and many can no longer tell

the time without at least three watches in their

pockets. Vet n-reat is the squabbling, the entreating,
the bullying at the gates; and many faint just at that

particular moment, and cannot recover unless they
drive outside, and feel the country air. In fact, it is

an epoch in the year, to which everything is referred ;

a person is said to have died, or to have gone abroad,

before or after the last fair of Sinigaglia; many know

only those two periods in the year.

But to turn to more serious topics. The situation

which we have pointed out as admirable for any one

who wishes to see a most interesting part of Italy,

will afford, to those who take delight in such things,

several opportunities of visiting the seats of national

industry. At Fassombrone, fifteen miles from Fano,
the steam-engine is applied to the beautiful process of

drawing oil' the silk, the iinest in Italy ; at Fabriano

are very extensive paper-mills, which supply all the

states, and even send considerable quantities ad
the seas; at La Pengola are lar-e carpet-maimi

tories, which now begin to copy the English pattern^.

St. Ippolito, a small village not far from Fassombrone.

is a species of Carrara in miniature, where beautiful

marble-work is executed at a third of the Roman
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prices, and might be shipped for any part of the world

at Ancona.

We have shown how much might he made of a few

months' residence on the eastern coast of Italy. If

the sea be not particularly coveted, Bologna or Perugia
would be excellent central points. Both are ancient

friends of ours, but the latter has less of the capital

about it ; and, besides having within its reach many
of the places we have enumerated, as Gubbio, Urbino,

and Citta di Castello, it is the middle point of a school

of painting that has for us peculiar charms. There

is solid food in this line for many days, and, after

that, pickings for weeks of delicious savour. Then

there is Assisi near, more like a sanctuary than a city,

the town of which, both Starke and Brockedon

write, that it is worth a visit to those that have time ;

especially to antiquarians, because there is a portico

of a temple of Minerva. So says the latter, and he

an artist ! The former tells us, that " the church of

St. Francesco, in this city, contains several pictures of

the old school." (P. 475.) Why, it is not one church,

but three, each enough for one city, piled up one

above the other. Several pictures ! The upper one

is ornamented from roof to basement with frescoes by
Giotto ; and the lower one covered, ceQing and all, by
the finest productions of the same artist, and Cimabue,
his master, Buffalmacco, Memmi, Gaddi, and other

restorers of the Christian art, not to speak of more*

ancient Grecian works. The Sagro Convento is a

thing unique in its kind, there is nothing like it in

Italy, or out of it.

But there is another object of interest to every man
of education who visits a foreign country, its public

institutions. Those who go to Perugia should not

omit the opportunity it give* them of -<< in^ several
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worthy of minute observation. One is the hospital,

with its numerous appendages ; another, the college,

directed by the learned jurisconsult Collizzi. In clean-

liness and good arrangement it would be difficult to

find anything surpassing it in England; tlie book of

illations, now before us, shows us that, with severe

attention to the moral and scientific attainments of

the pupils, is united the greatest care to refine their

manners. and fit them for society. Their examinations

show the extent and variety of the plan of education.

This and the college, or academy, at Urbino, directed

by the Somaschi Fathers, are, we believe, considered

the two best ifi the Papal States. Having minutely

inspected both, we believe they have a claim to posi-

ti\ e, as well as to comparative praise. But the asylum
for the insane is the noblest establishment in Perugia.
Under the paternal direction of Dr. Santi, it has been

most successful in restoring, perfectly cured, to their

afflicted families a very large proportion of the un-

fortunate creatures sent to it for relief. Nothing but

the kindest treatment is allowed ; and a most judicious

distribution has been adopted, separating the patients

into double classes, of rank or intelligence, and of

symptoms. By a report before us, published this

year, it results, that in twelve years and a half there

have been

Admitted.

Men 202
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Much more we have to say, especially as we have

purposely confined ourselves to a small portion of that

state of Italy which is most exposed to the con-

temptuous neglect, or studied misrepresentations, of

tourists and writers of itineraries. We shall bo satis-

fied if we can effect anything, by what we have written,

towards inducing our countrymen to see more of the

smaller towns and cities of the classical peninsula ;

and still more, if we shall induce some competent

person to draw up such a hand-book for traveller-

shall enable them to do this with profit and delight.

It must be no compilation, but the result of actual

observation. Dr. Kitchener boasts that he had eaten

through the whole of his Cookery Book ; Hahnemann
has taken every dose of homoeopathic medicine which

he prescribes; the author of such a book as wr wish

to see must have travelled it all through in person.
p

P [This has been in a great measure done by Mr. Murray's hand-

books of Italy. It has been gratifying to me to kno\v, that this

article was not without its use, in promoting this object.]
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ART. VII. 1. Records of a Rout? through France, and Ttaly ; with

Sketches of Catholicism. By WILLIAM JVAK WILSON, F.A.S.,

A.S.K. London: Is

2. Rom, wie es in Wahrheit ist, aus den Briefen eines dort lebenden

Landsmannes. Yon .1. GOKRES. Rome as it is in Reality,

from the Letter of a German resident there. By J. GORRES.

Strasburg: 1826.

MR. RAE WILSON belongs to a numerous class of

travellers in Italy, who learn their topography from

their hook of posts, their local knowledge from Quadri,

Vasi, or other published ciceroni; their acquaintance
with the morals and manners of the people, from

their dealings with couriers and innkeepers ; and their

anecdotes and history, from their Italian masters.

"We know the race well: they may be seen, with

pencil in hand, minuting down their slender observa-

tions upon the objects of trite curiosity, hanging on

the skirts of groups that inspect the galleries with

some intelligent guide, or extracting information from

artists engaged in copying the niasterworks of anti-

quity. And woe to you, if you happen to tell within

their hearing some amusing or interesting anecdote;

an introduction and the task of repeating your tale,

with the spelling of the proper names, is the smallest

infliction you must expect. Much learning is not re-

quired; guide-books supply the classical quotations/

a We must beware, however, how we rob the school-Horace of its

merits. Tibur and Algidus, and the liospitium modicum of Aricia,
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preceding travellers the feelings, and national partiali-

ties the critical remarks. When a sufficient accumu-
lation of notes has thus been made, upon the covers of

letters and the blank leaves of books, the precious

embryo is either hatched into maturity by the fond

assiduity of the parent, or placed in the hands of some
man of letters, by whom

"
gentlemen's own materials

are made up," and so elaborated into goodly tomes for

the spring consumption of literary England.
All this is well enough ; there may be something now

in the heap of dulness, or many may have no objection

to read the old tale once more. But there is one

topic which will secure the patronage of a party at

least. What reader of advertisements understands

not the catching words on Mr. Wilson's title-page,

"with Sketches of Catholicism?" Who, that has

attuned his ear to the war-whoop of recent itinerants,

promises not to himself, on catching this prelude, a

pleasing music ? Who does not at once foresee that

these "
Sketches," though as much out of drawing as

the engraved ones which embellish the work, are

intended to be its great recommendation with a cer-

tain class of readers ? But if it were known that,

while the author was employed in writing these

illiberal pages, he was affecting a kind and friendly

feeling towards those whom he so unsparingly vili-

fies; that while he was calling the community of his

Catholic fellow-countrymen
" the company of a mux/Jrd

hysena," he was enjoying their unsuspicious hospi-

form favourite points for the publishing tourist. The author of

Records seems hardly aware of this notoriety. For when at H

describing, on a certain occasion, his tour to Naples, as though it

were an unknown land, he observed, "I first \\ent to a place called

Albano, and alter that I got to another called La \\.
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tality, and courting' their unmerited civilities; thai,

while he was traducing their religion, as "an idola-

trous simulation of Christianity,"' he was marked in

his attention to some of the very ministers <,f that,

worship, and was ea-er to secure their co-operation
on some points; we cannot but flatter ourscUcs that

they, too, will ilinn
1

by the volume with loathing dis-

trust, and deplore the deluding spirit \\hieh can cloak,

linden1 a fancied zeal for religion, such dishonourable

behaviour.

But we must not fall into the ollenee \\hieh we are

thus publicly indicting, nor accuse Mr. Wilson of be-

long-in ; to tbe class of superficial observers which we
have described, without sufficient evidence. We will

take an illustration at random : thus he writes :

Uthough now dedicated to the Virgin, the interior of the Pan-

theon looks quite as much like a museum as a church, being decor

with a series of busts not of saints, but of distinguished an

painters, musicians, fiddlers, engravers, &c." P. 328.

Were we not right in saying, that Mr.Wilson is one

of those who gathers his information from his guide-

book, and that, too, from an antiquated edition ? Tor

it is upwards of fifteen years since every one of tin ^e

1) usts was taken from the Pantheon by Pius VII., and

deposited in a new gallery, called the Plnacoteca y pre-

pared for that purpose in the Capitol, and much

augmented by the great Canova. The Rotonda, or

Pantheon, was the church in which a confraternity or

society of artists met for their devotions, and there

they naturally erected memorials to men celebrated in

art. As there are busts in museums, we must sup|

b
Page 6.

c The founder of this confraternity of St. Joseph, a clever ami

pious eccU'siustic, has loiiij nvciyrd a homage not intended fur him.
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that a church with such monuments must look like a

museum; but has Mr. Wilson ever been in West-

minster Abbey ? or in St. .Paul's ? And was his wrath

moved by seeing busts of foets, and those not the

most moral, appropriating to themselves a portion of

the former ? or did he think lieutenant-colonels and

lexicographers less "odd associates" with the Deity
there worshipped, than artists are, to use his own

phrase, with the Blessed Virgin in that temple ? But
with such reflections we deal not at present ; our

quotation is only to show our readers how Mr. Bae

Wilson, and other such tourists, see what they de-

scribe. He speaks of the Pantheon as it was fifteen

years ago, as though it were still precisely the same
two or three winters back. One of two conclusions

we must respectfully request Mr. Wilson's leave to

draw ; either he never went into the church which he

describes, and wrote from books ; or else, that when in

it, he saw what is no longer there. We will not suggest
a third, that he writes here, as often, without caring
much for the truth of what he states.

But we must allow a better artist than ourselves to

sketch, in a light croquis, the little race of tourists

which we have attempted to describe. First, however,

It was his skull which was preserved in the Academy of S:

as that of Raffaele, with Bembo's celebrated distich oil it :

"
I lie hie est [Raphael, tiinuit quo sospite vinci

Eerum magna parens, quo moriente mori."

Rendered so beautifully into Italian :

"
Questi e quel Kaffael, cui vivo vinta

Esser temea la natura, cui morto estinta."

The discovery of the real remains of "the divine painter," has

rescued phrenologists from embarrassment, as they had pronounced
the old skull to show no symptoms of artistic skill, but ratli

cleverness in business.
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"

we will introduce liini to our readers. The (icrmaii

pamphlet, which we have almost degraded hy the

company in which we have placed it at the head of

our article, is in I'.ict anonymous, hut is edited hy one

whose name and character reeeive the homage >f iv-

^peet and admiration from the learned of every religion

on the Continent. Of CH'UTCS we have had occasion

B lew \\ords in another article; we have only
to add, that his abilities, as a prolbund Christian

philosopher, as a learned historian, and as a most

powerful writer, are hut secondary qualities, when

compared to the charming simplicity and unaifected

virtue, which render himself, and his family circle,

the delight of all who know them. 'Hie author of the

letter has looked upon Home, with a mind full of

amiable enthusiasm, witli a devoteduess of aifection

and a warmth of admiration, which lew can appre-

ciate. In a style truly Gorman, he overlooks many of

those objects of attraction on whicli travellers usually

dwell, and seems to delight in tracing the beautiful

characteristics of the queen-city through its most

ne-lected parts, and finding, in the poverty of its

lanes, and even in tin 4 instincts of its brut* 4

population,
the impress of its peculiar features.

In a postscript to this interesting letter, Gorres,

in a vein of sharp, yet playful criticism, compares
the accounts given by German, French, and English
travellers of modern Home. His introduction admi-

rably describes the tourists of Mr. AVilson's mental

stature :

"When the misttv>s of the seven hills ruled the world, first with

the temporal, and afterwards with the spirit ual, sword, tin- hns'

many nation- the mountains, to chastise her dar

lose their OWHj and more than onee she was taken hy st.irm. This

Bee p. lio D u. rol. i. July, 188

2L
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always indicated wrong and confusion in the republic of Europe ; but,

at least, they were only the strong who then girded tlu-inseh

march in war towards Rome; for the empress knew well how to

defend herself, and to resist hostile aggression. But since Typhon

(the genius of evil) has robbed the Capitoline Jove of his thunder-

bolts, and buried them deep in the caverns of earth, the race of

dwarfs have taken heart
; they put their luck-penny into their travel-

ling purse, grasp their little canes in their hands, and inarch resolutely

in troops like mice; and when they have stood before the an

abode of the mighty, and been courteously allowed to enter. they

tramp through all the streets, they creep into every little corner, and

sniff up at every object which is too great for their little eyes to take

in. When they return home, they are not silent, as that (juiet tribe

usually is
;
but they tell wonders about the cave of Cacus,

e which

they visited, and how they found there some of the bones of the

stolen oxen, and smelt the smoke of the flames and lightning whieli

he hurled, and found Hercules's club in one corner. Such mean stuil

does each book-fair in Germany bring us; for these little folk

very industrious, and keep their journals with great care."

Mr. "Wilson's ideas of Christianity and religion

wonderfully comprehensive; all faith, morals, virtue,

and piety, depend, in his system, on one only point

the observance of the Sabbath. Paris and Toulon,

Borne and Naples, are respectively sentenced upon this

head alone; they do not observe Sunday as Mr. liar

Wilson would desire, and therefore they are little

better than heathen cities. It is singular enough that

throughout the New Testament our Saviour should

never speak of the duties of the Sabbath, except to

reprove the severity introduced by the Jews in its

observance. He cures on that day, on purpose t<>

break through their prejudices, and rebuts their mur-

murs in consequence; he allows his disciples to do

what the Pharisees deemed it unlawful to do on that

c The spot where this cavern was, under the A
the show-places of valets-de-place,

(i
. n<>t a tra<v<>t' it

exists.
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clay, and boldly defends their conduct.' It is fc

then, that men who rej)rove the Catholic Church fora

leaning towards the ceremonial la\\, should place the

nee oi' religion in the observance ol' that da\ ,

M-dinu to a Judaic i'orni, reprobated in the \

Testament.

That one, so narrow-minded as this author sho\\ s

himself in e\ery pa-e, should jud^e in this mam
cannot surprise us. lint it is the fault of almost every

tourist whom \ve have d, to mistake thoroughly,
from first to last, the moral and intellectual character

of the Italians. llo\v should it be otherwise? Skim-

mini;' over the surface of fashionable society, ignorant
oi' the lanii'uan-e, jealously excluded from the sanctuary

of native domestic life, coining in contact with ela-

of persons who have shaped their manners so as best

to please such strangers, remaining stationary but a

few months in any place, hedged round with a prickly

array of self-sufficient prejudices, possessing no sym-

pathies of religion or feeling with those whom they

observe, how can they pry into the soul and heart of a

people, who, ardent and enthusiastic, yield indeed

much to impulse, but reserve often a depth of secret

intelligence and worth, which a passing stranger will

not discover ? If the traveller meet with a native on

his journey, and receive from him, as infallibly he will,

unsolicited courtesy, and, if required, disinterested

kindness, he. perhaps, admires that frankness which

waits for no formality of introduction, or notes

it as a defect of character, as a mark of volubi-

lity and dangerous want of caution. P.ut when he

finds, as we have experienced, that such casual and

apparently transient oilices of kindness are Mire to

f Matt. xii. 1 lli: Mark ii. l:i 2s ; .!..],n v. >
- ls : ni.i) 1C,.

1> I. 1'
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lead, if opportunity he given for cultivation, to a

steady attachment, and perhaps a warm and faithful

friendship, the readiness to join the hand will be

naturally attributed to a deeper and better feeling than

mere good nature, or easiness of disposition. AVe

believe no English families have resided in Italy for a

sufficient time to secure their thorough acquaintance
with the Italian character, as seen apart from the

scenes of public society, without its rising in their

estimation, or without their discovering how much it

lias been maligned.
Travellers go forth with a standard formed in their

mind upon models at home. The religion of England
is the religion of one day in the week. The church is

but a useless building on the'other six; its bells are

silent, and its portals closed ; and the religious spirit,

whether pent up, or suffered to evaporate during that

period, is concentrated upon this one; the thought-

lessness of the week changes, by a convulsive reaction,

into a melancholy gravity, and the want of all worship
on those days is thought to be compensated by tin 4

denial of every recreation and occupation, how.

innocent, on that day. Well, be it so. But go into a

country where every day summons the people to do

public service to God, where religion necessarily

mingles with the daily duties of life, where its institu-

tions so surround them as habitually to bring it into

their thoughts, and, at the same time, provide whole-

some checks for total forgetfulness ; where the hand of

God has planted in their bosoms a heart as cheerful

and smiling as their skies, and where education has

taught them to feel, that hilarity and joy are the 1

manifestations of a peaceful conscience; and will you
not bo unreasonable if you expect, that one day should

repress such innocent feelings, and make men viol
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all tnitli of character, or imagine thai Ciod is to bo

honoured on it, with a dillerent soul and spirit from

those wherewith they have served him on the other

nxP Go any morning into the vill Italy, and

. before the sun has risen, the entire population
crowded in the church, and kneeliiiLT durin- the B8IH6

liturgy as i'orms the Sunday ser\ ice, and hear them

raise their clear and cheerin- voices in a choral litany ;

then watch them, as they depart, from calling down
the blessing of heaven on their daily labour, dispersing

in merry groups down the hill, to dress the vine,

joining with the lark in their shrill ritorncllo ; the

little ones tripping in joyous haste, before the sober

elders, in their picturesque costumes, till they vanish

through the side-scenes of mingled vines and oli

to toil through the sultry day. Then when the evening

hell tolls, an hour before sunset, and the 4 labour

them return, fatigued yet cheerful, to enjoy per-

haps some rest at home? No, not till they have once

more met before God's altar, to praise him for his

daily blessing! And when you have every day wit-

nessed this scene, tell them, who have daily stood

before (iod, and therefore have been joyful, while the

sun played fiercely upon them, and the blight nipped
their crops, and poverty and want alllicted their bodies,

tell them that to-day they must look sad and freeze all

innocent joy in their souls, and repress all mirthful

expression, because forsooth it is the day of the Lord's

rest ! They, whom prayer has made cheerful in toil

and fati-ue, must look, and he, -loomy when it brin-s

them exemption from their yoke !

Or visit one of those beautiful villages on its special

festival. In the morning you are aroused from your
slumber by the loud peal of the church hells, and the

discharge of a hundred small mortars, to which the,
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surrounding hills reply by their successive echoes, as

if to accept, on behalf of their inhabitants, the joyful

invitation which the summons conveys. With no fear

that any interruption will come from the weather in

that delicious climate, you wander forth, through a

pure and fragrant air, and admire the preparation of

days, on which all the resources of natural taste and

practised ingenuity have been expended. The trium-

phal arch, erected at the gate, in proportions that

u-ratify an artist's eye, covered and festooned with

evergreens, so well selected as to imitate the architec-

tural members and ornaments of a more solid building ;

the draperied inscription, which tells, in a latinity that

would shame that of English cathedrals, of the glories

of the saint, and the piety of his votaries ;
the neatly-

printed sonnets, warm from the pen of village poets,

which are affixed to the door-posts of the church ;

the band, probably composed of inhabitants, parading
in their rich uniform ; the little knot of peasants who
arrive from the neighbourhood, or issue from their

houses, in all the bravery of their elegant and rich

costumes ; the constant stream which flows from e\ i y

side into the open doors of the church, all this, se< -n

under the cloudless canopy of a summer sky, with a

buck-ground of chestnut-woods, and a horizon of bold

mountains just catching the rising sun, will make you
feel that the religion of these simple rustics is wl.

it ever should be, deep in the heart, yet overflow'

from its full capacity, into their looks and actions,

mingled inseparably with the best and purest of natural

feelings; that it must manifest itself towards God as

filial love does towards man, and 0X{ireu itself towards

the All-powerful and All-\\ise. even ftfl their own little

ones' affections do to them, whom they deem able to

help and to direct them. And these feelin-s \\ ill -4-0 on
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inere isiii^- \\ith the <1 \ on witness the church

tapestried and lighted at their willing COt, the mosl

solemn music which the nearest touns can ail'onl, the

procession \\ith the se\eral eontV;iternit ies arrayed in

flowing robes, with their hanners and d the

evening litany, in which the oru;an is powerless amidst

the choral shout of thousands rinifmix against the

loi'ty vault
;

in short, the arrangement, conduct, and

feeling of the entire scene 4

, \\ill satisfy yon that re-

ligion humani/es, refines, and, to use a stronger word,

ennobles the minds of that peasantry, down to a rank

which, in other eountries, is rude, churlish, and nearly
brutal. The munieipal character of the Italian villai

the riu'lit of local administ ration which they all
|

seems to locali/e the attachments of their inhabitants;

and they know not bow better to announce these

feelings than by displaying their superior taste in all

the concerns of their little commonweal; and re-

ligion, in a Catholic country, is necessarily the channel

through which such a disposition will best be mani-

fested. Those who have 1 witnessed the dignity with

which the notables of the place take the lead in all

church ceremonies and processions, the good order and

respectable demeanour of the poorer peasantry who
swell them with their numbers, and the edifying de-

portment of the poor but pious clergy who officiate ;

those who have witnessed the one, harmonious, feeling

of brotherhood which binds together the entire popu-
lation on such occasions, and through their influence

at all times; they who have* heard witli what true

discrimination the harmonies of the Church-chant

are caught up by the old and young without di-

nance or timidity, will acknowledge that they 1

felt themselves drawn, like ourselves, into the swell of

feeling which heaved around them : yea, and thought
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that they were raised above the dull level of daily

emotions, by finding themselves associated in voice

and heart with the vine-dresser and the mountaineer.

And when thus overpowered for a season by the might
of virtuous sympathy, and feeling the practical dl

of the great Catholic principle, which causes the in-

dividual to be absorbed in the harmonious unison of

the multitude, had any traveller of the llae "Wilson

cast whispered to us about "the buffoonery" of such

religious exhibitions, and "despised us in his heart,"

as Michol did David, when he allowed the joy of his

soul to break forth in signs of extravagant gladi

before the people, we should have been satisfied to give

that monarch's reply,
" Before the Lord ... I will

both play and make myself meaner than I have d<

and will be little in mine own eyes :" s and to stand by
the award of that authority which adds, that "tln'i'<'fow

Michol, the daughter of Saul, had no child to the day of

her death."

But on the character which religion gives to flu;

Italian peasantry, especially in the neighbourhood of

Rome, we must let our German speak :

"This feeling of propriety, which restrains their natural ma
within the bounds of decorum, renders intercourse with the

uncultivated da:-- ;Mc. The- ingenuous and open char

of the peasantry has a most becoming exterior, and elevates them far

above the rustic manners and nncouthness of the eorrespondhiL:

in other countries. Their strong natural sense renders the-

accurate in their judgment, and so just in their principles, that, if \\e

abstract |>>iiive scientific knowledge, which they cannot he sup;

to p 1 look only to the relations of society, little more would

bo necessary to transform them into nohlemen. than to cha

oniu
"

P. :J.

iin, spcalxinu- of the pilgrims who Hock to Koine

from inoiv distant j>;iri-
of Italy :--

Von mu.-t lit and demea;

2 Sam. vi 'Jl.
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of a motlej crowd f r ,

ralj ;
a nnoee natural,

j

stately ami m-hler tread, a more elegant 'nien in

attitude, could not he ^iw-n lv tin- m<>>t ahle B pieture of a

patriarchal serin'. But \\liat is still more interesting ahout the*

that the miiuls of these men an- imt at \arianee \\itli their out .

appearance, as all u ho comerse with them here, and still

more in their native country. 1! 'han that,

the striking <

\pre.-sioii of a piety so . mild, bearing the

stamp of the most simple-hearted honesty, the most unall<

:!!, and of tlu most unprejudiced faith, should lie founded on a

child-like innocence and truth; for it fails not to atl'ect tin? soul of

any one \\lio attcntnely ol>-< OP Ix-haviour in devotion,

yhould see a company of the>e delightful mi'ii, when, after a lon; and

fatiguing journey from their monntains, they lirst entc-r the loi.

for holy city." P. 21.

AVo will not give the author's dcsuripliou : \\v will

only send our ivadrrs to ^lr. Mast lake's charming pic-

ture of the scene, in the exhibition of this year, with

the commentary, that it is hut a correct, IUK- -ted

representation of the reality.

AVe have wandered, perhaps too freely, in the rural

districts of Italy, recording impressions which can

never he plucked from our hearts, and which the

narrow-minded misrepresentations of travellers can

only restore to fresh vividness and beauty. These are

but as the acid poured upon the pages of a laded

11, which, instead of cancelling what remains,

brings hack the traces that time and neglect had

apparently consumed.

If we enter the precincts of the Eternal City, the

power of religion, associated as she ever should be

with the beautiful and the amiable, lays hold of our

mind and heart, and encompasses us with an inspiring

inlluence which denotes the presence of the spirit of

the place. A marvellous combination of splendid

natural scenery, with grey and broken i f ruins

11

[Well known by its eimravii
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the emblems of the enduring and of the perishable,
of the works of God and of man, encircles and adorns

those sacred temples, which seem to partake of the

properties of both erected of the frail materials com-

posing the latter, yet apparently endowed with the

immortal and unfading newness which is the pivn
live of the former. Another may prefer to enter by
the northern gate, and after journeying in meditative

silence over the solemn Campagna, love to rush at

once into the tumult of equipages, in the magnificent
vestibule to the modern city;

1

though even there the

twin-churches which claim his first salute, and the

peerless dome on his right, will make him feel that he

is already on hallowed ground. We should desire,

after musing along the Appian way, in the tone of

Sulpicius's beautiful letter to Cicero, after contem-

plating the total annihilation of worldly grandeur,
which seemed necessary to make a fitting pathway to

the capital of spiritual Christianity to enter by the

southern gate; for there the combination we have

mentioned bursts at once upon the eye. And if we

could select our day, whereon to introduce a friend of

kindred spirit, it should be the third of May. It is

the festival of the Holy Cross ;
and though no holiday,

it would present to him the* scene which we shall

endeavour rapidly to trace. The moment he eni

ihe gate, the majestic front of the Lateran j.asilica

spreads before his eye, crowned with statues, and

adorned with stately pillars. On an ordinary occasion

it looks down upon a green lawn, over which sonic

few religious, clothed in white, and with book in

hand, may perchance be straying. But on this day
the prospect is very different. Standing on the

steps which lead to its porch, you B06 stretching

r , r :

, .;. i'. V "i".
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before you a triple a\enue, skirted by t'lir broken,

pielures<pir city walls, and terminated by a noble

church \\ith a huge square belfry, \\bicli semis natu-

rally to group with thr surrounding aqueducts and

towers oftbe imperial times. This is the ijreat object

of attraction
;

for it is the church which Constant i?

mother raised to preserve the sacred relics of Calvary.

Though the inhabited city is not even in DgfaJ

countless Hood of people, in their gayest attire, pours

from every thoroughfare into thr open space be;

you, and, after eddying within it for a time, as though
it were its reservoir, Hows on in a continuous stream,

through the shady avenue, to the place of its pilgrim-

. The sun, cloudless yet not oppressive, p!

upon the variegated mass, with the riehest diversity

uay lights and sober shadows, and now and then

glances with a dazzling ray upon, the carriage of the

prelate or the prince. The left is closed in by the

curious and precious triclinium of Leo III., glittering

in golden mosaic; then hy a bridge of aquedu* !-.

striding over vineyards and their cottages. But on

your right, what a view! Your eye leaps at once

over the gate by which you have entered, skims over

the suburbless plain which succeeds, and guided by
the straight unbroken course of tombs or arches which

t raverse it, rests in calm delight upon the purple hills,

dear to those who know them, as wore Hcrmon and

Carmel to the Jewish poet. Not sufficiently lofty to

contend in majesty with the neighbouring Catillus or

the I'rencstine hills yet nobly rising from the plain,

they present so bold yet so rounded an outline, such a

just proportion of crag, and forest, and cultivation, as

allows you not to marvel at the towns and villa

convents and hermit aLivs, which Heck their purple

sides with their bright, clean building. Kvery one of
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these white groups has a name in story, and recalls

the deeds of pagan heroism, or the chastest strains of

lloman poesy.
This matchless union of objects, which, single, would

form any other city's glory, necessarily works upon
the mind of the natives, and must overpower the

feelings of the observer. The seclusion of the most

stately and venerable sanctuaries from the haunts of

men, sheds around them a more soothing solemnity
than the groves of old can have imparted to prof; UK?

temples. There is no artifice, no trace of man's false

hand in the austerity which engirds them : when to

reach the Lateran church you have traversed the

Forum, and passed under defaced triumphal arches,

and heard your steps re-echoed from the tenant

seats of the Flavian amphitheatre, your mind lias

been sufficiently sobered, and your thoughts collected,

to harmonize with the appealing Spirit that dw
within its majestic aisles. For, as the Tabernacle \\as

separated from the camp of Israel which surrounded

it, and the sanctuary was again alone in the midst

thereof, so may Home itself be considered as cut oil'

from the ordinary dwellings of men by the band of

solitude? which surrounds her, and then as keeping her

sacred places detached and secluded within herself.

But let us descend from this higher point of view,

and join the throng. Dense as it appeared, you find

it gentle, cheerful, and sedate; no rudeness, no churl-

ishness, no excitement; all seem as but one party,

ivuidcd by one common feeling towards the smie

enjoyment. Here you behold the children sitting in

a circle on the grass, plucking the wild ilouers that

L;TOW around them, to deck the hair of the youiu
and fairest of the company. There you follow a pro-

ion which >lo\\ly \\ind> its \\ ay through the yield-
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ing crowd, to the music of a solemn plaintive chant .

And perhaps you will ask what dignitary that I8,who,

in a simple cassock and scarlet cap, hears a plain black

cross at the head of the pious fraternity ; and you will

be certainly told, lor such thin-s arc not made OUttten

o!' parade, that it is a near relative of the Kmpcror

Napoleon, who never fails to lead those brethren on

this occasion. And if you inquire who is the matron

that, attired in black, heads the sisterhood that fol-

lows, you will possibly hear some name \\hich once

made the Saracen quail on the plain of Damascus or

in the l.ayof Lepanto.
1 The nobleman and the pea-

walk side by side, whether in the procession or amoii^

the spectators, without disdain on the one side or sub-

serviency on the other ;
lor in Ixoin nan

observes, "nn individual of the lowest class i> more

unembarrassed and at his ense, when speaking with a

cardinal, or with the pope himself, than he would be

elsewhere in conversation Avith the secretary of an

inferior man in oiliee. The reason," he adds,
M

is

principally their religion, which makes them all con-

sider in one another only the Christian." P. 3.

\Ve have dwelt too lonu
1

upon this scene, otherwise

\\e should have wished to ^uide our reader with us

into the church, which, however altered by ill-judged

restorations, yet catches a venerable air of stateline^s

from the massive granite columns of its aisles, and
: matchless charm in the lovely paintings

of Pinturicchio on its apsis, and an awful holiness in

the treasure which it was erected to preserve. And
we would bid him contrast the solemn and impressive
devotion within it, with tin 4 cheerful enjoyment with-

out, and see if there be not in the breast of the multi-

k
[The latt> pious and rharitaldr ('animal 1'Vsch.]

1 Tin 1 Colonnns and Dorias.
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tudc a religious sense which can draw them to serious

thoughts, without disturbing the play of natural dis-

positions. For our parts, we see much for other

nations to envy, and much to admire, in this mingling
of religion with the every-day duties of ordinary life

;

we think this union of devotion and recreation, the

walk to a sanctuary so situated in preference to a

lounge in an insipid park, a proof not only that the

people there are more thoroughly possessed of a reli-

gious character than their sabbath-preaching tra-

ducers, but that they understand more truly the

spirit of Christianity; which Providence has blessed

there, as nowhere else, with a power to influence 4 the

affections, through such monuments and such scenes.

But this reminds us that Mr. Rae Wilson is lying

open on the table; and, though loath to turn to him

again, we will try once more if wre can find any matter

for serious animadversion topics for commendation

we 1
! have quite despaired of discovering.

We have discovered him seeing in the Pantheon

what does not exist there ; we shall find him no

gifted with the power of hearing sounds not uttered.

Holy week is a favourite topic with your tourist, lie

will generally express some enthusiasm, real or pre-

tended, in describing the splendid ceremonial, witl.

unrivalled accompaniments of music and the art

design, which occupies the Papal chapel at that holy

-on. Not so Mr. Ilae Wilson ; he glories in having

found it tedious, and in considering it only "inane

pomp." Happy man! to be BO elrvated above the

sphere of other petty mortals, as to find the suhl

strains of Palestrina and Alhulensis "somewhat mo-

notonous" (p. 31 (

.)) ;
the procession oi' the pope and

his eler-v -nmethiim1 ludieroii 820), and tin-

'. or Tans made oi' plumes, which are borne
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beside him, UtOQ M uvular to be parsed over in

silence!"
(
\\ :\'2'2.} But \\\\:\\ can you expect from

one \\ho gravel^ discovers that in Uallaelc^ "Toffi*

figuration,
"
Mount Thabor is like a haycoclf p. -''11);

"that St. Paul's (of London ) is <juile free either from

the n-audiness of paint ini;
1

, or that of coloured marbles

or gilding, so conspicuous in St. lVt- u308); and

more stupendous than all, that tlie "sole proof" on

Avhich Catholics can maintain t ransubstantiation is

the miracle of Bolsena ! (I*. :U8.)

But as to the specimen of Air. 'Wilson's hearing.

Speaking of tin 4 functions in the Papal cha})el on 1'alm

Sunday, he says,

"As soon as his holiness hal taken his scat on a sort of throne l>y

the altar, a lmml ofinstrumental -.-l a choir ruck

up." P. 319. 1"

We tliou^ht (*viM-y child wlio had been in Rome a

month knew that in the Papal chapel no instrument,

not even the organ, is permitted; and certainly }Ir.

Wilson's ears must be peculiar, to mistake the clear,

unaccompanied sounds of the human voice, for a hand

of instruments. Once more, he either did not u<> to

the chapel, or he is a precious observer. Such instances

may appear trilling; but they are important to show

what faith is to be put in such a traveller and others

of his caste, when they even pretend to tell us what

111 As a specimen of Mr. W.'s airurai-v, \vr shall only ohsiM-vt 1 that

the paragraph \\hence this extraet is taken contains no fewer than

three hlumlers. 1. Thnv is in. hand; 2. The palms Messed in the

pope's chaprl are not artificial but real; 3. The procession dor> not

place after, hut h. lore, mass. These are all in a lew lines; and

it onlv required common e\ es, ears, and >< avoid them.

Mr. l\ar Wilson, \vho is so partirular about sabbath obsrr\an<.

his own place of worship, instead of the function which he

as if present: If not, //////
not: Fur the t u o an- at the -

time.
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they themselves saw and heard. What then shall we

say of their authority when they only give us, what

forms the hulk of their narrative, stories, remarks, and

descriptions picked up from others ?"

Were we to attempt the expression of those i< vlinu-s

which Mr. Wilson's remarks on Holy Week h

cited in our minds, we could not keep tliis article

within reasonable bounds. We do not think that any
traveller has done justice to its sacred scenes ; nor do

we deem it possible for even a refined and cultivated

mind to appreciate their grandeur, or fathom the

depth of their pathos, on a first or second attend;'

on them. We shall refrain too, for the present, from

touching on what forms the truest characteristic of

vital Christianity, the institutions for charity and edu-

cation, with which Italy, beyond every other country,

abounds. The evidence before the Irish Committee of

Education contains, we understand, details upon one

part of this subject, which are calculated to surprise

even many who fancy themselves wr
ell acquainted with

that country. Of the charitable institutions we shall

one day speak more at length ; and we flatter our-

selves that a brighter example of substantial, unos-

tentatious charity cannot be found else*where, than

what we shall endeavour to display. No dinners, no

annual reports, no published lists of donations, no

life-governors or patrons are necessary : ii is a dc-

votedness of soul as well as of influence, and a dedi-

cation of the person as well as of the purse, which

constitute there the service of charity. We cannot

understand how traveller should succeed traveller, and

tour struggle in the press with tour for primogeniture
of publication, and yet all should infallibly ovcrl

n AVe happen to know the iu\rntor of <>in- or two of .Mr. V

piquant
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this new and virgin field. \\liich. to one acquainted
with ihc country, lorn is its leading character!-

After the beautiful culn^-ium of Burke upon Howard,

AVC miu'ht have hoped that /v//V//o/'.v tourists, like liar

"Wilson, \\ould have \\ished to tread in the Mep^ ,f

that great man, and spend more time in probing the

Christianity of foreign countries to the c<v. by seeing
how that moral precept \\hieh forms its practical

ice is liest obsrr\ed. Such an in \ est in-at ion \\ould

have spared him many violations of its injuncti-

On the other hand, the man who, like him, obser

nothing in our suhlinie Church services, hut how often

dresses are changed, and genullect ions made and \vlio

judges of a nation's character hy the observance of

one legal precept we know not unto whom to liken,

save to one who, standing in the Roman Eorum,

oppressed witli the genius of the place, and finding

his mind too full with so "
])rolific a theme for moral-

izing," gives vent to his feelings and meditation, by
the solemn assurance that Cu.inpu I'ticc'ino is a good
name for it, because

"
it looks more suited for a cattle-

market than anything like what the
[///*] imagination

is likely to conceive !" (P. 333.)
AVe have confined ourselves only to showing how

the religious feeling harmoni/cs with the rest of the

Italian character, and how foolish it is to judge of it

on principles which would separate the two. It is, in

fact, sectarianism which has soured the tempi
1
!
1 of the

English people in religion, and has led them to imagine

that this cannot exist in the heart without a demure

and formal exterior. Unity of belief and practice, on

the contrary, has an aggregating, harmoni/inu' influ-

ence, the natural eons, -ijuences of which an 1

, mutual

confidence, cheerfulness, and joy. AVhile each member
of a family is reading his own book by his separate

3 '2 .M
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lamp, there will be little appearance in it of either

affection or pleasure, all will seem disunited, gloomy,
and demure ; but when all are basking together under

the same sun, and all attending to their respective

occupations by the light of its universal ray, they will

group together in closer union, there will be more

warmth in their hearts, and a more blithesome glow
on their countenances, and the reflection on each of

the other's happiness will multiply manifold the joy-

fulness of the beam.

To those who should desire to see the spirit of 1 rue

meekness strongly contrasted with the unsparing
harshness of English censure, we would recommend
the perusal of a little work, which we are happy to

see has been just translated into English. We allude

to Manzoni's Vindication of Catholic Morality ; and

we particularly direct the attention of our readers to t he

concluding chapter :
" On the objections to Catholic

morality, derived from the character of the Italians."

In it will be found advice to that people, how to conduct

themselves under the lash of bigoted reprovers, worthy
of a Father of the ancient Church. We ask no better

criterion of the practical Christianity of the two re-

ligions, than the comparison between the tone, style,

sense, and feeling, to be found in the heavy oct

before us, and in the gentle and humble, and un]

tending volume of Manzoni, every page of which U

redolent of the purest and sweetest dim-it v, meekness,
and devotion.

Keating and Brown, 1836.
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ITALIAN GESTICULATION.

I. La Minncd i/fi/li Aiitir/ii inrt-xfit/dfn nrl (.1fat ire Xa
tano. The Gestures of the Ancienta sought in the (iesticitlatinns

of the Neapolitans. By the CANON ANDREA DE JOEIO. Naples :

18::

\Viu:\ Italians converse, it is not the tongue alone

that has full occupation; their words are sure to have

an instrumental accompaniment, in the gestures of their

bodies. You never see, among them, two gentlemen

standing bolt upright, one with his hands behind his

back, and the other leaning on his umbrella, while

they are resolving to oppose a bill in Parliament, or

to file one in Chancery, or to protest one in the city.

You never see an orator, sacred or profane, screwed

down in the middle of his pulpit, or wedged between

the benches of his court, or holding hard on the front

of his hustings, as though afraid of being run away
with by his honourable pillory, and pouring forth

impassioned eloquence, with a statue-like stillness of

limbs ;
unless the right arm escape, to move up and

down with tin; regularity of a pump-handle, or inflict,

from time to time, a clenching blow upon the subjacent

boards. No, it is not so in Italy. Let two friends sit

down to solace themselves at the door of a <<(!'(',
in the

cool of a summer's evening, or let them walk to-.-thei

along the noisy street of Toledo, at Naples; let their

conversation be upon the merest triile, the present

opera, the last festival, or the next marriage, and each
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speaker, as he utters his opinion in flowing musical

sounds, will be seen to move his fingers, his hands,

and his entire body, with a variety of gestures, attuned

in perfect cadence to the emphasis of his words. See,

one of them now is not actually speaking, though the

other has ceased; but he has raised his right hand,

keeping the points of the thumb and index joined, and

the other fingers expanded, and has laid his left gently

upon his companion's arm. Depend upon it, his reply
is going to open with a sententious saw, some magni-
ficent truism, from which he will draw marvellous

consequences. His mouth will open slowly, ere it

yields a sound; and when at last " Sir Oracle" spe,

the right hand will beat time, by rising and falling on

each substantive and verb of the sentence ; and at its

close, the two wedded fingers will fly apart, and the

entire expanded hand wave with grace and dignity

outwards, if the propositions be positive. If negative,

the fore-finger alone will remain extended, and erect,

and be slowly moved backwards and forwards between

the interlocutors' faces. When the solemn sentence

has been pronounced, and enforced by a dignified toss

of the head, it is the other's turn. But the dictum

was probably too vague and general to receive a ^pecific

reply ; and, therefore, reserving his opinion till he

better felt his way, he shakes his head and hands,

uttering, you may depend upon it, the monosyllabic

but polysemous exclamation "Eh!" which, like a

Chinese word, receives its meaning from its varying

accent. The active speaker perceives that lie has not

carried the outworks of his friend's conviction, and

addresses himself to a stronger attack. He now

assm&es the gesture of earned remonstrance; his two

hands are joined palm to palm, with the thumbs de-

id the lingers closely glued together (lor
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the former erect, and the little linger* detached,

and especially were they moved up and down, the

ture would signify not to />/'</ hut to />/v/y, heiim
1

the hieroglyphic lor a donkey i ; and in this position

they heat time, moving up and down, while the head

is thrown hack upon the riijit shoulder. \Ve can hear

the very words too here
; they be-in for certain with

"obbiapazienza,"* & reproaehl'ul expostulation; after

which follows a more 1 energetic repetition, slightly

varied, of what had been previously ur^ed ;
and.

tlu 1 sentence closes, the hands are separated, and fly

apart. If the point is not carried, the reasoning is

enforced by a more personal appeal. All the fingers

of the right hand are joined together with the thumb,
and their united points are pressed upon the forehead,

which bends forward towards the unconvinced and

incredulous listener, while a new form is given to the

argument. This gesture is a direct appeal to the

common sense of the other party ;
it is like intimating,

that, if he have brains, he must understand the reason-

ing. Further obstinacy would lead to altercation;

and assent is yielded by a slow shrug, with the head

inclined, and tin 4 hands separately raised, the palms
turned downwards. " E vero,"

" h rogione," or

"nun .sv ])iu} in><j<ire"^ are doubtless the accompanying
words.

All this is a quiet, friendly scene : and, indeed,

then 1 are one or two more decrees of intensity of

expostulation, and energy of gesture, which mi^bt be

used, but which we pass over lor fear of becoming
tedious. Hut when the topic of conversation is more

exciting, and the feelings of the speakers are more

interested, gesture BUCCeedfi gesture with wonderful

a " Boar with inc." lit, Tally "have paticm-
b " It is true you are right it is umleiiiahli'."
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rapidity, and with bolder action ; the head and trunk

shake and writhe sympathetically with the agitation
of the limbs, and long before an angry feeling has

been expressed, a stranger fancies that they are in a

towering passion, and considers their motions as the

senseless and unmeaning convulsions of two madmen.

Now, all the time not a finger is moved, not a shoulder

shrugged, not a lip compressed or curled, but by rule ;

that is, without its having a determinate, invariable

signification.

The book before us undertakes to classify and de-

scribe these various gesticulations, with reference to

the Neapolitans in particular. But our observation

has satisfied us, that, with few exceptions, they may
be considered the conventional language of all Italy.

We have found them everywhere but little varied;

and in compensation for such as may be peculiar

to Naples, we have noticed several, omitted by the

learned and amiable author, but common in other

parts. The Canonico De Jorio is well known to most

of our countrymen who have visited Naples, as much

by the cheerful courtesy, which his knowledge of our

language enables him to exercise towards them, as by
his learned works upon the antiquities of that

and its vicinity. The present work is drawn up in

the form of a dictionary, and gives, in alphahe;

order, the different gestures by which every passion,

feeling, and idea, is ordinarily expressed. Considered

simply in this light, it is an amusing work to am

sufficiently conversant with Italian manners. Bir

title suggests that it lias a higher aim, and attempts
to trace in these modern i he action of the

ancients. In fact, almost every ires tu re deserihed by
the classical authors remains yet in use. with the same

signification. But the learned author has sought, in
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this conformity between ancient and modern Italians,

the explanation of mute monuments on which the

relative positions and lee linns of the li^ures repre-

sented, can only be conjectured from the action \\hieh

they use. Having established that in -eneral the

same gestures have al\\ays expressed the same idea,

lie examines under what feelings the action exhibited

would now be used, and thus decides its meaning on

the monument.

These remarks naturally suggest an interest i

question, to what cause are we to attribute this

mblance between the ancients and moderns?

AVere these expressive and almost speaking gestures

originally invented, and then perpetuated to our times;

or are they the result of a natural connection between

themselves and the ideas they represent? Are they,

in other words, conventional or instinctive? To this

we reply, that they are manifestly of both characters.

Some are doubtless of the latter class such as striking

the forehead in disappointment, or pressing the h<

in protestation of sincerity or affection. Others are

clearly artificial, such as the expression of " to-mor-

row'
'

by a semicircle formed in the air by the fore-

finger drawn from below upwards. This sign repre-

sents a diurnal revolution of the sun, to be completed
before the event alluded to takes place. Even here,

however, we have a clear reason for the symbol; and it

is not dilllcult to discover one in every other instance.

In order to ascertain it, we must observe that these

gestures primarily are used with words, and form the

usual accompaniment of certain phrases. For these

the gestures become substitutes; and then, by associ-

ation, express all their meaning, even when u-ed

alone. Again, these phrases are often metaphorical,
and the gesture represents their literal meaning ;

and
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thus becomes, when applied to the figurative, a real

metonymy. A few examples will illustrate this

observation.

Hunger is expressed by beating the ribs with the

flat of the hands. This signifies that the sides meet,

or are weak from want of something between them.

But hunger is a child of poverty; and hence the

parent comes to be represented by the same sign.

The connection between the organ of smelling and

sagacity is traceable in this latter word, which literally

signifies the power of following objects by the scent,

as hounds do. The ancients expressed the want of

acuteness, or the infliction of a hoax, by reference to

the nose;
"
suspendere naso," to hang by the nose,

is a well-known phrase in their writings. On the

other hand,
" emunctce narls homo "

signifies a quick-

scented acute critic. This connection of ideas, real or

imaginary, is expressed amongst us, and in Germany,
in the same manner as in Italy. The thumb applied

to the side of the nose, with the hand extended, indi-

cates, as Cruikshanks well knows, that the party

aimed at is little better than a goose. With us, how-

ever, the action has no corresponding phrase from

which its signification can have been drawn. Tin

to be found in Italian, in which even good writers

express the idea "he was tricked or deceived," by
"e restato con un? jjolmo <ii 0o*0,"

" he was left with

a palm's length of nose." It is manifestly this idea

that is expressed by the gesture, which literally de-

scribes it, and then follows it in its metaphorical

acceptation. The Canonico De Jorio supposes the

expression to have arisen from the manner in which the

face is thrust forward, with a u-apinic mouth and

staring eyes (illustrative characteristics never omitted

with the gesture), when a hoax is di 1. (P. 7
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Any caricature of coekne\ sportsmen \\l\\ surest a

more natural explanation, i'roni the simpleton expn-s-
sion which the countenance has, when its middle part

protrudes excessively.

Uut the same useful or-an
givefl HM to another

similar figure. Suspicion is expressed, and you are

put upon your guard against a person, by the fore-

finger of the riirht hand beini* placed upon the side of

the nose. If you impure about a person's principles,

and are answered, as we remember to have been, by
this action, you understand that he is

"
tainted, not

sound;" and the corresponding Italian word "/>/':

expresses the meaning. On one occasion, when in Italy,

we were drawn into a species of altercation, by a person
who was generally known to be tiresome and fond of

dispute. \Ve were not aware of this trait in his other-

wise estimable character ; but a friend wbo saw us

getting entangled, walked to and fro before us, but

behind the other contending party, making this sign,

as though with no particular object. We understood

the hint, drew off our forces, and beat a retreat as

quickly as possible.

We have seen how the passive participation in a

deceit is described; the active voice has also its ex-

pression corresponding to an idiomatic sound. To

convey the idea that an individual is deceiving you, a

friend will simply place his fingers between his cravat

and his neck, and rub the latter slowly with the back of

his hand. In the Neapolitan dialect the expression is,

"I'd- m< lmtt<i dnifo <(/lo ci'(tr<it(i,io" or '

:

"

"
lie has put it wit bin his cravat," or " down his throat."

The expression corresponds to our terms to cram and

to siralloir and the gesture represents, most practi-

cally, the enlargement of the oesophagus necessary for

conveying the deceit down the patient's throat. Hence,
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another symbol of the same idea consists in opening
the mouth, and pretending to throw something into it

from the united fingers of the right hand.

Almost every gesture may thus he traced to some

proverbial or idiomatic phrase, as several other in-

stances in the course of this paper will show. It is

indeed necessary sometimes to travel through a long
chain of ideas to comprehend a sign. Let us suppose
a youth at a window, invited by one in the street to

come down and walk, by a beckoning not as amongst
us with the fingers upwards, which would only mean

salutation, but with them turned downwards, and

repeatedly moved towards the palm. He answers by

placing his hand, with all the fingers apart, before his

face. What does this mean? Why, he thus repre-

sents himself as looking through the barred window
of a prison ; and so, communicates to his friend, that

domestic authority confines him to the house. In the

neighbourhood of Naples, your carriage is sure to be

followed by a covey of brats, who, well aware that

you probably do not understand their slang, trust

much more to the graphic language of gesture to

excite your pity. Por this purpose, they dispose their

fore-finger and thumb in the form of a horse-shoe,

and apply their points first vertically above and below

the mouth, and then horizontally to its corner-, alter-

nating the movement with pvat rapidity. I iii'ortu-

nately, the ludicrous woe-begone expression of i

which accompanies the action, usually destr

intended pathos, and prevents oven an acute observer

from penetrating its poetry. It signifies that the

mouth has been cross-barred or sealed up; in other

words, that the suH'erer has had nothing to eat 1'or a

time.

\Ve remember observing a remarkable in-
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quickness in tin- applicat ion of a symbol to a cnmpli-
.1 idea, in a ra--ed little hoy at QenOS, wh

perseverance in mendicant .supplication \\ as re\\ arded

by an KiiLrlishman with a miserable copper-
ioil coin, hall' as thin and half as lar-c Bi a \\afcr. An

KiiLrlish bei^ar would have, perhaps at once Lfi\en

vent to his indignation hy thro\\in^ it on the ground ;

not so the little Italian. He placed the coin delibe-

rately on the palm of his hand, brought it to the

level of his month, and, with a roguish look at the

i:i\er, blew it a\\ay by a sharp pull' upon the ground.

To blow towards a person or thinir is a strong

pression of contempt ; BO that additional emph:
was Lnven to the less refined mode of rejecting with

disdain. But, at the same time, the action substanti-

ated its own motive: the urchin most scientifically

proved the cause of his discontent the Jujhtne^s of

the present. We believe it had a still better ell.

it drew a larger coin out of the amused gentleman's

pocket.

To illustrate the extent to which this method of

expressing ideas may be carried, we may imagine a

question, and see how many ways it may be answered.

Suppose, for instance, that we wish to ask after the

health of one who lies sick in the next room. The
attendant's finger pressed upon the lips indicates the

necessity of preserving silence. Well, a toss back of

the head, with inquiring eyes, and turning towards
the door of the room, sulliciently asks the question,
"How is he?" The servant stretches out his hand,
with the palm downwards, and the fm-ers sli^htly

apart, and shakes it from side to side. This means
" cosi c< "so, so." II' he moved it more. BO B8 to

describe a curve in the air, by turning it at the

c De Jorio, p. 120.
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the signification would be "
alti e bassi" "ups and

downs," that the patient's state varies considerably
from time to time. A shake of the head with a smack

of the lips, or with a certain indescribable guttural

groan, would indicate that he is very ill : both the

hands raised, and, as well as the head, agitated from

side to side, would denote that there was no hope. If

the movement of both were upwards, it would signify

a great improvement. In these gestures, ho\\evT, the

expression of countenance, and especially the eyes,

would play an important part. Suppose the assistant

to place his cheek reclining upon his right hand, with

his left placed under the right elbow, he thereby tells

you that the patient sleeps. If he raises his little

finger, pointing upward, and says,
" He is thus," you

understand that he is reduced to a skeleton. When
at length he answers your inquiry by cutting the air

with his hand in the form of a cross, you know at

once that further inquiries are useless ; their object is

no more. And this sign metaphorically expresses the

end of a project, the failure of a "
concern," the loss

of a lawsuit, or any other termination of sublunary
affairs.

Ask, now, for example, the character of a man with

whom you have to deal, and suppose your adviser to

prefer answering by signs : If he place his finger on

his forehead, he tells you that he is a man of sense ;

if he press his thumb against his temple, leaving the

open hand to stretch forward from the side of his faice,

he indicates his affinity to the long-eared race. If,

with his fore-finger, he draw down the outer corner of

his eye, he intimates that he is a cunning rogue, with

whom you must be upon your guard; literally, that

he squints, and you can never be sure which way he

looks. To denote that he is an honest and upright
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mini, he will stretch out his hand Meadily, joining tin-

tips of his thunil) and lorc-iiimvr, as if holding by
them scales nicely balanced. If, on the other hand,

lie hook together the little tinkers of both hands, and

move these forward, BWWving from side to ride, and

shaking the other tinkers, he means to inform you that

he is like the crab, -which his hands mimic, tortuous

in his ways. 'Hie thumb pressing on the first joint of

the lore-linger, as if cutting it off, means that lie is

"
only so large," a man of narrow ideas and little

mind. The expressions for good or bad are more
diilicu.lt to characteri/e, as they depend much upon
the countenance. The negative shake of the fin.

with a lace expressive
1 of aversion, will mean the

latter; the hand thrown upwards, and the head back,

with a prolonged "Ah!" the former. If you ask

what is become of one whom you have not seen for

some time, you may be answered without a word,
should the truth be disagreeable. The hand placed

forward, and stretched out, with the little finger

towards the earth, and so moved up and down, as if

cutting the air vertically, signifies that he is gone away ;

and the frequency and deliberation of repetition den-

proportionably greater distance. But if the hand,

instead of being before the breast, be brought round

to the left side, and so make the motion edgeways,
directed behind the speaker, it means that he has run

awav stealthily and escaped. If, placed before, it

descends smartly and obliquely, as if cutting some-

thing, towards the left side, the meaning is, that he

has been punished in some way : if the fists be

clenched, and the two wrists crossed over one another,

you understand that he is in prison.
We will only put one more case, which concerns the

most engrossing of all conversational topics, money.
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You will ask if a man be rich or not, by an inquiring

glance and nod towards him, at the same time that

you strike your pocket, or rub the points of finger and

thumb, as though counting out money. Your silent

friend, by the proper nods, looks, and motions of the

hands, tells you "no," or "so, so," or "exceedingly,"
which last is expressed by a toss of the hand and head,

and a half sort of whistle, or something between that

and a hiss. Well, suppose the latter; you ask by
word or by look, how he has become so. Your

informant, with his thumb, rubs his forehead from

side to side, to signify that it was by the sweat of his

brow, his industry and application. But perhaps he

does not raise his hand so high, but takes hold of his

cheek between his thumb and closed fingers, shaking
the hand. That informs you that he has made his

fortune by bribery and peculation.
3 He may come

lower still, and, doubling up his hand, put his thumb,
bent like a hook, under his chin ; and you shall under-

stand that he has taken advantage of others' necessi-

ties for his profit, having placed a hook in their jaws.

Or, the two clenched fists are pressed strongly upon
the chest, which means that he has been avaricious,

or, analogously to the action, "close-fisted." In fine,

the fingers are drawn in and closed, beginning with

the first, and so to the last, making a species of curve,

and the signification is, by theft and robbery. Should

the answer have been unfavourable to the person's p<

niary condition, and you inquire the reason, as he**

d
[This alludes to the Italian expression for this mode ol

riching oneself. If a person in office, or in favour, receives what are

called dm/rt'urs, it is said of him, "mangia" (or more vulgarly
"
mayna"), literally

" he cats ;" and such extortions are call

f/rrir" The strongest phrase to describe such abuses is
"
mangia

Voxso del collo" " he eats up a person's neck-bone."]
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known once to have been rich, the reply max he no

\m-ir<l. Kor instance, \our informant, joining all

the linn-crs of one or both hands to-ether, afi hi'

to be more or less emphatic, brings their tips urar

mouth, and then, bloxxini: on them a lon^ deliberate

])ull',
with swelled cheeks, withdraws and tin-,

them open, as though the\ were blo\\ n asunder and

iered by the breath. This naturally indie

that the fortune of \\hich yon asked has been dissi-

pated one hardly knows how, but by general in-

attention. Should he close up his list, and, throwing

hack his head, point repeatedly with his extended

thumb towards his month, he will assign drink as the

sad cause. Should the same u-esiurc be made with

the united points of all the lingers and thumb, more

solid extravagance, by eating, will be denoted. In

fine, if, closing his left hand before his breast, as if

holding something tight between its thumb and fore-

finger, he, with the same finger of the ri-ht equally

shut, appear to draw that imaginary thing out with

difficulty, the meaning is, that gambling lias been the

ruinous practice; for the action represents a trick

which gamesters have in drawing out a card from

their hand.

These examples are sufficient to prove how exten-

sive, accurate, and useful this system of signs must be.

It will be easily understood that every passion and

its consequences, love and hatred, pleasure and irrief,

menace and imitation, hope and despair, has its

irraphi'- symbol, as have all the ordinary relat ion

things, time, space, and circumstance. There ;nv,

too, a thousand mimic si^ns, which are more pmvly
imitative, which the occasion SULK'S is and auai

assists to interpret; for the metaphorical nvstures

cannot he varied. In. ^Naples, too, there is one class

3 '2 N
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of them which we have omitted, because they would
have led us aside into a curious and not unamusing,
but certainly irrelevant, subject ; that of the belief in

Jettatura, or the evil eye, of which these gestures are

the counteracted. 6
It is evident that a people pos-

sessing a language literally at their fingers' ends,

must express themselves with wonderful vivacity on

all occasions, and possess a resource for communicating
their ideas under many circumstances where speed i is

impossible, and where Englishmen must be silent, or

spell words on their fingers by the alphabet of the

deaf and dumb. A curious example occurred of this

utility of gestures some years ago. When old Fer-

dinand, the darling of the Neapolitans, returned to his

capital after the foolish revolution of 1822, he pre-

sented himself at a balcony, to the assembled multitude

of repentant and delighted lazzaronl. Neapolitans
never speak, they always shout; and, in newspaper

phrase, to obtain a hearing was, on this occasion, out

of the question. The king, however, was a thorough

Neapolitan, and understood the language of the

fingers, if he did not that of flowers; so he made his

address, for we cannot call it a speech, in it. lie

reproved them for their past naughtiness, he tin

ened them with greater severity if they a^ain mis-

behaved, and, after exhorting them to good cond

ordered them to disperse and go home quietly. Ev

gesture was understood, without a word, amidst the

most deafening sounds. Now, how useful would such

an art be upon the hustings sometimes. We fancy \\
i

could easily compose a ///"///' address to a boistrr

constituency; in \\hieh, spite of all clamour from the

rival party, we could express the usual routine and

common-place Hl'usioiis of patriotism and /eal : could

pp. 89, 12n. i:>.vir/j.
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satisfactorily pro\e on our liimvrs that our competitor

unworthy of all confidence; and, with some aid

from llu> nose and cheek, establish an undoubted

claim to preference. A little slei^ht-of-hand would

thus j)la<v the luo^t asthmatic candidate on a lc\d

Avith the most stentorian dcma-o'

Hut in Italy this dramati m need not

taii-ht, it is learnt spontaneously \\ith the lan-ua-e.

AVe ha\< little -iris . lit repress the

forwardness of a yoir >mpanion, with a dignity

ttitude and correctness of action, which would
have become an Klectra or a Lady Macheth. N

\ve have heen still nion 4

])ii//led 1)\ seeing a blind

man, tin* appearance of who- convinced us that

he had never enjoyed slight, make the very geetn
which w< 4 have described, as correctly as if he had

learnt them by imitation, and not by intuition. Often

the ii-esture is not perfectly made, but only indicated

by approximating to the attitude it requires. It is

thus better concealed from those who are not meant

to perceive it, and forms a sort of dcmottc to the

hierou'lyphical expression, in which the symbol is

rather hinted than actually represented. Hut the part

which the eye plays in this noiseless loquacity is most

important, yet most indescribable. In Sicily, indeed,

it is so powerful as to supersede all other means of

communication; for long and complicated interviews

may be carried on without any other aid. It is

believed that the Sicilian Vespers \\ere concerted,

throughout the island, without the exchange of a

syllable, and the day and hour for the indiscrimii

massacre of the Trench fixed by interchanges of lo

and perhaps a feu si-'iis. Thus we in; that if

the Italian communication by gesture is a species of

telegraph, that of the Sicilians resembles mor
'2 N L>
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system of signals by lights, equally complete, though
more difficult to describe.

In discussing this subject we have drawn more

upon our observation than upon the Canon's book,

which, however, has ever been at our side, to form a

corrective, when necessary, to our recollections. There

is another part of his task in which we would gladly
follow him more closely, did room permit : in the

application of modern gesture to the illustration of

ancient art. But we know not how we well could do

this without copying his plates, which are almost

necessary for fully understanding this part of the

subject. Suffice it to say that his researches prove
the system of action to have been identical in ancient

and in modern Italy. The different positions of the

hand described by Quintilian, Apuleius, and other

classic authors, are yet in use ; the figures painted in

the celebrated Vatican Terence represent the very
action which would now be employed with the words

they utter; and the scenes on Greek vases, or reliefs.

tell their own story to an eye practised in the m
terious language of gesture.

This, we apprehend, is enough to give some real

interest to what we have treated in this artielr

matter of mere curiosity. For it must be ns im-

portant to the antiquarian to decipher this symbolical

speech, as the crabbed legend, over wineh lie may

pore for hours, till he fancies he has made a plausible

conjecture. But there is another aspect under which

this subject may be viewed, of still more general

interest; we speak of its utility in understanding and

appreciating later Italian art. On this point De .)<>ri<>

has naturally said nothing, because it regards ion -i^ners

rather than his own countrymen, who understand it.

"We could easily give instances of this application of
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Italian gesture to works of art
;
we will content our-

selves with one drawn from a real maMer-piecr, the

most 8p<'< /////// picture probably ever painted. l.'niver-

sally admired afl Leonardo da Vinci's "Last Supper"
ne of its principal beauties will l>e overlooked if

the action of the li-ures, as eKpIGittVe of their words

and sentiments, be not understood. Take, for instance,

the tin-lire of Judas. The (Juspel uives US two eharae-

t eristics of him, that he was a thief, and carried a

purse.
1 The latter mark W*& easily sei/ed on by every

painter, and meant as emblematical of the first. Yet

the sacred text represents the two as distinct. The

genius of Leonardo alone contrived to keep them so in

painting. In his right hand the traitor holds a pur
hut his left is extended and slightly curved, in the

very position we described as denoting theft, which in

reality is imitative of the pilferer's act in dra\\ ing to

him, and inclosing within his hand, the thing which

he steals. The painter too, by a clever device, left no
doubt of the import of the action. For while all the

rest of the bread on the table is of a coarse quality, he

plaeed one white loaf just beyond Judas's hand, as the

object towards which it was tending. By this simple

expedient, he not only defines the action, but gives
us the most contemptible and detestable idea of the

avaricious wretch, who could thus take advantage of

the confusion which his master's home-driven declara-

tion of a traitor's being among the company, made to

pilfer a miserable morsel of finer bread. And in fact

his attitude seems to represent him as looking round
to see whether all are so engaged, that his hand,

moving in an opposite direction from his rye, may
perpetrate the theft.

If from this perfect incarnation of baseness we turn
f John xii. 0.
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to the principal figure, the purest and sweetest ex-

pression imaginable of superhuman excellence, we
have the attitude and action exactly required in loving

expostulation ; the hands thrown down witli the palm
upwards, and the head bent forward and inclined to

one side. No other action could possibly so well

express the words :

" One of you is about to betray
me." It was a master thought of the artist's to so

this moment for the subject of his picture of the last

supper. Generally the institution of the 11<

Eucharist is chosen, which allows no room for the

play of human passions, and must unite the expression
of all the countenances in a common sentiment of

love and adoration. But the moment here chosen,

immediately after our Saviour had uttered the words

just quoted, admitted every variety of expression, and

a greater action. On His right we have St. John in

the deepest attitude of affectionate grief, that is,

with his hands crossed into one another. g But Pet

predominant feeling is fervid zeal; pressing upon the

back of Judas, treading upon his brother's foot, he

urges John by the most energetic gesture to ascertain

exactly who the traitor is. Any Italian would at once

understand this upon seeing the fore-finger ]>n

upon John's breast. At the same time, his rin-ht arm

akimbo, with a knife in its hand,
1 ' too well expresses

a determined purpose of defending, if n . 1>\

violence the life of his master. Another of the apos-

& De Jorio, p. 203. " Palmulis in alternas digitorum vici-sitm;

connexia, ubertim flebam," says Apuleius, p. 43. St. Gregory ftl

butes the same attitude to St. Scholastica, when her 1"

her request that he would stay with her: "
Insertas digitis manus

super mensam posuit," the very attitude of John in th-

h See De Jorio, p. 200. It has boon sometimes supposed that the

knif- :' addition, when the paintini:
''

! in eiiLri;
'

erior to the oldest rctouchii
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ties, however, meant lor Jan his shoulder to

draw him back, while of the two other ii^mvs on that

. Andrew raises his hand in an attitude <-\]>re->sj\
,>

of astonishment mingled with liorror : and Philip,

standing up, leans i'orward to ascertain the MfOM trf a

commotion, which his distance has not allowed him to

bear. On the other side of our Saviour there is equal

expression : one apostle is in the act of asking earnestly
who is the wretch, and .hide, beside him, no less

earnestly protesting his own innocence. His head

leans on one side as he presses bis bands to his bosom,

appearing at the same time to open his rest, desirous

to lay it bare before his master. The last li-nre on

this side manifestly expresses that he considers the

tiling impossible, the position of the hands and bead

are such as, in Italy, would signify such a doubt
;
and

the person standing up, by pointing with both his

hands to our Lord, while his head is turned towards

bis incredulous companion, no less plainly ansv

him, by appealing to the express declaration of their

Redeemer. Another between them is more calmly

assuring him of the fact.

AVe have dwelt upon this sublime work of art, and

selected it from a thousand others, both on account of

its truly eloquent character, and because it is better

known than most pictures, through the many prints

and even medallions published of it. It is evident

that an artist who wishes to paint an Italian scene, or

who desires to rival the expressiveness of the LJT

masters, should be fully acquainted with this lan^u

of signs, as practised in their country. Instead of the

dry and almost inanimate colloquies held amonsr us,

every knot of talkers there presents a irroup with

varied attitudes, expression, and gesture ready to be

drawn. It is the "
pays de cocagne

"
of artists, wb
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if the streets are not paved with gold, living pictures

run about them, seeming to call out,
" Come and

sketch me." A study of its peasantry is worth a

thousand abstract treatises upon action and expression.

But we think such a study would be generally
beneficial both in private and in public life. In the

first place, it would rid us of the elegancies of our

present elocution in both. It would annihilate the

race of button-holders. 1 An Italian has no hand left

for this "argumentum ad fibulam;" he wants all his

fingers to himself, without one to spare for thus grap-

pling you, as the Romans did the Carthaginians in

their first naval engagement. There would be an end

too of all string-twirling, by being deprived of which it

it has been said that celebrated pleaders have lost

important causes ; and what Addison somewhere de-

scribes in hustings eloquence, as "cheapening beaver,"

by turning and displaying, to gaping spectators, all

the phases of a hat, its crescent-shaped rims, and its

full rotundity of top. But seriously speaking, we do

think that our pulpit eloquence would be greatly

improved by a study of Italian gesture ; of action, not

considered as the poising of limbs alternately or l>y

given laws, the stretching out of the right hand at

one member of a sentence, and of the left at another,

as silly books on elocution describe, but of action

considered as language addressed to the eyes, which

as definitely conveys ideas through them, as the words

do through the cars, and which consequently ri\

the spectator as much as the auditor, and makes men

i We recollect to have heard of a celebrated professor of ex
j

mental philosophy having suspended an address to a philosophical

ty,l.y turning to tin- attendant with the words -"John, fetch me.

my Irrf it ring-stick" Armed with this baton the address was

lure.
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to see the orator. The oratorical action of Italy

iibstantially the same as the colloquial, only per-

formed with greater deliberation, di-nity, and

Hence it is not the result of study, but matter of

attention. It is perfectly dramat ic, and often repre-
sents the action described by the words. If, for

instance, \\ book be appealed to, the left palm IN

displayed, \vhile the fore-linger of the ri-ht appear-
to trace the lines upon it, or the entire hand sir

upon it to express defiance joined to the appeal. The

speaker will appear to listen to a heavenly concert,

when he describes it; or to look down with horror

into the place of torments, if he draws a picture of

its woes. To a stranger there seems to he often

iteration in all this, and we own that we some-

times have seen representative action carried to e\<

Hut the good taste of the natives is disgusted by such

exhibitions, except perhaps in ruder districts
; and on

the whole, we should say that the action of the Italian

pulpit is as removed from vulgarity or caricature

on one side, as it is from tameness and insipidity

on the other. The fingers, indeed, which are of little

use to an English speaker, whose action is chieily in

the arm, are in constant use, especially in enume-

rating or dividing a subject. This is the sort of gesture
which appears most offensive to Northerns; yet it is

the one given, by the immortal artist before mentioned,

to his exquisite Christ, now in the National Gall

and the one that can be most accurately traced

to classical times, through the descriptions of their

writers.

The more indeed that we compare ancient and

modern Italy, the more we discover the minute analo-

gies between the two, and the resemblance of character,

habits, and feelings, between their inhabitants. AVe
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have been occasionally surprised and delighted to dis-

cover this in the ordinary manners of the people, in

actions or phrases generally overlooked by travellers.

We remember, for instance, being at a loss to explain
the custom of visitors, who, finding your room-door

ajar, are not sure if you are within, opening it with

the salutation " Deo gratias"
" thanks be to God."

An officer of the Roman custom-house, who reached

an English gentleman's apartment, after thus

claiming at every door of the suite, was supposed by
the gentleman to be announcing his own name, and

used to amuse his friends by telling them, how through

the whole interview he was politely addressed as
"
Signor Deogratias." We used to think it a rather

inappropriate salutation, as more in the form of an

answer than of a first address. But we were soon

reconciled to it, on finding in St. Augustine, that the

ancient Christians always saluted with the same

words, and were ridiculed for it by the Circumcellions,

who substituted the formulary of "Deo la-udes,"

"praise be to God." The holy father enters into a

long vindication of the Catholic salutation.k Thus

has a familiar little custom been jealously preserved

in social intercourse from the fourth century at le,

and probably from a still remoter antiquity.

But we must really put an end to our unintended

garrulity; for we have seen the phantasm, or " simul-

acrum," of our reader, for some time back, drawing
its closed fists towards its breast, and throwini: its

body back, as if pulling in a runaway horse, to signify

to us that we must stop, or must go on without him.

Or we may have reason to apprehend, lest some one

who lias long since noticed these matters, should put
his thumb to his chin and wag his expanded hand

k Kii.'irrat. in Psalm. c.\\\ii. torn. viii. p. 630, ed. L
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before it, perhaps tacking to its little finger the thumb
of the other equally left pendulous, hy way of

telling us that all we have said is hut an <>!<l story;
or (what we imagine still more prohahle), h^t a -real

many may let their anus hau^ listlessly down, and

heave a si^h Avhich only escapes in a pull' through the

half-closed lips, all which \\e should luici-rin-ly inter-

pret to the eileet, that we have inflicted on them

that untranslatable species of the genus BORE,

seccatura."
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VII.-- Mt'iHttii-r xitr la Dt'tr.rminatiun tic /' Erhrllc </i< Tin

tnt-trc </c I'AcaJt'mic del (.'imt'iito. Par M . GK LIIIKI. A**oL
Chimie et de Physique. Par MM. GAY-LussAr <t A IIAGO.

Vol. XLV.

IT has been fashionable to treat the Catholic-

as hostile to the pursuit of physical science. AVhat

motives it can he supposed to have for such hostility,

heaven knows. It surely could not fear that, from the

study of astronomy, any objections could he drawn

against transubstantiation, nor that chemistry or

geology could overthrow its belief in purgatory. It

i^ evident, in fact, that wherever any plausible charge

has been made against it upon this head, it has not

been connected with any supposed relation to Culltuln'

dogmas, but only to the more general evidences of

Christianity. In the painful transactions alleetin-

Galileo, the solicitude of the parties concerned was,

not to prevent conclusions from his principles contrary
to any point of doctrine held exclusively by Catholics,

but to silence objections against the inspiration and

veracity of the Bible. They took up the cause, not of

Rome, nor of the Holy See, but of Christianity in

general ; and, however mistaken they wen 1 in their

opinions, it would be most unjust to charge them \\ith

any feeling, that doctrines contested between us and

Protestants should be protected from the test of

philosophical observation.
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It is, however, upon the strength of Galileo's case,

distorted and misrepresented as it has almost always
been by Protestants, and often by Catholics, and worse

explained and defended as it has been by others, that

this species of accusation remains bolstered up against
Rome. It is not our intention, on the present occa-

sion, to enter into its merits ; because it deserves a

more minute examination than the immediate subject

of this paper will permit. We will only remark, that,

putting aside that single and singular case, in which

one particular opinion, and not any science, was cen-

sured, it would be impossible to allege any ground for

imputing to Home any aversion to the prosecution of

natural studies, much less any apprehensions of their

results. At the very time of Galileo, Castelli, his

favourite pupil, and Torricelli, the discoverer of the

perfect vacuum, received every patronage ; and the

latter could with difficulty be induced to quit Rome
for Florence, to stay there, after Galileo's death. On
the treatment which Borelli and others of the same

school received in the Holy City, our subject will load

us more directly to treat. The elder Cassini, who
succeeded Cavalieri, the preparer of the way for the

infinitesmal calculus, at Bologna, was most honourably

treated, and employed by the Pope ; OS was, at a later

period, Bianchini. The former was allowed to draw

his splendid meridian in the church of St. .IVtronio,

in Bologna, the latter in Sta. Maria deirli AncrioR

Koine. The learned Jesuit, Boscovioh, pursued his

studios and gave his public lectures, not merely un-

molested, but honoured and employed, particularly in

the examination and repairs of St. Peter's cupola.
when it threatened to u-ivo way, in con^e<pien<-.

imprudent alterations in its buttresses. His Tln'uri/

of Natural Philosophy (1758) has formed the base of
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mai ilent WOfkM on the Nr\\ Ionian The..n . Imt

his Contemporaries, the learned Fathers Jaequier and

Leseur, of the order of St. Francis of Paul, in Rome,
have certainly the merit of having published the best

commentary on the illustrious Fii-lMi philosopher's

works. (1739-42.) Janpiier was only t \\enty-eiuht

years of age when the iirM
p.-u-t appeared; and he

held the sit nation of Profess. ,r ,,f Script lire in the

College Of Propaganda. This proves how little jealou-y

was felt of the philosophical or astronomical
9J

held by an expounder of Holy AVrit. Jacquier con-

tinued to receive tokens of peculiar kindness from

the enlightened pont ill's, Benedict XIV. and his

successors, to Pius VI., under whom he died.

Nor has there been, since his time, any want of

learned and judicious philosophers in Rome, who have

freely pursued their researches in every branch of

science. Sir Humphrey Davy, it is well kno\\n, had

several dear friends and associates in his chemical

labours at Rome, where many of his experiments on

the combustion of the diamond were performed. The

operation of transfusion of blood, from the veins of

one living person to another, was, we understand, first

tried in the same city. The present pope has laid out

very large sums in the construction and furnishing of

new museums of natural history, in the Roman Uni-

versity. Every branch of science is conducted in the

public schools of that city, upon the most modern and

most enlarged plans. Perhaps the only class-book,

into which Cauchy's latest researches into the Calculus

of Remainders has been admitted, is that lately pub-
lished by Father Caraila, for the Jesuits' public schools

at the Roman College." But of these things, more

a
[The late Jesuit, F. De Vico, is well known to all scientific aa-

tronomers. Ho received the highest honours from the learned

2o
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on some other occasion ; let us now to the matter

more immediately on hand.

Upon the revival of letters, a rage seized the whole

of Italy ; innocent, though extravagant ; useful, per-

haps, although often absurd. This was in favour of

academies, which sprang up in every town, and gloried
in giving themselves the most ridiculous names. The

purpose of these voluntary aggregations seldom rose

higher than the composition, recitation, and occasional

publication, of sonnets, pastorals, lyrics, and the other

infinite species of rhymed effusions, in which Italians

abound; things, in general, of that standard which

neither "
gods, nor men, nor the columns" approve.

Some, like the Crusca, at Florence, have indeed turned

their verbal lucubrations to some better purpose ; but

even on this, the absurdity of its name, which literally

means the J3ran Academy, and the homeliness of its

symbol, a bolting mill, were calculated to throw ridi-

cule. Two academies, or as we should now call them,

societies, were, however, formed in the course of the

seventeenth century, for a more useful and nobler

purpose the prosecution of science, by the combi-

nation of talent directed to different pursuits.

These were the Academy of the Lincei (Li/awi), at

Rome, and that of the Cit/tf//fo, at Florence 4
. The

history of one bears a considerable resemblance to

that of the other. Each was planned and directed by
one person, whose talents and influence enabled him

to bring around him, and keep together, men of rare

abilities; and, after a short duration, both came to

Academies of ever}' country in Europe, for his valuable re

He was expelled from Rome, at the last revolution, came to Lou

thence proceeded to America, and on his return, died, yet y<>

in London. It need hardly be stated that (ialvnni was a

fessor in the papal university of Bologna.]
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their end, by the removal of their respective founder-.

During their brief existence, both gave proof of in-

dei-itiLvahle ardour, of sound vieus, mid of eneoi,

success, in the pursuit of natural science. The name

of the "Cimento" (/.' <>//), suilieiently rx)>lains

the principle on whieh it planned its pursuit- ; the

other, in choosing its title, allowed itself to he n,

tainted with the pedantry of the times; but still, in

drawing it from the most sharp-sighted of animals,

the lynx, wished to intimate that the constant obser-

vation of phenomena, was the foundation of all natural

philosophy.
The essay to which this article refers the reader,

treats of the thermometers invented and used by tin 4

Elorentine Academy. We notice it entirely on account

of its containing the accusation, to which we alluded

in the outset, founded on the history of that academy,
that Rome was cruelly, nay brutally, hostile to the

pursuit of these studies. To understand the writer's

attack, it may be necessary to premise, that the Ac-
il<',n'ni del Cimen to \vas formed and supported by

Leopold, brother to Ferdinand II., fifth Grand Duke
of Tuscany. He opened it solemnly, on the 19th of

June, 1G57. The members met at his house, being

mostly, as well as himself and his royal brother, dis-

ciples of Galileo. They invented and constructed

many valuable instruments, and made very inter-

esting researches, communicated in papers published
at the time, and afterwards reprinted by Tar-ioni, in

his history of the academy.
1 '

After it had enjoyed
nine years' existence, Prince Leopold accepted the

cardinal's hat, and the academy was dissolved.

The causes and history of this dissolution, are pre-

tended to be stated by the writer before us. He tells

b "Atti e Mrmorir inr.lito doll' Ac:i<loinia <lol Ciii;

2o2
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us that "
political motives induced Prince Leopold of

Medici, Protector of the Academy del Cimento, to

solicit the hat ; that his request was granted only on

condition that he should sacrifice the academy, over

which he presided, to the implacable hatred which the

court of Rome bore to the memory and to the

disciples of Galileo. Consequently the Academy of

the Cimento was dissolved, and Borelli was seen

begging in the streets of Rome; and Oliva, with his

bones half broken by torture, saved himself by suicide

from the fresh torments prepared by the Inquisition.

Many original writings of Galileo and his disciples

were committed to the flames." In another passage,

the writer thus proceeds :

" The proscription which

fell upon the writings of the great men of Florence,

did not spare their instruments. Those which were

saved from destruction, were chiefly apparatus for

show, of which little use was ever made. But those

small thermometers, made with spirits of wine, and

divided into fifty degrees of which the academicians

speak as agreeing perfectly one with another, v

nowhere to be found." (P. 354.)

"We hardly know how to characterize the condensa-

tion of mis-statements and calumnies which crowds

these lines. Their author is an Italian, who declares

that he has turned his attention most particularly to

the history of science in Italy. He quotes no autho-

rity for his assertions ; he makes them with the hold

assurance of a man who is either only repeating well-

known facts, or is entitled to full credit, as treating of

c
[It is with sincere regret that we \\ rite thus of so able and learned

a mail
;
but through all his works the same hostile and rancorous feeling

4 the Church appears. ANY will not imitate him '

calumniators; but we heartily acquit him, at:

MIS chari," -t him in !
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within his peculiar sphere of information.

And yet, IVoni first to last, there is not a word of

truth in what he speaks. \\e aiv anxious to pi

this t<> tht 4

full, lest some of our OYer-zealoufl adversa-

ries should he blindly led to adopt and repeat these

foolish untruths, as they have done v> many oil;

And first, as to the imai;inar\ Cause of all this per-

ition ''the implaeahle hatred oi'the Church of

Rome towards the memory and disciples of (ialil

It is ohserved that the academy most religiously

ahstaincd i'rom maintaining those opinions which had

cmhroiled ( lalileo with the Inquisition, and confined

it -elf chiefly to experimental philosophy. At the

time that this hatred of Rome is represented Bfl

ercised even against inanimate apparatus, l-'alher

Kirchcr, a Jesuit, was busily en^a^-ed in that city, in

constructing instruments; and even Galileo's invalu-

able invention, the telescope, not only first received

this name in the same city, but was best manufactured

there, by Guiseppc Campaui, Vmbriau from S. Feliee,

and Kustachio Divini, from S. Severino, whose lenses

and telescopes were sent to Florence, and even to .Paris.

It was a loiii*
1

way to go, as far as the banks of the

Arno, to wreak vengeance on the memory of Galileo,

by breaking scientific instruments, when the task miirht

have been more easily accomplished nearer home.

Hut this charge of hostility to the pursuit of science

falls, unluckily for this author, upon two popes, whose

characters c.m best repel it. The first is Alexander

VII., durum- whose reign the academy \\as founded

and flourished. lie was a man, as Giordani writes,

"of mild manners, and an elegant Latin and Italian

scholar;" or, as Botta describes him, "prudent, and

a lover of learning." (Vol. vii. p. 13G.) But Tar-ioni

has more completely let us into his character, as it
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interests us on the present occasion. He calls him

"learned, a man of good taste, extremely fond of

mechanics, and of experimental philosophy." He
informs us, and proves, by authentic documents, that

Prince Leopold occasionally sent presents of apparatus
to him. (Vol. i. pp. 66, 264, 465 ; ii. part 1, p. 337.)

Again, whom should Leopold choose to revise the

Essays of the Academy, but Monsignor Michelangelo

llicci, a Roman prelate attached to the personal
service of this pope and his successors, and a regular

correspondent of the academy ; and Megalotti, born,

educated, and living in Rome ? And before the work

was quite printed off, the sheets were sent, through
the learned Octavius Ealconieri, member of the

academy, to Cardinal Sforza Pallavicino, one of the

pope's most confidential friends, who wrote that

he had perused them with great delight. (Targioni,

i. 416, 455.)

This intimate connection and correspondence surely

looks more like a good understanding between Rome
and the academy, than implacable hostility on the

part of one against the other. The pope who bestowed

the purple on Prince Leopold was Clement IX., a

Tuscan no less than his predecessor Alexander ; and

the accusation must be still more harmless when made

against him. Both before and after his promotion he

was a devoted friend of the Medici, and consequently

not likely to feel such hatred, as has been described,

against the academy which they so much cherished.

But where was it likely that he should have im-

bibed this mortal antipathy to the memory of

Galileo ? For his philosophical studies had been made

at Pisa, under the direction of the celebrated Bene-

detto Castelli, the dearest friend and scholar that

(ialilco ever had, and his successor in that university.
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The pope, moreover, \\as the pr" iiii, and

of M'onsin-nor, ai'teruanls Cardinal, liicci, whom \\ e

have already named. This reason in<_r, ho\\ever, may
appear to amount to no more than a plausible BI

ment ; ]>ositive eonl'utat ions will be easily found.

Monsignor Angelo Tabi-oni, in his Life of C

/.\"., assm -

( >s us thai he had originally belie\ed the

story of the pope's having stipulated for the dissolu-

tion of this academy when he granted the cardinal's

hat to Leopold. But the perusal of the original cor-

respondence upon the subject, between the Holy See

and the Tuscan minister, Mont ant i, completely satis-

fied him that it was false. Tor there was not even a

distant allusion to any such stipulation. Indeed, so

far from Leopold's having solicited the purple, from

political or any other motives, and consequently having
to submit to any conditions, Clement was the first to

write to the duke, that he had reserved a hat for one

of his brothers. And having learnt that Leopold and

Matthias both aspired to the dignity, lie ollered to

bestow it upon both, as their virtues and acquirements
rendered them both worthy of it. Hence, Targioni,

who is ever inclined to suspect enmity to the academy
from every quarter, and who in the 1 lirst volume had

expressed a suspicion that the elevation of Leopold
had contributed to its extinction, in the subsequent

part retracts his opinion, and expresses his conviction

to the contrary.

How then, it may he asked, did this useful institute

so soon come to an end ? We answer, from natural

and evident causes. It was never formally closed or

dissolved, but fell into decay. In the lirst place, its

principal and most active members, Borelli, Oliva,

and Rlnaldini, spontaneously abandoned Florence

about the same time. This Leopold assigns as a
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cause of the decay of his academy two months after

his promotion, though he speaks of it as still existing.

(Lettere inedite d'Uoniini iUustri, i. 462.) Binaldini

had heen an engineer in the service of Popes Urban
VIII. and Innocent X., and preceptor to the Princes

Barberini, of the first-named pope's family. He after-

wards occupied a chair at Pisa, and then became

preceptor to the heir-apparent. In 1667 he requested

permission to quit Tuscany on account of his health,

and retired to Padua, whence he returned to his

native city, Ancona, where he died. Now, Targioni
informs us that his departure

"
greatly displeased

Prince Leopold, because it thwarted the progress of

the academy." So far were they from any idea even

then of dissolving it, though the negociations about

the cardinalship must have been then completed. In

the two following years the cardinal himself made

journeys to Rome; and this still further led to the

disorganization of the body. Indeed, before he ac-

cepted the hat, he complained, and Megalotti, in his

preface to the Transactions of the Academy, confirms

the complaint, that the prince's numerous occupations

had, for some time, prevented him from interesting

himself as he wished, in these his favourite pursuits.

(Trg. i. 424.)
In fact, so little aware were the most intimate

friends of the Tuscan prince, that the academy was

be dissolved, that Megalotti wrote to him from Ant-

werp, proposing a new member, a learned convert,. in

place of one of the three who had left it. "Trul

he says,
"

ill the present dispersion of the academy,

by the departure of Borelli, Oliva, and Kinaldini,

nothing could be more desirable; and if the other

two places could be equally well filled up, we should

he pretty well consnlrd for our loss." He then observes
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that Borelli, 1 hough posseed of splendid taleii

"a cajjricious and almost intolerable man/' ( I,<'(l<'r<>

liicdltc, i. 21);").) In tine, as late as 1 ()()',), Borelli spi

of the academy as still existing, nearly ihiv.

a i'ter Leopold's ])romotion. (llitilor'm rf Mdcoroi

/ttr :
f ,>i I'ref.) So that, although the academy

may be said to have virtually expired three y.

before, it is evident that it cannot be ailirmcd to lr

been suppressed by the pope, nor by any one el

Hence, Botta, no friend to the papal see, attributes

its dissolution to the discord among its members, and

to the elevation of Leopold. But he expressly ob-

serves that it was not molested by the court of Rome,
under Alexander. The suppression then is all a fable,

as is its alleged motive. So far from any hatred ex-

isting in Rome to the memory of Galileo, we should

rather say that it was held in veneration. In the Jirst

edition of Borelli's great posthumous work, De Motu

Animtduun, now before us, printed at Rome in 1680,

with all the usual approbations of the ecclesiastical

authorities, we tind that the learned editor, Father

Charles a Jesu, general of the order of the Scuole itie,

boasts of one of his body as having been "
(j<ililei

cltr/'ix* n/ti rii'i tnnlitor:" an expression which does not

betray feelings at all akin to hatred or hostility.

So much, then, for the barter of a cardinal's hat

iast the suppression of a scientific society. N
coiiies the more odious charge of Borelli's

and Oliva's broken bones. It does not require

icity to ask the question, what on earth could have

taken these two men to Rome, if such a lot awaited

them ? Supposing their academy to have been sup-

pressed by an act of papal bigotry, can \\e imagine
them, if sane, to have thrown themselves personallv
within the reach of the hatred, that had shown itself
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so implacable towards them, as disciples of Galileo ?

For it is not pretended that, like their master, they
were summoned to Rome, or commanded even to quit
Florence. The truth is, that the whole is a fiction,

like the torture of that illustrious man. A brief

account of their history will fully explain the matter.

Borelli, after having studied mathematics in Rome,
under Father Castelli, taught the sciences at Messina,

whence he was invited by the Grand Duke, into

Tuscany, in 1656. Two years later he travelled to

Home for the purpose of studying Arabic, as he wished

to translate, from that language, the books lost in

Greek of Appollonius's Conic Sections. For this end

he took lessons from Abraham Echellensis, a learned

Syrian, author of several valuable works. In March,

1667, while Alexander VII. yet sat, and consequently
before there was the least idea of Leopold's elevation

to the purple, much less of any conditions to be made

upon the occasion, Borelli requested leave to quit

Tuscany, and return to Messina. (Lett. ined. i. 133.

Targ. i. 215.) Redi, in one of his letters, tells us,

that the prince was exceedingly displeased at his de-

parture ; and Fabroni has given a letter from the

duke to his brother, in which he complains of Borelli's

conduct, and says that the fickleness of his disposition,

and the restlessness of his brain, and not his health,

were the motives of his departure. (Vol. i. p. 135.) M.a-

rini has recorded a gross insult which Borelli and Oliva

received from some drunken guards at the palace,

which may have contributed to their wish to leave.

(Nelli, Saggio Letterario, p. 116.) At Messina, !><>-

relli lived in some splendour, till 1071, when he

thought proper to take an active part in the insurrec-

tion that happened there, lie saved himself IV

justice by flight, and arrived at Itonir in
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The patronage and liberality of Christina, queen of

.leu, enabled him to pursue his studies, till her

lumstanoes became embarraaiedj and at t bo same

time a worthless servant robbed him of whatever he

possessed. In all this there i< no si mi of any papal

persecution; nor would it 1>< for the most, in-

genious tracer of cause and ellect, to establish a

connection between his sullen n^s, and hatred at Koine

of the scholars of (lalileo. But even at this period,

Borelli was not reduced to the necessity of seeking

alms. He accepted the invitation of the Fathers of

the Xatuli'
i n'f to live in their house, and tcaeli mathe-

matics. Ilere he gave himself up to a lite of edifying

devotion, charming every one by his cheerfulness and

amenity, till his death, which happened in the last

hour of the year 1679. His work DC Jlodi AHIUKI-

Ih'iii appeared the next year, through the bounty of

Queen Christina.

Such is the simple narrative of Borelli' s history ;

Oliva's presents a sadder picture of human frailty

and misery. When young, theological secretary to

Cardinal Barberini, from whose house he was expelled ;

next a captain of freebooters in Calabria, he came

from prison to teach medicine at Pisa. In 1GG7 he

quitted Tuscany with an indifferent reputation for

morals, as Targioni observes (i. 227), and came to

Rome; where, instead of being sei/ed by the Inquisi-

tion and stretched on the rack, he was engaged to

attend, in quality of physician, Don Tommaso 1

pii^lioso, nephew of Clement IX. (Gr< osta

J/>olog. p. 176.) Tiraboschi informs us that he bad

easy access to several pontiffs (S/< 'Irr. Ed. Horn.

viii. 210) ; and, according to Targioni, he held a situ-

ation in the palace. During all this time we have no

traces of any animosity against him, for having 1
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a member of the Cimento, or a disciple of Galileo.

After the death of Innocent XI., he was discovered to

be deeply concerned in a society of a highly immoral

character, and was imprisoned. While led to exami-

nation a second time, he slipped from his guards, threw

himself headlong from an open window, and died in

three hours. Romolini speaks severely of the evil life

and death of Oliva, and quotes Marini to the same

effect, and for the narrative we have given, (llayiomi-
rnento sulla Satira, in Mencini's Satire, p. 84.) As
to any torture, it seems a pure invention of the liberal

Italian, whose essay we are examining.
Two charges yet remain, and we will handle them

more lightly. And first, what truth is there in the

story of Galileo's manuscripts being destroyed ? It

had indeed been asserted, long ago, that on the death

of Father Henieri, who possessed Galileo's papers, his

study was visited, and all his papers, as well as that

philosopher's, seized; and the writer gives it as a

report, that this was done by the inquisitor. (7,

ined. i. 74.) But then all this must have happened,
if it ever did, in 1648, nearly ten years before the

foundation of the academy, and consequently can have

nothing to do with any papal stipulations about its

suppression. The account, moreover, must be ii

curate, as Renieri's own papers served Targioni for

his history, consequently cannot have been destroyed ;

and it is certain that he did not possess all (ialileo's.

Some of these are said to have been burnt by his

nephew, in a fit of scrupulous alarm about his uncle's

orthodoxy. But the essayist informs us that other

writings of the Florentine philosopher weiv "turned

to the vilest purpo \\V suppose he alludes to the

Following circumstance : Many of ( Jalileo's nianu-

-eripts were placed in the hands of Viviani, who had
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undertaken a man'Milieeiit edition of liis works, and
was much encouraged in the project by Cardinal

Leopold. ((lr<iinli, p. ()(>.) rj)oii his death thry came
into th' possession of the Alette I'an/.amni, and, iijxm
the decease of the latter in 1 7>7, \\ere so lar neglect ed,

that a servant \isited them from time to time, and

carried away many of them

"In victim vriulcntpm thus ct odores,

Et pipor, ct nuiiliiuid chart is amicitur iiir

A certain Cioei, celebrated for his savoury war

having been favoured amon^ others with a parcel, and

having used some for wrapping up his sausages, which

enjoyed a ^rcat reputation, the discovery was made,
and the remnant preserved from destruction. (7

gioni, i. 12 L.) This, unfortunately, has been the fate of

too many valuable papers. AVithin these two yeai -.

we liave lieard that the Barberini library at Home has

been plundered precisely in the same manner of im-

portant documents, which were discovered by the very
same means. We ourselves are sulferers in a similar

way; as are several of our friends, whose tires have

been kindled for successive months with old records,

carefully laid up, but considered, by the sagacity of

servants, as put by for their especial use, in the pro-

cess of domestic calefaction. Prejudice must have run

hi^-h in our author's mind, to make him connect this

sacrilegious larceny, perpetrated by a valet and a

cheesemonger, seventy years after the dissolution of

the academy, with this dissolution, and lay it, more-

over, to the score of popes, long before leathered to

their fathers. The papers bclonLrinir to the academy
remain safe in possession of the Se^ni family, having

been left them by the Senator Alexander Segni, first

secretary of the academy.
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Secondly, as to the destruction of the philosophical

apparatus, we beg to observe that it is as true as the

remainder of the narrative. It would, indeed, have

been matter of small surprise, if even all the instru-

ments had been dispersed, and gradually lost or

destroyed, after the society which used them had been

dissolved. But this was not the case. The collection

remained where Cardinal Leopold had always kept it,

till Florence became subject to the emperor. It was

then deposited in the house of the imperial machinist

Vayringe; after whose death, a part was sent to

Vienna by order of Francis I., the greater part were

placed in two rooms adjoining the library of the Pitti

Palace, where Targioni saw them. Some also were

preserved, in his time, in the mathematical room, as

it was called, of the Ducal Gallery. But what makes

this accusation still more intolerable is, that in 1829,

the Cavalier Antinori, director of the Museum, dis-

covered a chest in which were several instruments, and

among them a number of thermometers with a s

of 50, which form the subject of the accuser's essay.

(Antologia di Firenze, Oct. 1830, p. 141.) There is

no more truth, therefore, in the broken instruments

than in Oliva's broken bones ; the whole account is a

disgraceful perversion of facts, for the purpose of

holding up Rome to reprobation as the persecutor of

scientific studies.
d

d
[An instance of real destruction of most valuable apparatus has

unfortunately occurred lately at Rome. During the late revolu-

tionary state of that city, th- Roman Col! ipied by the public

schools, conducted by the Jesuits, and one of the most splendid

buildings in the city, was set on fire, with evidences of fore-plan
1

which left no doubt of its being the work of an incendiary.

most combustible spot was chosen; \\here, inste

ings, timber had been used in the edifice. Had the lire not

promptly extinguished, by e\t ra<>nlinar\ : >r n diversion had
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AVe have had sufficient experience of tlie frauds pub-
lished in our own country for the -nine purpose, not to

have used our humble endea\ours to prevent ibis bring
added to the stock in trade of our controversial tra-

vellers. It \\ould make a pretty appendix to (ialil>

history. \Ve doubt not but it would 1

'

!y relish, d

in Kxeter "Hall, where e\er\ atrocity is fondly credited

which can inspire a nursery horror of the pope. \\ e

verily believe that if the story \\ere served up with some

additional contemporary relish as for example*, that

the present pope had renewed the war against sciei

and had sent forth an army of Jesuits through his

dominions, with orders to spike every telescope, and to

dismantle every voltaic battery, the whole, tail and

all, would he swallowed by the gaping mouths oft lie

audience in that precious conventicle.

We mentioned, at the beginning of this article, the

Roman academy of the Lined, as devoted to the same

previously been made by a fire out of the walls, which had drawn

away all the engines, especially those stationed near the Roman

College), the loss would have been irreparable. The magnii'.

lihrary, with a most valuable collection of Chinese Mss.. \\.Mild ha\e

perished. As it was, it suffered serious damage, from the confusion

that occurred in earning out the books, contrary to the wishes of

Father Secchi, whose admirable coolness, and care to exclude ofhV

enemies, probably saved the building. As it was, the magnificent
hall in which pri/es used to be distributed, with its most valuable,

and to many of us, truly dear, frescoes, was destroyed, by the falling

in of its ceiling. Over this uas a series of cabinets, eontaini

large collection of apparatus, unique, perhaps, from the rich histori-

cal series which it embraced : for it began \\itli the rudest and ea]

specimens, and came down, unbroken, to the latest refinements of

itific invention. This collection almost entirely perished. In

addition, the rooms of St. Alo\sius still.

doubt any amount of barbarism and destruction of ft -ITa
'

ratus is justifiable when committed out of hatred to by a

liberal faction
;
and no denunciation of the deed has come forth from

learned republicans.]
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purposes as the Cimento ; in fact, it was its model,
and hardly deserves less fame. Yet it has been com-

paratively overlooked. On the present occasion, how-

ever, it is forcibly recalled to our minds, not merely

by the resemblance we pointed out between it and its

more celebrated successor, but still more by its giving
a proof that the Holy See felt no jealousy of such

institutions. For, when we see an academy consisting
of a few philosophers, united under the patronage of

a prince, for the ardent pursuit of the same studies as

the Florentine, counting, which the other never did,

Galileo himself among its members, yet not only un-

molested, but patronized by the pope and his family,

we can hardly conceive it possible that Rome should

ever have felt a hatred against science, which could go
so far to display itself.

But, to our minds, there is a deeper interest attached

to the brief annals of this Roman academy. They
are interwoven with the amiable, virtuous, and heroic

character of its youthful founder, so as to possess all

the stirring interest of a romance. They display, be-

yond almost anything else we ever read, the purity of

purpose, the chastity of mind, the nobleness of soul,

which a devotedness to the study*of nature, when

sanctified by religion, can bestow. They exhibit all

the meek courage of the martyrs, in the humbler, but

dearer, sphere, of domestic persecution. AYe repeat

it, the history of this academy, with its Prince Fedn

Cesi for the hero, would present ample materials for a

romance, full of incident and spirit, and rich in the

most varied characters.

Federico Cesi, son of the duke of Acquasparta, was

born in 1585. In 1603, when eighteen years of a-e, he

laid tin* foundation of his academy, being already in

correspondence with some of the first philosopher-
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His UrM companion in his plan VTOfl Fran-

o Stelluti, who possessed an equal ardour for

".ce. nioraU equally pure, and a piety equally
fervent. .Having heard of John Fckiti ELeokiuS,

a Hollander practising medicine in the little to\\n of

iidri^'lia, in Sabina, a man deeply versed in e\

branch of philosophy, they invited him to settle in

'Koine, attached to the Cesi family. Finding the want

oi' order and system in their studies, they arranged

the plan oi' an academy, and, to complete it, added to

their number Anastasio de Filiis, a young nobleman of

Terni, who had a particular turn for mechanics
; and,

beiim- a relation of the family, lived in their hoi

On the 17th of August, 1003, the academy was inau-

gurated by its young prince, as he was henceforth

called. Its meetings were to he quite private ;
and in

their researches were to emhrace every 1 -ranch of natural

and moral philosophy. By the 22nd of October they
had finished the construction of a great planisphere, on

which were drawn the ancient and modern systems of

astronomy. They met three times a week, and had

five lectures at each meeting ;
and the subjects treated

show how active each member must have been in his

pursuits. Persecution, however, soon disturbed their

tranquillity. The morals of the academicians wen
irreproachable ; and their statutes prescribed virtue as

the first duty. Among the numerous dependants of

the duke were many who, instigated by jealousy or

worse motives, poisoned his ear, and iilled him with

suspicions against his son. He made every cllbrt to

separate him from his companions, and to Mean him

from his studies, but in vain. AVith his mother, a

woman of sincere piety, and who to the end was kind

and affectionate to him, they endeavoured to prevail,

by insinuations against his moral character; and at

2 p
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length succeeded so far as to render her uneasy in his

regard. On Christmas-day, when the very existence

of the academy seemed precarious, the prince assem-

bled it, and, after a touching speech, invested each

member with a gold chain. They agreed to a new
code of laws ; among which was one, that every

meeting should be opened by prayer. St. John the

Evangelist was chosen patron of the academy ; and,

forthwith proceeding to his church, they implored his

intercession in their difficulties.

But the duke was a man of haughty, overbearing

disposition, dark in his plots, and inexorable in his

resentments. To such an excess did he carry his

enmity, that his son was obliged to fly from his house,

and was pursued by him with an armed band. Stelluti

was compelled to return to Eabriano, and De Filiis to

Terni, surrounded by emissaries, and threatened by
the bravoes of the stern old lord. Yet, when so dis-

persed, they continued to correspond, and even to meet

in the country, at the risk of life. Eckius, obliged

also to conceal himself, had his apartment broken

open by the duke's orders, his furniture demolished,

and the collections and instruments destroyed. But
the wily tyrant wove around him a darker mesh. I (-

affected kindness and respect towards him ; and, ha \

drawn from him the names of his sworn enen>

suborned them to make the vilest accusations against
him before the ecclesiastical authorities. His life \

threatened, on Holy Thursday, by an assassin ; and,

after having lain concealed and almo red, in

young Cesi's apartment, for many days, with sentinels

at every door, he was obliged to surrender at dis-

cretion, and was escorted by a band of hired ruili

to Holland. On his way, he wrote his observations

on natural history, with admirable drawings on the
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margin, which he sent to Rome. They \vere preserved,
with the diary and other papers of the academy, in the

Alhani Library, till the French invasion. His guards
left him without money at Turin; but he proceeded to

Holland, and thence to Kim-land and Scotland, on
which lie likewise wrote his ol>MTvations. Cesi retiivd

to Naples, where he still, pursued his studies. Kckius

returned to Home in 1GOG, as appears from a letter

written by him to the celebrated Kepler ; but new

persecutions obliged him again to fly, till 101 1, when,
for the last time, he returned to the Eternal City.
The annals of the society are silent till 1609 ; a year

remarkable in the history of science, for the invention

of the telescope. The news of the accidental dis-

covery at Middleburg, which suggested the idea of

that invaluable instrument to Galileo, reached Italy
in the spring of that year ; and we have a letter of

Delia Porta at Naples, to Cesi, dated August 28, in

which he gives a drawing of a telescope, with a refer-

ence, for its principles, to his work on optics, published
in 1589. When we consider that Galileo did not ex-

hibit his in Home till 1611, it will seem probable that

Delia Porta was guided by his own sagacity to divine

the nature of the new invention. One thing, however,

the historian of this academy considers pretty certain ;

that the names "
telescope" and "

microscope" were

first devised by Federico Cesi. When Galileo came to

Rome, he became a member of the academy, at whose

expense some of his works were printed. Indeed, by
the year 1612, it had extended its reputation very
far ; had undertaken the publication of several works,

among the rest, the observations of Hernandez on the

natural history of New Spain, with notes by the

academy; and had formed a plan for branch soeiei!

with a college at Naples. The work of Hernandez

2p2
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did not, however, appear till 1651 (2 vols. fol.) ; and

it has prefixed a brief, dated 1627, of Pope Urban

VIII., the very pope under whom Galileo was con-

demned, in praise of the academy. To the same pope,
Cesi dedicated his microscopic observations on the

bee ; and his nephew, Cardinal Barberini, entered his

name among the members of the academy.

But, in the mean time, new domestic troubles had

gradually withdrawn.Cesi from his previous undivided

attention to the interests of this society. He had

married ; and, in addition to the cares of his own

household, had to undertake the management of his

father's property; for the old nobleman, extravagant
as he was imperious, had fallen into considerable em-

barrassment; and, reserving an annuity, made over

his estates to his son, who engaged to pay all creditors.

Cesi was obliged to reside upon the estate of Acqua-

sparta, upwards of a hundred miles from Rome ; and,

at the same time, his father's waywardness and tyranny
wore out his spirits, and undermined his constitution.

The duke died on the 24th of June, 1630 ; and, on

the 2nd of August, his son followed him to the grave,
at the age of forty-five. He seems to have been the

idol of all that knew him. His portrait exhibits a

mild, and thoughtful, and noble countenance ; and

every record proves that, while in moments of danger
and difficulty, he could display the greatest coui

and dignity, yet, when contending with the capricious

tyranny of his father, he never, in word or act, trans-

gressed the duty of an obedient son. He was well

versed in every class of literature ; seems to have been

a proficient in Arabic ; and, when Cardinal Bellarmme

consulted him upon some points of natural history,

his answer, though written in the country, contained

so much learned discussion upon the doctrine of the
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Fathers, whoso passages he <|ii<>te<l on the Mihjert, that

the eminent theologian ull'eet ionatdv chid him for

such an unnecessary display of learning. ThN corre-

spondence is given hy Seheiner in his ///AS-// ('/*

Cesi was oneof the first to make accurate ohservat ;

on fossil woods, and to discover the system of propa-

gation of ferns. Brown has accompli si icd \\hai the

Lincei were anxious to do, to commemorate his name
in science by conferring it on some plant. His class of

Casia, in Australian botany, is called after him.

After Cesi's death, the academy languished on for

twenty years, when it became extinct. His death, in-

deed, was so sudden, that he did not make a will ; and

thus his museum, with its curious collections and

instruments, became the property of his family. I >ian-

chi, who wrote a history of the academy, endeavoured

to revive it, but failed.
6 At the beginning of this

century it was renewed. Pope Leo XII. gave it

apartments in the Capitol, and built for it there an

observatory, now under the direction of its president,

Scarpellini. Its apparatus is very complete; and we

have now lying before us an able paper lately read in

it, by the learned Father Pianciani, containing some

new experiments and results upon electro-magnetism.

The present pope
f

pays an annual visit to this

establishment.

We might have added to this sketch the history of

other scientific academies, as that of Bologna, which

* For our account of the Lincei we arc milt-bird to Prince

Odescalchi's work upon the subject, 4to. Home, Is

For a correct account of the natural philosophy in the

middle ages, and an exposure of many erroneous opinions of modern

writers as to the supposed hostility of the Church to scientific pur-

suits, see cap. vii. viii. and ix. of Mr. Digby's admirable

Faith, book viii., recently published.
'
[Gregory XVL]
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succeeded the Cimento, and reached its glory under

Morgagni ; for it never experienced anything but

countenance and protection from the sovereign pon-

tiffs; but what we have written is sufficient for our

purpose, which was to disprove the assertions of Libri,

and at the same time, to show the slight grounds of

plausibility on which they rest.
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Swift, in his voyage to Laputa, described a

nation of philosophers, the exaggeration was so mani-

fest, that the real point may be said to have failed.

Could he have foreseen, and described with his own

matchless simplicity, what was to take place a hnndivd

years later ; the strangeness, the incredibility of wliat

lie wrote, would have been equally great, and his

narrative would now read as a vision rather than a

dream. Had he informed his readers that the sages of

that country conversed by means of a wiiv at the dis-

tance of five hundred miles, with a perfect anniliilat ion

of all relations between time and space : that they
dashed on at the rate of fifty (he might as well have

said a hundred) miles an hour, drawn by a mechanical

horse impelled by the same power as Sancho Pan.

and liable to the same little accident of blowing up:
that the towns were not lighted by oil, or any adi]

substance whatever, but by flames without wick, lamp,
or candle, coming up from under-ground : that an

there made use of sunbeams, without the necessity

of bottling them, for drawing-materials; in fine, that
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noblemen of highest rank, and baronets of high

degree, spent much time in detecting, analyzing, re-

gulating, and utilizing the perilous stuff that flows

unsavoury in sewers; we think he would have pro-
voked more smiles of incredulity as to the possibility
of such a nation's existence, than he has by any of

his own excogitations.

The last half-century has indeed distinguished itself,

more than any other corresponding period in the

world's history, by great and practical applications of

science. In fact, every science may be said to have

undergone a revolution within this space ; and the new

principles and powers which have been discovered, are

becoming, every day more and more, the regulating,
or motive, agents of material existence. In zoology,

living and fossil, the researches of Cuvier, Lacepede,
and Geoffroy de Saint-Hilaire ; in chemistry, organic
and inorganic, the accurate observations of Liebig,

Davy, and Faraday ; in physiology, the acute experi-

ments of Bell and Magendie; in geology, the noble

investigations of Humboldt; in ethnography, the

scarcely inferior developments of his brother and the

Schlegels ; and in mechanics, the results of applica-

tion of countless labourers, which may be said to equal
the creation of a new science; these, and many other

combining efforts, are justly thought to have worked

a complete change in every department of scientific

knowledge, and to place the first half of this our

century, at the head of a new era, which (whether for

the good or the evil of succeeding generations, time

only will unfold) will scarcely leave anything to the

uncertainty of skill, or the chances of experiment.

Everything from henceforward must be struck with

the die, or cast in the mould, of science, must be
]

determined by calculation, and created l>y a process.



In all this, the mechai

lowest of all the scientific po\\ers, is prevailing, even

to the contempt of every other, it i^t 1

tfaent,

dominant poucr of the aire, its tyrant; its rest i

agitating, unsparing ruler. It embodies itself i<>

imagination (a faeulty likely somi to he smiled out of

lenceamonu-st n->, as much as in the M
Laputa) in the form of a hu^-e engine, \\ hieh sends ii >

shafts along every stage of society, and its gear into

every department of each, and keeps up a perpetual

whirl, grating- and jarrinu, with a ceaseless worrit and

J'ever in every head and mind, by its own monotonous

uplift ing of its giant arms, sending everything into

e\ery most opposite and conflicting motion; 1;

pumping and there draining; here lifting, and th

ramming; here raising into air enormous iron tn'

that could have coffined ten Titans, there drill'

through a needle an eye which a microscopic in

could not creep through ; here battering into a com]
anchor-fluke a mass of iron which all the Cycloj

could not have lifted, and the very candescence of which

would have burnt their eye out, there gently rivet inu

its head upon a pin; here violently twisting together
the strands of an " endless" wire rope, there actually

drawing through flame, without burning it, the thread

scarcely thicker than the cobweb's, which has to weave

the finest cambric; here voraciously lapping up the

liquid mud of the M reels, with its pebbles and brick-

bats, into a capacious stomach, there with patented

mechanism uncorking the bottle of turtle-punch, to

crown the civic duty of indigestion ;
here with the

slow, deep, and monotonous burr of ''the dm

producing nothing but wind (though quite a -alenf it),

there impelling the mighty ship to breast the towering

billows, and face the storm in its very teeth ;
and then
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as subservient to intellect and to intelligence, here

whirling round every morning the cylinder inscribed

all round like an ancient pillar, but here paradoxically
with other "

columns," and imparting to thousands of

outspread sheets the indelible impression of the Times ;

there setting in motion for the comfort of one ingeni-
ous mechanic, in his humble quarters at Manchester,
an escapement that lights his lamp, cooks his break-

fast, awakes himself, and disturbs all his neighbours.
The scientific genius or Daimon (a letter here makes

a great difference) pursues you into your domestic life,

with an unwearying pertinacity. Your tailor adver-

tises himself as "anatomical;" your shirt-maker as

acting
" on scientific principles;" towels are labelled

in shop-windows as "electrical" (we only wonder why
eel-pies are not) ; plasters, by a strange perversion,

as "mechanical." And within doors, your foot-boy
cannot any longer think of cleaning knives, unless

you procure
" Kent's knife-cleaning machine," and

your cook declares she cannot make your dinner with-

out a cooking
"
apparatus." Every conceivable appli-

cation of the lever, the spring, and hydraulic pressure
has been made, to the very simple purpose of ascer-

taining the postage of a letter ; and many a man who
has run it rather fine by clipping margins, and spar

wax, to keep his machine below the penny-stamp

mark, has inflicted fourpencc on his correspondent,

simply because the post-office officials will stick to the

old-fashioned, unscientific way, of weighing things by
scales and weights, instead of by machines. Nay, WQ
have seen the most wonderful little contrivances made,
and probably "registered," if not sold, for attaining

the desirable object of damping postage-stamps;

whereby, having cut offyour
"
queen's head," you pi

it in a box connected with a hydrostatic apparatus,
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which 1ms previously lobe supplied with water; then,

by Ihr application of leverage, proportioned to the

operation, the apparatus aforesaid is pressrd upon the

gum of the stamp, and made to act upon it, aH'onlm-

the requisite derive of huiuectat ion
; and, this

complished, the box is opened, and the little penny
hank-note is taken out ready for use; havin

through as much process, as at the Hank transforms a

bit of paper into 1,000. Now we, not beini: ui\en to

mechanics, use a very unscientific mode of applying
the stamp to the paper ;

and the contrast of the t \\ o

methods powerfully reminds us of the old well-known

story of the Frenchman, who sold powder for destroy-

ing insects, of the class called "industrious" am
our shilling exhibitions. This was to be done by
catching the delinquent, opening his mouth, and in-

serting the infallible poison. "..Mais si je L'&sraa

asked an unscientific purchaser.
" Ma foi," responded

the vender,
" a lui serait egalement desairreahle."

"When a nation or an age gets upon a hobby, it is

just in as mucb danger as an individual, of riding it

to death, or of breaking its own neck. This lias

happened before. The revival of classical literature

in the fifteenth century, carried the anv, through

heathenism, into heresy. The scientific and mechani-

cal mania of the present, may drive it into materialism,

or, if one may coin a term, into corinn-Ism. AVe are

not indeed going now to look at this higher moral

view of the matter. Hut we think that a sensible

observer will see, that all the energy of inventive

genius, so marvellously awakened in our time, is !

upon bettering the bodily condition of men, and in-

creasing what is called their happiness, that is, their

comfort, their enjoyment, their complete cmitentii

here below, by improving their animal ice, and
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multiplying their sensations of corporeal pleasure. It

is clear to any one that intellectuality, and abstract

truth, are totally unheeded, and even contemptuously
undervalued. We may truly say that mental philosophy
is becoming almost wholly unknown, and unthought
of, in England.
Who thinks of instructing

" the people" about their

souls, their minds, their ideas, their relations with

another world ? Who thinks of entertaining them
about creation, a first cause, God, in fine ? The me-

chanism of the body, the mode of preserving its

health, the avoiding of excesses that hurt it, all this

forms now the study of man ; and when " median

institutes," or "
young men's societies," have been

well lectured on these subjects, and on sobriety,

and other healthy virtues, it is thought that sound

morality has been taught them. Let any one read the

annual speeches which benevolent noblemen, and

learned M.P.'s and popular bishops, make to such in-

stitutes, in great manufacturing towns, and see if they
aim at a higher object than that of proving that scien-

tific pursuits will render their hearers good men,
without any antidote being required for the deterio-

rating tendency, of all that binds men, beyond what

their passions do, to earth? The bishop of in

one of these speeches to the middle cl icd

actually to say, that the mechanical inventions of tin*

-cnt age stood in the place of the miracles of llic

early Church, as the engine for converting nations to

Christianity; that the missionary going out with tin 4

m-enu'ino to a BftTftge tribe, would by it establish

his intellectual superiority over its members, niul

consequently his ri^ht to be listened to; as though

religion were only civilization, and miracles only

personal titles to human respect. And if moral and
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menial philosophy ha

the sciences, or to he known even h\ : surely the

cultivation of the imagination, and the relish for

by, are aearly us mueli despised and (liseuunr

In 1'act, \\e are in real da : the i

ration brought nj> in tin 1 ideas of many of the

present, thai man is a machine, the soul is electric

ilie atlections magnetism; that life is a railro

world a share-market, and deatli a term*

The reason of all this is, we tear, too deep and too

serious to he treated in an article, espeeially one so

limited as it is in our power togivO; and therefore

will confine ourselves to the danger that exists on all

sides, of our resembling, yet more, the inhabitant

that sage philosophical country which constantly re-

turns to our view, by overlooking common-sen se

suggestions in our scientific, and certainly mau-niii-

cent, designs. It is here that we think our i'oreiath

hack to a very remote period, stand so advantageously
hclbre us: they could not do things so cleverl;

do, but they did them more complet ely ; their met 1

may have been less neat, and 1 -rdin^ to prin-

ciples of science, but they were eilertual and durable.

"\\'e undervalue tlieir lessons, and make i^reat irnpr.

ments, as we think, upon them
; but we certainly do

not attain what they did
; yet we never suspect that

there was wisdom in them, that could compel i-

their want of knowledge.
Let us take a very practieal illustration. W.

now deep in the preliminaries of a greeJ sani:

movement; one SO gigantic that \\e have no i'aith in

its being accomplished. It has been knoun lo

that the quarters when* the poor con: Ion,

and perhaps in other larire towns, are the .

most filthy, most dilapidated, most un\\ 1
: iost
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fever-haunted regions of the earth. There has heen

no end of visiting societies, tract-distributors, Bible-

readers, home-missionaries, in addition to local clergy,
who have all been witnesses to this state of things.
The Catholic priesthood, indeed, has been more inti-

mately acquainted with this state of misery; but

whoever thinks of consulting them upon any public

matters, or employing them to furnish information,

or suggest measures ? But now that cholera has

paid us a second visit, and has not found our house

swept and garnished, and therefore has quietly settled

and made itself at home there, we are all in arms, and

in alarms, for fear of a third call, and have loudly
cried out for a change ; as though this state of things
were of sudden growth, and all the cellars, courts,

alleys, slums, bone and rag houses, and other unsavoury

dealings with offal, had suddenly sprung up, by a

fungoid theory reduced to practice, and had not bom

long growing and strengthening, accumulating and

concentrating all their hideousness and pestilence,

without the least notice or care on the part of the

public. The poor had been suffering the penalties for

years, and no one troubled himself: but the noxious

nuisance has gone forth and assailed the rich, and the

mischief has been inquired into. A complication of

causes has been discovered, a terrible array of symp-
toms ; and remedies are being sought .

It is now discovered, as if for the first time in the

world, that a great cattle-market in the middle of the

city is most unhealthy; that slaughter-houses

pest-houses; that cattle kept in cellars and close

courts yield poison instead of milk, and carrion instead

of meat; that bone-crashing, tallow-nieltinir, iiddle-

strintr manufacturing, hide-dressing, &0., are most

ruinous trades to all but their pursuers ; that church-



is swelled into embankments cannot lonir

the suru-iiii;' of death, which is pent up within them ;

that tin 1 mights Thames i> a huge ditch, and nothing-

better; that London is shockingly ill-drained, \\ .

ventilated, and niiscrahly supplied with \\ater. Tl

arc all either simple truths or plain tacts, which h

been acknowledged tor centuries, ,,r known for year-;

but they take the public by surprise, especially because

they come before it wrapped up in a lia/e of scientific

])reliiuiuaries and deduct ions, which i;-ive the air of

rand discovery of the* ai^e. There art 4 statistical

details, occupy inn
1 whole columns of newspapers, as to

population and deaths, to establish the fact that more

people dit 4 in a crowded neighbourhood near ill-buried

carcases, than in open squares; there are measure-

ments of the mileage of sewerage existing, and calcu-

lations of the gallons or tons of materials that tlow

through them; there are all sorts of subterrai;

and subaqueous mysteries unveiled to the. public in

awful terms; as "noxious gases, decomposition,

miasma, diluvium, subtile poison, animal substane

&C. &c., and this is mixed up with disquisiti-

whether the principle, of cholera be a mushroom or a

fly, whether it be endemic or epidemic; till we are all

delighted to think how scientific the age is, what an

amount of rcscarcli and knowledge is brought to bear

upon an important question; at the same time that

we stand aghast to find that we breathe infect inn,

drink poison, eat corruption, and carry on our com-

merce through a fetid sewer, and luxuriate on white-

bait taken out of a sink. Yet ry continental

city, in which there is a decent police, had banished

unwholesome trades to a distan- <-iall\ the \

ones mentioned; lonir ago abattoirs \\ nv r>iahli>hed

outside the gates, with officers to inspect e\er\ joint

2 Q
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that is for sale ; and those wants which we so much

deplore, were fully supplied in countries which we

speak of as semi-barbarous.

To go a little more into detail ; a scientific traveller

will, perhaps, sneer at the clumsy aqueducts which

bring water to Constantinople; or a learned lecturer

will describe the aqueducts of Rome as stupendous
monuments of ignorance of the laws of hydrostai
"A child now knows," he would say, "that w,

finds its own level
"

(here he proves it by an inverted

siphon),
" and had the conquerors of the ancient world

possessed but the science of the reader of one of

Pinnock's catechisms, they would have known, that

they might have conducted the stream of water

through pipes from the hills to Rome, and that it

would have risen again to its original level, and so

have been easily distributed over all the city. In

this manner immense sums would have been saved.
i

Similar evidence of ignorance will be found in the

aqueducts of modern Rome, Caserta, Cordova, &c.

How great an advantage then do we possess over the

greatest nations of former times in that science, which

is now so universally diffused, &c." Now, for our

parts, v,c should prefer to have the water universal \\

diffused, rather than the science. For it conu-

tliis, that be the anciently known methods scientific

or not, their application was at least directed by com-

mon sense. Those cities had everywhere an abundant

supply, of the only tiling which becomes a luxury in

proportion to its abundance. They had, or h;

enouuh water ibr drinking, for washing, for baths, for

irrigation, for \\ater-powcr, ibr refreshment of the air

and streets, and ibr waste; the poor and the rich had

it equally, at home and abroad; not from pumps \\-\\\\

padlocks, not from turncocks' daily measurement, but



iii ooaaelesti How from jet and fountain, sparkling, and

bubbling, and dancing, in marble basins. '1'i ,iti-

aqueduct, bestriding halt' a pn>\ incc to reach it^ desti-

nation, if not a scient ilie. VHU an effici0n1 and a bene-

ficent, construction. // '<

'

ii' ire had 1<

water twenty miles, we should do it nmcli better;"

and in the mean time, we have* to carry it, and

we don't. Which is better, tin 4

L^OOI' . \\hirh

!!U
i the importance of an abundant suj)ply of ->od

water, makes use of the lies! means which is known to

obtain, and convey it, or the science which scol^

the method, boasts that it knows one a thousand limes

better, and vet wholly neglects to employ it?

if the two must be disjoined, we own that we prefer

the former. But why should they be sundered ~ Why
should not the sense of ancient times Inspire and

direct the science of the modem? We should not

then longer hear of the dreadful beverage of the poor
in London; of water filtered through grave and

tanked in impure reservoirs, lit neither for cleanli

nor for refreshment, and enough of itself to drive

those doomed to it to the beer-shop, or the ^-in-pal

Only hen 4

,
where science boasts of her resounds, is

ihe supply to the metropolis of the first essential of

health, at least after fresh air, left to private ^pecu-

lation, and, consequently, placed beyond the reach of

the poor. And yet SO, it has now been discovered,

that even the v\ater, which companies supply, by

their scientific machinery, is inMiiliciently iilt<

abounds with animalcules, and ou^bt to be boiled Hi-

re-filtered at home, before beini; drunk. So much tor

the boast of what science could do, but do, but

which ^ood sense was able to do without it.

It is only now that the scientific di- U bcin^

made, that there ou^ht to be in London, and other

2
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great cities, a good supply of water; and that this

cannot be, so as to benefit the poor, as long as it costs

several guineas a year per house. But this necessity

we humbly, because unscientifically, think, ought to

have long since shown itself another way. Ther.

no topic become more familiar to the public of late

than that of drainage. In the country it has become

almost as fashionable a pursuit for gentlemen, as

preserving game and shooting it. But in town, it is

the anxious occupation of noble and gentle commis-

sioners, backed by a staff of engineers and scientific

men. In fact, it is become a science, and all manner

of experiments, we read, are being made in.it. Yot

in spite of all our proficiency in the art, and of our

many resources, it is acknowledged that nothing can

be fouler than the sewerage of London ; that through
the gratings lately opened into them, in obedience to

some law of science, there comes forth a most noisome

and poisonous vapour, and that, melancholy to relate,

five persons fell victims in one day, this year, to the

pestilential breath of one of these scientific receptacles.

Here again is one almost deluded into fancying, that

we have fallen upon quite a modern discovery, and

that no one dreamt of the importance to health of

this expedient, or knew how to accomplish it, till

modern science taught its rules. Yet scnreely had

Home been settled by the squatters from neighbour'

tribes, scarcely had she begun to take the forms of a

government, when the drainage of the city was known
to be of primary importance, and the r/^ 'ma

(the very name of which proves that it was only the

main sewer, into which greater and lesser drains ran)

was built by royal direction, and became a monument
of lioman ureatness. X<>\\- we are tempted to imai_

the old kinir who built it, called, in his shade, before a
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committee of cither Imusr <>n the Mihjeet of

and drainage; and to hear, in iancv, 1 he strange uu-

])liil()so])hical answer^, uhieh the rude Mini

make. They mi -lit run thus:

"IL'-V.). By Mr. ]}., re. Of what materials was yoi,

struct ed ': Hut irely of stone.

"UtiO. Bound no doubt by 7.

<mes half as long as myself. I brought them Ji

miles from tin 1 Alhan hills, and 1 made a solid self-supporting \ault,

\\hich you ma\ -landing at. Koine.

11201. What engineers or sricntitic men directed t!;<

None but niVM-lf. \\\- did not know much about such learned

things in th' \\e\sere plain people \\ith a little common

>,
ami manai^fil the matter by oursehes. I hail plenty of i^ood,

ur . and willing fellows to labour under :

and managed it \ery easily.
"

YK\'l. Uy what instruments did you take your levels, and .;

mine your fall? I do not much understand you; but if 1 do, I

only say, by my eye, and a careful inspection of the natural lie . :

ground. You \\ill, of course, ivmeiriher that \\ e, in our simp]
made our drains before we built

;
as we hail not Ji to

wait till all the ground was covered with bui! ; fcheo to

levels abo\e them, and make drains under them.
U 1268. What system of trapping did you follow? 1 do

understand you.
"

1 I'd 1. AVhat waa your plan of Hushing? I do not comprehend

you.

TJ<r>. AVhat disinfeetii; did you use when \.ur sewer

had to be cleared and repaired : None.
"

rjiHi. Were not lives lost on such occasions? No: and for ODO

good reason, it never reimired either. I built it lai'Lre, and lofty, and

solid, from the beginning. ^len had not tocra\\l on all tout-

it. -Mcc;enas went do\\ n it, in a boat mind you, and found it clean,

savoury, and after six hundred \ears, in th-
-pair.

"
12('7. Ho\v could a boat float in the ^arbau'e and mud
rf The pui';

: is not to contain tin .but

to carry them oil'. Mine was BO

-
r_i;s. IK Mr. Sense, M cted :- B\ a ph-utiful

supply ot'lVoh \\ater to the city, \\hieh, running all day and night

through fountains, and public reservoirs, and so into the drains. !
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up a constant, powerful, living stream, which diluted all impurities

that entered in, and carried them at once out, without suti'eriug them

to stagnate, obstruct, and ferment.
" 1269. Then you think no drainage can be complete without a

perpetual flow of fresh water into a town ? No more than in the

animal economy, the impure blood will be propelled forward without

fresh blood being sent into the vessels. To think of purity i:

sewer by driving through it accumulated impurities may be more

scientific, but we preferred the moiv simple and natural mode

suggested by our common sense.
" 1270. Only one question more. You made the Tiber your main

receptacle into which all your sewage flowed. Did this not Uml to

pollute and infect the stream ? No
; because, first, we had no tide

in it, but a rapid current to the sea ; and secondly, because I took

-a iv to carry my sewer into the Velabrum, below the inhabited part

of the banks."

We are of opinion, therefore, that we are beginning
at the wrong end, in scheming how to expel, without

providing an expellent power. We must bring in

what is wholesome, if we wish to displace what is

noxious. Liquids act differently from solids. The

latter must be clean removed for others to occupy
their place. The former will themselves displace, if

exit be allowed to what is before them. This is the

principle to be followed, with water as well as with

air. Introduce a current of fresh air, and under

proper arrangements it will purify, not by dilul

but by expulsion. The same oimht to be done in

drainage, and there will be a double gain.

There is one author, who, on all occasions, brings

sound sense to bear on his scientific researches, and

liii makes science carry out the kma <>i

sense. We allude to Dr. Arnott. II is theories on the

subject of ventilation to which we have* just alluded,

are simple, intelligible to any sensible person, \\hile

they will bear the test of any seientifie examination.

His methods UK), !' attaining his proposed
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ake of the same advantage: their very ingenuity
ists of their simplicity. A letter which he has

lately published, of searceK a column in the

contains all that is \\ortli kno\\ in- on the Mil

ventilation
;
and another short paper hy him in one oi'

the publications hel'ore us, applies the principle-

this suhjcct to ships. "When one, considers the lavish

expenditure, or rather the waste, of puhlic mo:

Mimed in Dr. Keid's experiments for the venti-

lating ami warming the Houses of Parliament
;
when

one hears oi' the expense gone to in trying various

methods, in harracks, hospitals, churches, and other

public buildings, one is really tempted to exclaim, that

modern science, when it comes to deal with plain and

ordinary things, is little better than empiricism, not

to use tbe more expressive term humlm-. The tact

is, that such experiments, and new methods, pro<

upon no principle whatever, and uenerally seek to

combine conveniences or advantages that are incom-

patible. Science tells us most truly, that animal life

is kept up at the expense of what is necessary for

itself. If we did nothing- but eat, and did nothing to

produce food, or it' nature did not take this duty into

her own hands, of course we should starve. And in

like manner every breath robs the air of a portion of

that ingredient which is necessary for vital respirat ion,

and surcharges it with an additional quantity of dele-

terious matter. It is clear, therefore, that if the

process be repeated ai^ain and a^ain, upon tl.

bulk of atmosphere, this becomes more and more

unsuited to life, and at length is perfectly a
poifi

Another breath of it, and it kills. AVhen, therefore, a

multitude is assembled together, as at a meeting
the Protestant Association in Kxeter Hall, all bivalh-

on QuuruiitiiM-, j>.
111.
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ing away at a furious rate, and all the liartier Popery
is hit, and the louder they shout against Maynooth,
these good gentlemen little think in how many wavs

they are tainting the air about them, and poisoning
one another. Among other modes this is one ; that a

number of persons are pumping oxygen out of the

same portion of atmosphere ; and of course the more

pumps, the quicker the exhaustion. They therefore

go home with a bad headache, and a deteriorated

appetite, unable to distinguish whether these mis-

chiefs proceed from Mr. Stentor's speeches, their own

cheering, or the closeness of the room. This last,

and almost instinctive expression, hits at once the

remedy. The room must be opened somewhere ; and

here begins the theory, or practice, of ventilation.

You open a window, but the bald head of an elderly

gentleman near it, tells him, and he tells the assembly,
that cold air is actually raining on his pate with a

copiousness and steadiness of supply, which must

effectually preclude all exit to the foul air. It is like

a crowd rushing into a building, and making it im-

possible for another to come out. The two get jammed
together; and so the good air, only at most, dilutes

the bad; but in reality it obeys a certain law of cur-

rents, and plagues dozens of people, who be- to h,

that window .shut, or they will infallibly take fold.

And thus the alternative is, between -'allocation and

rheumatism. An Englishman has an instinct i\r

horror of draughts, that is, of air; and he in.Msis on

having ventilation, on the following bases. l;
ir>t, the

foul air must be got out of the room. Secondly.
!i air must he felt, or known, to come in. Thirdly,

the room must not be made cold by the inllux of the

rnal air. To ell'.vt all this, ha> been the object of

the expensive rxpeninenu alluded to: and the labour



proved vain. Dr. Arnott has put ellieinit methods

within the reach of every one. The breathed air nB6B

i ilv 1> the top of the room, and can onl\ be

out there. |5y his ventilator, it has nto the

chimney, where the natural draught being outwards,

instead of inwards, MS Mt the window, the deleterious

atmosphere tinds a vent. This hem- the ease, the

(jiiantity of air that finds its \\ay through doors and

windows sntliees to establish a current, the eour-

this beinu' no longer entirely towards the chimney,
hut wherever the air in tin 4 room yields, by having an

exit. And as the rarefied air forms the upper stratum,

this is most easily impelled by the elasti ure

from below, and is driven out.

But Dr. Arnott's simple invention docs not stop

here. Where many breathers are collected together,

as in a church, a school, or a workshop, the inn-re- -

IVesh air will not be proportionate to the consumption,
and an artificial impulse is necessary. This he has

collected by means of a pump; the more easy and

simple one of two, beinir the swin^-pnmp, a simple

machine which may be made by any paekr

maker, at the cost of thirty shillings. A boy may
work it, and draw oil' the foul air, for which, of con

an equal quantity of fresh air is necessarily substituted.

rurther, where it is advisable to keep an even tempe-

rature, as in the Brompton Consumption 'Hospital, and

iu barracks, where fires MIV inconvenient, the pump,
\\orked by steam, propels exactly the uiven quantity

of fresh air required by the inmates of the place, but

warmed to an even temperature, by first passing

between hollow copper plates, or leaves, filled with

hot water. And thus, ventilation and warmth

combined, by n i simple means, and without any

expen
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f

l'li is problem of comfort is a most difficult one to

solve. \\V wish to make the very laws of nature

bend to our convenience. We insist upon everything

being made perfect; every window must be air-tight,

every door must close hermetieally, and perhan- be

made double; a series of outposts in the shape of

doors at the end of every passage, guard our a]>

ments from the intrusion oi' a breath of exterior air,

even if the street door open ; every corner and cranny

\plored, and every crevice is puttied or pa-ted o

through which we are able to 1'eel a draught, and then

we complain that our ehimney smokes, and that our

room is excessively close. Even the abode of royalty

has not been exempt from this curse of smoky chim-

neys, because everything wras too well made ;
and it

\\as found necessary to admit draughts, in order to

cure it. AVith all our science, or rather with too

much science, we have not yet learnt a remedy for

this most domestic of all plagues. Year all

you will see a model, or perhaps more than one, in the

Polytechnic, of some chimney-top, which infallibly

prevents smoke. There is a lecture upon it; which

gives a theory, no doubt most scientific, and based on

sound principles, showing \\liy every other plan

failed, and why this -must succeed. Then the

experiment of a baby-hoiiM* filled with Miiokc, which,

by the action of the chimney, is miraculously cleared

out. And yet unhappily the real nui<an-

unabated, and the beautiful theory fails utterh

practice. Now this airain, to our minds, arises mainly
from the same fault, of OUT wishing to brinir nati

public arrangements to i;-i\e \\\\\ to our domestic c.
1

She ha- legislated on a ! lie, and made the i

of current^, R| \et mysi- :md almost liiddci,

rule the grandest and most ;i\\!'ul phenoii: her
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kingdom tin 1 storm, tin* hurricane, the tornado, the

simoom, the t rade-\\ ind, the hmd-bree/.c, and the

poetical xcphyr, are all so many results and exponent^
of her la\\s, BO many data ly \\hich their theory i

he constructed. 1'mt \\ e expect them all to obey the

superior law of comfort
;

\\ e insist upon construe! inir

our Hues and chimneys and lire-pi; ling
to

certain fashions, and rules of architecture, or in com-

pliance with certain ideas of skill; and then \\ e insist

that dame Nature shall come into our \ie\vs, and not

presume to put her mandates in opposition to our-.

One complains of the nasty cast wind, because it

always makes his chimney Bmoke; another cannot

understand how the north wind should always dri\e ;i

down-draught, with its deni^ratinu- consc<p: into

his drawing-room.
Now let us consider how we set about, iiiM defying

the winds, and then trying to battle with them. Oiu

the first things that a modern builder must take C

about, is how he stacks his chimneys. Look at the

Liable of an unfinished row of London houses ; you
it completely scored with white lines from

to]

bottom, making every M>rt of curve and meander, luo

always running parallel. These are the channel-

all the chimneys of the next house, the courses traced

out whereby the streams of smoke shall ilow, till they

discharge themselves into their native clement, the

superincumbent ocean of fo^. Here is the build

science. It docs not consist in seeing how the natural

laws of air in motion will act. and how under any, or

every, ^iven circumstance, the chimne\s \\ill h

draught ; that is not his concern. All that he has to

think of is, how, by hook or by crook, he can uvt the

whole of the Hues into one wall, and nvt th< th f

(\ich into the level line of chinme\ -tops \\hich must
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run fore and aft between two roofs. Or if the house

be a square, detached, residence, as it is called, the

owner probably insists that there shall be but one

stack in the middle ; and flues are sometimes carried

round three sides of a room, to get them into the ml it

channel. Ask the builder if it will not smoke ': That

is not his business, he has only to look to the neati

of the building; the disfiguring process which

does not come into his first contract. It will form a

future bill. It amuses us, occasionally, to see the

sort of vegetation, or growth, to which these dome-

appendages are infallibly subject. One of the earliest

demonstrations that one of these new terrace hoi

has been let, consists in seeing an additional chimi

pot on the top of two or three of the original ones.

When once this first sprout has made its appearance, a

rapid growth takes place. Soon, a tall pipe i> seen to

protrude; then this puts out horizontal arms at the

top, without any head, a sort of fuliginous TOW

turning round in the wind. Then these anus ud

elbows, and send forth shoots. Next comes perha]

head with a sort of vizor, swinging about very sharply
and angrily at every puff of wind, like a testy kni:

errant in armour (a figure that would make am
elegant chimney-pipe); and then perhaps the v. h

always rising in height, is < i with a hood and

feather, or arrow, or vane, as if to put a finish to the

work of modern constructive.4 science. Anyone walk

the streets of London, or rather passing over them

a railway, will he ania/ed at the ingenious \arirt;

the<e contrivances. Kvery imaginable bend, t\\

curve, kne.> and joint, even -ivable head-pi,

every possible position for the exit of BIB

unnatural inclinat ion and de\ iat ion from the per;

dicukir will be found in this absurd mode of rcn:
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\-1ematically propalled evil; lill even the old

telegraph, with its mountebank moti> dd not

have rivalled their strain 'ires. Now the archi-

tect when he planned the hoii-e, and the huilder \\ hen

he erected it, and the tenant \\hen he took it, were all

(jniie assured that it nuM OOme to this: they knew

that these hideous excrescences would, and nin-t,

necessarily spring up. But they \\ere EteoeMflZ] con-

sequences of a system, of the orthod ihlished

mode of co-ordinating chimneys; shops and ware-

houses were awaiting the coming and certain CTJ

full of these fanciful shapes, all ready to he exalted to

the house-top. It is not an accident in house-building
that they should mount thither; it is a foreseen, and

calculated, fact. It is a part of architectural

to overlook totally the real object of a chimney, which

is to carry out the smoke, provided it will only carry

out the design of a neat symmetrical building.

Now abroad they have not yet becoi -ientiiic,

and consequently they are not plagued near as much
with smoky chimneys. The old architects also, whether

of the middle ages or of the iid not put
themselves much out of the way to procure a -Teat

confluence of smokes. If two or three Hues happened
to be near, they grouped their tall and elegant chim-

neys together. But if not, they allowed them to run

straight up, and each to smoke most independently.

They had not need to trouble themselves in the old

days, about want of draught to send the smoke up
their capacious chimneys. The ureat hall, in which

the lire blazed, often opened straight into the air, and

the massive oak planks and iron hinges of its d<

fastened to the stone door-posts, did not allo\\

close fit. The window casements too, permitted a

pretty free admission of pure air. .Hut as the piled-
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up wood sparkled, and crackled, and the blaze roared

up the chimney, it lit up the beaming faces of men
clad in good leathern jerkins, with perhaps hooded

coats, the best security against draughts, and dames

snugly wrapped in honest linsey-woolsey of home-

spun solidity. They took a common sense view of

these domestic arrangements ; they did not pretend to

know the theory of atmospheric currents, and therefore

they submitted to them. They took the straightfor-

ward way about things ; they sent out their smoke by
the shortest road, and ran their chance, much the 1

one, of being right ; they had a brighter fire and less

smoke by not being over careful to exclude air ; and

they protected themselves against its damaging in-

fluence by substantial clothing. They lived a cheerful

race, they reached a good old age, without much in-

fluenza or much physic ; and we do not believe that

their discomforts were greater than ours, although

they knew so little of science.

What we have just said brings before us another

branch of modern science, which we fear may easily

invade our personal, more than our domes! ic, inter*

We trust that the day may be very far distant, \vhen

man will be subject to a thoroughly scientific tr

ment. And yet we see symptoms of an approach to

such a plan. There was a time when man, the animal,

was supposed to be composed of certain visible sub-

stances, some solid and some liquid, which assumed

certain definite forms, and performed obvious functions.

Our old physiologists were content with consider

his body as consisting of bone, cartilage, membrane,

muscle, and so forth; and as containing blood, bile,

lymph, and a variety of other fluids and juie.-. lie

lived exceedingly well under that theory, and died in

hi> i;-ood time, dosrd and doctored aecordi; lies
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conformable to it. Hut by he WSfl more

euralely studied, and -
. inMead of anatomi/.ini:,

set to analy/in- liim
;

in place < - hat lie

might be cut up into, it uas in\< d \\bat be

min'ht be boiled doWn to. It \\asdi d that this

complicated body of his WBS only composed of tlnvc

organic substances, gelatine, librine, and albumen.

And as though be had not been yet reduced sntliciently

low, lie was ])roved to be only a collection of chemicals ;

and tbose three components are shown to be nothing

more tban three gases, oxygen, hydrogen, and nitro-

gen, combined with one poor solid, carbon. So true

it is, tbat wben Ibis mortal frame of ours is dissohed.

and all the gaseous portion of us melts into tbin air,

ashes literally alone remain dust and ashee ! 'II

discoveries are exceedingly interest ing, and very im-

portant; but we own we dread their becoming too

much the basis of "treatment" in sickness and in

health. However true the theory, and none can

doubt it, we should abhor almost as much as a return

to the old theory of humours, to see poor humanity
handled upon the basis of its constituent elements,

and either its medicines or its food regulated, on the

principle of establishing a proper equilibrium among
its simple constituents. The sense of nature would be

contrary to such a science. In the first visitation of

cholera, it was decided by some theorists, that the dis-

order arose from a deficiency in one of the ingredi<

of the blood, and the direct course \\as adapted of

communicating it to the circulation. No\\ nature

never takes up substances pure, but loves to elaboi

them after her own fashion. 'There is iron in the

blood; but no one supposes that the application of

cold steel to the pores of t he face each morning, or the

occasional handling of the lire- irons in the <1
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crciscs the slightest influence on the appropriation of

this metal hy the system. Whether in the gold

regions of the West, or amidst the sands of Africa,

our veins will find their colour, though the miner may
not find a single vein of that metal in the entire con-

tinent. And our little
" Kosrnos" contrives to make

its chalk formation in the joints of the gouty, out of

port-wine and highly-seasoned viands, without the aid

of London milk; for, we believe, it is agreed by

geologists, that the "London basin" contains a con-

siderable chalk deposit. Nature thus has her own
roundabout way of getting what she wants ; and does

not like to have it forced upon her. We must not

give her the flour ready made and sifted ; she would

rather have the corn and be left to grind it in her own

mill, and work it up according to her own processes,

into whatever she needs. While, therefore, there is a

tendency, in physiological and medical pursuits, to

deal too intimately with her powers, and endeavour to

shorten her operations, we cannot but fear that this

may lead to rash systems, and dangerous results.

Good sense would suggest, that the great aim of all

sanitary treatment, and medical investigation, should

be, by the one, to endeavour to stimulate nature's own

powers, and, by the other, to discover how this can he

done. To second and to regulate her own ellorts to

retain or recover her normal condition, is the rightful,

sensible, and noblest purpose of true science.

In many points we may sincerely congratulate our-

selves on the triumph of good sense over false science;

and in no department more than in these jmrMi

AVhy do we now see so few crippled and distorted

limbs, so lew deformed frames, compared with u hat

iiM-d to be? No doubt, because we have abandoned

all scientific ways of swathinir, bandar-mi:, and
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up children : we have learnt to Irt then up t,, a

certain 3
" nobl

"
with free limhs ;in,l

copious ap|)lications of cold air and cold \\

them; in other words, woM^r-wit, which is instinct i\e

common sense, has been allowed to take the placr of

learned theory. ( )ur forefathers used to con-id. -r a peri-

odical blood-letting ([uite indispensal)le for health ; it

waa most scientifically proved essential to it. Common
sense has prevailed; and the lancet is scarcely knoun
to thousands, except as the title of a newspaper,
an advertising appellation, of a new ra/or. The same

good sense has ruled us in other matters, especially

to clothing ; though not as yet to the extent to which

it should. However, the move is in the ri^ht direc-

tion, towards the free and easy. The art* .

becoming every year less compressed, the joints less

hampered, the body less straitened, the por

closed, the neck less strangled, and the head less

bound. Even the hat and the wigare getting furnished

with ventilating apparatuses; so that the two n

unnatural of all outward accoutrements have become

comparatively innocuous. Let us, however, draw our

crude remarks to a close.

A strange year is this which is just closing upon us,

and upon the century ; leaving us but one m>

jubilee year, to iinish its first half with better au-u

for the next half, than A\ -in-round us now. It

appears as if the present year had been sent to

humble our pride, and bailie* our skill, and confound

our science. It has made the hi-h-horn and the

daintily-bred familiar with thought*, and sounds, and

si-hts, from which they would have before shrunk

with horror. During it, the hills of mortality ^

-rasped, each morning, with tremhlim: hand; and the

number of yesterday's dead was counted, and

2 i;
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against the preceding day's, and the catalogue of

loathsome diseases was scanned and analyzed. Men
then cared somewhat for how many poor died, and

lo iged to see the ebb set in, in that tide of mortality.

lA>r, the surge washed up to the very door of the rich,

and thundered against the dams which wealth had

raised between itself and the ills of poverty. The

earth seems to have yawned before us, and disci"

unholy mysteries. AVe have been led by the hand

through its dark alleys, and taught to mark and i

each foul thing that creeps or floats through them,
down slowly to the poisoned bed of the river. AVe

have been discoursed to of the reeking pestilence that

exhales from the surface of those subteri

streams, and have been lectured on the fatal element-

that compose it, till we believed \\e were living

mine ready charged, and only awaiting some siunal to

explode, and scatter all living things in irretrievable

destruction. We have seen the graves swelling and

writhing with the life of corruption, as though in the

throes of a new plague-birth ; the black soil from thr

church-yard's side 1

, oozing into the dwellings of

poor; its liquid (trainings trickling into their \\ells ;

its subtile vapour stealing into their \\indo\\s; and

grave opening into irrave, the recent dead fallinir
'

the embrace of ripe and rank corruption.

upwards to earth, through the opened avenue. And

through all this loathsome subsoil, these dregs and oli-

>(' earth's mortal things there rim glitter-

ing veins of liquid metal, as though escaping from the

spoils ( ,f death. And what do they prove to be

gold from those who, with one hand, wash the sands

of California's 1'aetoliaii streams, and with the other

hold the ready steel
;
but whom a more daring hunter

-ui-prised with the rille. not till after thr
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metal had ingrained itself into thrir pores. Not &
fr<nn the spoiler of temples, or BanotuflffieS, \\hom

human or dixine vengeance has ,,\ ertaken in the

south, and who, like Aehan, has perished and been

consumed, xxith hi.s ill-gotten xvealth ahout him.

it is the poisonous metal from the corpses, of infants

whom their mother has slain, of husbands \\hom their

xx ixcs have? coolly murdered
;

xvhieh oven the ^raxe in

its Corruption has retained, dest roving all but the de-

stroyer, consuming the victim, yet holding last the

witness to the foul deed. Such indeed has wise, phi-

losophieal Knu'land disclosed to wondering nati-

this year in rank abundance. And from siieli a soil

what has ^roxvn and ilourished ? The ijalloxx s-t ree,

more laden xvith llu^ i'ruits of vicious, irreligious times

than ever bel'ore
;

xxith a heavier growth of depraxity.
with more thvsperate, iicndish crime than a ^rnerat ion

has seen. And round its foot our popul,"<

daneiuii
1 as at an oi'uy, inakinn- inen-y at its LeS8i

Surely then x\c have much to do, much to amend,
which seientilie instruct ion xx ill not effect . AVihaxe
moral teac-hinu', moral training to give the people,
which xx e are in danger of forget 1 111^, while xvr are

making them content xxith more \\orldly and phil

thoughts.
the rest of the century be 8 fill in this

first pursuit, as the jnst portion has l)een in the

>nd; and thus may a just balaner be established,

and a satisfactory arbitration be made, in the -Teat

cause of Sen-e x . Science.

TIN;
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